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Release Information
The content in this section provides release information for features,defect fixes, operating system support, system
requirements and release comparison. 

• Watch Video: Release Overview
• New Features
• Defects Fixed in CA Directory 14.0
• Operating System Support 
• System Requirements
• Release Comparison

 

 

Watch Video: Release Overview
Watch the Release Overview video to learn what's new in CA Directory Release 14.0:

TIP
 To play the video in full screen, click the YouTube logo in the bottom right of the video once you play the video.

New Features
The content in this section provides information about new features for CA Directory.

Monitoring Feature

The monitoring feature allows you to  ensure that the CA Directory operations are running smoothly.  This feature consists
of overview, alerts, charts, email configuration, and external monitoring. See Directory Health.

SCIM Feature

System for Cross Domain Identity Management  (SCIM) is a standard protocol  that is used to access identity information.
A SCIM compliant server is deployed as a part of CA Directory Management UI, which uses a simple set of REST API
operations. See SCIM Services.

"set critical-entries" command

This command prevents critical entries and their parent entries from being renamed or removed. See Protecting Critical
Entries command.

"set rename-check-oc" command

This command ensures that the entries cannot be renamed to a new naming attribute which is not supported by the object
classes for that entry. See set rename-check-oc command.

Support for entryUUID (RFC4530)

This feature can be enabled by specifying the following configuration:
set add-entryuuid = true;
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As entryUUID is an operational attribute, "op-attrs" must be set to true (default value; true) to enable entryUUID, It is not
enabled by default. When enabled, the DSA generates new entryUUID when an entry is added. The DXloaddb utility
generates entryUUID for every entry that does not have one specified in the source LDIF file.

Allow outgoing SSL/TLS connections without certificate/key

Support has been added in DXserver to allow outgoing SSl/TLS connections without certificate or key. No configurations
are required to enable this feature. If certificate is not found for a particular DSA, then outgoing SSL/TLS connections from
that DSA is attempted without certificate. 

 

Defects Fixed
NOTE
 All defects that are fixed in Service Pack 5 and earlier are included in CA Directory 14.0 version. For information
about Service Pack Release Notes, see documentation version, 12.6.

The following defects have been fixed in this release. 

Support Case Number Internal Defect ID Issue Description
00935034 DE340014 Setting "precedence" for subordinate DSAs

causes peer DSAs precedence to be
reversed.

00839026 DE317112 CPU-starvation-threshold value is not
displayed in DXconsole.

00799111 DE308880 From the Management UI, the support and
documentation links do not work correctly.

00741609 DE304458 Renames do not perform object class
checking.

00685446 DE278954 Replication failure logged, when deleting an
entry that has already been deleted using
the 'tree delete' LDAP control.

00665085 DE273676 Open SSL assertion errors.
 DE328635 ldapUrl format for dynamic groups

dxMemberURL does not conform to
standards.

 DE323740 Saving DSA with raw settings fails in IE.
 DE322276 External Monitoring not cleared in

DXconfig.
 DE317496 Buffer read overflow in DSA, when it

receives request with attribute options that
are not "; binary" and "; lang-en".

 DE315916 DSA Name DN is changed when adding
existing DSAs to the Management UI.

 DE313983 DSAs that are not selected in Charts tab,
are highlighted.

 DE311966 MW-DISP failure when min-auth is greater
than knowledge authentication levels.

 DE308875 When changing an unmanaged DSA from
"ca" to "dxlink", the defaults for a "dxlink"
DSA are not updated.
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 DE306578 Configuration items containing multiple DNs
are not supported in Management UI.

 DE304477 DSA Host version appears empty in the
Management UI.

 DE304222 DSA Knowledge definition order reversed.
 DE303910 In Management UI (Linux) installer, if

hostname FQDN failure is not correctly
detected to abort the installation, it results
in an empty web server certificate file.

 DE303608 ODSEE: Change-log ahead of directory
checkpoint.

 DE302125 ODSEE: xm_pool assertion failure.
 DE300928 During Management UI (Windows)

uninstall, the backup dialog prompt is
hidden.

 DE300927 Windows Uninstall leaves files behind in
Management UI and DXserver.

 DE296274 Management UI does not include product
version information in the about box.

 DE295156 DSA uses auth level lower than min-auth
when sending empty MW.

 DE293205 Memory leak when aborting LDAP
connections.

 DE291770 Excessive DXserver memory utilization
when sending lot of small requests/
responses and the connection is blocked.

 DE279152 Inconsistent error code appears in DXagent
when retrieving an online backup in DB
format from a DSA that does not have an
online backup.

 DE277472 Management UI does not allow to edit
embedded DSA, when any dxagents are
unreachable.

 DE277354 Unable to view or remove host after
certificate has been regenerated.

 DE276218 dxloaddb does not include details when an
objectClassViolation is detected.

 DE275934 Assertion failure occurs intermittently
during pull replication request, when the
connection is dropped at the same time.

 DE262933 DXemptydb utility crashes when invoked
with no arguments.

 DE256361 Inconsistent escaping of horizontal
partitioning configuration in DXagent.

Operating System Support
You can install CA Directory on Windows and Linux operating systems.

You can download the installation package for each operating system from Technical Support at Broadcom Support site.
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For complete information on operating systems support for other versions, see the CA Directory Compatibility Matrix.

CA Directory 14.0 Compatibility Matrix

Operating System Name Processor OS Versions DXserver Management UI
Linux x64 CentOS 6.6 and later

CentOS 7 and later
Oracle Linux 6.6
Oracle Linux 7
RHEL 6.6 and later
RHEL 7 and later
SLES 11.2 and later
SLES 12 SP1
Ubuntu 12.04
Ubuntu 14.04
Ubuntu 16.04

Yes Yes

Windows x64 Server 2012 Standard
Server 2012 Core
Server 2012 Standard R2
Server 2012 Core R2
Server 2016 Standard
7 SP1

Yes Yes

System Requirements
For production systems with large datastores, or where maximum performance or fault-tolerance is required, consult the
Broadcom Support site for advice on choosing the server and disk configurations before installing this product.

Minimum Memory and Disk Space

This table lists the minimum space and memory requirements for the servers that are used in a CA Directory installation.

Computer Role Minimum RAM Minimum Disk Space Required Software
Management UI Host 4 GB 10 GB
Directory Host 4 GB 10 GB (excluding space for

directory data)
DXagent (Management UI)
Use at least Python version
2.6. If you are using a Python
version earlier than 2.7.9 (in
version 2) or 3.4 (in version 3),
install the pyOpenSSL module.

Supported Web Browsers

Management UI: The Management UI uses HTML5/JavaScript, so use an up-to-date browser. The Management UI can
be run on Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Microsoft Edge browsers.

Also enable JavaScript in your Web browser.

Linux Requirements

The minimum Linux version that is supported is:

• Linux Kernel 2.6.16 with glibc 2.11
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For specific Linux versions, see the product compatibility matrix.

Network Requirements

Ensure that the firewall rules allow for access to the following components when installed:

• DSA interface ports (LDAP over TCP/IP)
• Management UI interface ports (HTTPS over TCP/IP)
• DXwebserver interface ports (HTTPS over TCP/IP)

Windows: Winsock-compatible TCP/IP must be installed and configured.

Windows Requirements

You must have Administrator access to the system to install CA Directory.

Release Comparison
This table compares the key features in all active releases of CA Directory.
Upgrading to latest releases provides:

• Improved Security
• Simplified Administration
• Improved User Experience
• Lower Total Cost of Ownership

Key Features Release
14.0

Release
 12.6

Release
 12.5

Release
 12.0.18

Monitoring Directory
Health

yes no no no

Alerts table in
Management UI

yes no no no

Email Notifications of
Alerts

yes no no no

SCIM 2.0 Rest API
support

yes no no no

Command to prevent
critical entries from being
renamed or removed

yes yes no no

set rename-check-oc
Command

yes yes no no

New Setting to detect
CPU starvation

yes yes no no

ODSEE migration
provides bidirectional
synchronization between
ODSEE and CA Directory

yes yes no no

Supports Phased
Migration of applications
from ODSEE to CA
Directory

yes yes no no

Command to assist
maintenance activities

yes yes yes no
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Supports force start
command-line option

yes yes yes no

Command to increase
number of outbound
links and improving
routing performance

yes yes yes no

Command to manually
exclude group members
from a dynamic group
members attribute

yes yes yes yes

Supports simplified
installation using Debian
and RPM packages

yes yes yes yes

Log rollover allows users
to set maximum lines
threshold for each log
type

yes yes yes yes

 

Third-Party License Agreements
Use the following link to view license agreements for third-party software used in CA Directory 14.0 release:

Third-party License Agreements for 14.0

Service Packs for 14.0
This section lists the link to defects fixed in Service Packs.  

• 14.0.01 Defect Fixes

14.0.01 Defect Fixes
NOTE
CA Directory 14.0.01 is the first Service Pack for 14.0 release.

This section lists out all defects that are fixed in CA Directory 14.0.01. 

Support Case No Internal Defect ID Issue Summary Issue Description
DE371432 Noje.js Server crashes and

service restarts continuously,
when CA signed certs were
used. 

When custom SSL certs were
configured, node.js server
was crashing and restarting
continuously due to the fact
that the 'cert' file in config-
scim.js, config.js were pointing
to private key which was
incorrect.
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DE372910 File “passwdQualityError.txt” 
is not get generated due to
insufficient write privilege.

When the DXserver
installer was launched
from the mounted ISO, the
“passwordQualityError.txt”
file was not generated in the
temp folder due to insufficient
write privilege. 
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01127953 DE374225 Installation issue with CA
Directory 14.0

Installation of CA Directory
on RHEL 7.5 did not progress
after the user provided custom
generated private key,

certificate file and root certificate
details.The certificates
were issued by Certificate
Authority. Upon supplying these
information, the installation
displayed the following error:

<-----------------------
 BEGIN SNIPPET
 FROM INSTALLATION
 ----------------->

==========================
 DSA MONITORING
 QUESTIONS
 ======================

Enter the port for
 the Monitoring
 Data DSA [11389]
 =======================

SCIM SERVER
 QUESTIONS
 ============================

Enter the port for
 the SCIM Server
 [3100]

Enter path to the
 CA certificate pem
 file [] /opt/data/
certs/root-ca.pem

Enter path to the
 client certificate
 pem file [] /opt/
data/certs/scim-
rhel01.pem

/opt/data/certs/
scim-rhel01.pem is
 not issued by CA
 with'/opt/data/
certs/root-ca.pem'
 CA certificate

Enter path to the
 client certificate
 pem file []

<-----------------------
 END SNIPPET FROM
 INSTALLATION
 -----------------------
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01127953 DE375943 Installation displays an error,
when ISO content is extracted to
a folder with space.

When a user tries to extract
contents from the CA Directory
Management UI ISO to a folder
with space, and thereby launch
the installer, the installation does
not show the password policies
and displays an error:
“Password quality check error:
(null)”

00973128 DE357357, DE349181 WARNING : RDN Attribute is
Not Indexed

A warning message, "RDN
Attribute is not indexed" has
been reported in the trace logs
even after we configure,
"set cache-index=all-
attributes"  in a dsa.

01073891, 01114100 DE371405, 
DE350478, 
DE371748

"FATAL ERROR" with assertion
failed

When a DXserver tries to handle
multiple connections using
multiple threads,there could be
a race condition in

which one of the connections
will succeed and the other will
fail with "FATAL Error :

Assertion failed" in the log file.

00999368 DE357191 Unable to delete dynamic group. Unable to delete a dynamic
group when the “memberOf”
functionality is enabled.

01094513 DE374490 Direct connection to data dsa
over TLS does not show-up in
connect log.

When a user tries to connect
to a data dsa from an LDAP
browser using SSL connection
with user roles enabled,
the connect log does not report
the TLS version over which the
connectivity takes place. 

01137810 DE374613 CA Directory Management UI
custom installation missing CA
and server certificates

When the CA Directory
Management UI Windows
installer was run with "Custom"
installation and the
"Use your own SSL certificate"
option was left unselected on
the "CA Directory Management
UI Web Server Details" dialog
box, the installer did not
automatically generate the CA
and server certificates during
the installation.

01141632 DE375438 Management UI Issue in
managing old versions of DSAs
in CA Directory v12.6

After upgrading from CA
Directory v 12.0.18 to v 12.6.04,
users were unable to manage
the old versions
of DSAs through the new
Management UI.
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DE375108 DSA settings are not
displayed in same order in the
Management UI

When the CA Directory
Management UI Linux installer
was run, the dsa settings did not
get displayed in
the same order in the
Management UI.
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Get Started
This section will help you understand the basics of CA Directory before you begin your implementation.

A directory lets you maintain information about people, resources, and systems. Using directories, users can look up for
information quickly and efficiently.

CA Directory uses the following major directory standards:

• LDAP
• X.500

This section discusses the following topics:

Overview of Directories
A directory lets you store data about people, resources, and systems. Directories are designed to make looking up
information as fast and efficient as possible.

An everyday example of a directory is a traditional Yellow Pages business directory. A Yellow Pages directory stores key
information about businesses, and is arranged to make it as easy as possible for you to find the business you want.

A Directory Manages Information

A directory is a service for information management. It stores information about people, resources, and systems. A
directory allows users to instantly look up critical everyday information.

Example: A Call Center's Customer List

Peter works in a call center, and he receives calls from customers across Asia and Europe. Every time he receives calls
from customers, he looks up their details on the customer directory, and each search takes less than a second. This
means that after customers have verified their identity, they do not have to tell Peter their account number, address, or any
other information that is stored in the directory.

A Directory Can Store Reference Data about Anything

You can use a directory to store any kind of reference data.

Directories use a schema to decide what data is stored about each kind of object. A schema defines the kinds of objects
that can be stored in a directory, and the types of information that these objects can contain. You can design your own
schema, or you can use an existing schema.

Example: A Manufacturer's Product Catalog

Company A manufactures glass bottles. Their product catalog is linked to a directory that contains data about every
bottle they make. The directory lists the height, weight, color, volume, shape, and price of each bottle type. Company A
designed a directory schema that includes fields for each of these categories of information.

A Directory Stores Reference Data, Not the Actual Data

Directories are used for fast lookup of key information.

It is usually best to store the actual data being referenced in a database. For example, a directory could be used for
storing a music catalog, but not the actual audio data.
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A Directory Allows Information to Be Read and Modified

Most users and applications use directories for looking up information. However, depending on permissions, some users
can modify the information in the directory. New entries can be added, and existing entries can be modified or deleted.

A Directory Can Organize Information in a Hierarchy

A directory can arrange information in a hierarchy, to make it easy to browse. This is useful for lists of products, services,
staff, customers that can easily be grouped into distinct categories.

If a directory contains a huge number of entries and it is not browsed by people, you can use a flat structure.

Example: A Hierarchical Directory Structure

Company A produces about four hundred kinds of glass vessels. Company A’s products are easily divided into the
following hierarchical categories:

Figure 1: A Hierarchical Directory Structure

Example: A Flat Directory Structure

For a directory with millions of entries, the following flat structure might work better:
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Figure 2: A Flat Directory Structure

Directories Are Based on Standards

Directories are based on standards. This means that the information stored in a directory can be used by any other
system that uses those standards. The two main standards for directories are LDAP and X.500.

Data in a Directory Can Be Distributed and Replicated

The information in a directory can be divided according to a hierarchy. This means that different sections of the directory
can be kept in separate locations, to improve resilience and support replication.

Also, directories can be replicated to multiple locations. This allows for quicker searching by many users in different
locations, and it also enhances the robustness of the system. If one computer has a hardware problem, the directory on
that computer synchronizes itself with its peers on other computers after the hardware problem is fixed.

Example: Company X Acquires Company Y

The Company X call center recently acquired Company Y, which had data about its customers recorded in a directory. The
following diagram shows that the Company X directory has been configured to search this new data, without changing the
Company Y directory:
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Figure 3: A Distributed Directory Example

Now, when Peter receives a call from a customer of Company Y, he can use the main Company X directory to look up
data about the customer.

Distribution

Distribution is important for scaling.

Similar to the World Wide Web, distribution lets any number of servers share and maintain their own information.
However, unlike the World Wide Web, directory hosts have a server-to-server protocol that enables them to cooperate to
provide distributed queries and a unified view of the whole directory information tree.

This means that even though a directory information tree might appear to be a single entity, it may actually be split and
stored in separate places.

The following diagram shows how one directory service is distributed across three namespaces:

Figure 4: Single Namespace Distributed Across Three Locations
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Replication

Replication is important for recovery and sometimes for performance. Replication occurs when the same directory entry
namespace exists on different servers. This is similar to the idea of mirror sites on the World Wide Web.

The following diagram shows how one directory namespace is replicated across three servers:

Figure 5: Single Namespace Replicated in Three Locations

Replication involves copying data. Whenever data is copied, you must ensure that the copies are synchronized. This can
make the cost of developing and maintaining replicated systems expensive, and you should weigh it against the benefits
of performance and recovery in the event of failure.

CA Directory Uses Major Industry Standards
To work together, you have to communicate and share information. This is essential for organizations growing through
mergers and acquisitions, and business-to-business communication and eCommerce.

Standards-based directories let this communication take place. However, many directory systems on the market are
unable to communicate with other directories.

CA Directory uses both of the following major directory standards:

• LDAP

LDAP is a protocol for accessing directories. LDAP is a simplified version of the X.500 directory access protocol (DAP).

• X.500

X.500 is a set of computer networking standards that define directory services. The protocols defined by the X.500
standards include DAP, DSP, and DISP. A directory that follows the X.500 standard has distributed operations, distributed
management, distributed security, and replication.

LDAP is important for clients, while X.500 is important for servers.

CA Directory fully applies X.500 and LDAP standards to provide a distributed and reliable directory service. CA Directory
uses LDAP support to access LDAP-only directories, and the X.500 distributed directory model for distribution.

In addition to supporting LDAP for access, CA Directory permits the integration of LDAP-only servers to a directory
backbone.

About CA Directory Components and Packages
CA Directory is a directory application based on the X500 directory standards which supports LDAP v2 and v3 Internet
Protocol Standards. It is a Information management service that provides consistent way to name, describe, locate,
access, manage and secure information about people, resources and systems. The users of the directory can read and
modify information based on the assigned levels of permissions.CA Directory has a much faster and reliable data store
technology, with simpler installation.  
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CA Directory consists of three main components:

•  DXserver:  DXserver is a standard LDAP/x500 compliant Directory Server Agent(DSAs) with a multi-threaded
process.This is the central component of CA Directory which manages the data stored in the directory. A single
installed  instance of DXserver can run multiple dsas. Hence, for each host, DXserver can be installed only once
and multiple DSAs can be created on it.
–  DXconsole: DXserver uses DXconsole to interactively manage DXserver while it is online. Dxconsole can be

accessed with telnet. See Control DSAs by Using the dsa console,  set dxconsole user command. 
•  Management UI: Management UI is a web-based GUI that can be used to manage the Directory hosts and

dsas.Besides managing the hosts and dsas, it supports real-time monitoring of dsas,displaying results through
charts,sending email notifications to users and groups and displaying alerts at all time zones.

•  DXagent: DXagent communicates between the dxserver and the Management UI, either through the Management UI
or through REST API's. Each Host runs a DXagent which manages the dsas. See About DXagent. 

You can install, upgrade, or uninstall each CA Directory package separately from the others. The packages and their
components are as follows:

• Directory Package
– DXserver

DXserver is the central component of CA Directory. Each DSA uses a DXserver process. You can run many DSAs
on one computer, but you need to install DXserver only once on each computer.

– DXagent
DXagent is used to manage DSAs using the Management UI and also provides a RESTful API for managing CA
Directory.

– Directory Samples
The samples contain different DSA configurations and show different methods of populating a directory. You can
use these samples to explore the CA Directory features before setting up your own directory. The files for the
sample DSA are always installed when you install this package, but you need to run a script to set them up.

• Directory Management UI Package 
– Management UI Server

The Management UI Server is the web application that lets you monitor, create, configure, and control DSAs.
– Management UI DSA

This DSA is used to store information used by the Management UI.
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Installing
The information in this section describes how to install the CA Directory components, types of installation and steps to
install and uninstall CA Directory packages. 

Installing Methods

You can install CA Directory in the following ways:

• Interactive installation
On Windows, the Installation Wizard lets you install each package using the installation wizard.
On Linux, an interactive installation script lets you install each package.

• Silent (unattended) installation (Recommended when packaging directory with another product)
Silent installation does not require any user input during the installation process. This means that the installation runs
silently; no installation screens appear, no command prompt is required and feedback from the installation process
does not appear on the screen.
In an interactive installation, the user enters information during the installation process. By contrast, in a silent
installation, the user's information is stored in a response file. A response file is a text file that supplies information
to be used during the installation process. This input is normally supplied by the user during the installation process.
When the installation program requires input, it checks the response file and uses the information available in the
response file.
You can install the Directory and Directory Management UI packages using silent installation. You cannot install the
other packages silently.
During a silent installation, errors are written to a log file and the installation returns an error code. There is no other
visual feedback about errors. In contrast, the interactive installation lets you deal with issues as they arise during
installation. For example, if you are not logged in as a superuser, or do not have enough disk space, the interactive
installation prompts you to rectify this before you can continue.
Before you can install a package silently, you must create a response file for that package.

Prerequisites
CA Directory Prerequisites:

Before you start installing CA Directory, we recommend you perform the following steps:

1. Check that the platform is supported in the CA Directory Product Compatibility Matrix. See instructions to view
the compatibility matrix.

2. Download the relevant package or ISO image. It is recommended to check the MD5 checksum after downloading the
installer file.

3. Download the JXplorer version 3.3.1.2 from  http://jxplorer.org/downloads/users.html. The JXplorer kit is no more
shipped as part of the CA Directory ISO.

4. Review our recommendations to plan the computers you should use for your directory, and determine which packages
you want to install on each computer.

5. If performing an upgrade, we recommend backing up the directory data and any schema or configuration files that you
have customized.

NOTE

Important!

As DXmanager is reaching its end of life (EOL), please check the following compatibility between DXmanager
and managed CA Directory hosts prior to install/upgrade:
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• DXmanager can be used to manage DSAs when upgrading to CA Directory >= 12.5
• DXmanager can no longer be used  for CA Directory install and upgrades >= 14.0
• The CA Directory Management UI must be used for new CA Directory installs >= 12.5

CA Directory Management UI Prerequisites:

Before you start installing CA Directory Management UI, we recommend you perform the following steps:

1. If you select the option, "Use your own SSL certificate" during the Management UI installation, ensure that the
following custom Management UI webserver and SCIM server SSL certificates and keys are generated and are easily
accessible:
a. Web Server Certificate File Path
b. Web Server Private Key File Path
c. CA Certificate File Path 
d. Client Certificate File Path
e. Client Private Key File Pat

NOTE
The SCIM server related certificates; (c), (d) and (e) are optional. You can skip these and continue the
installation.

Recommendations
This page includes the following topics:

What to install on each system?

The following diagram shows the computers that we recommend you use for your directory backbone, and the packages
to install on each computer. The computers can have different operating systems installed.

NOTE
In production, ensure that you install CA Directory and CA Directory Management UI packages on separate
machines.

Figure 6: CA Directory-arrangement of installation packages
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Create a test installation, with everything on one system

In this example, a systems administrator wants to see how CA Directory works. To do this, the administrator wants to
install all the CA Directory components on one Windows system.

The administrator should install the CA Directory Management UI package on the test system. However, in production, CA
Directory and CA Directory Management UI should be installed on separate machines.

High level overview of the components

The following content describes the CA Directory components:

• Administrators computer
Each administrator and operator uses one of these computers to monitor and maintain the directory. 
Each administrator and operator connects to the Management UI through a Web browser.

• Directory Management UI ServerThe D irectory Management UI Server is the computer on which you have installed
the Directory Management UI package.
The administrator and operators connect to this web application to monitor, create, configure, and control DSAs.

• Directory hosts
A host is a single computer with CA Directory installed on it. A single host may serve one or more namespace
partitions.
You install the Directory package on each of these computers.

Setting up the systems 

If you use the recommended computers, set them up in this order:

1. Set up the Directory Management server as follows:
a. Install the Directory Management package.

2. Set up the directory hosts as follows:
a. Install the Directory package.
b. Allow access to the DXagent port (default 9443) so that the Management UI can communicate with it.

3. Set up the computer of the administrator. This computer only requires a modern Web browser.

Configuring the disk

To improve recovery and performance, we recommend storing the datastore and product files on separate physical disks.
(By default, it is stored under DXHOME/data/.)

Example: Disk Configuration on Windows

In the following example of a typical Windows installation, the C and D drives are on separate physical disks:

• C disk drive -- CA Directory product files
• D disk drive -- Directory information (datastore files)

Example: Disk Configuration on Linux

In the following example of a typical Linux installation, the /local partition is on a separate physical disk:

• /opt/CA -- DXserver product files
• /local/CA -- Directory information (datastore files)

NOTE
For more information about disk configurations such as mirrored disks and RAID, contact Technical Support at
http://ca.com/support.
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RAM Requirement

It is important to estimate the RAM required to host data and the DXgrid datastore size on disk when a dsa starts. The
optimal RAM and datastore (DXgrid db file) sizing is dependent on the following factors:

• Expected data growth each year
• Amount of data that can be returned based on a request

Best Practices:

• Use a 64-bit hardware, Operating System and DSA.
• Try to over-spec the physical RAM, the additional RAM will be utilized by the operating system to cache files (zdb, ldif,

logs etc) which will improve overall performance.

Recommended Approach to Estimate RAM and Datastore Sizing 

1. Create an LDIF that mimics what the user entries will look like. If you plan to use this LDIF for performance testing,
then avoid indexing highly repetitive attribute values. Utilities such as 'makeldif' can be helpful in generating the LDIF.

2. After generating the LDIF file, use DXloaddb command in "dry run" mode (-n switch) as well as the "generate
statistics" mode to provide information on accurate disk sizing.

3. Take the "Total Datasize in MB" and inflate it to include room for future growth, then multiply this figure by 2.5 in order
to get the size in RAM when all the attributes are fully indexed in memory. Try to round it up to the next logical physical
memory size.

NOTE
When you are nearing the estimated RAM size, you can expand the datastore by using the dxextenddb
command. Use the same approach that has been explained above to plan the expansion. DXextenddb Tool
-- Increase the Size of a Datastore.

Example:

If the total datasize from dxloaddb is 6052 (in MB), and you expect this number to double in next 2 years,then choose
a datastore of 12104 MB (6052*2). Multiplying 12104 MB by the figure 2.5,you will get a provisional physical memory
requirement of 30260 MB, which is only meant for the dsa. The next logical physical memory size is 32GB so this would
be the recommended physical size for the DSA.

NOTE

: 

• If not sure about 'dxloaddb' command line options, simply run 'dxloaddb --help' at the system prompt to get
the syntax.

• If you already have an LDIF file, start from step (2) above.

Once you perform a "dry run", you will notice the output similar to this:

Database Files Statistics
Total Datasize in MB 6052
Number of entries read 12521481
Number of entries loaded 12521481
Amount of db file padding in KB 36851
Average number of entries per MB 24489

This way you can calculate the size requirements of a DXgrid datastore.
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Compatibility Matrix and Installation Media
The steps in this topic guide you to navigate through CA Directory Compatibility Matrix and the Installation Media from the
CA Support site.

Locate the Compatibility Matrix

Use the Compatibility Matrix to verify that the operating environment and other required third-party components are
supported.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to CA Support.
2. Click Product Information.
3. Search for CA Directory. 

The product information is displayed.
4. Click Compatibility Information under Staff Selections.

The Compatibility Matrix page is displayed.

Locate the Installation Media

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to CA Support.
2. Navigate to Menu>Download Management.
3. Search for CA Directory.
4. Click Product Downloads Available.
5. Select the release number and click the Download icon.
6. Follow the instructions to download the required installer.

 

NOTE

: You can select to download either of the following options:

• Individual components such as CA Directory DXserver Debian 64-bit, CA Directory DXserver RPM 64-bit
• Complete CA Directory packages by downloading the ISO files.

Installing CA Directory
Refer to the Prerequisites  section and the Recommendation sections before installing the CA Directory package, to
ensure a smooth installation.

NOTE
A single instance of DXserver can run multiple dsas. Therefore, install DXserver only once for
each host, and create multiple DSAs on it.

When you install the CA Directory package, the installation process determines if it is a new installation or an upgrade. If
you are doing a new installation, the installation process:

1. Prompts you for the location where you want to install the software.
2. Installs the software.

If the installation is an upgrade, follow the steps that are mentioned in the Upgrade section.
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Installation Logging

All installations are logged.

During installation, the following logging actions take place:

• The installation log is created in the temporary directory (/tmp on UNIX and %TEMP% on Windows).
• The file is copied to the DXHOME location when the installation or upgrade has completed successfully.
• The installation log is left in the temporary directory if the DXHOME environment variable is not defined or if the

installation does not complete successfully.

CA Directory can be installed in the following ways:

Linux
The following sections describe how to install CA Directory on Linux.

You can install CA Directory on Linux in the following ways:

• Install interactively with an installation script (Most commonly used)
The installation script lets you install each package in CA Directory. This script prompts you to enter information as the
installation progresses.

• Install silently, with or without a response file
You can install the Directory packages silently (or unattended). This means that no user input is required during the
installation process, and no feedback from the installation process appears on the screen.
If you install silently without a response file, the installation process uses default values, which you cannot change.
If you install silently with a response file, the installation process uses the values in the response file that you created.

• Install with commands
You can use commands to install CA Directory.

• Install using Debian packages
• Install using RPM packages

During installation, you can allow DXserver to listen on ports 1 through 1024. The default for this option is No, which
restricts the ports that can be used, to improve security. However, you can set the DXserver to Use Ports 1- 1024 after
installation.

Support for User and Group Information Sources

On Linux, CA Directory installer now supports user or group information sources other than files (such as /etc/passwd)
such as LDAP.

For non-file sources, perform these steps before running the CA Directory installer. These steps apply to both root and
non-root installations:

• Create a Directory user in external source (LDAP).
• In the User comment field (‘gecos’ attribute in LDAP), enter DXserver Administrator.
• A Directory group ‘etrdir’ must be created in external source (LDAP) and directory user must be assigned ‘etrdir’ as a

primary group. Local group creation is also acceptable.

Notes:

• If a DXserver Administrator user is not created before CA Directory installation, the installer would try to create a
directory user locally, i.e., in /etc/passwd file. The installer cannot create entities in a remote source like LDAP or NIS.

• When installing on Solaris, for the 'Do you require CA Directory to listen on ports <= 1024?' question, specify no as the
answer. You must create a rights profile and assign it to a remote user manually.
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Default Installation Locations on Linux

The following tables list the default locations for the modules in CA Directory on Linux.

The default DXHOME location is /opt/CA/Directory/dxserver. To customize these locations during installation, run a
custom installation or use the dxsetup command.

Directory Component Default Location
DXserver DXHOME
DXtools DXHOME/bin
Sample DSAs and Tools DXHOME/samples
DXagent DXHOME/dxagent

Install Directory on Linux
You can install directory on Linux by running the dxinstall.sh installation script available within the CA Directory ISO.
You can also install CA Directory from a downloaded package available in the Broadcom Support site.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as root or as an ordinary user. If you log in as an ordinary user, the CA Directory ISO must be already mounted
or you should have sudo access to mount the ISO file.

2. Create a folder to which you can mount the CA Directory ISO.
3. Mount the CA Directory ISO using the following command:

 mount -o loop <path to ISO file> <mount location>
 

4. Navigate to linux_x86_64/dxserver/install or to the folder where you have downloaded the installer and then run the ./
dxsetup.sh command.
The CA Directory installation begins.

5. Complete the following prompts:
a. Select an Install type from the options provided. (Recommended install type-Typical)
b. Select y/n/q /i (where q=quit and i=information on specific product), to view general information.
c. Read and accept the license agreement.
d. Answer the following DXServer questions:

a. Do you want to install DXServer?
b. Do you want to change the directory?

e. Answer the following DXAgent questions:
a. Do you wish to setup DXagent?
b. Enter the port for DXagent to listen (9443)
c. Enter the name for client certificate (this name should be different from the machine name)
d. Enter the DXagent client certificate password.

The DXServer and DXAgent gets installed successfully. The installation log is written in the following location: /
opt/CA/Directory/cadir_install_2017xxxxxxxxxx.log.

e. Do you want to view the Readme file for this release?
Installation procedure is complete.

NOTE
In non-root installation, DSAs do not start up automatically as it does not support the 'Auto Start' option.
Therefore, non-root users should manually start the DSAs after installation.
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Silent Install Directory on Linux
You can create a response file and use this file for installing CA Directory silently.

Create a Response File to Install the Directory Package 

To create a response file that you can use to install the Directory package you can use the ./dxsetup.sh script. Enter the
following command:

./dxsetup.sh [-r source_directory] -write_responses filename 

[-dxuser username] 

• -r source_directory
• Runs dxsetup from a location other than the current directory.
• -write_responses filename

Creates a response file at the specified location.

NOTE
The default directory for dxsetup.sh is dxserver/install/.

Add Response Parameters to the Response File

See List of response file parameters.

Use a Response File to Install the Directory Package Silently

To install the Directory package silently using a response file, you can use the dxsetup script, specifying the response file
as a parameter. Enter the following command:

./dxsetup.sh -silent -responsefile filename

• -silent
Installs the package with no user interaction, using the defaults in the response file. If the standard response file is
used, the installation process still prompts you to accept the EULA. If a previously generated response file is used, this
means the user has previously accepted the EULA and no user interaction is required.

• -responsefile filename
Specifies the name of the response file used to install the package. The installation uses the options listed in the
specified response file.

NOTE
If the dsa user did not previously exist, this installation creates the user without a password. You should assign a
password to the user.

List of Response File Parameters

The following table lists the parameters provided in the CA Directory default response file for silent installation:

Parameter Name CA Directory Component OS Default Value Description
INSTUSER DXserver

Management UI
Linux root Installation username

DXUSER DXserver
Management UI

Linux Dsa Directory username

DXSHELL DXserver
Management UI

Linux /bin/bash Directory user shell
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DXUID DXserver
Management UI

Linux  Directory user UI

DXGROUP DXserver
Management UI

Linux Etrdir Directory user primary
group

DXGID DXserver
Management UI

Linux  Directory user primary
group ID

INSTALLDX DXserver
Management UI

Linux Y Option to install/not install
DXserver

INSTALLDXAGENT DXserver
Management UI

Linux Y Option to install/not install
DXserver

SETUID DXserver
Management UI

Linux N Allow DSAs to access
privileged ports (<= 1024)

LEGACY_SETUID DXserver
Management UI

Linux N Use legacy setuid
method to access
privileged ports (change
the ownershipp of
dxserver binary
to root and set 'setuid'
flag for that binary)
instead of safer
approach of using
'cap_net_bind_service'
capability

ETDIRHOME DXserver
Management UI

Linux /opt/CA/Directory CA Directory base folder

DXHOME DXserver
Management UI

Linux /opt/CA/Directory/dxserv
er

DXHOME folder

CAPKILOC DXserver
Management UI

Linux /opt/CA/SharedCompone
nts

CAPKI folder

DXAGENTCLIENT DXserver
DXagent
Management UI

Linux dxaclient DXagent client certificate
name (must not be the
same as machine name)

DXAGENTPORT DXserver
DXagent
Management UI

Linux 9443 DXagent port number

DXAGENTPASS DXserver
DXagent
Management UI

Linux  Password for DXagent
client certificate

Note: Note: We
recommend using
corresponding command
line parameter instead of
putting a clear password
into a file.

BACKUPBIN DXserver
Management UI

Linux N On upgrade backup
existing Directory files

BACKUPLOC DXserver
Management UI

Linux $DXHOME/backup.versi
on

Backup location
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RESTARTDSAS DXserver
Management UI

Linux Y Restart existing DSAs
after upgrade

INSTALLUI  Linux Y Option to install/not install
Management UI

UIWEBPORT Management UI Linux 3000 Management UI web
server port

USEOWNWEBCERT
Windows

Management UI Linux N Option to use customer’s
own certificates or to
generate certificates
during installation
(default)

UIWEBCERTPATH Management UI Linux /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
webservercert.pem
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\webservercert.pem

Web server certificate

UIWEBPRIVKEYPATH Management UI Linux /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
webservercert.key
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\webservercert.key

Web server private key

UIWEBCACERTPATH Management UI Linux /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/CA/certs/
ca.pem
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\CA\certs\ca.pem

Web server CA certificate

UIDSAPORTLOCAL Management UI Linux 10389 Embedded management
DSA port

UIDSAMONPORTLOCAL  Linux 11389 Embedded monitoring
DSA port

ADMINUSERPWD Management UI Linux  Management UI
administrator password

Note: Note: We
recommend using
corresponding command
line parameter instead of
putting a clear password
into a file.

SCIMPORT Management UI Linux 3100 SCIM server port number

SCIMCERTPATH Management UI Linux /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
scimclientcert.pem
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\scimclientcert.pem

SCIM client certificate
path
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SCIMPRIVKEYPATH Management UI Linux /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
scimclientcert.key
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\scimclientcert.key

SCIM client private key
path

Example: Use of parameters in a response file

# ==============================

# CA Directory Response File

# ==============================

# User parameters

INSTUSER=root

DXUSER=dsa

DXSHELL=/bin/bash

DXUID= DXGROUP=etrdir

DXGID=

# Install parameters

INSTALLDX=y

INSTALLDOC=

INSTALLDXAGENT=y

SETUID=n

LEGACY_SETUID=

DXMASTERKEYPASS=password

# Location parameters

ETDIRHOME=/home

DXHOME=/home/dxserver
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CAPKILOC=

# DXagent parameters

DXAGENTCLIENT=test

DXAGENTPORT=9443

DXAGENTPASS=password

List of Response File Parameters

The following table lists the parameters provided in the CA Directory default response file for silent installation:

Parameter Name CA Directory Component OS Default Value Description
INSTUSER DXserver

Management UI
Linux root Installation username

DXUSER DXserver
Management UI

Linux Dsa Directory username

DXSHELL DXserver
Management UI

Linux /bin/bash Directory user shell

DXUID DXserver
Management UI

Linux  Directory user UI

DXGROUP DXserver
Management UI

Linux Etrdir Directory user primary
group

DXGID DXserver
Management UI

Linux  Directory user primary
group ID

INSTALLDX DXserver
Management UI

Linux Y Option to install/not install
DXserver

INSTALLDXAGENT DXserver
Management UI

Linux Y Option to install/not install
DXserver

SETUID DXserver
Management UI

Linux N Allow DSAs to access
privileged ports (<= 1024)

LEGACY_SETUID DXserver
Management UI

Linux N Use legacy setuid
method to access
privileged ports (change
the ownershipp of
dxserver binary
to root and set 'setuid'
flag for that binary)
instead of safer
approach of using
'cap_net_bind_service'
capability

ETDIRHOME DXserver
Management UI

Linux /opt/CA/Directory CA Directory base folder
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DXHOME DXserver
Management UI

Linux /opt/CA/Directory/dxserv
er

DXHOME folder

CAPKILOC DXserver
Management UI

Linux /opt/CA/SharedCompone
nts

CAPKI folder

DXAGENTCLIENT DXserver
DXagent
Management UI

Linux dxaclient DXagent client certificate
name (must not be the
same as machine name)

DXAGENTPORT DXserver
DXagent
Management UI

Linux 9443 DXagent port number

DXAGENTPASS DXserver
DXagent
Management UI

Linux  Password for DXagent
client certificate

Note: Note: We
recommend using
corresponding command
line parameter instead of
putting a clear password
into a file.

BACKUPBIN DXserver
Management UI

Linux N On upgrade backup
existing Directory files

BACKUPLOC DXserver
Management UI

Linux $DXHOME/backup.versi
on

Backup location

RESTARTDSAS DXserver
Management UI

Linux Y Restart existing DSAs
after upgrade

INSTALLUI  Linux Y Option to install/not install
Management UI

UIWEBPORT Management UI Linux 3000 Management UI web
server port

USEOWNWEBCERT
Windows

Management UI Linux N Option to use customer’s
own certificates or to
generate certificates
during installation
(default)

UIWEBCERTPATH Management UI Linux /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
webservercert.pem
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\webservercert.pem

Web server certificate

UIWEBPRIVKEYPATH Management UI Linux /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
webservercert.key
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\webservercert.key

Web server private key
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UIWEBCACERTPATH Management UI Linux /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/CA/certs/
ca.pem
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\CA\certs\ca.pem

Web server CA certificate

UIDSAPORTLOCAL Management UI Linux 10389 Embedded management
DSA port

UIDSAMONPORTLOCAL  Linux 11389 Embedded monitoring
DSA port

ADMINUSERPWD Management UI Linux  Management UI
administrator password

Note: Note: We
recommend using
corresponding command
line parameter instead of
putting a clear password
into a file.

SCIMPORT Management UI Linux 3100 SCIM server port number

SCIMCERTPATH Management UI Linux /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
scimclientcert.pem
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\scimclientcert.pem

SCIM client certificate
path

SCIMPRIVKEYPATH Management UI Linux /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
scimclientcert.key
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\scimclientcert.key

SCIM client private key
path

Example: Use of parameters in a response file

# ==============================

# CA Directory Response File

# ==============================

# User parameters

INSTUSER=root

DXUSER=dsa

DXSHELL=/bin/bash

DXUID= DXGROUP=etrdir
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DXGID=

# Install parameters

INSTALLDX=y

INSTALLDOC=

INSTALLDXAGENT=y

SETUID=n

LEGACY_SETUID=

DXMASTERKEYPASS=password

# Location parameters

ETDIRHOME=/home

DXHOME=/home/dxserver

CAPKILOC=

# DXagent parameters

DXAGENTCLIENT=test

DXAGENTPORT=9443

DXAGENTPASS=password

Install Directory Using Commands on Linux
You can use commands to install the Directory package. The command parameters contain the information that is needed
during the installation process..

If an error occurs during the installation process, it is recorded in the log file, and a message appears on the screen.

Install the Directory Package Using dxsetup Command

The dxsetup script lets you install the Directory package.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a root user.
2. Extract the downloaded CA Directory package. Alternatively, mount or extract the downloaded ISO.
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3. Open a command prompt.
4. Navigate to the following directory:

OS folder/dxserver/install

5. Run the dxsetup script, with the options described in the following section.

dxsetup Command -- Install the Directory Package

Use the following dxsetup command to install the components in the Directory installation package:

./dxsetup.sh [-r source_directory] [-dxuser username]  [-dxagentpass password] 

[-write_responses response-file | -silent | -responsefile response-file]

• -r source_directory
Runs dxsetup from a location other than the current directory.

• -dxuser username
Specifies a username other than the default, which is dsa.

NOTE

: Do not use the dxuser options when installing CA Directory as a non-root user.
• -dxagentpass password

Specifies the dxagent password that is used for creating .p12 certificate file during installation. This option removes the
need to include the password in the response file.

• -write_responses response-file
Creates  a response file that can be used to install CA Directory silently.
This option does not install CA Directory.

• -silent
Installs CA Directory silently.

• -responsefile response-file
Installs CA Directory using the options that are listed in the response file.

 

Install Using Debian Packages
The CA Directory installation media contains the following Debian packages:

• cadirectory_<Major version number>-<Minor Version number>-<Build number>_amd64.deb for CA Directory dxserver
installation

• cadirectory-samples _<Major version number>-<Minor Version number>--<Build number>_amd64.deb for CA Directory
samples installation

• cadirectory-dxagent _<Major version number>-<Minor Version number>--<Build number>_amd64.deb for CA Directory
dxagent installation

Example:

cadirectory-samples_12.6.03-14056_amd64.deb

Install the Debian Package

Log in as root user. To install or upgrade downloaded Debian package, use the following command:

dpkg -i <Debian package name>
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In case the above dpkg command indicates that there are unmet dependencies, enter the following command:

apt-get -f install

The dxagent will be configured: cd $DXHOME/dxagent ./setup_dxagent.sh

Example:

Use the following command to run the CA Directory 12.6.03 dxagent package:

dpkg -i cadirectory-dxagent_12.6.03-14056_amd64.deb

Remove Installed Package

To remove installed package, use the following command:

dpkg -r <Debian package name>

• -r
This option removes only the package but not the configuration files. 

• -p
This option removes both the package and the configuration files.

For more information about the dpkg command, see dpkg man page using the following command:

man dpkg

Install Using RPM Packages
The CA Directory installation media contains the following RPM packages:

• cadirectory-<Major version number>-<Minor Version number>-<Build number>.x86_64.rpm for CA Directory dxserver
installation

• cadirectory-samples-<Major version number>-<Minor Version number>-<Build number>.x86_64.rpm for CA Directory
samples installation

• cadirectory-dxagent-<Major version number>-<Minor Version number>-<Build number>.x86_64.rpm for CA Directory
dxagent installation

Example:

cadirectory-samples-12.6.03-14056.x86_64.rpm

Install the RPM Package

Log in as a root user. To install the downloaded RPM package, use the following command:

rpm -i <RPM package name>

The installation is silent unless there are any install errors. The "dsa" user created by RPM installation does not have a
password. You must set a password after the "dsa" user is created.

Example 1:
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Use the following command to run the CA Directory 12.6.03 sample package:

rpm -i cadirectory-samples-12.6.03-14056.x86_64.rpm

Sample Output After the RPM Installation in CentOS

This section displays the output from the CentOS system after the RPM installation.

Use this command to install the CA Directory 12.6.03-RPM package:

[root@centos63-01 ~]# rpm -i cadirectory-12.6.03-14056.x86_64.rpm
[root@centos63-01 ~]#

This command installs CA Directory and creates "dsa" user with no password as shown the following output text. This
user can be used to create and manage DSAs.

[root@ centos63-01 ~]# su - dsa
-bash-4.1$ dxnewdsa test 10389
Writing the knowledge file...
knowledge file written
Writing the initialization file...
Initialization file written
Starting the DSA 'test'...
test starting
...
test started
-bash-4.1$

Upgrade the RPM Package

To upgrade the downloaded RPM package, use the following command:

rpm -u <RPM package name>

To upgrade from CA Directory 12.5 or earlier, use the --nopreun  option.

Example:

The RPM command to upgrade to CA Directory 12.6.03:

$ rpm -Uvh --nopreun cadirectory-12.6.03-14056.x86_64.rpm

If you are using yum to upgrade from CA Directory 12.5, use the following steps:

$ yum --setopt=tsflags=noscripts update cadirectory-12.6.03-14056.x86_64.rpm 
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$ yum reinstall cadirectory-12.6.03-14056.x86_64.rpm 

Remove Installed Package

To remove the installed package, use the following command:

rpm -e <RPM package name>

For more information about the rpm command, see rpm man page using the following command:

man rpms

Use Ports 1- 1024
On a UNIX system, the ports 1-1024 are reserved for use by standard TCP services. During installation, you can allow
DXserver to listen on ports 1 through 1024. The default for this option is No, which restricts the ports that can be used, to
improve security. Installation from DEB and RPM packages on Linux also does not allow using ports 1-1024.

In previous versions of CA Directory, an administrator wishing to use a ports 1-1024 would need the install to do the
following settings to permit the DSA to listen on these ports:

• The setuid bit is set on the dxserver binary (mode 4750)
• The owner of the dxserver binary is changed to the root user

If you want DXserver to listen on these ports, use one of these techniques depending on Unix flavor:

• On Linux systems, cap_net_bind_service capability is assigned to the binaries. For more information about this
capability, see the capabilities(7) Linux man page.

• On Solaris systems, a new rights profile CADirectorydxserverProfile is created for DXserver. This profile
grants net_privaddr privilege to the binary, and the created profile is assigned to the directory user.

• On any other Unix systems, the owner of the binaries must be root and the setuid flag must be set. If you must allow
DXserver to use the ports <= 1024, set this up manually, if not set during installation.

(Linux)

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as root.
2. Use the following command to use Linux capability:

setcap cap_net_bind_service=+ep $DXHOME/bin/binary

(Solaris)

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as root.
2. Use the following command to create a rights profile:

profiles -p profile_name
profiles:profile_name> set desc=”Profile description”
profiles:profile_name> add cmd=”$DXHOME/bin/binary”
profiles:profile_name:binary> add privs="basic,net_privaddr"
profiles:profile_name:binary> end
profiles:profile_name> exit
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3. Use the following command to add this rights profile to the directory user:
usermod -K profiles+=profile_name $DXUSER

Note: On Solaris systems, a profile shell must be used to create and start new DSA that uses a port within 1-1024 range:

pfexec dxnewdsa test 389

pfexec dxserver start test

(Other Unix systems)

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as root.
2. Change to $DXHOME/bin.
3. Use the following commands to change the owner and SUID bit for the binary with ports <= 1024:

chown root binary

chmod 4750 binary

Where binary can be dxadmind or dxserver.

Example: Attempting to use port 389 without SUID bit set
You are attempting to start a DSA with port 389 and the SUID bit is not set. An error message that the port cannot start the
DSA is displayed. The following message is written to the alarm log file:

** ALARM **: DSA_E1990 Cannot register SNMP address 

Windows
The following sections describe how to install CA Directory on Windows.

You can install CA Directory on Windows in the following ways:

• Install interactively with an Installation Wizard
The Product Explorer lets you install each package in CA Directory. Each package has a separate installation wizard.

• Install with commands
You can use commands to install the Directory package. You cannot install the other packages with commands.

• Install silently, with a response file
You can install the Directory package silently (or unattended). No user input is required during the installation process,
and no feedback from the installation process appears on the screen.

Default Installation Locations on Windows

The following tables list the default location for the CA Directory module on Windows.

• The default DXHOME location is C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\dxserver.

To customize these locations during installation, run a custom installation or use the dxsetup command.

Directory Component Default Location
DXserver DXHOME
DXtools DXHOME\bin
Sample DSAs and Tools DXHOME\samples
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DXagent DXHOME\dxagent

Supporting Product Default Location
JXplorer C:\Program Files\JXplorer

Install Directory on Windows
On Windows, use the installation wizard to install CA Directory interactively. CA Directory package can be downloaded
from the Broadcom Support site.

To install Directory interactively on windows, follow these steps:

1. Log in as a user who is a member of the local administrator group.
2. Mount the CA Directory ISO image and double-click the mounted drive.
3. Navigate to the windows_x86_64\dxserver\windows\ directory and run the dxsetup.exe.
4. Complete the prompts in the CA Directory installation wizard. Follow these steps:

a. Install Type
Select the install type. (Recommended install type- Typical which is the default installation).

NOTE

1. Installation Location

Accept the default.

2. Program Features

Accept the default, which installs the following components:
DXserver and DXagent

b. DXagent details
Enter the client certificate details required to communicate with DXagent.
Default Port: 9443
Client certificate name and password (mandatory fields)

c. Review Settings
Review the settings, and then click Next.
Default web server port: 3000 (Accept the default).
The installation wizard starts installing CA Directory.

d. Click Install.
The wizard successfully installs CA Directory.

To install Directory interactively from a downloaded self-extracting packaging

1. Log in as a user who is a member of the local administrator group.
2. To install the Directory package, run: cadir<major>.<minor>.<sp>_windows_x86_64_directory.exe.
3. When prompted to choose an installation type, wyou should choose a typical (default) installation. When prompted,

supply the requested information for CA Directory as required.
4. The Installation program installs CA Directory.

Silent Install Directory on Windows
You can create a response file on a computer that does not have any version of CA Directory installed. You create a
response file for installing CA Directory silently.
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To create a response file on Windows

Follow the instructions for installing CA Directory silently:

1. On the Review Settings dialog of the installation wizard, click Create Response File.
The Change Current Destination Folder dialog appears.

2. Select the folder where you want to save the response file, then click OK.
3. (Optional) Continue the installation on this computer by clicking Next, Install.

To use a response file to install the Directory package silently

1. Open a Command Prompt window.
2. Navigate to the following folder: 

\windows_x86_64\dxserver\windows

3. Enter the following command:
dxsetup RESPONSE_FILE=fileSpec CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password

Where,
– RESPONSE_FILE=fileSpec

Specifies the response file, including the path name. If the file specification includes spaces, then enclose it in
quotation marks.

– CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password
Sets the DXagent client certificate password. This password is used for communication between the CA Directory
Management UI and DXagent 

Example: Installing the Directory Package

The following example installs the components based on the response file in C:\cadir.rsp:

dxsetup RESPONSE_FILE=C:\cadir.rsp CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password

For more information on response parameters, see topic-List of response file parameters.

List of Response Parameters in Windows

The following table lists the parameters provided in the CA Directory default response file for silent installation in
Windows:

Parameter Name CA Directory Component OS Default Value Description
CADIR_CONFIGURE_D
XAGENT

DXserver DXagent
Management UI

Windows 1 Option to install/not install
DXagent

CADIR_DXAGENT_CLIE
NT_NAME

DXserver DXagent
Management UI

Windows dxaclient DXagent client certificate
name (must not be the
same as machine name)

CADIR_DXAGENT_POR
T

DXserver DXagent Windows 9443 DXagent port number

ETRDIRBASEPATH    Windows C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\

CA Directory base folder

UIWEBPORT Management UI Windows 3000 Management UI web
server port

USEOWNWEBCERT
Windows

Management UI Windows N Option to use customer’s
own certificates or to
generate certificates
during installation
(default)
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UIWEBCERTPATH Management UI Windows /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
webservercert.pem
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\webservercert.pem

Web server certificate

UIWEBPRIVKEYPATH Management UI Windows /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
webservercert.key
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\webservercert.key

Web server private key

UIWEBCACERTPATH Management UI Windows /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/CA/certs/
ca.pem
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\CA\certs\ca.pem

Web server CA certificate

UIDSAPORTLOCAL Management UI Windows 10389 Embedded management
DSA port

UIDSAMONPORTLOCAL  Windows 11389 Embedded monitoring
DSA port

ADMINUSERPWD Management UI Windows  Management UI
administrator password

Note: Note: We
recommend using
corresponding command
line parameter instead of
putting a clear password
into a file.

SCIMPORT Management UI Windows 3100 SCIM server port number
SCIMCERTPATH Management UI Windows /opt/CA/Directory/

management-ui/out/
scimclientcert.pem
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\scimclientcert.pem

SCIM client certificate
path

SCIMPRIVKEYPATH Management UI Windows /opt/CA/Directory/
management-ui/out/
scimclientcert.key
C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\management-
ui\out\scimclientcert.key

SCIM client private key
path

ADDLOCAL DXserver DXagent
Management UI

Windows  Which Directory
components are to be
installed on Windows.
The value must contain
coma separated
component names:
DXMgmtUI,DXServer,DXagent

Example: Use of parameters in a response file
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ETRDIRBASEPATH="C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\"

ETRDIR_DXSERVER_SAMPLES=1

CADIR_CONFIGURE_DXAGENT=1

CADIR_DXAGENT_CLIENT_NAME=test

CADIR_DXAGENT_PORT=9443

USEOWNWEBCERT=0

RESPONSE_FILE_NAME=cadir.rsp

RESPONSE_FILE_FOLDER=E:\

UI_LEVEL=1

ADDLOCAL=DXServer,DXagent

Install Directory Using Commands on Windows
You can use commands to install the Directory package. The command parameters contain the information needed during
the installation process.

If an error occurs during the installation process, it is recorded in the log file, and a message appears on the screen. 

Install the Directory Package Using the dxsetup Command

You can use the dxsetup command to install the Directory package. 

To install the Directory package using a command

1. Log in as a user with administrator privileges.
2. Extract the Windows CD image from the CA Directory ISO. 
3. Open a command prompt window.
4. Change to the following directory: 

\windows_x86_64\dxserver\windows

5. Run the dxsetup command with the options described.

dxsetup Command -- Install the Directory Package

The dxsetup command lets you install the components in the Directory installation package as follows:

dxsetup

   [ADDLOCAL=ALL | DXServer | DXagent]

   [CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password]

   [ETRDIRBASEPATH=installation-path]

• ADDLOCAL=ALL | DXServer | DXagent
Specifies which components to install.
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– ALL
Installs DXserver and DXagent.

– DXServer
Installs the DXserver component only.

– DXagent
Installs the DXagent only. (This component can be installed only if DXserver version 12.0.15 or higher is already
installed.)

• CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password 
• Sets the DXagent client certificate password.
• ETRDIRBASEPATH=installation-path

Specifies the installation path for the CA Directory package.
Default: C:\Program Files\CA\Directory

 Limit on Number of Characters in the Commands

The Windows command line may limit the number of characters in a single command. This could be a problem if you
want to set the installation destinations for many CA Directory components.To avoid using a very long command, use
the ETRDIRBASEPATH argument to set the location for the entire installation, instead of setting the location of each
component separately.

Installing CA Directory Management UI
Directory Management UI is a web application that lets you monitor, create, configure, and control the DSAs. Refer to
the Prerequisites section before installing CA Directory Management UI.

When you install Directory Management UI, dxagent and dxserver get installed automatically and the dxagent SSL
keys and certificates are also generated. These certificates are used for establishing trust between the Management
UI and the dxserver host. When you add a new host to the Management UI, you will have to import these certificates.
However, these certificates are not required for initial Management UI login. To know more about certificate locations, refer
to Environments .

To login to Management UI, use the admin user password that you entered while installing the Management UI. To
change the password for the Management UI, refer to Management UI, Changing Password section. The login is an LDAP
inetorgperson object, which can be updated through LDAP. 

CA Directory Management UI can be installed in the following ways:

Linux Install
The following sections describe how to install CA Directory Management UI in Linux.

You can install CA Directory Management UI in the following ways:

• Install interactively, with a script (Most commonly used)
The installation script lets you install each package in CA Directory. This script prompts you to enter information as the
installation progresses.

• Install silently, with or without a response file
You can install the CA Directory Management UI package silently (or unattended). This means that no user input is
required during the installation process, and no feedback from the installation process appears on the screen.
If you install silently without a response file, the installation process uses default values, which you cannot change.
If you install silently with a response file, the installation process uses the values in the response file that you created.

• Install with commands
You can use commands to install the CA Directory Management UI package.
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Default Installation Locations on Linux

The following tables list the default locations for the modules in CA Directory on Linux.

• The default DXUIHOME location is /opt/CA/Directory/management-ui.
• The default DXHOME location is /opt/CA/Directory/dxserver.

To customize these locations during installation, run a custom installation or use the dxsetup command.

Directory Component Default Location
DXserver DXHOME
DXtools DXHOME/bin
Sample DSAs and Tools DXHOME/samples
DXagent DXHOME/dxagent

Install Management UI on Linux
The ./dxmgmtuisetup.sh installation script lets you install the CA Directory Management UI found in CA Directory
Management ISO interactively. You can also install the CA Directory Management UI from a downloaded
package available in the Broadcom Support site.

To install interactively on Linux

1. Log in as root or as an ordinary user. If you are logging in as an ordinary user, the CA Directory Management UI ISO
must be already mounted or you need sudo access to mount the ISO file.

2. Mount the CA Directory Management UI ISO using the following command:
 mount -o loop <path to ISO file> <mount location>
 

If you want to mount a disk in a physical CDROM drive, use the following command:
 sudomount/dev/cdrom<mount directory> 
cd <mount directory>
 

3. Extract the CA Directory Management UI ISO content to a folder with no space. (For example, MgtInstaller).

NOTE
The entire hierarchy of folders should not have spaces.

4. Navigate to linux_x86_64/management-ui/install and run the ./dxmgmtuisetup.sh command.
The CA Directory management UI installation begins.

5. Complete the following prompts:
a. Install Type

Select the install type. It is recommended to choose the express (default) installation, which installs all components
and uses all the default values.

b. General Information
Select y/n/q /i(where q=quit and i=informationonspecificproduct), to view general information.

c. License Agreement
Read and accept the license agreement.

d. Management UI Questions
Do you want to install the CA Directory Management UI software?
Specify the CA Directory Management UI installation directory.
Default Location: [/opt/CA/Directory/management-ui]
Do you want to change the directory?
Enter the port for the Management UI web server
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Default port: [3000]
Do you want to use your own certificates to secure Management UI web server communications?
(Default: No) When you click "No", default certificates are created by the system. These certificates can be found in
the following path: /opt/CA/Directory/management-ui/out
If you click "Yes", provide the WebServer Certificate and WebServer Private Key File path.
Enter the port for the Management UI DSA
Default port: [10389]
Password quality rules for admin user                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                       

e. DSA Monitoring questions:
Enter the port for the Monitoring Data DSA
Default Port: 11389

f. SCIM Server questions:
Enter the port for the SCIM Server
Default port: [3100]
(Optional) Specify the paths for CA certificate, Client certificate, and Client private key. This option is enabled
only when you select, "Do you want to use your own certificates to secure Management UI web server
communications?", described above.

g. DXServer questions:
Specify the DXserverinstallation directory.
Default Location: [/opt/CA/Directory/dxserver]
Do you want to change the directory?
Do you requireDXserver to listen on ports <= 1024?

h. DXAgent questions:
Do you wish to setup DXagent?
Enter the port for DXagent to listen
Default port: [9443]
Enter the name for client certificate - this name should be different from this machine's name
The Installation procedure is complete and successfully installs the CA Directory Management UI.

Starting or Stopping the UI Server

The UI Server starts automatically after installing the Directory Management UI package. However, you might need to
start or stop the UI Server to troubleshoot Directory Manager.

To start and stop UI server, use the following commands in the command line:

dxmgmtuiserver start

dxmgmtuiserver stop

Checking the Management UI Server Status

To check the status of the Management UI server, use the following command in the command line:

 dxmgmtuiserver status
 

Example: Management UI script usage

 /opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver ?
Usage:
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 dxmgmtuiserver start | stop | status | version
 /opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver status
dxmgmtuiserver stopped
 /opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver start
Starting dxmgmtuiserver ...
dxmgmtuiserver running, PID=4704
 /opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver status
dxmgmtuiserver running, PID=4704
 /opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver stop
Stopping dxmgmtuiserver, PID=4704 ...
dxmgmtuiserver stopped
 /opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver status
dxmgmtuiserver stopped
 /opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver version
CA Directory dxmgmtuiserver 14.0.00.14623
 

Silent Install Management UI on Linux
You can create a response file and use this file for installing CA Directory Management UI silently.

Create a Response File to Install the Directory Management UI Package

To create a response file that you can use to install the Directory Management UI package, you can use the
dxmgmtuisetup script. Enter the following command:

./dxmgmtuisetup.sh [-r source-directory] -write_responses response-file

Where,

• -r source-directory
Specifies a directory to run dxmgmtuisetup from. The default is the current directory.

• -write_responses filename
Creates a response file at the specified location.

Use a Response File to Install the Directory Management UI Package Silently

To install the Directory Management UI package silently using a response file, you can use the dxmgmtuisetup script,
specifying the response file as a parameter. Enter the following command:

./dxmgmtuisetup.sh -silent -responsefile response-file -dxagentpass -adminpass password

Where,

• -silent
Installs the package with no user interaction, using the defaults in the response file. If the standard response file is
used, the installation process still prompts you to accept the EULA. If a previously generated response file is used, this
means the user has previously accepted the EULA and no user interaction is required.

• -responsefile filename
Specifies the name of the response file used to install the package. The installation uses the options listed in the
specified response file.

• -dxagentpass
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Specifies the dxagent client certificate password.
• -adminpass password 

Specifies the admin password for log in to management UI.

For more information on response parameters, see topic-List of response file parameters.

Install Management UI Using Commands on Linux

Install the Directory Management UI Package Using dxmgmtuisetup.sh Command

The dxmgmtuisetup.sh command lets you install the Directory Management UI package.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as root or as a DXserver Administrator.  
2. Extract the downloaded CA Directory Management UI package. Alternatively, mount or extract the downloaded

Directory Management ISO.
3. Open a command prompt.
4. Navigate to the following directory:

management-ui/install

5. Run the dxmgmtuisetup.sh command with the options that are described in the following section.

dxmgmtuisetup.sh Command -- Install the Directory Management UI Package

Use the following dxmgmtuisetup.sh command to install the Directory Management UI:

./dxmgmtuisetup.sh [-r source-directory] [-dxuser username] [-write_responses response-file | -silent | -

responsefile response-file] [-dxagentpass] [-adminpass password]

• -r source-directoryRun dxmgmtuisetup.sh from a location other than the current directory.
• -dxuser usernameAllows a username other than the default, which is dsa.
• -write_responses response-file

Creates a response file that can be used to install CA Directory Management UI silently.
This option does not install CA Directory Management UI.

• -silentInstalls the web components silently (no prompts are given to the user).
• -responsefile response-file dxagent password

Installs CA Directory Management UI using the options that are listed in the response file.
• -dxagentpass

Specifies the dxagent client certificate password.
• -adminpass password

Specifies the admin password to log into management ui. 

Windows Install
The following sections describe how to install CA Directory Management UI on Windows.

You can install CA Directory Management UI on Windows in the following ways:

• Install interactively with an Installation Wizard (Most commonly used install method)
The Product Explorer lets you install each package in CA Directory. Each package has a separate installation wizard.

• Install silently, with a response file
You can install the Directory Management UI packages silently (or unattended). This means that no user input is
required during the installation process, and no feedback from the installation process appears on the screen.

• Install with commands
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You can use commands to install the Directory Management UI package. You cannot install the other packages with
commands.

Default Installation Locations on Windows

The following tables list the default locations for the CA Directory module on Windows.

• The default DXUIHOME location is C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\management-ui
• The default DXHOME location is C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\dxserver

To customize these locations during installation, run a custom installation or use the dxsetup command.

Directory Component Default Location
DXserver DXHOME
DXtools DXHOME\bin
Sample DSAs and Tools DXHOME\samples
DXagent DXHOME\dxagent

Supporting Product Default Location
JXplorer C:\Program Files\JXplorer

Install Management UI on Windows
On Windows, use the installation wizard to install CA Directory Management UI. CA Directory Management UI can be
downloaded from the Broadcom Support site.

To install Directory Management UI on windows, follow these steps:

1. Log in as a user who is a member of the local administrator's group.
2. Mount the CA Directory Management UI ISO image and double-click the mounted drive.

NOTE

: While installing the Management UI, ensure that the folder where you are installing has right permissions.
3. Extract the CA Directory Management UI ISO content to a folder with no space. (For example, MgtInstaller).

NOTE
The entire hierarchy of folders should not have spaces.

4. Navigate to the windows_x86_64\management-ui\windows\ directory and run the dxmgmtuisetup.exe.
5. Complete the CA Directory Management UI wizard as required. Few fields may need explanation, so refer to the fields

below:
a. Install Type

Select the install type. It is recommended to choose the typical (default) installation, which installs all components
and uses all the default values.

NOTE

:

1. When you enter the admin user password, the password must have a minimum of eight characters
with at least one alphabet, one upper case letter, one number, and one special character.

2. The following options will appear only for custom installation:

1. Installation Location. Accept the default.

2. Program Features. Accept the default, which installs the following components:
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DXserver, DXagent and Management UI.
If you do not install a component and later find that you need to install it, run this installation wizard again
and add that component. The rest of the Directory Management installation will be unaffected.

b. DXagent details
Certificate details required to communicate with DXagent.
Default Port: 9443
Enter Client certificate name and password (mandatory fields)

c. Web server details
Information required to communicate with the web server.
Default web server port: 3000 (Accept the default).

d. Use your own SSL certificate
Check this option to add private certificates.
Specify the file path for the web server certificate and the web server private key.
Note: You can leave the SSL option unchecked. In such case, the system generates default certificates.

e. Local DSA details
Default DSA port: 10389
Admin User password- This password will be used to log into the Management UI. Ensure that the admin password
complies with the following password policy; a minimum of eight characters with at least one alphabet, one upper
case letter, one number, and one special character.

f. Local Monitoring DSA details
Default Monitoring DSA port: 11389

g. SCIM server details
Default SCIM server port: 3100
Specify the paths for CA certificate, Client certificate, and Client private key. This option is enabled, only when you
select  "Use your own SSL certificate" option, described above. Otherwise, the CA certificate, Client certificate, and
Client private key are disabled.

6. The Installation program installs CA Directory Management UI successfully.

To install Directory Management interactively from a downloaded self-extracting packaging, follow these steps:

1. Log in as a user who is a member of the local administrator's group.
2. To install the Directory Management UI package, run

cadir<major>.<minor>.<sp>_windows_x86_64_management_ui.exe.
3. When prompted to choose an installation type, we recommend that you choose the typical (default) installation.
4. When prompted, supply the requested information for CA Directory Management UI. For more information, see steps

5-9 in the topic above.
The Installation program installs CA Directory Management UI.

Start or Stop the Management UI Server

The UI Server starts automatically after installing the Directory Management UI. However, you might need to start or stop
the UI Server to troubleshoot Directory Management UI.

Do the following:

1. Open Windows Services.
2. Run services.msc to open the Services Manager.
3. Start or stop the CA Directory UI Service (CA Directory Management US node.js server).

Alternatively, use the following command to start and stop the Management UI server.

dxmgmtuiserver start

dxmgmtuiserver stop
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Checking the Management UI Server Status

To check the status of the Management UI server, use the following command in the command line:

 dxmgmtuiserver status
 

NOTE

: It is recommended to run the services.msc to check the status of the Management UI server and alternatively,
use the command line.

Example: Management UI script usage  

 C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver ?
Usage: dxmgmtuiserver start | stop | status | version
 C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver status
dxmgmtuiserver stopped
 C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver start
Starting dxmgmtuiserver ...
dxmgmtuiserver running, PID=4704
 C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver status
dxmgmtuiserver running, PID=4704
 C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver stop
Stopping dxmgmtuiserver, PID=4704 ...
dxmgmtuiserver stopped
 C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver status
dxmgmtuiserver stopped
 C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\management-ui>dxmgmtuiserver version
CA Directory dxmgmtuiserver 14.0.00.14623
 

Silent Install Management UI on Windows
You can create a response file on a computer that does not have any version of CA Directory installed. You create a
response file for installing CA Directory Management UI silently.

To create a response file on Windows

1. Follow the instructions for installing CA Directory Management UI interactively.
2. On the Review Settings dialog of the installation wizard, click Create Response File.

The Change Current Destination Folder dialog appears.
3. Select the folder where you want to save the response file, then click OK.
4. (Optional) Continue the installation on this computer by clicking Next, Install.

The response file is created. You can use the newly created response file to install the Directory Management UI package
silently.

To use a response file to install the Directory Management UI package silently

1. Open a Command Prompt window.
2. Navigate to the following folder:

\windows_x86_64\management-ui\windows

3. Enter the following command:
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dxmgmtuisetup RESPONSE_FILE=fileSpec CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password ADMINUSERPWD=password

Where, 
– RESPONSE_FILE=fileSpec

Specifies the response file, including the path name. If the file specification includes spaces, then enclose it in
quotation marks.

– CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password 
Defines the DXagent client certificate password.

– ADMINUSRPWD=Password
Specifies the admin user password to log in to Management UI

For more information on response parameters, see topic-List of response file parameters.

Install the Management UI Using Commands on Windows
You can use the dxmgmtuisetup command to install the Directory Management UI package. 

To install the Directory Management package using a command

1. Log in as a user with administrator privileges.
2. Extract the CA Directory Management UI ISO image.
3. Open a command prompt.
4. Change to the following directory:

\windows_x86_64\management-ui\windows

5. Run the dxmgmtuisetup command, with the options described.

 Command -- Install the Directory Management UI Package

The dxmgmtuisetup command lets you install the components in the Directory Management UI installation package.

All of the parameters are optional, and if you choose to not specify a parameter, default is used. 

dxmgmtuisetup 

  [ADDLOCAL=ALL | DXServer, DXAgent, DXManagementUI]

  [CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password]

  [ADMINUSERPWD=password]

  [ETRDIRBASEPATH=installation-path]

• ADDLOCAL=ALL | DXServer, DXAgent, DXManagement UI
Specifies which components to install.
– ALL

Installs the entire Directory Management package.
– DXAgent

Installs DXAgent.
– DXServer

Installs DXServer.
– DXManagement UI

Installs the DXManagement UI.
• CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password  Specifies the dxagent password.
• ADMINUSERPWD=password
• Specifies the admin user password to log into the Management UI. 

ETRDIRBASEPATH=installation-path
• Specifies the installation path for the Directory Management package.

Default: C:\Program Files\CA\Directory
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Uninstalling

Uninstall Directory Packages on Windows

On Windows, you can use the Installation Wizard to uninstall CA Directory packages. Each package has a separate
wizard. The uninstall process will not remove the data files.

NOTE
You can also uninstall each CA Directory package by using Windows Control Panel, Add/remove programs.

To uninstall Directory packages

1. Log in as a user with Administrator privileges.
2. Start the CA Directory Installation Wizard.
3. Select remove, and then click Next.
4. Click Uninstall.
5. When prompted confirm whether you want to make a backup of your tailored schema and configuration files.

The uninstall process removes the CA Directory or CA Directory Management package as requested.

Uninstall Directory Packages Using the Script dxuninst.sh on Linux

On Linux, the script dxuninst.sh lets you remove CA Directory packages. The script dxuninst.sh does not remove any of
the supporting products, including JXplorer.

When the uninstall process backs up the data files, it removes the original files.

To uninstall using the script dxuninst.sh

1. Log in as root or as a DXserver Administrator.
2. Enter the following command from DXHOME/uninstall:

./dxuninst.sh 

The script displays the installed CA Directory packages.
3. Enter the package number of the package you want to uninstall.

The uninstallation script for the selected package begins.
4. When prompted, enter the path to store a backup of the data files.

dxuninst Command

The uninstallation script has the following format:

./dxuninst.sh [-dxuser non-dsa-user] [-silent]

• -dxuser non-dsa-user
(Optional) Defines a directory administrator to remove during uninstallation.
The script assumes that the DXserver administrator user ID is dsa. If you created a different user ID during installation,
you need to specify this user during the uninstallation. When the script runs, if it fails to find the default DXserver
administrator, it prompts you to specify the user ID.

• -silent
(Optional) Specifies that the uninstallation runs in silent mode (no user prompts or feedback).
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Administrating
The information in this section describes how you can use various tools to manage CA Directory, monitor the directory and
directory data. This section explains the following topics:

DSAs
A DSA is a process that manages some or all of the namespace of a directory. This section describes the following topics:

  

Types of DSA

•  Router DSAA router DSA has no local data and no data store. This DSA can only route traffic to other DSAs.

•  Data DSA 
A data DSA holds data, and queries are routed to it by router DSAs. A data DSA can perform local operations,
replicate updates, and route traffic to other DSAs.
A data DSA is always associated with a data store, which stores the data even if the DSA is shut down.
The data store is a memory-mapped file. The DSA uses the in-memory copy of the namespace partition, and relies on
the operating system memory mapping functions to keep the file copy on disk up to date.
Third-party X.500 DSA / Third-party LDAP Server 

• This DSA is a DSA from an external vendor.

Example How a Query to an LDAP Server Works

The following diagram shows how a CA Directory DSA deals with a query that is destined for an LDAP server:

Figure 7: How CA Directory DSA deals with a query destined for an LDAP server

1. The router DSA receives a search request.
The search specifies a branch in the Staff partition, which the router DSA knows is served by the LDAP server Staff.
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2. The router DSA checks the Staff server configuration to check for any special conditions for linking to that DSA. The
configuration indicates that the Staff server requires that any links use LDAP.

3. The router DSA acts as a client to make an LDAP search request of the Staff server.
4. The Staff server responds with the search result (also using LDAP).
5. The router DSA returns the search result to the client.

How to Create a Data DSA

You can create a data DSA with Directory Manager or by using the DXnewdsa tool. The DXnewdsa tool provides, in an
initialization file, the core commands to create a DSA. You can also create these files yourself. The steps to create a DSA
are as follows:

1.  Set the data store location 
2.  Create the data store 
3.  Set up the knowledge and schema configuration.
4.  Index the attributes that are used in search filters.
5.  Enable the use of the memory-mapped data store.

Set the Data Store Location

Set the data store location. To set this location, include the following command in the DSA initialization file:

set dxgrid-db-location = datastore-fullpathname;

For more information about the DSA initialization file, see Configuration.

Create the Data Store

The DXnewdsa tool uses DXnewdb when it creates a DSA. Create a data store for each DSA. To create a data store, use
the DXnewdb tool. For more information about this tool, see the DXnewdb Tool -- Create a New Datastore  section.

NOTE

 The  DXnewdsa tool automatically sets the location of the data store.

Index the Attributes Used in Search Filters

You must index the attributes that are included in search filters.

Usually you index all attributes. Only restrict the list of indexed attributes if you want to save space.

To index attributes, add the following command to the initialization file after the schema definition:

set cache-index = attribute-list | all-attributes;

To monitor the index usage, open the console and use the following command:

get cache;

 Example: Index All Attributes 

The following command indexes all attributes:

set cache-index    = all-attributes;

Reverse-Index Some Attributes

For some attributes, such as phone numbers, the only significant differences in the values occur toward the end of the
value. For example, all users might have the same leading digits in their telephone numbers. In such cases, it makes
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searching faster if you reverse index the attribute, so that the index is created on the values after reversing the order of
the bytes.

CA Directory does not use a reverse index in preference to a regular forward index. It is only used in substring lookups
where you use specify final as an allowed filter.

To reverse-index an attribute, add the following command to the initialization file (.dxi):

set cache-reverse = attribute-list | all-attributes;

For example, 123-4567 is indexed as if it were 7654-321.

Increase the Maximum Number of Indexed Entries in a DSA

To increase the number of entries in a DSA, insert the following command in the initialization file:

set max-cache-index-size = number-entries;

This command sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each attribute type) that a DSA can
index.

If you leave this setting at its default value, a DSA can contain up to about 195 million entries. For example, if each entry
had two unique telephone numbers, then by default the cache could hold only 97.5 million entries. Attributes that are not
indexed are unaffected.

Use this command only if you are sure that you need more than the default entries or distinct attribute values. If you
set this value higher than the default value, the DSA has bigger memory requirements, and its performance is likely to
degrade.

Enable the Use of a Memory-Mapped Data Store

A data DSA needs a memory-mapped data store. To enable a DSA to use a memory-mapped data store, add the
following command to the initialization file:

set lookup-cache = true;

Ensure that this command appears after any other commands in the initialization file. The DSA loads the memory-mapped
file as soon as it reads the set lookup-cache command.

Creating a DSA Datastore
After you install the CA Directory software, you can create a DSA instance with a datastore and then populate the
datastore from an LDIF file. The dxloaddb command can also be used to estimate the size of datastore required to handle
your LDIF file.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command:
dxnewdsa [-s DBSize] myDSAname Port [Prefix]

– DBSize (Optional Default: 500MB)
Specifies the size (in MB) of the datastore of the DSA being created.

– myDSAname
Defines the name of the DSA. Maximum length is 31 characters.

– Port
Specifies the port number of the DSA.

– Prefix (Optional Default: null prefix, that is, <>)Specifies the prefix (in LDAP string form) for the DSA being
created. The LDIF loaded appears under this prefix.

The dxnewdsa command creates the datastore.
Example: The following command creates a 1-GB datastore for a DSA listening on 1234 with prefix <c AU><o Users>:
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dxnewdsa -s1000 myDSAname 1234 "o=Users,c=AU"

2. Enter the following command:
dxloaddb -n -s myDSAname myLDIFfilename

– -n
Specifies that DXloaddb does not do any actions.

– -s
Specifies that DXloaddb produces the following statistics concerning the datastore:
• Total data size in MB
• Total number of entries
• Number of entries ignored
• Amount of padding in the datastore file in KB
• Average number of entries per MB

– myDSAname
Defines the DSA whose datastore is to be loaded.

– myLDIFfilename
Specifies the name of the LDIF file to load into the datastore.

This command displays the number of entries and size per entry that you can use to estimate datastore size that is
required to handle your LDIF file.
Check the total data size in MB against the size of the DSA created. The datastore size can be adjusted using the "set
dxgrid-db-size = <num>;" command in the .dxi file of myDSAname. The dxloaddb command in the next step recreates
the datastore file with the adjusted size. Ensure that there is enough room for data growth.

3. Enter the following command:
dxloaddb myDSAname myLDIFfilename

– myDSAname
Defines the DSA whose datastore is to be loaded.

– myLDIFfilename
Specifies

The command populates the datastore.

For more information, see the Reference section for details of the dxloaddb and dxnewdsa commands.

Configuring CA Directory
You can configure CA Directory using commands in text files. The text files contain commands that define how the DSA
works. These commands are identical to the commands that can be entered from a DSA console.
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The different types of CA Directory configuration files are as follows. The file extensions for the text files are a convention
to help people recognize the file types, and they are not mandatory.

 File Type  Extension  Location  How Many?  What the File
Contains 

 How to Edit the
File 

DSA Initialization
files

.dxi DXHOME/config/ser
vers/

One for each DSA Contains
the source commands
that initialize a DSA.
These commands to
refer to .dxg and .dxc
files in other config
subdirectories.
The name of the
initialization file must
be the same as the
DSA name. When a
DSA starts, it uses
an initialization file
named dsaname.dxi.

In a text editor

DSA configuration
files

.dxc  As many as required Contain one or more
commands that
set configuration
parameters. The
knowledge file is one
type of configuration
file.

In a text editor

Group files .dxg  As many as required Contain a series of
source commands
to group one or
more .dxc files in the
current directory.

In a text editor

Script files .dxs  As many as required Contain
commands supported
by a DSA console.
You usually use
script files for testing.

In a text editor

DSA Configuration Files

The configuration files are stored in the subdirectories under DXHOME/config, as follows:

•  access
Contains access control commands.
Usual location: DXHOME/config/access/

•  knowledge
Contains only the set dsa command. This command defines many settings, including the prefix, address, and port of
the DSA.

•  limits
Contains commands that limit the behavior of the DSA.
Usual location: DXHOME/config/limits/

•  logging
Contains commands that define which logs are in use, and sets the level of information contained in each type of log.
Usual location: DXHOME/config/logging/

•  replication
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Contains commands that define DISP replication.
Usual location: DXHOME/config/replication/

NOTE
Multiwrite and Multiwrite DISP do not use these commands.

•  schema
Contains commands that formally define the content and structure of the directory data
Usual location: DXHOME/config/schema/

•  settings
Contains the remaining commands that define how the DSA operates.
Usual location: DXHOME/config/settings/

•  SSL certificates
Contains SSL certificates.
Usual location: DXHOME/config/ssld/

How a DSA Uses Its Initialization File

When an administrator starts a DSA, the DSA uses its initialization file in the following way:

1. The DSA looks for a file in DXHOME/config/servers that has the same name as the DSA and a .dxi extension.
For example, a DSA named Democorp looks for the file Democorp.dxi.

2. The DSA reads the initialization file and executes the commands in the order they are read.
A source command causes the DSA to read the sourced file, and execute commands in that file.

The order of commands and sourced files is important because some commands require certain settings to be defined.
For example, access control rules require that attributes are already defined, so the schema file (which defines attributes)
must be sourced before access control rules are defined.

If an error occurs while reading the configuration files, the DSA cannot start. You can find information about this error in
both the operating system error log and the DSA alarm and trace log files in the DXHOME/dxserver/logs directory.

DSA Knowledge

The information a DSA needs about other DSAs (and non-DSA directories) is called knowledge. Each DSA has its own
knowledge, which includes:

• How to connect to the DSA
• The DSA's role (for example, router or data)
• The entry namespace that the DSA manages

The total knowledge of the system is used to form a backbone of directory servers to which each DSA belongs.

It is important that all DSAs in a backbone have a consistent view of each other. We recommend that all DSAs share the
same knowledge.

To define the knowledge, use this command:

•  set dsa  command -- Every DSA in the backbone has a configuration file that contains a set dsa command. This
command defines the knowledge for only one DSA.
The knowledge file has the same name as the DSA and its initialization file. A DSA determines its own identity by
looking for its own name among all the set dsa definitions.

NOTE
The commands in the knowledge file must appear in the correct order. For information about this order, see
the text file DXHOME\config\knowledge\knowledge.help.
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Schema Files

The schema of the CA Directory server is in its schema directory (for example, DXHOME/config/schema), and consists of
individual schema configuration files (.dxc) and group files (.dxg).

The schema of a running directory is available to LDAP clients through the LDAP Version 3 mechanism of schema
publishing. LDIF is a convenient format in which to publish the schema.

To use the new schema, it must be made available to the directory and the DXtools. This means a new or updated .dxc
file, and possibly an updated .dxg file.

Script Files

Script files store frequently used, or complex commands (such as a series of searches). You can execute these files from
a DSA console, or by using the source command, from other script files.

Script files can the following sorts of commands:

• Internal commands, such as source 
• Configuration commands, such as set trace 
• DUA commands, such as bind-req 

See Reference for more details.

Group Files

A configuration directory for a component can contain various configuration (.dxc) files. For complex configurations with
many DSAs, you need many configuration files, which are grouped in a convenient manner using group (.dxg) files.

You can group files for the following reasons:

• To share the set of configuration files among many DSAs
• To enable a .dxi file to source a single configuration group (.dxg) file for one configuration component (such as limits).
• To manage ordering of the configuration files. This is especially important in schema where definitions in one file

depend on definitions in another file.

 Example: Using a Group File for Schemas 

The Acme Company has a directory that uses several DSAs. Each DSA uses the same schema files.

Instead of each DSA initialization file sourcing the schema files directly, the directory administrator uses a group file that
is named Acme.dxg, which sources the schema files. Each DSA initialization file sources Acme.dxg, by including the
following line:

source "../schema/Acme.dxg";

If the DSAs require additional schema, the administrator only has to edit one file, Acme.dxg.

The following diagram shows the configuration files and the source statements:
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Figure 8: The configuration files and their source statements

View the Configuration

To view the memory configuration variables and their values, read the configuration files or use the get cache console
command.

You can also put the get cache command in the initialization file to print the configuration to the log on startup. Ensure that
the get cache command is after the lookup-cache command, as in this example:

set lookup-cache = true;

get cache;

IP Requirements
CA Directory works across an IP network and has the following requirements:

• Firewall access for ports used for multiwrite
Any firewall between hosts must allow bidirectional access to the ports used for DSAs to send and receive multiwrite
access.

Configuring Alternative Network Addresses

You can configure more than one network address for a DSA. Do this when you want to distribute the directory over more
than one physical or logical network. This facilitates increased network availability by using additional networks between
DSAs.

If your firewall translates remote addresses, your DSA may not recognize the remote DSA because of the changed
address. You must configure alternative network addresses in the knowledge file of the remote DSA by specifying the
address of the remote DSA followed by the address of the firewall.

Tools to Manage CA Directory
CA Directory includes the following tools to help you set up, control, and monitor your directory:

• Directory Management UI
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Directory Management UI is a web application that lets you monitor, configure, and control DSAs.

• DSA Console The DSA console lets you connect to a DSA to give DXserver commands, receive trace information,
and act as a user agent.

• DXtools The DXtools are a set of command-line utilities that come with CA Directory. These tools help you manage
directory administration, work with LDIF data, load and unload data to and from a directory, and to extract and convert
schemas for use with CA Directory.

• Logs The logs contain output from a DSA, including its trace, diagnostics, warnings, and alarms.

• Traces Trace of a DSA is its record of almost all operations going into and out of that DSA. You can view the trace in
log files, and also by using the DSA console.

• Alarms  Alarms are reports of critical events that must be monitored.

 

DSA Console
The DSA console lets you connect to a DSA to give DXserver commands, receive trace information, and act as a user
agent.

However, when the DSA shuts down, the configuration changes you made through the console are not saved.

We recommend that you define a console port for each DSA. The DSA can only have one console connection open at a
time to prevent attacks from remote telnet sessions. This scheme uses the local host security. An administrator must have
an account on the local computer to communicate with the DSA through this port.

This section discusses the following topics:

How the DSA Console Works

When a DSA has its console port set, it accepts connections from localhost.

Specify the console port of a DSA to allow the DSA to accept local connections.

If you want to restrict access to the DSA through the console, you can also specify a console password. You can use SSL
to encrypt communications on the remote connection.

When the DSA console is configured in remote mode, DSAs can accept connections from remote computers. If you have
set up a remote console port and a password, you can use the console remotely .

You can also use the remote console port to connect from localhost.

A DSA can accept only one console connection at a time, even if you have set up ports for both local and remote
connections. This means you can prevent other console connections to a DSA by keeping a console connection open.

How the DSA Console Can Authenticate Using Directory Entries

You can set up the DSA to let users with an entry in the directory connect to the DSA console.

If you set this up, the following steps describe what happens when a user connects to the directory:

1. The user tries to connect to the directory, using the correct console port.
2. The user is prompted for the following information:

– The user's DN in LDAP format (for example, cn=Craig LINK,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=democorp,c=AU)
– The user's password

3. The DSA checks that the DN and password match an entry.
4. The DSA checks whether the user or their role is listed in the set dxconsole-users command.

If the user is listed, the user is now connected to the DSA console.
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Note: We recommend using this feature through TLSClient to protect clear-text passwords.

Connect to a Local DSA Console

You can connect to a DSA locally if a console port has been set for that DSA.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt on the host on which the DSA is running.
2. Enter the following command:

telnet localhost local-port-number

– local-port-number
Specifies the console port number of the DSA to which you want to connect.

Connect to a Remote DSA Console

You can connect to a DSA from any UNIX or Windows if a remote console port and password have been set for that DSA.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt on a remote computer.
2. Enter the following command:

telnet host-name remote-port-number

– host-name
Specifies the name of the host on which the DSA is running.

– remote-port-number
Specifies the remote console port number of the remote DSA to which you want to connect.

WARNING
If you do not want the password to be displayed when it is entered, turn local echo OFF on the Telnet session.

Example: Connect to a DSA Remotely

The following command connects to the DSA that uses the remote console port 19392 on the host eagle:

telnet eagle 19392

Specify Which Users Can Connect to a DSA Console

You can specify which users can connect to a DSA console.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the DSA has a local or remote console port set up and working correctly.
2. Stop the DSA.
3. (Optional) Create one or more roles, containing users you want to give access to.
4. Add the following command to the DSA's settings configuration file:

set dxconsole-users = [users], [roles];

– users
Specifies the users who can connect to this DSA's console, as a comma-separated list of DNs.

– roles
Specifies the roles which can connect to this DSA's console, as a comma-separated list of DNs.

5. Save the changed configuration file.
6. Start the DSA.

Example: Set Up the Democorp DSA to Allow Directory Users to Connect through a console
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This example shows how to allow users in the Democorp directory to connect to the DSA.

1. Add the following commands to the Democorp DSA's settings file:
set dxconsole-users = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Corporate> <ou Administration><cn "Craig Link">,<c AU><o

 Democorp><ou Roles>;

set role-subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><cn Roles>;

set use-roles=true;

2. Use LDAP browser to add passwords to the following entries in the Democorp DSA:
– cn=Nadia Kite,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=Democorp,c=AU
– cn=Craig Link,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=Democorp,c=AU

3. Use LDAP browser to create a new role with one member as follows:
a. Create the following entry with an object class of groupOfNames:

• cn=Roles,o=Democorp,c=AU
b. Add the following DN to the member field:

• cn=Nadia Kite,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=Democorp,c=AU
4. Reinitialize the Democorp DSA by running the following command as user dsa:

dxserver init democorp

You are now ready to test the DSA console login:
5. Try to use the DSA console to connect to the Democorp DSA using the following credentials:

– User: cn=Craig Link,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=Democorp,c=AU
– Password: Use the password you created for Craig Link in Step 2.
The login should work.

6. Try to use the DSA console to connect to the Democorp DSA using the following credentials:
– User: cn=Nadia Kite,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=Democorp,c=AU
– Password: Use the password you created for Craig Link in Step 2.
The login should work.

7. Try to use the DSA console to connect to the Democorp DSA using the following credentials:
– User: cn=John Smith
– Password: password
The login should not work.

Secure the DSA Console with TLSclient

The TLSclient utility establishes an encrypted tunnel between the remote console client and the DSA. This keeps the
session secure. We recommend that you use TLSclient.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the DSA.
2. Create the TLSclient configuration file and include the following line in the file:

inPort outPort remoteAddress

In this line, the variables stand for the following:
– inPort

The port on the client computer that is used for tunneling.
– outPort

The remote-console-port on the server.
– remoteAddress

The host name of the server running the console you want to connect to.
Here is an example for the sample Democorp DSA running on the server computer:
19390 19395 hostname.ca.com
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3. Save the new file on the client computer in this location: DXHOME/config/tlsclient/tlsclient.cfg.
4. Install and start the TLS client:

a. Install TLSclient to the system services using the following command:
tlsclient install tlsclient-server-name -ca certificate-file

b. Start the TLSclient instance using the following command:
 tlsclient start tlsclient-server-name

5. Start the DSA.
6. Test the connection:

a. Open a Telnet window on the client computer.
b. Connect to the inPort (defined in tlsclient.cfg) on the local computer.
c. In the Democorp sample, this is 19390.
d. Enter the console password when prompted.

You now have a fully-functioning SSL-encrypted connection to the console on the server computer.
7. Verify that the connection works correctly:

a. Start TLSclient with the debug option.
b. On the DSA set tracing on using the following command:

trace full;

c. Use a packet-snooping application.

DXtools
The DXtools simplify the management of directory data. Together, these tools let you easily load and dump data for
demonstration and prototyping. Each tool can be run on a command line or in a script file.

How to Use the DXtools

You can run the DXtools in the following ways:

• Run the DXtools commands on the host, using the DSA console.
• Run the DXtools commands on a remote host, using the DSA console over a TCP/IP network.
• Include the DXtools commands in your scripts.

DXHOME Environment Variable

All tools return zero on success and non-zero when an error occurs.

Some tools require that the DXHOME environment variable is set to the home path of DXserver. This path is
set automatically when CA Directory is installed.

Some tools expect the DSA configuration files to be located in the config folder under the path in DXHOME.

Lists of DXtools by Function

Tools to Manage the Datastore

These tools let you work with a datastore.

• DXdumpdb Tool
• DXemptydb Tool
• DXloaddb Tool
• DXnewdb Tool
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Tools for DSA Operations

These tools let you run operations on a running DSA.

These tools are slightly modified versions of the public domain LDAP tools (ldapdelete, ldapmodify, ldaprename, and
ldapsearch):

• DXdelete Tool
• DXmodify Tool
• DXrename
• DXsearch Tool

Tools to Configure DSAa and Convert Schemas

This tool lets you generate and work with certificates:

• DXcertgen Tool

These tools simplify the extraction of schemas from LDAP directories, and the conversion of schemas into a format
appropriate for CA Directory and for use by other DXtools:

• DXschemaldif Tool
• ldif2dxc Tool

Tools for Routine Administration

These tools help with routine directory administration:

• DXinfo Tool
• DXpassword Tool
• DXsyntax Tool
• Sample Tools

LDIF Tools

LDIF is a format suitable for describing directory information or changes to be made to directory information.

LDIF files are text files that store directory information in LDIF. You can use LDIF files to transfer directory information
between LDAP directory servers or to describe a set of changes to be applied to a directory.

These tools are useful to create, manipulate, and use LDIF data:

• csv2ldif Tool
• ldifdelta Tool
• ldifsort Tool
• DXmodify Tool

Exit Status Codes for the DXtools
The DXtools share common exit codes, though not all exit codes apply to all tools. The exit codes are as follows:

• 0
Success

• Non-zero value
An error condition. The cause is explained by an error message.
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csv2ldif Tool -- Create an LDIF File from a CSV File
Use the csv2ldif tool to create an LDIF file from a CSV file. You can then use the LDIF file as source input to DXmodify.

csv2ldif directs its output to standard output. To create an LDIF file, redirect the output to a file name.

This command has the following format:

csv2ldif options numfields LDTfile CSVfile

•   options 
Denotes one or more of the following options:
–  -b badfile 

Specifies the output file name for CSV lines with bad format.
–  -d

Permits duplicate parent nodes to be generated.
–  -f branching factor 

Specifies the number of branching factors. The default is 32.

NOTE
This is a low-level option. Do not use it unless you are told to by CA Technical Support.

–  -i Numberoflines 
Ignores the first NumberofLines lines of the CSV file.

–  -s sep 
Defines a field separator (default is a comma)

•   numfields 
Specifies the total number of fields defined in the input CSV file.

•   LDTfile 
Specifies the name of the LDT file.

•   CSVfile  
Specifies the name of the input CSV file.
 Note: The CSV file must use a UTF-8 encoding, otherwise, characters containing diacritics/ligatures will be corrupted.
A file created using the Windows character set can be converted using the following utility:
iconv -f WINDOWS-1252 -t UTF8 CVSfile > newCSVfile

 Example: Convert Sample CSV Data Using an LDT File 

The following command uses the csv2ldif utility to convert CSV data to LDIF:

csv2ldif -i 1 7 acme.ldt acme.csv > acme.ldi

The output is redirected to the acme.ldi file. The following is a portion of acme.ldi:

dn: o=Acme, c=US

oc: organization

dn: ou=Administration, o=Acme, c=US

oc: organizationalUnit

dn: cn=Fred Jones, ou=Administration, o=Acme, c=US

oc: organizationalPerson

postalAddress: 11 Main Street $ Newtown

surname: Jones

title: Manager

telephonenumber: +1 (123) 456 7890

telephonenumber: +1 (987) 654 3210

dn: ou=Sales, o=Acme, c=US

oc: organizationalUnit
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Telephonenumber appears twice because it is a multi-valued attribute

DXcertgen Tool -- Generate and Work with Certificates
CA Directory includes the DXcertgen tool for generating and working with certificates. This topic discusses the following
commands:

  

dxcertgen certs Command -- Create DSA and User Certificates

The command dxcertgen certs creates DSA and user certificates, and signs these certificates using a root certificate.

If DXcertgen can use a keystore, it stores the root certificate and the private key there. If it cannot use keystore, it stores
the root certificate (but not the private key) in a file.

If DXcertgen uses a keystore to hold the root certificate, it reuses that root certificate when it creates DSA and user
certificates.

If DXcertgen does not use a keystore, it creates a root certificate each time it creates DSA or user certificates. DXcertgen
invalidates all certificates it had previously created. DXcertgen also deletes the private key of the root certificate it has just
created. This precaution is to ensure that no more certificates are created from that key and to maintain the integrity of the
encryption.

NOTE
 DXcertgen uses a keystore if (and only if) it finds keystore software in JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool.

DXcertgen can only create DSA certificates for DSAs that already exist. 

This command always stores DSA certificates in DXHOME/ssld/personalities. This command stores user certificates in a
keystore that is specified in the -c option, or in the path that is specified in the -p option.

This command has the following syntax:

dxcertgen [-a rootalias] [-c cert-ks-path -C cert-ks-password ] [-d days] [-D dsaname] [-i issuer] [-k

 keylength] [-p cert-file-path] [-P rootcert-pk-ks-password][-s rootcert-ks-path [-S rootcert-ks-password]] 

 [-u users] [-Z algorithm] [-g certname] certs 

•  -a rootalias 
Specifies the root key in the keystore. Only use this option if you use a root certificate keystore.
Default: dxcertgen

• -c cert-ks-path -C cert-ks-password
–   cert-ks-path 

Specifies the path to a keystore to use to store the created user certificates that are given by the -u option.
Default: DXHOME/config/ssld/javakeystores

–   cert-ks-password 
Specifies the existing password to access the user certificate keystore. You must have set this password when you
created the keystore.

•  -d days 
Specifies the number of days for which the certificate will be valid.
Default: 365

•  -D dsaname 
Specifies the DSA for which a new certificate will be created. If you do not use this option, DXcertgen creates
certificates for all DSAs.
Only use this if you use a root certificate keystore.

•  -i issuer 
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Specifies the name to use if you are creating a root certificate. DXcertgen generates a root certificate with the name
given here. Usually the issuer is your company name.
Default: "CN=DXCertGenCA,O=DXCertGenPKI,C=AU"

•  -k keylength 
Defines the key length for the new certificate. DXcertgen can generate certificates with the following key lengths:
– 1024
– 2048 (Default)
– 3072
– 4096

•  -p cert-file-path 
Specifies the path to a file to use to store created user certificates.
Default: DXHOME/config/ssld/personalities

•  -P rootcert-pk-ks-password 
Specifies a password to protect the private key in the root certificate keystore. You set this password here.

• -s rootcert-ks-path [-S rootcert-ks-password]
–   rootcert-ks-path 

Specifies the path to the root certificate keystore.
Default: DXHOME/config/ssld/javakeystores

–   rootcert-ks-password 
Specifies the password to access the root certificate keystore. You must have set this password when you created
the keystore.
Default: changeit

•  -u users 
Specifies an LDIF file that contains a list of users to create certificates for.

•  -Z algorithm 
Specify which signature algorithm to use when generating the certificate:
–  SHA1

(Default) Signs the certificate using the SHA-1 algorithm.
–  SHA224 
–  SHA256 
–  SHA384 
–  SHA512 

•  -g certname
Where certname is the name of a personality certificate that can be shared among DSAs using the cert-file option in
the set ssl command. For more information, see Sharing Certificates Between DSAs.

Example Create DSA Certificates

The following command creates certificates for all currently configured DSAs:

dxcertgen certs

DXcertgen writes the certificates and associated private keys files for DSAs into the directory DXHOME/ssld/personalities.

Each DSA certificate and private key is created in a file with a name based on the DSA name, as follows:

dsa_name_in_lowercase.pem

The files are not password protected or encrypted in any way. They must be made secure as soon as possible.

Example Generate Certificates for CA Directory Users

The following command creates user certificates and writes the certificates and private keys to the file system:
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dxcertgen -u $USERS_PATH/users.ldif -p $TEMP_PATH/users certs

The private keys that are written out are not password protected or encrypted in any way. They must be made secure as
soon as possible.

The user certificates are generated from the same private key as the DSA certificates.

Example Generate Generic DSA Personality Certificate

This command generates the following generic certificates: 

dxcertgen -g generic.pem certs

Generic Certificates:

• $DXHOME/config/ssld/personalities/generic.pem
• Signed by $DXHOME/config/ssld/trusted.pem

dxcertgen certreq Command -- Create a Certificate Signing Request (CSR)

If you want to use a certificate from another Certificate Authority (CA), you can use DXcertgen to create a Certificate
Signing Request (CSR) to send to the authority.

This command creates a CSR and a private key. You do not send the private key to the CA.

If the request is successful, the CA sends a certificate that is digitally signed with the CA's private key. (You can then use
this certificate by using the command dxcertgen certmerge.)

The command dxcertgen certreq stores the CSR in DXHOME/config/ssld/dsaname.csr, and stores the private key in
DXHOME/config/ssld/dsaname.key.

The command has the following syntax:

dxcertgen [-D dsaname] [-Z] certreq

•  -D dsaname 
Specifies the DSA for which a CSR is created. If you do not use this option, DXcertgen creates requests for all DSAs.

•  -Z algorithm 
Specify which signature algorithm to use when generating the certificate signing request:
–  SHA1

(Default) Creates the private key using the SHA-1 algorithm.
–  SHA224 
–  SHA256 
–  SHA384 
–  SHA512  

For information on CSR failures, see Troubleshooting section.

dxcertgen certmerge Command -- Use a CSR Response to Create a Certificate

When you have received a DSA certificate from a CA in response to a CSR, use this command to create the combination
of DSA certificate and private key that a DSA needs.

The command dxcertgen certmerge does the following actiobs:

1. The command verifies the received certificate.
2. The command checks that the received certificate is a response to the CSR that you sent using the dxcertgen certreq

command.
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3. The command merges the returned certificate and the original private key. Also, the command stores the DSA
certificate and associated private key in the file DXHOME/config/ssld/personalities/dsaname.pem.

The command has the following syntax:

dxcertgen -D dsaname -n cert-file certmerge

•  -D dsaname 
Specifies the DSA for which a new merged certificate is created.

•  -n cert-file 
Specifies the certificate file that was returned from the external CA in response to the CSR.

dxcertgen importca Command -- Import a Certificate

If you have a root certificate that is created by another Certificate Authority (CA), then import the certificate into the
file trusted.pem, so that DXserver trusts the certificate. You can use the dxcertgen importca command to import the
certificate.

DXcertgen can import certificates from the following formats:

• PEM (base-64 encoded)
• DER/CER ASN.1 (base-64 encoded or binary)
• PKCS#12

This command has the following syntax:

dxcertgen -n cert-file importca

•  -n cert-file 
Specifies the certificate file that you want to add to the list of trusted certificates.

dxcertgen listca Command -- List Root Certificates

The dxcertgen listca command displays a list of the certificates that are stored in trusted.pem.

Each certificate is uniquely numbered.

This command has the following syntax:

dxcertgen listca

dxcertgen removeca Command -- Delete Root Certificates

This command removes the certificate matching the supplied certificate number and backs up the existing trusted.pem file
into trusted.pem.bak.

NOTE
Certificate numbers change when adding and removing certificates in trusted.pem. Be sure to perform a 'listca'
befany coreertificate removal.

This command has the following syntax:

dxcertgen -r certnumber removeca

•  -r certnumber 
Specifies the number corresponding to the certificate you want to delete.

dxcertgen report Command -- Report on Certificates

You can use the DXcertgen tool to generate a report on the certificates.
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The report summarizes all the certificates, including root certificates, DSA personality certificates, and user certificates.

Each summary lists the following information:

• Subject of the certificate
• The Certificate Authority who issued the certificate
• Validity dates
• Whether the certificate is valid

This command has the following syntax:

dxcertgen report

dxcertgen masterkey Command – Generate masterkey for encryption of attributes

The dxcertgen masterkey command is used to generate a masterkey which is used to encrypt attributes within a dsa. This
file is stored in p12 format and has restricted access to administrative privileged users and the DSA service accounts.

The command has the following format:

dxcertgen [-l location] [-m filename] masterkey

•  -l 
(Optional) Specifies the location of the masterkey. (Default Location: DXHome/Config/SSLD)

•  -m 
(Optional) specifies the filename of the masterkey
 

DXdelete Tool -- Delete Directory Entries
Use the DXdelete tool to delete one or more directory entries. To delete a single entry, supply the target DN identification
by a direct command-line entry. To delete multiple entries, use input from a file.

This command has the following format:

dxdelete [options] [dn-list]

• options
Denotes one or more of the following options:

• -c
Runs in continuous mode. Errors are reported, but the process is not stopped.

• -d level [-d level...]
Sets the LDAP debug levels.
– level

Defines the level of debugging as follows:
-1 Enable all debugging
0 No debugging
1 Trace function
2 Debug packet handling
4 Heavy trace debugging
8 Connection management
16 Print out packages sent and received
32 Search filter processing
64 Configuration file processing
128 Access control list processing
256 Stats log connections/operations/results
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512 Stats log entries sent
1024 Print communication with shell backends
2048 Print entry parsing debugging
You can add numbers together to specify multiple debug levels at the same time. For example, a debug level of 6
specifies the debugging levels of both 2 and 4.

• -D bindDN
Specifies the distinguished name of the user performing the bind.

• -f filename
Specifies a file to read from, rather than standard input.

• -H URI
Specifies the LDAP URI of the directory host. If you do not specify this, the tool uses localhost instead.
You can use an IPv6 address, as in the following example:
-H ldap://[2001:db8:0:1:99a4:6159:198f:b309]

• -h dap-host

NOTE
This option has been deprecated. Use the -H option instead. The -h option still works in the current version of
CA Directory.

Specifies the address or host name of the directory host. If you do not specify this, the tool uses localhost instead.
You can include OSI addressing for transport, session, and presentation SAPs by fully expanding dap-host:
hostname:port/tsel/ssel/psel

You can include binary and ASCII characters in the tsel, ssel, and psel selectors, using the % followed by the two
hexadecimal digits that represent the ASCII code for the character, for example:
– / is expressed as %2F
– % is expressed as %25

• -M
Enables the Manage DSA IT control.

• -MM
Enables the Manage DSA IT control, and makes it critical. For more information, see LDAP Controls in the
Administration Guide.

• -P 2|3
Specifies the LDAP protocol. By default, this is set to 3.

• -p dap-port
Specifies the port on directory host computer. If you do not specify this, the tool uses port 102, the OSI port, by default
You can combine the -h and -p arguments into a single argument, and express them as a dotted IP address or
hostname. For example, you can replace the options on the first line with those on the second:
-h 192.168.19.202 -p 19389

-h 192.168.19.202:19389

• -r
Makes any delete operation recursive.

• -v
Runs in verbose mode.

• -W
Prompts the user for the bind password.

• -w password
Specifies the bind password.

• -y filename
Specifies a file that contains the bind password.

• dn-list
Specifies distinguished names to be deleted. Separate DNs with spaces.
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Example: Delete an Entry

This example uses the Democorp sample directory supplied with CA Directory. You can repeat this example as a training
exercise.

The following command deletes the entry Murray J Horsfall:

dxdelete -v -h hostname:19389 "cn=Murray J HORSFALL,ou=Repair, ou=Operations,o=Democorp,c=AU"

To test that the entry was deleted, use the DXsearch tool.

DXdisp Tool -- Set the Update Time for Multiwrite-DISP Replications
Use the DXdisp tool to set the last update time, when using multiwrite-DISP.

This command reads the configuration file of every DSA on the current computer. The command updates the DISP time
for the specified DSA in the .dx file of each DSA, which eventually updates the .dp file. The .dx file is then removed from
the system.

NOTE
For a list of status codes that the DXtools commands return, see Exit Status Codes for the DXtools.

This command has the following format:

dxdisp -c dsaname

• -c This option enables the DXdisp tool to update the Pull Replication tracking file (.cn) instead of the disp file (.dp).
DXdisp updates the pull replication time for the specified DSA in this file. When the DSA starts, it requests for change
logs from Oracle Directory Server Enterprise Edition (ODSEE) with timestamps that are equal or later than the update
time. This option must be run immediately before a dump is taken from ODSEE.
This option can be used for router or data DSA, if the DSA has the Pull Replication setting enabled.

• dsaname
This option identifies the DSA that is having its last update time changed.

DXdumpdb Tool -- Export Data from a Datastore to an LDIF File
Use the DXdumpdb tool to export data from a datastore to an LDIF file.

NOTE
For a list of the status codes returned by all the DXtools commands, including this command, see Exit Status
Codes for the DXtools.

This command has the following format:

dxdumpdb options DSA

• options
Denotes one or more of the following options:

• -f filename
Specifies the file to receive the exported data. If this option is not specified, the output goes to standard output or the
screen.

• -i attribute-list
Includes the listed attributes in the dump file.

NOTE
The attributes specified with the -i option must include the naming attributes. If the attributes are not
specified, then the tool does not dump the entries. In addition, the must-contain attributes must also be
specified if the output is intended to be used with DXloaddb again.
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-vRuns in verbose mode. This option switches on error and status tracing. For the -v option to work, you must also
specify the -f option.

• -j Comma separated list of include objectClassesWhen dumping to LDIF, the LDIF file only contains entries that
contain *exactly* the object classes listed.

• -y Comma separated list of exclude objectClasses
When dumping to LDIF, entries that contain any object class in this list will not be included in the LDIF file.

• -x
Excludes the listed attributes from the dump file.

NOTE
You should not exclude attributes that form part of the DN.

• -z
Specifies that DXdumpdb dumps from the copy of the datastore that is produced by the console command dump
dxgrid-db.

• DSA
Defines the DSA. DXdumpdb looks in the configuration files of this DSA to find the datastore to export to an LDIF file.

Example: Extract Democorp Data to Screen

The following example prints the LDIF format data from the datastore of the democorp DSA to the screen:

dxdumpdb democorp

Examples: Extract Democorp Data to a file specifying attributes

dxdumpdb -f dump.ldif -i cn,title democorp

This command fails because the naming attribute ou is missing.

dxdumpdb -f dump.ldif -i cn,ou,title democorp

This command works,  but the output cannot be loaded back into democorp with DXloaddb because the must-contain sn
attribute is missing.

dxdumpdb -f dump.ldif -i sn,cn,ou,title democorp

This command works and the generated output file can be loaded into democorp again because the output file contains all
the name attributes and must-contain attributes.

Example: Extract Democorp Data Containing Specific Object Classes

The following example prints the LDIF format data from the datastore of democorp, including only entries containing the
inetOrgPerson objectClass.

dxdumpdb –j inetOrgPerson,top,person,organizationalPerson democorp

Note: The super classes of inetOrgPerson that are stored with the entry must be included.

DXemptydb Tool -- Delete All Data from a Datastore
Use the DXemptydb tool to remove all the data from a datastore. DXemptydb does not destroy the datastore, but leaves it
ready to accept new data.

NOTE
For a list of the status codes that are returned by all DXtools commands, see Exit Status Codes for the DXtools.

This command has the following format:

dxemptydb DSA
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• DSA
Specifies the name of the DSA. This command empties the datastore of the specified DSA.

DXextenddb Tool -- Increase the Size of a Datastore
Use the DXextend tool to increase the size of a specified data store.

The size of the datastore is set in the configuration file. If you want to change the size, change the configuration file and
then run the DXextenddb tool.

This tool has the following syntax:

dxextenddb dsaname

•   dsaname 
Specifies the DSA that you want to extend.

To perform the steps to extend the dxgrid datastore, refer to Increase in the DXgrid Datastore Size.

DXinfo Tool -- Collect System Information
DXinfo collects information about your system and saves this information in a file. You can then send this file to CA to help
our support staff with any problems you are having.

This command has the following format:

dxinfo [-f filename] [-t foldername] [-a foldername] [-d date] [-x options] [-v] [-h]

• -f filename
Specify the file name for the system information. If you do not specify a file name, DXinfo stores the information in
etrdir_dxinfo.log.

• -t foldername
Specify the folder in which the results will be stored. Include the trailing slash. If you leave out this option, DXinfo saves
the results in the running directory.

• -a foldername
Specify an additional folder to be collected. Any files that you specify here are compressed into a separate archive file.

• -d date
Specify the date for which the DXinfo tool will collect logs. If you use this option, the tool collects files with the date
included in the filename, plus any log files with no date in the name.
Use one of the following formats to specify the date:
– yyyymmdd
– A regular expression, enclosed in double quotation marks. For example: "2009121[0-9]".

• -x options
Specifies the information that you want to exclude, where options is a comma-separated list of one or more of the
following:
– logs - Exclude the log files
– config  - Exclude the configuration files
– sysdata  - Exclude system information
– regdata  - Exclude registry information

• -v
Runs in verbose mode.

• -h
Displays usage information for this tool
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Default DXinfo File Names and Locations

DXinfo saves the following information in compressed files. They are in the location in which you ran the DXinfo tool,
unless you used the -t option to save the files elsewhere.

Type of Information Information Collected Name of compressed file
System information Version of the DXinfo tool

The time you ran the tool
Version of CA Directory. This includes the
output from the command dxserver version,
and, for Windows only, the %DXHOME%
\bin\dxserver.exe file version information.
Version of the operating system. On
Windows, this is found with the winver
command. On UNIX, this is found with the
uname -a command.
The installation location for CA Directory
The value of DXHOME
(Windows only) User environment. This is
found with the set command, for both the
current and system users
(Windows only) Registry information

{hostname}_cadir_dxinfo.log

Log files Files in the logs directory Windows: {hostname}_cadir_logs.cab
UNIX: {hostname}_cadir_logs.tar.Z

Configuration files All files in the config directory Windows: {hostname}_cadir_config.cab
UNIX: {hostname}_cadir_config.tar.Z

Any additional files The DXinfo tool collects all files in the
specified directory

Windows:
{hostname}_cadir_customFiles.cab
UNIX: {hostname}_cadir_customFiles.tar.Z

{hostname} is the machine name from where the information is collected.

Information Collected by the DXinfo Tool

DXinfo saves the following information in compressed files.

The files are in the location in which you ran the DXinfo tool, unless you used the -t option to save the files elsewhere.

Type of Information Information Collected Name of compressed file
Log files Files in the logs directory Windows: cadir_logs.cab

UNIX: cadir_logs.tar.Z or cadir_logs.tar.gz
Configuration files All files in the config directory Windows: cadir_config.cab

UNIX: cadir_config.tar.Z or
cadir_config.tar.gz
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System information Version of the DXinfo tool
The time you ran the tool
Operating system version
User environment variables
DXserver installation location
DXserver version
DXwebserver version
(Windows only) Registry data
Filenames of the DXserver logs
Filenames of the DXserver configuration
files
Filenames of any additional custom files

cadir_dxinfo.log

Any additional files All files in the specified directory Windows: cadir_customFiles.cab
UNIX: cadir_customFiles.tar.Z or
cadir_customFiles.tar.gz

DXloaddb Tool -- Load a Data Store from an LDIF File
Use DXloaddb to load a data store from an LDIF file. The data store must already exist. All previous information in the
data store is deleted.

Usage notes:

• The LDIF file does not need to be sorted.
• DXloaddb hashes any password entry in the LDIF file that is in clear text.

If a hash algorithm is specified in the DSA configuration, DXloaddb uses that hash algorithm. Otherwise it uses SHA-1.
• By default, DXloaddb uses the configuration of the DSA for the operational attribute handling:

– If op-attrs = true then any operational attributes in the LDIF file are loaded into the data store.
Any entries in the LDIF file that do not have a createTimestamp , have a creatTimestamp  added to the data
store.

– If op-attrs = false then operational attributes in the LDIF file are ignored and DXloaddb does not create operational
attributes.

This command has the following format:

dxloaddb [options] dsa ldif-file 

• options
Denotes one or more of the following options:
– -eSpecifies that the DXloaddb tool ignores errors in an LDIF file and continues processing. This option does not

include errors in object relations, where an object cannot be found for a relative DN. These errors are fatal and
cannot be ignored.

– -n
Specifies that DXloaddb does not do any actions.

– -O
Specifies that DXloaddb includes standard operational attributes, such as password policy (for example, number of
login attempts), and timestamp attributes. If this option is specified, DXloaddb creates any operational attributes that
are not defined in the LDIF file.

– -s
Specifies that DXloaddb produces the following statistics concerning the data store:
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• Total data size in MB
• Total number of entries
• Number of entries ignored
• Amount of padding in the data store file in KB
• Average number of entries per MB

– -v
Specifies verbose output.

• ldif-file
The name of the LDIF file to load into the data store.

• DSA
Defines the DSA whose data store is to be loaded.

Example: Create and Load a Datastore

The correct sequence in which to create and load a data store is:

dxnewdb

dxloaddb

Example: Load LDIF Data into Datastore

The following example loads the data from democorp.ldif file to data store democorp:

dxloaddb democorp democorp.ldif 

The following information is a possible part of democorp.ldif:

dn: o=Democorp, c=US

oc: organization

dn: ou=Administration, o=Democorp, c=US

oc: organizationalUnit

dn: cn=Fred Jones, ou=Administration, o=Democorp, c=US

oc: organizationalPerson

postalAddress: 11 Main Street $ Newtown

surname: Jones

title: Manager

telephonenumber: +1 (123) 456 7890

telephonenumber: +1 (987) 654 3210

dn: ou=Sales, o=democorp, c=US

oc: organizationalUnit

Telephonenumber appears twice because it is a multivalued attribute.

Dxmigrate Tool - Migrate LDIF Data
Use the Dxmigrate tool to remove attributes from an exported LDIF file, or to map attributes to a different name. Also,
you can use this tool to convert ODSEE password policy objects from an exported LDIF file into CA Directory password
policies.

This command has the following format:

dxmigrate [options]

Where [options] denotes one or more of the following options:
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• -e
Specifies the logging level
Permitted Values:
– n: none
– i: info
– w: warning
– e: error
Default Value: e

• -i
Reads input from the specified LDIF file

NOTE

The -i option is mandatory.
• -l

Writes log messages to the specified file 
Default: Standard output stream

• -m
Reads attribute mappings from the specified file

• -o
Writes migrated LDIF data to the specified file 
Default: Standard output stream

• -p
Writes CA Directory password policies to the specified file

• -r
If an attribute name contains options, these options are ignored. For example,  in the “commonName;lang-en: John
Doe ” attribute, the '
lang-en'

option is ignored.
The only attribute option CA Directory supports is 
;binary

.
Example: attrName;binary  

Usage Notes

• Exported LDIF file need not be sorted.
• The Dxmigrate tool does not decode Base64 encoded values from the exported LDIF file.
• Attribute mapping is configured in a mapping file and must contain strings in the following format:

export_attribute_name=output_attribute_name

The output_attribute_name string can be omitted, and the export_attribute_name string ignores
corresponding attributes.
 

NOTE
If a new attribute name is chosen in the mapping file, this attribute must be supported by the CA Directory
schema. Otherwise, loading the data fails.

• Only the CA Directory default policy ("cn=password policy,cn=config " object) supports the following ODSEE
password policy attributes.  If these attributes are found in ODSEE policy object other than the default policy, they are
ignored during conversion:
• passwordRootDnMayBypassModsChecks

• passwordStorageScheme
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• pwdMustChange

• CA Directory does not support the following ODSEE password policy attributes and ignores these attributes during
password policy conversion:
• pwdAllowUserChange

• pwdFailureCountInterval

• pwdIsLockoutPrioritized

• pwdKeepLastAuthTime

• pwdSafeModify

• The following ODSEE password policy attributes have values in seconds and are converted into days in CA Directory:
• pwdexpirewarning

• pwdmaxage

• pwdminage

Seconds to days are converted and rounded to the ceiling number. Therefore, the value 90,000 seconds, which is one
day and one hour becomes two days after conversion. 

Example

For the following exported LDIF file, exported.ldif:

dn: cn=Password Policy,cn=config

objectClass: ldapsubentry

objectClass: pwdPolicy

objectClass: sunPwdPolicy

passwordStorageScheme: SSHA

pwdAttribute: userPassword

pwdAllowUserChange: TRUE

pwdSafeModify: FALSE

pwdMinAge: 0

pwdCheckQuality: 0

pwdMinLength: 6

pwdMustChange: FALSE

pwdMaxAge: 0

pwdExpireWarning: 86400

pwdGraceAuthNLimit: 0

pwdKeepLastAuthTime: FALSE

pwdFailureCountInterval: 600

pwdIsLockoutPrioritized: TRUE

pwdLockoutDuration: 3600

pwdInHistory: 10

pwdMaxFailure: 3

pwdLockout: true

dn: uid=jdoe, ou=People, dc=example,dc=com

objectClass: inetOrgPerson

cn: John Doe

sn: Doe

givenName;lang-en: John

nsUniqueId: 3dca5f0a-f40711e6-8015d827-c893ff09

pwdFailureTime: 20170122220307.665Z

specialAttr: special

And the following mapping file, map.txt:
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nsUniqueId=

pwdFailureTime=

specialAttr=newNameAttr

The following Dxmigrate command:

• Converts password policy configuration items to CA Directory command format
• Removes nsUniqueId and pwdFailureTime that are not supported by CA Directory
• Renames the attribute specialAttr to newNameAttr
• Removes the unsupported attribute option ;lang-en from givenName attribute

dxmigrate -i exported.ldif -m map.txt -p password-policy.dxc -o converted.ldif -r

Where

• password-policy.dxc: Contains password policy commands. If using the CA Directory Management UI, these
commands can be copied into “Raw Settings”.

• converted.ldif: Contains the converted LDIF ready for loading

DXmodify Tool -- Add New or Changed Information to a Directory
Use the DXmodify tool to do any of the following:

• Populate an empty directory
• Add complete new entries to an existing directory
• Add new attributes to existing entries
• Modify, rename, or delete attributes of an entry
• Load a binary file

When you run the DXmodify tool, you can enter the new or changed information from standard input or from an LDIF file.

This command has the following format:

dxmodify [action] [options]

• action
Specifies the action the tool will take. The DXmodify tool follows any changetype directives in the LDIF file. If the LDIF
file contains entries and no changetype directives, then you can tell DXmodify whether it should add these entries or
replace existing entries. DXmodify replaces entries if either of the following conditions are true:
– The entry in the LDIF file is a modify operation and the modify type is specified for an attribute in the LDIF file
– -r is specified
– -a

Adds the entries in the LDIF file to the directory.
– -r

Replaces the entries or attributes in the directory with those in the LDIF file.
• options

Denotes one or more of the following options:
• -c

Runs in continuous mode. Errors are reported, but the process is not stopped.
• -d level [-d level...]

Sets the LDAP debug levels.
– level

Defines the level of debugging as follows:
-1 Enable all debugging
0 No debugging
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1 Trace function
2 Debug packet handling
4 Heavy trace debugging
8 Connection management
16 Print out packages sent and received
32 Search filter processing
64 Configuration file processing
128 Access control list processing
256 Stats log connections/operations/results
512 Stats log entries sent
1024 Print communication with shell backends
2048 Print entry parsing debugging
You can add numbers together to specify multiple debug levels at the same time. For example, a debug level of 6
specifies the debugging levels of both 2 and 4.

• -D bindDN
Specifies the distinguished name of the user performing the bind.

• -E search-extension
Specifies a search extension such as paged results. For example, to return results in pages of 10, use this command:
dxsearch -h host -E pr=10 "(cn=*)"

• -F
Forces all change records to be used.

• -f filename
Specifies a source LDIF file. If you do not specify this option, or do not specify a file name, then DXmodify waits for
input from standard input.

• -H URI
Specifies the LDAP URI of the directory host. If you do not specify this, the tool uses localhost instead.
You can use an IPv6 address, as in the following example:
-H ldap://[2001:db8:0:1:99a4:6159:198f:b309]

• -h dap-host

NOTE
This option has been deprecated. Use the -H option instead. The -h option still works in the current version of
CA Directory.

Specifies the address or host name of the directory host. If you do not specify this, the tool uses localhost instead.
You can include OSI addressing for transport, session, and presentation SAPs by fully expanding dap-host:
hostname:port/tsel/ssel/psel

You can include binary and ASCII characters in the tsel, ssel, and psel selectors, using the % followed by the two
hexadecimal digits that represent the ASCII code for the character, for example:
– / is expressed as %2F
– % is expressed as %25

• -l timelimit
Specifies the time limit (in seconds) for each DAP operation.

• -M
Enables the Manage DSA IT control.

• -MM
Enables the Manage DSA IT control, and makes it critical. For more information, see LDAP Controls in the
Administration Guide.

• -n
Shows what would be done, but does not actually do it. This can be useful for debugging purposes, usually you use
this with the -v option.

• -P 2|3
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Specifies the LDAP protocol. By default, this is set to 3.
• -p dap-port

Specifies the port on directory host computer. If you do not specify this, the tool uses port 102, the OSI port, by default
You can combine the -h and -p arguments into a single argument, and express them as a dotted IP address or
hostname. For example, you can replace the options on the first line with those on the second:
-h 192.168.19.202 -p 19389

-h 192.168.19.202:19389

• -q
Runs in quiet mode, in which successful operations are not reported.

• -S file
Writes any skipped modifications into the specified file.

• -s time
Specifies the time (in milliseconds) to sleep after each operation.

• -v
Runs in verbose mode.

• -W
Prompts the user for the bind password.

• -w password
Specifies the bind password.

• -y filename
Specifies a file that contains the bind password.

• -Z [ssld_config_filename]
Specifies that the tool should start a TLS request, using the specified configuration file. If you omit the filename, the
tool uses DXHOME/config/ssld/dxldap.conf.
Use -ZZ to require a response from the DSA when a request is successful.
Note: For more information, see SSLD Configuration File.

Example: Make Multiple Changes to an Entry

This example uses the Democorp sample directory supplied with CA Directory. You can repeat this example as a training
exercise.

You can make multiple changes, such as changing the title and postal address, adding a second telephone number, and
deleting the description of an entry.

This example shows that you can replace the values of multiple attributes using one replace statement as long as the
replace statement specifies the first attribute name in the series.

1. Create an LDIF file named h-modify.ldif that contains the following:
dn: cn=Murray HORSFALL, ou=Repair,ou=Operations,o=Democorp,c=AU

changetype: modify

replace: title

title: Chief Information Officer

-

add: telephone

telephone: 797 8888

-

delete: description

-

replace: postalAddress

postalAddress: 173 Toorak Rd $ South Yarra

postalCode: 3066

2. Use DXmodify to apply the edited file as follows:
dxmodify -h localhost:19389 -f h-modify.ldif
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Example: Add a Binary File

This shows how to add a JPEG file with a personnel record from staff.ldif.

For JPEG files, the object class is cosinePilotObject, the X.500 attribute name is cosineJpegPhoto, and the LDAP attribute
name is JpegPhoto.

This example uses the Democorp sample directory supplied with CA Directory. You can repeat this example as a training
exercise.

To add a binary file, follow these instructions:

1. Decide on the directory schema object class and attribute to use to hold the binary data.
For this example, use the cosineJpegPhoto attribute within the cosinePilotObject object class.

2. Create entries in an LDIF file with the following syntax:
attributeName:< FILE://path

For this example, create staff.ldif with the following form:
dn: cn=Peter Bell,ou=Infrastructure,ou=Support,o=Democorp,c=AU

oc: organizationalPerson

oc: newPilotPerson

oc: cosinePilotObject

cn: Peter Bell

sn: BELL

cosineJpegPhoto:< FILE://d:\temp\PHOTO\BELPE01.jpg

title: Design Supervisor

telephone: 881 9256

description: Computing

mail: Peter.BELL@Democorp.com

postalAddress: 7-11 Fine Street$Penville CA

postalCode: 32750

3. Run the following command:
dxmodify -a -c -h hostname:19389 -f staff.ldif

DXnewdb Tool -- Create a New Data Store
The DXnewdb  tool creates a new data store.

If the DSA is running or if a data store already exists for the DSA, DXnewdb  exits immediately.

The size of the data store is set in the configuration file.

NOTE
 For a list of the status codes returned by all the
DXtools 

commands, including this command, see Exit Status Codes for the DXtools.

This command has the following format:

dxnewdb DSA-name

•   DSA-name 
Defines the DSA.

DXnewdsa Tool -- Create a New DSA
Use the DXnewdsa tool to create a new DSA.
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If a DSA with the same name already exists, the command exits.

If the datastore exists, DXnewdsa uses it, without changing its size or contents. If the datastore does not exist, DXnewdsa
creates the datastore.

DXnewdsa creates configuration files for the new DSA. The configuration includes the following commands:

#gxgrid configuration

set dxgrid-db-location = ...;

set dxgrid-db-size = ...;

set cache-index = all-attributes;

set lookup-cache = true;

NOTE
For a list of the status codes returned by all the DXtools commands, including this command, see Exit Status
Codes for the DXtools.

DXnewdsa has the following format:

dxnewdsa  [options] dsaname port [prefix]

• options
Denotes one or more of the following options:

• -t {data | router}
– data

(default) Specifies that DXnewdsa should create a data DSA.
– router

Specifies that DXnewdsa should create a router DSA.
• -l location

(Optional) Defines the directory that holds the datastore. This is only valid for a data DSA.
The default directory is DXHOME/data.
If the location is provided as a relative location, DXnewdsa takes this as relative to the current directory, to produce an
absolute path. DXnewdsa uses the -l parameter to create a command in the DSA configuration file, as follows:
set dxgrid-db-location = location;

• -s size
(Optional) Defines the size of the datastore in MB. This is only valid for a data DSA. It is ignored if the datastore
already exists.
DXnewdsa writes the size as a dxgrid-db-size setting in the DSA configuration file.
The maximum is 60,000.
The default is 500 MB.
To know more about the increase in the data hosted in the dxgrid datastore, refer to Increase in the DXgrid Datastore
Size.

• dsaname
Defines the name of the DSA. Maximum length is 31 characters.

• port
Specifies the port number of the DSA.

• prefix
(Optional) Defines the namespace prefix. To specify the prefix, use LDAP syntax; for example as follows:
ou=Internet Sales, o=ACME Corp, c=US

Example: Create a data DSA with Default Options

dxnewdsa DSA1 1234

This command creates a data DSA1 and specifies port 1234 and a null prefix.
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Example: Create a Data DSA with Simple Prefix

dxnewdsa DSA1 1234 ou=Internet Sales, o=ACME Corp, c=US

The configuration includes the prefix setting in the knowledge file in the following form:

set dsa DSA1 = 

{

   ...

   prefix = <c US> <o Acme Corp> <ou Internet Sales>

   ...

}

DXpassword Tool -- Hash a Password
The DXpassword tool lets you hash a password. You can then add the hashed password to a knowledge file.

This command has the following format:

dxpassword [-v] [-P algorithm] password

•  -P algorithm 
Hashes the password, where algorithm is one of the following:
–  SHA

Hashes the password using the SHA-1 algorithm
–  SSHA

Hashes the password using the Salted SHA-1 algorithm. This algorithm produces a different hash even for the
same clear text password, which is more secure.

–  SHA512
Hashes the password using the SHA-512 algorithm

–  SSHA512
(Default) Hashes the password using the Salted SHA-512 algorithm

–  MD5
Hashes the password using the Message Digest algorithm.

–  SMD5
Hashes the password using the Salted Message Digest algorithm

–  PBKDF2
Hashes the password using the PBKDF2 (Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2) method. This option uses
the default PBKDF2 values mentioned in Supporting Commands for the PBKDF2 Hashing Method as it does not
read DSA configuration.

–  CRYPT
Hashes the password using the UNIX crypt method.

–  CADIR
Hashes the password using a reversible obfuscation algorithm. Use this option to hash a password before including
it in a knowledge file in the dsa-password or ldap-dsa-password configuration items. This protects the password
from users with access to the computer running the DSA.

•  -v
Runs in verbose mode.

•   password 
Specifies the password to be hashed.

 Example: Hashing a Password Using MD5 

The following command hashes the password qwer123 using the MD5 algorithm:
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dxpassword -P MD5 qwer123

The output from this command is:

{MD5}VT6DymlpOzPvc5WMBLejFQ==

 Example: Verbose Output from the DXpassword Tool 

The following command hashes the password qwer123 using the SSHA-512 algorithm, which is the default:

dxpassword -v qwer123

The output from this command is:

'qwer123' encoded is: {SSHA512}ld2J/xe3ddpaK9C1Mh7eSPJ7QllLBx5Z9+ioRx17C9+w2DFUl67pUmst/RBmIaR0NtLwVFb

+t8XhzhuB9W2FiDYAd44=

DXrename Tool -- Change the Name of a Directory Entry
Use the DXrename tool to change the distinguished name of a directory entry. The utility can source the rename data for a
single entry from the keyboard or for multiple entries from a file.

This command has the following format:

dxrename [options] [dn newdn]

• options
Denotes one or more of the following options:

• -c
Runs in continuous mode. Errors are reported, but the process is not stopped.

• -d level [-d level...]
Sets the LDAP debug levels.
– level

Defines the level of debugging as follows:
-1 Enable all debugging
0 No debugging
1 Trace function
2 Debug packet handling
4 Heavy trace debugging
8 Connection management
16 Print out packages sent and received
32 Search filter processing
64 Configuration file processing
128 Access control list processing
256 Stats log connections/operations/results
512 Stats log entries sent
1024 Print communication with shell backends
2048 Print entry parsing debugging
You can add numbers together to specify multiple debug levels at the same time. For example, a debug level of 6
specifies the debugging levels of both 2 and 4.

• -D bindDN
Specifies the distinguished name of the user performing the bind.

• -f filename
Specifies a file to read from, rather than standard input.

• -H URI
Specifies the LDAP URI of the directory host. If you do not specify this, the tool uses localhost instead.
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You can use an IPv6 address, as in the following example:
-H ldap://[2001:db8:0:1:99a4:6159:198f:b309]

• -h dap-host

NOTE
This option has been deprecated. Use the -H option instead. The -h option still works in the current version of
CA Directory.

Specifies the address or host name of the directory host. If you do not specify this, the tool uses localhost instead.
You can include OSI addressing for transport, session, and presentation SAPs by fully expanding dap-host:
hostname:port/tsel/ssel/psel

You can include binary and ASCII characters in the tsel, ssel, and psel selectors, using the % followed by the two
hexadecimal digits that represent the ASCII code for the character, for example:
– / is expressed as %2F
– % is expressed as %25

• -M
Enables the Manage DSA IT control.

• -MM
Enables the Manage DSA IT control, and makes it critical. For more information, see LDAP Controls in the
Administration Guide.

• -p dap-port
Specifies the port on directory host computer. If you do not specify this, the tool uses port 102, the OSI port, by default
You can combine the -h and -p arguments into a single argument, and express them as a dotted IP address or
hostname. For example, you can replace the options on the first line with those on the second:
-h 192.168.19.202 -p 19389

-h 192.168.19.202:19389

• -r
Removes the old RDN.

• -s superior-entry-DN
Moves the entry under a new parent.

• -v
Runs in verbose mode.

• -W
Prompts the user for the bind password.

• -w password
Specifies the bind password.

• -y filename
Specifies a file that contains the bind password.

• dn
Specifies the distinguished name of the entry that is to be renamed.

• newrdn
Specifies the new RDN.

Example: Change Middle Initial

This example uses the Democorp sample directory supplied with CA Directory. You can repeat this example as a training
exercise.

Consider an example entry Murray Horsfall

1. Change the RDN to insert a middle initial J.
The example uses the input file option. The example file name is filename.txt:
cn=Murray HORSFALL,ou=Repair,ou=Operations,o=Democorp,c=AU
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cn=Murray J HORSFALL

2. Use the DXrename tool as follows:
dxrename -r -h hostname:1900 -f filename.txt

3. Use the DXsearch tool to check the results of the rename:
dxsearch -L -h hostname:19389 "(sn=horsfall)"

The results appear like this:
dn: cn=Murray J HORSFALL,ou=Repair,ou=Operations,o=Democorp,c=AU

oc: organizationalPerson

oc: newPilotPerson

oc: 0.9.2342.19200300.99.3.2

cn: Murray J HORSFALL

sn: HORSFALL

title: Chief Information Officer

telephone: 797 8877

telephone: 797 8888

mail: Murray.HORSFALL@Democorp.com

postalAddress: 173 Toorak Rd $ South Yarra

postalCode: 3066

DXschemaldif Tool -- Extract the Schema from an LDAP Directory
Use the DXschemaldif tool to extract the schema from an external LDAP directory. The schema is extracted into LDIF
format, and can be directed to the screen or a file.

This command has the following format:

dxschemaldif [-v] [options] hostaddr:port [> filename]

• options
Denotes one or more of the following options:

• -D binddn
Specifies the bind DN. If you don't specify the bind DN, the tool will bind anonymously.

• -v
Runs in verbose mode.

• -w password
Specifies the password (for simple authentication only).

• hostaddr:port
Specifies the host address and port of the LDAP server (such as DXserver).

• > filename
Redirect the output from the screen to the named file.

NOTE
To get help on the tool, enter the command dxschemaldif with neither options nor parameter.

Example: Extract Schema from V3 LDAP

To extract the schema from a Version 3 LDAP directory and redirect the output to the new_schema.ldif file, enter the
following command:

dxschemaldif -v ldapserver:389 > new_schema.ldif

You can use the ldif2dxc tool to convert the LDIF schema into the CA Directory schema format.
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DXsearch Tool -- Search a Directory
Use the DXsearch tool to search within a specified directory using defined filters. The utility lets you specify search output
as LDIF or text, or can write each returned attribute to a file.

This command has the following format:

dxsearch [options] filter [attributelist]

• options
Denotes one or more of the following options:

• -a { never | always | search | find }
Sets alias dereferencing. The default is never.

• -A
Retrieves attribute names only (no values).

• -b basedn
Specifies the base DN for the search.

• -B
Prints non-ASCII values. Remove this option to suppress these values.

• -c
Runs in continuous mode. Errors are reported, but the process is not stopped.

• -C
Specifies that referrals will be chased, if necessary. This option is is not necessary if your directory backbone contains
only CA Directory DSAs. CA Directory DSAs handle referrals automatically, as specified in the X.500 standard.

• -d level [-d level...]
Sets the LDAP debug levels.
– level

Defines the level of debugging as follows:
-1 Enable all debugging
0 No debugging
1 Trace function
2 Debug packet handling
4 Heavy trace debugging
8 Connection management
16 Print out packages sent and received
32 Search filter processing
64 Configuration file processing
128 Access control list processing
256 Stats log connections/operations/results
512 Stats log entries sent
1024 Print communication with shell backends
2048 Print entry parsing debugging
You can add numbers together to specify multiple debug levels at the same time. For example, a debug level of 6
specifies the debugging levels of both 2 and 4.

• -D bindDN
Specifies the distinguished name of the user performing the bind.

• -E parameters
Specifies search extensions. Include the ! to make the parameter critical.
– [!]domainScope

Domain scope
– [!]mv=filter

Matched values filter
– [!]pr=size[/prompt|noprompt]
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Paged results/prompt
– [!]subentries[=true|false]

Subentries
– [!]sync=ro[/cookie]

LDAP Sync refreshOnly
– rp[/cookie][/slimit]

LDAP Sync refreshAndPersist
• -F prefix

Identifies the URL prefix to be used for files. If you do not specify this option, the default is used: file:///tmp/.
• -f filename ... "(%s")

Specifies a file to read from, rather than standard input.
This option has two modes. The file can supply entire LDAP filters or it can supply text such as a list of CNs. Put "(%s")
in the place that the text should appear. See the examples at the end of this section.
When DXsearch is reading from a file, the tool will exit when the first non-successful search result is returned, unless -
c is used.

• -h host
Specifies the directory host. If you do not specify this, the tool uses localhost instead.

• -H LDAP_URI
Specifies the LDAP URI of the directory host. If you do not specify this, the tool uses localhost instead.
You can use an IPv6 address, as in the following example:
-H ldap://[2001:db8:0:1:99a4:6159:198f:b309]

• -L
Prints entries in LDIF V1 format, with non-ASCII values.

• -LL
Prints entries in LDIF format without comments and with non-ASCII values.

• -LLL
Prints entries in LDIF format without comments, without version information, and with non-ASCII values.

• -M
Does not multicast; limits search to a single directory.

• -P 2|3
Specifies the LDAP protocol. By default, this is set to 3.

• -p dap-port
Specifies the port on directory host computer. If you do not specify this, the tool uses port 102, the OSI port, by default
You can combine the -h and -p arguments into a single argument, and express them as a dotted IP address or
hostname. For example, you can replace the options on the first line with those on the second:
-h 192.168.19.202 -p 19389

-h 192.168.19.202:19389

• -s { base | one | sub}
Specifies search scope.

• -S attribute
Sorts the results by the attribute.

• -t dir
Writes values to files in the specified directory.

• -T
Times the search (no search results printed).

• -u
Includes user-friendly entry names in the output.

• -v
Runs in verbose mode.

• -W
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Prompts the user for the bind password.
• -w password

Specifies the bind password.
• -y filename

Specifies a file that contains the bind password.
• -z number-entries

Specifies the size limit (in entries) for search.
• filter

An RFC2254-compliant LDAP search filter.
• attributelist

Specifies a space-separated list of attributes to retrieve. If no attribute list is given, all attributes are retrieved.

Example: Search and results

This example uses the Democorp sample directory supplied with CA Directory. You can repeat this example as a training
exercise.

Use the following command to search:

%dxsearch -L -h 192.168.19.202:19389 "(sn=horsfall)"

The results appear like this:

dn: cn=Murray HORSFALL,ou=Repair,ou=Operations,o=Democorp,c=AU

oc: organizationalPerson

oc: newPilotPerson

oc: quipuObject

cn: Murray HORSFALL

sn: HORSFALL

title: Information Technology Manager

telephone: 797 8877

description: Replacements

mail: Murray.HORSFALL@Democorp.com

postalAddress: 173 Toorak Pde $ Berkeley NSW

postalCode: 2506

If you send the output to an LDIF file, you can edit the file contents and use the DXmodify tool to implement the changes.

dxsearch -L -h yourhost:19389 "(sn=horsfall)" > h-modify.ldi

Example: Using the -f option to source a text file containing LDAP search filters

The file contains LDAP search filters. Ensure that each filter does not have enclosing brackets:

dxsearch -h yourhost:19389 -b "baseDN" -f filename.txt "(%s)"

In this example, filename.txt contains the following lines:

&(oc=inetOrgPerson)(cn=user1)

&(oc=inetOrgPerson)(cn=user2)

&(oc=inetOrgPerson)(cn=user3)

Example: Using the -f option to source a text file containing user names

The file contains text that the DXsearch tool substitutes for %s when used in a filter, as in this example:

dxsearch -h yourhost:19389 -b "baseDN" -f filename.txt "(&(oc=inetOrgPerson)(cn=%s))"

In this example, filename.txt contains the following lines:
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user1

user2

user3

LDAP Search Extensions

The -E option can be supplied with a search request to include a LDAP extension with the request. The extensions are in
the form of a LDAP control that is attached to the search request to provide additional information and for processing.

The most commonly used LDAP extension in dxsearch is simple paged results. This extension allows large results to be
broken up into a number of pages of a user specified size. With this extension, a search can bypass the administrative
size limits set on the DSA. Also, this extemsion allows other requests being processed at the time throughput.

The format of the simple paged results extension used by dxsearch is:

-E ‘[<criticality>]pr=<number of entries per page>/[prompt|noprompt]’

• <criticality>: This optional item is denoted by an exclamation mark ‘!’. By default, CA Directory supports the simple
paged results control. The criticality controls how simple paged results are handled, if the server processing the
request does not not support the results. If simple paged results are not supported and the criticality is set with ‘!’, then
the search request is refused with an unavailableCriticalExtension. Otherwise, simple paged results are ignored and a
full result set is returned.

• <number of entries per page>: This number indicates how many entries the server returns in each page of results.
• prompt (default): dxsearch displays a page of results and then waits for the user to hit enter (or enter a different page

size).
• noprompt: dxsearch continues to the next page of results without prompting the user.

Example 1: Returning searches 5 entries at a time without prompting to move to the next page. The simple paged result
control must be handled by the server (critical).

dxsearch -h {hostname}:{port} -b c=AU -E ‘!pr=5/noprompt’ ‘(oc=*)’ commonName

Example 2: Returning searches 200 entries at a time prompting the user for the next 200 entries

dxsearch -h {hostname}:{port} -b c=AU -E ‘pr=200’ ‘(oc=*)’ commonName

Note: Single quotes are required when using the critical exclamation mark ‘!’ and the wildcard ‘*’.

DXsnmp Sample Tool -- Monitor DSAs
For more information, see readme.txt in the following directory:

DXHOME\samples\snmp

To start DXsnmp, use the following command:

dxsnmp -rn ipaddress/port

• -rn
Specifies the number of seconds between each refresh. If you omit the -r option, the tool uses the default value of 5
seconds.

• ipaddress
Identifies the computer on which the DSA is running.

• port
Identifies the SNMP port of the DSA to be monitored.
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DXsyntax Tool -- Check the Configuration of DSAs
Use the DXsyntax tool to check the configuration of one or more DSAs. The tool is most easily run on the server hosting
those DSAs, but it can be run remotely, provided that the machine running it has access to the configuration directory of
the server hosting the DSAs.

This command has the following format:

dxsyntax [dsaname]

• dsaname
Specifies the name of the DSA. This can be a file name pattern.

Example: Check all DSAs

To check the configuration of every DSA, run the following command:

dxsyntax

Example: Check all DSAs Starting with "rk"

To check all DSAs whose names start with rk, run the following command:

dxsyntax rk*.

How the DXsyntax Tool Works

The utility runs through the configuration files of each DSA in turn, reporting a detailed error message if it finds a problem.
The error message specifies the line and file where the error was detected (the actual error may be earlier), and provides
details on the error condition. Only one error is reported for each DSA checked, because a single error can cause a
cascade of problems that is overwhelming.

If no errors are found, DXsyntax exits without a message, and with a return code of 0. This is handy for use in routine test
scripts. If one or more errors are found, DXsyntax exits with an error message and a non-zero return code.

NOTE
The DXsyntax relies on the DXHOME environment variable. DXHOME must be set to the home path of
DXserver. This is done automatically when CA Directory is installed. The DXsyntax tool expects the DSA
configuration files to be located in the config folder under the path in DXHOME.

DXtrap Sample Tool -- Receive SNMP Traps
The DXtrap sample tool is a management application that can receive SNMP traps from the DSAs on the same computer
as DXtrap. Ensure that the DSAs that you want to monitor have the SNMP port set.

For more information, see readme.txt in the following directory:

DXHOME\samples\trap

To start DXtrap, use the following command:

dxtrap port

• port
Specifies the SNMP trap port. If you omit this option, the tool uses the default port 162.
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ldif2dxc Tool -- Convert Schema from LDIF to CA Directory Format
Use the ldif2dxc tool to convert LDAP schema in LDIF format into the CA Directory schema configuration format (.dxc).
The tool can also update an existing schema.txt file.

This command has the following format:

ldif2dxc [options] [outfile]

• options
Denotes one or more of the following options:
– -b badfile

Write bad schema records to the specified file.
– -f file

Read input from the specified file.
– -m map

Get OIDs from the specified map file.
– -M oid_arc

Generate missing OIDs from 'oid_arc'. For example x.y.z. generates x.y.z.0, x.y.z.1, etc. x.y.z.34 generates x.y.z.34,
x.y.z.35, etc.

– -x dxcFile
Exclude schema that is defined in the specified .dxc file.

– -Z schema
Append new schema definitions in DXtools schema file format to the specified file.

• outfile
Specifies the name of the file into which the LDIF data will be saved.

• -H (or any non-existent option)
Displays usage and option information

Example: Convert the Unique Part of the Schema

You want to convert the schema in the new_schema.ldif file. In this case, you are not interested in the entire external
schema, but rather schema unique to the external source. The local directory also typically sources a single DSA schema
group file (for example, default.dxg).

To convert only the schema unique to the external source, you want to instruct the tool to exclude an existing schema file.
In addition, you want to instruct the tool not to redefine any internal DSA schema definitions.

Enter the following command:

ldif2dxc -f new_schema.ldif -x default.dxg new_schema.dxc

Example: Convert with Errors

While converting the schema in the new_schema.ldif file, the tool stops with an error because of schema incompatibility
with CA Directory and does not produce any output. The problem may be caused by an unsupported syntax or matching
rule, or an error in the published schema. In these cases, you can instruct the tool to write any bad schema to a bad file
but continue writing the good schema to your output file. You can inspect the bad file and decide whether it is worthwhile
to correct any of the errors (for example, remove an obscure matching rule for substrings), and then rerun the tool until
you have what you need.

To run the tool with a bad file, enter the following command:

ldif2dxc -b bad.txt -f new_schema.ldif -x default.dxg new_schema.dxc

Example: Convert with a Map File
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Some LDAP directories publish OIDs as labels rather than dotted decimal strings (for example, xyConfig-oid). These
object classes and attributes do not load into the directory. Instead, the tool assigns them temporary OIDs off the CA
Directory arc to enable you to load the new schema, but this solution may not be suitable for all directory implementations.

If the dotted decimal form of these object class and attribute OIDs are available, you can create a map file, and instruct
the tool to look up these label OIDs in the file and substitute the labels by the dotted decimal OIDs.

The map file is a three-column CSV file with the following format:

-------------------------------------

#

# format: objectClass, attributeType, oid

#

# objectClasses

xyConfig-oid,,1.2.3.4

xyAdmin-oid,,1.2.3.5

# attributeTypes

,abstract-oid,1.2.4.5

,aci-oid,1.2.4.6

-------------------------------------

You map a dotted decimal OID to either an object class or an attribute type, but not both.

To run the tool with a map file, enter the following command:

ldif2dxc -b bad.txt -f new_schema.ldif -m map.txt -x default.dxg new_schema.dxc

Example: Convert with Label OIDs

If there are a large number of "label" OIDs (e.g. xyConfig-oid) in the LDIF schema file it may take a long time to add an
entry for everyone in a map file. An alternative is to specify an OID arc that the tool will use in place of any label OID,
incrementing it for each label OID it finds.

If your arc is new, you can specify it with a trailing '.', and the tool will start incrementing it from 0. If some OIDs have
already been assigned against this OID arc, you can specify the next available OID, and the tool will start incrementing
from that one.

To replace the map file in Example 15 with a new OID arc of "1.22.333.444.", on a UNIX system, enter:

ldif2dxc -b bad.txt -f new_schema.ldif -M 1.22.333.444. -x default.dxg -Z $DXHOME/bin/schema.txt

 new_schema.dxc

If the tool encountered the OID label xyConfig-oid in new_schema.ldif, it will assign it an OID of 1.22.333.444.0. If it then
encountered the OID label abConfig-oid, it will assign it an OID of 1.22.333.444.1, etc.

If twenty OIDs from this arc were assigned, the next available OID would be 1.22.333.444.20. If you were to perform
another integration with schema from new_schema2.ldif, to avoid clashing with existing OIDs in the directory, on a UNIX
system, enter:

ldif2dxc -b bad.txt -f new_schema2.ldif -M 1.22.333.444.20 -x default.dxg -Z $DXHOME/bin/schema.txt

 new_schema2.dxc

If the tool encountered the OID label cdConfig-oid in new_schema2.ldif, it will assign it an OID of 1.22.333.444.20. If it
then encountered the OID label efConfig-oid, it will assign it an OID of 1.22.333.444.21, etc.

Example: Convert an OpenLDAP SLAMD Schema

The OpenLDAP SLAMD is a non-standard schema representation. However, ldif2dxc is tolerant of other such schema
types:

ldif2dxc -f slamd.openldap.conf -x x500.dxc slamd.openldap.conf.dxc
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ldifdelta Tool -- Calculate the Difference Between LDIF Files
Use the ldifdelta tool to calculate the change, or delta, between two LDIF files. The ldifdelta program is an offline directory
synchronization tool based on the LDAP directory interchange format. You can use ldifdelta to fully or partially synchronize
directories.

You must do two things before using the ldifdelta tool:

1. Get the two LDIF files you want to compare, oldfile and newfile.
To do this, use the DXsearch tool (with the -L option) or the DXdumpdb tool.

2. Sort the LDIF files using the ldifsort tool.

ldifdelta can produce an output file, which, is a file containing LDIF change records. You can use the DXmodify tool to
apply these LDIF change records to the sorted oldfile, and so update it to newfile.

The ldifdelta tool has the following limitations:

• It compares distinguished name in a case insensitive way, not by schema matching rules.
• When comparing URL values, ldifdelta compares only the file names.

It does not attempt to interpret the nature or contents of the file that the URL references.
• It can only be used to delta LDIF data files.

You cannot compare LDIF change files.

The ldifdelta tool ignores the following operational attributes:

• Arc 2.5.12, "X.500 schema":
– dsaType

• Arc 2.5.18, "X.500 schema":
– createTimestamp
– modifyTimestamp
– creatorsName
– modifiersName
– subschemaSubentry

• Arc 1.3.6.1.4.1.3327.6, "DXserver schema":
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– dxUpdatedByDisp
– dxEntryCount
– dxTotalEntryCount
– dxProxyRole
– dxProxyUser
– dxDynamicAccess
– dxDeleteTimestamp
– dxServerVersion
– dxPwdLoginTime
– dxPwdLastChange
– dxPwdHistory
– dxPwdFailedAttempts
– dxPwdFailedTime
– dxPwdLocked
– dxPwdGraceLogins
– dxPwdIgnoreExpired
– dxPwdMustChange
– dxPwdIgnoreSuspended
– dxPwdGraceUseTime
– dxErrorReason
– dxAttrOverlayReferenceSubordinate
– dxAttrRdnValue
– dxNewSuperior

This command has the following format:

ldifdelta [-x] [-v] -S dsaname oldfile newfile [outfile]

• -x
Ignores X.500 and DXserver operational attributes.

• -v
Runs in verbose mode.

• -S dsaname
Specifies the DSA server containing schema definitions.

NOTE
The DSA name is only used for schema checking. This does not imply that the LDIF and DSA name used are
linked in any way.

• oldfile
Specifies the outdated file to produce the delta for.

• newfile
Specifies the more recent file to compare against oldfile.

• outfile
(Optional) Specifies the output file containing the differences between newfile and oldfile.
If you do not specify this file, ldifdelta produces its output to the standard output.

Example: Using ldifdelta and ldifsort Together

This example makes the old directory the same as the reference directory:

dxsearch -L -h oldhost "(oc=*)" > old.ldif

dxsearch -L -h referencehost "(oc=*)" > ref.ldif

ldifsort old.ldif old_sorted.ldif
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ldifsort ref.ldif ref_sorted.ldif

ldifdelta -x -S DSA1 old_sorted.ldif ref_sorted.ldif | dxmodify -h oldhost

ldifsort Tool -- Sort LDIF Records
Use the ldifsort tool to sort an LDIF file or input stream for the given attribute type.

The tool can sort the LDIF record based on any attribute. By default, the ldifsort tool sorts LDIF records based on their
distinguished names. This ensures that each record is followed by its immediate subordinates.

You may opt to sort in descending order. You can use this option, for example, when deleting the entries in an LDIF file
from the directory. This sorts the LDIF file on DN in descending order, thus ordering subordinates before superior entries.
The LDIF file can then be passed to dxmodify to delete these entries.

Although the default sort is by DN, you may wish to use another attribute, for example, to sort employee records in an
LDIF file based on their employee numbers for administration, or based on telephone numbers to allocate spare lines.

The ldifsort tool can cope with bad input records. See the -b option. A record is bad for one of the following reasons:

• Problem comparing DNs
• Multiple DNs found in a single entry
• Invalid LDIF format
• Problem decoding base64 value
• Sort-by attribute not found
• Problem normalizing the DN
• Duplicate Entry (unless -U is specified. See -U and -u option).

This command has the following format:

ldifsort [options] infile [outfile]

• options
Denotes one or more of the following options:
– -a attr

Sorts entries based on the specified attribute. The default sort attribute is dn.
– -b file

Writes bad input records to the specified file. Each bad input record is accompanied by the reason it is considered
bad.
If -b is not specified, bad records are silently discarded, except that the final summary report gives the count of bad
input records.

– -d
Sorts in descending order. The default is to sort in ascending order.

– -m count
Specifies the number of records that are put into each sorting bucket. The default is 200. For the fastest sort time,
set this option to the square root of the number of entries in the file (-m count = square root number of entries in
file).

– -r block
Specifies the number of sorting buckets to allocate at a time. The default is 10,000.

– -s bytes
Specifies the size of read buffer for each bucket. The default is 2,048 bytes.

– -t dir
Specifies the directory to use for temporary files.

– -u
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(Default). Checks for duplicates. Duplicate records are considered bad input records.
– -U

Does not check for duplicates, so duplicates are considered good input records.
-vRuns in verbose mode. In this mode, diagnostics are sent to standard error.

• infile
Specifies the file to be sorted.

• outfile
Specifies the file to which output is to be written. The default output is standard out.

Example: Make Directories the Same

This example makes the old directory called old-dsa-name the same as the reference directory:

Connect to oldhost (which is running old-dsa-name)

dxsearch -L -h oldhost "(oc=*)" > old.ldif

dxsearch -L -h referencehost "(oc=*)" > ref.ldif

ldifsort old.ldif old_sorted.ldif

ldifsort ref.ldif ref_sorted.ldif

ldifdelta -S old-dsa-name old_sorted.ldif ref_sorted.ldif | dxmodify -h oldhost

Reasons for BAD Records

The most common reason for the ldifsort tool to create a BAD record is a duplicate entry.

A BAD record is written to the BAD file, if one is specified (-b option), alongside the reason it is considered BAD, which
can be one of the following:

• Duplicate Entry
• Problem comparing DNs
• Multiple DNs found in a single entry
• Invalid LDIF format
• Problem decoding base64 value
• Sort-by attribute not found
• Problem normalizing the DN

SSLD Configuration File

The following tools can use an SSLD configuration file, using the -Z option:

• DXdelete
• DXmodify
• DXsearch
• DXrename

By default, this file is named dxldap.conf. If your file has a different name, you can specify this file name in the -Z option.

The configuration file contains two lines, as follows:

• TLS_CACERT trusted_pem_file
Specifies the file that contains certificates for all the Certificate Authorities the client recognizes.
This must be an absolute reference to a full path, without environment variables. Do not enclose the file path in
quotation marks.

• TLS_REQCERT {allow|demand|hard|never|try}
(Optional) Specifies the check to perform on server certificates in a TLS session, if any:
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– allow - The client requests a server certificate and if no certificate is provided, the session proceeds normally. If a
bad certificate is provided, it is ignored and the session proceeds normally.

– demand - The client requests a server certificate and if no certificate is provided, or a bad certificate is provided, the
session is immediately terminated. This is the default setting.

– hard - This is a synonym for demand.
– never - The client does not request or check any server certificate.
– try - The client requests a server certificate and if no certificate is provided, the session proceeds normally.

However, if a bad certificate is provided, the session immediately terminates.
If this line is missing, the system uses TLS_REQCERT demand.

Example: dxldap.conf file on Windows

In this example, the second line specifies the TLS_REQCERT setting.

TLS_CACERT  c:\program files\CA\Directory\dxserver\config\ssld\trusted.pem

TLS_REQCERT allow

Example: dxldap.conf file on a UNIX System, Using the Default TLS_REQECRT Setting

In this example, the TLS_REQCERT setting is not specified, which means that the default value of demand is used:

TLS_CACERT  /opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/config/ssld/trusted.pem

Logs
The logs contain the output from a DSA.

You can use log files for the following purposes:

• Monitoring the health and performance of the directory
• Diagnosing problems
• Postprocessing to obtain statistics, billing information, and auditing information

NOTE
We recommend that you use only the logs that are actually required. Because a DSA has to write to the log files,
keeping too many log files open can reduce performance.

Traces
Tracing provides information that can help you to analyze the operations performed by the directory.

Tracing does not control what is logged to the summary, query, or stats logs.

In the DSA, the trace command controls the level of tracing that is sent to the DSA console, and to the trace log file, if the
trace log file is open.

Alarms
Alarms are reports of critical events that should be monitored. Some triggers of alarms are:

• A configuration problem -- For example, a DSA fails to start because it has the same listen address as one already
running.

• A usage problem -- For example, sending a DAP request to an LDAP port.
• A system problem -- For example, running out of memory or disk space.

For a list of some alarm messages, see the System Messages chapter in the Reference Guide.

Unlike trace and log messages, alarm messages cannot be suppressed:
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• Alarm messages are always written to the alarm log (which cannot be closed).
• When a console is open, alarm messages are sent to it.
• When an SNMP log is open, an SNMP trap is raised for every alarm.

Set Up Schemas
When a DSA starts up, it reads the schema configuration files, which contain schema rules. The DSA enforces these rules
on the directory data.

These rules define the following:

• The names of the various types of attributes that can exist in an entry
• The syntax (or data type) of each of these attributes
• Which attributes in each object class (a defined group of attributes) are mandatory and which are optional
• How each directory entry is named (for example, a person is named by his or her common-name attribute)
• Where the directory entry can be created in the namespace (DIT). For example, an OrganizationalUnit entry can only

exist under an Organization entry.

The schema of a running directory is available to LDAP clients through the LDAP Version 3 mechanism of schema
publishing. For more information, see Schema Publishing.

Schemas
A schema is a formal definition of the contents and structure of the directory data. The schema governs where each entry
can be placed within the directory structure, how entries are to be named, and what attributes each entry can contain.

Defining Schemas

You can configure all aspects of the schema, down to the level of attribute syntaxes compiled in the entry.

Create the schema within configuration files (that is, in the DXHOME/config/schema directory) rather than dynamically
using the console interface, as the latter only remains in effect while that DSA is running.

Registering an OID

Each object class or attribute type must be assigned a unique name and Object Identifier (OID). Generally, one OID is
sufficient to meet all your schema needs by adding another level of hierarchy to create branches, or OID arcs. An OID arc
is an OID that has been reserved for use as a container for defining more OIDs.

You can obtain an OID from the IANA home page at http://iana.org. Other organizations that issue OIDs are ANSI (for US
organizations), and BSI (for UK organizations).

NOTE
IANA's term for OIDs is enterprise numbers, as they are used primarily for Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP).

Schema Prefixes

All attribute, attribute set, object class, and name binding definitions have a unique object identifier (for example, 2.5.4.6)
that uniquely identifies that object.

When defining a schema, you can find many definitions on the same branch of the schema definition tree. You can define
a schema prefix that replaces the branch of the tree in all subsequent definitions.

 Example: Schema Prefix Definition 

set oid-prefix x500attr    = (2.5.4);
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set oid-prefix x500oc    = (2.5.6);

set oid-prefix x500aset    = (2.5.7);

set oid-prefix x500nbind    = (2.5.15);

set attribute x500attr:3    = {

    name = commonName

    ldap-names = cn

    syntax = caseIgnoreString };

Given the previous definition, the prefix x500attr can replace any occurrence of the 2.5.4 portion of an object identifier.
Thus, an attribute with the object identifier of 2.5.4.6 can also be represented as x500attr:6.

Without schema prefixes, the previous definition would read as follows:

set attribute (2.5.4.3)    = {

    name = commonName

    ldap-names = cn

    syntax = caseIgnoreString ;

Schema prefixes improve readability and reduce the chance of errors in the definition, especially when the
object identifiers are long. For example, the object identifiers of each of the Quipu attributes are of the form
0.9.2342.19200300.99.1.x, making a prefix desirable.

Schema Groups

You usually define a schema in a single definition file. All schema definition files reside in the schema configuration
directory. When building your directory schema, you typically need definitions from several schema definition files. You
can group these schema definition files together in a single file using the source command.

 Example: Schema Configuration File 

The following file is an example schema.dxg file:

# Schema definition file - schema.dxg

source "x500.dxc";

source "cosine.dxc";

source "mhs.dxc";

source "quipu.dxc";

The initialization file (for instance, Democorp-Host2-democorp.dxi) sources this schema definition.

# DSA initialization file - Democorp-Host2-democorp.dxi

...

# SCHEMA

source "../schema/schema.dxg";

...

Display a Schema

To display a schema, use one of the following methods:

• Use the get schema command
For more information, see get schema Command.

• Use a directory browser such as JXplorer.

Commands for Working with Schema

Use the following commands for working with schemas:
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• get schema command
• set attr-set command
• set attribute command
• set name-binding command
• set object-class command
• set oid-prefix command
• set syntax-alias command
• set unique-attrs command

For more information about these commands, see DXserver commands.

Changing the Schema for Attributes in Use

If an attribute, object class, or name binding has never been used in the directory, then you can change or remove the
schema definition by modifying the schema configuration file.
When an attribute value is stored in the directory, a reference to the attribute is also stored and the value is stored based
on syntax. Therefore, some changes that are made to the schema require a dump and reload of the datastore.
Changes requiring the reload of data include:

• Changes to object class or attribute object identifiers

• Removal of object classes or attributes

• Changes to attribute syntax (note that some data cleansing may be required so that values are valid for the new
syntax)

• Removal of attributes from must-contain/may-contain lists

WARNING
A single schema file may be used by many different DSAs. If you change a schema file, check that it works
correctly with all of the DSAs that use that file.

Change the Schema Definition

Do the following to every datastore and DSA that uses the schema definition to be changed.

 To change the schema definition 

1. Stop all related DSAs.
2. Back up the system (data and configuration).
3. Use the DXdumpdb tool to dump the datastore to an LDIF file, using the following command:

dxdumpdb -f LDIFfile DSA

4. Change the schema definitions.
5. Load the datastore from the sorted LDIF file with DXloaddb.
6. Start all the DSAs.
7. Verify the changes.

Changing LDAP Attribute Names

If an attribute is in use, and you only want to change its name, then alter the ldap-names part of the schema definition.

Local Schema

The X.500 standards enable the definition of local attributes, attribute sets, object classes, and name bindings in the
schema in much the same way as described in Name Bindings and Aliases.
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Check the existing published schema to determine whether the required attribute, object class, and name binding
definitions exist before defining local schema.

When you define more schema, create an object identifier arc (1.3.6.1.4.1.3327.1 in the following example) and add the
new schema under this arc. Use the set commands described previously to define the schema, and then include the
newly created configuration file (.dxc) in the schema group configuration file (.dxg), used by the DSA.

The following example describes a single object class that can contain three attributes. CA created the object class so that
you could add the additional attributes to an organizationalPerson object.

All the names in the following schema definition have the prefix ca. The use of an object identifier prefix in the name helps
simplify attribute references by replacing the common portion of a complicated object identifier with a simple character
string and helps identify related attributes.

 Example: Local Attribute, Attribute Set, Object Class, and Name Binding Definitions 

set oid-prefix caAttr    = (1.3.6.1.4.1.3327.1.4);

set oid-prefix caOclass    = (1.3.6.1.4.1.3327.1.6);

set oid-prefix caAset    = (1.3.6.1.4.1.3327.1.7);

set oid-prefix caNbind    = (1.3.6.1.4.1.3327.1.14);

set attribute caAttr:0    = {

    name = caNearestPrinter

    syntax = caseIgnoreString

    description = "Local Printer Attribute" };

set attribute caAttr:1 = {

    name = caMobilePhone

    syntax = caseIgnoreString

    description = "Mobile Phone Attribute" };

set attribute caAttr:3 = {

    name = caAlternateContact

    syntax = caseIgnoreString

    description = "Local Contact Attribute" };

set attr-set caAset:0 = {

    name = caAttributeSet

    caNearestPrinter,

    caMobilePhone,

    caAlternateContact };

set object-class caOclass:0 = {

    name = caOrgPerson

    subclass-of organizationalPerson

    kind = structural

    may-contain caAttributeSet

    description = "CA Organizational Person Object Class" };

set name-binding caNbind:0 = {

    name = caOrgPerson-org

    caOrgPerson allowable-parent organization

    named-by commonName };

Attributes
An attribute is the foundation of directory information. It consists of a type and one or more values.

For example, in one entry, the attribute commonName could have the values Rick and Richard.

You define an attribute in the configuration file with information about its object identifier (OID), name, LDAP names,
syntax, whether it is single-valued, whether its value can be modified, and a description.
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There is no limit to the number of attributes or rules that you can define for a DSA or on the size of the attributes you can
store in the DSA.

Example: Attribute Definition

set attribute x500attr:3 = {

 name   = commonName

 ldap-names = cn

 syntax  = caseIgnoreString

 description = "Common Name attribute"

};

This article provides information on the following topics:

Attribute Names

Every attribute has a name.

You can also define one or more LDAP names for each attribute. The LDAP name defaults to the attribute name, so
typically you need to define only the LDAP name when it is different from the attribute name.

For example, when you define an attribute using the following command, you can use organizationName or the shorter
LDAP name o in other commands that need to reference the attribute:

set attribute (2.5.4.10) = {

   name  = organizationName

   ldap-names = o

   syntax  = caseIgnoreString

};

Single Valued Attributes

By default, an attribute of each entry can have many values. You can restrict an an attribute to have only one value within
an entry. You do this as part of the syntax specification of the attribute.The attribute is then called a single valued attribute.

Note: The single valued attribute is a characteristic of an attribute within each entry. Do not confuse this with the concept
of unique attribute value, which is a run time check that compares the attribute values between different entries, and is not
part of the schema.

Attribute Syntaxes

Attribute syntaxes define the format of basic information types.

New Syntaxes

To support new attribute syntaxes on demand, CA Directory DSAs accepts unknown attribute syntaxes and stores them in
the directory. Intelligent matching rules are applied so you can search for them.

Changes to Attribute Syntax

Each DSA stores in the directory the names of attributes (and of attribute syntaxes) that occur in directory entries.

NOTE
A DSA does not store the names of all possible attribute names and syntaxes.

If you try to change the syntax of an attribute when an instance of that attribute already exists, the DSA does not allow
this, and produces the following message:
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** ALARM **: datastore attribute attribute has different syntax than schema

This approach maintains the integrity of the directory data when you change the configuration of the DSA.

Attribute Checking

When you load attributes (by using the set attribute command), the DSA checks their syntax. If you try to add attributes
with values that do not comply with the attribute syntax, the DSA returns an error containing the attribute and the
associated problem. For example if the syntax specifies numericString but the attribute value contains non-numeric
characters, the DSA returns an error.

In the search service, the system ignores invalid attributes after the base object is found.

The DSA permits attributes of any size, so you do not have to define any attribute bound limits.

How CA Directory Stores and Returns Attribute Values

The DSA always stores and returns attributes exactly as you entered them. For example, a name given as JohN citiZen
matches John Citizen and JOHN CITIZEN but the value JohN citiZen is always returned.

Syntax Aliases for Unsupported Attribute Syntax

If you add a new schema object definition that uses an attribute syntax that is not supported by CA Directory, use the set
syntax-alias command.

Attribute Sets

Attribute sets let you easily group attribute definitions under a label so you can use them later in object class and other
definitions.

Define attribute sets in the configuration file using the set attr-set command. The attribute set is given an object identifier
and a definition. The definition consists of a name and a list of attributes or attribute sets that are contained in the attribute
set being defined.

Example: Attribute Set

set attr-set x500aset:3 = {

 name = organizationalAttributeSet

 description,

 localeAttributeSet,

 postalAttributeSet,

 telecommunicationAttributeSet,

 businessCategory,

 seeAlso,

 searchGuide,

 userPassword

};

Attribute sets are a convenient way of grouping large numbers of attributes together for use in object class definitions.
Attribute sets can contain other previously defined attribute sets.

Object Classes and Object Class Identifiers
An object class is an attribute of an entry. It specifies which attributes the entry can have.

An Object Class Identifier is a unique value that identifies an object class.
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You define an object class by specifying its object identifier, a name, an alternate name, a subclass, an object class kind,
a list of must-contain and a list of may-contain attributes or attribute sets, and a description.

Example: Object Class Definition

set object-class 1.3.6.1.4.5 = {

   name = organizationalUnit

   subclass-of top

   kind = structural

   must-contain

    organizationalUnitName

   may-contain

    organizationalAttributeSet

   description = "X.500 Organizational Unit Object Class"

};

This article discusses the following topics:

Object Class Kind

The X.500/LDAP standards define the following three kinds of object classes:

• Abstract classes (for example, the object class top)
• Structural classes (for example, the object class inetOrgPerson)
• Auxiliary classes

If you do not define the kind for an object class, if the object class inherits top, the DSA assumes it to be structural class;
otherwise the DSA assumes it to be auxiliary.

Abstract Classes

The abstract object class determines the structure of an LDAP directory. The object class top, for example, is the root
object class from which all structural object classes are derived. It contains one mandatory attribute, objectClass, and
because all entries inherit its attributes, it ensures that an object class defines these entries.

An abstract object class cannot stand alone in an entry. The entry must also contain a structural object class.

Structural Classes

Most of the object classes in a directory are structural, because they define what an entry is. They also impose rules
on the entries that are stored beneath them. For example, the object class organization (o) may require that all objects
stored beneath it belong to the object class organizationalUnit (ou). Other examples of structural object classes are
groupOfNames, inetOrgPerson, and person.

Auxiliary Classes

An entry belongs to only one structural object class. However, an entry can also belong to one or more auxiliary object
classes. An auxiliary object class adds attributes to entries already defined by a structural object class. An auxiliary object
class cannot stand on its own in an entry. The entry must contain a structural object class. Unlike structural object classes,
auxiliary object classes place no restrictions on storing an entry.

Object Class Checking

When adding an entry, the DSA supports attributes from all superclasses of the object class for the new entry, including
any mandatory attributes (must-contain).

For example:
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When adding an entry with the object class inetOrgPerson, the must-contain and may-contain attribute lists are inherited
from all superclasses including:

top
must-contain: objectClass
person (subclass of top)
must-contain: commonName, surname
may-contain: description, seeAlso, telephoneNumber, userPassword
organizationalPerson (subclass of person)
may-contain: localeAttributeSet, ou, postalAttributeSet, telecommunicationAttributeSet, title

Inheritance needs to be taken into account when creating custom object classes.

Object Class Storage

Every entry has an attribute object class. This attribute usually has multiple values, such as organization, locality, and top.

Configuring How the OC Attribute Is Stored

You can configure how the object class attribute (single value or multiple values) is stored within the directory.

By default, the DSA adds the object classes to the entry exactly as specified in the LDAP or DAP add request (for
example, the object class attribute may have multiple OIDs). However, directory performance improves slightly when
the object class attribute contains only a single value (the OID of the refined OC). However, this should not be the main
influence over the object class design of attributes.

Where entries contain a single inherited object class and explicitly list all its superiors (their OC OIDs), the superiors
can be removed, leaving the lowest-level object class in the hierarchy as a single OID value. Similarly, when entries are
returned, the object class attribute can be automatically modified by the DSA to contain all the superior object classes.

This OC refinement information can be returned as OC OIDs because the directory maintains the object class structure
rules that have been configured in its internal schema management control system.

For example, if a directory contains entries corresponding to people, then each entry can explicitly contain the following
object classes within the datastore:

• inetOrgPerson
• organizationalPerson
• Person
• top

Pruning and Replacing Object Classes

It is more space-efficient to configure the DSA to prune all inherited object classes except the lowest (inetOrgPerson)
when creating the entry, and to replace all the superior object classes (organizationalPerson, Person, and top) when
returning the entry as a result of a client search.

The following boolean configuration settings control the pruning and replacing of object classes:

• set prune-oc-parents
Removes redundant superior object classes when new entries are created.

• set return-oc-parents
Replaces the superior object classes to entries returned to the client.

• set add-oc-parents
Causes parent object classes to be added when entries are added. For example, consider adding a Democorp entry
with the following class:
– inetOrgPerson
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This control adds all the parent classes. As a result the entry holds the following classes:
– top
– person
– organizationalPerson
– inetOrgPerson

When prune-oc-parents or return-oc-parents is set, searching entries using an object class filter (for example, oc=Person)
does not return any entries, because the specified object class of Person is not present in the data; it is added only to
search results that contain the inetOrgPerson object class.

Check Structural Object Classes

By default, CA Directory lets you create an entry with multiple structural object classes that are not part of a single
inheritance chain. While this ability can be useful, it does not conform with Section 8.3.2 of X.501 and Section 2.4.2 of
RFC 451.

If you do not want entries with multiple unrelated structural object classes to be created, you can use the set check-
structural-oc command to enforce this.

If set check-structural-oc is set to true, it will not be possible to add an entry which has more than one structural object
class hierarchy.

Name Bindings
Name bindings define where entries appear in the namespace. CA Directory requires a separate name binding for each
parent-child relationship in the directory.

You can use multiple attributes together to name an entry, in which case you separate the attributes by commas. You can
also specify additional optional naming attributes, using the keyword optional.

Example: Name Binding Definitions

In this example, a new definition (arbitrarily named org-country) states that you can place an organization entry under
a country entry and that you must name it by the organizationName attribute. The definition org-top states that you can
also place an organization object under a top object (that is, the root of the namespace) named by the organizationName
attribute.

set name-binding x500nbind:2 = {

   name = org-top

   organization allowable-parent top

   named-by organizationName

};

set name-binding x500nbind:3 = {

   name = org-country

   organization allowable-parent country

   named-by organizationName

};

Example: Advanced Name Binding Definitions

set name-binding x500nbind:22 = {

   name = orgUnit-orgPerson

   organization allowable-parent organizationalUnit

   named-by commonName optional surname

};
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Name Binding Checks

The DSA checks name binding rules whenever you add or rename an entry. To enforce both the parent-child relationships
in the directory, and the naming attributes used by a particular entry, name bindings are necessary. The system reports
any name binding errors as follows:

Update Error: Naming Violation.

When you enable warnings (set trace = warn,…;), the system sends a message describing the reason for the name
binding failure to the console.

There is one exception regarding name binding checks. When an object is added under the naming context (or prefix) of a
DSA, then no name bindings need exist. This facilitates the changing of the directory's naming context without the need to
change associated name binding definitions. In this situation, CA Directory gives the following message:

Relaxed name bindings under root.

Name Bindings and Structural Object Classes

When an entry has more than one object class, the DSA looks through its list of name bindings to ensure that one exists
between one of the structural object classes of the parent and one of the structural object classes of the entry containing
the appropriate naming attribute. It then uses this structural object class to find a name binding and ignores all other
auxiliary object classes.

The DSA permits modification of the structural object class only when a name binding satisfies the parent-object
relationship and the object is a leaf entry.

Name Bindings and Aliases

The DSA lets you create an alias entry in place of any valid object if you name it using the same attribute that an
equivalent name binding rule permits. Name bindings for aliases are automatic, and you do not configure them manually.

You do not need to define an object-alias name binding for every part of the DIT where you can place an alias.

For example, when there is an org to orgUnit name binding, the DSA lets you place an alias under an organization object
when you name it using an organizationalUnitName attribute.

Considerations for Schemas That Do Not Support Name Binding

When a schema is imported from a directory that does not support name bindings or structure rules, CA Directory can
operate without name bindings. To enable this functionality, add the following command to the settings file:

set ignore-name-bindings = true;

You can retrieve the state of this flag by using the get user command.

Set Up Replication
In a replicated directory, information that is stored in one part of the directory is also stored elsewhere as one or more
copies.

Replication involves copying data and ensuring that the copies are synchronized.

Benefits of Replication

Replication is deployed for one or both of the following reasons:

• Improved availability
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Replication can make a system more robust by enabling the directory on one server to failover to an alternative server.
Applications can continue working, because as there are alternate DSAs or servers in the network that can serve the
same parts of the namespace.

• Improved performance
Replication can place frequently accessed information closer to where it is needed, which improves response times
and allows the load to be shared between DSAs.

Distribution and Replication Are Different

In a distributed directory, each piece of data is stored on only one server. The namespace is partitioned and each partition
is stored on a different server.

In a replicated directory, each piece of data is held on more than one server. The entire namespace is stored in more than
one place.

You can use both replication and distribution in the same system. The namespace is partitioned over many different
servers, and at least some sections of the namespace are also copied and stored in more than one place.

Types of Replication Supported on CA Directory

CA Directory supports the following methods of replication:

• Multiwrite Multiwrite replication is a mechanism for replicating updates to a number of DSAs to ensure that they are
synchronized. When a DSA receives an update, it updates its own data and then sends the update to its peers. If a
peer DSA cannot be reached, the updates are queued and replayed when the DSA becomes available.

• DISP DISP (Directory Information Shadowing Protocol) is defined in the 1993 X.525 standard. DISP lets you replicate
information in OSI-conformant directories, which permits copying of directory information from one DSA to another
using a standardized procedure and protocol.

• Multiwrite replication with DISP recovery (Multiwrite-DISP) Multiwrite-DISP replication is a replication scheme that
uses multiwrite replication for real-time updates and DISP for recovery.
Multiwrite and DISP have complementary strengths: multiwrite replays updates to another DSA, and is fast and secure
for small differences. However, if multiwrite has more updates to be replayed to another DSA than it can fit in its queue,
it stops using the queue and drops all update information for that DSA. This means that multiwrite replication cannot
cope with a DSA being down indefinitely. By contrast, DISP compares the current states of two DSAs and can handle a
DSA being down indefinitely.
Multiwrite-DISP is the recommended method of replication with CA Directory because it combines the efficiency of
multiwrite when DSAs are online, with the robustness of DISP to allow DSAs to recover after being offline.

Multiwrite Replication
Multiwrite replication is a good choice for a system that includes applications requiring real-time replication. This section
discusses the following topics:

  

To use multiwrite replication successfully, your network links, computers, and power supplies should be reliable.

WARNING
 Warning! Treat system crashes and unreliable networks as disaster scenarios. Recovery requires manual
reconciliation between datastores.

How Multiwrite Replication Works

Multiwrite replication sends updates in real time to all other DSAs in the same group or region. When a client makes an
update request, that update is applied immediately to the local DSA, and then to all other DSAs. The client receives a
confirmation response only after all DSAs have responded.
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 Example: A Simple Multiwrite System 

The following diagram shows these steps:

1. The client sends an update request to the directory.
DSA 1 receives the request and immediately applies the update to itself.

2. DSA 1 sends the update request to its peers, DSA 2 and DSA 3.
3. DSA 2 and DSA 3 each apply the update to itself, and then send an update response to DSA 1.
4. After receiving an update response from both peers, DSA 1 sends an update confirmation to the client.

Any client can now query any DSA and it gets the same response, because the update has been made to all DSAs.
Figure 9: Example of a Simple Multiwrite System

Recovery in Multiwrite

A multiwrite update can fail. Usually, this is because a DSA is down or otherwise offline. When the DSA comes back
online again, the system must be recovered.

With multiwrite replication, there are two ways you can recover the system: multiwrite recovery and DISP recovery. If
recovery is with multiwrite, the replication scheme is just called multiwrite. If recovery is with DISP, the replication scheme
is called Multiwrite-DISP.
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If you want to ensure that a region continues to service a namespace even if one DSA fails, you need at least three DSAs
in each region. This is because if one DSA fails, you may need to take a second DSA offline to resynchronize the failed
DSA.

Multiwrite Queues

While a peer DSA is offline, the sending DSA puts new updates for the peer in a queue, and periodically tries to connect
to the peer.

When the peer DSA comes back online, the queued requests are sent in the order that they were processed locally.

While the peer DSA remains offline, the queue grows. The DSA raises an alarm, and writes to the alarm log, at 60%, 70%,
80%, 90%, and 100% of queue capacity.

If the queue becomes full, the peer DSA ignores the unavailable DSA. It discards all the queued requests for the
unavailable DSA and temporarily drops it from the multiwrite set. To bring this DSA back into service, you must
resynchronize the DSA datastores manually, and restart the DSAs.

If a DSA has attempted a multiwrite operation, the get dsp console command returns one of the following states:

•  Failed
Indicates that the multiwrite DSA is not responding to an update. Updates for that DSA are held in the multiwrite queue
until the DSA responds. The queue is retained until the multiwrite queue size is exceeded.

•  Recovering
Indicates that the DSA has become available and still has old updates in its queue.

•  OK
This is the normal multiwrite DSA status.

Multiwrite Replication with Multiwrite Recovery

Multiwrite is based on the idea that the multiwrite DSAs are usually functioning and connected. If one of the DSAs in the
region shuts down or becomes disconnected, any updates are queued in another DSA's memory until the offline DSA
becomes available once more.

After the DSA puts the update request in a queue, it sends a confirmation to the client. In effect, multiwrite reverts to a
write-behind scheme until the offline DSA becomes available.

WARNING
A queued update is stored in memory only, and is lost if the DSA holding the queue is restarted.

The following diagrams show how a DSA in simple multiwrite system recovers.

1. The system is functioning correctly.
A single router DSA passes client requests to two data DSAs, which replicate all changes to each other.
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Figure 10: Single router DSA passing client requests to two data DSAs, which replicate all changes to each
other

2. Data DSA 2 goes offline.
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Figure 11: Data DSA 2 goes offline

While DSA 2 is down, the following happens when the client application makes an update request:
a. The router DSA passes the update request to DSA 1.
b. DSA 1 makes the update to itself and queues the update for DSA 2.

DSA 2 is now out-of-date.
3. DSA 2 comes online again, as follows:

a. DSA 2 starts up in recovery mode, which means that it can receive binds only from its peer, DSA 1.
b. DSA 1 sends updates from its queue, in the order that it queued them, to DSA 2, as follows:
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Figure 12: Data DSA 2 comes online in recovery mode

c. When the queue is empty, DSA 1 sends a notification to DSA 2 that the data is synchronized. This switches DSA 2
out of recovery mode, returning it to service.

Multiwrite Groups

Multiwrite replication works well if all DSAs are connected with high-speed high-bandwidth links.

If some of your DSAs are connected by latent links, updates to the entire directory will be slower. This is because
multiwrite replication is synchronous by default. In synchronous replication, an update operation is not confirmed until all
the multiwrite peers have applied it, which provides for loadsharing and failover.

If your backbone includes any slow network connections, you should set up multiwrite groups. DSAs connected by slow
links should be in different groups.

Within a multiwrite group, replication is synchronous. Between groups, replication is asynchronous.

How Multiwrite Groups Work

For each namespace partition, each group has one hub DSA. This is the DSA that accepts multiwrite requests from DSAs
in other groups.

The following diagram shows a backbone with one namespace partition (Staff) across three regions:
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Figure 13: A backbone with one namespace partition, Staff across three regions

The diagram shows the following steps:

1.  Write to self (synchronous): A client sends an update request to a DSA, which applies the update to itself.
2.  Write to peers in group: If the local update succeeds, the DSA sends the request to its peers in the same group. If

these updates succeed, the peers send confirmations back to the first DSA.
3.  Send response to client: When the first DSA has received confirmation from each peer in its region, it sends the

confirmation response to the client.
4.  Write to hub DSAs in other groups (asynchronous): The first DSA sends the request to the hub DSAs in each of

the other groups.
5.  Hub DSAs write to peers: Each hub DSA sends the request to the other DSAs in its group.

The following steps are not shown in the diagram.
6.  Peer DSAs write to self: Each peer DSA makes the update.
7.  Peer DSAs send confirmation to hubs: Each peer DSA sends confirmation of the update to the hub DSA of their

group.
8.  Hub DSAs send confirmation to the first DSA: Each hub DSA sends the confirmation response to the first DSA.

This DSA has already sent confirmation back to the client, so the client is not affected by the slow links.

Example A Backbone with Three Multiwrite Groups

A global company has directory hosts in North America, Central America, North Africa and Europe.

This diagram shows the speed of the network connections between the sites:
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Sites 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are linked by fast connections. Sites 6, 7, 8, and 9 are also linked by fast connections.

However, these two groups of sites are connected by slow links. Also, Site 10 is only connected to other sites by slow
links.

The directory designers decide to create the following groups:

 Group A  Group B  Group C 
Site 1, Site 2, Site 3, Site 4, Site 5 Site 6, Site 7, Site 8, Site 9 Site 10

Example Shutting Down a Data Centre

Using the previous example, if Group A needs to be taken offline where:

• All the DSAs have “set wait-for-multiwrite = true;”
• All the DSAs have “set multi-write-disp-recovery = false;”

 Group A  Group B  Group C 
Site 1, Site 2, Site 3, Site 4, Site 5 Site 6, Site 7, Site 8, Site 9 Site 10

This scenario allows all the DSAs to be stopped while updates are coming in from Group B and Group C.

For all the multi-write group DSAs in Site 1, Site 2, Site 3, Site 4 & Site 5 servicing Group A:

1. Run the set isolate-multi-write-group=true;  either through the DXconsole or using the configuration
(followed by init).

2. Issue the dxserver stop  command for each DSA.
3. Once the queues have drained (if any), the DSAs will stop.
4. When bringing Group A back online ensure that the “set isolate-multi-write-group” command is not present or set to

false.

WARNING

If Group A is offline for too long, multiwrite queues may fill on Group B and Group C DSAs. If the queues are
not large enough or the outage takes too long, then a manual synchronization of all replicating DSAs may be
required.

Enable Multiwrite Replication
This section describes how you can enable multiwrite replication:
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Enable Multiwrite Replication Using Configuration Files

To enable multiwrite replication using configuration files

1. Add the DSA flags multi-write and no-service-while-recovering to the shared knowledge, as follows:
set dsa dsaname =

{

...

dsa-flags = multi-write, no-service-while-recovering ...

...

};

2. Restart the DSA.

Steps to Enable Multiwrite Replication Between two DSAs in a Text-based Configuration

In this example, we are assuming that there are two dsas in two different servers.

• Server1 has DSA1
• Server2 has DSA2

Follow these steps to enable multiwrite replication between DSA1 and DSA2:

1. Stop the DSAs.
Server1: DXServer stops DSA1
Server2: DXServer stops DSA2

2.  To enable multiwrite on server1, navigate to $DXHOME/config/knowledge/dsa1.dxc and update-"dsa-flags = multi-
write"
set dsa "dsa1" =

 {

 prefix = <c US><o CA>

 dsa-name = <c US><o CA><cn "dsa1">

 dsa-password = "secret"

 address = tcp "{hostname}" port 20000

 disp-psap = DISP

 snmp-port = 20000

 console-port = 20001

 auth-levels = anonymous, clear-password

 dsa-flags = multi-write

 trust-flags = allow-check-password

 };

3. Similarly, to enable multiwrite on server 2, navigate to $DXHOME/config/knowledge/dsa2.dxc and update "dsa-flags =
multi-write". 

set dsa "DSA2" = 
{

prefix = <dc com><dc
 test>
dsa-name = <dc com><dc test><cn DSA2>
dsa-password = "secret"
address = tcp "GURPR03-7470" port 2000
disp-psap = DISP
snmp-port = 2000
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console-port = 2001
remote-console-ssl = false
auth-levels = anonymous, clear-password
dsp-idle-time = 600
credits = 1000000

dsa-flags = multi-
write
};

NOTE
The prefix must be the same for dsa1 and dsa2 for replication to work.

4. You can create a knowledge group file where the knowledge files for each dsa can be added. This will in turn help to
source the knowledge group from each initialization file (.dxi) instead of sourcing the individual knowledge file for the
dsa. Navigate to $DXHOME/config/knowledge and create a knowledge group- dsas.dxg for server1 which includes the
following knowledge files for dsa1 and dsa2:
source "dsa1.dxc";
source "dsa2.dxc"

NOTE
If a knowledge group file already exists for dsa1 and dsa2, this can be updated to ensure that both dsa1 and
dsa2 are sourced.

5. To update server1 to source the newly copied knowledge group, navigate to $DXHOME/config/servers/dsa1.dxi and
locate the following line:
clear dsas;

source "../knowledge/dsa1.dxc";

And replace with
clear dsas;

source "../knowledge/dsas.dxg";

6. Copy the following files to server2:
–  In server1, navigate to $DXHOME/config/knowledge folder and copy the dsa1.dxc file to $DXHOME/config/

knowledge folder in server2.
–  In server1, navigate to $DXHOME/config/knowledge folder and copy the dsa2.dxc file to $DXHOME/config/

knowledge folder in server2.
–  In server1, navigate to $DXHOME/config/knowledge folder and copy the dsas.dxg file to $DXHOME/config/

knowledge folder in server2.

NOTE
It is a good idea to update the knowledge on one server and copy. This keeps them consistent!

7. To update server2, to source the newly copied knowledge group, navigate to $DXHOME/config/servers/dsa2.dxi and
locate the following line
clear dsas;

source "../knowledge/dsa1.dxc";

And replace with
clear dsas;

source "../knowledge/dsas.dxg";

8. Start the DSAs.
Server1: DXServer stops DSA1
Server2: DXServer stops DSA2

9. To check for syntax errors in the dsas, use the following command.
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 dxsyntax [dsaname]

For more information, refer to DXsyntax Tool.

Enable Partial Multiwrite to Replicate a Subset of Data

Partial Multiwrite Replication enables an administrator to limit content of entries multi-written to particular DSAs, say,
DSAs located in a DMZ. Updates are still sent to these DSAs, but attributes specified in these updates are limited to the
specified subset.

You can configure partial multi-write replication to a peer by setting 'multi-write-attrs' in the knowledge of that peer DSA.
The directive must occur after 'load-share-group' and before 'dsa-flags'.

Example:

set dsa "test" = { ...
multi-write-attrs = cn, surname, objectClass
dsa-flags = multi-write
};

Multi-write must also be set in the 'dsa-flags' directive.

NOTE

• The attributes replicated must include enough information to form a complete directory information tree.
• Partial Multiwrite Replication is not supported with MW-DISP recovery.

Include a DSA in a Multiwrite Group.

To include a DSA in a multiwrite group

1. Define the multiwrite group in the DSA's shared knowledge, as follows:
set dsa dsaname = 

{

...

multi-write-group = group-name

dsa-flags = ...

...

};

Any DSAs with the same value for group-name are in the same multi-write group.
2. Restart the DSA.

Display the Multiwrite Status of a DSA

The get dsp console command shows the current DSP configuration values of the DSA. The output of this command
displays the multiwrite queues or recovery notification lists,if they exist:

1. To display the multiwrite status of a DSA, enter the following command on a DSA console:
get dsp;

For more information, refer to get dsp Command. 
Example: To check the replication status of dsa1.
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server1: telnet localhost 20001
server1: get dsp;
server1: logout;
...
...
multi-write-group-credit = 0
multi-write-outstanding-ops = 10
dsa2: OK, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 0

Example:To check the replication status of dsa2.

server2: telnet localhost 20001
server2: get dsp;
server2: logout;
...
...
multi-write-group-credit = 0
multi-write-outstanding-ops = 10
dsa1: OK, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 0

2. Another way to check if replication is working, follow these steps:
a. Connect to dsa1 through an LDAP browser (like JXplorer).
b. Perform a modify. 
c. Then connect to dsa2 and ensure the update has been replicated.  
If the replication status shows other than "ok", it indicates that the replication has problem or there are connectivity
issues between the dsas. In such cases, check the warning or alarm log for further reference.

Prevent Multiwrite Queues Being Lost When the DSA Stops
If you stop a DSA that has multiwrite queues, those queues are lost. This means that you could lose data. CA Directory
helps prevent this loss by letting you specify that a DSA will not stop until its multiwrite queues are empty.

If this configuration item is set to True and you stop the DSA, the DSA stops processing but it does not exit while it has
multiwrite queues that contain data.

To prevent multiwrite queues being lost when the DSA stops, using commands

Add the following command to the DSA configuration:

set wait-for-multiwrite = true;

To check if this command is set, use the get dsp command.

Change the Maximum Queue Size
The default maximum size of a multiwrite queue is 20,000 updates for each peer. You can gauge the required size by
looking at the stats log and examining the number of updates and recovery time.

To change the maximum queue size

1. Add the set multi-write-queue command to the DSA knowledge file.
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2. Stop and restart the DSA.

Limit the Size of Queues Between Groups
During bulk updates, a DSA might receive more updates than it can send over the slow link between the groups when
replicating between multiwrite groups. If the DSA continues to receive more updates, the multiwrite queue for the
asynchronous peer slowly builds up. The asynchronous peer slows down because updates are added more quickly than
they are removed.

As the queue builds up, it consumes more memory, which can cause machine memory limitations or can exceed the
multiwrite queue size. To avoid this problem, use the set multi-write-group-credit command to set an acceptable number of
updates for the multiwrite queue.

When the number of queued updates exceeds the limit you have set, the DSA switches to the synchronous multiwrite. In
this mode, the DSA sends confirmation to the client after its peers have sent confirmation to it. This confirmation slows the
rate at which updates are accepted, giving the queue time to empty. When the queue is smaller than the limit you set, the
DSA switches back to the asynchronous multiwrite.

If the DSA is receiving the bulk updates from a client, then you cannot limit the size of the queue. When a client sends
batch updates, it does not wait for confirmation from the DSA. In this situation, the set multi-write-group-credit command
has no effect.

To limit the size of queues between groups

1. Add the set multi-write-group-credit command to the limits file.
2. Stop and restart the DSA.

Set the Retry Interval
If a DSA fails to bind with a multiwrite peer, it tries again. By default, the interval between tries is 60 seconds.

To set the retry interval

1. Add the set multi-write-retry-time command to the DSA knowledge file.
2. Stop and restart the DSA.

Prevent Network Flooding
To prevent network flooding, you can throttle multiwrite replication updates.This is particularly useful where network links
are unreliable.

By default, a multiwrite DSA sends up to ten multiwrite operations without waiting for a response from the replication peer
DSA. If the DSA has not received any response to those ten operations, it stops sending updates to that DSA. Further
updates will be queued against the peer DSA and the queue will drain as responses from the peer are received.

For most implementations the default of ten is sufficient. You should not change this value unless there is a specific
reason. The default multiwrite operation threshold should only be changed by someone with advanced network
knowledge and only if the speed of the replication is of concern.

In normal circumstances, changing this parameter will have little effect. However, if there is a problem with multiwrite
performance over latent links, changing this setting to a higher value may improve the situation.

To prevent network flooding

1. Add the set multi-write-outstanding-ops command to the limits file.
2. Stop and restart the DSA.
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Send an SNMP Trap When a Replicated Update Is Refused
If a DSA refuses an update, the data in those two DSAs is inconsistent, and this could indicate a serious problem. You can
make a DSA send an SNMP trap when a replicated update is refused by another DSA.

The trap will contain diagnostic information on why the update failed.

If the peer DSA is unreachable, no SNMP traps are sent for updates sent to it. However, when the peer DSA is reachable
but it refuses an update, the trap is sent.

To send an SNMP trap when a replicated update is refused

1. Configure traps
2. Add the following command to the DSA's configuration:

set multi-write-error-trap = true | false;

3. Restart the DSA.

Configure Multiwrite Recovery
This section describes how to configure recovery.

Stop a Recovering DSA Sending Out-of-date Information to a Client

If a DSA has been offline, when it comes back online, its data is out of date.

To prevent a recovering DSA from sending out-of-date information to a client, use the No Service While Recovering
setting on all the DSAs in a multiwrite system. When the No Service While Recovering setting is used, a recovering DSA
accepts updates from peers only, and does not accept other client operations. This prevents clients from accessing out-of-
date data.

To stop a recovering DSA sending out-of-date information to a client, using commands

1. Add the DSA flag no-service-while-recovering to the shared knowledge, as follows:
set dsa dsaname =

{

...

dsa-flags = ... no-service-while-recovering ...

...

};

2. Restart the DSA.

Manually Resynchronize a DSA in a Multiwrite System

Sometimes you might want to manually resynchronize a DSA, rather than rely on multiwrite recovery. For example, if a
DSA has been offline for a while, its data might be so out of date that it is quicker to manually resynchronize it than to
apply updates.

For the purposes of explanation, assume we have three DSAs:

• DSA 1. This DSA is up-to-date and keeps working as a directory server throughout the resynchronize process.
• DSA 2. This DSA was working fine and is up-to-date at the start of the synchronization process, but we will take it off-

line to use it as the source for loading DSA 3.
• DSA 3. This one has been offline. We are going to load it with up-to-date information from DSA 2.
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NOTE
When you are deciding which of the working DSAs to be the source for loading the offline DSA, choose the DSA
that does not have a multiwrite update queue for the other DSA. This means you will not lose data when you
take it offline.

To manually resynchronize a DSA in a multiwrite system

1. Stop DSA 3 if it is not already stopped.
2. Reinitialize DSA 1 using the init command.

This causes DSA 1 to restart its queue for DSA 3. It does not affect its queue to DSA 2.
3. Stop DSA 2.

When the DSA is stopped, its datastore is not updated while you extract the data from it.

WARNING
Any multiwrite queues in this DSA are deleted, so check these queues before you stop it. You may need to
use the command forcestop. If do this, you will lose data.

4. Copy the datastore files from DSA 2 to DSA 3.
5. Make sure that DSA 2 and DSA 3 each have the No Service While Recovering setting set to true. You can also set this

using the no-service-while-recovering DSA flag in the knowledge file.
6. Restart DSA 2 and DSA 3.

Test Whether Two Datastores Are the Same

You may want to test whether two datastores are the same. For example, you might suspect that the synchronization has
failed between two datastores.

To test whether two datastores are the same

1. For each datastore, shut down its DSA.
The datastores do not change while you extract the data from them.

2. Use the DXdumpdb tool to dump the datastores to LDIF files, as follows:
dxdumpdb -f old.ldif old_dsa

dxdumpdb -f latest.ldif latest_dsa

NOTE
If you do not intend to resynchronize the datastores using these snapshots, then you can restart the DSAs
now.

3. Use the ldifsort tool to sort the LDIF files, as follows:
ldifsort old.ldif old_sorted.ldif

ldifsort latest.ldif latest_sorted.ldif

You now have two LDIF files that can be compared.
4. Use the ldifdelta tool to compare the two LDIF files, as follows:

ldifdelta old_sorted.ldif latest_sorted.ldif

DISP Replication
CA Directory implements the 1993 Directory Information Shadowing Protocol (DISP), which lets you replicate information
in OSI-conformant directories. This implementation supports the following:

• DISP routing
• Shared configuration
• On-demand and periodic updates

X.500 defines a master-slave replication scheme using DISP. In this scheme, any update that succeeds locally is
forwarded to other DSAs according to any controlling bilateral agreement with those other DSAs.
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This section discusses the following topics:

Features of DISP Replication

DISP (Directory Information Shadowing Protocol) is the standard replication protocol for X.500. Some important features
of DISP are:

• Incremental replication, to optimize network and resource usage.
• Scheduled and on demand updates.
• Total updates, which allow for setup and reset.

DISP replication may cause large updates which make the DSAs appear to be unresponsive.

To help make updates between DSAs in a Multi-Write DISP configuration as fast as possible, the system will assess the
number of updates that need to be sent to a peer DSA and if that number is greater 5% of the total number of entries on
that DSA, it will send updates in smaller packets of data.

Shared DISP Configuration

You can achieve replication between two DSAs using point-to-point DISP. To do this, share the DISP configuration
between the DSAs.

When two DSAs share a configuration that includes a DISP agreement, the system performs automatic DISP updates as
determined by that agreement.

NOTE
CA Directory supports the push DISP scenario and the pull DISP scenario.

DISP Agreements

A DISP agreement is a set of statements that defines the DISP replication between two DSAs. When two DSAs share an
agreement, one of the DSAs is the master and the other is the slave. A DSA can have a number of agreements relating to
one or more remote DSAs.

Define each agreement with an agreement identifier and an agreement version.

View DISP Agreements

To view the details of a DISP agreement, use the following command:

get agreement id.version;

To view the details of all DISP agreements, use the following command:

get agreements;

Set a DSA to Use DISP Replication

If you want a DSA to take part in DISP replication, you must set it up to use DISP replication. Create a DISP agreement,
using the set agreement command.

This DSA remains active, awaiting incoming DISP protocol requests.

Example DISP Replication

To configure the replication in the Democorp example, perform the following steps:

1. Stop the DSAs.
2. Ensure that the datastores of each DSA contain the same data.
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3. Create the DISP agreement in the configuration file (agreement.dxc) in the replication directory of both DSAs, using
the following command:
set agreement 1.1 =

{

   initiator = Democorp

    responder = Consumer

    area      = <countryName AU><organizationName Democorp>

};

4. Ensure that the configuration for the Slave (Consumer) DSA configuration includes a DISP PSAP definition.
5. Edit the Democorp master DSA initialization file (.dxi) to source the replication agreement, using the following

command:
# replication agreement

source "../replication/agreement.dxc";

6. Edit the Consumer slave DSA initialization file (.dxi) to source the replication agreement (agreement.dxc), using the
following command:
# replication agreement

source "../replication/agreement.dxc";

7. Start the DSAs, for example by using the following command:
dxserver start all

NOTE
You can also consider setting the slave DSA to be a shadow.

DISP Routing

CA Directory supports the concept of a DISP routing that lets you route DISP through one or more intermediate DSAs.
This is especially useful for firewall applications, as shown in the following diagram:

Figure 14: DISP Routing
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To include a DSA that does DISP routing in a DISP replication process, all three DSAs must have an agreement that
identifies the DSA that does the DISP routing. All three DSAs can share the same DISP configuration.

Manually Perform a DISP Update of DISP

You can manually perform a DISP update when an agreement has been defined, by using the following command:

update agreement id.ver;

The agreement can define an incremental or a full update. An incremental update refreshes all entries that have changed
since the last DISP update and since the DSA started.

Selective Shadowing

You can restrict the data that a shadow master replicates to a shadow slave. There are three ways to achieve this:

• Specify the replicated area
• Specify a subtree filter for the replication area
• Specify the set of attributes to be shadowed

Replicate an Entire Subtree

To replicate an entire subtree, use the area parameter in the DISP agreement to specify the top of the subtree.

The Filter Parameter in a DISP Agreement

You can use the optional filter parameter in the DISP agreement to use an X.500 filter to specify entries.

If you use the subtree filter, you should base the restrictions on object class, not on attributes. If the subtree filter contains
anything other than comparisons of object class values, this can cause the shadow DSA to have incorrect data. This
happens if the entry is modified on the master DSA and so no longer matches the search filter. In that case, subsequent
DISP updates do not contain this entry, and leave the shadow DSA with unmodified and incorrect data.

Potentially the subtree filter could cause problems when shadowing to other vendors' directories, if for example, a full
refresh is requested, or if an entry is shadowed but its parent entry does not exist on the shadow slave. CA Directory
overcomes this potential problem by automatically creating Directory Specific Entries (DSE) that have a name but no
attributes.

The Attributes Parameter in a DISP Agreement

Use the optional attributes parameter in the DISP agreement to specify the set of attributes to be shadowed.

Each element of attrSelectionList is an attrSelection element, which specifies the attributes that the shadow supplier is to
select for shadowing. Specification of attributes for an object superclass also applies its subclasses. If the class is omitted,
the selection applies to all classes.

When using the exclude specification, any attributes contained in an entry that are not explicitly excluded are implicitly
included. Attributes are implicitly included where all-attributes is specified.

The attribute object class, all attributes that are described in the schema as must contain, and all operational attributes,
are replicated unless they are listed in an exclude list.

Where entries belong to more than one of the specified classes, the specifications are cumulative. When there are
conflicting specifications, include has priority over explicitly excluded attributes and exclude has priority over implicitly
included attributes.

A selective DISP update can include entries that do not satisfy the schema requirements of the shadow consumer. For
example, mandatory attributes need not be present in an entry contained in the DISP update.
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With CA Directory, such an update is allowed because the master DSA verifies the schema of the complete entry and
allows the partial replication to the shadow DSA. This may, however, cause problems when replicating to other vendors'
directories.

If you flag the DSA as a shadow (so that it is read-only for non-DISP operations), the fact that not all attributes are present
for a particular entry is of no consequence.

Multiwrite Replication with DISP Recovery (Multiwrite-DISP)
Multiwrite-DISP replication is a replication scheme that uses multiwrite replication for real-time updates and DISP for
recovery.

It is the recommended method for replication.

How Recovery Works in Multiwrite-DISP

When multiwrite replication with DISP recovery is enabled, multiwrite queues are not maintained for offline DSAs; any
DSA that goes offline will rely on DISP recovery instead.

To enable multiwrite replication with DISP recovery use the following:

set multi-write-disp-recovery = true;

Note: For the purposes of explanation, we call the DSA that is always available DSA 1, call the DSA that was unavailable
and comes online, DSA 2.

When an unavailable DSA comes online, the following occurs:

1. The multiwrite queue on DSA 1 for DSA 2 is enabled.
2. DISP on DSA 1 performs the resynchronization by calculating and sending an update for the period in which DSA 2

was offline. While this is occurring, DSA 1 queues any further updates to DSA 2.
3. When the DISP update completes, the multiwrite queue on DSA 1 is replayed to DSA 2.
4. Multiwrite operation resumes.

Note: There are no explicit DISP agreements; all resynchronization and reconciliation is automatic.

Benefits of DISP Recovery in Multiwrite-DISP

Enabling DISP recovery generally avoids manual resynchronization of the datastores.

DISP recovery works with multiwrite replication by handling all recovery operations. In effect, fast multiwrite is used during
uptime and DISP is used only for recovery after a downtime.

DISP recovery has the following advantages:

• Stable Calculation of Required Updates
Updates are calculated from the original datastore, not queued in memory. This means that recovery can survive
restarts of a master (although you can lose the in-memory queues).

• State-based
Resynchronization uses state-based updates. When there are a large number of replays, this is more efficient than
replay-based recovery.

• Reconciliation
DISP processing supports automatic conflict resolution using a last-write-wins rule. Managing conflicts is often a
problem for replay-based systems because the order of updates from different masters can be critical.

NOTE
DISP recovery uses the highest authentication level that is available. Only specify the use of SSL authentication
level (ssl-auth in a knowledge file) if you have set up the necessary SSL certificates for the DSAs in the region.
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Enable Multiwrite-DISP

To turn on multiwrite with DISP recovery, add the following command to the DSA settings file:

set multi-write-disp-recovery = TRUE;

Granularity of DISP Reconciliation

When DISP resynchronization starts, it propagates all the changes to the DSA since the last successful multiwrite update.

In a multimaster system, it is possible for some changes to clash. In practice this is exceedingly rare. The window for
discrepancy is small and all running master DSAs keep themselves synchronized using multiwrite. However, CA Directory
resolves such conflicts automatically, using a last-write-wins rule. The granularity of reconciliation is an X.500 object.

Example: Conflict Resolution

If DSA 1 updates an object's surname attribute at time T, and DSA 2 updates an object's phoneNumber attribute at time
T+1, then the final object after resynchronization is the object contained in DSA 2. This does not have the changes to the
surname.

Add a DSA to a Multiwrite-DISP System
You might want to add a DSA to a system, for example, to increase reliability.

To add a DSA to a multiwrite-DISP system

1. Create the new peer DSA, for example, by using the DXnewsdsa tool.
2. Configure the new DSA to enable multiwrite, for example, by following the instructions in Enable Multiwrite Replication

Using Configuration Files.
3. Configure the new DSA to enable DISP recovery, for example by adding the following command to the DSA

configuration file:
set multi-write-disp-recovery = TRUE;

4. Reset the times in the DISP files on each host for all peer DSAs (including the newly added one) using the following
command:
dxdisp newDS

This command updates the .dx file to prevent all other peer DSAs trying to replicate all their data to the new one. Once
the content of the .dx file is written to the .dp file, the .dx file is removed from the system.

NOTE
For more information on these commands, see the Reference Guide.

5. Take a consistent snapshot copy of one of the running DSAs.

NOTE
You could use the DXdumpdb tool instead, but the procedure for using DXdumpdb is more involved than
using this online dump method.

6. Rename and move the file that is produced from the online dump to form the datastore file for the new DSA, as
follows:
Rename the database file existingDSA.zdb to newDSA.db

7. Start the new DSA.

Transaction Log and Data Recovery
CA Directory keeps a transaction log of the updates it makes to a datastore. You should configure the transaction log
based on your requirements for safety versus performance:
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•  Disable transaction logging -- Provides the highest performance, but if the DSA exits abnormally, or there is a power
failure, you will have to perform disaster recovery to restore the datastore from a backup.

•  Enable logging without flushing -- Provides a performance that almost parallels that of a disabled log. If the DSA
exits abnormally, you can simply restart it and recovery is not required. However, if there is a power outage, recovery is
necessary.

•  Enabled logging with flushing -- The safest setting as the DSA can be restarted after an abnormal termination or
power failure and recovery is not required. However, there will be around 100 updates per second, instead of around
10,000 per second if flushing was disabled.

NOTE
 Just setting the transaction log to flush to disk may not be enough for safety. This is because many operating
systems, depending on configuration and disk systems, may report that the data has been written to disk some
time before the transfer actually takes place. Refer to your OS documentation for more information about write
behind settings.

Single Server Recovery

If you are running a single server (with no redundancy), enable the transaction log. For maximum security, enable flushing
of the transaction file. If this impacts performance too greatly, and recovering from backups is an option, you can turn
flushing off.

You need to perform disaster recovery for a single server if any of the following occurs:

• Loss of a server
• DSA exits abnormally and there is no transaction file
• A power failure or a critical error in the operating system and the transaction file is not being flushed
• A disk failure

To perform disaster recovery in these cases, recover from backups.

Peer DSAs Recovery

If there is redundancy in the directory configuration, it is possible to recover DSAs from their peers. If a DSA terminates
abnormally, and there is a transaction file, the DSA may simply be restarted. If it had multiwrite operations queued, these
will be lost. Therefore, the configuration of these DSAs should:

• Enable multiwrite-DISP
• Enable the transaction file

If a DSA terminates normally or abnormally, it may simply be restarted. The transaction file allows the DSA to make the
datastore consistent and multiwrite-DISP ensures that the DSA is synchronized with its peers.

NOTE
 For more information, see Multiwrite Replication with DISP Recovery (Multiwrite-DISP).

You need to perform disaster recovery if any of the following occurs:

• There is no transaction file
• There was a power outage or an operating system failure
• There was a disk failure
• The DSA has been down for a long time (or it is a new DSA)

How to Perform a Disaster Recovery

If a disaster happened to your CA Directory implementation, you can no longer rely on automatic recovery from a
transaction file (single server) or from a peer DSA (multiwrite-DISP). Instead, you need to recover your data from a
backup.
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To recover your data in the case of a disaster, do one of the following.

• For a single server:
a. Locate your last backup copy.
b. Delete the transaction log (.tx file).
c. Rename the backed up files by removing the prefix z from the filename extension. The file should now be

named server.db.
d. Restart the DSA.

• For multiple servers:

NOTE
 The steps below assume that you have multiple peers and peer B was unavailable for a long time. The
procedure for adding a new peer is very similar.

a. Run the following command on all hosts with peers, including host B:
dxdisp B
This sets the last update time to now (T).

b. Remove the transaction log file on B, if it exists.
c. Take a snapshot copy of any one of the running DSAs.

The online dump creates a backup file: *.zdb
d. Copy the backup file to B.
e. Rename the copied file by removing the z file extension prefix.

You should now have: server.db
f. Start B.

The DSA peers send all changes since T to B to bring it in sync.

Reference Links:
Add a DSA to a Multiwrite-DISP System
Online Datastore Dump

Example: Set up Multiwrite-DISP Replication between DSAs
This example explains how to enable multiwrite replication with DISP recovery (MW-DISP) between two DSAs.

In this example, there are two DSAs set up on two servers:

server1: dsa1

server2: dsa2

Follow these steps:

Step 1: Stop the DSAs.

server1: dxserver stop dsa1

server2: dxserver stop dsa2

Step 2: Enable multiwrite on server1.

UNIX Path: $DXHOME/config/knowledge/dsa1.dxc.

Windows Path: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge\dsa1.dxc.

   set dsa "dsa1" =
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    {

    prefix = <c US><o CA>

      dsa-name = <c US><o CA><cn "dsa1">

      dsa-password = "secret"

      address = tcp "{hostname}" port 20000

      disp-psap = DISP

      snmp-port = 20000

      console-port = 20001

      auth-levels = anonymous, clear-password

      dsa-flags = multi-write

      trust-flags = allow-check-password

    };

Step 3: Enable multiwrite on server1.

UNIX Path: $DXHOME/config/knowledge/dsa2.dxc.

Windows Path: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge\dsa2.dxc.

If this file does not exist, copy from server2.

Example: 

UNIX: copy server2: $DXHOME/config/knowledge/dsa2.dxc to server1: $DXHOME/config/knowledge

Windows: copy server2: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge\dsa2.dxc to server1: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge

set dsa "dsa2" =

    {

     prefix = <c US><o CA>

     dsa-name = <c US><o CA><cn "dsa2">

     dsa-password = "secret"

      address = tcp "{hostname}" port 20000
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      disp-psap = DISP

      snmp-port = 20000

      console-port = 20001

      auth-levels = anonymous, clear-password

      dsa-flags = multi-write

      trust-flags = allow-check-password

    };

The prefix must be the same for dsa1 and dsa2 for replication to work.

Step 4: Create a knowledge group file.

UNIX: server1: $DXHOME/config/knowledge/dsas.dxg

Windows: server1: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge\dsas.dxg

Add the following lines:

   source "dsa1.dxc";

   source "dsa2.dxc";

NOTE

If a knowledge group file exists for dsa1 and dsa2, update this file to ensure that both dsa1 and dsa2 are
sourced.

Step 5: Update server1: $DXHOME/config/servers/dsa1.dxi (UNIX) or %DXHOME%\config\servers\dsa1.dxi (Windows) to
source knowledge group and also enable MW-DISP.

Locate the following line:

  clear dsas;

  source "../knowledge/dsa1.dxc";

Replace this line with the following lines:

  clear dsas;

  source "../knowledge/dsas.dxg";

To enable MW-DISP, locate the following line:
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  # multiwrite DISP recovery

  set multi-write-disp-recovery = false;

Replace this line with the following lines:

  # multiwrite DISP recovery

   set multi-write-disp-recovery = true;

Step 6: Check for syntax errors.

server1: dxsyntax dsa1

Copy the following files to server2:

For UNIX

    Copy server1: $DXHOME/config/knowledge/dsa1.dxc server2: $DXHOME/config/knowledge

    Copy server1: $DXHOME/config/knowledge/dsa2.dxc server2: $DXHOME/config/knowledge

    Copy server1: $DXHOME/config/knowledge/dsas.dxg server2: $DXHOME/config/knowledge

For Windows

    Copy server1: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge\dsa1.dxc server2: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge

    Copy server1: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge\dsa2.dxc server2: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge

    Copy server1: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge\dsas.dxg server2: %DXHOME%\config\knowledge

Update the knowledge on one server and then copy to the other. This step keeps the servers consistent.

Step 7: Update server2: $DXHOME/config/servers/dsa2.dxi (UNIX) or %DXHOME%\config\servers\dsa2.dxi (Windows) to
source the newly copied knowledge group and also enable MW-DISP.

Locate the following line:

   clear dsas;

   source "../knowledge/dsa1.dxc";

Replace this line with the following lines:

   clear dsas;
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   source "../knowledge/dsas.dxg";

To enable MW-DISP, locate the following line:

  # multiwrite DISP recovery

  set multi-write-disp-recovery = false;

Replace this line with the following lines:

   # multiwrite DISP recovery

   set multi-write-disp-recovery = true;

Step 8: Checkpoint the DSAs.

If the DSAs contain synchronized data (for example, loads from the same LDIF), checkpoint the DSAs when enabling
MW-DISP.

server1: dxdisp dsa2

server2: dxdisp dsa1

This step prevents the existing data from being superfluously replicated.

Step 9: Start the DSAs.

server1: dxserver start dsa1

server2: dxserver start dsa2

Step 10: Check the replication state.

Check that the DSAs have contacted each other and the replication state is OK.

server1: telnet localhost 20001

server1: get dsp;

server1: logout;

   ...

   ...

    multi-write-group-credit = 0
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    multi-write-outstanding-ops = 10

    dsa2: OK, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 0

 

server2: telnet localhost 20001

server2: get dsp;

server2: logout;

   ...

   ...

    multi-write-group-credit = 0

    multi-write-outstanding-ops = 10

    dsa1: OK, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 0

For the output of get dsp; command, the replicating queue status must be OK. Any other status such as DISP-FAILED
indicates either a replication problem or a connectivity problem between the two DSAs. The warn-log and alarm-log are
good places to start when diagnosing these replication problems.

Another sanity test is to connect to dsa1 through an LDAP browser (like JXplorer) and modify. Connect to dsa2 and
ensure that the update is replicated. A similar test for MW-DISP can be performed by stopping dsa2 before updating dsa1.
When dsa2 is started, it recovers updates from dsa1 and the updates must be reflected.

Other Considerations

• We recommend running one or more router DSAs with the replicas to allow for automatic failover and failback.
• $DXHOME/config/knowledge must be identical between machines. Doing so ensures that all DSAs function in a

consistent manner.
• We recommend setting one of the replicas as a preferred master. Add the following line to the router.dxi file:

set write-precedence = dsa1, dsa2;

This step prevents update conflicts (same entry getting updated simultaneously on dsa1 and dsa2).

Multiwrite Groups Hubs
When running multiwrite groups with MW-DISP recovery, we recommend configuring a DSA from each multiwrite group to
act as a hub for the group of which it is a member. Use this approach rather than allowing each DSA to choose hubs from
other groups.
By choosing which DSAs act as hubs, you accrue the following benefits:
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• The flow of updates between DSAs follows a deterministic path.
• Automated recovery and disaster recovery is simplified when hubs are marked as preferred masters (included at the

start of the group’s router write-precedence list). All updates flow through hubs, making them the definitive source of
data for recovery purposes (either single a DSA recovery or an entire group).

• Prevents unsuitable hubs from being elected in a failover situation.
• If more than two groups exist, then each group will elect the same DSA as hub.
• If it is known which DSA from a group is a hub, then urgent action can be taken if it becomes unavailable.
• If it is known which DSA from a group is a hub then care can be taken when shutting them down.
• Monitoring can be targeted.
• Diagnosing the path and updates is more deterministic.
• A hub can be chosen independent of knowledge ordering.
• Stops a DSA becoming a hub while it is being shut down.

Replication and Recovery Topology

Enabling multiwrite group hubs changes how replicated (MW) and recovery (MW-DISP) related updates flow through the
set of replicating DSAs. This replication topology is a variation on hub-and-spoke. The variation to hub-and-spoke is that a
spoke replicates or recovers within a group and does not rely on the hub to do this.

If a hub is updated through a client or router, then

• the hub replicates or recovers a hub from each other group
• the hub replicates or recovers DSAs in the current group

If a normal DSA (not a hub) is updated through a client or router, then

• the DSA replicates or recovers all DSAs within its group only
• the hub is then responsible for propagating the update or recovery to a hub from each other group

Figure 15: Replication and recovery topology
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Configuring a DSA as Hub
To configure the multi-write-group-hub setting, navigate to Topology Map, DSA, Replication, Advanced, Multiwrite Hub.

Configuring a DSA as Hub

A DSA can be configured as a multiwrite group hub by using this setting in the knowledge for each hub:

dsa-flags = multi-write-group-hub

Validation 

There are a number of configuration dependencies checked to ensure configuration is correct. Ensure that the following
prerequisites are met:

• MW-DISP is enabled.

• Every multiwrite group has a configured hub.

• A multiwrite group has only one hub configured.

Other Considerations

We recommend creating a local router to service each multiwrite group. Configure the router with the “set write-
precedence = …” command to include the locally configured hub at the start of the list to make the hub the group’s
preferred master, followed by the local multiwrite DSAs.

Replication Performance Tuning
When running multiwrite group hubs with MW-DISP, the "multi-write-queue" changes from a recovery mechanism to a
replication mechanism. If the multiwrite queue size starts growing, then it indicates:

• A bottleneck where the peer DSA (local group or remote hub) cannot keep up with the volume of updates, or
• Replicating to a network black hole (no responses being received)

Either issue can cause a serious problem for response times if they occur for local replication (replication within a group).

For the first issue, if the “multi-write-queue” is set too large, then consider reducing the size and letting MW-DISP handle
the recovery. When the queue size is exceeded, MW-DISP recovery begins and client or router updates will no longer be
held up by all other queued updates. For example, a queue contains 100,000 updates that are destined for a local MW
peer DSA. A new update needs to wait until all 100,000 updates complete before a response is sent back to the client.
Switching to MW-DISP by setting the queue size lower can result in better client experience.

For the second issue, setting “multi-write-dsp-idle-time” to a low setting causes the DSA to switch to recovery mode (MW-
DISP) sooner than relying on the operating system to notifyxthe DSA that the link is no longer viable.

For replication between hubs, see the “multi-write-group-credit” section for details on preventing the target hub’s multiwrite
queue growing too large during asynchronous replication.

An increase in the “multi-write-outstanding-ops” setting helps improve the replication throughput. This setting controls
how many updates a DSA replicates in a single block before replicating any further. An increase may improve throughput,
especially for latent links.
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Sample Topology and Disaster Recovery

Sample Topology

The following diagram shows a sample topology with three multiwrite groups, each containing three multiwrite DSAs. All
DSAs would have the same prefix.

Each group has a multiwrite hub that is configured (in red). An example of the write-precedence for each router DSA is
included.

Figure 16: Sample Topology

Disaster Recovery

While MW-DISP recovery ensures that data remains consistent across all replicating peers during outages, sometimes
a DSA must be rebuilt. The DSA must be rebuilt if there is a hardware or disk failure, or database corruption. In such
cases, a disaster recovery procedure ensures that all DSAs are up and running with consistent data. These situations
typically arise when the DSA must be rebuilt from backup or when the DSA does not start due to grid-related errors.
Adding new multiwrite groups or DSAs can follow a similar process to synchronize data between peers. You can consider
following a disaster recovery procedure after an extended outage. Using a recovery procedure is more efficient than
leaving it to MW-DISP to reconcile large changes.
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As with any disaster recovery procedure, use it in a test environment first so that deployment-specific steps can be
documented.

When using multiwrite group hubs, there are two disaster recovery scenarios. The following steps ensure that DSAs are
still active during recovery.

The recovery steps use the Sample Topology as a reference and can be customized for a specific deployment.

Multiwrite Group Peer Recovery

A multiwrite group DSA in a multiwrite group requires resynchronization to bring the DSA back in line with the multiwrite
hub servicing the group.

Disaster scenario:

DSA US2 fails to start with a grid-related error after the computer where it is running stops due to a kernel panic.

Step 1: Ensure that the recovering DSA is in a stopped state.

• dxserver stop US2

Step 2: Set US2 to a time (now) before taking the data snapshot (online dump) from US1. This step ensures that the
DSAs replicating to US2 only send recovery updates from the time the data snapshot was taken.

• Host F: Run dxdisp US2 (This command sets the time US2 was last updated by US3)
• Host D: Run dxdisp US2 (This command sets the time US2 was last updated by US1)

Step 3: When feasible, perform an online dump from the hub DSA (US1). The sooner the snapshot is taken after running
dxdisp, the smaller the number of updates that are reapplied to US2 during recovery. Thus, the recovery is more efficient.

• Host D: Telnet to the DSA console of US1 (hub) and run the “dump dxgrid-db;” command to begin an online dump. Use
the “logout;” command then to exit the DSA console.

• Host D: Check the US1 warn-log to see when the dump has started, and more importantly completed.
• Host D: Once the dump has completed, a file named $DXHOME/data/US1.zdb is created. Copy this file to Host E. For

example, copy to Host E: /tmp/US1.zdb.

NOTE
Compress files before copying between machines as most grid files compress well. Check that the timestamp is
recent to ensure that the online backup command created the file being copied.

Step 4: Prevent US2 from replaying updates back to hub and peers.

• Host E: dxdisp US1
• Host E: dxdisp US3

Step 5: Now a snapshot from the hub has been taken, this information can be copied.

• Host E: Remove the old transaction log (if enabled) - remove $DXHOME/data/US2.tx
• Host E: Copy (and uncompress) the backup grid file that is generated in Step 3, for example, copy /tmp/US1.zdb

$DXHOME/data/US2.db
• Host E: dxserver start US2
• Host E: After a short period, US2 is back in sync with US1. The progress of MW-DISP recovery can be followed in the

alarm-log for US2.

NOTE
US2 does not allow binds from routers or applications until recovery is complete. Recovery time can take longer
if there is a large volume of updates that occur in parallel.
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Multiwrite Group Hub Recovery

When a multiwrite group hub DSA in a multiwrite group requires resynchronization, this scenario is a little more
complicated. In such a case, the DSAs serviced by the hub also require synchronization due to how updates flow in this
style of network topology. When a hub is synchronized, all the DSAs in the group that is serviced by the hub require
synchronization.

Disaster scenario: DSA US1 fails to start with a grid-related error, after the computer where it is running stops due to a
kernel panic.

Step 1: Ensure the recovering group of DSAs are in a stopped state.

• dxserver stop US1
• dxserver stop US2
• dxserver stop US3

Step 2: Set US1 to a time (now) on each hub before taking the data snapshot (online dump) from one of the other hubs.
This step ensures that the DSAs replicating to US1 only send recovery updates from the time the data snapshot was
taken.

• Ensure that replication between AU3 and UK1 has the status OK. This status can be checked by issuing a “get dsp;”
command on the console of hub AU3. This step ensures that when taking a snapshot from UK1, the data contains
updates from AU3. After dxdisp is performed, AU3 is responsible for recovering these updates directly.

• Host C: Run dxdisp US1 (this command sets the time US1 was last updated by *hub* AU3).
• Host G: Run dxdisp US1 (this command sets the time US1 was last updated by *hub* UK1).

Step 3: When feasible, perform an online dump from hub (UK1).

• Host G: Telnet to the DSA console of UK1 (hub) and run the “dump dxgrid-db;” command to begin an online dump. Use
the “logout;” command then to exit the DSA console.

• Host G: Check the UK1 warn log to see when the dump has started, and more importantly when it is completed.
• Host G: Once the dump has completed, a file named $DXHOME/data/UK1.zdb is created.
• Host G: Copy this file to Host D. For example, copy to Host D: /tmp/UK1.zdb
• Host G: Copy this file to Host E. For example, copy to Host E: /tmp/UK1.zdb
• Host G: Copy this file to Host F. For example, copy to Host F: /tmp/UK1.zdb

NOTE
Compress files before copying between machines as most grid files compress well. Check that the timestamp is
recent to ensure that the online backup command created the file being copied.

Step 4: Prevent US1 from replaying updates back to hubs. Also prevent US2 and US3 from replaying updates back to
hub US1.

• Host D: dxdisp AU3
• Host D: dxdisp UK1
• Host D: dxdisp US2
• Host D: dxdisp US3
• Host E: dxdisp US1
• Host E: dxdisp US3
• Host F: dxdisp US1
• Host F: dxdisp US2

Step 5: Instate the snapshot from UK1 on each DSA in the US multiwrite group.
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• Host D: Remove the old transaction log (if enabled) - remove $DXHOME/data/US1.tx
• Host D: Copy (and uncompress) the backup grid file that is generated in Step 3. For example, copy /tmp/UK1.zdb

$DXHOME/data/US1.db.
• Host D: dxserver start US1
• Host E: Remove the old transaction log (if enabled) - remove $DXHOME/data/US2.tx
• Host E: Copy (and uncompress) the backup grid file that is generated in Step 3. For example, copy /tmp/UK1.zdb

$DXHOME/data/US2.db.
• Host E: dxserver start US2
• Host F: Remove the old transaction log (if enabled) - remove $DXHOME/data/US3.tx
• Host F: Copy (and uncompress) the backup grid file that is generated in Step 3. For example, copy /tmp/UK1.zdb

$DXHOME/data/US3.db.
• Host F: dxserver start US3
• Host D: After a period US1 is back in sync with AU3 and UK1. The progress of MW-DISP recovery can be followed in

the alarm-log US1. The resynchronization of US1 also includes US2, US3. The recovery process can be monitored
by using the “get dsp; ” command on the consoles of AU3, UK1, US1, US2 & US3 to ensure that replication is
functioning as expected.

NOTE

US1, US2, and US3 do not allow binds from routers or applications until recovery is complete. Recovery time
can take longer if there is a large volume of updates that occur in parallel.

Notes

• For Windows, the path to the grid files is %DXHOME%\data
• Do not copy or modify the .dp files.
• On UNIX, perform these steps as the DSA user, that is, dsa.
• Do not copy the grid file before the dump is complete. Doing so can corrupt or incomplete. In such a case, repeat the

process.
• Check the timestamp of the .zdb file to ensure that it was written recently and an older backup is not accidentally used.

Prerequisites for Successful Replication
To replicate successfully, the DSAs must have the following properties:

• They must have the same prefix.

• They must have unique DSA names (dsa-name).

• They must have identical data.

• They must have an identical schema.

• They must share knowledge. We recommend using a knowledge group file that sources each DSA and shares this
knowledge for each DSA between computers. 

• They must all be running and have network connectivity.

• If the DSAs use SSL, the DSAs must have personality certificates that are signed by the same root CA. These
certificates must be copied to each computer running the replicas.

• Set the multi-write-disp-recovery setting to true on all replicating DSAs if you are using MW-DISP.

NOTE

 While MW-DISP uses the DISP protocol for recovery, a DISP agreement is not necessary. DISP is invoked
automatically when DSAs reconnect after an outage.
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Set Up Distribution and Routing

Distribution Features

In a distributed directory, the DSAs use the X.500 Directory Systems Protocol (DSP) to cooperate to resolve queries on
any area of the namespace.

CA Directory fully supports the X.500 directory systems protocol, including the following distribution features:

• Routing or Chaining
Requests sent to a DSA are performed by another DSA. The routing decision is based on the base DN of the request
and the prefixes of DSAs in the backbone. A routed request is handled by a single DSA, if the target DSA cannot be
contacted then the request is refused with a referral error.

• Multi-Chaining Search 
A search that involves an entire subtree may be spread across multiple DSAs. If multi-chaining is enabled, a multi-
chained search follows a process across an entire subtree.

• Continuation Reference or Referrals
If one or more DSAs in the backbone servicing a distributed request cannot be contacted, then a referral or
continuation reference is returned to the client, indicating the unexplored area od the search.

How Distribution Works
In a distributed directory, many DSAs cooperate to form a single namespace. Parts of the namespace are served by
different DSAs. An application connected to any DSA can search the entire namespace.

From the client's point of view, the directory backbone is a single entity, because every request is routed to the appropriate
DSAs within the namespace.

The DSAs may be all on the same computer, or they may be on different computers.

A distributed directory is useful to organizations with offices in several locations, because each office can maintain its own
directory, and yet to a client it appears as just one directory. It is also useful for large directories because you improve
scalability and performance when you share the data across different servers.

A distributed directory can incorporate LDAP servers. CA Directory fully complies with the LDAP standards, which means
that it can be used as a backbone, to unify directories that support LDAP.

Example A Distributed Directory

The following diagram shows a single namespace that is served by five DSAs. The CA Directory DSAs communicate with
each other using DSP, and they communicate with LDAP-only directory servers using LDAP.
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Figure 17: A single namespace that is served by five DSAs

When the client sends a query to the directory, the query is routed to the DSA that serves the relevant part of the
namespace. The client does not need to know that the directory is distributed.

How Multi-Chaining Searches Work

The multi-chained search functions in the following way:

1. DSA receives search request and searches itself
2. The search is then multi-cast to immediate subordinate DSAs if any exist
3. The subordinate DSAs then continue processing at 1
4. When all the searches are complete, the results are collated and returned to the client

If any DSAs in the scope of the search cannot be contacted, a partial outcome is included with the search result indicating
the unexplored area of the directory information tree.

NOTE
Referring to multi-chaining as multi-casting is not appropriate. Multi-casting is a component that contains many
multi-chained searches.

How Routing or Chaining Works
When a DSA in a backbone receives a request, it may need to forward (or chain) the request to another DSA to deal with
the request.

A DSA receiving a request is able to forward that request directly to any other DSA within the domain using the shortest
path routing, as the entire directory backbone shares the same configuration knowledge.

Example Routing an Update Request

The following diagram shows five DSAs that control a single namespace. Each DSA controls a portion of the namespace,
represented by its prefix, and a relationship with the other DSAs in the domain.
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In the following diagram, DSA 1 is the superior of DSA 2 and DSA 3. DSA 4 and DSA 5 are subordinates of DSA 3:

Figure 18: This diagram illustrates how DSA 1 is the superior of DSA 2 and DSA 3. DSA 4 and DSA 5 are
subordinates of DSA 3

1. A client sends a request to DSA 2, to modify the phone number of the entry cn=Milio
GILMORE,ou=Legal,ou=Corporate,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU.

2. When DSA 2 cannot handle the request, it routes (forwards) the request to DSA 5 using the shortest path routing.
3. DSA 5 modifies the phone number, and sends a confirmation response back to DSA 2.
4. DSA 2 sends the response to the client.

Impact of Operational Limits on Distribution

There are two operational limits that can be imposed while a DSA is servicing a distributed request, either the time limit or
the size limit.

• Time Limit
When a request is received by a local DSA, a time limit can be applied (for example, max-op-time, or service time
limit). If the request is either chained or multi-chained to a remote DSA, the local DSA still retains a reference to the
request. This reference is impacted by the time limit even though the request is now being serviced by one or more
remote DSAs.
Example:
If max-op-time is set to 30 seconds and Democorp: <c AU><o Democorp> receives a request in the scope of
UNSPSC: <c AU><o UNSPSC> the request is chained. If Democorp does not receive a response from UNSPSC for
30 seconds, a request refusal (adminLimitExceeded) is sent to the client. Democorp also sends an abandon request to
UNSPSC in an attempt to stop the request from continuing.

• Size Limit
When a search request is received by a local DSA, a size limit is imposed on the result (for example, max-op-size, or
service size limit). If the request is chained or multi-chained to another DSA then the local DSA limit is not enforced.
The size limit is only enforced by the data DSA performing the search locally.
Example:
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If max-op-size is set to 100 for all DSAs and Router: <c AU> receives a whole subtree search with scope <c AU>, the
search is multi-chained to both Democorp: <c AU><o Democorp> and UNSPSC: <c AU><o UNSPSC>. Democorp and
UNSPSCS both have the size limit applied and return 100 entries each with a partial outcome (adminLimitExceeded).
The router collates the results (200 entries) and sends the result (including partial outcome) to the client. The router
does not trim the result set, as the size limit is unenforced by the router, but the DSA handles the chained request.

Remote Operations

Each DSA has a context prefix that defines the base of the DIT controlled by that DSA.

When the DSA receives an incoming operation, it services the request locally when the request occurs in its own section
of the namespace. When the operation is not local, it chains the operation to a remote DSA except in the following
circumstances:

• One (user) service control (either chainingProhibited or localScope) is set.
• The remote DSA is unavailable.
• A link of the appropriate authentication level to the remote DSA cannot be established.
• There is no DSA knowledge for the area of the operation.

Depending on the circumstance, the remote operation returns one of the following options:

• Result
• Referral
• Service error
• Security error

See the X.500 standards for a complete specification of how distributed DSAs cooperate to resolve a query.

Caching Entries from Subordinate DSAs

Unlike DAP, LDAP does not have a LIST operation. So, when LDAP clients want to browse a directory, they invoke one-
level searches that return object class only.

These one-level searches become a problem when there are many subordinate DSAs because a one-level search must
be broadcast to each of the DSAs (whereas a LIST returns the names of the DSAs).

To stop the flooding effect that this creates, especially at first-level DSAs, the DSA caches the replies to one-level-search
queries and makes them available to subsequent similar requests.

Only one-level searches returning object class are cached. These are the searches commonly used to browse the
directory.

Transparent Routing

Transparent routing allows a router DSA to process LDAP requests and responses without requiring the controlling
schema. This is useful if the router DSA is being used to link LDAP clients to an LDAP server, or the clients and server
have schema that are not known by the router DSA. Transparent routing works with LDAP clients only.

By default, transparent routing is set to false.  Transparent routing can be set on a router, as shown in the following
diagram
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Figure 19: Transparent Routing

DSAs with the Same Prefix
Many DSAs can have the same prefix, and so serve the same namespace partition. A router DSA selects one of these
DSAs to receive queries.

Having multiple DSAs with the same prefix improves the performance and availability of the directory service. These
DSAs can be on the same computer, or on different computers.

You need to ensure that the DSAs are synchronized.

You can use groups of DSAs with the same prefix and the same data, as follows:

• Failover
To improve the availability of the service, when one DSA fails, another automatically takes over its request load.

• Load sharing
To improve performance, read requests are divided between two or more DSAs. This happens automatically between
DSAs in the same site.
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Load Sharing
Load sharing lets a router DSA distribute incoming requests evenly among all DSAs in the same site that serve the same
namespace partition. This improves performance.

Set the DSA knowledge to enable load-sharing. The DSA flags you can set are as follows:

• load-share -- This enables the DSA to take part in load sharing
• load-share-group -- This specifies what load share group the DSA is in
• precedence -- This specifies the order in which DSAs are allocated work.

Load-sharing works best within a site.

The router DSAs use a least-busy load-sharing algorithm, which uses an ordered list of DSAs serving each namespace
partition. The routers favor the DSAs highest in the list that are not busy.

Example: Load-Sharing Within the New York Site

The following diagram shows a router DSA connected to three data DSAs within the same site:

Figure 20: Example of Load Sharing Within the New York Site

The two Customers DSAs have the same prefix, so the router shares the load for that prefix between those two DSAs.

Example: Load-Share Groups and Precedence

The flow of search and compare (including bind password compares) requests from routers to data DSAs can be difficult
to predict, as combinations of the following will have an impact where the requests are sent:
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• Knowledge order
• Precedence
• Load sharing and load share groups
• DSA number and availability

The example below will explain the request flow, and how various configurations will impact the flow so that DSAs can be
configured for a deterministic outcome. Sample configurations are used to explain the example.

• D1 and H1 are in load-share / multi-write group (GROUP1)
• D2 and H2 are in load-share / multi-write group (GROUP2)
• H1 and H2 have dsa-flags = multi-write-group-hub
• Searches sent to R1

Example of Load Sharing-Search and Compare request flow from routers to data dsas.
Figure 21: Example of Load Sharing 2

WARNING
Warning Routers can be configured to be part of a load-share group; however, this does not affect where
they forward search & compare requests. For example, including load-share-group = "GROUP1" in the above
configuration will not impact where requests are sent. This decision is based solely on knowledge order/
precedence.
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For the given scenario, the following table indicates the target DSAs where search/compare requests are sent.

Case DSA Status Knowledge Order Precedence Search
Target/s

Comment

1 All DSAs running source “D1”;
source “H1”;
source “H2”;
source “D2”;

 D1 and H1 First load-share
group chosen as
GROUP1 using D1

2 All DSAs running source “D1”;
source “H2”;
source “H1”;
source “D2”;

 D1 and H1 Shows that first load-
share GROUP1
chosen from D1
even though H2 is
next in list

3 All DSAs running source “D1”;
source “H2”;
source “D2”;
source “H1”;

 D1 and H1 Same as above

4 All DSAs running source “H2”;
source “D1”;
source “D2”;
source “H1”;

 D2 and H2 Shows the load-
share GROUP2
is chosen by
precedence of H2.

5 D1 stopped source “D1”;
source “H1”;
source “H2”;
source “D2”;

 H1 Load-sharing
restricted to DSA in
GROUP1

6 D1 and H1 stopped source “D1”;
source “H1”;
source “H2”;
source “D2”;

 D2 and H2 No load-share group
DSAs available,
moves to next group
GROUP2 and share
load

7 All DSAs running source “D1”;
source “H1”;
source “H2”;
source “D2”;

set precedence =
H1;

H1 and D1 Load-share group
GROUP1 chosen
from H1

8 All DSAs running source “D1”;
source “H1”;
source “H2”;
source “D2”;

set precedence =
H1, H2

H1 and D1 Load-share
GROUP1 chosen
from H1 group

9 H1 stopped source “D1”;
source “H1”;
source “H2”;
source “D2”;

set precedence =
H1, H2;

D1 Searches will be sent
to GROUP1 as H1 is
given precedence.

10      

Precedence and knowledge order have the same function. The purpose of having precedence configured independently
is so that knowledge groups can be shared between DSAs without requiring re-ordering (global knowledge). This means
that routers can then be configured to given preference to local DSAs, as DSAs from other groups may have latency
issues.
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Failover and Failback
Failover is the ability of a router DSA to continue to service queries even when a data DSA becomes unavailable. If the
router detects that a DSA has failed, it resends outstanding requests to another DSA that serves the same partition,
making the failure invisible to clients.

During normal operation, the standby DSA is kept synchronized with the primary data DSA in case it is needed.

Failover is important for systems requiring high availability and reliability.

This article discusses the following topics:

Failover between Hosts

CA Directory automatically sets up failover between data DSAs in the same site that serve the same namespace partition.
These DSAs are also automatically replicated.

Example: Failover to a Backup DSA

The following diagram shows a single router DSA that usually sends requests to the Customers DSAs on its own host,
and on the NY21 host.

If both of these data DSAs fail, the router DSA automatically sends all requests to the Customers DSA on NY23. This
change is invisible to the clients.

In this example, the Customers DSA on NY23 is a backup: it is used only if the other data DSAs fail.

Figure 22: Example of Failover to a Backup DSA
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Failover between Sites

To improve performance, we recommend that each region have a router that directs queries to a local data DSA. The local
data DSAs should be synchronized with each other.

If a local data DSA fails, each router directs queries to the remote data DSA. This maintains the availability and reliability
of the directory.

Example: Failover between Two Sites

The following diagram shows an example directory backbone that is distributed across two sites, New York and Montreal.

Figure 23: Example of Failover between Two Sites

The New York router cannot load-share to the Customers DSAs in Montreal because they are in a different site from the
router.

However, if both of the New York Customers DSAs are unavailable, the router can failover to the Customers DSA in
Montreal. Although the performance is lower until the New York DSAs are running again, the service is still available.

Note: Failover consistency is guaranteed within a region, but not between regions.

Client Failover between Router DSAs

If a router DSA fails, all access to the data DSAs stops. To prevent this, you can set up the client application to failover
between router DSAs as follows:

1. Run more than one router DSA on more than one computer.
2. Configure the client applications to failover from one router DSA to the other.

Nearly all large directory-enabled third-party applications can be configured to do this.

Example Client Fails Over to Second Router

The following diagram shows a simple directory system with two kinds of failover.

As in Failover Between Hosts, the router DSAs can fail over to the second data DSA. However, this system also shows
that the client application can fail over between the two router DSAs.
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These two router DSAs are set up to use the data DSAs in exactly the same way, which means that the service to the
client application is not interrupted.

Figure 24: Example of Client Fails Over to Second Router

Set the DSA Precedence For Failover

When more than one data DSA fails, the router DSA fails over to other DSAs in the order in which they are listed in the
configuration files.

You can override this order with the following commands:
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set precedence = precedence-list;

set write-precedence = precedence-list;

The set precedence command defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.

The set write-precedence command defines the order in which DSAs are chosen to perform updates. You can use it
to direct the write requests from a failover computer to a preferred master. If the set write-precedence command is not
present, updates follow the normal precedence, which is defined by the order of the DSAs in the configuration file, or the
set precedence command.

The DSAs in these lists have precedence over those that are not listed, and DSAs earlier in the lists have precedence
over those later in the lists.

To maximize performance, in general you should give faster DSAs precedence over slower DSAs, and local DSAs
precedence over remote DSAs.

When these commands occur in a configuration file, source them after the knowledge.

These commands should appear once only in the configuration files sourced by any particular DSA.

Example: Using Precedence for Geographically Separated DSAs

The DSAs EAST, WEST, NORTH and SOUTH contain the same information. The following command ensures that DSAs
in the east fail over to EAST before WEST:

set precedence = EAST, WEST;

The DSAs NORTH and SOUTH are not listed, so if both EAST and WEST are unavailable, DSAs will fail over to them in
the order that they are listed in the configuration file.

Example: Using Write Precedence

set write-precedence = home-dsa,work-dsa;

Set the DSA Precedence For Failover with Load-Sharing Groups

You can use precedence rules to affect how failover works with load-sharing groups. For information about setting
precedence, see Set the DSA Precedence For Failover.

If you use the set precedence command to list DSAs that are also in load-sharing groups, then a load-sharing group has
the precedence of the highest DSA in that group.

For example, consider the following command:

set precedence = DSA1, DSA2, DSA3, DSA4;

A load-sharing group that includes DSA1 and DSA4 has precedence over a group that includes DSA2 and DSA3.

Also, a load-sharing group that includes DSA4 has precedence over a group that includes no listed DSAs.

Other Methods for Router Failover

Other approaches have been taken, and each has its pros and cons as follows:

• Round-robin DNS
This solution is easy to implement, but each client must maintain affinity with a single router DSA for the duration of its
connection. Also the inherent delays in pushing out changes to the DNS records might cause a problem.

• IP failover
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Another good solution is to provide an immediate IP failover mechanism between the computers running router DSAs.
There is some extra configuration required for a router DSA to bind to a new IP address, but it can be done. Ensure
that the method you choose is immediate, does not require rebooting, and handles failback.

• Network load balancers
These are not recommended. Network load-balancers may reduce the performance of CA Directory.

Failback

Failback is the restoration to normal service of a CA Directory DSA after failing over and recovering.

When a subordinate DSA becomes unavailable, the router redirects all the requests targeted for that DSA to another DSA
servicing the same prefix (failover). When the unavailable DSA becomes available again, then CA Directory automatically
sends the requests to the DSA (failback).

Security in Distribution
To set up a DSA in a distributed system, you should be aware of how security works in a distributed system.

Remote Bindings

The DSA dynamically binds to and unbinds from remote DSAs. A DSA maintains at most one binding per security level
(set by the auth-levels list in the DSA definition) to a remote DSA. When a DSA has an established DSP binding of the
correct security level to a remote DSA, it uses this binding. A second binding of the same security level is not set up.

The DSA definition supports trust flags that enable a DSA to upgrade or downgrade a link between DSAs. For example,
when a link between two DSAs supports only anonymous connections, a credentialed user can access the link when the
receiving DSA supports the allow-downgrading trust flag. Conversely, when the only allowed DSP link is a clear-password
link, an anonymous user can access the link only when there is support for the allow-upgrading trust flag.

A DSP binding to a remote DSA unbinds after the dsp-idle-time is exceeded. Ensure that you set this value higher on
router DSAs than on data DSAs.

Mutual Authentication

When a link is created between two DSAs, the DSAs authenticate with each other through a DSP bind request. This
authentication is two-way (mutual). The authentication takes place in two parts.

• Sending DSP Credentials
A local DSA must include credentials when binding to the remote DSA. The credentials used for the local DSA (user
name and password) are defined in a set dsa definition.

• Receiving DSP Credentials
When a local DSA receives a DSP bind request or if the local DSA receives a DSP bind confirm with credentials from
a remote DSA, the supplied credentials are verified against a matching (remote) DSA configuration. The address that
the request is received from is also verified. If you do not configure or incorrectly configure a relevant remote DSA, the
system refuses the bind attempt.

Trusting Distributed DSA Triggered Operations

When the DSA is processing a request, there are times when the DSA triggers an additional operation to resolve the
request. These internal operations are performed at an elevated access control level. These operations do not elevate the
user’s access and are internal DSA processes. Some examples of requests that can trigger the DSA to perform additional
operations:

1. Password compare (bind) including password policy
2. Looking up roles (groups) for a user
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3. Resolving dynamic groups (populating the member attribute)
4. Referential integrity updates
5. Unique attribute checking
6. Maintaining the memberOf attribute when a group is updated

When a triggered operation must be sent to a different DSA, this access control override is lost. The “trust-flags = trust-
dsa-triggered-operations” notifies the DSA receiving one of these operations that the request was internally generated and
to run these operations at an elevated access level.

If you use any of the features mentioned earlier in a distributed environment, then we recommend setting “trust-flags =
trust-dsa-triggered-operations” on the DSAs that trigger the operation. This is typically routers for the first three requests
and data DSAs for the last three requests. If in doubt, you can use “trust-dsa-triggered-operations” for all DSAs.

NOTE

It is particularly important to use “trust-dsa-triggered-operations” for the last three requests in list. If this setting is
not used, the data integrity that these features provide may be compromised.

Connect to Other LDAP Servers
CA Directory supports Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), which allows any LDAP-conformant client to access
CA Directory.

LDAP is fully integrated with CA Directory and provides greater performance and efficiency than gateway approaches.
Another advantage of integrated LDAP is that it obeys the DSA schema. This means that you configure a new schema
only once, because both LDAP and DAP protocols share the same configuration.

CA Directory also supports the integration of LDAP servers into a distributed directory backbone. CA Directory can send
requests to one or more LDAP servers and process the results returned from them as if they were normal X.500 directory
hosts. This enables LDAP servers to be integrated into a fully distributed directory framework.

LDAP Integration with CA Directory

LDAP servers do not support the DSP protocol. This means that you cannot perform a distributed search over a number
of LDAP directory servers. To solve this problem, CA Directory provides a facility called DXlink, which lets you integrate
LDAP servers into a fully distributed directory backbone and handle requests as if they were X.500 directory servers.

The following diagram shows this integration:
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Figure 25: A backbone of DSAs connecting to applications and LDAP directories

User Credentials on DXlink Binds
LDAP servers expect connections only from LDAP users; therefore, DXlink must make the X.500 backbone look like an
ordinary LDAP user.

A complication arises with name and password security (simple credentials). In DSP, a single link between DSAs can
support any number of users, because user information is passed with each DSP request. However, in LDAP, links cannot
be shared, so the CA Directory DSA must set up separate links for every LDAP user.

When the DSA is acting as a direct pass-through from a user to an LDAP server and the user's name is on the LDAP
server, the DSA sets up a separate link for that user and uses their credentials in that link.

Setting User Credentials for LDAP Operations

If either of the following is true, you can set the credentials used in the DXlink connections in the LDAP server
configuration file:

• The user invoking the request is authenticated using a DN that is outside the LDAP server.
• More than one DSA is in the path to the LDAP server.

For example:
set dsa LDAP1 = {

    ...

    ldap-dsa-name   = <c US><o "Ace Industry"><cn "Fred Smith">

    ldap-dsa-password = fredspassword

    ...

};
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The LDAP DSA name must be a valid entry in the LDAP server because all requests from the backbone use the
permissions that are granted to this entry.

The DSA in the previous example expects credentials to be returned on the bind confirm sent by the LDAP server. If no
credentials are returned, then the bind is rejected.

The knowledge reference of the LDAP server can include the trust flag no-server-credentials, which indicates to the DSA
that the LDAP server will not return credentials on a bind.

When this flag is set, then the DSA accepts a bind confirm result returned from the LDAP server if it does not include
credentials, as in the following example:

set dsa LDAP1 = {

   ...

   trust-flags = no-server-credentials

   ...

 };

Automatically Authorizing LDAP Operations

When a directory backbone performs operations over DXlink, some operations on the target LDAP server may require that
the user be authorized for that operation.

You can include the dsp-ldap-proxy link flag in the DXlink knowledge to cause the last DSA in the chain to use the
authorization of the originating user to perform operations on the LDAP server.

WARNING
This may compromise security because the originating user is never authenticated by the LDAP server.

Usually, the last DSA in the chain binds to the LDAP server using the credentials specified in the ldap-dsa-name and ldap-
dsa-password flags.

If the dsp-ldap-proxy flag is also set, then the DN of the user that made the initial bind is added to the following
subsequent requests:

• search
• compare
• modify
• add
• delete
• modify DN

If the initial bind was anonymous, no DN is added to subsequent requests.

The proxy user is conveyed by the DSA that chains the operation over DXlink by including the originator DN of the user
performing the operation in the LDAP proxy authorization control on the request. The LDAP server must permit the
configured ldap-dsa-name user, the authority to proxy all users.

NOTE
The dsp-ldap-proxy link flag can only be used if the target LDAP server supports the LDAP Proxy Authorization
control.

Prefix Mapping
Prefix mapping lets LDAP servers, other DSAs, or agents map into a backbone namespace.
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Prefix mapping is useful for collecting disjointed subtrees under a common node. Applications include transient groupings
(such as task forces) or logical groupings (such as libraries where individual libraries are spread across an organization or
location tree).

Prefix mapping is also useful for if you want to integrate an LDAP server into a backbone. Because LDAP servers have no
concept of distribution, their DITs usually contain the first- or second-level nodes. This makes it hard to integrate them into
a host DIT.

To enable prefix mapping, configure the DSA's native prefix, using the set dsa command.

Example Prefix Mapping

In this example, a CA Directory backbone controls the nodes "c=US" and "o=Acme". A DSA has the knowledge with the
following prefix definition:

prefix = <o us>

There is also an LDAP server, which controls the partition “o=Acme, c=US”. Originally this controlled the North American
part of Acme but must now be incorporated into the backbone. To do this, the knowledge for the LDAP server must
contain the following prefix and native-prefix definitions:

prefix=<o US> <o Acme International> <o Acme North America>

native-prefix = <o Acme>

Figure 26: Example Prefix Mapping

The result is as follows:

1. The backbone DSA receives a request for the following:
"ou=Acme North America, o=Acme International, c=US"

2. It replaces the prefix it received with the LDAP server's native prefix:
"o=acme"

3. It forwards the request to the LDAP server,
4. The LDAP server sends back its results
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5. The backbone DSA replaces the LDAP server's native prefix with the original prefix and sends the results back to the
client.

Horizontal Partitioning
If you have a large flat namespace, you can improve the scalability and performance by partitioning the namespace, so
that different DSAs each serve different parts of the same level of namespace. In CA Directory, horizontal partitioning is a
method of doing this.

A horizontal partitioning setup consists of a router DSA and a number of data DSAs.

The router and its data DSAs serve the namespace. The clients do not know which data DSA stores the data for each part
of the namespace.

The namespace data is partitioned among the data DSAs by hashing the RDN of each entry. Each data DSA is
distinguished by the hash value assigned to the prefix. Apart from the hash value, the prefix specification is identical for all
the DSAs in the set.

Limitations in Horizontal Partitioning

Partitions cannot have subordinate DSAs, however, they can have subordinate entries.

In a horizontal partition, a multi-chained search gives a separate dxEntryCount for each DSA which returns a hit. To get a
consolidated number, use the value in dxTotalEntryCount.

NOTE
You can rename horizontally partitioned entries in SP10 or later using the set rename-threshold = <num>;
command. However, in previous versions, horizontal partitioning uses the hash of the RDN, so you cannot
rename horizontally partitioned entries. In these older versions, you should delete the old entry and create a new
one to force a recalculation of the hash.

Specify Horizontal Partitioning

Specify horizontal partitioning to partition a namespace among DSAs.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the naming attribute whose value you will use to partition the namespace.
If there are multiple naming attributes (for example, cn, uid), specify a asterisk (*) character instead of an attribute, as
in the following example:
<c AU><ou Users><* "[hash1(3)=0]">

2. Select a horizontal portioning hash that has the most even distribution of data to prevent unbalanced partitions. The
following hashing algorithms are supported:
– hash1 -- Uses a sum of the uppercase ASCII values as the hash modulus the number of partitions.
– hash2 -- Uses a CRC-16 hashing algorithm modulus the number of partitions.
– (partitionCount) -- After the hash, specify the number of partitions.
– =partition -- Specify the partition number. A DSA gets created for each partition numbered from 0, 1, 2,...

(partitionCount -1).
3. For each partition DSA, the partition configuration above needs to be included at the end of the prefix.

You specify the prefix in the knowledge using either the "set dsa" command.
4. Ensure each data DSA has disable-client-binds set to true.

This ensures requests to go through the router.

Example: Configuration for Horizontal Partition

The configuration of the DSAs is set up as follows:
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• Router prefix: <c AU><ou Users>
• DSA_A prefix: <c AU><ou Users><guid "[hash1(3)=0]" >
• DSA_B prefix: <c AU><ou Users><guid "[hash1(3)=1]" >
• DSA_C prefix: <c AU><ou Users><guid "[hash1(3)=2]" >

From the perspective of a client connection to router, all entries appear in the namespace <c AU><ou Users> even though
they reside in separate DSAs.

When the router receives a request, the router applies the specified hash function (hash1) to the specified attribute value
(guid) in the request, modulus the number of partitions. If the result is zero, it routes the request to DSA_A. If the result is
one, it routes the request to DSA_B, and so on.

Loading Horizontally Partitioned Data

Moving to a horizontally partitioned namespace or recovering from a backup requires you to load data from the LDIF.

To help you migrate existing data into a set of horizontally partitioned DSAs, use the DXloaddb tool to load a subset of
data from a single LDIF (containing all data) into each DSA servicing the horizontally partitioned namespace. For each
DSA, DXloaddb loads only the entries that match the partitioning criteria.

Improving Routing Performance
When a user authenticates against a relay or router DSA through an LDAP client, a DSP link is created at the
authentication level of the user. When another user authenticates at the same level, the link is shared. Once connected,
all traffic from all users share a single DSP link.

This diagram shows three users that have authenticated using a username (DN) and password that share a single DSP
link:
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Figure 27: Authentication using a username (DN) and password that share a single DSP link

A single link can present a bottleneck in high traffic environments. These methods can be used to improve throughput by
increasing the number of outbound (DSP) links:

• Increase number of router DSAs
• Increase number of data DSAs
• Increase number of DSP links (Simplest Method)

 Note: We recommend using a combination of all methods for the best performance gains while supporting high
availability.

Increase Number of Router DSAs

A common method for improving router throughput is the inclusion of additions routing DSAs servicing the same prefix.
This method requires load balancing logic at the LDAP client layer to share connections or requests across multiple
routers.
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Figure 28: Increase Number of Router DSAs

Advantages: 

• This method improves performance without requiring the maintenance of supporting additional replica DSA

 Disadvantages: 

• This method requires a load balancer to share requests between routers.
• This method requires additional DSAs

Increase Number of Data DSAs

Performance is greatly improved by sharing load between multiple data replicating DSAs that share the same prefix and
are configured for load sharing.
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Figure 29: Increase Number of Data DSAs

Advantages: 

• This method helps share load between machines.
• This method supports high availability

 Disadvantages: 

• This method requires additional machines
• This method  increases configuration complexity
• This method requires replication that involves maintenance, monitoring and a knowledge of DR procedures

Increase Number of DSP Links

The dsp-link-count  command an be configured on a router DSA to increase the number of outbound links from the
default of a single link per authenticate level.
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Figure 30: Increase Number of DSP Links

The advantage of this command is that a simple configuration change results in improved performance without impacting
existing topology.

The additional links are created when the DSA starts up and are displayed on DXconsole in the get dsas;  output as
additional (phantom) knowledge references.

For more information on the command, see set dsp-link-count Command.

Set Up Authentication
Authentication is the process of validating users. During authentication, the server asks itself, “Is the user who he or she
says they are?”

Each DSA has one or more authentication levels. The authentication levels assigned to a DSA define what credentials a
user must present to bind to and query that DSA.

CA Directory supports three levels of authentication:

• Anonymous authentication
• Clear-password authentication
• SSL authentication

Anonymous Authentication

Anonymous authentication lets users connect to a directory without providing credentials.

This is useful for public directory services, because user identification is usually not important.
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Clear-Password Authentication

Clear-password authentication (sometimes called simple authentication) allows users to connect or bind to a directory by
providing a username and password.

The following conditions are required for clear-password authentication to work:

• The name corresponds to a real entry in the directory.
• That entry has a password attribute.
• The user supplies a username and password.
• The minimum authentication of all the DSAs must not include the value ssl-auth.

Authentication fails and the bind is refused in the following cases:

• The entry named by the user cannot be found.
• The entry named by the user name does not contain a password attribute.
• The password provided does not match the password value of the attribute in the entry named by the user name.

How a Connection Is Established with Clear-Password Authentication

Clear-password authentication consists of sending the DSA the DN of the client, and the client's password.

The diagram below illustrates the following steps:

1. The client sends a bind request with its username and password.
2. The DSA checks the username and password against the relevant DN entry.
3. If the username exists and the password matches, the bind is authenticated and established. 

If the username does not exist, or the password is incorrect, an BIND REFUSE message is returned to the client.
Figure 31: How a Connection Is Established with Clear Password Authentication

NOTE
Once a bind or connection is established, all further client operations or directory requests are subject to access
control rules.

SSL Authentication

Strong authentication uses SSL certificates to protect LDAP and X.500 access by encrypting data with Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) security. When certificate-based authentication is used, all communication on the binding set up by the bind
use SSL encryption.

SSL certificate based authentication is typically used in environments where personal or company data requires
protection, for example, an online banking environment.

SSL authentication has two parts:

• The SSL connection
• The directory connection (using a bind)
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Two variants are allowed:

• Simple SSL
• Authenticated SSL

Simple SSL authenticates the server only, while Authenticated SSL authenticates both the client and the server.

How an SSL Connection Is Established

An SSL connection always starts with an exchange of messages between the client and the DSA server, and is commonly
referred to as the SSL handshake. The handshake allows both the DSA and client to authenticate themselves using
public-key techniques (trusted certificates).

The following diagram illustrates the first part of the SSL certificate-based authentication process:

1. The client sends a bind request, including a certificate.
2. DSA validates the connection request by checking the validity dates and checking the issuer of the certificate against

the configured trusted roots.
3. If the certificate details are correct, the DSA establishes an SSL connection with the client application.

How a Directory Connection Is Established

After an SSL connection has been established between a client and a DSA, the client can use that connection to request
a bind to the directory.

In LDAP, this is known as SASL/EXTERNAL.

In a distributed or X.500 environment, the bind external procedure is used. This tells the directory to use the certificate
from the link layer.

The directory connection is established over an existing SSL link as follows:

1. The client sends a bind request to the directory.
2. The DSA checks the directory entry named by the subject DN contained in the certificate.
3. If the DN named in the subject DN of the certificate match those in the directory, then the DSA accepts the bind

request.

NOTE
In a secure environment, you can choose to bypass the DSA check on the DN.

Bypass the Entry Check

Usually, during SSL authentication, the DSA verifies that the entry exists. To bypass this entry check, add the following
command to the DSA's configuration:

set ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check = true;

When this is set, while authenticating the client, the DSA does not check that an entry with a distinguished name matching
the subject field in the certificate of the client exists in the directory.

Configure Distributed User Authentication
Authentication in a distributed environment refers to the behavior of user authentication in a multi-DSA environment.

In a distributed system, the namespace is divided into many DSAs. This means that users could bind to one DSA and
request information on another. Users can also bind to one DSA, which then forwards the user's credentials to a second
DSA to confirm the bind.

How the networked system of DSAs responds to these requests depends on how they are configured.
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To configure authentication in a distributed environment, follow these steps:

1. Set appropriate authentication levels for each DSA.
2. (Optional) Configure relevant DSAs to allow forwarding of password checks.
3. (Optional) Configure all relevant DSAs to trust conveyed originators.
4.  Check the authentication link between all DSAs.
5.  Set up DSP and DISP requirements.

Bind Requests in a Distributed Environment
CA Directory lets you define how much each DSA should trust another. By default, security is tight. The settings let you
selectively relax security between DSAs.

In a distributed network of DSAs, users can bind to one DSA when their entries are held on a second DSA. When
the initial bind is made, the DSA can forward the password compare check to a second DSA if certain authentication
parameters are set.

To allow users to bind to a local DSA when their details are held on a remote DSA, set allow check password to true . This
is set to true by default.

When a bind is requested, the local DSA forwards a Password Compare request to the remote DSA. If this returns a
Compare Confirm with the assertion true, the local DSA returns a Bind Confirm message to the user.

A request can include a chaining-prohibited control. CA Directory ignores this control.

Example Forward a Password Check to Another DSA

In this example, the router DSA contains no entries. This means that the router DSA must delegate checks of user
credentials to another DSA.

The Customers DSA contains the entries for the customers, including the credentials required during binds. The Allow
check password setting for the Customers DSA is true.

The following diagram shows how the router DSA delegates a password check to the Customers DSA:

Figure 32: How the router DSA delegates a password check to the Customers DSA

1. The router DSA receives a bind request from a user whose credentials are stored in the Customers DSA. The router
DSA cannot check the user's credentials, but it knows that the Customers DSA can.
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2. The router DSA checks the configuration of the Customers DSA to see whether it can trust the Customers DSA to
authenticate a user. The Allow check password setting indicates that this is permissible.

3. The router DSA requests the Customers DSA to authenticate the user.
4. The Customers DSA responds with the user's authentication.
5. The router DSA returns the bind confirmation to the client.

Change the Allow check password Setting

The Allow check password setting allows a DSA to delegate the password check to another DSA. This action is achieved
by setting trust-flags = allow-check-password in the knowledge file for the DSA, where the users being authenticated are
stored.

For example, when binding to a router DSA where the bind DN specifies an entry that resides in a data DSA, the data
DSA requires the allow-check-password setting to be enabled. Otherwise, the router does not forward the password
compare and refuses the bind attempt with invalidCredentials .

When running tracing at the assoc level on the router, the following diagnostic indicates that this item must be set: 

remoteCheckNextSimilar: Needs allow-check-password

How User Authentication Is Conveyed between DSAs
In a networked system of DSAs, a user can bind to a DSA, and then request information that is held on another DSA.
You can use the Trust conveyed originator option to permit the first DSA to convey the user's authentication to the second
DSA.

The following steps provide a high-level overview of how user authentication is conveyed between DSAs:

1. A user binds to a DSA. The bind request includes the user's DN, and the user's credentials.
2. The DSA authenticates the user.
3. The user makes another request that the current DSA cannot fulfill.
4. The DSA passes the request to another DSA that can fulfill the request. The request includes the user's DN and

authentication.
5. The receiving DSA must decide whether to trust the user's authentication. To do this, it looks at the configuration of the

first DSA for the Trust conveyed originator option.
6. If the receiving DSA finds the Trust conveyed originator option, it accepts the request. Even though the user was

authenticated on the first DSA, it is treated as if it had been authenticated on the second.
7. The receiving DSA uses the DN of the originating user to determine what access controls to apply to the request.

Example: Convey User Authentication

In this example, a client is connecting to one DSA and requesting information from a second DSA. Rather than repeat
user authentication, the UNSPSC DSA can be configured to trust all user authentication being passed by the Democorp
DSA.

To do this, the UNSPSC DSA's configuration includes the Trust conveyed originator option.

How the Authentication Link Is Conveyed between DSAs
Traffic on any link is generally carried at the same security level.

If the initial bind was made using a strong SSL certificate-based connection then communication between DSAs occurs
at the SSL security level. Alternatively, if the initial bind was made using no authentication, then all communication would
occur at the same level.

• Strong security
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SSL authentication is carried on an SSL bind
• Simple security

Simple authentication is carried on a clear-password bind
• No security

Anonymous authentication is carried on an anonymous bind

The following diagram illustrates this:

Figure 33: The three possible links between two DSAs, anonymous, simple, or SSL authenticated

This presents two potential issues:

• A user may bind to one DSA using simple authentication, and then request information from a second DSA that
requires SSL authentication.

• A user may connect to one DSA using SSL authentication but then is refused any distributed operations because
further DSAs do not support SSL. Both issues result in the following error message:
No compatible link type.

NOTE
To overcome these potential issues, you can either change the authentication levels so that a compatible link
can be established, or upgrade or downgrade the trust levels between distributed DSAs.

A link is upgraded if a DSA uses a higher level of authentication to forward a clients request to another DSA that is higher
than the authentication level used by the client to bind to the DSA.

Upgrade the Link Type

If an anonymous user sends a request but a remote DSA can only provide authenticated links, the user is denied
distributed operations, and receives the error message “No compatible link type.”

To upgrade the link type between DSAs, set the following command in the appropriate knowledge configuration file:

trust-flags = allow-upgrading

WARNING
Allow upgrading presents a serious security risk. For example, you are allowing an anonymous user to act as if
they had presented a username and password.

Example: Upgrade the Link Type

A user is connecting to one DSA using anonymous authentication and then requesting information from a second DSA
that requires simple authentication (username and password). Unless the link is upgraded, the user receives the error
message No compatible link type.

To upgrade the link, the DemoCorp DSA knowledge file includes configuration commands as in the following extract:

set dsa UNSPSC =
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...

trust-flags=allow-upgrading

...

Downgrade the Link Type

If an anonymous user sends a request but a remote DSA can provide only SSL or password-authorized links, the user is
denied distributed operations, and receives the following error message:

No compatible link type.

To downgrade the link type between DSAs, set the following command in the appropriate knowledge configuration file:

trust-flags = allow-downgrading

WARNING
Use this command only to permit unauthenticated DSA links within the one organization (or on the one host), or
to grant access to a public server.

Example: Downgrade the Link Type

In this example, a user is connecting to one DSA using SSL authentication, and then requesting information from a
second DSA that requires simple authentication (username and password). Unless the link is downgraded, the user
receives the error message No compatible link type.

To downgrade the link, the Democorp DSA is configured with the trust flag allow-downgrading.

DSP Authentication
Directory system protocol (DSP) is an X.500 exchange protocol between DSAs. It supports anonymous, simple and SSL
authentication. The following sections summarize DSP simple and SSL authentication.

DSP Simple Authentication

DSP binds are subject to the min-auth setting. This means that if the local DSA has enabled authentication, an incoming
DSP bind request must have valid bind credentials.

Authenticated DSP binds use mutual authentication. During the bind process, each DSA supplies its own credentials to
the other DSA, and each DSA also checks the credentials supplied to it by the other DSA.

Credentials Used during DSA Binds

An incoming bind from another DSA is accepted only when there is a DSA knowledge configuration that meets all of the
following conditions:

• The distinguished name of the credentials matches the remote DSA name.
• The password in the credentials matches the remote DSA password.
• The address of the binding DSA matches the address of the remote DSA.

We recommend that the DSAs in a DSP-meshed network share the same group knowledge configuration file so that all
the combinations of names and passwords are known to each DSA.

DSP SSL Authentication

To enable SSL authentication between DSAs, the auth-levels flag of the receiving DSA must include the value ssl-auth.

If you want only DSA-to-DSA connections to be encrypted, SSL authentication is unnecessary. Instead, set the link-flags
element in the DSA knowledge to ssl-encryption.
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How DSP SSL Authentication Works

This section describes the DSP SSL authentication process.

1. The DSA sending the bind request checks its own knowledge file to determine if it can use SSL.
2. The sending DSA then checks the knowledge file of the receiving DSA to see if it can accept an SSL connection. If it

cannot, the bind attempt is aborted. If it can, the DSA sends the SSL bind request.

Example: DSP SSL Authentication

In this example, the Democorp DSA finds the ssl-auth flag in its copy of the UNSPSC knowledge file, so it sends the SSL
bind request as follows:

Figure 34: DSP SSL Authentication

Password Storage
To check a password, an application either requests a compare operation of the ‘userPassword’ attribute, or performs
a bind operation using clear password authentication. The DSA then hashes (encrypts) the candidate password and
compares it with the value saved in the stored directory.

When a password is stored in a directory (add or modify of userPassword), the hashing algorithm that is applied is
configured using the set password-storage command. Default: Salted SHA-512

Active Directory Migration
To assist with migration from Active Directory, passwords hashed with NT or NTLM algorithms can be loaded using
dxloaddb. The exported LDIF requires adjusting to allow passwords using these algorithms to be loaded.
• The userPassword values should be prefixed with
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• {NT} for passwords using a NTLM Hash
• {NTLM} for passwords using a LM Hash

• The passwords must be base64 encoded binary. Occasionally, passwords can be encoded as a hex string and will need
re-encoded using base64 prior to loading

Example:
Password: hello
LM Hash (Hex Encoding): FDA95FBECA288D44AAD3B435B51404EE
Base64 Encoding: /alfvsoojUSq07Q1tRQE7g==
Resultant LDIF (including prefix for LM Hash):

dn: cn=john doe,ou=users,o=ca,c=US

oc: inetOrgPerson

sn: doe

userPassword: {NTLM}/alfvsoojUSq07Q1tRQE7g==

This example supports operations and authentication without requiring all migrated users to change their passwords.
When a password is modified, the algorithm moves it from NT/NTLM to the configured password-storage method.

Activate Secure Proxy
To activate proxy access, enter the following command:

set trust-sasl-proxy = dn, ...

In this command, dn is the distinguished name of a trusted proxy. The proxy must bind using SASL/EXTERNAL over SSL.

Set Up Access Controls
The purpose of access controls is to protect data from unauthorized access or modification. After a client connects to a
directory, access controls are used to determine which data and operations that user can access.

CA Directory access controls are based on the 1993 X.500 standards. However, the 1993 X.500 access controls are
difficult to understand and work with. CA Directory provides access control rules that are easier to work with, and maps
these rules to the X.500 access controls.

How Access Controls Work

Before performing any type of operation, an access control asks the following question:

• Is this client permitted to perform this operation, on this data, in this subtree, at this time?

Where:

• A client is a user, a role, a group of users, or a subtree of users
• An operation is one of the usual directory services, including compare, list, search, read, add, remove, modify, or

modify-dn
• The data can be an entry or attribute
• A subtree is a particular area of the namespace
• The time is a particular minute of the day or a particular day of the week

When the answer to this question is yes, the operation can proceed. When the answer is no, the operation is refused.

For information about how aliases work with access controls, see Access Controls and Aliases.
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Access Control Policies

Each directory backbone has one access control policy. This policy is the collection of rules that define who can access
what, and under what circumstances. We recommend that you apply the same access control rules to every DSA in the
backbone.

Although only one access control policy can be in place at any given time, the policy can have different effects at different
times. For example, a policy can contain one set of access controls for business hours and another for after hours.

Access Control Rules
To define your access control policy, you define a set of rules.

Each access control rule determines the operations that can be performed by a user or client. A set of rules defines the
complete access control policy.

For example, you can create rules that specify the following:

• Define access privileges for super users and public users
• Allow authenticated users to update their own entries
• Protect parts of the directory from public view

All access control rules contain parameters that specify who, where, and what the rule applies to. Rules are also
cumulative, which means you can define a very complex access control policy.

Rule Configuration

Access control rules are stored in one or more configuration files. To change a rule you need to edit the file containing
the rule. For the rule to take effect, the DSAs that source the access control file must be restarted after the file has been
edited.

Where Access Control Rules Should Be Stored

Include the commands that define the access control rules in a configuration file, which should be a .dxc file in the
DXHOME\config\access directory.

You can also group access control files into a group configuration file (.dxg). This helps you share policies among a
number of DSAs.

Ensure that each DSA's initialization file sources the file that contains these commands. The DSA then activates these
commands when it starts up or is reinitialized.

Limitations on Using Access Control Rules

The main limitations on using Access control rules are as follows:

• Access control rules are defined on named entries, subtrees or attributes. If you rename these items, then the access
control rule no longer protects those items.

• If you deny access to a naming attribute and do not deny access to entries lower down in the tree, then the naming
attribute is still visible.

• Access controls are effective only when you enable access controls.
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Access Levels
Static access control rules have a hierarchy of precedence. When a DSA receives a request, the DSA tests whether to
accept the request by using the applicable access control rule with the highest precedence, and ignores any other access
control rules. The precedence levels are as follows:

1. (Highest precedence) Super user access level.
Rules at this level grant access rights that cannot be taken away.

2. Administrative user access level.
Rules at this level grant access rights that cannot be taken away.

3. Protected items access level.
Rules at this level deny access rights that have been given at a lower precedence.

4. Registered user access level.
Rules at this level grant access rights, but the rights can be taken away.

5. (Lowest precedence) Public user (anonymous) access levels.
Rules at this level grant access rights, but the rights can be taken away.

Super User Access

Super user access is identical to administrative user access that has the following options:

• Permissions are set to allow all.
• Entry level access control is specified. That is, no attributes are specified.
• Scope is set to be the whole directory.

Administrative User Access

Administrative user access gives users access rights over specified scopes. These scopes can be a subtree, an entry, or
designated attributes in an entry or a subtree.

You can give a user Administrative access to only some attributes in a subtree. Users then cannot add or remove entries;
they can only work with the selected attributes.

Administrative user access has a higher precedence than protected items access level.

Protected Items

The set protected-items command totally or partially denies access by public and registered users to a subtree, entry, or
attributes in a subtree or entry.

For example, you might give registered users read access to the whole directory, and then specify personnel records as
protected items. This makes the personnel records invisible to registered and public users.

Protected items access rules never grant an access. They specify what sorts of access are denied.

Protected items access rules take precedence over public users and registered users access level rules.

Protecting Entries and Subtrees

You can protect entries and protect subtrees. These cause slightly different outcomes.

• Protect an entry
When you protect an entry, neither registered nor public users can read it. It can, however, appear in a list result if the
user can access the parent.
This occurs because the protected entry may have subordinates that are visible to the user.

• Protect a subtree
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If the same entry has protection as a subtree, a registered or public user cannot read it, and it does not appear in a list
result as a subordinate entry.

Protecting Passwords

Protecting a password makes the password attribute invisible to public and registered users.

Because authentication requires the name of an entry, and that entry must contain a password, hiding the password
makes login entries indistinguishable from other entries.

Example Protect an Entry

The command in this example could be used to hide some management information about a DSA definition stored within
the directory.

set protected-items "hide-schema-from-employees" = {

 role = "employees"

 entry = <c "AU"><o "Democorp"><ou "Schema">

};

The specified entry is invisible to members of the employees role (unless a higher precedence access control rule grants
them some access).

Example Let a User Modify All Attributes in Their Own Entry Except "role"

In this example, the set reg-user rule gives the user modification rights to all attributes in their own entry, and the
protected-items rule takes away modification rights for just the role attribute. The result is that users can modify all
attributes in their own entries except "role", which they can read.

set reg-user = {

 own-entry

 subtree = <o Democorp>

 perms = modify

};

set protected-items = {

 own-entry

 subtree = <o DemoCorp>

 attrs = role

 perms = modify

};

Without the perms = modify in the set protected-items rule, the user would be denied all access to the role attribute
(including read access).

Registered Users

Registered user access gives registered (authenticated) users access rights over specified scopes. These scopes can be
a subtree, entry, or designated attributes in an entry or subtree.

You can give a registered user access to only some attributes in a subtree. The user then cannot add or remove entries:
they can only work with the selected attributes.

Registered user access level rules are a lower precedence than protected items access level rules.
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Public Users

Public user access gives all anonymous users access rights over specified scopes. These scopes can be a subtree, entry,
or designated attributes in an entry or subtree.

Any access right you give for public users is given to all users, unless the access is taken away by a protected items
access rule. Public user access level is the lowest precedence access level.

Example Access Levels with Multiple Rules
Assume that access controls are set on, and that an item has the following access control rules (and that no other rules
are set):

• Administrative user access level: modify permission only is specified
This means that administrative users can perform modify operations. (This implicitly means that they can also perform
read permissions.)

• Protected item access level: all permissions are specified
This means all operations are denied.

• Registered user access level: modify permission only is specified
This means that registered users can perform modify operations. (This implicitly means that they can also perform read
permissions.)

For that item, within the scope of those rules, and for the users specified in those rules:

• The item is invisible to public users.
No access rule is specified, so public users have no access.

• The item is invisible to registered users.
The registered users access level rule allows registered users to read and modify this item, but because the protected
items access rule is a higher precedence, the DSA uses that rule (which is a denial) and ignores the registered users
rule.

• Administrative users can modify and read the item.
The administrative users access level rule allows read and modify operations, and this rule has a higher precedence
than the protected items rule.

• Since there is no super user access rule, there are no super users.

Example Access Levels with Multiple Rules and Specific Permissions on Protected Items
Assume that access controls are set on, and that an item has the following access control rules (and that no other rules
are set):

• Administrative user access level: modify permissions only are specified.
This means that administrative users can perform modify operations. (This implicitly means that they can also perform
read permissions.)

• Protected item access level: modify permissions only are specified.
This means modify permissions are not allowed, but all other operations are allowed.

• Registered user access level: modify permissions only are specified
This means that registered users can perform modify operations. (This implicitly means that they can also perform read
permissions.)

For that item, within the scope of those rules, and for the users specified in those rules:

• The item is invisible to the public users.
No access rule is specified, so public users have no access.

• Registered users can read the item.
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The registered users access level rule allows both modify and read operations, but the protected items rule disallows
the modify operations.

• Administrative users can modify and read.
The administrative users access level rule has a higher precedence than any protected items rule.

• Since there is no super user access rule, there are no super users.

Example Access Control Policy
The directory architect has created the following plain-English access control policy:

• DSA administrators have all privileges.
• Authenticated users (that is, all users except public users) can update their own entries.
• PABX operators can update all telephone numbers.
• Public (anonymous) users can view, but not change, the name, email address, and telephone number of any staff

member, and can also view, but not change, anything in the public subtree.
• Passwords must be invisible to everyone except DSA administrators.

Set Up the Example Access Control Policy

The directory architect has created a plain-English access control policy. To embody the policy in access control rules you
need a set of configuration commands.

Follow these steps:

• Enable access controls:
set access-controls = true;

This denies all users any access. This provides a clear basis on which to apply layers of permissions.
• Delete any existing access control policies:

clear access;

• Create a DSA administrators group in the directory information tree, static members of this group will have the DSA
administrators role. 
dn: cn=DSA Administrators,ou=groups,o=ACME
oc: groupOfNames
member: cn=Admin,ou=staff,o=ACME
 

• Create a PABX operators group in the directory information tree, static members of this group will have the PABX
operators role.
dn: cn=PABX Operators,ou=groups,o=ACME
oc: groupOfNames
member: cn=John Doe,ou=staff,o=ACME
 

• Enabled role-based access controls:
set role-subtree = <o ACME><ou groups>;

set use-roles = true;

• Give DSA administrators all privileges: 
set super-user DSA-Administrators = {

    role=<o ACME><ou groups><cn "DSA Administrators">

};

• Let authenticated users update their own entries:
set reg-user owners = {

    own-subtree
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    subtree=<o ACME><ou staff>

    perms=modify

};

• Let PABX operators update all telephone numbers:
set admin-user pabx-operators = {

    role=<o ACME><ou groups><cn "PABX Operators">

    subtree=<o ACME>

    attrs=telephoneNumber

    perms=modify

};

• Let public users view (but not change) the name, e-mail address, and telephone number of staff:
set public-user public-staff-info = {

 subtree = <o ACME><ou staff>

 attrs=commonName,eMailAddress,telephoneNumber

};

• Let public users view (but not change) anything in the public subtree:
set public-user public-info = {

 subtree = <o ACME><ou public>

};

• Make passwords invisible to everyone except DSA administrators (this requires that only DSA administrators have the
necessary access controls)
set protected-items passwords = {

    subtree=<o ACME>

    attrs = userPassword

};

• Make users administrators of their own passwords so they have update rights:
set admin-user = {

    own-entry

    subtree=<o ACME><ou staff>

    attrs = userPassword

};

How Role-Based Access Controls Work
If you have set up a role, then you can assign that role to one or more access control rules. All members of that role then
inherit those access control rules. This works for both static and dynamic roles.

This lets you manage security for large numbers of users.

When role-based access controls are in use, the following occurs:

1. A user sets up a binding with a DSA.
2. The DSA searches all roles in the Role subtree, looking for the user's DN in the member and uniqueMember attributes

of any entry with the groupOfNames or groupofUniqueNames object classes.
3. The DSA uses the names returned by this search as the roles for that user for the duration of this binding, and uses

them in access control decisions.

 Note: Before you can use role-based access controls, you must set up roles in the directory.

Role-Based Access Controls in a Router System

In a distributed DSA environment, a router DSA can be set to perform role lookups using its own credentials.
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The roles DSA must contain an access control rule that gives the router DSA access to the role subtree. This means that
when a user connects to a local DSA and the password is confirmed, the DSA looks up the user's roles without bypassing
access controls.

Assign a Role to an Access Control Rule

If you assign a role to an access control rule, then the access control rule applies to all users in that role when they
connect to the directory.

Because you assign a role to an access control by creating an access control rule, you need to restart the DSA for the
assignment to take effect.

 To assign a role to an access control rule 

1.  Set up a static or dynamic role in the directory.
2. Enable access controls.
3. Create an access control rule that specifies that the role is a user of the access control rule.
4. Save the changes to the access file.
5. Restart the DSA.

Example Configure Role-Based Access Control in a Router DSA

In this example, you have set up a distributed directory with the following three DSAs:

• A router DSA
• A DSA containing the entries of users
• A DSA containing the roles

Both the Router and Roles DSAs are configured with the following commands:

clear access;

set access-controls = true;

set role-subtree = <c AU><o Roles>;

set use-roles = true;

set reg-user = {

   user = <c AU><cn DXserver>

   subtree = <c AU><o Roles>

}; 

How Secure Proxies Work with Access Controls
The secure proxy feature lets an authorized user (or process) impersonate a user or role for whom it has responsibility,
and bind to a DSA to elicit access control decisions, for example, a web server using a directory as an authorization
engine.

The proxy binds to a DSA using certificate-based authentication. Those users permitted to proxy (impersonate someone
else) are identified to a DSA as a list of distinguished names held in the trust-sasl-proxy list.

When using a proxy, impersonating usera can never obtain more power than they already have. In other words, in
assuming the identity of another user, they may not obtain all the privileges of that user.

Once bound to a DSA, the proxy may change identity by changing the value of dxProxyUser in the entry cn=roles to the
distinguished name of the new identity. This has the effect of evaluating the roles for the new identity. An exception is
where the proxy also changes the value of dxProxyRole in cn=roles. In this case, roles are taken directly from the attribute
value, not by accessing role entries in the directory.
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The entry cn=roles is an operational entry, which means that it does not appear in the directory information tree, and it is
never returned in any query results.

To permit the proxy to impersonate users not in the directory (external users), the proxy replaces the value of the
dxProxyUser attribute in the operational entry with the distinguished name of the new identity, and at the same time
replaces the value of the dxProxyRole attribute with the roles of the new identity. In this instance, the roles provided in the
replace operation are used directly, if the following command is set:

set ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check = true;

Configure Access Controls
The following topics describe how to set up static access controls.

For more information on each command type and available parameters, see DXserver Commands.

Enable Access Controls

Use the set access-control command to turn access controls on. This command is a prerequisite for using access controls
within CA Directory.

To enable access controls, use the following command:

set access-controls = true;

Disable Access Controls

Use the set access-control command to disable access controls.

When you disable access controls, all users have complete access to the directory.

Use the following command to disable access controls:

set access-controls = false;

Create Access Control Rules

Each access control rule is a command in a configuration file. When a DSA starts, it reads its configuration files, and
applies the settings it finds.

NOTE
You can not enter control rules directly in the CA Directory console.

To set up access control rules

1. Enable access controls.
2. Set up access control rules for one or more of the following access levels:

– Super users
Super users have unrestricted read and update access to all parts of the DSA.
To set access controls for super users, use the command set super-user.

– Administrative users
Administrative users typically have read and update privileges over a specified directory subtree.
To set access controls for administrative users, use the command set admin-user.

– Protected items
Protected items take away privileges from registered users and public users.
To set access controls for protected items, use the command set protected-items.

– Registered users
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Registered users typically have read access to a specified subtree.
To set access controls for registered users, use the command set reg-user.

– Public users
Public (anonymous) users typically have read-only access to a specified subtree.
To set access controls for public users, use the command set public-user.

3. Save the access configuration file.
4. Restart the DSA.

Display Access Controls

Use the get access command to view all current access control details.

To display access controls

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA that you want to check.
2. Display the access controls using the following command:

get access;

Clear Access Controls

Use the clear access command to clear all existing access controls (or rules). The clear access command is commonly
used when redesigning your access control policy. It ensures there are no existing access controls in place that may
override your new ones.

To clear all access controls, use the following command:

clear access;

Check Whether Access Controls Are Enabled

Use the get oper command to view all current access control details.

To check whether access controls are enabled

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA that you want to check.
2. Display the operations settings using the following command:

get oper;

If the output from this command includes the following line, access controls are enabled:
access-controls = TRUE

Set Up Encryption
SSL is a protocol for providing secure communications over TCP/IP. With its successor Transport Layer Security (TLS),
SSL has become the industry standard for confidentiality and integrity services.

NOTE
For more information about SSL, see the SSL 3.0 Specification.

CA Directory supports SSL methods for encryption and authentication. These are known as SSL encryption and SSL
authentication. SSL authentication always uses SSL encryption.

You can use SSL encryption to protect any link connections to or from CA Directory DSAs and web applications.

SSL supports X.509 certificates. You can manage these certificates by using DXcertgen, a certification authority, or other
appropriate software.
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SSL Transactions

An SSL transaction is between a server and a client. An example is when an LDAP client has a transaction with a DSA.
The DSA is a server in the SSL transaction.

How an SSL Encryption Connection Is Established

In an SSL transaction, the following happens:

1. The client sends a handshake to the server.
2. The server sends its certificate to the client.

The certificate includes the following information:
– The DN of the DSA
– The server's public key
– The DN of the Certification Authority that issued the certificate
– The time for which the certificate is valid

3. If the certificate is valid and the client trusts the Certification Authority, the client has now verified the server's identity,
and the connection is made.

When to Use SSL Encryption

We recommend that you do not use SSL encryption between DSAs on the same computer, because the computer should
already be secure, and SSL encryption is CPU-intensive.

However, you should use SSL to protect connections between clients and DSAs on different computers.

Example: Links between DSAs and an Application

The following diagram shows an application and directory backbone that are spread across three computers.

In this backbone, SSL encryption is used for all links between computers, but not for the link between the DSAs on SF03:
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Figure 35: Example of links between DSA and an application

Certificates and Keys
To take part in an SSL session an SSL server needs to publish a certificate, and needs to hold the corresponding private
key.

A certificate is a digital document that contains text encrypted with a private key. If you change the certificate without
knowing the private key, you invalidate the certificate. If the certificate is valid, anybody can use the public key to decrypt
the certificate information. If the public key does not work then somebody has corrupted the certificate and it cannot be
trusted.

In CA Directory the certificate subject incorporates the DSA name.

You cannot use a certificate that is valid for one DSA on another DSA.

You can only create a valid certificate by using appropriate software, for example the CA Directory tool DXcertgen or
OPENSSL.

All certificates used for CA Directory must be in X.509 PEM format. The certificates generated should include these
certificate purposes; "SSL client : Yes" and "SSL server : Yes"

SSL Processing
CA Directory handles DAP, LDAP, DSP and DISP protocols over an SSL connection. Each DSA will process SSL
connections internally.

SSL processing is a based on OpenSSL. The OpenSSL library has been modified to limit the cipher suites to those that
comply with U.S. export controls and the terms of the CA Directory encryption export license, and to include HSM support.
Symmetric keys are limited to 256 bits or less, and asymmetric keys, used in key exchange, are limited to 2048 bits.
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CA Directory supports SSLv3 and TLSv1 protocols. Though CA Directory does not support SSLv2 protocol, it still supports
SSLv2 client hello for compatibility, but negotiates using the SSLv3 or TLSv1 protocol only. If you configure SSL in FIPS
mode, then only the TLSv1 protocol is supported.

How DXserver Uses Certificates

The DXserver uses the following types of certificates, which are stored in its configuration directory, DXHOME/config/ssld:

• DSA certificates
There is one certificate for each DSA, and each one contains a private key.

• Root CA certificates
These are one or more certificates of trusted Certification Authorities.

• User certificates
These certificates are used by users (clients), for example, JXplorer.

DSA Certificates
To take part in SSL as a server, a DSA needs to have a certificate and the corresponding private key. CA Directory always
stores the DSA certificate in a PEM file.

CA Directory can store the private key with the certificate, or you can specify that it stores the private key in a Hardware
Security Module (HSM).

DXserver uses the DSA name to find the DSA's certificate.

If private key is stored in a PEM file, DXserver uses the DSA name to determine the name of the PEM file to access and
use the certificate.

If the private key is stored in an HSM, then the PEM file holds a certificate but not the private key. DXserver uses the DSA
name to determine the name of the PEM file and uses the HSM to access and apply the private key when this is required.

In either case the PEM file is named dsaname.pem (the DSA name is converted to lowercase).

How to Create a DSA Certificate

To create a certificate for a DSA, you need to provide the DSA name. The DSA must already exist.

Use this process to create a certificate for a DSA:

1. Use a certificate authority that you trust to create a certificate and the associated key pair.
You can use the following tools:
– DXcertgen
– Certificate Authority software such as OpenSSL, which is available from the OpenSSL site.

2. Check the created certificate to ensure that the DSA name in the subject field of the certificate matches the DSA
name.

3. Add the root certificate of the Certificate Authority that you used to create the DSA certificate to the end of the file
trusted.pem.

How to Store DSA Keys in an HSM

You can store private keys in an HSM instead of a file. DXserver accesses the HSM using Public Key Cryptography
Standard 11 (PKCS#11).

CA Directory is designed to support any HSM that supports PKCS#11. It has been tested on the Eracom “ProtectServer
Orange External”.
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To store keys in an HSM that has an onboard CA engine to create private keys and export the signed certificates, use the
supporting tools from the HSM manufacturer as follows:

1. Generate the DSA key pairs in the HSM
2. Get the HSM to sign a certificate request. The subject in the certificate must be the DSA name.
3. Export the certificate in PEM format.
4. Name the PEM file to the DSA name, converted to lowercase, with the added extension .pem
5. Copy the PEM file to the ssld config directory.
6. Export the root CA certificate from the HSM and store it in the file trusted.pem.

When an SSL session occurs, DXserver uses the certificate subject and the HSM pin number to access the HSM.

Sharing Certificates Between DSAs

When using third party certificate authorities, refreshing certificates for a large number of DSAs becomes a tedious task.
This operation is tedious because each DSA personality requires that the subject DN match the dsa-name field for each
DSA, thus, requiring a unique certificate signing request (CSR) for each DSA. The subject DN is used when determining
the DSA name during mutual authentication when creating a ssl-auth authenticated DSP link.

The set ssl command supports an option to allow for the use of a single personality certificate to be shared by all
DSAs.

set ssl = {
    # generic DSA personality certificate
    cert-file = "config/ssld/personalities/generic.pem"

    # trusted root CA that signed DSA certificates
    ca-file = "config/ssld/trusted.pem"
    cipher = "ALL:!ADH:!DES:!EXPORT40:!MEDIUM:!RC4:!LOW:+SSLv2:@STRENGTH"
    protocol = tls
};

The command changes mutual authentication by taking the DSA name from the external procedure presented during
authenticate rather than from the certificate subject DN. The rest of authentication remains the same (certificate
verification, inbound IP verification).

WARNING

If the private key is compromised, then all DSAs will be compromised.

About the DXcertgen Tool
CA Directory includes the DXcertgen tool for generating and working with certificates and their associated keys. You can
use DXcertgen to do the following:

• Generate new certificates and key pairs for DSAs and users
• Report on currently configured certificates
• Import a third-party CA certificate
• List and delete CA certificates stored in a PEM format
• Create a certificate signing request for an external Certificate Authority

This section discusses the following topics:
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How DXcertgen Creates Certificates When There Is No Keystore

When you use DXcertgen to create certificates, and do not use a keystore, Dxcertgen does the following:

1. Creates a new key pair and root certificate, and stores these in memory.
2. Generates the user and DSA certificates, and signs them with the private key.

For DSA certificates, the DSA name is used as the subject of the certificate.
3. Destroys the private key and appends the root certificate to the end of the following file:

DXHOME/config/ssld/trusted.pem

Every time that DXcertgen creates a certificate, and does not use a keystore, it creates a new key pair and root certificate,
and reissues all the user and DSA certificates based on the new key pair. This can be inconvenient, because you need to
distribute the certificates to the client applications.

How DXcertgen Creates Certificates When There Is a Keystore

When you use DXcertgen to create certificates and specify that DXcertgen should use a keystore, the following happens:

1. If DXcertgen cannot find the root certificate or the key pair in the keystore, it creates a new root certificate and key pair,
and stores these in the keystore.

2. When DXcertgen finds the root certificate and key pair in the keystore, it uses the root certificate and the private key to
sign the certificates.

By default, DXcertgen looks for the keystore in the default CA Directory ssld config folder, which is as follows:

DXHOME/config/ssld/javakeystores

However, when you invoke DXcertgen, you can use options in the dxcertgen command to specify a different location.

Enable DXcertgen to Use a Keystore

Before DXcertgen can use a keystore you need to set the environment for it.

To Enable DXcertgen to Use a Keystore

1. Install the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
You need JRE because it contains the keytool utility that DXcertgen uses to manage the keystore.
You can install JRE from the CA Directory installation CD.

2. Set the environment variable JAVA_HOME to the JRE path, for example:
C:\Program Files\Java\jre1.6.0_16

3. Ensure that the environment variable PATH includes the Java bin folder, for example:
C:\Program Files\Java\jre1.6.0_16\bin

4. To verify, run the following command:
keytool

NOTE
The keytool utility is a Java utility and is documented on the java keytool web page on the Java web site .

Specify a Keystore for DXcertgen

CA Directory is shipped with a keystore for DXcertgen to use. You can specify this keystore, or another one, for
DXcertgen to use to store the root certificate and key pair.

To Specify a Keystore for DXcertgen

1. Store the certificate and private key in a keystore
You can use the keytool command to do this.

2. When you run DXcertgen, specify the path to the keystore and the root alias of the certificate you created.
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Example: Using a Previously Created Root Certificate Stored in a Keystore

Assume you have stored a certificate and private key as follows:

• The keystore is DXHOME/config/ssld/javakeystores
• The access password to the keystore is keystorePassword
• The stored certificate has an alias myalias

The following command then causes DXcertgen to use that certificate to create certificates and private keys for all
configured DSAs:

dxcertgen -a myalias -s DXHOME/config/ssld/javakeystores -S keystorePassword

Report on Certificates

DXcertgen can report on the status of the directory's certificates.

The report shows who the subject of the certificate is, the Certificate Authority who issued it, validity dates, and whether
the certificate is currently valid.

To Report on Certificates

1. Enter the following command:
dxcertgen report

2. Check that the status of all the certificates is valid.
If the status of any certificate is invalid, you should generate a new certificate.

Use DXcertgen to Request and Use a Third-party Certificate for a DSA Certificate

By default, Dxcertgen creates a certificate and associated private key for each DSA and user. However, you can use
Dxcertgen to request another Certificate Authority (CA) to create a certificate. You can then use DXcertgen to merge the
DXcertgen private key with the CA-created certificate to create a DSA certificate and associated private key.

To Request and Use a Third-party Certificate for a DSA Certificate

1. Create a Certificate Signing Request (CSR). Use the following command:
dxcertgen -D dsaname certreq

Dxcertgen creates a private key to create the CSR.
The command stores the CSR in DXHOME/config/ssld/dsaname.csr, and stores the private key in DXHOME/config/
ssld/dsaname.key.
Keep the private key, but send the CSR to the CA.

NOTE
For the CA to sign the CSR, they might need additional information such as validity timeframes.

2. When the CA responds with a certificate, use the following command to merge this certificate with the private key that
was used to create the CSR:
dxcertgen -D dsaname -n ca_response_certfile certmerge

DXcertgen stores the certificate and private key in DXHOME/config/ssld/personalities/dsaname.pem.
3. Add the certificate to the file trusted.pem. CA Directory trusts the certificate that you have created. You can use the

following command to do this:
dxcertgen -n ca_response_certfile importca

NOTE
Use the file trusted.pem to contain root certificates only.
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Delete a CA Certificate

The CA certificates are stored in the file trusted.pem.

Where there are multiple certificates in a file, they are numbered in the order they are found. When you add and remove
certificates in trusted.pem, the numbering changes. Ensure that you list the certificates immediately before you delete a
certificate.

To delete a root certificate

1. List the certificates that are stored in the file trusted.pem, by using the following command:
dxcertgen listca

2. Find the certificate that you want to delete, and note the number of this certificate.
3. Delete the certificate, using the following command:

dxcertgen -r certnumber removeca

How to Encrypt Communication between CA Directory Components
You should use SSL to protect connections between components on different computers.

The following diagram shows these secure connections:

• Between the browser and LDAP browser
To make this link secure, encrypt communications between your browser and LDAP browser.

• Between a LDAP browser and the directory
To make this link secure, encrypt communications between a LDAP browser and the directory.

• Between DSAs on different computers
To make this link secure, encrypt communications between DSAs.

How to Encrypt Communication to DSAs
To encrypt communication to DSAs, you need a root certificate, a DSA certificate.

1. Set up the certificates.
2. Ensure that each DXserver knows the following:

– The port on which it listens for requests
– The location of the DSA and user certificates, and public and private keys
– The location of the root certificate

NOTE
If you are using an HSM you must also provide the HSM specific information.

Encrypt LDAP Bindings

You can force SSL encryption over LDAP links for both anonymous and authenticated bindings.

To force SSL encryption on anonymous bindings, include the following command in the settings configuration file of the
DSA:

set force-encrypt-anon = true | false

When this setting is on, if a user tries to create an anonymous binding without SSL, the DSA disallows it and returns an
"Inappropriate authentication" error.

To force SSL encryption on authenticated bindings, include the following command in the settings configuration file of the
DSA:

set force-encrypt-auth = true | false
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When this setting is on, if a user tries to create an authenticated binding without SSL, the DSA disallows it and returns an
"Inappropriate authentication" error.

The set force-encrypt-auth setting does not prevent the credentials from being sent unencrypted over the network.
However it refuses any unencrypted binding request.

NOTE

When using link encryption between DSAs that reside on the same computer, you cannot use the trust-flags
= ssl-encryption-remote setting with these commands. Instead, use trust-flags = ssl-encryption. Else, DSAs
connecting to each other locally fail at the clear-password authentication level as the link is not encrypted.
Alternatively, you can force SSL encryption on the router DSAs only and can prevent clients connecting directly
to data DSAs. Use the set disable-client-binds = true; command to prevent clients connecting directly to data
DSAs. This setting allows the trust-flags = ssl-encryption-remote setting to be used.

Configure DSA to Act as an LDAP Client with SSL Encryption

You can set up SSL encryption between third-party LDAP servers and your CA Directory backbone.

CA Directory DSAs operate as SSL clients when they act as LDAP clients to communicate with LDAP servers. This
means that the LDAP servers do not need copies of the CA Directory DSA's root or DSA certificates.

You can secure the connection using SSL encryption by using the following steps:

1. Ensure that you have access to a Certificate Authority.
2. Using your Certificate Authority, produce server certificates for both the LDAP server and the DSA, and sign them with

the Certificate Authority's root certificate.
3. Configure CA Directory and the LDAP server to trust the Certificate Authority by importing the root certificate.
4. Configure CA Directory and the LDAP server to use the server certificate signed by the Certificate Authority for SSL

operations.
5. Configure CA Directory to connect to the LDAP server.
6. Test that everything is working correctly, as follows:

a. Start the LDAP server.
b. Start the DSA.
c. Verify that SSL is being used using the following command on a DSA console:
 trace x500;

SSL operations are now prefixed with (SSL).

How to Encrypt Communications Between Your Browser and LDAP Browser
You should encrypt communications between your browser and the LDAP browser, because these communications might
include sensitive information, including port numbers, DSA passwords, and DSA console passwords.

To secure these communications, use SSL between your browser and LDAP browser. 

1. Create a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) using the command dxcertgen certreq
2. Send the CSA to a trusted certificate authority to verify and sign.
3. (Optional - Windows only) Update any shortcuts to DXwebserver with the SSL connection details.

How to Encrypt Communications between a LDAP Browser and the Directory
A LDAP browser lets you use a secure link to connect to a directory. You set this  link each time that you connect.

To encrypt communications between the LDAP browser and the directory

1. Configure DXserver for SSL.
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2. Start the LDAP browser.
3. In the Connect dialog, select the Use SSL check box.

When you click Connect, the LDAP browser connects to the directory using an SSL-encrypted link.

Configure a DSA to Use SSL
From CA Directory r12 SP2 onwards, each DSA handles its own SSL and TLS authentication, encryption, and decryption.
SSLD is no longer installed.

The SSL functionality that used to provide certificate authentication in the SSLD external to the DSA, has been
incorporated into each DSA. To automatically migrate the old SSL configuration to the new configuration settings, upgrade
CA Directory to the latest version.You can migrate your SSL configuration without upgrading the entire product. These
steps describe how to do this.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the DSA.
2. Create a new configuration file to hold the new set ssl command. We recommend that you save the file as

dsaname.dxc and store it in DXHOME/config/ssld
3. Use the existing settings to write a new set ssl command in the new configuration file:

set ssl = {

cert-dir = CertificationDirectory 

ca-file = CertificateAuthorityFile

};

NOTE
The port, debug, and threads commands are no longer needed.You can find the default SSL settings in
DXHOME/config/ssld/default.dxc.

If you do not set a cipher, the DSA uses the default ciphers. You can check the available ciphers using the console
command get ciphers. For a list of ciphers currently supported, see the section Encryption Formats for SSL. For more
information about ciphers, see the OpenSSL site.

4. Make the new SSL configuration known to the appropriate DSA by sourcing ssld/dsaname.dxc in the dsaname.dxi file,
as follows:
source "../ssld/dsaname.dxc";

5. Remove the ssld-port setting from the DSA knowledge file.
6. Start the DSA.

Example: Compare old-style SSLD settings and the new set ssl command

The following example compares the two ways of configuring SSL functionality.

The command ssld start test shows the following parameters:

port      2112

certfiles /opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/samples/ssl/certs

ca        /opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/samples/ssl/certs/gary_michael.pem

debug     3

threads   0

protocol  TLS

cipher    ALL:!EXPORT40:!ADH

FIPS 140-2 enabled

hsm_pin   2345

hsm_lib   /opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/bin/tlsclient

hsm_slot  1
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Use these parameters to create the following set ssl command:

set ssl = {

cert-dir = "/opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/samples/ssl/certs"

ca-file = "/opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/samples/ssl/certs/gary_michael.pem"

cipher = "ALL:!EXPORT40:!ADH"

protocol = tls

fips = true

pin = 2345

lib = "/opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/bin/tlsclient"

slot = 1

};

NOTE
The port, debug, and threads command are no longer needed.

Example: Configure SSL for a new Democorp DSA

This example shows how to set up SSL for the sample Democorp DSA

1. Create the Democorp DSA.
2. Create a PEM certificate and add the trusted root CA in the relevant files and folders.

To automatically create a PEM certificate for each DSA present on the system and add the root CA signing certificate
into the trusted.pem file, use the following command:
dxcertgen certs 

3. Create a new text file and add the following command to it:
set ssl = { 

cert-dir = "config/ssld/personalities" 

ca-file = "config/ssld/trusted.pem"  

}; 

4. Save the new configuration file as dsaname.dxc in DXHOME/config/ssld.
5. Update the Democorp DSA initialization file in DXHOME/config/servers to source the Democorp-SSL.dxc file.

# access controls 

clear access;

source "../access/default.dxc"; 

# ssl

source "../ssld/Democorp.dxc"; 

# replication agreements (rarely used)

# source "../replication/";

6. Stop and start your Democorp DSA:
stop democorp 

 ...

start democorp 

 ... 

You can now bind to your Democorp DSA using an SSL connection.

Configure the DXtools to Use SSL
By default, you cannot connect to a directory using SSL with the following tools:
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• DXsearch
• DXmodify
• DXrename
• DXdelete

None of these tools can see the DSA's trusted.pem file and therefore are unable to trust the self-signed certificate.

To configure the DXtools to use SSL

1. Create a new text file with the following name and location:
DXHOME/config/ssld/dxldap.conf

2. Open the file in a text editor, and add the following text:
TLS_CACERT  c:\program files \CA\Directory\dxserver\config\ssld\trusted.pem

TLS_REQCERT never

3. Save and close the file.
4. Set an environment variable named LDAPCONF that points to the file you have just created.

You should now be able to connect to the directory through SSL using the tools listed.

Set Up Views
A view lets you make a series of searches on a directory, and have the results returned together. Each phase of the
search can use the results from previous phases as its inputs.

A view provides a virtual abstraction of directory data. This enables LDAP applications to view the data in a way that
matches the needs of the application, similar to the way that database views are used in RDBMS systems. You define a
view to the DSA process and can then invoke it multiple times.

Sometimes you need the results from one search to use as input to another one, and you may also need to include the
results of multiple searches to get the result you need. A view helps in such situations because it gives you a way to
define a single complex search that combines a number of ordinary LDAP searches. The searches can be performed
across multiple DSAs, and a search can use the results of earlier searches in the view.

A view is a complex command, which can be stored in a configuration file. When you need to use a view, you search the
directory, invoking the view in the search command. The directory carries out the search, including the phases defined in
the view. When the searches are all complete, it return the results in a single response.

Some advantages of views are as follows:

• Views allow simpler applications, and let you keep the same application even if the underlying data changes.
• Views let you normalize directory information, which reduces DIT size, and still lets you reference the data with a

single, view-based, search.
• Views increase performance because the DSA keeps intermediate results for reuse in a view, rather than sending

them back to the user.

Example A View Used by a Pay TV Company

In this example, the directory for a pay TV company stores information about devices, subscribers, the packages they
subscribe to, and the services included in each package in separate places in the DIT:
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Figure 36: The DIT in this example includes information held in four different locations of the tree

The structure of this directory makes it simple for staff to navigate, but it is not easy to find information about the services
associated with a particular device.

The following diagram shows the series of searches required to find out the channels being served to a particular device:

Figure 37: A view includes phases and the result from each phase can be used in the next phase

You can define a view so that a search for a device's MAC address can return the channels available on the device.

The following diagram shows the results of such a search:

Figure 38: Example view, showing results of each phase being used as inputs for the next phase
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Compare Views to Stored Procedures in a Database

Views allow relational concepts (well understood in databases) to be possible in directories, which have always been
associated with fixed schemas and hierarchies.

This table compares views in CA Directory with stored procedures in databases:

Stored Procedure in a Database View in CA Directory
A database application queries a stored procedure using its name A directory application queries a view using its name (DN)
The SQL query to the stored object may have parameters (via the
Where clause)

The LDAP query to the view object may have parameters (via the
filter)

The stored procedure executes all instructions which may be
conditional and/or branching etc.

The view template gets executed, invoking each phase which may
be conditional and/or branching etc.

The stored procedure returns all/selected/pruned results The View returns all/selected/pruned results

 

Limitations of Views

Views have the following limitations:

• Access controls - All phases of the view searches are performed with the credentials of the user invoking the view.
• Views may require specialized applications for performing view searches and interpreting results
• Views require provisioning applications to be aware of the relationship between objects
• Unexpected results may occur when the linking attributes are not unique for a given subtree (this can be enforced by

using 'unique-attrs')
• Mapping - the attributes used to link objects don't require the same type but need to be the same (normalized) value
• Views support authentication where the entry returned in phase 1 contains authentication information (userPassword).

Authentication is limited to CA Directory DSAs. If the phase 1 entry is stored in a DXlink DSA, for example, Active
Directory, then authentication fails.

Ways to Use Views
This section goes through a number of real-world examples and explains how views can be harnessed to meet these
requirements.

Using Views for Data Normalization (Class of Service)

Views can be useful if your directory contains highly repetitive information. For example, each user entry contains office
location and contact details which are identical for many users. This uses a lot of space for caching and backups and is
complex to update.

To solve this, use views in the following way:

1. Create a separate subtree to hold office information including a unique office identifier in each entry.
2. Replace the repetitive office information with the related office identifier in each user entry.
3. Create a view so that an entry being returned will also perform a lookup of the office details and include them in the

user entry.

Using Views for User Preferences

If your directory has one-to-many subordinate entries that each contains various preference information, you could use a
view to perform a single search returning the entry you are interested in, and all its subordinates.

To do this, create a view that retrieves a target entry.
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The result of this search (base-object of entry returned) can then be used to perform a one-level/subtree search to return
the entry's subordinates.

Using Views to Restrict Access

A view can remove values before it returns the result. This can be useful for restricting access.

For example, a pay TV customer that has subscribed to a package that includes adult content, wishes to have adult
content disallowed as they have small children.

A view can be created to retrieve the services for a particular package a user has subscribed to.

The next phase of the view can retrieve restricted items that can then be pruned from the values/objects retrieved above.

Using Views to Overlay Another Directory

An overlay directory lets you augment entries in a another directory with extra attributes. This lets you use CA Directory to
extend the schema of an existing less-flexible directory.

Views can be used to achieve this by storing entries in another directory instance that share unique values with the other
directory. A view can be created to retrieve the two linked entries and merge the result into a single entry.

How Views Work
This section discusses the following topics:

Example Cell Phone Service Provider

Consider a cell phone provider. To find the phone's SIM card number in the provider's directory structure, you first find the
customer's cell phone number and then use that to find the SIM card number. The following table shows how to do the
complete task using a view.

Define View Command Annotation

set view "SIM View" = {

description = "Display Sim Number given a name"

This line defines a view and gives it a name. The name and
description are displayed from the get view command.

entry = <o ACME><ou Views><cn "SIM"> This line defines the base object DN for this view. The user
specifies this virtual entry to invoke the view, so to invoke this view
with the ldapsearch command, the command line must include the
following option:
-b "cn=SIM,ou=Views,o=ACME"

In this organization (ACME), the administrator has included an
organizational unit called Views solely to ensure that all the view
DNs are unique.
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(phase = 1

 subtree = "ou=Customers,o=ACME"

 filter = "(cn=$cn)"

 ),

This is the first phase of the view, so it must be labeled 1.
When the view is invoked, the phase searches the subtree starting
at the following DN:
"ou=Customers,o=ACME"

The use of the term $cn in the phase means that users must
specify the value of cn when they invoke the view. For example,
the search could include the filter:
(cn="John Smith")

The DSA uses this value to replace $cn term. Therefore, phase 1
performs a search with the following filter:
(cn="John Smith")

Because the phase does not include any other options, the phase
returns all the information for the entries in the subtree that match
the filter.

(phase = 2

 subtree = "ou=cellphones,ou=Accounts,o=ACME"

 filter = "(account=$1:cellphone)"

 eis = simCardNumber

 options = result-required

 )

};

This is the second phase of the view, so it must be labeled 2.
This phase searches the following subtree:
"ou=cellphones,ou=Accounts,o=ACME"

The DSA replaces $1:cellphone with the value of the cellphone
attribute returned by phase 1, for example, 01001001001
The eis option means that the only attribute value that the phase
returns is simCardnumber.
If the customer has two phones, then the filter is an OR of the
phone numbers returned, as in the following example:
(|(account=01001001001)(account=01001001002)

Two simCardNumber values are returned in this case.
Because this phase specifies result-required, the DSA checks that
the link between the attributes in each subtree is valid. If the link is
not valid, then it raises an alarm.

Given the view defined in the preceding table, you could use the following search to find a customer's SIM card numbers:

ldapsearch -h hostname:3000 -s subtree -b "cn=SIM,ou=Views,o=ACME" "(cn=John Smith)" simCardNumber

How the DSA Processes Phases in a View

A view contains one or more phases, which are numbered. When the view is invoked, the DSA goes through each phase
in the view, in order, and runs the phase's search. The power of views arises because a phase can use, as input to
its search, results from a previous phase in the view. The DSA runs a phase as soon as the phase has all the input it
requires.

You can specify that the DSA should use the output of one phase as input in another phase. You do this using the views
parameters, which you include in the view definition in place of attribute values. The DSA replaces parameters with values
as soon as the results are available, either from the values given in the invoking search command, or from the result of a
phase.

The DSA runs a phase as soon as all the parameters it needs have been replaced by values, and it runs phases in
parallel if possible.

The order of the phases is important because the DSA runs each phase only once per view invocation, and the DSA can
only replace a phase's parameters with the results from earlier (lower numbered) phases. That is, a phase's parameters
cannot refer to later phases.
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How the DSA Compares Parameters in Views

When the DSA replaces a parameter with a value, it transforms the value to a canonical form that is based on the
matching rules that are specified for the attribute. Matching rules define how to compare two strings, to test if they are
equal, or if one is greater than or less than the other. RFC 4517 defines these matching rules.

All attribute values have associated matching rules. One commonly used rule is the caseIgnoreMatch rule, which says
that you can ignore letter case when comparing strings for equality.

When a views parameter is compared to a phase result and the matching rules are not identical, the transformation that
the DSA has performed can produce unexpected results. For example, spaces are not important for telephone numbers,
so if an attribute is defined with telephoneNumberMatching matching rules, the following entries are equivalent:

+61 3 1300-1001

+61313001001

However, under caseIgnoreMatch rules these two strings do not match.

Similarly, you can invoke a view with the following search command:

ldapsearch... "ph="+613 1300-1001" 

In this case, if ph is defined with telephone number syntax, the DSA stores $ph as follows:

+61313001001

If an account number is stored as a numericString, then the DSA transforms the following result:

ac="+613 1300-1001"

That result is converted to the following numeric string:

61313001001

Because comparisons are performed after the strings are converted, the following comparison fails:

($ac=$ph)

How a Phase Uses Multiple Results from an Earlier Phase

A phase can return multiple entries, and can also return an attribute with multiple values. How the DSA handles multiple
results in later phases depends on where the later phase specifies the previous phase's result as defined in the set view
command. In a phase definition of the set view command, the following options can specify the results of previous phases:

• Subtree DN
A phase always has a subtree specification, which is the DN that defines the root of phase search. If this DN is defined
by the result of a previous phase, then the DSA runs a separate phase search for each different result. For example, if
phase one returns four DNs, and phase two specifies its subtree DN as the result of phase one, then the DSA runs a
phase two search four times, once with each different value of DN.

• Filter
If a phase specifies a filter as part of its search, then the DSA ORs all the specified values of all the returned entries.
For example, consider a view in which phase one returns two entries with attribute Attr, the first of which has two
values Val1 and Val2, and the second of which has value Val3. A filter in a subsequent phase can use the returned
values of Attr from phase one by including the fragment:
filter = $1:attr

DSA replaces this with the following:
filter = (|(attr=val1)(attr=val2)(attr=val3))

• eis
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Every return value is used. This is equivalent to specifying multiple attribute names in the eis option.
• allowed-attr, allowed-target, prune-attr, prune-target

All combinations of every value are used. For example if allowed-attr has three attribute names and allowed-target has
two attribute names, then both attributes in allowed-target have three new values.

How the EIS Works

In a search filter, the entry information selection (EIS) is the attributes that are to be returned in the search results.

If an EIS is passed in on the view search then all phase searches will include this and include any linking attributes not
present. This overrides the EIS specified for each phase.

If no EIS is passed in on the view search then the phase search will include any phase EIS attributes plus any linking
attributes not present.

If a phase search returns multiple entries with the same linking attribute or a linking attribute with multiple values, then the
searches will branch off. This occurs when the relationship between objects is one-to-many or many-to-many. When this
occurs the next phase search's filter will contain an OR of the filter defined. For example, 2 entries are returned and 'attr' is
the linking attribute. Entry 1 has attr = 1, attr = 2 and entry 2 has attr = 3. If the next phase search filter is (attr=$attr) then
the search performed will have filter (|(attr=1)(attr=2)(attr=3)).

You can modify EIS in the following ways:

• Delimiting - '$3:restriction[|:1]' would retrieve field one from the value of restriction returned by the phase 3 search
delimited by '|'. For example, the value "service|01012007|didn't pay bill" would translate to "service".

• Truncation - '3:restriction[5]' would retrieve the first 5 characters from the value of restriction.

In a view search, if the EIS is dxEntryCount then the views will returned a single entry with a dxEntryCount attribute. The
value of this attribute is the number of entries that would be returned by the view for this search.

How to Use Views
You invoke a view by providing the view's DN as the base object in an LDAP request to the DSA. Search requests are
restricted in scope to the base object and filtered subtree searches. Bind, compare, and modify requests are restricted to
using only attributes contained in the entry defined in phase 1.

This article discusses the following topics on how to use views:

Design a View

Before views are configured the implementer needs to be aware of what objects are going to be stored and how they are
related (data models). At this point use cases can be developed to solve particular application requirements.

Each object requires a separate search (phase). When each phase completes, then subsequent phases can be
performed that rely on values returned. In the above example the phase search 1 will retrieve the 'DevGuid'. When this
completes, the phase 2 search can retrieve Packages using the 'DevGuid' returned, and so on.

Set Up a View

You define a view to the DSA process by using the set view command.

You might find it useful to create a file settings/views.dxc to contain your view definitions. This file should include a clear
view command before the set view commands. See set view Command.

A view command has a header and a body. The header identifies the view and contains the view name, DN, and post-
processing options. The view body consists of a list of searches, called phases. Each phase has a DN and a filter (and
some ancillary information).
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Example set view Command

This is the set view command used to create the view discussed in Example: A View Used by a Pay TV Company:

clear view;

set view "Channel list" = {

   description = "Display list of channels for a given MACAddress"

   entry = <c AU><o Views><cn "Channel list">

   ( phase   = 1

     subtree = "o=Devices,c=AU"

     filter  = "(MACAddress=$MACAddress)"

     options = ignore-from-result ),

   ( phase   = 2

     subtree = "o=Subscribers,c=AU"

     filter  = "(DevGuids=$1:DevGuid)"

     eis     = Package

     options = result-required, ignore-from-result ),

   ( phase   = 3

     subtree = "o=Packages,c=AU"

     filter  = "(PackageName=$2:Package)" ),

 

   ( phase   = 4

     subtree = "o=Services,c=AU"

     filter  = "(ServiceName=$3:Services)"

     eis     = Channel )

};

Add a Prefix or Suffix to a Search Result

You can add a constant prefix or suffix to search results in a view.

For example, you could add a prefix to search results from a particular source, to help you distinguish these results from
results from other sources.

You can add prefixes and suffixes to attributes with string syntaxes only (such as caseIgnore and caseExact).

To add a prefix or suffix to a value

1. Create a set view command.
2. In the eis section of one of the phases in the set view command, add a prefix or suffix as follows:

eis = [prefix]attributeName[suffix]

3. For example, you could use this eis to add the prefix SAP to all results from this phase:
eis = "SAP[$userId]" as uid

Improve the Performance of a View

Views use a number of optimizations to reduce the time required to process each view.

Search phases that have all required information to proceed will be performed in parallel.

• View phase searches that are marked ignore-from-result are temporary results. These results are not returned to the
client, so the EIS for those searches contains only the linking attributes.

• View phase searches that are marked prune-from-results are removed from the final result, so entries are returned, but
attributes are not.
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Remove View Definitions

Before you define a view, you should remove any existing view definition that has the same name. However, there is no
command to delete just one view. Instead, use this command, which removes all views. Normally, you put this command
in the configuration file before any set view commands.

To remove view definitions

Issue the following command to the DSA:

clear view;

All view definitions in the DSA are removed.

How to Invoke a View

A view can be invoked by performing operations on the view entry or below.

You invoke the view by requesting a search that includes the DN of the view.

The invoking search request also specifies a filter and the scope. Both of these are passed to the view.

The DSA uses the filter only to supply values to parameters in the phases of the search.

The scope can be base-object search or a subtree search. The view does not directly use this scope specification,
because the scope of each search (phase) in a view is separately defined in the view definition. Instead, the view uses the
scope to determine what filter to use in its first phase of the view.

Subtree Searches

When the scope is a subtree search, the filter is not used directly and the DSA uses the filter in the search request to pass
parameters to phase one of the view.

Example: Invoking a View with a Subtree Search Command

In Pay TV example, the view would be invoked by the following command;

ldapsearch -h host -p 30000 -Lb "cn=Channel list,o=Views,c=AU" -s subtree MACAddress=01:02:03 Channel

This search returns the following result if the collapse-result option is enabled:

dn: MACAddress=01:02:03,cn=Channel list,o=Views,c=AU

Channel: 1

Channel: 2

Example: Invoking another View with a Subtree Search Command

ldapsearch -h host:30000 -b "cn=SIM,ou=Views,o=ACME" -s subtree (cn=John Smith) SIMCardNumber

This invokes the SIM View view. Phase one of the view should have a filter that includes the term $cn. The DSA replaces
any occurrence of $cn in the view with John Smith, and then runs phase one. See also Example: Cell Phone Service
Provider.

Base Object Searches

For a base-object search a filter containing (objectClass=*) can be used to read the entry and resolve the view. The filter
in the phase 1 search is ignored for base-object searches, and the DSA uses the search filter you specify instead.

Base-object searches can be used to perform simple queries like (Channel=1) or (!(Channel=2)) which are applied after
the view has been resolved.

Example: Base-object search
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In the example above the view would be invoked by the following

ldapsearch -h host -p 30000 -Lb "MACAddress=01:02:03,cn=Channel list,o=Views,c=AU" -s base (objectClass=*)

 Channel

This search returns the following result if the 'collapse-result' option is enabled:

dn: MACAddress=01:02:03,cn=Channel list,o=Views,c=AU

Channel: 1

Channel: 2

Example: Invocation of a View with a Base-Object Search Command

ldapsearch -h host:30000 -b "cn=SIM,ou=Views,o=ACME" -s baseobject (baseObject=*) SIMCArdNumber

This invokes the SIM View view. The phase one filter is (baseObject=*).

Binds

Many applications perform a subtree search for a specific user. The user is then authenticated via a bind using the
distinguished name of the entry returned.

Example: Bind request

If a subtree search of a view entry "cn=SMUsers,o=Views,c=AU" returns the view subordinate entry
"guid=1234,cn=SMUsers,o=Views,c=AU", a bind for this user can be performed. The directory processes the bind in this
manner::

1. The bind request is converted to a password compare of entry "guid=1234,cn=SMUsers,o=Views,c=AU".
2. The phase 1 subtree is checked and found to be "ou=users,o=acme,c=AU".
3. The password compare is remapped to the phase 1 subtree, producing "guid=1234,ou=users,o=acme,c=AU".
4. The password compare is applied to this entry and if the userPassword matches, the authentication is successful.

Modifies

When a user is authenticated by the view some applications update lastLogin information for that user. When a modify
request is received for a view subordinate entry the following processing will take place:

• The phase 1 subtree is checked "ou=users,o=acme,c=AU"
• The modify is remapped to the phase 1 subtree producing "guid=1234,ou=users,o=acme,c=AU"
• The modify is applied to this entry

NOTE
Updates are only applied to the entry returned by the phase 1 search.

Compares

When a compare request is received for a view subordinate entry the following processing will take place:

• The phase 1 subtree is checked "ou=users,o=acme,c=AU"
• The compare is remapped to the phase 1 subtree producing "guid=1234,ou=users,o=acme,c=AU"
• The compare is performed against this entry

NOTE
Compares are only applied to the entry returned by the phase 1 search.
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Set Up Groups and Roles
CA Directory lets you set up groups in a directory. You can use groups to allow applications to customize the user
experience based on which groups they are a member of.

If you set up static or dynamic groups, you can also use these groups as roles. The directory can use role membership to
determine a user's access permissions and configuration items within the directory itself. For more information, see Role-
Based Configuration.

Types of Groups and Roles

There are three kinds of groups in CA Directory. Static and dynamic groups are very similar, and we recommend that you
use one of these rather than access control groups.

• Static groups and rolesA static group is an entry in the directory with a member attribute, which stores a list of the
DNs of the entries that are members of this group.
If you set up static groups, you can then use static roles, to which you can assign access controls.

• Dynamic groups and rolesA dynamic group is an entry in the directory with its membership defined by an LDAP filter.
All entries that satisfy this filter are members of the dynamic group.
If you set up dynamic groups, you can set up dynamic roles to which you can assign access controls.

• Access control groups
Access control groups are defined in a configuration file. Each group includes a list of member DNs. You can assign
access controls to each group.
Because the groups are in the DSA configuration, you must restart the DSA to add or delete groups, and to add or
remove members from the group.
If you already use access control groups, you can keep using them. However, we recommend that for new groups, you
use static or dynamic groups instead, because they are more flexible and powerful, for the following reasons:
– Access control groups are less flexible -- To add, delete, or change members in a static or dynamic group, you

need to edit only the group's entry in the directory. You do not need to restart the DSA as you do with changes to
access control groups.

– Access control groups are less powerful -- Applications can use static and dynamic groups because they are
directory entries. You can also extend these groups to form roles, which the directory itself can use for access
controls and role-specific configuration.

Comparison of Static and Dynamic Groups

The following table compares static and dynamic groups:

 Static Groups & Roles Dynamic Groups & Roles
Reasons to use The group membership is relatively stable. The group membership changes frequently

Groups have large numbers of members
Advantages Allows use of static roles Allows use of dynamic roles

Easy to maintain (no need to add or delete
members from groups)
No restriction on the number of members
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Disadvantages Hard to maintain (need to manually add and
delete members from groups)
Update time increases as the number of
group members increases
Data size may increase if the number of
groups is very high and entries are included
in many groups (due to members being
listed many times)

Performance may decrease if the number
of groups is very high (due to high number
of group evaluations)
Applications cannot query group
membership directly (instead, applications
can read the group entry, and then search
the members)

Static Groups and Roles
You can group users and other entries in the directory using a static group entry.

A static group entry contains a list of the group members. After you set up a static group, applications that query the
directory can check if an entry is in a group, and can use that information to set permissions for that entry.

If you want to set permissions and other configuration on an entry's access to the directory itself, you can extend the
group to work as a role. You can then set permissions and limits for the role, and these permissions and limits apply to all
members with the role.

Static Groups

A static group is an entry in the directory that stores a list of the members of the group.

A static group entry usually has one of the object classes listed in the following table:

Object Class Attribute Containing Members
groupOfNames member

groupOfUniqueNames uniqueMember

If a user is removed from the directory, then the user must also be removed from any static groups to which the user
belonged. Remove the member DN of a user from each group that the user was a member of. Static groups are useful for
directories in which the group memberships do not change frequently.

If a static group contains many members, it can take a long time to update the entry. Dynamic groups do not have this
disadvantage.

How Static Groups Work
Static groups are entries in the directory that contain lists of the DNs of other entries.

An application can query the directory to check if a DN is contained in a particular group. The application can then use
that information to grant or deny access to the user, or other changes.

Example Static Groups for Application Administrators

This example describes how Company A, a large hotel management company, uses static groups in its staff directory.

Company A has hundreds of thousands of employees, all of whom are listed in the staff directory. The subtrees in this
directory are divided by geography, and then by business unit.

The directory is used by many different applications, and each application needs to know which users should be allowed
to administer that application. For example, the Payroll application gives extra privileges to users who are in the Payroll
Administrators group.

When an employee logs in to the Payroll application, the following happens:

1. The user logs in to the Payroll application.
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2. The application connects to the directory and searches for the user.
3. The application takes the DN of the user entry and searches the groups subtree for any groups in which this user is a

member.
In this example, the user is not in the Payroll Administrators group.

4. The application gives users the access only allowed to general employees. This might include permission to update
their own address and view their salary, tax, and leave details.

5. If this user were in the Payroll Administrators group, the application would have given greater privileges, such as the
ability to view and change the details of other employees.

How Static Roles Work
Static roles are an extension of static groups. Static roles let you control access to the directory itself, using groups in the
directory.

To use static roles, you first need to set up static groups and then configure the roles.

When a user logs in to a directory with static roles, the following actions take place:

1. The user logs in to the directory.
2. The DSA authenticates the user.
3. The DSA searches all the groups in the specified subtree for the DN of the user.
4. If it finds any group that contains the DN of the user in the member or uniqueMember attributes, it uses those groups

as roles of the user for this connection.
These roles are used in decisions about access controls and other role-specific configuration items.

If an access control or other configuration item is set for the whole DSA and for a user role, the more generous setting
applies to that user.

If you change the value of a role-based configuration item, the new value does not apply to users that are currently logged
in. After they have logged out and back in again, the new settings apply.

Active Directory memberOf Attribute
CA Directory emulates the ability of Active Directory to auto-populate the memberOf attribute when it returns or looks up
user entries. The memberOf attribute contains all the group distinguished names (DNs) of which the entry is a member.

CA Directory updates the memberOf attribute of an entry every time the entry DN is included or removed from a group.

Example: Show memberOf information for a group

The following example returns the groups that jsmith01 is a member of. If an entry is in the administrator and backup
operator groups, then returning the entry cn=jsmith01 includes the group that jsmith01 is a member of:

dn: cn=Administrators,ou=Groups,o=CA,c=AU

member: cn=jsmith01,ou=Users,o=CA,c=AU

member: ...

dn: cn=Backup Operators,ou=Groups,o=CA,c=AU

member:  cn=jsmith01,ou=Users,o=CA,c=AU

member: ...

dn: cn=jsmith01,ou=Users,o=CA,c=AU

memberOf: cn=Administrators,ou=Groups,o=CA,c=AU

memberOf: cn=Backup Operators,ou=Groups,o=CA,c=AU
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Implementation Considerations for memberOf

When a new user is provisioned, add the user entry before being assigned to a group.

Referential integrity cannot be guaranteed. If a group is added at the same time as a group is removed, the user can be
left in a group that no longer exists. To prevent users being left in a group that does not exist, handle group updates with a
single application.

We recommend that you rename groups by performing a delete and an add operation, otherwise, the changed name is
not reflected in the memberOf attribute. If this error occurs, a cautionary alarm is issued.

Enable memberOf Attribute

To see which groups an entry belong to, you can enable the memberOf function. In the following example, we have used
the democorp setup to demonstrate the memberOf functionality.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the democorp.dxi file(this is a sample dxserver initialization file) available in the following path:

DXHome\config\servers\democorp.dxi

2. Edit the democorp.dxi file and do the following:
a. Add the following command:

set memberof-user-containers = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Users>;

setmemberof-group-containers = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Groups>;

NOTE

:

• The user and group dns should be a part of the top-levels subtree that contains users and groups.
The DN's for the containers are in X.500 (top-down) format. 

• The values of the attributes need to be updated as per your configurations. 
b. Add the following schema sources:

source "../schema/nsroaming.dxc";
source "../schema/sunone.dxc";
The content in the dxi file will look like this:
# CA Technologies DXserver/config/servers 

# 

# democorp.dxi written by sample\democorp\setup.bat 

# 

# Sample DXserver initialization file. 

# 

 

# logging and tracing 

source "../logging/default.dxc"; 

 

# schema 

source "../schema/samples.dxg";

source "../schema/nsroaming.dxc";

source "../schema/sunone.dxc";

 

# knowledge 

clear dsas;
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source "../knowledge/sample.dxg"; 

 

# operational settings 

source "../settings/default.dxc"; 

 

# service limits 

source "../limits/default.dxc"; 

 

# access controls 

clear access; 

source "../access/default.dxc"; 

 

# ssl 
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source "../ssld/default.dxc"; 

 

# replication agreements (rarely used) 

# source "../replication/"; 

 

# multiwrite DISP recovery 

set multi-write-disp-recovery = false; 

 

set dxgrid-db-location = "data"; 

set dxgrid-db-size = 1; 

set cache-index = all-attributes; 

set lookup-cache = true;
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set memberof-user-containers = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Users>;

set memberof-group-containers = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Groups>;

NOTE

:

1. The nsroaming.dxc and sunone.dxc schema files have been sourced from- DXHome\config\schema

2. It is important to maintain the order of sourcing the schema files (nsroaming.dxc, sunone.dxc)as
shown in the above example. The sunone.dxc file is selected as it has the memberOf attribute and the
nsroaming.dxc file is selected as sunone.dxc includes several attributes from nsroaming.dxc file.

3. It is important to maintain the order of sourcing the schema files as follows:

# schema
source "../schema/samples.dxg";
source "../schema/nsroaming.dxc";
source "../schema/sunone.dxc";

3. Save the file.
4. Stop and start the Democorp DSA. 

NOTE

: Use the DXSyntax command to ensure that there are no configuration errors as a result of the edits in the dxi
file. In case of errors, check the logs to resolve the issue.

The logs are available at DXHome\logs

Test the memberOf functionality

The steps to be performed as part of testing the memberOf functionality is summarized here:

1. Add a group entry
2. Add a user entry to a group
3. Remove a user from a group

Add a group entry

The group entry can be either groupOfNames or groupOfUniqueNames objectClasses.

Follow these steps:

1. Open JXplorer.
2. Connect to Democorp dsa.

NOTE

: In this example, we are creating a groupOfNames entry:  cn=Journalist,ou=Mass
Communication,o=Democorp,c=AU

3. Right-click and click new.
4. In the Set Entry Object Classes page, enter RDN: OU=Mass Communication.
5. Add the object class as “Organizational Unit” from the “Available Object Classes” list.
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6. Click OK and click Submit.

NOTE

: The newly created Mass Communication OU will appear in the Democorp tree structure.
7. Right-click Mass Communication, enter RDN:cn-Journalist.
8. Add the object class as “groupOfNames” from the “Available Object Classes” list.
9. Click OK and click Submit.
10. Refresh the tree. 

The Journalist group will appear under Mass Communication, in the Democorp tree structure. 

Add an existing user entry to a group

Adding the user's DN to the "member" attribute of the group entry triggers the "memberOf" functionality. 

Follow these steps:

1. Copy a member from the existing OU. For example, copy DN of Connie TOWNS from ou=Human
Resources,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU

2. Add this member to the Journalist group. For example, add the copied DN value of Connie TOWNS to the member
attribute, in newly created Journalist group.

3. Click Submit. 

NOTE

:

• Before testing the “memberOf” functionality, update the setmemberOfuser and set memberOf group
commands in the Democorpdxi, as per the example. The commands should look like the following:
set memberof-user-containers = <c AU><o Democorp><ou "Human Resources"><ou "Industrial
Relations">;
setmemberof-group-containers = <c AU><o Democorp><ou "Mass Communication">;

• Stop and start the Democorp dsa.
4. In the Democorp tree, navigate to the following location: 

<c AU><o Democorp><ou "Human Resources"><ou "Industrial Relations">; user- Connie Towns

The memberOf attribute entry will appear.

Remove a user entry from the group

Removing the users DN from the "member" attribute of the group entry triggers the "memberOf" functionality as well.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to cn=journalist,ou=Mass Communication,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU.
2. Delete value “Connie TOWNS” from the member attribute.
3. Click Submit.
4. Navigate back to <c AU><o Democorp><ou "Human Resources"><ou "Industrial Relations">; user- Connie Towns

The memberOf attribute entry will disappear.
5. To view the configured values, you can use the 'get assoc;' console command.

NOTE
The memberOf attribute schema is required but you do not need to include it in the entry objectClass. Mark this
attribute ‘no-user-modification’ in the schema as direct updates of memberOf can cause data integrity problems.
For more information, see DXHOME/config/schema/sunone.dx
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Enable memberOf in an Existing Environment

To enable the memberOf feature in an existing deployment, populate the memberOf data through a dump and reload of
all the group entries through the front end. Due to the load this generates, you should perform it during off-peak times, or
when applications are not accessing Directory.

To enable memberOf in an existing environment

1. Execute the following command to help ensure that entries do not contain memberOf attribute.
dxsearch  - h{host}  - p{port} -b "ou=Users,o=CA,C=AU" "(memberOf=*)" memberOf

Entries that contain memberOf attribute are returned. Remove memberOf from any entries that are returned.
2. Retrieve and store groups.

dxsearch -h{host} -p{port} -b "ou=Groups,o=CA,C=AU" "(member=*)" member objectClass > groups.ldif

dxsearch -h{host} -p{port} -b "ou=Groups,o=CA,C=AU" "(uniqueMember=*)" uniqueMember objectClass >>

 groups.ldif

3. Update groups.ldif to remove search summary.
4. Remove groups (Verify that memberOf is not configured).

cat groups.ldif | grep "dn: " | awk '{print $2}' | dxdelete -h{host} -p{port}

5. Enable memberOf functionality and re-init/restart DSAs.
6. Add groups.

cat groups.ldif | dxmodify -h{host} -p{port}  - a

Example: Migration

This example migration shows how you can export group and user containers:

set memberof-group-containers = <c AU><o CA><ou Groups>;

set memberof-user-containers = <c AU><o CA><ou Users>;

How memberOf Updates are Triggered

When a group entry or member is updated, CA Directory can trigger a memberOf Update. In the following description,
group entry is a groupOfNames or groupOfUniqueNames, and a member includes a uniqueMember.

The following are the types of updates that can trigger a memberOf update:

• Modify adding one or more DNs to member attribute of group entry
• Modify removing one or more DNs from member attribute of group entry
• Add group entry containing one or more DN member attributes
• Remove group entry containing one or more DN member attributes

When a data DSA recieves a modify request, the following occurs:

1. CA Directory inspects its contents to determine whether all the following conditions are true:
– The baseObject of the update is subordinate to a DN from the list of configured 'memberof-group-containers'.
– The baseObject exists for a modify or delete request, and the baseObject does not exist for an add request.
– The update applies locally.
– The user performing the update has the appropriate AC to perform the operation.

2. For each member attribute that is subordinate to a DN from the list of configured 'memberof-user-containers':
a. The request is performed on the user entry, and the group DN is added to or removed from memberOf, and a

rollback modify is created.
b. If the request is successful then a a rollback modify is inserted into rollback list. If an error occurs, a rollback is

performed.
3. If memberOf attributes have been updated for all user entries the following occurs:

a. A group update is performed.
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b. If an error occurs, memberOf updates are rolled back.

Multi-write Replication

Updates of group membership received by multi-write do not trigger memberOf updates. The DSA performing the
memberOf population handles replication.

Dynamic Groups and Roles
Dynamic groups and roles work in the same way as static groups and roles, except for one major difference: a dynamic
group does not store each member DN in its directory entry.

Instead, dynamic groups base the role membership on an LDAP filter.

Each dynamic group entry includes an LDAP search request that is executed when a base-object search is performed on
the dynamic group entry. This search finds all the directory entries that satisfy the search filter. These entries are members
of the group.

You cannot make the same entry work as both a static and a dynamic role.

Dynamic groups are useful when you know that you often need to change the membership of a group, because there is
no overhead involved in maintaining the group data.

If a user is removed from the directory, then that user's entry is not found by the LDAP search when it is next evaluated,
so the user is automatically removed from the dynamic group.

Dynamic roles are based on the dxMemberURL attribute of the following object classes:

• dxDynamicGroupOfNames
• dxDynamicGroupOfUniqueNames.

You can use dynamic groups to create dynamic roles.

Setting up Static and Dynamic Groups and Roles
This section describes how to set up static and dynamic groups and roles. This section describes the following topics:

Setting Up Static Groups
To use static groups, you need to do the following:

1. Enable static groups.
2. Create a static group entry.
3. Add members to the static group entry.

You can then do one or both of the following:
– Create an application role.
– Set up static directory roles.

Enable Static Groups

Before you create a static group, you need to prepare the directory.

To enable static groups

1. Stop the DSA.
2. Make the DSA sources the x500.dxc schema file supplied with CA Directory. This provides the required object classes.

To do this, add the following command to the schema file sourced by the DSA:
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source "x500.dxc";

3. Start the DSA.
4. Ensure that the DIT contains a subtree in which you can store the group entries.

Create a Static Group

Because a static group is a directory entry, you can create a static group without stopping the DSA.

You should create a special subtree for group entries. This helps you implement roles later.

To create a static group

1. (Optional) Create a new subtree for group entries, if none exists yet.
2. Create an entry in the groups subtree with the object class groupOfNames or groupOfUniqueNames.

Add a Member to a Static Group

A static group is a directory entry that contains a list of the members of that group.

If the group has the object class groupOfNames or groupOfUniqueNames, the members are stored in the attribute
member or uniqueMember.

These are multi-valued attributes, and there is no limit to the number of members a static group can have. However, a
group with too many entries is very slow to update. We recommend that you use dynamic groups for very large groups.

To add a user to a group, add the user's DN to the member or uniqueMember attribute.

Example: Add Two Entries to a Static Group

In this example, two users are given the role AdminFinance.

add-entry-req

   entry = <countryName "AU">

    <organizationName "Democorp">

    <organizationalUnitName "Roles">

    <commonName "AdminFinance">

   contents = {

    (objectClass groupOfNames )

    (member <c au><o Democorp><ou Clerical><cn "Noelene Correa">,<c au><o Democorp><ou Finance><ou Budgets><cn

 "Linda Deacon"> )

   };

Setting Up Static Directory Roles
To use static roles, you need to do the following:

1. Set up static groups:
a. Enable static groups.
b. Create a static group.
c. Add members to the static group entry.

2. Enable static roles.
You can then do one or both of the following:
– Create access control rules for the new role.
– Set other configuration items for the new role.
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Enable Static Roles

Before you can create static roles, you must set up static groups. Ensure that groups are working without error before you
set up roles.

A static group becomes a static role when the set use-roles = true command is used.

To enable static roles

1. Stop the DSA.
2. Specify the subtree that stores the group entries by including the following commands in the DSA's configuration:

set role-subtree = dn;

set use-roles = true;

In this command, dn is the distinguished name of the subtree used to store the group entries.
3. Start the DSA.

Disable Static Roles

To disable static roles, enter the following command:

set use-roles = false;

Setting Up Dynamic Groups
To use dynamic groups, follow these steps:

1.  Enable dynamic groups.
2.  Create a dynamic group.
3.  Add members to the dynamic group.

You can then do one or both of the following actions:
– Create an application role.
– Set up dynamic directory roles.

You can also exclude a member from a dynamic group.

Enable Dynamic Groups

Dynamic roles are based on the dxMemberURL attribute of the following object classes:

• dxDynamicGroupOfNames
• dxDynamicGroupOfUniqueNames

You can add these attributes to a groupOfNames or groupOfUniqueNames object class respectively so
that dxMemberURL can be included. The dxserver supports not more than 16334 characters for dxMemberUrl attribute. 

NOTE

 A common misconception is that groupOfUniqueNames is chosen over groupOfNames to ensure that
member values are unique. Both groupOfNames and groupOfUniqueNames object classes ensure that
the member values are unique. For groupOfUniqueNames, the uniqueMember attribute defines a different
syntax, nameAndOptionalUID. This support is included to assist customers in moving from an existing X.500
deployment to CA Directory. In this scenario, two entries can exist in the directory information tree with the same
DN but these entries are differentiated with a unique identifier. For pure LDAP deployments where the UID part
of the nameAndOptionalUID syntax is not used, use groupOfNames/member as this functionally is the same.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the DSA.
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2. Add the following commands to the DSA settings:
clear dynamic-group;

set dynamic-group [tag] = {

   subtree = DN

   object-class = objectClass

   url-attr = attribute

   member-attr = attribute

};

For example:
clear dynamic-group;    # to allow command to be reloaded on dxserver init

set dynamic-group GROUP = {

   subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Groups>

   objectclass = dxDynamicGroupOfNames

   url-attr = dxMemberURL

   member-attr = member

};

3. Start the DSA.
4. Ensure that the DIT contains a subtree in which you can store the group entries.

NOTE
 Using the [subtree = DN] parameter, you can also specify the dynamic-group subtree to inspect for the
baseObject of each request that is received by the DSA. By using this parameter, you can narrow the search
to only this subtree. This parameter supports dynamic group membership search and compare requests
without requiring the set use-dynamic-roles = true; command.

For instance, the examples use the following subtree:
ou=Groups,o=Democorp,c=AU

Create a Dynamic Group

As a dynamic group is a directory entry, you can create a dynamic group without stopping the DSA.

Create a special subtree for group entries. This step helps you implement access controls and roles later.

 Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) If a subtree does not exist, create a subtree for group entries.
2. Create an entry in the groups subtree with the following information:

– Object class: groupOfNames, dxDynamicGroupOfNames 
– LDAP search filter: Include this filter in the dxMemberURL attribute.

 Example: Create A Dynamic Group Entry For Managers  

Create a dynamic group subtree and a dynamic group entry for users in a Manager role.

dn: ou=Groups,o=Democorp,c=AU
objectClass: organizationalUnit

dn: cn=Managers,ou=Groups,o=Democorp,c=AU
objectClass: groupOfNames                    # structural objectClass that contains
 member
objectClass: dxDynamicGroupOfNames           # auxiliary objectClass that contains
 dxMemberURL
dxMemberURL: ldap://ou=Users,o=Democorp,c=AU??sub?(position=Manager)
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Add a Member to a Dynamic Group

To add a member to a dynamic group, include information in the user's entry so that the filter for that role is satisfied.

 Example: Add A User Craig Link To The Managers Group 

You have created a dynamic group that uses the following filter:

ldap://ou=Users,o=Democorp,c=AU??sub?(position=Manager)

To assign the manager group to a user, use the following steps:

1. Add the position attribute to the entry for a user.
2. Add the Manager value to the position attribute.

The next time that the Manager group is evaluated, this user will be a member of the group.

dn: cn=Craig Link,ou=Users,o=Democorp,c=AU
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
surname: Link
position: Manager

Exclude a Member from a Dynamic Group

You can manually prevent the member attribute in a dynamic group from being populated. Sometimes, the
member attribute of a dynamic group is populated with unwanted values. This underlying data causes an entry to
match the dynamic group LDAP URL, which cannot be changed. These values can be manually excluded using
the dxExcludeMember attribute of dynamic groups.

 Example: Exclude The User Joe Bloggs From The Administrators Group 

Consider a user that is an administrator outside of directory (title=Administrator). This attribute also has directory roles for
which the user should not have administrator privileges.

If we have the following dynamic group:

dn: cn=Administrators,ou=Groups,o=Democorp,c=AU
objectClass: groupOfNames
objectClass: dxDynamicGroupOfNames
dxMemberURL: ldap:///ou=Users,o=Democorp,c=AU??sub?(title=Administrator)

The group has the following user that satisfies the dxMemberURL:

dn: cn=Joe Bloggs,ou=Users,o=Democorp,c=AU
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
surname: Bloggs
title: Administrator

You can exclude the user from the dynamic group, but can retain the title attribute value by making the following change to
the dynamic group:

dn: cn=administrators,ou=Groups,o=Democorp,c=AU
objectClass: groupOfNames
objectClass: dxDynamicGroupOfNames
dxMemberURL: ldap:///ou=Users,o=Democorp,c=AU??sub?(title=Administrator)
dxExcludeMember: cn=Joe Bloggs,ou=Users,o=Democorp,c=AU

Excluding a member from a dynamic group membership impacts the following operations involving a dynamic group:
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•  Membership Lookups: If you exclude a member, searching the dynamic group subtree with filter containing
member=<DN> will not return any results.

•  Role Lookups: If the member is explicitly excluded, loading roles when a user binds to a DSA is affected. The roles
the member is excluded from are no longer loaded. (requires set use-dynamic-roles = true;) 

•  Dynamic group expansion: Returning a dynamic group using a base-object-only search that returns all attributes
does not include the excluded member in the member attributes value list.

NOTE

• A limitation exists when returning a dynamic group using a base-object-only search. If a return attribute list is
specified, then the list must contain at least objectClass, dxMemberURL and also dxExcludeMember for the
member attribute to be correctly populated.

• If you use dxDynamicGroupOfUniqueNames, then configure the dynamic group to use
the dxExcludeUniqueMember attribute.

• If you add a large number of values (> 100) to dxExcludeMember, then you might need to rework the
dynamic group entry configuration. This feature is meant for the exceptions, not the rule.

• For hybrid groups (containing both static and dynamic members), a static member is excluded if used
with dxExcludeMember. Ideally, the static member value should be explicitly removed.

• For static groups, dxExcludeMember is not used. If the static member value is no longer required, it can
simply be removed.

View Configuration of a Dynamic Group

To view the dynamic group configuration in use in a DSA, use the following command from the DSA console:

get dynamic-groups;

This command produces a list of dynamic groups in use.

 Example: Output from the get dynamic-groups Command 

************** GROUP **************

   Group object class : dxDynamicGroupsOfNames

   Group Search URL   : dxMemberURL

   Member to Append   : member

   Member to Exclude  : dxExcludeMember

Setting Up Dynamic Directory Roles
To use dynamic roles, you need to do the following:

1. Set up dynamic groups:
a. Enable dynamic groups.
b. Create a dynamic group.
c. Add members to the dynamic group.

2. Enable dynamic roles.
3. Create a dynamic role.

You can then do one or both of the following:
– Create administrative limits for the new role.
– Create access control rules for the new role.
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Enable Dynamic Roles

Before you can create dynamic roles, you must set up dynamic groups. Ensure that groups are working without error
before you set up roles.

To enable dynamic roles

1. Stop the DSA.
2. Add the following commands to the DSA's settings configuration file, in DXHOME/config/settings:

set role-subtree = DN;

set use-dynamic-roles = true;

In this command, DN is the distinguished name of the group's subtree.
3. Start the DSA.

Create a Dynamic Role

For each dynamic role, you need to create an entry in the roles subtree using one of these auxiliary object classes:

• dxDynamicGroupOfNames
This object class contains an attribute groupOfNames, which you can use to store the DN.

• dxDynamicGroupOfUniqueNames
This object class contains an attribute groupOfUniqueNames.

All role entries must be stored in the same subtree.

To create a dynamic role

1. Add a value to the dxMemberURL attribute of a dynamic group containing a search filter in LDAP URL form:
ldap:///base-dn??scope?filter

    (|(group=teachers)(group=students))

– base-dn
Specifies the base object for the filter search.

– scope
(Optional) One of the following:

– sub
Specifies that the filter searches the entire subtree below the base DN.

– base
(Default) Specifies that the filter returns just the DN.

– one
Specifies that the filter searches one level below the base DN.

– filter
(Optional) Defines the LDAP search filter, for example:

2. Save the change to the entry.
The role is applied to members when they next log in to the directory.

Example: A Dynamic Role Entry

This example shows a dynamic group entry that is used as a role.

The entry is shown in LDIF format:

dn: cn=Manager,ou=Groups,o=Democorp,c=AU

objectClass: groupOfNames

objectClass: dxDynamicGroupOfNames

objectClass: top

cn: Manager

dxMemberURL:: bGRhcDovLy9jPVFVSz9zdWI/AHNuPOR1bWVsZWXvssUpIA=0
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The DN in the dxMemberURL attribute is encoded, because of the attribute's syntax. The unencoded value is as follows:

ldap:///o=Democorp,c=AU??sub?(position=manager)

In this URL, the search's base object and scope are ignored.

Disable Dynamic Roles

To disable dynamic roles, enter the following command:

set use-dynamic-roles = false;

Role-Based Configuration
After you have set up a group, you can add some specified attributes that restrict the searches for group members. A
group that is used to provide restrictions in this way is named a role.

This configuration works for both static and dynamic directory groups. You can use role-based configuration in both local
and distributed directories.

For a group to hold these attributes, it needs to have the dxRoleBasedConfig auxiliary object class. dxRoleBasedConfig
lets the group entry contain attributes that define the following types of restrictions:

• Operational limits
You can add the following attributes to a role:
– dxTimeLimit -- This attribute specifies the maximum duration for a search.
– dxSizeLimit -- This attribute specifies the maximum number of entries that a search can return.
For more information about operation limits, see Limit Operations.

• Search profiles
You can add the attribute dxAllowSearch to a role. This attribute specifies the name of a search profile. The set allow-
search command defines the search profiles.

You can also use a group to provide role-based access controls. For more information, see Set Up Access Controls.

Examples Dynamic Groups and Roles in Democorp
The following examples show how to set up dynamic groups and roles in Democorp, one of the sample directories that
comes with CA Directory. You can use these examples as training exercises.

Example Create a Dynamic Group in Democorp

This example shows how to create a new dynamic group entry in the Democorp directory using a LDAP browser.

This dynamic group includes entries in Democorp that have the word engineer in the description attribute.

To create a dynamic group in Democorp

1. Open a LDAP browser and connect to the Democorp DSA.
2. Navigate to the Groups subtree and click New.
3. Enter and select the following information:

– Parent DN: ou=Groups,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU
– RDN for New Entry: cn=Engineers
– Selected: groupOfNames and dxDynamicGroupOfNames

4. Click Submit.
The new entry is created. You now need to add the LDAP filter to the dxMemberURL attribute.
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5. Display the attributes without values by clicking the arrow beside List of attributes without values.
6. Click the Edit icon next to the description attribute, enter the following filter, and then click Modify:

ldap:///o=Democorp,c=AU??sub?(description=*engineer*)

The new entry Engineers can now be used as a dynamic group.

Example Enable Dynamic Roles in Democorp

This example shows how to enable dynamic roles in Democorp. To enable roles, you need to change the DSA's settings,
which means that you have to stop and start the DSA. These instructions also describe how to identify which settings file
is used by the Democorp DSA.

To enable dynamic roles in the Democorp DSA

1. Identify which settings file is used by Democorp. To do this:
a. Open Democorp's initialization file in a text editor.
b. Find the schema file statement. By default, this statement is :
 source "../settings/default.dxc"; 

This means that when the Democorp DSA starts, it uses the settings in settings/default.dxc. Include source “../settings/
roles.dxc” in the initialization file. You need to add the role commands to this new file.

2. Stop the Democorp DSA.
3. Add the commands to enable dynamic roles to the Democorp settings file. To do this:

a. Ensure that the settings file is writable, and then open it in a text editor.
b. Add the following lines to the file:
 #roles

 set role-subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Groups>;

 set use-dynamic-roles = true;

If this file already includes the set use-dynamic-roles = true command, you can leave it there. A DSA can contain both
static and dynamic roles.

4. Close and save the settings file.
5. Start the DSA.

The Democorp DSA can now use dynamic groups as roles. You can now set limits or access controls for any such
groups you have created.

Examples Static Groups and Roles in Democorp
The following examples show how to set up static groups and roles in Democorp, one of the sample directories provided
with CA Directory. You can use these examples as training exercises.

Example Enable Static Groups in Democorp

Before you create a static group, you need to prepare the directory.

The Democorp directory does not contain any groups. Use these instructions to prepare the directory for static groups.

To enable static groups

1. Stop the Democorp DSA by entering the following command at a command prompt:
dxserver stop democorp

2. Source the x500.dxc schema file in the Democorp configuration, as follows:
a. Look in the DXHOME/config/servers directory for the democorp.dxi file, and open it in a text editor.

This is the Democorp DSA's initialization file.
b. Find the following schema file statement:
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 source "../schema/samples.dxg"; 

 source "x500.dxc";

This means that when the Democorp DSA starts, it sources the schema files listed in samples.dxg.
3. Make the samples.dxg file writable.
4. Open samples.dxg in a text editor, and add this line to the file:
5. 1. Close and save samples.dxg.
6. Make the DSA sources the x500.dxc schema file supplied with CA Directory. This provides the required object classes.

To do this, add the following command to the schema file sourced by the DSA:
source "x500.dxc";

7. Start the Democorp DSA by entering the following command at a command prompt:
dxserver start democorp

8. Create a new subtree to store the group entries, as follows:
a. Open a LDAP browser and connect to the Democorp DSA.
b. Select the DEMOCORP entry in the tree on the left, and then click New.
c. Enter ou=Groups in the RDN for New Entry field, click Submit twice, and then click OK.
Any group entries should be created under this entry.

Example Create a Static Group in Democorp

This example shows how to create a new static group entry in the Democorp directory by loading it from an LDIF file.

This group lists the first aid officers in Democorp. It is already populated with two group members.

To add a static group to the Democorp directory

1. Save the following in a text file named firstaid.ldif:
version: 1

dn: cn=First Aid Officers,ou=Groups,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU

objectClass: groupOfUniqueNames

objectClass: top

cn: First Aid Officers

uniqueMember: cn=Craig LINK,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU

uniqueMember: cn=Vivienne LEVER,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU

2. Open a command prompt and change to the directory in which you saved the LDIF file.
3. Load the entry into the Democorp directory, using the following command in the command prompt:

dxmodify -a -h hostname -p portnumber -f firstaid.ldif

– -h hostname
Specifies the name of the computer on which the DSA is running.

– -p portnumber
Specifies the port number of the DSA. By default, the Democorp sample DSA uses port 19389.

The new entry First Aid Officers can now be used as a static group. You can now add or delete members from this
group.

Example Enable Static Roles in Democorp

This example shows how to enable static roles in Democorp. To enable roles, you need to change the DSA's settings,
which means that you have to stop and start the DSA. These instructions also describe how to identify which settings file
is used by the Democorp DSA.

To enable static roles in Democorp

1. Identify which settings file is used by Democorp, as follows:
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a. Open Democorp's initialization file in a text editor.
b. Find the following server file statement:
 source "../settings/default.dxc"; 

This means that when the Democorp DSA starts, it uses the settings in settings/default.dxc. Include source “../settings/
roles.dxc” in the initialization file. You need to add the role commands to this new file.

2. Stop the Democorp DSA.
3. Add the commands to enable static roles to the Democorp settings file. To do this:

a. Ensure that the settings file is writable, and then open it in a text editor.
b. Add the following lines to the roles.dxc settings file:
 #roles

 set role-subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Groups>;

 set use-roles = true;

a. Close and save the settings file.
4. Start the DSA.

The Democorp DSA can now use static groups as roles. You can now set limits or access controls for any such groups
you have created.

Monitor the Directory
This information in this section describes how you can monitor the directory.

You can also look at Monitoring Directory Health.

Monitoring with Log Files
The logs contain output from a DSA, including its trace, diagnostics, warnings, and alarms.

This section discusses the following topics:

Types of Logs

CA Directory lets you set up the following types of log for each DSA:

• Alarm log
The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that should be monitored. This is not dependent
on the tracing level or whether the DSA console is open.
This is the only log that cannot be closed. It is always open when a DSA is running.
This log has a default name of dsa-name_alarm.log.

• Alert log
An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can be used to show attempts at
unauthorized access to the DSA. This is not dependent on the tracing level.

• Certificate log
A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates or CRLs. This includes all add and modify
operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or certificateRevocationList attribute. In addition, any read
request, search request, or search filter that returns one of these attributes is recorded.
This is not dependent on the tracing level.

• Connection log
A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each released connection. This is not
dependent on the tracing level.
The connection log is time-stamped and date-stamped, and a new one is written daily.

• Diagnostic log
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A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for whatever reason. This includes the
operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message. Use this file to debug applications.
If diagnostic tracing has been enabled, this output is also sent to the trace log.

• Query log
A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a time and date stamp. This is not
dependent on the tracing level.
You can use the set query-log-advanced commandto provide even more detail for operations in the query log.

• SNMP log
An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.

• Statistics log
A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute that the DSA is active. When the DSA
is not active, no information is written to the log, which prevents the log file from growing during inactivity. This is
not dependent on the tracing level. You can use the set extended-stats-tracing command to log low-level statistic
information.

• Summary log
A summary log contains a summary of every operation. This is not dependent on the tracing level or whether the DSA
console is open.

• Time log
A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.
You can use the set time-log-search-threshold command and the set time-log-update-threshold command to log only
those operations that exceed thresholds.
If tracing or parsing is turned on, use the get log command to display the configuration of the time log.

• Trace log
A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations. The level of tracing written to a trace log is
dependent on the level of tracing set on the DSA.

• Update log
An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and delete operations. This is not dependent
on the tracing level. You can use the set update-log-show-values command to include attribute values in the update
log.

• Warning log
A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing problems. This is not dependent on the
tracing level. For descriptions of error messages, see System Messages.

Recommended Logs

You can use the following logs for DSAs in production environments:

• Alarm
• Diagnostic
• Statistics
• Summary

Only use this for router DSAs. This file becomes very large for data DSAs.
• Trace

When the trace level is set to none, this log acts like a console log. For test environments, set the trace level to error.
• Warn

NOTE
We recommend that you use only the logs that are actually required. Because a DSA has to write to the log files,
keeping too many log files open can reduce performance.

Open a Log File

To allow a CA Directory DSA to log information, you must open the relevant log file. The DSA writes output to that file.
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If a log file does not exist when opened, it is created. If it already exists, the DSA appends new output to the existing
output in the file.

When you close a log file, the DSA stops sending output to the log file. When the DSA shuts down, it automatically closes
any open log file.

If the log file name contains the string $s, then the system substitutes the name of the DSA.

To open a log file, use the following command:

set log-type = log-name;

For example, to open the query log, enter the following command:

set query-log = "logs/$s.log"; 

To close a log file, use the following command:

close log-type;

You can configure the logs using the commands listed in Commands for Logging in the Reference.

List Which Logs Are Open

To inspect the names of each of the enabled log files (including the SNMP log file), use the following command:

get log;

The following is an example of the output:

alarm-log = logs/democorp_alarm.log

summary-log = logs/democorp_20070122.log

stats-log = logs/democorp_stats_20070122.log

trace-log = logs/democorp_trace.log

query-log = logs/democorp_query_20070122.log

update-log = logs/democorp_update_20070122.log

alert-log =

cert-log = logs/democorp_cert_20070122.log

connect-log = logs/democorp_connect_20070122.log
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snmp-log = udp eagle port 9999

Monitoring Disk Space

The directory datastore is a fixed size, so you do not need to monitor its disk usage. However log files can grow, and so
need increasing disk space.

How the Historical Log Files Roll Over

Most of the log files, once opened, start again each day.

For example, the following command produces a log file in the logs directory of the form dsaname_yyyymmdd.log for each
day there is activity on the DSA:

set summary-log = "logs/$s.log";

You can use these history files to inspect auditing, accounting, billing, and statistical information.

How Trace Logs and Alarm Logs Roll Over

CA Directory supports rolling of the trace and alarm log.

This is exactly the same way that the other logs rotate (summary, query etc), except for one difference: the current day's
trace and alarm logs will always be known as "dsaName_trace.log" and "dsaName_alarm.log".

When the system clock ticks over to one past mightnight (00:01), the DSA acknowledges that more than 24 hours has
elapsed and does the following:

1. The DSAs flushes the trace or alarm log.
2. The DSAs closes the trace or alarm log.
3. The DSAs renames the current trace or alarm log to "dsaName_trace_ccyymmdd.log" &

"dsaName_alarm_ccyymmdd.log".
4. The DSAs opens the trace/alarm log "dsaName_trace.log" and "dsaName_alarm.log".

This method allows the alarm and trace logs to retain their current log file names, as well as enabling the rollover effect.

The following commands enable this feature:

set rollover-trace-log = true;

set rollover-alarm-log = true;

How the DSA Keeps Time During Rollover

When the DSA starts up it stores the current ‘hour’ and ‘minute’ in local time and the seconds since epoch. When a log
message is written, the log roll check is performed.

The logs will roll when: 'hour' * 60 + 'minute' + delta in seconds since the last roll / 60 > 1440.

For example:

Start DSA at 23:50
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Hours = 23 Minutes = 50

roll check at 23.59 1380 + 50 + 9 = 1439 - no roll

roll check at 0.00 1380 + 50 + 10 = 1440 - no roll

roll check at 0.01 1380 + 50 + 11 = 1441 - roll

The roll check occurs only when any log message is being written after 1 minute past midnight.

The set rollover-trace-log command needs to be set after the set trace-log command, and same for alarm (if set).
Otherwise, the rollover settings will be set back to their default state of off.

Rollover Based on Maximum Lines

This functionality supports the rolling over of logs based on number of lines in the log. In this case, the timestamp
_HHMMSS gets appended to the log because rollover could happen many times within one day.

To enable rollover based on maximum lines, use the following commands to configure maximum line limit for each log.

set alarm-log-max-lines=$NUMBER
set summary-log-max-lines=$NUMBER
set trace-log-max-lines=$NUMBER
set stats-log-max-lines=$NUMBER
set query-log-max-lines=$NUMBER
set update-log-max-lines=$NUMBER
set alert-log-max-lines=$NUMBER
set connect-log-max-lines=$NUMBER
set warn-log-max-lines=$NUMBER
set diag-log-max-lines=$NUMBER
set time-log-max-lines=$NUMBER

To ensure that a log does not roll over before one second, a minimum of 1000 lines must be logged. Setting the max-lines
value to zero indicates that rollover based on maximum lines is disabled.

The DSA checks each log to verify if the log-max-lines functionality is enabled. When max-lines are set for logs, the
DSA creates new log files with the YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS suffix for all logs except trace and alarm logs. For instance,
when the maximum line threshold is reached, the DSA creates these logs, router_summary_20150914_120413.log
and router_warn_20150914_120413.log.

For the trace and alarm logs, when the maximum line limit has reached, the following actions occur:

1. The DSAs flushes the trace or alarm log and then closes the log.
2. The DSAs renames the current trace or alarm log to dsaName_trace_ccyymmdd_hhmmss.log  and

dsaName_alarm_ccyymmdd_hhmmss.log.
3. The DSAs opens the trace or alarm log dsaName_trace.log and dsaName_alarm.log

When max-lines are set, the trace and alarm log do not trigger a rollover in the midnight even if rollover-trace-log or
rollover-alarm-log is set to true.

Example:
For all logs except alarm and trace logs:
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router_summary_20150914_000000.log (A new log is started at midnight) 
router_summary_20150914_120413.log (When the maximum lines threshold is exceeded, a new
 log is started with the timestamp appended.) 
router_summary_20150914_180212.log (When the maximum lines threshold is exceeded, a new
 log is started with the timestamp appended.)
router_summary_20150915_000000.log (A new log is started after 24 hours.)

For trace and alarm logs: 

router.alarm.log (When the maximum lines threshold is exceeded, a new log is started.) 
router.alarm_20150914_120425.log (Previous logs are saved in this file when a rollover
 happens.) 
router.alarm_20150914_110348.log (Previous logs are saved in this file when a rollover
 happens.)

Monitoring with SNMP
CA Directory comes with an SNMP agent, which enables the following monitoring information:

• SNMP traps -- The SNMP agent sends a trap when a particular condition is met. You can send traps to an SNMP
manager or a log file.

• SNMP counters -- Use an SNMP manager to poll for counters.

You can use any SNMP manager that supports the RFC1567 MIB.

The CA Directory Management Information Base (MIB) defines what can be monitored with SNMP. This MIB conforms to
RFC1567 Directory Monitoring Management Information Base (MIB).

The CA Directory standard X.500 MIB includes the following information:

• dsaOpsTable -- Provides summary statistics on the directory accesses, operations, and errors
• dsaEntriesTable -- Provides summary statistics on the entries held by the DSA and on cache performance
• dsaIntTable -- Provides useful information about the interaction of the monitored DSA with peer DSAs

In addition, the SNMP agent can also monitor the following information that is specific to CA Directory:

• Multiwrite replication
• DSA statistics
• DXcache
• Thread utilization

This is a read-only MIB, so you cannot use it for configuring a DSA.

The MIB is stored here:

DXHOME\samples\snmp

This article discusses the following topics:
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Enable SNMP for Each DSA

Before you can use the SNMP agent, enable the SNMP agent for each DSA. You do this by defining the UDP/IP port that
listens for incoming SNMP requests.

This is the only UDP port that the DSA uses. It does not interfere with TCP port numbers, so you can use any number.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the SNMP port in one of these ways:
– The set dsa command in the knowledge file
– The set dsa command in DXconsole

2. Configure any of the following parameters:
– set snmp-description
– set snmp-contact
– set snmp-name
– set snmp-location

3. (Optional) Set values for one or both of the following settings:
– set snmp-poll-community
– set snmp-trap-community

Example: Configuring the SNMP agent for the Democorp DSA

This example shows how to enable SNMP monitoring for a DSA with text-based configuration.

1. Define the SNMP port to turn on SNMP monitoring:
set dsa "DEMOCORP" = {

...

snmp-port = 19389

...

};

2. Include information to identify the DSA to the person who is managing the SNMP monitoring:
set snmp-description = "CA Directory DSA";

set snmp-contact = "admin@forwardinc.com";

set snmp-name = DEMOCORP;

set snmp-location = "Server room in LA office";

Monitor Conditions with SNMP Traps

Use the following commands to define when SNMP traps are sent:

• set auth-trap
Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.

• set multi-write-error-trap
Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a problem with data synchronization.

• set op-error-trap
Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.

• set password-suspended-trap
Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count occurs. If password suspension is
configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because of the risk of a dictionary attack.

• set trap-on-update
• set trap-on-update-verbose

Send a trap whenever an update occurs.

Example: set trap-on-update
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In this example, the Democorp DSA includes the following configuration:

set snmp-log = udp localhost port 21000;

set trap-on-update = true;

dxtrap 21000

If you update the user record of Craig Link, the following output appears in the DXtrap window or in the log:

Trap (6, 1) from 155.35.131.130 (uptime 750.00 sec)

  - Update - 

 sysName      kookaburra:389:DEMOCORP

 sysDescr     CA Directory DSA

 sysLocation  MOD cn=Craig LINK,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU

Deliver Alarms as SNMP Traps

To deliver alarms as SNMP traps, use the following command to specify the trap address of the management application:

set snmp-log = udp hostname port portnumber;

You can set this in the DSA logging configuration file (.dxc) in the logging directory.

This command causes the following traps to happen:

• Trap 0 -- Unclassified DSA alarms & assertion failures. See Traps 6, 7, and 8 for classified alarms.
• Trap 1 -- Details of an update request
• Trap 2 -- Details of a bind request.
• Trap 3 -- Details of an operation error.
• Trap 4 -- The DN of a user whose password is suspended.
• Trap 5 -- Details of a multiwrite error.
• Trap 6 -- Any Error DSA alarm.
• Trap 7 -- Any Warning DSA alarm.
• Trap 8 -- Any Information DSA alarm

Each trap contains these three variables:

• sysName -- Contains the name of the DSA sending the trap
• sysDescr -- Contains sufficient information to reconstruct the actual update operation
• sysLocation -- Contains the actual alarm text.

To stop logging SNMP events, use this command:

close snmp-log;

Send Traps About any Update Operations

By default, all alarms are sent to the trap destination. However, you can configure the DSA to send traps that contain
information about any update operations it receives.

Use the following command:

set trap-on-update = true;

You can set this in the DSA settings configuration file (.dxc) in the settings directory.
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Example of SNMP Traps Used to Determine if There are Multiwrite Problems

In order to configure SNMP traps for your multiwrite DSA, include the following commands in the DSA's logging
configuration file.

set snmp-log= udp {hostname} port {port #}; 

set op-error-trap=true;

The DSA will then send SNMP traps to the host and port that has been specified.

An example of some related SNMP traps are:

Trap (6, 0) from aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd (uptime 188.00 sec)             

- Alarm -       sysName      SERVERA       sysDescr          

CA eTrust DXserver       sysLocation  MW: DSA 'ServerB' cannot be contacted

As with all SNMP traps, the message string will be stored in the SNMP value of 'syslocation'.

When the multiwrite queue reaches 60% full, the DSA will issue the following SNMP trap:

Trap (6, 0) from aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd (uptime 501.00 sec)             

- Alarm -       sysName      SERVERA            

sysDescr     CA eTrust DXserver            

sysLocation  MW: Buffer (ServerB) greater than 60% full

and then it will send the same trap for every 10% increase above 60%.

Once the multiwrite queue reaches 100% the DSA will suspend it's multiwrite functions and delete the full queue. At that
time it will send the two SNMP traps displayed below:

Trap (6, 0) from aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd (uptime 8037.00 sec)             

- Alarm -       sysName      SERVERA            

sysDescr     CA eTrust DXserver            

sysLocation  MW: Buffer (ServerB) greater than 100% full                   

Trap (6, 0) from aaa.bbb.ccc.ddd (uptime 8037.00 sec)             

- Alarm -       sysName      SERVERA       sysDescr          

CA eTrust DXserver       sysLocation  MW: Operation disabled for DSA 'ServerB'
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Sample Tools for SNMP Monitoring

CA Directory comes with two tools that can help you with SNMP monitoring:

• DXsnmp
• DXtrap

These are both sample tools, which means that although they might be useful, they are not officially supported. Do not
rely on sample tools for consistent results, because they may change without notice.

Monitoring with the DSA Console
You can use the DSA console to check the operational parameters and DSA usage with management commands.

Follow these steps:

Use Telnet to connect to the DSA that you want to monitor.

Use the following commands to do these tasks:

1. – View the number and type of operations performed by the DSA:
get stats;

– View current communication settings on a DSA:
get stack;

– View current DSP connections to other DSAs:
get online-dsas;

– View current user connections to the DSA:
get users;

– View the names of the currently enabled log files:
get log;

– View the current state of replication and recovery of peer DSAs:
get dsp;

Example of Monitoring Multiwrite Status Through DXConsole 

You can use the DXconsole session to monitor the multiwrite status directly. To view the multiwrite queue status, issue the
following command while you are connected to a multiwrite DSA via the DXconsole:

get dsp;

 

For a multiwrite system performing normally the output will read:

local-prefix        = local-dsa         = SERVERA       
      multi-chaining      = TRUE       
      always-chain-down   = FALSE       
      multi-write-disp-recovery = FALSE       
      multi-write-disp-queue  = FALSE       
      wait-for-multiwrite  = FALSE       
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      multi-write-queue   = 10       
      multi-write-credit   = 0        
      ServerB(): OK, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 0

This shows that the multiwrite queue for ServerB that is running on ServerA is functioning normally and has nothing
queued.

For a multiwrite DSA that is currently queuing operations for a remote DSA that is offline, the output will read:

dsa> get dsp;       
      local-prefix        =        local-dsa           = SERVERA       
      multi-chaining      = TRUE       
      always-chain-down   = FALSE       
      multi-write-disp-recovery = FALSE       
      multi-write-disp-queue  = FALSE       
      wait-for-multiwrite  = FALSE       
      multi-write-queue   = 10       
      multi-write-credit   = 0        
      ServerB(): **MW-FAILED**, total 1, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 1

Output for a failed & purged multiwrite queue will read:

dsa> get dsp;       
      local-prefix        =        local-dsa           = SERVERA       
      multi-chaining      = TRUE       
      always-chain-down   = FALSE       
      multi-write-disp-recovery = FALSE       
      multi-write-disp-queue  = FALSE       
      wait-for-multiwrite  = FALSE       
      multi-write-queue   = 10       
      multi-write-credit   = 0        
      ServerB(): **QUEUE-PURGED-OUT-OF-ORDER**, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed
 local 0

This shows that ServerA's multiwrite queue for ServerB has been purged due to the queue filling up.

Monitoring with Traces
A DSA's trace is its record of almost all operations going into and out of that DSA. You can view a DSA's trace in the log
files, and also by using the DSA console.

You can set the trace levels for each DSA. Each trace level records only a certain type of information about the DSA's
operations.
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Because the trace can be written to log files, you should not leave the trace set to a high level unless required. This
setting can fill up log files and waste disk space.

You should set the trace level in the configuration files of all DSAs to a low level, such as error.

You can change the tracing level temporarily using the DSA console. When the DSA is next restarted, the tracing returns
to the level set in the configuration file.

For a list of the possible trace levels, see set trace Command in the Reference section.

Protocol Tracing

Low-level protocol can be traced. The protocol trace is written to the trace log, if open. This tracing is only for debugging
purposes.

To enable protocol tracing, use the following command:

set trace = stack;

Statistics Tracing

The stats trace option or stats-log enables you to view minute-by-minute statistical information about a DSA.

The stats trace option operates in the following modes:

1. Default Statistics

 20160527.121400.757 STATS : Assocs 11 NilCredit 0 Queue 1+1 MWQ 0/0 Active 0/100 Ops 0
 Entries 0 Mem 30/10
 

2. Extended Statistics (set extended-stats-tracing = true;)

 20160527.121400.757 STATS : Assocs 12 NilCredit 0 Queue 0+0 MWQ 0/0 Active 0/100 Ops 0
 Entries 0 Mem 30/10 Mallocs 0 Buffers 14/1 Selects 60/0 (100)
 

With this option, you can collect the following statistical information about a DSA:

• Assocs
Displays the number of active connections at the time that the statistics were collected.

• NilCredit
Displays the number of times that the credit limit reached zero during the statistics period and the DSA did not take on
any more requests.

• Queue n+n
Displays the following numbers:
– The number of operations that the DSA has received, which are being processed
– The number of operations that have been sent to another DSA for processing
Together, these figures give the number of operations that this DSA is currently looking after.
For a router or a DSA performing chaining, this figure is the sum of local requests and all requests that are sent to
remote DSAs for processing.

• MWQ n/n
Displays the following numbers:
– The number of queued multiwrite operations that have been sent to peer DSAs
– The total number of queued multiwrite operations
You may see discrepancies between these two numbers when multiwrite recovery is in progress. You may also see
discrepancies when MW operations are no longer being sent to peer DSA's because the multi-write-outstanding-
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ops limit is reached. This limit may be reached because of slow network links, because the peer DSA's are slow in
processing the MW operations, or both.

• Active
Displays the thread utilization.

• Ops
Displays the number of operations that the DSA processed in the last minute.

• Entries
Displays the number of entries that are returned by search operations in the last minute.

• Mem n/n
Displays the following numbers:
– The DSA stores data on permanent and temporary extensible memory blocks. This count is the number of these

blocks that are currently active.
– The total number in MB requested from the operating system that is held by the DSA.

• Mallocs (Extended Stats)
Displays the number of times the DSA has requests memory from the operating system in the last minute.

• Buffers n/n (Extended Stats)
Displays the following numbers
– The display creates a number of internal transport buffers to receive requests and send responses on. This value is

the total number of active buffers in the DSA.
– When a transport buffer is no longer required, it is added to a free list. This value is the total number of free buffers

available for reuse.
• Selects n/n

Displays the following numbers:
– The total number of times the DSA has checked the operating system sockets for read or write events in the last

minute.
– The total number of times the DSA has received a write event in the last minute. This event occurs when the DSA

tries to send on a socket and the send is blocked.
• (n)

The percentage of time threads were idle in the last minute.

Change the Trace Level Temporarily

You can use a DSA console to change a DSA's trace level. This new trace level takes effect immediately. However, when
you restart or reinitialize the DSA, it returns to the trace level defined in its configuration.

To change the trace level temporarily

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA that you want to trace.
2. Enter the following command:

set trace = option;

3. To reset tracing to the default level, enter the following command:
set trace = error;

For example, to set the trace level to x500, use the following command:
set trace = x500;

Display Trace in a Log File

You can use the log files to collect trace information.

NOTE
Tracing uses CPU; therefore, the DSA's response time is slower if you have set a high tracing level.
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To display trace in a log file

1. Delete all of the DSA's logs.
This means that you can be sure that you are viewing the new trace and not an old one.

2. Use the following command to open the trace log file:
set trace = dsaname_trace.log;

3. Restart or reinitialize the DSA.
The trace starts, outputting to the following file:
dsaname_trace.log

Turn Tracing Off

If you turn tracing off, only alarm and fatal messages are generated.

To turn tracing off, enter the following command from the DSA console or a configuration file:

set trace = none;

The stats trace option or stats-log enables you to view minute-by-minute statistical information about a DSA.

The stats trace option operates in the following modes:

1. Default Statistics

 20160527.121400.757 STATS : Assocs 11 NilCredit 0 Queue 1+1 MWQ 0/0 Active 0/100 Ops 0
 Entries 0 Mem 30/10
 

2. Extended Statistics (set extended-stats-tracing = true;)

 20160527.121400.757 STATS : Assocs 12 NilCredit 0 Queue 0+0 MWQ 0/0 Active 0/100 Ops 0
 Entries 0 Mem 30/10 Mallocs 0 Buffers 14/1 Selects 60/0 (100)
 

With this option, you can collect the following statistical information about a DSA:

• Assocs
Displays the number of active connections at the time that the statistics were collected.

• NilCredit
Displays the number of times that the credit limit reached zero during the statistics period and the DSA did not take on
any more requests.

• Queue n+n
Displays the following numbers:
– The number of operations that the DSA has received, which are being processed
– The number of operations that have been sent to another DSA for processing
Together, these figures give the number of operations that this DSA is currently looking after.
For a router or a DSA performing chaining, this figure is the sum of local requests and all requests that are sent to
remote DSAs for processing.

• MWQ n/n
Displays the following numbers:
– The number of queued multiwrite operations that have not been sent to peer DSAs
– The total number of queued multiwrite operations
S discrepancy between these two numbers occurs when multiwrite recovery in progress.

• Active
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Displays the thread utilization.
• Ops

Displays the number of operations that the DSA processed in the last minute.
• Entries

Displays the number of entries that are returned by search operations in the last minute.
• Mem n/n

Displays the following numbers:
– The DSA stores data on permanent and temporary extensible memory blocks. This count is the number of these

blocks that are currently active.
– The total number in MB requested from the operating system that is held by the DSA.

• Mallocs (Extended Stats)
Displays the number of times the DSA has requests memory from the operating system in the last minute.

• Buffers n/n (Extended Stats)
Displays the following numbers
– The display creates a number of internal transport buffers to receive requests and send responses on. This value is

the total number of active buffers in the DSA.
– When a transport buffer is no longer required, it is added to a free list. This value is the total number of free buffers

available for reuse.
• Selects n/n

Displays the following numbers:
– The total number of times the DSA has checked the operating system sockets for read or write events in the last

minute.
– The total number of times the DSA has received a write event in the last minute. This event occurs when the DSA

tries to send on a socket and the send is blocked.
• (n)

The percentage of time threads were idle in the last minute.

Monitor the Directory Backbone Daily
To ensure that your directory continues to work well, perform the following tasks on a daily basis.

1. Ensure that the DSA is still running.
For example, on UNIX use the commands:
ps -ef | grep dsa

On Windows, use the Task Manager.
2. Check the log files for each DSA. If a log file has a non-zero size, view the log and determine the cause of the error.
3. Check the disk space to ensure that there is enough free space to perform a backup of the datastores used by the

DSAs.
4. Check the memory usage of each DSA.
5. (Optional) If using Windows, check the application event log for errors.
6. (Optional) If you want to monitor the load changes on a DSA, enable DSA stats tracing and check the stats log. This

provides a summary of the number of operations performed each minute, and can be used to determine usage. For
more information, see Using DSA Tracing.

External Monitoring API
The External Monitoring API provides a mechanism for external monitoring of CA Directory from a central point.
Monitoring information is then processed, consolidated, and presented to the end users. Users can use this information to
analyze the health and performance of the directory backbone.

These current monitoring mechanisms available for CA Directory require machine access to monitor information:
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• DXconsole ‘get’ commands
• SNMP monitoring
• SNMP traps
• Log files

External CA Directory monitoring unifies this information for easy integration with third-party monitoring
product. Monitoring information is sent using JSON formatted monitoring objects through HTTP. 

Configuring External Endpoints
You can configure external monitoring endpoints using the DSA configuration files. The set external-monitor command lets
you configure multiple endpoints.

The following configuration options are used when using the external monitoring:

clear external-monitor;

get external-monitor;

set external-monitor <label> = { <monEndPointDef> <monEventDef>

                                  <monVersionDef> <monCredDef> <monOptionsDef>

                                  <monFormatDef> <monPushInterval> };

<label>              ::=     <string>

<monEendPointDef>    ::=     endpoint = <string>

<monEventDef>        ::=     monitor-events = <event-list>

<monCredDef>         ::=     credentials = username <string> password <string> | NULL

 <monOptionsDef>      ::=     options = no-http-header | NULL

 <monPushInterval>    ::=     push-interval = <num> | NULL

 <event-list>         ::=     <event> | <event> , <event-list>

 <event>              ::=     alarm-log-all | alarm-log-information | alarm-log-critical
 |

                              alarm-log-caution | update-log | query-log |

                              auth-failures | account-susp | op-error | mw-error |

                              multiwrite | cache | stats | dsastats
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clear external-monitor;

This option clears the current list of external monitoring endpoints. This action is required when the configuration is
reloaded over a dxserver init.

get external-monitor;

This option displays a list of configured end points through DXconsole.

set external-monitor

label (mandatory)

A label that uniquely identifies the current endpoint configuration block.

endpoint (mandatory)

The format of the endpoint is: http[s]://host:port[/uri]

When https is specified, the DSA transmits monitoring messages over an SSL encrypted link. This transmission over SSL
link requires the following additional DSA configuration:

• DSA personality certificate for each DSA
• $DXHOME/config/ssld/trusted.pem must include the public root CA certificate from the server receiving monitoring

information. This certificate is verified by the DSA during the SSL handshake.

The optional uri component is prepended to the dxmonitor/v1 uri where the monitoring object is put.

NOTE
All DSAs configured for external monitoring require access (route) to the hostname of the configured endpoint.

monitor-events (mandatory)

The following table describes the various events, triggers, and the monitoring object.

monitor-events Description Monitoring Object Produced Trigger
alarm-log-critical Receive critical alarm

messages.
alarm Alarm event

alarm-log-caution Receive cautionary alarm
messages.

alarm Alarm event

alarm-log-information Receive informational alarm
messages.

alarm Alarm event

alarm-log-all Receive all alarm messages. alarm Alarm event
query-log Receive request/response

information for every directory
operation.

log Every directory request and
response

update-log Receive update details
for successfully applied update
request.

log Successful update

auth-failures Receive message for users that
have failed to authenticate.

event Authentication (bind) refusal

account-susp Receive message for users
that have accounts that are
suspended.

event Account suspended due to
password policy.

op-error Receive information about
operations that have failure.

event Requested failed
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mw-error Receive information about
entries that have failed to
update when replicated. This
information may indicate a data
inconsistency.

event Multiwrite replication failed due
to a slave error.

cache Receive cache statistical
information.

cache Timer: configured push-interval
(Default: 60 seconds)

dsastats Receive internal DSA statistical
information.

dsastats Timer: 60 seconds

multiwrite Receive multiwrite queue status.
A message is sent for each
multiwrite peer.

multiwrite Timer: configured push-interval
(Default: 60 seconds)

stats Receive a number of counters
covering all directory operations.

stats Timer: configured push-interval
(Default: 60 seconds)

              

WARNING
Warning: Be careful when using the query-log and update-log options in high volume environments. The
volume of traffic generated may severely impact performance and memory utilization. If log consolidation is
necessary, a background tool acting on the query-log and update-log files directly is a better option.

credentials (optional)

Credentials use this format:

username <string> password <string>

When configured, the username and password are included in the HTTP Authorization header (basic). This protects an
endpoint from unnecessary events being posted.

A password can be encoded using dxpassword -P CADIR password command and included.

Example:

% dxpassword -P CADIR password
{CADIR}2RqNRjmDUKw=
….
credentials = username monitorUser password {CADIR}2RqNRjmDUKw=
….

options (optional)

The additional options are specified here:

no-http-header

This option sends only the PUT line of the HTTP request and the request body. This action can assist some endpoints
with processing the events being received.

message-dates-gmt

This option sends monitoring messages with dates in GMT format. This format helps to sequence messages where the
DSAs run in different timezones.

push-interval (optional)
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This option defines the number of seconds timer triggered events are sent. To prevent excess monitoring traffic, the value
must be greater or equal to 5 seconds.

NOTE
When using monitoring-event = dsastats, you cannot configure this option as it shares the existing internal
statistics calculations that are reset between snapshots every 60 seconds. 

The following events support this option:

monitoring-event = multiwrite, stats, cache.

Configuration Example

clear external-monitor;
set external-monitor STATS = {
endpoint = "http://hostname.com:8080/rest"
monitor-events = stats, cache, multiwrite
credentials = username "dxmonitor" password "{CADIR}2RqNRjmDUKw="
push-interval = 120
};

# dsastats must occur every 60 seconds
set external-monitor DSASTATS = {
endpoint = "http://hostname.com:8080/rest"
monitor-events = dsastats
credentials = username "dxmonitor" password "{CADIR}2RqNRjmDUKw="
};

set external-monitor EVENTS = {
endpoint = "http:// hostname.com:8080/rest"
monitor-events = auth-failures, account-susp, op-error, mw-error
credentials = username "dxmonitor" password "{CADIR}2RqNRjmDUKw="
};

# protect confidential information
set external-monitor ENCRYPTED = {
endpoint = "https://hostname.com:8443/rest"
monitor-events = alarm-log-all, update-log, query-log
options = no-http-header, message-dates-gmt

credentials = username "dxmonitor" password "{CADIR}2RqNRjmDUKw="
};

Monitoring Output Format
Externally monitored CA Directory events are sent through HTTP messages. A message consists of a HTTP Header and
a JSON formatted body. This information in the following sections discusses the format in more detail.
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HTTP Message

The monitoring message is in JSON formatted object sent over HTTP/s to the configured monitoring address. The HTTP
header consists of the following information and header fields:

PUT /{uri}/dxmonitor/v1/{event} HTTP/1.1<CR><LF>

Host: {hostname}<CR><LF>

User-Agent: CA Directory<CR><LF>

Authorization: Basic {credentials}<CR><LF>

Accept: application/json<CR><LF>

Content-Type: application/json; charset=UTF-8<CR><LF>

Content-Length: {length}<CR><LF>

Connection: keep-alive<CR><LF>

Pragma: no-cache<CR><LF>

Cache-Control: no-cache<CR><LF>

<CR><LF>

{JSON message}

Where

uri
The uri is taken from configured monitoring URL, for example, http://host:20000/uri.
event
The events currently supported are: log, alarm, event, cache, stats, dsastats, multiwrite.
hostname
The hostname refers to the full qualified name of the host that is sending information.
credentials
Base64 encoded credentials, if configured.
length
Length of attached JSON message.
JSON message
Object containing monitoring information in JSON format.

Monitoring Information

Every monitoring push contains the information as shown in the following table:
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Monitoring Object Name: dxserver-monitor

Name Value Type Format Description
host-name
 

String  Name of host where the DSA
that provides information resides

dsa-name String  Name of DSA that provides
information

time String CCYYMMDD.HHMMSS.mmm Time when the DSA sent the
message

message-id Number >=0 Sequence number to identify
each message uniquely sent by
DSA

alarm {alarm}  This information is explained in
detail in the following sections.

event {event}  This information is explained in
detail in the following sections.

log {log}  This information is explained in
detail in the following sections.

stats {stats}  This information is explained in
detail in the following sections.

cache {cache}  This information is explained in
detail in the following sections.

multiwrite {multiwrite}  This information is explained in
detail in the following sections.

dsastat {dsastats}  This information is explained in
detail in the following sections.

Alarm Information

Alarm information is sent each time an alarm message is written to the alarm log depending on the configured type. The
alarm log captures a large number of critical events in the lifecycle of a DSA.

• Alarm Object Name: alarm
• Trigger: Alarm message written to log file

The alarm message contains the following information as shown in this table:

Name Value Type Format Description
id String DSA_cnnnn Unique alarm message identifier
type
 

String Enumeration:
critical
caution
information

Severity of alarm

message String  Text describing the alarm event
that occurred

Alarm Format Example

This example is an informational alarm message sent when you stop the DSA.
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 { "dxserver-monitor": {

        "host-name": "hostname.com",

        "dsa-name": "data1",

        "time": "20141205.165412.212",

        "alarm": {

          "id": "DSA_I1240",

          "type": "information",

          "message": "DSA shutting down"

        }

      }

    }

Event Information

While the DSA is running, a number of key events can be detected. These events are useful from an auditing perspective
or to detect problems that require immediate attention.

• Event Object Name: event
• Trigger: Configured event detected by the DSA

The event message contains the following information as shown in this table:

Name Value Type Format Description
type
 

String Enumeration:
auth-failure
account-susp
op-error
mw-error

Type of event that occurred

message String  Text describing the event that
occurred

Event Format Example

This example is when a bind to the DSA occurs with invalid credentials. If this occurs frequently, it may indicate a
dictionary-based attack.

    { "dxserver-monitor": {

        "host-name": "hostname.com",
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        "dsa-name": "data1",

        "time": "20141205.165412.212",

        "event" : {

          "type": "auth-failure",

          "message": "cn=justin,ou=users,o=ca,c=au 123.123.123.123"

        }

      }

    }

Logs Information

While the DSA is running, a number of logs are written to the file system. These logs can be directory to the monitoring
address.

• Log Object Name: logs
• Trigger: When operations are processed by the DSA

The logs message contains the following information as shown in this table:

Name Value Type Format Description
type
 

String Enumeration:
query-log
update-log

Type of event being logged by
the DSA

message String  Text describing the log event
that occurred

NOTE

External event monitoring is independent of the CA Directory logging to the file system.

Log Format Example

This example is a successful bind request being logged.

   { "dxserver-monitor": {

        "host-name": "hostname.com",

        "dsa-name": "router",

        "time": "20150223.115515.695",

        "log" : {
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          "type": "query-log",

          "message": "20150223.115515.695 0.11 BIND 10.129.174.81 dn=
\"cn=justin,ou=users,o=ca,c=au\""

        }

      }

    }

 

    { "dxserver-monitor": {

        "host-name": "hostname.com",

        "dsa-name": "router",

        "time": "20150223.171428.225",

        "log" : {

          "type": "query-log",

          "message": "20150223.171428.225 0.11 RESULT success 1 entries 16 msecs"

        }

      }   

    }

Statistics Information

The DSA keeps running counts of various operations received and other information as shown in the following table.
This information is reset when a DSA is restarted. This count keeps increasing until the values wrap back to zero when
unsigned MAX_INT (32-bit) is reached.

If periodic snapshots are taken, then this information provides a reasonable measure of how the DSA is performing over
time. The delta of snapshots indicates the amount of work a DSA has performed in that period.

• Statistics Object Name: stats
• Trigger: If push-interval is configured, this object is used, else, a message is sent every 60 seconds.

Name Value Type Format Description
anonymous-binds Number >=0 Anonymous binds processed
simple-binds Number >=0 Username/password binds

processed
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strong-binds Number >=0 Certificate authenticated binds
processed

bind-security-errors Number >=0 Binds refused due to invalid
credentials

total-operations Number >=0 Total count of operations
processed

compare-entry-operations Number >=0 Total number of compare
operations processed

add-entry-operations Number >=0 Total number of add entry
operations processed

remove-entry-operations Number >=0 Total number of remove entry
operations processed

modify-entry-operations Number >=0 Total number of modify entry
operations processed

rename-entry-operations Number >=0 Total number of rename entry
operations processed

list-operations Number >=0 Total number of list entry
operations processed (one
level searches for objectClass
present)

search-operations Number >=0 Total number of search
operations processed

one-level-search-operations Number >=0 Total number of search
operations with a scope of one-
level processed

whole-subtree-searches Number >=0 Total number of whole subtree
search operations processed

security-errors Number >=0 Total number of security errors
that have occurred

operation-errors Number >=0 Total number of failed
operations

Statistics Format Example

{ "dxserver-monitor": {

        "host-name": "hostname.com",

        "dsa-name": "router",

        "time": "20150223.214700.014",

        "stats" : {

          "anonymous-binds": 0,

          "simple-binds": 1,

          "strong-binds": 0,
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          "bind-security-errors": 0,

          "total-operations": 7,

          "compare-entry-operations": 0,

          "add-entry-operations": 0,

          "remove-entry-operations": 0,

          "modify-entry-operations": 1,

          "rename-entry-operations": 0,

          "list-operations": 5,

          "search-operations": 1,

          "one-level-searches": 1,

          "whole-subtree-searches": 0,

          "security-errors": 0,

          "operation-errors": 0

        }

      }

    }

Cache Information

The DSA uses a high speed cache to optimize performance. Since r12, all information is now cached (DXgrid) and this
event provides a snapshot of the current state of the DXgrid DSA cache.

NOTE
If set on router DSAs, all counters are set to zero and the status is disabled. For this reason, it is more efficient
to set this option on data DSAs only.

• Statistics Object Name: cache
• Trigger: If push-interval is configured, this object is used, else, a message is sent every 60 seconds.
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The cache message contains the following information as shown in this table:

Name Value Type Format Description
status String Enumeration:

ok
building
disabled
insane

 
Cache is functioning normally
Cache being loaded from
DXgrid db file
Cache turned off
Should not get here

size Number >=0 Memory used (to the nearest
MB) to cache the entries and
build indexes

search-hits Number >=0 How many searches the cache
has serviced

sequential-scans Number >=0 How many searches caused
the cache to sequentially scan
all entries. These searches
are inefficient and should be
monitored.

entries Number >=0 Number of entries serviced by
the cache

file-size Number >=0 The configured size of the
DXgrid db file

used-bytes Number >=0 Number of bytes used to store
data in the DXgrid db file. The
file utilization percentage can
be calculated using this formula:
used-bytes / file-size * 100.

reclaimable-bytes Number >=0 Number of bytes from deleted
entries or values that may
be reclaimed by subsequent
updates

Cache Format Example

    { "dxserver-monitor": {

        "host-name": "hostname.com",

        "dsa-name": "data1",

        "time": "20150223.214700.014",

        "cache" : {

          "status": "ok",

          "size": 6,

          "search-hits": 0,
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          "sequential-scans": 0,

          "entries": 7,

          "file-size": 10,

          "used-bytes": 1,

          "reclaimable-bytes": 1

        }

      }

    }

Multiwrite Information

When a DSA is part of a replicating set of DSAs, the multiwrite event keeps track of each multiwrite peer DSA it is
servicing. A DSA may have one or more peers and the multiwrite event provides a separate status line for each peer.

NOTE
No events are sent if a DSA is not replicating. If there are many multiwrite DSAs, then each DSA sends a
multiwrite event for each peer in its replicating set. This may trigger to a large amount of traffic. For this reason,
increase the push interval to reduce monitoring traffic.

• Statistics Object Name: multiwrite
• Trigger: If push-interval is configured, this object is used, else, a message is sent every 60 seconds.

Name Value Type Format Description
dsa-name String  Name of remote multiwrite peer

DSA.
queue-length Number >=0 Number of updates that have

been applied locally and must
be sent to the multwrite peer
DSA.
This value increasing over time
indicates a replication bottleneck
that needs investigation,
especially if MW-DISP is
enabled.

Enumeration:
unknown  
ok Replicating normally to dsa-

name

failed dsa-name cannot be contacted,
will try again in 60 seconds

status Number

failed-no-remote-dsa Replication has failed as
dsa-name is removed from
configuration
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serviced-by-hub Not replicating to dsa-name
as handled by hub in that DSA
Multiwrite group

recovering Replication to dsa-name has
failed, will use MW-DISP for
recovery

disp-failed dsa-name is in the process of
recovering using Multiwrite

waiting-for-disp MW-DISP initialization in
progress

queue-purged Multiwrite queue size exceeded
failed-update-sent Attempting to reconnect to dsa-

name

pending-remote Number >=0 Count of updates that have
been sent to replicating peer
DSA

confirmed-local Number >=0 Count of updates in queue
that clients are not waiting for
confirmation on. The updates
have either been confirmed or
are replicating asynchronously.

Multiwrite Format Example

DSA mw1 has 2 multiwrite peer DSAs (mw2 & mw3), therefore, two messages are sent.

    { "dxserver-monitor": {

        "host-name": "hostname.com",

        "dsa-name": "mw1",

        "time": "20150223.214700.014",

        "multiwrite" : {

          "dsa-name": "mw2",

          "queue-length": 0,

          "status": "ok",

          "pending-remote": 10,

          "confirmed-local": 10

        }

      }
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    }

 

    { "dxserver-monitor": {

        "host-name": "hostname.com",

        "dsa-name": "mw1",

        "time": "20150223.214700.014",

        "multiwrite" : {

          "dsa-name": "mw3",

          "queue-length": 1000,

          "status": "failed",

          "pending-remote": 0,

          "confirmed-local": 0

 

        }

      }

    }

DSA Internal Statistics Information

The DSA keeps track of low-level internal statistical information that can be useful in tracking operational or performance
problems.

Some information is reset when a DSA is restarted and keeps increasing until the values wrap back to zero when
unsigned MAX_INT (32 bit) is reached. Other information is reset after each snapshot. For this reason the push-interval is
not supported for this monitoring event.

• Statistics Object Name: dsastats
• Trigger: Message sent every 60 seconds

Name Value Type Format Description
associations Number >=0 Number of active connections to

the DSA
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nil-credit Number >=0 Number of times since the last
message when an operation
processing got delayed as the
credit limit was reached. This
value is reset every 60 seconds.

queued-ops Number >=0 Number of operations the DSA
is processing

queued-remote-ops Number >=0 Number of operations that have
been sent to other DSAs for
processing

ops-processed Number >=0 Number of operations that have
been processed since the last
message. This value is reset
every 60 seconds.

entries-returned Number >=0 Number of entries returned by
the DSA since the last message.
This value is reset every 60
seconds.

mw-queue Number >=0 The total number of queued
updates in all multiwrite queues

mw-replicating Number >=0 The total number of updates that
are pending a response from
remote peer DSAs

active Number >=0 Approximately the percentage
of active threads over the last
minute. This value is reset every
60 seconds.

memory-trees Number >=0 The number of internal memory
blocks in use

memory-usage Number >=0 Total amount of memory
DSA has requested from the
operating system

mallocs Number >=0 The number of times malloc was
called since the last message.
The DSA reuses memory so
over time the number of malloc
calls should reduce. If these
calls do not reduce, the DSA is
not performing at full efficiency
as requesting memory from the
OS incurs a performance cost.
This value is reset every 60
seconds.

buffers Number >=0 The number of transport buffers
in the DSA. These buffers are
used when sending requests
and responses to other DSAs
or clients. If the number of
transport buffers grows this
can indicate that the receiver
is not keeping up with the load
generated and may indicate a
bottleneck
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free-buffers Number >=0 The number of transport buffers
that can be reused

selects Number >=0 The number of times select()
was called since the last
message. This object is used
to listen for network events
(requests or disconnects). This
value is reset every 60 seconds.

write-selects Number >=0 The number of times select()
returned a write event. These
events occur when the DSA
tries to send a request or
response and the attempt is
blocked by the receiver. The
DSA needs to wait for the other
end to become writable. If these
are frequent then the target may
have a performance issue.
This value is reset every 60
seconds.

thread-count Number >=0 Number of threads available in
the pool to work. The DSA no
longer has backend threads, so
these counters that appear in
SNMP have been dropped.

thread-mean Number >=0 Average number of threads
active from the available threads

DSA Internal Statistics Format Example

    { "dxserver-monitor": {

        "host-name": "hostname.com",

        "dsa-name": "data",

        "time": "20150223.214700.014",

        "dsastats" : {

          "associations": 2,

          "nil-credit": 0,

          "queued-ops": 1,

          "queued-remote-ops": 1,

          "ops-processed": 10,

          "entries-returned": 34,
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          "mw-queue": 0,

          "mw-not-sent": 0,

          "busy": 0,

          "memory-trees": 25,

          "memory-usage": 6,

          "mallocs": 0,

          "buffers": 10,

          "free-buffers": 0,

          "selects": 3850,

          "write-selects": 0,

          "thread-count": 8,

          "thread-mean": 0

        }

      }

    }

Response Format

When the DSA sends a request through REST, a response from the server must be sent back to the DSA. The DSA
does not enforce it, but can be used to indicate an issue with processing the response and aids in diagnosing server side
monitoring issues. It may be more efficient for the endpoint to not send responses.

The DSA currently expects the following HTTP responses and the body of the response are ignored.

Response Messages

HTTP Status Code Reason

403 Event failed the HTTP basic authorization check
200 or 204 Event was successfully processed
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Monitoring Performance Impact and Diagnostics

Performance Impact

The goal of any monitoring is to reduce performance degradation of normal functioning. Therefore, monitoring messages
are sent asynchronously.

NOTE
If a monitoring endpoint cannot keep up with the traffic that is being sent by DSAs, then the DSA memory
consumption increases.

Diagnostics (Debugging)

To assist with diagnosing monitoring issues, additional diagnostic messages are displayed. The trace stack; level is
enhanced to display HTTP request and response contents. This information assists users in diagnosing issues while
sending to and integrating with the external monitoring address.

If a monitoring message cannot be sent, a warning is noted in the warn log.

Event Message Delivery

The DSA does not guarantee message delivery. The DSA makes every effort to deliver a monitoring event to the
configured end points. If the delivery fails, a warning is logged in the DSAs warn log. This warning indicates that the
message was not sent and the information is now lost.

Manage DSAs
The information in this section describes how you can manage DSAs.

You can control DSAs using the following tools:

• DXconsole
• Directory Management UI
• A command line

NOTE
On Windows, you can use the Service Manager to start and stop DSA services.

This section describes the following topics:

How to Stop a DSA
You can stop a DSA using a DSA console.

However, if a DSA has a multiwrite queue and Wait for Multiwrite is set to True for that DSA, the DSA does not stop. This
is to prevent the queue being lost. If Wait for Multiwrite is True, the DSA does not stop until the queue has been flushed
(that is, the target DSA has accepted all of the queued updates).

To ensure a DSA stops, we recommend that you stop processes in this order:

1. Stop any applications.
This prevents any further updates being sent to the directory.

2. Stop any router DSA.
This prevents updates being routed from other DSAs.

3. Stop the data DSA.

We recommend that you do not forcibly stop a DSA with queues, because this causes the queues to be permanently lost.
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Reinitializing a DSA
If you have changed the configuration files of a DSA, the DSA does not change until you restart it. This is because a DSA
checks its configuration only when it is starting up. When it is running, it does not refer to its configuration.

However, you can reinitialize a DSA to make it check its configuration. This lets you change a DSA's behavior without
stopping and restarting it.

View DSA Current Statistics Using DX Console
CA Directory maintains statistics about all events, services, errors, and timeouts. You can use the DSA console to monitor
the DSA's current statistics.

To view DSA current statistics

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA you want to check.
2. Enter the following command:

get stats;

Reset the Statistics Counts of a DSA
CA Directory maintains statistics about all events, services, errors, and timeouts. You can use the DSA console to monitor
the DSA's current statistics.The DSA statistics are stored in counters in the DSA.

To reset a DSA's current statistics:

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA whose statistics you want to reset.
2. Enter the following command:

reset stats;

View Current Operational Values of a DSA
To view the current operational values of a DSA

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA you want to check.
2. On the DSA console, use the following command:

get oper;

Control DSAs by Using a Command Line
If you have direct access to a directory host, you can control DSAs on the host using a command line. You miust know the
DSAs names, but you do not need to know their port numbers.

Any of the commands that you can use in a command line can also be used in a script.

Start a DSA Using a Command Line

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command line with the appropriate user permissions.
On UNIX, use the DSA user.
On Windows, use the Control User or Super User.

2. Enter the following command:
dxserver start dsaname | all
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– dsaname
This attribute starts the named DSA only.

– all
This attribute starts all DSAs on this computer.

In this command, dsaname is the name of the directory server.

Stop a DSA Using a Command Line

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command line with the appropriate user permissions.
On UNIX, use DSA user.
On Windows, use Control User or Super User.

2. Enter the following command:
dxserver stop dsaname | all

– dsaname
This attribute stops the named DSA only.

– all
This attribute stops all DSAs on this computer.

Force a DSA to Stop Using Command Line

To stop a DSA that has a multiwrite queue and Wait for Multiwrite is selected, use the dxserver forcestop command. This
command stops a DSA even if it has multiwrite queues.

Note: We strongly recommend that you do not use a force stop in a production environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command line with the appropriate user permissions.
On UNIX, use DSA user.
On Windows, use Control User or Super User.

2. Enter the following command:
dxserver forcestop dsaname

Force an Inconsistent DSA to Start Using Command Line

We recommend stopping the DSAs using these methods:

• Use dxserver stop or dxserver stop all command.
• (Windows only) Stop the service using the Windows Service Manager.

However, in the following cases, the DSA process is terminated abnormally:

• Power outage
• Process killed (in UNIX) 
• End Process from Task Manager (in Windows)
• Virtual machine termination

In these cases, a data DSA could be performing updates that might not be complete. The grid DB file might be corrupt
or is missing the most recent changes. When starting a DSA after an abnormal termination, it might not start with the
following message:

{dsaname} inconsistent
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To start a DSA, which is in inconsistent state, use the dxserver forcestart command.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command line with the appropriate user permissions.
On UNIX, use DSA user.
On Windows, use Control User or Super User.

2. Enter the following command:

dxserver forcestart dsaname

Note: To prevent data loss, we recommend running a transaction log (with flushing enabled). However, in high volume
update environments, this setting might be disabled. If the transaction log is disabled, we recommend performing a full
disaster recovery from a replicating peer DSA before using the force start command.

Refresh a DSA Using a Command Line

If you reinitialize a DSA, it checks its configuration files and it applies changes without stopping and restarting.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command line with the appropriate user permissions.
On UNIX, use DSA user.
On Windows, use Control User or Super User.

2. Enter the following command:
dxserver init dsaname | all

– dsaname
This attribute initializes the named DSA only.

– all
This attribute initializes all DSAs on this computer.

Check the Status of a DSA by Using a Command Line

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command line with the appropriate user permissions.
On UNIX, use DSA user.
On Windows, use Control User or Super User.

2. Type the following command:
dxserver status dsaname

If you omit dsaname, the status of all DSAs are reported.

Increase the Size of Your Datastore

You might want to increase the size of a datastore that is associated with a DSA.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the DSA.
2. Locate the dxgrid-db-size setting in the DSA configuration file.
3. Modify the dxgrid-db-size setting to define the new increased size you want for the datastore.
4. Run dxextenddb for the DSA.
5. Start the DSA.
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NOTE
Data is not lost when extending a DSA in this way.

Delete a DSA by Using a Command Line

Follow these steps in Windows:

1. Stop the dsa that you want to delete. 
Use command:  dxserver stop <dsaname>

2. Remove the CA Directory - <dsaname> service from Service Panel. 
Use command:  dxserver remove <dsaname>

3. Manually delete the following two files:
<dsaname>.dxi – located at %DXHOME%\config\servers\<dsaname>.dxi 
<dsaname>.dxc – located at %DXHOME%\config\knowledge\<dsaname>.dxc 

NOTE
 If there is any reference of <dsaname>.dxc file in a GROUP (.dxg) file, remove the source line from the
Group.dxg file available in the knowledge folder.

4. Manually delete all the dsa related database files from %DXHOME%\data. For example, <dsaname>.db,
<dsaname>.tx etc

 

Follow these steps in Linux:

1. Stop the dsa that you want to delete. 
Use command:  dxserver stop <dsaname>

2. If the DSA that you want to delete is configured to 'autostart' upon a reboot, remove the reference from the ‘autostart’
folder. 
The ‘autostart’ folder is located here: $DXHOME/config/autostart 

3. Manually delete the following two files:
<dsaname>.dxi – located at $DXHOME/config/servers/<dsaname>.dxi 
<dsaname>.dxc – located at $DXHOME/config/knowledge/<dsaname>.dxc 

NOTE
 If there is any reference of <dsaname>.dxc file in a GROUP (.dxg) file, remove the source line from the
Group.dxg file available in the knowledge folder.

4. Manually delete all the related database files from $DXHOME/data. For example, <dsaname>.db, <dsaname>.tx etc
5. Run the command-  ‘Is -latr’  in the $DXHOME/pid folder. You will find a hidden file, <.dsaname.lck> (filename starts

with a period).
Delete the <.dsaname.lck> file.

 

Control DSAs by Using the DSA Console
The DSA console lets you connect to a DSA to give DXserver commands, receive trace information, and act as a user
agent.

Stop a DSA Using the DSA Console

Before you can connect to a DSA, you must configure the DSA to accept such connections.

To stop a DSA using the DSA console

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA that you want to stop.
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2. Enter the following command:
shutdown;

Force a DSA to Stop Using the DSA Console

If you need to stop a DSA that has a multiwrite queue and Wait for Multiwrite is selected, use the force-shutdown
command from the DSA console. This command stops a DSA even if it has multiwrite queues, and discards the items in
the queues.

Note: We strongly recommend that you do not use a force stop in a production environment.

To force a DSA to stop using the DSA console

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA that you want to stop.
2. Enter the following command:

force-shutdown;

The DSA stops and any multiwrite queues are lost.

Disconnect from a DSA by Using the DSA Console

The usual way to close the DSA console is to log out. This closes the Telnet session from the DSA:

dsa> logout;

You can also close the DSA console from the local Telnet session:

<control-]>

telnet> quit

The Telnet session closes automatically when the DSA shuts down.

Control DSAs Using The Windows Service Manager
This topic only applies to Windows.

When you create DSA instances on the Windows operating system, a service is created in the Windows Service Manager.
Navigate to Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Services to access this service.

A Windows service is created in the following cases:

• By issuing the dxserver install {dsa_name} command
• By issuing dxnewdsa command 
• When a DSA is started and a service does not exist

CA Directory Service Default Values

When you create a DSA service, the default values are:

• Service name: DXserver_{dsa_name}
• Display name: CA Directory - {dsa name}
• Startup type: Automatic (Delayed Start)
• Log on as account: Local Service

CA Directory Service Permissions

The DSA service runs using the Local Service account. This account, therefore, needs read access up to the %DXHOME
% folder. This account also needs full control over at least the data, logs, and pid folders that are contained under
%DXHOME% folder.
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Start a DSA Service

Use one of these methods to start the DSA service:

• Navigate to Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Services from the Start menu or run services.msc from the command
prompt. Find the server using the Display name. Click the green arrow icon or right-click the service and select Start.

• From the command line, use this command:
NET START Service name

TIP
If the DSA service fails to start, check the warn-log under %DXHOME%/logs for details. If a log is not written,
then the diagnostic information is written to the Windows Event Viewer.

Stop a DSA Service

Use one of these methods to stop the DSA service:

• Navigate to Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Services from the Start menu or run services.msc from the command
prompt. Find the server using the Display name. Click the green arrow icon or right-click the service and select Stop.

• From the command line, use this command:
NET STOP Service name

Remove a DSA Service

If a DSA service is no longer required, then it must be removed from the Windows Service Manager. You can remove a
DSA Service by issuing the dxserver remove {dsa_name} command from the Windows command line.

NOTE
A running DSA service cannot be reinitialized using the Windows Service Manager. You can reinitialize a DSA
Service by using the dxserver init {dsa_name} command from the command line.

Manage Directory Data
The information in this section describes how you can manage the directory data.

This section discusses the following topics:

Change Every Entry in a Directory
If you want to change every entry in a directory, create a new data store and then load the new data from an LDIF file.

If you perform this procedure regularly, you can set up replication between the DSAs.

To change every entry in a directory

1. Create a new data store, using the following command:
dxnewdb dsaname

In this command dsaname is the name of the data store that you want to empty.
2. Load the new data, using the following command:

dxloaddb options dsaname ldif-file

In this command ldif-file is the name of the LDIF file that contains the new data and dsaname is the name of the DSA
to which you want to load the data. The options include the following value:
– -O rows

Specifies that DXloaddb loads operational attributes.
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Example: Change Every Entry in the Democorp datastore

1. Create a new data store using the following command:
dxnewdb Democorp

2. Load the new data from the file newdemocorp.ldi using the following command:
dxloaddb Democorp newdemocorp.ldi 

Copy Data Between DSAs

If you want to copy data from one DSA to another, take a copy of the data store file.

Backing Up Data
There are two ways to back up CA Directory data. The fastest and safest way is to back up the file system. You can also
export the data to an LDIF file.

Comparison of Backup Methods

The following table contrasts each backup method:

Backup Method Status of DSA Efficiency Portable Backups
Offline backup using OS tools Requires DSA to be stopped. Fastest method.

Backup can be scheduled using
OS tools like cron.

Does not produce portable
backup.

Offline backup using
Directory tool (dxdumpdb)

Requires DSA to be stopped. - Produces portable LDIF file.

Online backup using
'dxserver onlinebackup' and
console 'dxdump' 

Backup takes place while the
DSA is running.
Note:The backup can be
scheduled using dxdump
command only.

Slowest method. Does not produce portable
backup.

Online backup using
Management UI

Backup takes place while the
DSA is running.

- Does not produce portable
backup.

File System Backup

You can use a file system backup to reflect the changes that are made to CA Directory applications and program scripts.

A file system backup should include the following:

• Operating system files
• CA Directory startup scripts
• CA Directory installation files
• CA Directory configuration files
• CA Directory datastore files
• User information, including:

– Environment (DXHOME)
– User names and passwords
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Example of File System Backup Plan

Company A is a large multinational bank that uses CA Directory as an authentication repository.

Their directory contains hundreds of millions of user entries and uses eight Solaris computers. Each computer has four
data DSAs and several layers of router DSAs on it. Company A runs a 24-hours-a-day, 7-days-a-week operation with strict
SLAs relating to availability, and a small weekly maintenance window.

At Company A, the directory is managed by a Directory team. The IT infrastructure is handled by a different team.

The IT team automatically backs up the file system once a day at 4 a.m.

Using an LDIF file to Back Up and Load Data

LDIF files are text files that store directory information in LDIF. You can use LDIF files to transfer directory information
between LDAP directory servers or to describe a set of changes to be applied to a directory.

CA Directory comes with the DXdumpdb tool, which lets you unload data from a datastore into an LDIF file. You can then
later load the data from the LDIF file into a datastore to recover the directory content.

Back Up a Directory to an LDIF File

To back up a directory to an LDIF file from an existing .zdb file

1. Log in as the user dsa (on UNIX) or the DXserver administrator (on Windows).
2. Take an online backup of the dsa to generate the .zdb file. 
3. Use the following command to back up the datastore to the LDIF file:

dxdumpdb -f filename -z dsaname 

– -f filename
Specifies the file path and name where the data is dumped.

– -z
Specifies that DXdumpdb dumps from the copy of the datastore that is produced by the console command dump
dxgrid-db. Note:On-line backup can be done with 'dump dxgrid-db' scheduled backup or by the Management UI as
an on-demand backup.

– dsaname
Specifies the name of the DSA.

Note: To take a backup of a dsa without .zdb file, use the following command:

dxdumpdb -f filename dsaname 

How to Load Directory Data from an LDIF File

You can load data from an LDIF file in two ways, as follows:

• Load an entire datastore from an LDIF file, using the DXloaddb tool. For more information, see dxloaddb in the
Reference section.

• Load some data into an existing datastore, using the DXmodify tool. For more information, see dxmodify in the
Reference section.

Online Datastore Dump

You can take a consistent snapshot copy of the datastore of a running DSA (an online dump). The DSA completes any
pending updates before starting the online dump. This action does not impact the ability of the DSA to perform any sort of
operation while the backup is running.

The datastore file is copied to a file with extension starting .z, so the database file is dxgrid-db.zdb
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NOTE
Each dump overwrites the previous backup file. If you want to save the backup file, copy it to another location
before the next dump.

The command has the following format:

dxserver onlinebackup {dsaname}

See dump dxgrid-db Command for referrence.

Unique Attribute Values
Sometimes you need the attribute value in an entry to be unique. For example, for email to work each user needs a
unique email ID.

You can specify which attributes must have unique values, and you can also specify a subtree within which the specified
attribute must have unique values. You can specify different subtrees for different attributes.

If you implement unique attributes, ensure the client applications can handle refusals when they add or modify attribute
values that already exist.

How Unique Attribute Values Work

When a client application tries to update an attribute that is set to be unique, CA Directory checks that the attribute value
is not already used.

If the value is used, an error message is sent back to the client application; otherwise the client request is confirmed.

Uniqueness Checks and Access Controls

Be careful when using unique attribute values for sensitive data.

When a DSA searches entries to determine if an attribute value is unique, the search bypasses access controls. This
means that a user could write a client application to determine the unique values. If these are sensitive information, this
may be a security issue.

If the scope of the subtree covers more than one DSA, the first DSA (DSA-A) sends the search to another DSA (DSA-
B). DSA-B obeys access controls unless DSA-A has set the trust flag trust-DSA-triggered-operations. To allow DSA-B to
bypass access controls, set this flag in the DSA-A knowledge and ensure that DSA-B shares DSA-A's knowledge.

Limitation Uniqueness Is Not Enforced in Pre-existing Data

We recommend that you enable unique attributes only on empty directories or new attributes. This ensures uniqueness.

There is no DSA mechanism to find duplicates in existing directory data. Before you enable unique attributes on a running
directory, you should check for duplicate attribute values.

If you load data using the DXloaddb tool, uniqueness is not enforced.

Check for Attribute Value Uniqueness in a Subtree

You can extend checks for unique attributes to apply to all DSAs in an entire directory backbone.

Checks for uniqueness apply to any number of DSAs in a backbone as long as they are under the specified uniqueness
subtree.

Attribute value uniqueness cannot be guaranteed in a distributed environment, because multiple DSAs can be updated at
the same time. However this is a slim window.
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To check for attribute value uniqueness in a subtree

1. (Optional) Define the subtree within which the attributes must be unique using the following command:
set unique-attrs-subtree = DN;

2. Define the unique attributes using the following command:
set unique-attrs = attribute [subtree = DN] [,attribute [subtree = DN]]  [...] ;

This command lets you specify which subtree each attribute should be unique within, but this is optional.
If you do not set these subtrees here or in the set unique-attrs-subtree command, attributes are unique within the local
prefix.

3. (Optional) Set the trust flag Trust-DSA-triggered operations in the knowledge of the DSA. Then, if the search extends
to another DSA, this other DSA bypasses access controls when it performs uniqueness checking.

List the Unique Attributes in a DSA

To list the unique attributes in a DSA

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA that contains the unique attributes.
2. Enter the following command:

get user;

The output lists the DSA's configuration, including any unique attributes.

Operational Attributes
An operational attribute represents information used to control the operation of the directory (such as access control
information), or used by the directory to represent some aspects of its operation.

If you use the all-extra-attrs or extra-attrs options, search requests include operational attributes in the reply.

Example: Read an entry returning all operational attributes

read-req

 entry = <c "AU"><o "Democorp">

 all-extra-attrs;

The command returns all attributes of the entry, including all operational attributes, for example:

Entry: 

 <countryName "AU">

 <organizationName "Democorp">

Contents:

 (objectClass organization)

 (organizationName "Democorp")

 (telephoneNumber "(03) 9727 8900")

 (creatorsName <countryName "AU"> <organizationName "Democorp"> <commonName "DSA Administrator">

 )

 (createTimestamp 19980712035245Z)

 (modifiersName  <countryName "AU"> <organizationName "Democorp"> <organizationalUnitName "Services">

 <commonName "John Smith">

 )

 (modifyTimestamp 19980718062137Z)

 (dseType (any)3,2,16)

You can select particular operational attributes.

Example: Read an Entry Returning Selected Operational Attributes
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read-req

 entry = <c "AU"><o "Democorp"><ou "Corporate">

 extra-attrs = modifyTimestamp;

The command returns attributes and values of the entry, plus the requested operational attributes:

Entry: 

 <countryname "AU">

 <organizationName "Democorp">

 <organizationalUnitName "Corporate">

Contents:

 (objectClass organizationalUnit)

 (organizationalUnitName "Corporate")

 (facsimileTelephoneNumber "(03) 9727 9722")

 (telephoneNumber "(03) 9727 9942") 

 (modifyTimestamp 19980718062137Z)

entryUUID Operational Attribute

This operational attribute is a server-generated 128-bit identifier and it is created for every entry in the directory. This
happens when:

• Entry is added to the directory
• Entry is loaded from LDIF using dxloaddb. 

In this case, entryUUID's as defined in the LDIF source are used. DXloaddb will generate entryUUID's for entries that
do not have this attribute.

Creation of entryUUID is not enabled by default. To enable, add the following command to the settings configuration file:

set add-entryuuid = true;

Operational attributes ("op-attrs" mentioned above) must also be enabled.

Consider Not Using Operational Attributes

Operational attributes produce an overhead on all modify operations and can also decrease search operation
performance. Multiwrite-DISP replication requires operational attributes, but if you do not use multiwrite-DISP replication,
consider turning off operational attributes.

Prevent the Creation and Automatic Updating of Operational Attributes

By default, a DSA automatically creates, and updates operational attributes. You can prevent this behaviour.

To stop the creation and automatic updating of operational attributes

1. Add the following command to the settings configuration file:
set op-attrs = false;

This setting prevents the DSA from automatically creating operational attributes. However, some operational attributes
will be created by the DSA if either DISP or multiwrite DISP recovery is configured.

2. Re-initialize the DSA.

Sort an LDIF File
Sorting ensures the parent entries are defined before child entries, and that all entries are logically correct. This can help
prevent errors when you load the file.

To sort an LDIF file, use the following command:
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ldifsort -b bad-file infile [outfile]

• -b bad-file
Writes duplicate or bad input records to the specified file.

• infile
Specifies the file to be sorted.

• outfile
Specifies the file to which output is to be written. If you do not use this option, the output is written to the screen or
STDOUT.

Convert Data from CSV Format to LDIF
The csv2ldif tool converts CSV data into LDIF. You can then use this LDIF file to add or modify data in a directory.

For example, you could use the csv2ldif tool to convert a spreadsheet of the names and addresses of twenty new
employees into LDIF, and then use the DXloaddb tool to add twenty new entries into the directory.

Counting Entries
To count the number of entries in a directory, you can search for all the entries in the directory, and then count the number
of entries returned.

However, this action is not feasible in an automated system or in a system where the search returns large numbers of
entries.

Instead, CA Directory provides a special entry information selector dxEntryCount to provide this information.
This selector is far more efficient when result sets are large. This selector lets you count the entries within a single DSA.

CA Directory also provides the entry information selector dxTotalEntryCount, which counts the entries in a directory that is
distributed across more than one DSA.

Example Count Entries in a Single DSA

This example shows how to search a single DSA for entries in which the sn attribute starts with C.

This example is a subtree search, which means that the filter is applied to the base object and all entries in the tree below
the base object.

To count how many entries in the Democorp DSA have a surname starting with the letter C

1. Run the following search:
dxsearch -h computer-name -p 19389 -s subtree -b "o=DEMOCORP,c=AU" sn="C*" dxEntryCount

In this search, computer-name is the computer that contains the Democorp DSA.
This search returns a single entry with a dxEntryCount attribute, which is set to the number of entries that satisfy the
search filter.

2. Check the following result for the number of entries:
o=DEMOCORP,c=AU

dxEntryCount=98

This search result indicates that there are 98 entries with a surname beginning with C in the Democorp DSA.

Example Count Entries in a Distributed Directory

In this example, the Democorp directory is distributed across several DSAs. This example shows how to count the number
of entries in the whole distributed directory.
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This example is also a subtree search, which means that the filter is applied to the base object and all entries in the tree
below the base object.

To count all of the entries in the Democorp DSA

1. Run the following search:
dxsearch -h computer-name -p 19389 -s subtree -b "o=DEMOCORP,c=AU" objectclass="*" dxTotalEntryCount

In this search, computer-name is the computer that contains the Democorp DSA.
2. Check the following result for the number of entries:

o=DEMOCORP,c=AU

dxTotalEntryCount=1380

This search result indicates 1380 entries in the Democorp DSA.

Example Count Entries at a Single Level in a Single DSA

This example is a one-level search, which means that the filter is applied to the entries immediately below the base object,
but not to the base object itself.

To count how many top-level department names in the Democorp DSA include the letter C

1. Run the following search:
dxsearch -h computer-name -p 19389 -s one -b "o=DEMOCORP,c=AU" ou="*c*" dxEntryCount

In this search, computer-name is the computer that contains the Democorp DSA.
2. Check the following result for the number of entries:

o=DEMOCORP,c=AU

dxEntryCount=6

This search result indicates that 6 of the top-level department names contain the letter c.

Example Count the Entries at the Base Level

If you run a search that is designed to count the entries that satisfy a filter at the base level, the search result is either 1 or
0. This operation can be useful if you run the search programmatically.

The following example shows how to check whether the organization attribute of the Democorp base entry includes the
letter "c".

To check whether the base object matches a search filter

1. Run the following search:
dxsearch -h computer-name -p 19389 -s base -b "o=DEMOCORP,c=AU" o="*c*" dxEntryCount

In this search, computer-name is the computer that contains the Democorp DSA.
2. Check the following entry for the number of entries:

o=DEMOCORP,c=AU

dxEntryCount=1

This search result indicates that the organization attribute for the Democorp base object does include the letter c.

Pattern Matching
The pattern matching mode is triggered when a filter contains the asterisk (*) or question mark (?) wildcards. In this mode,
DXserver applies the pattern to find matching entries. For example, the filter, cn~=T?M J*N, would match Tim Junn, Tom
Jamerson, and Tam Jinaran. This matching is a precise form of matching. Use this mode if you want control over the
entries that are returned.
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Searching Data Using Approximate Matching

CA Directory supports Soundex-style matching as part of its approximate matching capability.

Some other directories implement approximate match (~=) exclusively as Soundex. This matching can be very limiting, so
DXserver supports a more general approximate matching capability that has two modes -- pattern matching and phonetic
matching.

Phonetic Matching

Phonetic matching is the default mode. This matching is used when a filter contains no wildcards. It uses a Soundex-style
algorithm that looks for similar sounding matches, but also permits more relaxed syllable matching and word completion.

This matching is a lenient form of matching. Use this mode if you prefer to get extra results rather than miss some results.

Relaxed Syllable Matching

The relaxed syllable matching mode permits non-consecutive syllables.

For example, the filter (sn ~= Stone) matches Stein, Stratton, and Stevenson, because the match involves st and n.

Word Completion

The word completion mode permits arbitrary suffixes. For example, the filter (cn ~= Pat) matches Pat, Patrick, Patrice, and
Patricia.

This matching is also useful for searching by initials. For example, the filter (cn ~= a b) matches Anne Buckley, Andrew
Bradley, Andrea Bingham, Andy Brennan, Annette Bolt, and Anna Bromley.

Benefits of Using Both Phonetic and Pattern Matching

Having both phonetic and pattern matching is powerful because if the phonetic matching is too lenient, then the pattern
matching capability can be used to provide much more control.

For example, the filter (sn ~= ma*l) finds only surnames that begin with “Ma” and end in “l”, including Maxwell, Marshal,
and Mantel.

Example Compare CA Directory with Soundex

The following table includes some examples of searches on CA Directory compared to Soundex searches on another
LDAP directory:

Filter CA Directory Results Soundex Results
cn ~= pete Pete Grimm, Peter Forbes Pete Grimm
cn ~= chris Chris Schmith, Christoph Newport, Kirsten

Vaughan
Chris Schmith, Tobias Cruse

cn ~= christopher Christoph Newport Christoph Newport, Kirsten Vaughan
sn ~= shel Shelton, Sheldon -
sn ~= shelt Shelton -
sn ~= sheltn - Shelton
sn ~= smit Smith -
sn ~= smith Smith Smith
sn ~= scmit Schmith -
sn ~= schmith Schmith Schmith
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sn ~= fish Fish, Fisher, Forbes Fish

Referential Integrity
A directory entry has referential integrity if all DNs in the entry are valid, that is, point to other, existing, entries.

CA Directory provides a way to help enforce referential integrity. You can ensure that when an entry is deleted, all existing
references to that entry are also deleted. This method is named direct referential integrity, and is equivalent to the
cascade delete rule for databases. It helps keep the directory clear of dangling references, that is, references that point
nowhere.

You can also ensure that when an entry is deleted, attributes in other entries that use a common value (rather than a
DN) to identify the deleted entry are also deleted. This method is named indirect referential integrity, and is useful if the
directory uses non-DN attribute values to link different entries.

You enable referential integrity by creating one or more referential integrity rules in a DSA. A referential integrity rule
specifies:

• The subtree of entries that triggers this referential integrity rule
• The subtree of entries in which the DSA searches for attributes that have references (direct or indirect) to the deleted

entry
• The names of the attributes in which the DSA searches for references (direct or indirect) to the deleted entry

The referential integrity search begins only after the DSA has deleted the specified entry, so after an entry is deleted,
there is a short time during which an entry containing a dangling reference is available to a user. Therefore, the CA
Directory implementation does not ensure referential integrity.

The CA Directory implementation of referential integrity is a tool that is used as required. It does not itself enforce
referential integrity in all cases. The following constraints apply:

• There are no checks for referential integrity when an entry is created or changed.
• The DSA searches only those attribute names that are specified in the referential integrity rule. Furthermore, searches

only within the subtree that is specified in the rule, so dangling references can still exist in other attributes or other
subtrees.

Example: Direct Referential Integrity

Assume that a directory contains an entry (for example, Sales) that has a Member attribute, where Member contains user
DNs.

A direct referential integrity rule can ensure that when a user entry is deleted, the DSA automatically deletes that user's
DN from the value of the Member attribute in Sales.

Example: Indirect Referential Integrity

Assume that each user contains an attribute UserID, and also that Sales has a UserID attribute, where UserID contains
userIDs. This example is similar to the previous example, with the difference that here, UserID contains userIDs instead of
user DNs.

An indirect referential integrity rule can ensure that when a user entry is deleted, the DSA automatically deletes that user's
ID from the value of the UserID attribute in Sales.

Create Referential Integrity Rules

You create referential integrity rules to enable referential integrity in a directory.

Define all the referential integrity rules in one place in one configuration file.
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To create referential integrity rules

1. In a configuration file, enter the command to clear referential integrity rules, clear referential-integrity, followed by one
or more instances of the command to create integrity rules, set referential-integrity, as follows:
clear referential-integrity;

set referential-integrity integrity_rule_name {

...

}

2. Stop the DSA.
3. Restart the DSA.

Protecting Critical Entries
CA Directory contains entries that are critical to the operation of CA Directory and applications. If these entries are
inadvertently removed or renamed, it can cause unexpected outages when application access is denied.

Access controls are the first line of defense to ensure these entries are protected from updates. But there are
circumstances where this protection is not enough, for example, if a super-user connects through a LDAP browser and
starts performing updates like adding/maintaining admin users.

The critical-entries command has the following format:

set critical-entries = <DN list>;

• DN list

         Specifies a comma separated list of DNs that cannot be renamed or removed.

NOTE
 The critical-entries command does not protect subtrees, only individual entries. If all the entries under a subtree
need to be protected they need to be included individually.

Example: For the entries <c AU><ou Groups><cn admin> and <c AU><ou Groups><cn readOnly>, setting
critical-entries = <c AU><ou Groups> will not protect the children entries <cn admin> or <cn readOnly>. These
need to be explicitly configured:

set criticial-entries = <c AU><ou Groups><cn admin>, <c AU><ou Groups><cn readOnly>;

Set the critical-entries command to prevent critical entries and their parent entries from being renamed or removed.

Example: If you are using role-based access controls, the following is configured:

set role-subtree = <c AU><ou groups>;

There are 2 admin accounts used by mission critical applications:

• cn=admin,ou=users,c=AU
• cn=admin+uid=1234,ou,ou=users,c=AU ← multi-valued RDN example

To protect the entries from being renamed or removed, use the following critical-entries command:

set critical-entries = 

 <c AU><ou groups>,

 <c AU><ou users><cn admin>,

 <c AU><ou users><cn admin : uid 1234>;

Therefore, a rename/remove of the following entries will be prevented with an unwillingToPerform error:
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• <c AU>
• <c AU><ou groups>
• <c AU><ou users>
• <c AU><ou users><cn admin>
• <c AU><ou users><cn admin : uid 1234>

If an entry needs to be deleted or renamed, it must first be removed from the above list.

NOTE
This command should be set for all DSAs to ensure that the replication and recovery of these entries is
consistent across peers.

Find the list of configuration items that are worth protecting by setting the critical-entries command:

• Administrative Accounts
• Referential Integrity: Subtree and Reference Subtree
• Trust SASL Proxy Users
• DXconsole Users
• Memberof User Containers
• Memberof Group Containers
• Role Subtree
• Concurrent Bind Users
• Password Proxy User
• Unique Attrs Subtree
• Dynamic Group Subtree
• Access Controls: User, Role, User Subtree, Subtree & Entry
• DISP Agreement Area

Manage Bindings
When a DSA, an LDAP client, or a DUA successfully binds to a DSA, the resulting relationship is called
a binding. Because each binding corresponds to a user, the term user can be used to mean a binding.

A DSA numbers its bindings when it creates them, starting at zero and incrementing by one.

Each binding can have a number of concurrent operations.

You should monitor the type, number, and duration of bindings to DSAs. If a DSA's performance is suffering because it
has too many bindings, or because the bindings have too many operations, consider configuring the DSA to limit the type,
number, and duration of bindings.

Monitoring Bindings
You can view the information that a DSA keeps about its bindings -- their current state and their configuration parameters.
You can also enable or disable tracing on binding activity.

Monitoring bindings lets you check the health of a DSA, and to diagnose performance issues.

View Bindings

You can view the current bindings information held by a DSA. You may want to do this to check the performance of a
DSA.

To view bindings

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA you want to check.
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2. On the DSA console, use the following command:
get users;

The DSA displays information about the current state of bindings.

View the Binding Configuration

You can view the binding configuration information held by a DSA.

To view the binding configuration issue the following command from the DSA console:

get user;

View the DSP Configuration

You can see the DSP configuration information. This is useful when you want to check the configuration of a DSA's DSP
bindings.

To view the DSP configuration, issue the following command from the DSA console:

get dsp;

View Outgoing Bindings

You can view the binding information for outgoing bindings. This is useful if you want to see DSP bindings to other DSAs.

To view outgoing bindings, issue the following command from the DSA console:

get online-dsas;

Control Tracing of Bindings

You can enable or disable traces of a binding's operations. Traces are useful for diagnosing performance issues with
bindings.

To control tracing of bindings

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA you want to check.
2. (Optional) Use the following command to change the trace level:

set trace = none | trace-level;

3. Use the following command to determine the number of the binding that you want to trace:
get users;

4. Use the following command to enable tracing of the binding:
trace enable assoc = binding_number;

5. When you are finished, use the following command to stop tracing the binding:
trace disable assoc = binding_number;

Example: Trace a Binding at Error Level

This example shows you how to show the error messages that are produced from an binding.

1. Set the tracing to x500 level:
set trace = x500;

2. Determine the binding number of the user that requires tracing:
get users;

3. Use the binding number in the trace enable command:
trace enable assoc = binding_number;
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Closing Bindings
You can close a binding by closing the TCP link to a DSA. You can also explicitly close bindings by using the abort
command.

You can also close outgoing bindings from a DSA to one or all other DSAs by using the unbind command.

Whichever of these methods is used, the DSA closes the binding immediately, discarding any current operations on the
binding.

Abort All Bindings

You normally only abort all bindings as a prelude to stopping the DSA. In this case you may want to disable new bindings
to the DSA before you abort all bindings.

To abort all bindings

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA on which you want to abort all bindings.
2. Use the following command:

abort all-users;

Abort One Binding

Aborting a binding is a standard way to disconnect a user from a DSA. You may want to explicitly abort a binding to allow
the DSA to accept new bindings, for example if the DSA has reached its maximum number of allowed bindings.

To abort one binding

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA on which you want to abort the binding.
2. (Optional) List all bindings, using the following command:

get users;

3. Stop the binding using the following command:
abort user number;

– number
Specifies the binding that you want to abort.

Close Outgoing Bindings

You can close outgoing bindings from a DSA to another DSA, or to all other DSAs.

To close outgoing bindings

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA on which you want to abort the bindings.
2. (Optional) On a DSA console, find the number of remote DSAs by using the following command:

get dsas;

3. Stop the outgoing binding using the following command:
unbind all | dsa dsa-num;

– dsa-num
Specifies the remote DSA. The command aborts all outgoing bindings from the local DSA to the DSA that is
specified by dsa-num.

Disable New Bindings

You can tell the DSA to refuse any requests for a new binding. You may want to do this, for example, as a prelude to
gracefully closing a DSA.
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To disable new bindings

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA for which you want to prevent additional bindings.
2. On a DSA console, use the following command:

set allow-binds=false;

Note: If a user tries to bind to the DSA after you have issued this command, it refuses and returns an error message.
3. (Optional). You can re-enable new bindings with the following command:

set allow-binds=true;

Setting Binding Limits
To ensure the good performance of a DSA you should set limits on the bindings.

  

Limit the Number of Bindings

You can limit the number of concurrent bindings that a DSA supports.

If a DSA receives a request for a new binding when it has already reached the maximum number of bindings, then it looks
for a binding that it can abort to make room for the new request. It aborts an existing binding if the binding has reached its
maximum bind time or its maximum guaranteed idle time. If there are no such bindings then the DSA rejects the request
for a new binding.

 To limit the number of bindings 

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA.
2. On the DSA console, use the following command:

set max-users = max-bindings;

–   max-bindings 
Defines the maximum number of concurrent bindings.

 Example: Limit Bindings to 100 

The following command limits the number of concurrent bindings to 100:

set max-users = 100;

 Example: Remove the DSA Limit to Bindings 

The following command removes any DSA limit to the number of bindings. However, the operating system sets an upper
limit to the number of bindings per DSA, which is based on the maximum number of file descriptors per process.

set max-users = 0;

Limit the Number of Operations per Binding

You can limit the number of concurrent operations per binding.

You can also limit the total number of concurrent operations for a DSA. To do that, see Limit the Number of Concurrent
Operations.

To limit the number of operations per binding, use the following command from a DSA console:

set credits = max-operations;

•   max-operations 
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent operations the DSA allows for each binding.
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Set a Maximum Idle Time for DSP Bindings

A sending DSA can close a binding to a peer DSA if the peer DSA does not respond quickly enough. The time allowed is
called the maximum DSP idle time.

You can set the maximum DSP idle time with the set dsa dsp-idle-time  command. For more information about this
command, see set dsa command.

Set the Maximum Guaranteed Idle Time

You can set a maximum guaranteed idle time. If the DSA already has the maximum number of bindings then it must abort
one of these before it can accept a new one. Setting a maximum guaranteed idle time allows the DSA to abort an existing
binding that has been idle for a long time, and so increases the availability of the directory service while still limiting the
number of concurrent bindings.

To set the maximum guaranteed idle time, issue the following command from a DSA console:

set user-idle-time = num-secs;

•   num-secs 
Defines the number of seconds that a binding can be idle without risking being closed.

Set the Maximum Binding Time

You can ensure that a DSA aborts any binding that lasts longer than a specified time. This ensures that bindings do not
attach to the DSA indefinitely.

To set the maximum binding time, use the following command from a DSA console:

set max-bind-time = num-secs;

•   num-secs 
Defines the maximum duration for any binding in seconds.

NOTE
If num-secs is zero, the DSA does not set any maximum binding time.

Process Concurrent Binds from CA SiteMinder

CA SiteMinder uses a single thread for authentication. If CA SiteMinder does not detect a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne
server, this thread serializes authentication binds to the directory, which slows performance.

To let CA SiteMinder process authentications asynchronously, the DSA must do both of the following:

• Pretend to be a Netscape server to SiteMinder (see set mimic-netscape-for-siteminder Command)
• Process concurrent binds (see set concurrent-bind-user Command)

Manage Operations
The information in this section describes how you can manage operations in a directory.

CA Directory is an X.500 directory that also uses LDAP. This means that CA Directory can deal with any LDAP or X.500
query which is also called a query.

Operations divide naturally into three categories as follows.

Operation Type of Operation X.500 or LDAP Description
search Search Query LDAP and X.500 Searches for entries that match

the filter
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compare Search Query LDAP and X.500 Compares a supplied value
against the values stored in an
entry (often used for passwords)

read Search Query X.500 Extracts information from an
entry

list Search Query X.500 Lists the entries immediately
below a given entry

abandon Search Query LDAP and X.500 Abandons an operation (search
type operations only)

add Update Query LDAP and X.500 Adds a leaf entry
remove Update Query LDAP and X.500 Deletes a leaf entry
modify Update Query LDAP and X.500 Adds or removes attributes

or attribute values (not
distinguished values) of any
entry

modify DN Update Query LDAP and X.500 Changes the name of any entry
bind Binding LDAP and X.500 Creates a binding to a DSA
unbind Binding LDAP and X.500 Releases a binding to a DSA

Types of Searches
This section describes the types of searches in a directory.

Searches Are Faster Than Updates

Directories are optimized to provide excellent performance for search queries, which only read from the database. Update
queries are slower because the changes have to be written to the disk.

Take this into account when designing your directory's performance.

Simple and Complex Searches

The following table lists the types of searches that are simple:

Simple Search Types Example Filter
Exact match cn=john smith
Initial substring cn=john s*
Simple searches combined with ANDs or ORs (&(cn=john smith)(cn=john s*))

(|(cn=jon*)(cn=john*))
Base-object searches, regardless of the filter (!(cn=john smith))

The following table lists the types of searches that are complex:

Complex Search Types Example Filter
Final substring cn=*th
Present (objectclass=*)
Sounds like cn~=john smith
Not (!(cn=john smith))
Complex searches combined with ANDs or ORs (&(objectclass=*)(cn~=john smith))
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Greater-than, less-than, greater-than or equals, less-than or
equals

sn<=b

One-level and subtree searches, regardless of the filter  

DSA Handling of Multiple Concurrent Queries
In CA Directory each DSA can process multiple queries concurrently. This means that slow queries, such as updates, do
not delay quick ones such as simple searches.

CA Directory enforces limits on the number of queries that the DSA concurrently processes. Use the set user-threads
command to specify the number of concurrent user threads per DSA. The performance of a user thread does not vary
significantly for different types of query.

Abandon an Operation
The result returned by an abandoned operation depends on how far the operation progressed before being abandoned.
The display shows either partial results (with the partial outcome qualifier set to the appropriate problem) or the following
error message:

Service error: administration limit exceeded

An update operation cannot be abandoned.

To abandon an operation

1. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA whose operation you want to abandon.
2. List the current binding numbers, using the following command:

get users;

3. Identify the binding number of the operation that you want to abandon.
4. Abandon the operation, using the abandon command:

abandon { all | operation operation-number } on association binding-number;

Limit Operations
You can set the following limits on some directory operations:

• Size
Limits the number of entries that the operation can return.
You can set a size limit on any search or list operation.

• Time
Limits the time that the operation can run.
You can set a time limit on any inquire operation (search, compare, read, list, and abandon).

If an operation reaches one of these limits, the operation is not abandoned. Instead, the following happens:

1. The operation is stopped.
2. Any partial results are returned.
3. The following error is also returned:

Partial Outcome Qualifier:

Limit Problem: Admin limit exceeded
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Methods for Setting Operation Limits
The following table summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each method of setting limits on operations:

Method Description Advantages Disadvantages
DSA-based limit Limits can be set for an entire

DSA.
All users binding to the DSA
are constrained by these limits,
unless they have role-based
limits.

Simple to configure Must stop and start DSA for
changes to take effect
Cannot set different limits for
administrative accounts or
applications

Role-based limit Limits can be assigned to a role.
When a member of that role
binds to the directory, the limits
for that role apply to the user.

Set limits once for a role, and all
users with that role inherit the
limits
Can change the limits without
having to restart the DSA
Can run batch services that
may return large search results
without the need to run a
separate DSA

-

Operational Limit Limits can be included in a
search request. These limits
apply to that search request
only.

Applications can control the
amount of data returned

Relies on applications to set
appropriate limits for their
searches

How the Methods for Setting Limits Interact
You can combine the methods for setting limits on operations. The following rules apply:

• A role-based limit takes precedence over a DSA-based limit.
• An operational limit that is less restrictive than a DSA-based limit takes precedence over that DSA-based limit.
• An operational limit that is less restrictive than a role-based limit takes precedence over that role-based limit.
• If the user has a role and limits defined in the operation are larger than the limits configured for the role, then the role's

limits are enforced.

Example: Limits Set in Different Places

The example directory system shown in the diagram below has limits set in three places:

• The user is a member of a role that has limits
• The operations each have limits
• The DSA has limits
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Figure 39: Example showing a system that has limits set on a role, on operations, and on the DSA

The following table shows the actual limits that apply for each operation run by this user:

Operation Limits
Operation 1 Time: 20 sec

Size: 150 entries
Operation 2 Time: 20 sec

Size: 100 entries
Operation 3 Time: 5 sec

Size: 150 entries

If another user, who is not a member of any roles, runs these operations, the following limits apply:

Operation Limits
Operation 1 Time: 10 sec

Size: 200 entries
Operation 2 Time: 10 sec

Size: 100 entries
Operation 3 Time: 5 sec

Size: 200 entries

DSA-Based Limits
You can limit the time and size of queries for an entire DSA.

If you also set limits for a request or a role, the largest setting applies.

Limit the Time for Operations

You can restrict the maximum time that the list and search services can run. If an operation exceeds this limit, the
following error is returned:
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Administration limit exceeded

To limit the number of concurrent operations on a DSA

1. Open the limits configuration file in a text editor.
2. Add the following command:

set max-op-time = seconds;

3. Save the file, and then stop and start the DSA.

Limit the Number of Entries Returned

You can restrict the maximum number of entries that can be returned that any search or list operation on a DSA. If an
operation exceeds this limit, the following error is returned:

Administration limit exceeded

To limit the number of concurrent operations on a DSA

1. Open the limits configuration file in a text editor.
2. Add the following command:

set max-op-size = number-entries;

3. Save the file, and then stop and start the DSA.

Role-Based Limits
If roles are set up, you can apply operational limits to a role. All members of that role inherit the limits that you have set.
This limit works for both static and dynamic roles.

Role-based limits are applied to each connection, which means that any changes to these limits do not take effect until the
users reconnect.

Because role-based configuration is set using attributes, you do not need to restart the DSA for the change to take effect.

How Role-Based Limits Work

If role-based limits are set up, the following actions happen when a user binds to the directory:

1. The user binds to the DSA.
2. During the bind, the DSA checks whether the user is a member of a role.
3. If the user is a member of a role that has limits, these limits are stored against the active connection.

If a user has multiple roles, each with limits, then the largest values are used.
If no role-based limits apply to a user, then the limits in the DSA apply.

4. Every search that is performed on the connection uses these limits.

Apply Operational Limits to a Role

You can set different operational limits for each role. Because role-based limits are set using attributes, you do not need to
restart the DSA for the change to take effect.

To apply operational limits to a role

1. Set up a static or dynamic role in the directory.
2. Add the object class dxRoleBasedConfig to the role entry.
3. Set one or both of the following limits:
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– Add the attribute dxSizeLimit to the role entry and change the value to the maximum number of entries that a
search returns.

– Add the attribute dxTimeLimit to the role entry and change the value to the time (in seconds) before the operation is
canceled.

4. Save the changes to the role entry.
The new operational limits apply to users with that role when they next connect to the directory.

Operational Limits
When you submit a search or list request to the directory, you can specify a maximum time limit and maximum number of
entries to be returned.

If the limits defined in the operation are larger than the limits configured in the DSA, then the DSA's limits are enforced.

If the user has a role and limits defined in the operation are larger than the limits configured for the role, then the role's
limits are enforced.

Example Send a Limited Search to a DSA with Limits in Its Configuration

In this example, you send a search request to a DSA that also has limits set in its configuration.

The DSA has the following limits set:

set max-op-time = 60;

set max-op-size = 100;

You want to search this DSA for all entries below a base DN that have the sn attribute populated. You want to limit the
search to 1000 seconds and a maximum of 10,000 entries to be returned.

1. Use the DXsearch tool to submit the following request to the DSA, specifying size and time limits:
dxsearch -s sub -b base-DN -l 1000 -z 10000 -h hostname -p port-number "(sn=*)"

If you try this yourself, ensure that you replace the values for the -b, -h, and -p options.
2. The DSA processes the search.
3. When 100 entries have been found, the DSA stops the operations, and returns the following error to the LDAP client

application:
Partial Outcome Qualifier:

Limit Problem: Admin limit exceeded

Search Profiles
Search profiles give an administrator a way to restrict the searches that specified users can perform. This is useful, for
example, if you want to ensure that some users do not perform potentially performance-affecting searches.

A search profile specifies a category of searches. It defines the category in terms of the scope and the filter of the search.
For more information on how to specify a search profile, see the set allow-search command.

When a user requests a search, the DSA checks the search request against the user's search profiles and only accepts
the request if the search matches one of the profiles.

Example: A Restrictive Search Profile

A simple example is a search profile that only allows searches that have a base-object scope and an equality match filter.

clear allow-search;

set allow-search restrict = {

    (scope = read filter = equality)
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};

set allow-search-default = restrict;

 If a user is restricted to such a search profile, then neither of the following LDAP searches would be allowed:

ldapsearch -h host:30000 -b "cn=SIM,ou=Views,o=ACME" -s subtree (cn=John Smith) SIMCardNumber

ldapsearch -h host:30000 -b "cn=SIM,ou=Views,o=ACME" -s baseobject (baseObject=*) SIMCArdNumber

However, the following LDAP search would be allowed:

ldapsearch -h host:30000 -b "cn=SIM,ou=Views,o=ACME" -s baseobject (cn=John Smith) SIMCArdNumber

Example: A Nonrestrictive Search Profile

You can specify a search profile that allows any search. If this profile is assigned to a role, then any user with that role can
perform any search, even if the user's other roles have more restricted search profiles. This is useful if you want to create
a group of unrestricted users, while still restricting the searches of users who are not in the group.

set allow-search admin =

{

(scope = all)

};

Add dn: cn=admin,ou=users,o=CA,c=AU to the following group to allow nonrestrictive searches by including
dxAllowSearch = admin .

dn: cn=Administrators,ou=groups,o=CA,c=AU

objectClass: groupOfNames

objectClass: dxRoleBasedConfig

member: cn=admin,ou=users,o=CA,c=AU

dxAllowSearch: admin

Using Search Profiles
Once you have defined a search profile, you can make it the default search profile, or you can assign it to one or more
roles.

If you make a search profile the default profile, then it applies to all users who do not have a role with a search profile.

If you assign the search profile to a role, then when a user is assigned to that role, the user is restricted to searches
allowed by that profile. If a user is assigned to multiple roles, and so has multiple search profiles, then that user can
perform a search if any of the search profiles allows the search.

Each role can have at most one search profile. If a role does not specify a search profile, then the role plays no part in
allowing or restricting searches by search profiles.

Create Search Profiles
Create search profiles if you want to restrict the searches that specified users can perform.

Define all the search profiles in one place in one configuration file.

To create a search profile

1. In a globally sourced settings file, enter the command to clear search profiles, clear allow-search, followed by one or
more instances of the command to create search profiles, set allow-search, as follows:
clear allow-search;

set allow-search restrict = {

    (scope = read filter = equality)
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};

set allow-search-default = restrict;

2. Stop the DSA.
3. Restart the DSA.

If a role has the attribute dxAllowSearch and the attribute value equals a defined search profile name, and then any user
in that role is now restricted to the searches allowed in the search profile.

Assign a Search Profile to a Role
If you assign a search profile to a role, then you can restrict the searches that users assigned to the role can perform.
If the user does not have any role with a search profile, then the user is subject to the default search profile (if one is
defined).

To assign a search profile to a role

1. Add the dxRoleBasedConfig auxiliary object class to the group.
2. Add the attribute dxAllowSearch to the role, and for the attribute value give a search profile name.

Any user assigned to that role is now restricted to searches allowed by that search profile unless the search is allowed
by another search profile that also applies to that user.

Create a Default Search Profile
Create a default search profile if you want to restrict users' search requests by default. To give a user other search
profiles, assign that user to roles with other search profiles.

To create a default search profile

1. Create a search profile by using the set allow-search command.
2. Make the search profile the default one by using the set allow-search-default command.

Example Restrict Searches for All Users Except Administrators
This example describes how to set up search profiles that restricts searches for all users except administrators.

Follow these steps:

1. Define and assign a default search profile.
This default profile is applied to all users, including anonymous. The search profile allows the users to perform basic
and directory-efficient operations.
This search profile allows read access with any filter, directory browsing and complete subtree searches when the filter
contains and (&), or (|), and equality (=) items:
clear allow-search;

set allow-search userDefault = {

    (scope = read),

    (scope = browse filter = none),

    (scope = subtree filter = and, or, equality)

};

set allow-search-default = userDefault;

NOTE
To browse using an LDAP browser (for example JXplorer), set the filter scope to none.

2. Define a less restrictive search profile for administrative users.
This search profile allows complete access to the users who are assigned to the admin profile through role-based
configuration:
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set allow-search admin =

{

    (scope = all)

};

3. Enable role-based configuration.
Use the following commands:
set role-subtree = <c AU><o CA><ou groups>;

set use-roles = true;

NOTE
When you update the role-based configuration, users must rebind for the updated search profile to apply to
subsequent search operations.

4. Apply the admin search profile to the Administrators role.
The following example shows how to add John Smith to the administrators group and to assign this user to the admin
search profile.
dn: cn=Administrators,ou=groups,o=CA,c=AU

objectClass: groupOfNames

objectClass: dxRoleBasedConfig

member: cn=John Smith,ou=users,c=CA,c=AU

dxAllowSearch: admin

Reject Operations
You can set a DSA to reject the following operations:

• Update requests
• List requests
• Complex search requests

This section discusses the following topics:

  

Shadow DSAs

A router does not direct update requests to DSAs that are marked Read-only or Shadow.

The Read-only setting prevents all updates to the directory data, including DISP and multiwrite updates.

The Shadow setting prevents all updates to the directory data, except through DISP or multiwrite. Clients can query, but
cannot update, the DSA using DAP or LDAP.

Make a Namespace Read-only

If a namespace is read-only then all DSAs that serve that namespace reject all update requests, and no router DSAs
sends any update requests to those DSAs.

This guarantees update security and overrides any access controls. To make a DSA read-only, change the dsa-flags
setting to read-only.

Reject Some Types of Requests

You can prevent a DSA from accepting the following types of requests:

•  List requests
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This is useful if the DIT has a very flat structure and there are thousands of entries under one node. In this case, the
list operation is not useful.

•  Complex search requests
You can prevent a DSA from accepting searches that have no filter or have a complex search filter.
This is useful if a DSA is set up to handle large numbers of simple lookup searches, and a high throughput is very
important. Large complex searches can put unwanted pressure on the performance of the DSA.

•  Exact match only
You can prevent a DSA from accepting searches that has a single equality filter item with no wildcards.

Use these settings with the set dsa command:

•  List requests: dsa-flags = limit-list
•  Complex searches: dsa-flags = limit-search
•  Exact match only: dsa-flags = limit-search-exact

NOTE
 If you want to prevent different types of requests depending on the user sending the request, use search
profiles. Search profiles let you allow or disallow different requests for different users. For more information,
see Search Profiles.

How the Limit Search Setting Works

The DSA lets you limit the kinds of requests that a DSA can respond to.

If the configuration is shared, any DSA that needs to route a query to another DSA can first check whether that query
would be rejected.

The following diagram shows how the configuration for a Limit Search DSA works:

  

1. The router DSA receives a complex search request from a client application. The router DSA cannot fulfill the search
request, but it knows that the Customer's DSA can.

2. The router DSA checks the configuration for the Customer's DSA to see whether there are any conditions for
searching the Customer's DSA. The Limit Search item indicates that the Customer's DSA rejects any complex
searches.

3. The router DSA returns a Search Refused response to the client.

Manage User Accounts and Passwords
This section describes how you can manage user accounts and set up a password policy.
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User Accounts

A user account is a directory entry with a user password. This password must be stored in the attribute userPassword.

You can use CA Directory to manage these user accounts, including locking and unlocking user accounts, setting up
password quality rules, and assigning account suspension rules.

You can also create groups and roles in the directory. While roles are usually only useful for managing user entries, you
can use groups to manage other kinds of entries as well.

A user account can be in one of the following states:

• Active
The user can log in.

• Expired
The user cannot log in because they have not changed their password recently.

• Suspended
The user cannot log in because they have tried to log in with invalid credentials too many times, or they have not
logged in recently.

• Locked 
The user cannot log in because an administrator has locked the account.

Password Policies

A policy is a set of rules that defines behavior.

You can use CA Directory to set up password policies to manage your user accounts. A password policy applies
to the userPassword attribute, which contains the password that users enter when binding to a DSA using simple
authentication.

The password policy settings control the following areas:

• Authentication
• Password strength
• Account control and password management

In previous releases, you could define only one password policy for each DSA. From CA Directory r12 SP12, you
can apply many password policies to each DSA.

You can define password policies in the directory and in an application. However, we recommend that you do not set up a
password policy within CA Directory if another application also handles password policies.

How to Set Up a Password Policy
You should apply any new or changed password policy to a test directory first.
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1. To design the password policy, the directory designer follows these steps:
a. Write a password policy in plain language.
b. Convert the written policy into commands for each DSA.

2. To test the password policy, the directory administrator does the following steps:
a. Set up a test directory that contains some typical user account entries.
b. Create the password rules to implement the policy.
c. Test and fix the password policy.

3. When the administrator is sure that the password policy works correctly, repeat the previous steps to implement the
policy in the enterprise directory:
a. Create the password rules to implement the policy.
b. Test and fix the password policy.

Plan a Password Policy
Before you start setting up password rules, plan your global password policy:

1. Write a password policy in plain language.
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2. Convert the written policy into commands for each DSA.
3. (Optional) Create multiple password policies for each DSA.

Write a Password Policy in Plain Language

As with access controls, you should write your password policy out carefully in English, and then create the password
rules to implement the policy.

We recommend that you use the following principles while you are developing your password policy:

• Plan your password policy
• Keep it simple
• Design from application requirements

Include the following information in your plan:

• The minimum quality of passwords
• The lifespan of passwords
• How you want to administer accounts, including account locking

Convert the Written Policy into Commands for Each DSA

After you have planned your password policy, you can configure the appropriate settings.

Each policy rule is actually a command that you should include in a .dxc file in the DXHOME/config/settings folder.

Use the information in Create a Password Policy to learn about these commands.

Create a Password Policy
After you have planned your password policy, you need to configure the appropriate settings.

Each policy rule is actually a command that you should include in a .dxc file in the DXHOME/config/settings folder.

You can create rules to enforce the following:

• Password quality
• Account expiry
• Account suspension

This section discusses the following topics:

Enable Password Policies
Even if you have other password options set, they take effect only if you set the password-policy option to true.

To enable or disable password policies, set the following option:

set password-policy = true | false;

Create Multiple Password Policies for Each DSA
In versions before CA Directory r12 SP12, each DSA could have only a single set of password rules. You could not apply
different password policies to users stored within the same DSA.

From CA Directory r12 SP12 onwards, you can apply multiple password policies to each DSA. You can then assign a
particular password policy to a user.
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The set target-password-policy command defines a password policy. All password commands after this command apply to
that policy.

If you do not use set target-password-policy command, the DSA has a single password policy named Default.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following command to the DSA configuration:
set target-password-policy = policy-name;

Any password commands before this setting apply to the Default policy.
Any password commands after this setting apply to the named policy. The named policy inherits settings from the
Default policy.

2. (Optional) Create more password policies by adding more instances of the set target-password-policy command with a
unique policy name.

3. To apply a password policy, add the dxPwdPolicy attribute containing the password policy-name to the user's entry.
Users without a dxPwdPolicy attribute have the Default policy. Users whose dxPwdPolicy attribute value does not
match any defined policy also have the Default policy.

Note: The following password settings apply to all policies:

• set password-force-change
• set password-allow-locking
• set password-allow-ignore-expired
• set password-allow-ignore-suspended

How to Configure Password Quality Rules
You can set up rules to ensure that users choose only strong passwords.

If you have set rules about password quality, these rules are applied when users try to change their own passwords. If the
new password does not pass the tests, the users have to try again with another new password.

NOTE
 When applying password policy rules, the DSA treats UTF-8 (multi-byte) characters as a single character.

When an administrator changes a password for a user, the password policy rules are not usually applied. The rules are
applied the next time that the user changes his or her password. However, you can force the password quality rules to be
applied all of the time, even when an administrator resets a user's password. For more information, see Force Users to
Change Passwords after Reactivation.

This section discusses the following topics:

  

Set Password Length

To set the length of new passwords, use one or both of these commands:

set password-max-length = number-chars | 0;

set password-min-length = number-chars;

 

Set Minimum Numbers of Types of Characters

CA Directory includes commands that let you specify the minimum numbers of various types of characters that each new
password must contain.
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To set the minimum number of particular types or characters, use one or more of these commands:

set password-alpha = number-chars | 0 ;

set password-alpha-num = number-chars | 0 ;

set password-lowercase = number-chars | 0 ;

set password-non-alpha = number-chars | 0;

set password-non-alpha-num = number-chars | 0;

set password-numeric = number-chars | 0;

set password-uppercase = number-chars | 0 ;

 

 Example: Specify Characters in Passwords 

In this example, you want to force users to create passwords that include the following characters:

• At least two numbers
• At least one non-alphanumeric character
• At least one uppercase character
• At least one lowercase character

To create this policy, use the following commands:

set password-policy = true;

set password-numeric    = 2;

set password-non-alpha-num = 1;

set password-lowercase   = 1;

set password-uppercase   = 1;

Users cannot create the following passwords:

•  abcd12#
This password contains no uppercase characters.

•  ABCD!@#$
This password contains no lowercase characters and no numeric characters.

They can create the following passwords:

•  Abcd12# 
•  ABCd1234!@#$ 

Limit Repetition of Characters

To limit repetition within the password, use the following command:

set password-max-repetition = number-chars | 0 ;

 

This lets you set the number of times a character can be repeated within a password.

 Example: Prevent Character Repetitions 

NOTE
You have set up the following password policy in the Democorp DSA:
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set password-policy = true;

set password-max-repetition = 2;

NOTE
Users in this directory cannot create the following passwords:

• helllo
• lillly

However, they can create the following passwords:

• hello
• llily

Limit Repetition of Substrings

You may want to prevent users from choosing passwords that consist of repetitions of the same strings, such
as asdasdasd.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Set the minimum length of the substring that you want to check for, using the following command:

set password-min-length-repeated-substring = length;

 

Value for length is greater than or equal to 2;

NOTE
 This parameter above parameter functions only when password-max-substring-repetition is enabled.

• Set the number of times a substring can be repeated, using the following command:

set password-max-substring-repetition = number-repetitions;

 

 Example: Limiting Substring Repetition 

NOTE
You have set up the following password policy:

set password-policy = true;

set password-max-substring-repetition = 1;

set password-min-length-repeated-substring = 3;

NOTE
Users in this directory cannot create the following passwords:

• moomoo
• mooomooo

However, they can create the following passwords:

• momo
• mooomouu

Prevent Users from Reusing Passwords

To prevent users from reusing passwords, set the maximum number of passwords to retain in the history, using the
following command:

set password-history = number-passwords | 0;
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Prevent the User Name from Appearing in the Password

To prevent users from including their own names in the password, use the following command:

set password-username-substring = true | false;

 

The password cannot be a substring of the user's name and the user's name cannot be a substring of the password.

The user's name is taken to be the last RDN in their DN.

 Example: Prevent Usernames in Passwords 

NOTE
You have set up the following password policy in the Democorp DSA:

set password-policy = true;

set password-username-substring = true;

The user with the DN <c AU><o DEMOCORP><ou Corporate><ou Administration><cn "Craig LINK"> has the name Craig
LINK.

This user cannot create the following passwords:

•  craig 
•  link 
•  clink 
•  23craig4 

Prevent User Details from Appearing in the Password

To prevent users from including their own details in their passwords, use the following command:

set password-substring-attrs = attribute-list;

 

This lists the attributes that contain details about the user that you do not want to be used in new passwords. The
password cannot be a substring of the substring attrs and the substring attrs cannot be a substring of the password.

The user's details are taken from the values of the attributes in their own entry.

We recommend that you include only attributes that have string syntaxes. Values of other syntaxes may not be picked up
by the password substring check.

 Example: Prevent User Details in Passwords 

You have set up the following password policy in the Democorp DSA:

set password-policy = true;

set password-substring-attr = title;

The entry for Craig Link includes the following attributes and values:

 Attribute  Value 
cn Craig LINK
description Railways
title Communications Engineer
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Craig Link cannot create the following passwords because they are substrings of the title attribute value:

•  engineer 
•  Communications Eng 

He can create the following passwords:

•  railways
This is acceptable because the description attribute is not listed in the set password-substring-attr command.

•  CommunicationsEngineer
The space is missing, so this is not a substring of Communications Engineer.

How to Set Account Expiry Rules
Use password policy settings to control when user accounts move from active to expired.

An account expires when the password has not been modified for the configured period.

Set the Number of Grace Logins

In a grace login system, passwords expire but users can use an expired password a limited number of times. This gives
them the opportunity to change the password.

If the number of grace logins is exceeded, the account behaves as if it were expired.

The number of grace logins remaining is sent back to the binding client in the presence of the password policy request
control.

To set the number of grace logins, use the following command:

set password-grace-logins = number-logins | 0 ;

If you use this command with an LDAP client that is aware of the Behera password policy request control, the client is
informed of the number of logins remaining. Otherwise, the command works, but the client is not notified of the number of
logins remaining.

Set Some Accounts to Never Expire

Accounts can be made to never expire. This is useful for accounts shared by many users, and for administrative or
mission-critical accounts.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the password-allow-ignore-expired option to true by using the following command:
set password-allow-ignore-expired = true;

2. Add the attribute dxPwdIgnoreExpired to the user's entry.
3. Set the value of this attribute to true.

NOTE
To check which user passwords are set to never expire, search for all user accounts with the attribute
dxPwdIgnoreExpired = true.

Set Accounts with an Old Password to Expire

An account expires when the number of days after the last password update reaches the value set with the set password-
age command.

To set the number of days for which a password is valid, use the following command:
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set password-age = number-days | 0;

Example: Force Users to Create a New Password Every Four Days

You want to make users who work with sensitive information change their passwords before they are four days old.

To do this, use the following commands:

set password-policy = true;

set password-age = 4;

Set the Minimum Life Span of Passwords

You can set the number of days since a password was changed until it can be changed again. Use this to prevent people
from changing their password many times to fill up the password history.

To set the minimum life span of passwords, use the following command:

set password-min-age = number-days | 0 ;

Example: Set Password History Rules

You want to make users change their passwords at least every two weeks, and you want to prevent users from reusing
any of their last 20 passwords.

However, you also want to prevent them from changing their password more than once a day to "flush" their password
history.

To do this, use the following commands:

set password-policy = true;

set password-age = 14;

set password-history = 20

set password-min-age = 1;

Notify Clients of Expiring and Expired Passwords

CA Directory uses two password commands to mimic the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password
response controls.

To include LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare responses, use the following command:

set password-mimic-netscape-response-controls = true | false;

To set the number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind and compare responses,
use the following command:

set password-age-warning-period = number-days | 0;

NOTE
You can use this command only if the client is an LDAP client and it is aware of the Behera password policy
request control.

During normal operation these commands cause bind and compare responses from a DSA to append a LDAP control
containing the number of seconds before an account expires.

During the warning period, the password expiry notification control is appended to bind and compare responses.
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How to Set Account Suspension Rules
You can set a user account to be suspended if someone has made too many unsuccessful attempts to log in, or that user
has not logged in recently.

You can configure both of these limits.

Suspend Unused Accounts

You can suspend accounts that have not been used recently. You can use the set password-last-use command to set the
amount of time before an unused account is suspended.

If you use this command, each user must log in successfully at least as frequently as you set. If this does not occur, the
account is suspended.

To set the number of days a password remains valid if it is not used, use the following command:

set password-last-use = number-days | 0;

Example: Suspend Unused Accounts After 60 Days

In this example, you want to users to log in at least once every 60 days, and to change their password at least every 90
days.

To set this up, use these commands:

set password-policy = true;

set password-age = 90;

set password-last-use = 60;

Example: Suspend Unused Accounts, Do Not Force Password Changes

In this example, you want to allow people to keep using the same password, as long as they log in at least every 10 days.

To make passwords valid indefinitely except when they are not used for 10 days, use these commands:

set password-policy = true;

set password-last-use = 10;

You do not need to use the set password-age option because you are using its default value of 0 (off).

Suspend Accounts After Failed Login Attempts

To set accounts to be suspended after a certain number of attempts to log in, use the following command:

set password-retries = number-retries;

If you do not set this command, the default value of three retries is used.

Example: Allow Users Two Login Attempts

In this example, you want to allow users only two unsuccessful login attempts before suspending their account.

To set this up, use these commands:

set password-policy = true;

set password-retries = 2;

The following happens when a user tries to log in with an incorrect password:

1. Craig Link tries to log in using the wrong password.
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2. He tries again with another incorrect password.
His login is unsuccessful, and his account is suspended.

Set the Time after Which Users Can Attempt to Log In Again

If you use the set password-retries command to define how many times a user can attempt to log in before their account is
suspended, you can also set a time after which the user can try again.

This means that after the period you set, the suspended account becomes active again.

If you do not use this option, an administrator must reset the user's password to unlock the account.

To let users try to log in again after a certain amount of time has passed, use the following command:

set password-max-suspension = number-seconds | 0 ;

Example: Allow Users 5 Login Attempts, and a Delay of 30 Minutes before Trying Again

In this example, you want to allow users five unsuccessful login attempts before suspending their account. You then want
to let the user try again after half an hour.

To set this up, use these commands:

set password-policy = true;

set password-retries = 5;

set password-max-suspension = 1800;

The following happens when a user tries to log in with an incorrect password:

1. Craig Link tries to log in using the wrong password.
2. He tries again four more times with incorrect passwords.

His login is unsuccessful, and his account is suspended.
3. After 30 minutes, Craig Link's account is active again, and he can try to log in again.

Set Some Accounts to Never be Suspended

Accounts can be made to never be suspended, regardless of the number of incorrect login attempts.

You can use this to protect critical accounts that need to be immune to password lockout attacks.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the following command to set the password-allow-ignore-suspended option to true:
set password-allow-ignore-suspended = true;

2. Add the attribute dxPwdIgnoreSuspended to the user's entry.
3. Set the value of this attribute to true.

NOTE
To check which user passwords are set to never expire, search for all user accounts with the attribute
dxPwdIgnoreSuspended = true.

Example Password Policies
This section contains three sample password policies:

• Simple password policy
• Complex password policy
• Multiple password policies
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Example Simple Password Policy

In this example, you want to set up a password policy with the following rules:

• Passwords can be reused. You do not want to keep a history of old passwords.
• A password must be at least eight characters long with at least one numeral.
• If a user's password is ever reset, you want the user to change the password immediately after the first login.
• If a password is not used for sixty days, you want the account to be suspended.

To set up this policy, set the following password rules:

set password-policy = true;

set password-min-length = 8;

set password-numeric = 1;

set password-force-change = true;

set password-last-use = 60;

Example Complex Password Policy

In this example, the directory architect has created the following plain-English password policy:

• Passwords must contain at least seven characters, at least three of which must be alphabetical, and at least three of
which must be numeric.

• No password may contain the user name.
• Passwords are valid for up to 14 days.
• Passwords must be at least one day old before they are changed, to prevent users from changing their password

many times to fill up the password history.
• After a password has expired, users may still log in twice, to give them a chance to change the password.
• After three incorrect attempts at logging in, the account is suspended for 30 minutes, after which the user may try to

log in again.

To implement this plan, use the following commands:

set password-policy = true;

set password-min-length = 7;

set password-alpha = 3;

set password-numeric = 3;

set password-username-substring = true;

set password-age = 14;

set password-min-age = 1;

set password-grace-logins = 2;

set password-retries = 3;

set password-max-suspension = 1800;

Example Multiple Password Policies

In this example, a single DSA contains two types of users: users and administrators. Each user type has its own password
policy.

The Default policy contains settings that are common to both policies. However some of these are overridden.

The directory architect has created the following password policy:

• No password may contain the user name.
• The two types of users have different minimum password lengths:
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– Administrators: At least 12 characters
– Users: At least 8 characters

• Administrator passwords must contain at least two numbers and at least one uppercase letter.
• Users must change their passwords at least every 30 days.

Here is the configuration for these policies:

set password-policy = true;

set password-username-substring = true;

set password-min-length = 12;

set target-password-policy = Admin; 

set password-numeric    = 2;

set password-uppercase   = 1;

set target-password-policy = Users;

set password-min-length = 8;

set password-age = 30;

After creating the password policies, assign the policies to the relevant users:

dn: cn=admin,ou=Administrators,c=au

objectClass: inetOrgperson

dxPwdPolicy: Admin

dn: cn=John Smith,ou=Users,c=au

objectClass: inetOrgperson

dxPwdPolicy: Users

Test Your Password Policy
To check whether a DSA supports the password policy control, you need to query the root DSE.

You can use this example to show that the CA Directory password policy is functioning correctly.

Client applications using this feature need to be able to parse the password policy response control. In test 1 and 2, the
password policy response control is empty (no information to report).

1. In the Democorp directory, create the following password settings:
set password-policy = true; 

set password-retries = 1;

2. Edit the Craig Link entry to include a password.
3. Use the LDUA to ensure that the DSA supports the password policy control:

ldua> bind-req

----> remote-addr = {

---->     nsap = ip "hostname" port 19389

----> }

ldua> unbind-req;

ldua> search-req

----> base-object = <>

----> attrs = supportedControl;

ldua> 

<- LDAP SEARCH-CONFIRM 

invoke-id = 2   credit = 24
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 Entry:    <>

 Contents:  

 (supportedControl "1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.27.8.5.1")

ldua>

NOTE
The supportedControl attribute is in the sunone.dxc schema.

4. Use the following to bind with the password policy control:
ldua> bind-req

----> user =  <c au>

---->         <o Democorp>

---->         <ou Corporate>

---->         <ou Administration>

---->         <cn "Craig link">

----> password = "wrong"

----> remote-addr = {

----> nsap = ip "hostname" port 19389

----> }

----> controls = { password-policy };

ldua>

Test 1: Test with an Incorrect Password

1. Try to log in with an incorrect password.
2. The bind is refused.
3. The following response appears:

<- LDAP BIND-REFUSE 

  invoke-id = 0   credit = 24

 Bind Error:    Security Error:  Invalid credentials

 Controls:

  password-policy response

Test 2 Test with an Incorrect Password Again

1. Try to log in again with an incorrect password.
2. The bind is refused again, and the account is suspended.
3. The following response appears:

<- LDAP BIND-REFUSE 

  invoke-id = 0   credit = 24

 Bind Error:    Security Error:  Invalid credentials

 Controls:

  password-policy response

Test 3: Test with the Correct Password, but Account Suspended

1. Try to log in using the correct password.
2. The bind is refused because the account is suspended.
3. The following response appears:

<- LDAP BIND-REFUSE 

  invoke-id = 0   credit = 24

 Bind Error:    Security Error:  Invalid credentials

 Controls:

  password-policy response

  Error: account-locked
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Use Password Settings to Administer User Accounts
You can use password settings to lock and suspend user accounts.

• Account locking
Use account locking when you need to manually lock and unlock an account.

• Account suspension
A user account is suspended when the user tries to log in with the wrong password multiple times or does not change
a password before it expires.
If an indefinite password suspension is required, then do not set password-max-suspension or set it to zero (re-init
friendly).

Password management rules help you manage user accounts. The rules include the following:

• Forcing a user to change the password after the administrator has reset it
• Allowing administrators to lock a particular user's account
• Locking user accounts after a certain number of unsuccessful login attempts
• Setting the time after which users can try to log in again after locking due to unsuccessful login attempts
• Raising an SNMP trap every time an account is locked
• Nominating a user account to act as a single proxy user to handle all account administration

This section describes the following topics:

Reactivate a Suspended or Expired Account

User accounts can expire because the password is too old.

User accounts can be suspended for two reasons:

• The user has not logged in recently.
• The user has tried to log in with an incorrect password too many times.

Regardless of the reason that the account is inactive, an administrator can reactivate it by changing the password.

This works because most password rules are only applied when operations are being performed by the user who owns
the password.

This means that whenever an administrator updates a user password, the password policy attributes for that entry are
reset. These attributes include the following:

• The time of the last use of the password
• The time the password was created

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as an administrator.
2. Change the password of the suspended account.
3. Tell the user the new password.

The user can now log in using the new password you created.

Force Users to Change Passwords after Reactivation

You can force new users and users whose passwords have been reset to change their passwords.

To do this, use the following command:

set password-force-change = true | false;
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When a user logs in with a newly reset password, the only operation the user can perform is to change passwords. After
the user has changed his or her password, normal operations are restored.

NOTE
You can use this command only if the client is an LDAP client and it is aware of the Behera password policy
request control.

Do not use this feature if you have an application that performs a single bind to the directory for authentication. For these
applications users would never be required to change their passwords.

When set password-force-change is set to true, DAP binds are refused because they cannot carry LDAP control
information.

Enforce Password Rules When Reactivating an Account

Usually, when an administrator resets another user's password, the password quality rules are not applied. This means
that the administrator can create passwords that would have been rejected if the users had tried to create the passwords
themselves.

However, you can choose to enforce the password quality rules for all new passwords, including passwords set when an
administrator reactivates a user's account.

To do this, set the following command to true:

set password-enforce-quality-on-reset = true | false;

This command means that all of the rules discussed in How to Configure Password Quality Rules and How to Set Account
Expiry Rules apply to all password changes.

Configure Account Locking

Specify the following commands in a settings file that is sourced by the DSA:

set password-allow-locking=true;

set password-policy = true;

These commands are picked up on a dxserver init but cannot be set on the console.

Lock an Account

To disable an account, add the the attribute dxPwdLocked with the value true to the user's entry.

This cannot be performed using a LDAP browser (such as JXplorer) as the attribute does not exist in the schema for each
entry.

The attribute can be added using the DXmodify command.

Example:

To lock cn=joeBloggs,ou=users,c=au , follow these steps:

1. Create the following file lockaccount.ldif:
dn: cn=joeBloggs,ou=users,c=au

changetype: modify

add: dxPwdLocked

dxPwdLocked: true

-

2. Then apply the update. (Do not use the credentials used in this example)
dxmodify -x -h {HOST} -p {PORT}-f lockaccount.ldif
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Bind With A Locked Account 

When trying to bind with a locked account, you can see the following errors:

LDAP: error code 49 – Invalid Credentials

The reason for the lack of information is that even though the account is locked, the DSA does not divulge extra
information that can be used by an attacker.

In practice and for on premise systems, it is useful to notify the user that their account is locked. This security restriction
can be lifted by using this command:

set route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes = true;

On using the set route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes command, the error message shows the following information:

LDAP: error code 49 – PwdPolicy: Account locked by administrator

Check Locked Accounts

The dxPwdLocked attribute is operational and is not displayed while browsing and during normal searches. Therefore, to
verify that an account is locked and contains the attribute, use an operational attributes request.

Include + on the return attribute list to return operational attributes:

% dxsearch -x -h {HOST} -p {PORT} -b "cn=joeBloggs,ou=users,c=au" +

dn: cn=joeBloggs,ou=users,c=au

createTimestamp: 20161025190112.046Z

dxPwdLocked: TRUE

modifyTimestamp: 20161025191040.496Z

Include dxPwdLocked in on the return attribute list:

% dxsearch -x -h {HOST} -p {PORT} "cn=joeBloggs,ou=users,c=au" dxPwdLocked

dn: cn=joeBloggs,ou=users,c=au

dxPwdLocked: TRUE

Search for accounts that are locked. If a result is returned, the account is locked:

% dxsearch -x -h {HOST} -p {PORT} -b "cn=joeBloggs,ou=users,c=au" (dxPwdLocked=true)

dn: cn=joeBloggs,ou=users,c=au

cn: joeBloggs

objectClass: inetOrgPerson

sn: Bloggs

userPassword:: e1NTSEE1MTJ9NWlZNWxUV0hJeUtJN05ZRVQ3VGc2Wk93bG9weldFUUJjelhLQ1d

lL2xvRTJXWnVaeTcxNmMxY0FvYlQrNDZuRkRYVEYvMnF3NmVFSlB2TTA5QXVxZEtLclhBZz0=

Track Password Suspensions

You can track how often passwords are suspended for the following reasons:

• The password is too old
• The retry limit has been exceeded

There are two ways to track password suspensions:

• Look in the alert log for PASSWORD-SUSPENDED
If the alert log is open and a password policy is active, one of these messages is written to the alert log every time a
password is suspended.

• Look in the SNMP log or use an SNMP aggregator
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If the SNMP log is open and a password policy is active, you can choose to raise an SNMP trap every time a password
is suspended, using this command:
set password-suspended-trap = true;

Use a Password Proxy User

Some applications implement password policy by binding as a single user. All password comparisons and modifications
are then performed by that user on behalf of all users. This can be used because SSL is expensive to establish, which
means that allowing each user to create an SSL connection may be impractical.

This means that if someone binds as a different user for account administration reasons, password checks and changes
to password policy are ignored.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an account in the directory for the password proxy user.
2. Use the following command to identify this account as the password proxy user:

set password-proxy-user = DN;

When an application binds as this password proxy user, the password policy is applied to password compares and
modifications.

Operational Attributes for User Accounts

CA Directory uses operational attributes with some password settings, as shown in the following table.

You can use these operational attributes to diagnose problems with user accounts.

Password Command Operational Attribute
set password-age command dxPwdLastChange

set password-history command dxPwdHistory

set password-min-age command dxPwdLastChange

set password-grace-logins command dxPwdGraceLogins
dxPwdGraceUseTime

set password-allow-ignore-expired command dxPwdIgnoreExpired

set password-allow-ignore-suspended command dxPwdIgnoreSuspended

set password-force-change command dxPwdMustChange

set password-last-use command dxPwdLoginTime

set password-retries command dxPwdFailedAttempts

set password-max-suspension command dxPwdFailedTime

set password-allow-locking command dxPwdLocked

The following operational attribute values contain time information (syntax = generalizedTime) in the
CCYYMMDDhhmmssZ format. 

• dxPwdLastChange
• dxPwdGraceUseTime
• dxPwdLoginTime
• dxPwdFailedTime

The time value is stored in Generalized Mean Time (GMT).
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If you use these attributes for other purposes or debugging, note that this time may vary from the local time. For example,
if you perform password policy testing on a machine in Eastern Time (ET), the operational attribute values will be 4 hours
(+4) in the future (GMT).

Password Encryption
CA Directory provides the tools to let you change the attributes of passwords, for example, minimum password length,
and to change the password encryption.

Passwords are encrypted before they are stored in the directory. This prevents the possibility of interrogating the directory
directly for the value of any passwords.

Passwords are always single-valued. This means that an administrator cannot add a secret value and use this as an
unpublished entry point into the DSA.

Password logins are secure only if each person can change only his or her own password. Ensure that you set access
controls so that each user can update only their own password. Also, ensure that administrators are allowed to update any
user password.

This section discusses the following topics:

How Password Encryption Works

When users add a password to their account, the following happens:

1. A user binds to a DSA.
2. The user adds a password to his or her user account.
3. The DSA encrypts the password, and then stores the encrypted password in the userPassword attribute.

The encrypted password includes the name of the encryption scheme.

By default, DSAs use salted SHA-512 to encrypt passwords, but you can change to a different scheme if you prefer.

Password Encryption Limitations

The following limitations apply to all password encryption methods:

• The following prefixes are reserved for the product. Any passwords that begin with these prefixes are not encrypted.
– {SHA}
– {MD5}
– {SSHA}
– {SMD5}
– {CRYPT}
– {SHA512}
– {SSHA512}
– {CADIR}
– {NT}
– {NTLM}
– {PBKDF2}
– {BCRYPT}
– {SCRYPT}
– {}

• Any passwords or oem-hash passwords that are 28 bytes long and that start with a question mark (?) are not
encrypted.
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Choose an Encryption Method for Passwords Stored in a DSA

User accounts are entries in the directory with the userPassword attribute.

By default, the passwords stored in the userPassword attribute are encrypted using salted SHA-512 (SSHA512).

However, you can use a different encryption scheme to encrypt these passwords. To do this, you need to create a
password rule that specifies the encryption scheme. Each password is encrypted with the new scheme when it is next
updated.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the DSA is running.
2. Add the following command to the DXHOME/config/knowledge/dsaname.dxc or the DXHOME/config/

servers/dsaname.dxi file:
set password-storage = ssha-512 | sha-512 | ssha-1 | sha-1 | pbkdf2 | crypt | scrypt | bcrypt | md5 | smd5

 | none;

3. Stop and start the DSA.
Passwords that have already been encrypted are not updated automatically. The next time that a password is updated,
it is encrypted using the new scheme.

Convert Passwords Already in a DSA to a New Encryption Method

If you change the encryption method for passwords in a DSA that already has encrypted passwords, these are not
automatically updated. Although new passwords will be encrypted using the new method, existing passwords will use the
old method.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose an encryption method for passwords stored in a DSA.
2. Search the DSA for all passwords encrypted using the old encryption method, and write the results to an LDIF file.
3. Open the LDIF file in a text editor and make the following changes:

a. Add the text dn: to the beginning of each DN.
b. Add the following lines below each DN:
    changetype: modify 

    replace: userPassword 

    userPassword: new-password

Replace new-password with the actual new password for each entry.
4. Save the changed LDIF file.
5. Load the LDIF file into the DSA using the DXmodify tool.
6. Use the DXsearch tool to confirm that no passwords are encrypted using the old method, and also that passwords are

now encrypted using the new method.

Example: Convert to the SSHA-1 Encryption Scheme

This example shows how to convert the passwords in the Democorp DSA from SHA-1 to SSHA-1.

In this example, the details are as follows:

• Old encryption scheme: SHA-1
• New encryption scheme: SSHA-1
• Democorp host: host23
• Democorp port number: 19389
• Name and password of the user who is authorized to change passwords: AdminUser, adminpassword
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Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the Democorp DSA is running.
2. Search the DSA for all passwords encrypted using SHA-1, using the following command:

dxsearch -b "(o=democorp, c=au)" -s sub -D "{cn=AdminUser}" -w adminpassword -h host23 -p 19389

 (userPassword={SHA}*) dn > sha-1.ldif

This returns the entries in which the password is currently encrypted using SHA-1, and writes the results to the file
sha-1.ldif.

3. Add the following command to the democorp.dxc file:
set password-storage = ssha-1;

4. Stop and start the Democorp DSA.
Each password is encrypted using the new encryption scheme the next time it is updated.
To update all of the passwords now, follow the remaining steps.

5. Open the file sha-1.ldif in a text editor.
6. For each DN in the file, Follow these steps:

a. Add the text dn: to the beginning of each DN.
b. Add the following lines below each DN:
    changetype: modify 

    replace: userPassword 

    userPassword: new-password

Replace new-password with the actual new password for each entry.
7. Save the changed LDIF file.
8. Ensure that the Democorp DSA is running.
9. Load the file into the DSA using the following command:

dxmodify -r -c -h host23:19389 -D "{cn=AdminUser}" -w adminpassword -f sha-1.ldif

10. Confirm that the passwords have changed by performing another search for SHA-1 hashed passwords, using the
following command:
dxsearch -b {Base DN for search} -s sub -D "{cn=AdminUser}" -w adminpassword -h host23:19389

 (userPassword={SHA}*) dn"

The search result should show that no passwords are now encrypted with SHA-1.
11. Confirm that the passwords are encrypted with SSHA-1 by repeating the search for SSHA-1 passwords:

dxsearch -b {Base DN for search} -s sub -D "{cn=AdminUser}" -w adminpassword -h host23:19389

 (userPassword={SSHA}*) dn"

Hide Passwords in Knowledge Files

The knowledge file for a DSA can contain the passwords for other DSAs and for LDAP servers, which allows the DSA to
authenticate those other DSAs and LDAP servers. However, because the knowledge file is in plain text, this is a security
risk.

The DXpassword tool can produce obfuscated passwords, by specifying the encryption method CADIR. This helps shield
passwords in configuration files from users with access to the computer running the DSA.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the password of the remote DSA or LDAP server.
2. Use the DXpassword tool to encrypt the password using the CADIR option:

dxpassword -P CADIR password

The output contains the hashed password.
3. Copy the entire output into the knowledge file, replacing the clear-text password.
4. Save the file and stop and start the DSA.
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Example: Hide an LDAP server's password

In this example, the password for the LDAP server is HelloThere. The DSA knowledge file currently contains the following
line:

ldap-dsa-password = "HelloThere"

1. Use the DXpassword tool to encrypt the password using the CADIR option:
dxpassword -P CADIR HelloThere

2. Note the output from the DXpassword tool:
{CADIR}4YuDX1xmndSL7A==

3. Include the entire output in the knowledge file:
ldap-dsa-password = "{CADIR}4YuDX1xmndSL7A=="

4. Save the knowledge file and stop and start the DSA.

Password Commands Requiring an LDAP Client
Some password commands can only be used with LDAP clients that are aware of LDAP password policy controls (for
example, LDUA and the PAM-LDAP client).

The following commands help you enhance account control:

• set password-force-change command
• set password-age-warning-period command

CA Directory uses the following command to mimic the nonstandard functionality of some other directories:

• set password-mimic-netscape-response-controls command

This section of the CA Directory password policy is specified in an Internet Draft on the IETF home page. The
specification of its operation can change over time. Also, the name of the draft document changes as revisions are made.
At the time of writing, the document name is draft-behera-ldap-password-policy-09.txt.

PasswordPolicyResponseValue ::= SEQUENCE {

   warning [0] CHOICE {

   timeBeforeExpiration    [0] INTEGER (0 .. maxInt),

   graceLoginsRemaining    [1] INTEGER (0 .. maxInt) } OPTIONAL,

   error   [1] ENUMERATED {

   passwordExpired                 (0),

   accountLocked                   (1),

   changeAfterReset                (2),

   passwordModNotAllowed           (3),

   mustSupplyOldPassword           (4), <== Not required (handled by bind)

   insufficientPasswordQuality     (5),

   passwordTooShort                (6),

   passwordTooYoung                (7),

   passwordInHistory               (8) } OPTIONAL }

timeBeforeExpiration and graceLoginsRemaining are provided where appropriate. For example, password policy must be
enabled in CA Directory.

Connecting to Directory Using LDAP
CA Directory DSAs can be accessed from LDAP clients, such as web browsers, address books, and Lightweight Directory
User Agents (LDUAs).
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This section discusses the following topics:

Defining the LDAP Port

You define the LDAP address using the set dsa command, which contains a port number that listens for LDAP requests,
as follows:

set dsa "Eagle" = {

   ...

   address = tcp "eagle" port 389

   ...

 };

This address definition is mandatory; it automatically enables LDAP as the DSA listens for different protocols on the same
port.

For a list of all ports in a default installation of CA Directory, see Port Numbers Used by CA Directory.

Configuring LDAP Names

You configure LDAP names along with the usual schema attribute and object class definitions, as follows:

set attribute 2.5.4.3 = {

   name  = commonName

   ldap-names  = cn

   syntax  = caseIgnoreString

};

LDAP names are integrated into the DSA schema.

Handling LDAP Strings

LDAP uses only string labels for information, so CA Directory resolves them to their true object and attribute identifiers by
looking up their schema information. For each object and attribute label specified in the LDAP service requests, DXserver
looks first for matching ldap-names, and then for a name.

LDAP is a string-handling protocol only; therefore, the following restrictions are implicit:

• Developers of directory clients must ensure the DSA receives an appropriately formatted LDAP message because the
LDAP syntax is highly dependent on appropriate punctuation, white space, and so forth.

• Developers of LDAP directory clients must define locally customized attributes and objects through the DSA schema
definition process.

• Developers should remember that LDAP names are not necessarily unique. For example, two organizations can define
the string mail but have different syntaxes and uses for it.

Transparent Routing

When using a router DSA to route client requests to external LDAP directories using DXlink, it may not be feasible or
convenient to include all third-party schema.

Schema Publishing
CA Directory supports schema publishing through LDAP Version 3. This enables LDAP directory clients to read the
directory schema dynamically from the DXserver using LDAP Version 3. For further information, see section 4.2
Subschema Subentries in RFC 4512.

The following information is published through the cn=schema subschema subentry using LDAP Version 3:
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• Attributes
• Object Classes
• Attribute Types
• Syntaxes
• Name Forms
• Structure Rules

This schema information can be retrieved by performing a base-object search of the cn=schema subentry with a search
filter of objectClass present.

LDAP Controls
LDAP controls are a mechanism for extending or changing the way a server handles a particular operation. Controls
may be attached to LDAP operations and generally change the semantics for that specific operation. Controls that are
not recognized are ignored if they are not marked critical. If a control is marked critical and is not recognized, the error
unsupported critical extension is returned and the operation is not performed.

Because CA Directory supports distribution, it is possible that a control is not honored even though it is recognized. For
example, if server-side sorting is requested but the request has to be multi-chained to complete the operation, the server-
side sorting control is not honored. If the control is marked critical, an error is returned to the client; otherwise, the control
is ignored.

Controls recognized by CA Directory are published through the root DSE according to RFC 4512.

This section discusses the following topics:

Supported LDAP Controls

CA Directory supports the following LDAP controls:

• Server-Side Sorting
• Simple Paged Results
• Password Policy Control
• Proxied Authorization Control
• Netscape Password Policy Controls
• Persistent Search Control
• Tree Delete Control

Server-Side Sorting Control

The server-side sorting LDAP control allows a client to request that a search response be sorted.

See RFC 2891.

Simple Paged Results Control

The simple paged results control allows a search result to be returned a page at a time. It is only available when DXcache
has been enabled.

See RFC 2696.

NOTE
You can use the set excluded-controls command to prevent this control from being used.
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Password Policy Control

The Password Policy control lets applications that manage accounts receive extra information on operation responses.
The information returned through this control includes account status (password expiring or expired, account locked) and
reasons for password change failure (password too short, and so on).

This control is specified in an Internet Draft on the IETF home page. The specification of its operation can change over
time. Also, the name of the draft document changes as revisions are made. At the time of writing, the document name is
draft-behera-ldap-password-policy-08.txt.

Proxied Authorization Control

The proxied authorization control enables a client to perform operations as the user specified in the control value. This
is similar to the ‘su’ (substitute user) function available on UNIX operating systems. To restrict the ability of a user to
impersonate anyone, the trust SASL proxy feature must be set. This feature is useful for auditing changes to the DIT.

If the link flag dsa-ldap-proxy is used with DXlink, the proxied authorization control is added to operations chained to third-
party LDAP servers containing the entry of the request's originator. The root DSE of the third-party LDAP server should be
queried to check that it supports this control.

See RFC 4370.

Netscape Password Policy Controls

The Netscape password policy controls are used to notify an application that the connecting user's password is expiring
(number of seconds to expiry) or has expired. These are response-only controls and are enabled in CA Directory with the
following command:

set password-mimic-netscape-response-controls = true;

These controls are described in an Internet Draft that has expired. They are not subject to IETF standardization.

Persistent Search Control

This control allows a client to request notification when entries in a specified scope change.

This control can be used only if the scope it specifies is mastered by the DSA it is sent to. This is because the DSA does
not coordinate with other directories (including CA Directory DSAs) holding the same or other parts of the DIT.

To enable persistent searching, use the following command:

set persistent-search = true; 

The control is specified in an Internet Draft that has expired. It is not subject to IETF standardization.

For more information, see draft-ietf-ldapext-psearch-03.txt on the IETF home page.

Limitations on Persistent Searching

Persistent searching can be used only where the namespace is managed by a single DSA. Only the local namespace is
accessed, which means that there is little point in using it with routers.

For example, persistent searching does not work in the following situations:

• If you have update and search DSAs, then the persistent search is not likely to work unless it is done in the router.
• If there are multiple routers, then persistent search in the router does not work. Instead, it must be done on the update

DSA.
• If there is query streaming and persistent search is done in the update DSA, the search is never sent to the update

DSA, so it does not work in this situation either.
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Tree Delete Control

CA Directory supports the Tree Delete LDAP control, as described in Tree Delete Control IETF draft.

Without this control, an LDAP directory cannot delete an entire subtree; only a leaf entry may be deleted. In a situation
where CA Directory needs to delete many entries, this LDAP limitation can cause problems.

NOTE
You can use the set excluded-controls command to prevent this control from being used.

Virtual List View (VLV) Control

CA Directory supports the Virtual List View (VLV) control, which is described in the Virtual List View IETF draft. This
control lets a client search a directory and return a subset of the results, starting from a particular point in the results.

When you use the VLV control, also use the server-side sorting control.

This control is useful for a directory that contains entries for millions of entries.

To use this control, include the following line in a request:

virtual-list-view before = number after = number offset = number content-count = number greater-or-equal =

 number };

• before
Defines the number of entries before the target entry that the client requests the server to send.

• after
Defines the number of entries after the target entry that the client requests the server to send.

• offset
Defines the target entry.

• content-count
Defines the number of entries in the result set.

• greater-or-equal
Defines the target entry by comparing it to the values of the attribute specified.

NOTE
You can use the set excluded-controls command to prevent this control from being used.

Example: Using a greater-than-or-equal to match

The client provides a greater-than-or-equal to match-value defining a position in the desired page.

In this example, the server returns the page starting with an entry where the attribute, such as myattr1 has a value greater
than or equal to 499.

search-req base-object=<> whole-subtree

controls = { server-side-sort myattr1

virtual-list-view before = 1 after = 3 greater-or-equal = 0000000499 };

wait;

Example: Specifying an entry number

The server returns the page defined by an ordinal offset, when there is no matching value.

In this example, the server returns the page that starts with entry 2000.The request can only be handled by assembling
the entire result set, sorting it, and moving to the 2000th entry.

search-req base-object=<> whole-subtree

controls = { server-side-sort myattr1

virtual-list-view before = 1 after = 3 offset = 2000 content-count = 6000 };

wait; 
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Routing LDAP Controls

If CA Directory has to chain (forward) a request to another directory, it also forwards any associated controls, even if it
does not recognize them. It does not forward these controls when multicasting a search request.

Controls on responses are also passed back to the client even when not recognized, if the result is not an error.

Page Sizes for the Server-Side Sorting and VLV Controls

When a DSA receives a request that uses the simple-paged results or virtual list view control, the DSA compares the page
size used in the request with the page size specified in the set paging-threshold command.

The DSA uses the relative sizes of the page size in the request and the paging threshold to decide how to handle the
request.

If the page size in the request is greater than the paging threshold, the DSA sorts the results and then returns the first
page to the client.

If the page size in the request is less than the paging threshold, the DSA can collect the page “on the fly”. If this happens,
the entire result is not sorted.

By default, the paging threshold is 100 entries. If you want to change this threshold, use the command set paging-
threshold.

Example: How a DSA handles a request with paging and sorting

A client sends a request to the DSA, asking for all users whose surname begins with ‘A’. In this example, there are 120
such users.

The client asks that the results be paged, with only 20 results included in each page. This means that the DSA sends the
first 20 results, and then the next 20 results, and so on until it has sent all of the results.

However, in this example, the client wants the request to be both paged and sorted.

The page size of 20 is smaller than the paging threshold (by default this is 100). This means that the DSA sorts the entire
list of all surnames beginning with ‘A’, and it returns the first 20 entries to the client.

 

LDAP Root DSE
The top of the directory information tree (DIT) on each DSA is the root of the tree.

The root contains a special entry called the root DSA-specific entry (DSE). This is specified in the LDAP [RFC4512] and
therefore can only be read using the LDAP protocol.

The information provided by reading the root DSE is useful for application developers in determining information, features,
and schema specific to the LDAP directory.

The following examples to retrieve root DSE information use the ldapsearch utility available on most operating systems.

Display the Whole Root DSE

To display the entire root DSE, use the following command:

ldapsearch -h hostname -p portnumber -s base -b "" objectclass="*"

Display the LDAP Version

To display the version of LDAP supported by the DSA, use the following command:

ldapsearch -h hostname -p portnumber -s base -b "" objectclass="*" supportedLdapVersion
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For example, the output could look like the following:

supportedLdapVersion=3

Display the CA Directory Version

The root DSE of CA Directory DSAs includes the attribute dxServerVersion.

The presence of this attribute indicates to clients that this is a CA Directory DSA. The value of the attribute contains
version information.

Use the following command to check the CA Directory version:

ldapsearch -h hostname -p portnumber -s base -b "" objectclass="*" dxServerVersion

If no result is returned, the DSA is not a CA Directory DSA.

Display the Supported LDAP Controls

To list the LDAP controls supported by the DSA, use the following command:

ldapsearch -h hostname -p portnumber -s base -b "" objectclass="*" supportedControl

The following table describes some LDAP controls supported by CA Directory DSAs:

Control Description Comments
supportedControl=1.2.840.113556.1.4.473 Server Side Sorting  
supportedControl=1.2.840.113556.1.4.319 Simple Paged Results  
supportedControl=1.3.6.1.4.1.42.2.27.8.5.1 Behera Password Policy  
supportedControl=2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.3 Persistent Search Only supported after it is enabled.
supportedControl=2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.1
8

Proxy Authorization  

Display the Naming Context

The following command lists the prefix of the DSA:

ldapsearch -h hostname -p portnumber -s base -b "" objectclass="*" namingContexts

Display the Supported Schema

The subschema subentry is a virtual entry containing the schema being currently used by DSA.

Display the schema supported by this DSA

1. Use the following command:
ldapsearch -h hostname -p portnumber -s base -b "" objectclass="*" subschemaSubentry

The information retrieved is the subentry that contains the schema information, for example:
subschemaSubentry=cn=schema

2. Perform another search from this base to retrieve the schema, for example:
ldapsearch -h hostname -p portnumber -s base -b "cn=schema" objectclass="*"

This returns the following information:
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– objectClasses
– attributeTypes
– dITStructureRules
– nameforms
– ldapSyntaxes

LDAP Programming in Perl
This section illustrates how to access LDAP data using the Net::LDAP module, which is available from any Perl CPAN
archive.

This section assumes that you are familiar with Perl; it does not cover the installation of Perl or the Net::LDAP module.
This example is provided without any implied or explicit warranties. CA does not provide support for either the Perl
language or the Net::LDAP Perl module.

NOTE
The line numbers reference the comments (they are not part of the program).

This program extracts entries with the job title Secretary from the Democorp directory, and prints their name and
telephone number:

#!/usr/local/bin/perl -w

2 

# This is a demonstration of accessing the Democorp directory using the

# Net::LDAP Perl modules

5 use strict;

7 use warnings;

8 use Net::LDAP;

10

11 my($ldap, $mesg, $entry);

12

13 $ldap = Net::LDAP->new('yourhost.com:19389') or die "Can't connect: $@";

14

15 # anonymous bind

16 $mesg = $ldap->bind;

17 if($mesg->is_error){

18  die "Bind error: ".$mesg->error;

19 }

20

21 # search for job title = "Secretary"

22 $mesg = $ldap->search(base => "o=Democorp,c=AU",

23      filter => "(title=Secretary)"

24      );

25 if($mesg->is_error){

26  die "Search error: ".$mesg->error;

27 }

28

29 foreach $entry ($mesg->entries) {

30

31  # report entry's common name (cn) and telephone number

32  print $entry->get_value('cn'), "\t",

33     $entry->get_value('telephoneNumber'), "\n";

34

35 }
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36

37 print "Finished\n";

38

39 $ldap->unbind;

Comments on LDAP Program

Line 13

Replace yourhost.com with the name of the machine on which the Democorp directory is installed and running.

Line 16

This is an anonymous bind. There is no DN or password supplied.

Line 17

Always check the results of the requests.

Line 22

Execute the query and check for any errors.

Line 29

This loop executes for each entry found by the search. No errors are possible at this point.

Line 32 and 33

Print out the entries found. This usually produces the following output:

Juliet LEVY   524 3637

Craig LINK    544 3697

Terry SALISBURY 488 0288

Winifred LEWIS  534 3657

Ian NATHAN      437 8908

Cheryl APPLEBY  498 0308

Finished

Line 39

Close the connection.

Set Up High Availability for Directory Management UI
You have installed Directory Management UI on one host and  have now decided to add a new instance of Directory
Management UI on another host to provide high availability. Before you carry out the following steps, back up your
Management UI DSA data on the existing host. For more information, see Backing Up Data.

Use these steps to set up the second instance of Directory Management UI:

1. Install the new instance of Directory Management UI on a new host (new_host). The default name for the Management
UI DSA is ${HOSTNAME}-management-ui . After you install the new instance of Directory Management UI,
you have two Management UI DSAs, existing_host-management-ui on the existing host and new_host-
management-ui on the new host.

2. Stop the Directory Management UI server on the two hosts by executing this command:
${MANAGEMENT_UI_HOME}/stop_dxmgmtui
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3. Stop both DSAs on the two hosts.
4. Ensure that the system time of the two hosts are synced.
5. Modify the knowledge files on the two hosts for the DSAs existing_host-management-ui and new_host-

management-ui .
a. Remove "anonymous" from "auth-levels".
b. Add "ssl-auth" to "auth-levels".
c. Add "link-flags = ssl-encryption".

Ensure that the order of parameters in the knowledge file is correct.
6. Copy the knowledge file existing_host-management-ui.dxc  from the existing host to the new host. Copy

knowledge file new_host-management-ui.dxc  from the new host to the existing host.
7. Modify the server file for the DSAs on each host to source the two knowledge files and enable multiwrite DISP.

Example:On the existing host, modify this file:
${DXHOME}/config/servers/existing_host-management-ui.dxi .
Source the two knowledge files:
From:

# knowledge

clear dsas;

source "../knowledge/existing_host-management-ui.dxc";

To:

# knowledge

clear dsas;

source "../knowledge/existing_host-management-ui.dxc";

source "../knowledge/new_host-management-ui.dxc";

Enable multiwrite DISP using this command:
set multi-write-disp-recovery = true;

8. On the new host, delete the following files from the directory data folder:
– new_host-management-ui.dp
– new_host-management-ui.dx
– new_host-management-ui.tx
– new_host-management-ui.db

9. On both hosts, run the following command to reset the times in the DISP files for the new DSA:
dxdisp new_host-management-ui   

10. Copy the DSA db file existing_host-management-ui.db from the directory data folder on the existing host to the
directory data folder on the new host and rename it to new_host-management-ui.db .

11. Run dxcertgen certs on the existing host to generate personality certificates for the DSAs. Copy the trusted.pem
and personality certificates generated over to the new host.

12. Start the two DSAs on the two hosts. Ensure that replication is working between them.
13. Modify the config.js file in the Directory Management UI home folder on both hosts. 

Example:
/**

* LDAP client connection configuration

*/

module.exports.ldapClientConfig = [

{ reconnect: true,url: 'ldaps://host_1:10389',timeout: 100000,connectTimeout: 10000,bindDN:

 'cn=superuser,ou=users,o=management-ui',bindCredentials: 'C8C89rEUvi/Mdk5xTFCaqOUYsjBYqmp/kN

+iXz2SjxI=',tlsOptions: ldapTlsOptions },

{ reconnect: true,url: 'ldaps://host_2:10389',timeout: 100000,connectTimeout: 10000,bindDN:

 'cn=superuser,ou=users,o=management-ui',bindCredentials: 'C8C89rEUvi/Mdk5xTFCaqOUYsjBYqmp/kN

+iXz2SjxI=',tlsOptions: ldapTlsOptions }
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];

14. Copy the Monitor User credentials; Monitor UserName, Monitor Password from the config.js file of the existing_host-
management-ui to the config.js file of the new_host-management-ui. 
Example:

module.exports.externalMonitor = {
 username: 'monitor',
 password: 'QNcasWFbygRsU4hxM6LCdDl1uahmQodykQxE7+O3wWI=', // user credentials. Used
 in HTTP Basic authentication when pushing monitoring information to this server.
 hostname: 'hostname.ca.com', // host name to use in the endpoint configuration in
 DSA external monitoring.
 pushInterval: 60, // number of seconds between each monitoting information. At lease
 5 seconds.
 monitorEvents: ['alarm-log-all', 'stats'], // events to monitor.
 options: ['message-dates-gmt'] // we want all timestamp in UTC/GMT format
};

15. Copy the SCIM credentials; SCIM Username and SCIM Password from the config-scim.js file of the existing_host-
management-ui to the config-scim.js file of  the new_host-management-ui.
Example:

module.exports = {};
module.exports.mgmtServerConnection = {
host: 'localhost',
port: 3000,
ssl: true,
rejectUnauthorized: false,
username: 'scim',
password: 'c4avtTr6guxP+OnK2hHB0OJ89ii3p4xqenJUZqPgSTU=' // user credentials. Used in
 HTTP Basic authentication when using REST API.
};

16. Ensure the bindCredentials is set to the value as that of the existing host.
17. Start the Directory Management UI server by executing the command:

${MANAGEMENT_UI_HOME}/start_dxmgmtui

18. Run the following command as a DSA user:
dxscimserver start

Now you have two instances of Directory Management UI that you can use to manage the same directory environment.

Migrating from ODSEE to CA Directory
This section provides information about how to migrate from Oracle Directory Server Enterprise Edition (ODSEE) to CA
Directory. The goal of this migration is to move applications from ODSEE to CA Directory while minimizing downtime and
disruption to services and users. With proper planning, the chance of problems occurring can be mitigated.

This section provides examples using the following details for the ODSEE directory instance that is the source of
migration:
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• Hostname: cadir-odsee
• Port: 1384
• SSL Port: 1634
• Namespace: dc=example,dc=com
• Admin User DN: cn=Directory Manager
• Admin User Password: password

NOTE
In this section, paths use the UNIX format. For Windows, replace
$DXHOME

with
%DXHOME%

and forward slashes with backslashes.

This section discusses the following topics:

 

Planning the Migration
For a successful migration, careful planning is critical. Both CA Directory and ODSEE conform to the LDAP standards.
However, some protocol extensions and features are not governed by these standards and applications relying on these
features must be validated.

Planning activities include:

• Determining the approach to be taken when rolling out CA Directory into a production environment
– Quick Cutover
– Phased Migration

• Determining how applications can be validated against CA Directory
• Checking ODSEE configuration items and determining how these items can be configured in CA Directory

– ACIs (Access Control Instructions)
– Password Policy

• Planning a backing out strategy if things do not go as planned during cutover

Quick Cutover

A quick cutover involves setting up and configuring a CA Directory instance. A sample set of production data is loaded
so that pre-production versions of applications can be validated against CA Directory to ensure that they are functioning
correctly. During this time, configuration items like access controls, password policy can also be verified if they are
correctly supported by application.

Once the verification phase is complete, a cutover can be planned. Cutting over involves the following steps:

• Stopping ODSEE
• Extracting data from ODSEE
• Loading data into CA Directory
• Starting CA Directory
• Redirecting all applications to CA Directory
• Monitoring that each application is functioning correctly
• If a problem is detected, ODSEE can be restarted and applications cab be redirected back while the problem is

diagnosed

Advantages of Quick Cutover
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• Maintain and monitor a single directory instance
• Teething problems are resolved quickly, reducing implementation time

Disadvantages of Quick Cutover

• High risk
• Taking an outage can cause applications to be offline for an extended amount of time
• An extra outage is required if an issue is detected
• Data can be merged back into ODSEE if updates have taken place

Consider this approach only when the number of applications are small and the application can be fully tested in a pre-
production environment.

Phased Migration

A phased migration approach to rolling out CA Directory into a production environment is where a CA Directory instance
is set up and configured in a production environment. Two-way replication is then configured between CA Directory and
ODSEE before the migrating and loading data from ODSEE.

Once replication is working, applications can then be migrated and validated against CA Directory one at a time. If an
application fails, it can be redirected back to ODSEE while the issue is investigated further.

Two-way replication is required to allow an application to be moved between CA Directory and ODSEE and back again.
For example, if a user updates password using an application hitting ODSEE, then this update must be reflected in CA
Directory, otherwise, when this application is redirected to CA Directory, authentication fails. The converse is also true,
that is, a failing application has to be redirected back to ODSEE.
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Figure 40: Phased Migration

Advantages of Phased Migration

• Low risk
• Impact on the user is reduced
• Issues can be dealt with one at time

Disadvantages of Phased Migration

• Migration timeframe is longer
• Adds complexity to the migration process by introducing more moving parts

Migrating Schema from ODSEE
CA Directory stores schema definitions in files under $DXHOME/config/schema . These files are sourced by DXserver
and control how information is structured and stored. When migrating data from one directory to another, migrate the
schema associated with the data. This step is especially important when custom (non-standard) schema has been used.

Example: CA Directory to Use All ODSEE Attributes or Object Classes

From a command prompt on the CA Directory host, perform the following command to extract schema from ODSEE and
store it in a file named odsee.dxc:

$ cd $DXHOME/config/schema
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$ dxschemaldif -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w password cadir-odsee:1384 | ldif2dxc -b bad.dxc odsee.dxc

Validate the Schema File Created

If the commands are successful, a file odsee.dxc is created under $DXHOME/config/schema . The tools are quite
verbose but on success, last line of output displays:

>> Converting LDIF records to DXserver schema format...

If there is an issue, the output from the commands include the error and LDIF records are not written to the odsee.dxc file.

For example, if the host and port are invalid:

>> Reading from stdin...

>> Writing to stdout...

>> Loading LDIF records...

Bind: Can't contact LDAP server

>> Processing loaded LDIF records...

>> Moving objectClasses to end of list...

>> Sorting attrs/objectClasses so parents precede their children...

>> Processing attributeTypes...

>> Converting LDIF records to DXserver schema format...

>> List of LDIF records is empty - nothing to do!

The bad.dxc file created includes any schema records that could not be converted to a CA Directory schema command.
These records must be migrated to odsee.dxc manually.

NOTE
The ldif2dxc will convert binary syntax attributes to octetString in the resultant schema. This conversion is
to allow better support for binary data coming from an ODSEE source. CA Directory performs strict ASN.1
checking on attributes of binary syntax. However, ODSEE allows any data to be stored against attributes of this
syntax. Using an octetString syntax emulates this behavior.

Creating and Configuring CA Directory
You can create a CA Directory DSA instance after creating the ODSEE schema file. Use the Directory Manager
(Management UI) to create and configure CA Directory instance.

Prerequisites:

• CA Directory and Directory Manager must be installed.
• An environment has been created and the CA Directory host has been added to the environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a host and create a managed DSA. 
2. Enter the DSA name, specify the prefix that the DSA serves, and the type of DSA you want Directory Manager to

create. The prefix must match the suffix DN from the ODSEE source.
3. Click Next.
4. Configure the server. In the Server tab, set the size of the DXgrid DB file. Set this value to be greater than 5 times the

size of LDIF in MB or 500 MB.
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Once the DSA is created, you can perform a dry run with the DXloaddb tool. This operation provides an exact DB size.
Allow enough capacity for growth.

5. In the Settings tab, set the minimum authentication level to prevent anonymous access.
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6. CA Directory has strict rules on where objects can be created in the directory information tree. This restriction must be
relaxed for compatibility with ODSEE data. To do so, enable the Ignore Name Bindings option.
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Other Important Settings 

Configuration Item Description

Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes  If you are using a password policy, this setting provides
information, when a bind request is refused. For example, a bind
request is refused if the account is locked.

Add EntryDN ODSEE includes an operational attribute that is called EntryDN
that contains the DN of the entry being added. This command
emulates the behavior of adding an EntryDN.
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7. In the Ext. Knowledge tab, set the value of the Trust Flags item as allow-check-password to allow CA Directory to
authenticate users via bind requests. The authentication levels must not allow anonymous access. This information is
used during chaining and replication, but it is convenient to set during this step.

 
8. The DSA being created has to source the schema file that is extracted from ODSEE. The DSA also must source the

dxserver.dxc file, which contains internal attributes to CA Directory that are not present in odsee.dxc. 

NOTE
 dxserver.dxc references standard schema items in odsee.dxc, and therefore, the order in which these files
are sourced is important.
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9. You are now ready to create a DSA. Select the Empty option for the database initially. Click Create. 

The DSA instance is created on the selected host.
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Migrating Configuration from ODSEE
During the planning process, configuration differences between CA Directory and ODSEE must be identified. As both
products use completely different configuration models, the current ODSEE configuration needs to be checked and
equivalent configuration items mapped to CA Directory equivalents.

Two major areas of difference are password policy and access control configuration.

Password Policy

CA Directory and ODSEE both support password policy. The LDAP standard does not cover implementation of password
policy. Therefore, password policy configuration between the products use a different mechanism and operational
attributes to control the state of an account. A tool, Dxmigrate, helps with the migration of ODSEE password policy
configuration LDIF to CA Directory supported password policy configuration.

 Example: 

$ dxmigrate -i password-policy.ldif -p password.dxc
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Password Policy Mapping

This table lists out the password policy configuration items in ODSEE and its equivalents in CA Directory.

ODSEE CA Directory

passwordStorageScheme password-storage

pwdAttribute Always
userPassword

pwdAllowUserChange Controlled using access controls

pwdSafeModify This functionality is achieved using the password modify extended
operation (RFC-3062).

pwdMinAge password-min-age

pwdCheckQuality CA Directory supports a rich set of password quality rules. See
the Reference section for more information.

pwdMinLength password-min-length

pwdMustChange This setting is true when using
password-mimic-netscape-response-controls

or the Behera Draft password policy LDAP control to notify an
LDAP application that a user must change their password after an
account reset.

pwdMaxAge password-age

pwdExpireWarning password-age-warning-period

pwdGraceAuthNLimit password-grace-logins

pwdKeepLastAuthTime The value for this ODSEE attribute is stored using the
dxPwdLastLogin

operational attribute in CA Directory. This configuration is set
when using he
 password-last-use

attribute, which suspends accounts when not used in the
configured time. If account suspension is not required, then
setting this value to a large number maintains the time of last
authentication.

pwdFailureCountInterval CA Directory does not support resetting the failure count after a
certain period of time.

pwdIsLockoutPrioritized CA Directory replicates all data in realtime so this is not required

pwdMaxFailure password-retries

pwdLockoutDuration password-max-suspension

pwdInHistory password-history

pwdLocked password-allow-locking

Access Controls

ODSEE uses an “aci” attribute to configure access controls are various levels of the directory information tree. CA
directory uses configuration files, and therefore, ODSEE aci attribues must be manually migrated to CA Directory format.
See the Commands Reference section for the complete set of access controls.
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This table lists out the access control configuration items in ODSEE and its equivalents in CA Directory.

 ODSEE  CA Directory (requires set access-controls = true;) 
  target   The equivalent of 'subtree'  in an access control configuration

item
  targetattr   The equivalent of 'attrs'  in an access control configuration

item
  Allow   The equivalent of 'perms'  in an access control configuration

item
  userdn   The equivalent of '

user

' in an access control configuration item

Example ACI Conversion

Consider the following ACI configuration in ODSEE:

aci: (target="ldap:///ou=People,dc=example,dc=com")(targetattr="*")(version 3.0; acl "External changelog

 access"; allow (all) userdn="ldap:///cn=johndoe,ou=People,dc=example,dc=com";)

This configuration converts to the following configuration in CA Directory:

set reg-user = {

user = <dc com><dc example><ou People><cn johndoe>

subtree = <dc com><dc example><ou People> 

perms = all };

User-Specific Conversion

ODSEE allows role-specific configuration to be stored against entries. For more information on configuration role-based
configuration, see the Reference section.

 ODSEE  CA Directory 
  nsLookThroughLimit   Not required for CA Directory

  nsSizeLimit   Include the abstract objectClass dxRoleBasedConfig  with
the user’s roles and configure dxSizeLimit  to override the
admin size limit

  nsTimeLimit   Include the abstract objectClass dxRoleBasedConfig  with
the user’s roles and configure dxTimeLimit  to override the
admin time limit

  nsIdleTimeout   CA Directory does not support user level timeouts 

Migrating Data from ODSEE
After a CA Directory DSA instance has been created, data can be migrated from ODSEE and loaded into CA
Directory. The timing of the migration depends on the migration strategy chosen during planning. Initially, data is migrated
for testing purposes and the process for migration that is well understood so that it can be performed if resynchronization
from ODSEE to CA Directory is required.
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Exporting Data from ODSEE

The first step is extracting data from ODSEE into LDIF format. This LDIF can then be loaded into CA Directory. For details
on exporting data to LDIF, see your ODSEE product documentation.

Example LDIF Export from ODSEE

To export data from the ODSEE instance var/dsInst , the directory must be stopped and the data then be exported to
LDIF.

$ dsadm stop var/dsInst

$ dsadm export var/dsInst dc=example,dc=com odsee.ldif

$ dsadm start var/dsInst

Data Conversion

As CA Directory is based on the X.500 service, it follows strict standards compliance concerning values. This is because
values are stored as ASN.1, for example, distinguishedName  values are stored as complex ASN.1 structures, and
therefore, values of this syntax must be standards-compliant.

Some values from ODSEE might need cleansing to conform the standards imposed by CA Directory for a given syntax as
part of the loading process.

The following table shows some examples of values that break the LDAP standard:

Syntax Value
telephoneNumber Invalid characters
directoryString Null values
distinguishedName Allows any string, not just DNs

The LDIF file might also contain operational attributes that CA Directory does not support and can be ignored. The tool
Dxmigrate can be used to remove attributes from the export LDIF file or map attributes to a different name.

Copy the LDIF for the CA Directory host. Create a mapping file, where an empty mapping ignores those attributes.

attr-map.txt

aci=

pwdFailureTime=

pwdAccountLockedTime=

pwdHistory=

passwordHistory=

passwordRetryCount= 

passwordPolicySubentry= 

retryCountResetTime= 

nsds5ReplConflict=

nsUniqueId=

nsLookThroughLimit=

nsSizeLimit=

nsTimeLimit=

nsIdleTimeout=

Now the mapping file has been created, the data can be migrated

$ dxmigrate -i odsee.ldif -m attr-map.txt -o odsee2.ldif
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Loading Data into CA Directory

After the LDIF file has been exported from ODSEE and any unsupported attributes and values cleansed, the LDIF file can
now be loaded into CA Directory. 

The DXloaddb tool has a dry-run option (-n), which checks if there are any data-related issues that need further
investigation. DXloaddb also has a continuous mode option (-e) that is useful when problematic data is discovered, and
the tool continues processing. This option allows for all issues to be displayed and then bulk actions can take place to
address common data integrity issues.

$ dxloaddb -n -e cadir odsee2.ldif

Objectclass violation detected. Line number 93

Objectclass violation detected. Line number 277

Objectclass violation detected. Line number 533

Once the LDIF file issues have been addressed, the LDIF file can be loaded into CA Directory.

$ dxserver stop cadir

cadir stopping

cadir stopped

$ dxloaddb -s cadir odsee2.ldif

DB Files Statistics:

Total Datasize in MB: 1

Number of entries read: 161

Number of entries loaded: 161

Amount of db file padding in KB: 1

Average number of entries per MB: 161

$ dxserver start cadir

cadir starting

...

cadir started

Password Migration

By default, CA Directory uses the SSHA-512 password hashing algorithm (Password Storage setting). CA Directory
supports password data (userPassword  attribute) migrated from ODSEE for authentication purposes (bind). When the
password attribute is updated, the password is encoded using the CA Directory configured hashing algorithm. This action
enables a phased migration of passwords over time.

Phased Migration
This migration is optional. If a phased migration strategy was chosen during the planning process, replication between CA
Directory and ODSEE must be configured. As replication is not governed by standards, CA Directory and ODSEE use two
different approaches. Two-way replication must be configured such that:

• CA Directory to ODSEE: Utilizes multiwrite replication over DXlink. Replication is performed in real time using replay-
based queues.

• ODSEE to CA Directory: Replication is enabled using the retro change log feature of ODSEE and achieved by pulling
changes as they occur (write-behind).
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Add Replication User to ODSEE

We recommend that a CA Directory replication user be created in ODSEE with the appropriate read and write access. All
communication between CA Directory and ODSEE is performed as this user.

WARNING

This user must be used only for replication and not for any other updates in CA Directory or ODSEE.

Example:

Add the following user:

dn: uid=cadir,ou=People,dc=example,dc=com
userPassword: CADirReplUser

Add user to directory administrators group:

dn: cn=Directory Administrators,ou=Groups,dc=example,dc=com
uniqueMember: uid=cadir,ou=People,dc=example,dc=com

Now that a replication user has been created, a DXlink reference has to be added to the CA Directory DSA instance.

NOTE
Data may require resynchronization between ODSEE and CA Directory after making these changes.

As the password for a highly credentialed ODSEE user should be kept private, we recommend that this information be
obfuscated in the configuration. This step protects this user from others that may have access to the account or files of the
CA Directory users. This information is used when creating the ODSEE knowledge reference.

$ dxpassword -P CADIR CADirReplUser
{CADIR}6nEiBkkG/VHvaDa4sQ==

Configure CA Directory to Replicate to ODSEE

To allow communication between CA Directory and ODSEE, create an unmanaged DSA reference. 

Follow these steps:

1. In Directory Manager, create an unmanaged DSA. You can then configure it for replication.
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NOTE

: Multi Write Ignore Attrs: This configuration item is used to prevent CA Directory-specific attributes from
being replicated that may cause updates to be rejected by ODSEE. Replication errors are logged in the
warning-log. For more information, refer to Multiwrite Ignore Attributes section given in this page below.

2. After making the necessary configuration changes, an ODSEE DXlink reference is now added.

NOTE

For replication to work from CA Directory to ODSEE, the Prefix in the CA Directory and DXlink knowledge
configuration must be identical. The DSAFlags in the CA Directory and DXlink knowledge configuration must
include multiwrite.

3. After the ODSEE DXlink reference is added to the configuration, the existing directory instance can now be configured
to replicate to it.

4. Select a CA Directory DSA and edit it.
5. In the Update DSA dialog, select the Knowledge Groups tab. Add the DXlink reference.
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6. In the Ext. Knowledge tab, enable multiwrite replication.
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7. In the Settings tab, enable the “Wait For Multiwrite” setting to prevent accidental stopping of a DSA that has queued
updates for ODSEE. This setting prevents the chances of data loss during the process.
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8. CA Directory is now configured to replicate to ODSEE.
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Multiwrite Ignore Attributes

The purpose of multiwrite ignore attributes is to prevent replication from being rejected in either direction.

Some possible causes of rejects are:

* Proprietary attributes: Attributes that are maintained alongside entries for a product specific purpose
* Operational attributes: Attributes that are maintained by the directory rather than the user and are often marked as no-
user-modification
* Attributes not define in the schema: This are rare, for example, if during migration and a new attribute is included with
entries that is not supported by the other side

Attributes that cause replication updates to fail, can be ignored. 

NOTE

: When configuring DXlink pull or push replication for the first time, replication must be monitored to ensure
updates are not being refused on either side. The warning log is a good place to start investigating such issues.
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Some candidate attributes that are known to cause issues when replicating to other vendor’s directory servers  are
candidates for ignoring:

• dxPwdGraceLogins
• dxPwdGraceUseTime
• dxPwdMustChange
• dxPwdHistory
• dxPwdFailedAttempts
• dxPwdFailedTime
• dxPwdLoginTime

Validate Replication

After configuring the replication, verify that replication is working as expected. A snapshot of production data can be taken
and loaded into CA Directory. As replication is only working one-way at this stage, validation can be done by creating and
updating a dummy entry on CA Directory using a LDAP browser without impacting existing applications.

If updates performed against CA Directory are not reflected in ODSEE, then replication is not working correctly.

• Temporarily replace set trace = error; with set trace = ldap;  in $DXHOME/config/logging/
default.dxc . Re-initializing the DSA also helps check if CA Directory has made a successful connection to ODSEE.
This step also allows replicated updates and responses to be checked.

• If a connection to ODSEE fails or updates fail to replicate as they are rejected by ODSEE, then these failures are
logged in the DSA warn-log.

• Telneting to DXconsole and issuing ‘get dsp;’  also checks the health of replication. This multiwrite queue state
must be OK. A state of FAILED indicates an issue.

$ telnet localhost 1390
dsa> get dsp;
get dsp;

 

prefix = <dc "com">
         <dc "example">
local-dsa = cadir
multi-chaining = TRUE
always-chain-down = FALSE
multi-write-disp-recovery = FALSE
wait-for-multiwrite = TRUE
multi-write-queue = 20000
multi-write-group-credit = 0
multi-write-outstanding-ops = 10
ODSEE(): OK, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 0, DXlink

NOTE

It is important to ensure that replication is working correctly before moving onto configuring ODSEE to CA
Directory replication.
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WARNING

CA Directory replication uses in memory replay-based queues for replication over DXlink. This means that if CA
Directory is stopped while updates are queued for ODSEE, these updates are lost and never replicated. In this
scenario, a manual reconciliation between CA Directory and ODSEE may be required. This reconciliation may
be difficult using LDIF, so the update-log with update-log-show-values may be useful in checking changes that
may not have been replicated.
Some measures can be put in place to reduce the possibility of this occurring:

• Ensure the “Multi Write Queue” is large enough to handle an extended ODSEE outage. The alarm log
indicates when this is filling and if the queue is exceeded and purged.

• Ensure “Wait For Multiwrite” is enabled to prevent accidental stopping of a DSA that has queued updates
• For a planned outage, always stop the DSA to allow queued updates to flush
• Monitor replication to ensure the multi-write queue status for ODSEE is always OK

Configure Replication from ODSEE to CA Directory

When the replication is working from CA Directory to ODSEE, the DXlink reference is correctly configured. CA Directory
utilizes the retro change log feature of ODSEE for replication. CA Directory can be configured to poll the change log for
updates using the pull replication feature.

Enabling Retro Change Log

Refer to the ODSEE product documentation for instructions on enabling the retro change log. Once enabled, CA Directory
starts querying ODSEE for updates as they occur. Therefore, the change log should be enabled when ready to go live with
a phased migration. ODSEE must be configured to periodically purge change log entries that are no longer required for
pull-replication. Care should be taken to ensure that entries are not purged before they have replicated.

Example: Enabling Retro Change Log

$ dsconf set-server-prop -h cadir-odsee -P 1634 retro-cl-enabled:on
$ dsadm stop var/dsInst
$ dsadm startp var/dsInst

Configuring the Max Age for Retro Change Log 

If you have configured the retro-cl-max-age for the change log entries in ODSEE, then we recommend to set the value for
the max age as 2 days or more.

Once configured, the retro-cl-max-age feature allows ODSEE to leave behind the latest change log entry and clean-up
the rest of the change log. The entry that is left behind is the highest numbered entry which is older than the specified
maximum age. The next change log is eventually assigned the next highest number. This way, it allows enough time for
the pull replication to retrieve the change logs before they are cleaned up by ODSEE.

Allow Access to Change Log for Replication User

Access is required to the change log for the DXlink user, otherwise, the pull replications always returns zero entries.

Example: Create add.ldif

dn: cn=changelog
changetype: modify
add: aci
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aci: (target= "ldap:///cn=changelog")(targetattr= "*")(version 3.0;
 acl "External changelog access"; allow (all) userdn= "ldap:///
uid=cadir,ou=People,dc=example,dc=com";)

Perform the following modify command to include access:

$ dxmodify -h cadir-odsee -p 1384 -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w password -f add.ldif

Add Browsing Indexes

After the dxdisp -c  command is issued to create a timestamp checkpoint, CA Directory treats all change log entries
earlier than the timestamp to be irrelevant. Only change log entries that are at least as recent as the checkpoint timestamp
are pulled. This type of search is performed in the first pull after the dxdisp -c  command is issued, and involves server-
side sorting. Subsequent pulls are based on change numbers.

ODSEE requires that Browsing Indexes be added for search operations that require server-side sorting. CA Directory Pull
Replication requires server-side sorting on changeNumber and changeTime under cn=changelog suffix.

Example Commands to Add Browsing Indexes for Attributes on ODSEE

1. Create add_browsing_indexes.ldif

dn: cn=pullrepl index,cn=changelog,cn=ldbm database,cn=plugins,cn=config
objectClass: top
objectClass: vlvSearch
cn: pullrepl_index
vlvBase: cn=changelog
vlvScope: 2
vlvFilter: (objectClass=changeLogEntry)

 

dn: cn=sort by changeNumber,cn=pullrepl index,cn=changelog,cn=ldbm
 database,cn=plugins,cn=config
objectClass: top
objectClass: vlvIndex
cn: sort by changeNumber
vlvSort: changeNumber

 

dn: cn=sort by changeTime,cn=pullrepl index,cn=changelog,cn=ldbm
 database,cn=plugins,cn=config
objectClass: top
objectClass: vlvIndex
cn: sort by changeTime
vlvSort: changeTime

2. Use the following command to add Browsing Index entries:
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$ dxmodify -a -h cadir-odsee -p 1384 -D "cn=Directory Manager" -w password -f add_browsing_indexes.ldif

3. Finally, generate the Browsing Indexes:

$ dsadm reindex -l -t "sort by changeNumber" instance-path "cn=changelog"
$ dsadm reindex -l -t "sort by changeTime" instance-path "cn=changelog"

Configuring Pull Replication

Edit the settings for the CA Directory instance in Directory Manager to configure pull replication:
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Where

• Source DSA: Name of the DXlink DSA created in the configuration
• Interval (secs): The interval in seconds between attempts to pull updates from ODSEE
• Change-Log Location: The location of the ODSEE retro change log parent entry, which is typically cn=changelog
• Ignore Attributes: A list of attributes to ignore from ODSEE. These attributes are typically internal to ODSEE and may

cause updates to be rejected by CA Directory. An example would be unsupported operational attributes as these
attributes might not exist in object class definitions.

• Window Size: The number of changes to retrieve each pull attempt
• Retries: The number of pull attempts that have retrieved zero entries before writing an alarm. This option helps in

diagnosing issues. For example, you can detect if CA Directory’s position in the change log is out of sequence.

Multiwrite Ignore Attributes in Pull Replication

When configuring pull replication that retrieves updates from another vendor’s retro change log. Attributes that are not
supported by CA Directory can be ignored by including them in the “Ignore Attributes” list.

Some candidate attributes for ignoring during pull replication are:

• aci
• pwdFailureTime
• pwdAccountLockedTime
• pwdHistory
• passwordHistory
• modifiersName
• modifyTimestamp
• createTimestamp

Diagnosing Pull Replication Issues

If an update cannot be applied after being pulled by CA Directory, the update and the error are dumped to the trace log.
There are many reasons an update can fail, so check the trace log to resolve the issue. A failure may occur in these ares:
retrieving changes and applying changes

Retrieving Changes

If CA Directory cannot perform a pull search request, the following error is displayed:

ERROR : Pull replication: search of updates from source failed

This error indicates that either the source of could not be contacted. Alternatively, the pull search request was rejected for
another reason and requires further investigation.

Applying Changes

If an update cannot be applied, the following information is added to the trace log:

ERROR : Pull Replication: update sequence '58' failed. Data integrity may be
 compromised.

This error is followed by a dump of the failed request and the reason for failure. A request may fail for these reasons:
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• Misconfiguration
• Unsupported values
• CA Directory and ODSEE being out of sync
• Updates being reapplied

The information from the trace log is a good starting point in tracking down such issues. The warn-log must be monitored
for such errors too.

Changes Done by the Replication User on ODSEE Ignored During Pull Replication

Any changes done by a replication user on ODSEE is ignored during pull replication to avoid the same change being
replicated back to ODSEE. Use a different user to make changes in ODSEE.

Example:

Create ‘cadir’ as a user in ODSEE and give it permission to access the change log. You can use this account in the CA
Directory configuration for pull replication. However, if you create new records as 'cadir', these changes do not replicate.
You must use a different user to create objects in ODSEE.

Change Log Checkpointing

CA Directory tracks updates using a checkpoint file. This file allows for CA Directory to be stopped and started without
losing track of its last update in the change log. 

If there is a discrepancy between the ODSEE change log entries and the checkpoint file, pull search requests may not
return entries for an extended period. If the number of attempts to find changes exceeds the configured retries parameter,
an alarm is logged indicating the range of change sequence numbers that are not returning results. If these attempts
occur frequently and there are no issues, the retries parameter can be tuned to prevent logs from containing excessive
spam.

DSA_E3700 Pull Replication: Failed to find any updates in '10' attempts for changeNumber
 range [61:71]

Data Resynchronization

If CA Directory must be resynchronized with ODSEE, the change log might have moved beyond the checkpoint. The
dxdisp command can be used with the -c option to reset the checkpoint file to the current time.

Exmaple:

dxserver stop cadir

dxdisp -c dxlink

Migrate data from ODSEE

dxserver start cadir

When the DSA is started, the first pull replication search retrieves change log entries that are at least as recent as the
time the dxdisp -c command was issued. There might be slight overlap between the checkpoint being taken and the
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data being exported from ODSEE. The overlapped updates might log errors until the change log window catches up to the
point where the dump was taken. These errors can be ignored and do not adversely impact the recently migrated data.

NOTE
CA Directory requires a restart after resetting the checkpoint using
dxdisp

.

Password Policy During Phased Migration

During phased migration, both systems can have password policy enabled. CA Directory and ODSEE use and replicate
a different set of operational attributes to control password policy. We recommend ignoring these attributes from pull-
replication and DXlink replication. Password policy is controlled independently on each system.

Example:

If a user exceeds retries on an application that is running on ODSEE, the user is not locked out of CA Directory until the
user exceeds the retries. If an account needs to be locked, it requires locking on both ODSEE and CA Directory.

Ideally, the phased migration runs for a given period and this inconvenience is only for short term.

Troubleshooting CA Directory
This section describes how you can troubleshoot various issues in CA Directory:

Cannot Start a DSA
Symptom:

I cannot start a DSA.

Solution:

If a DSA fails to start, work through the following steps to diagnose the problem:

• Has your computer been in standby mode?
If so, restart it to regain the TCP/IP stack.

• Does your computer have a network card and an IP address assigned?
If not, install your network card and assign an IP address (or use DHCP).

• Check the error messages. For more information, see System Messages.
Check the following server logs:
– DXHOME/logs/dsa-name_alarm.log
– DXHOME/logs/dsa-name_trace.log

• For assistance, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support

Collect Diagnostic Information for CA Support
Contents

When you log a support issue for CA Directory, you may be asked to supply information about your directory. CA Directory
includes DXinfo, which is a tool that compiles this information for you.

If your issue involves distribution, replication, or remote operations, send information from all directory hosts to CA
Support. This information helps our Support staff develop a complete picture of your directory backbone.

To collect diagnostic information for CA Support

1. Prepare the directory, by following these steps on each directory host:
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a. Back up the CA Directory logs to a safe location, and then remove the original log files. The log files are in
DXHOME/logs.

b. Use Telnet to connect to the DSA. For example, to connect to the Democorp DSA on the local computer, use the
following command:

 telnet localhost 19389

 get trace;

 set trace=full;

a. Check the levels of trace that is being logged, using the following command on the DSA console:
a. Record the trace levels. You will restore these later.
b. Set the trace level to capture all events. To do this, use the following command on the DSA console:

2. Reproduce the problem. Once is sufficient.
3. Collate the information needed by CA Support, by following these steps on each directory host:

a. (UNIX only) Log in as the user dsa.
b. Use the following command to run the DXinfo tool to capture the required information:

dxinfo

NOTE
See DXinfo Tool -- Collect System Information for the syntax for this command.

The DXinfo tool creates a series of files in the current working directory.
c. (Optional) Edit the files to remove any sensitive information that you do not want to send to CA Technologies.

NOTE
If you want to exclude some information from the files, use the -x option with the dxinfo command.

d. If DXDUMPCORE is defined, get the latest core dump file from DXHOME.
The core dump file is named core (core.processID on Linux systems).

4. Send the files created by the DXinfo tool, and the core dump file if there is one, to Technical Support for analysis.
5. Restore the trace levels.

Information Collected by the DXinfo Tool

DXinfo saves the following information in compressed files.

The files are in the location in which you ran the DXinfo tool, unless you used the -t option to save the files elsewhere.

Type of Information Information Collected Name of compressed file
Log files Files in the logs directory Windows: cadir_logs.cab

UNIX: cadir_logs.tar.Z or cadir_logs.tar.gz
Configuration files All files in the config directory Windows: cadir_config.cab

UNIX: cadir_config.tar.Z or
cadir_config.tar.gz
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System information Version of the DXinfo tool
The time you ran the tool
Operating system version
User environment variables
DXserver installation location
DXserver version
DXwebserver version
(Windows only) Registry data
Filenames of the DXserver logs
Filenames of the DXserver configuration
files
Filenames of any additional custom files

cadir_dxinfo.log

Any additional files All files in the specified directory Windows: cadir_customFiles.cab
UNIX: cadir_customFiles.tar.Z or
cadir_customFiles.tar.gz

Remove Sensitive Information from DXinfo Files

Output from DXinfo might contain sensitive information. To avoid having this information sent to CA Technologies, you can
do the following:

• Specify which information you do not want collated, using the -x option
• Edit the files after they have been collated, to remove sensitive information

Collecting Data if a DSA Fails Internal Tests -- DXDUMPCORE Environment
Variable
The DSA program contains internal tests ("assertions") that it runs to ensure that the program is running correctly.

If one of these internal tests fails, it means that the DSA is in an unexpected state, and this should not happen. However, it
does happen, though rarely.

Normally if an internal test fails, the DSA logs this and continues to run. This behavior ensures that the DSA does not
stop, which is what you want when the DSA is used in a production environment. However the log entry might not contain
enough information to fully analyze the problem that caused the test to fail.

To collect more information, and so enable a full analysis of the problem, define the environment variable DXDUMPCORE
on the DSA host. If DXDUMPCORE is defined and an internal test fails, the DSA writes the contents of the program to
a file (sometimes this is called a core dump) and then stops. The file that contains the core dump is in DXHOME and is
called:

• core (All systems except Linux)
• core.ProcessId (Linux Systems)

WARNING
Only define DXDUMPCORE if you are prepared for the DSA to stop if it fails an internal test. Make sure
DXDUMPCORE is not defined in production environments, because if it is defined, the DSA is vulnerable to
Denial of Service attacks.

If DXDUMPCORE is defined and the DSA fails an internal test, you can send the core dump file (with the DXinfo output) to
CA Support for a full analysis of the problem.
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DSA Rejects a Delete Request That Closely Follows a Modify or Create Request
This topic applies to Windows only.

When a modify request is followed by a delete request on the same entry, the two operations may have the same
timestamp. In this case a multiwrite-DISP DSA will reject the delete request with the following message:

unwillingToPerform

To avoid this problem, use the following command to change the system-wide time resolution from 15.6 milliseconds to 1
millisecond:

set windows-high-resolution-time = true;

This setting has the following effects:

• Reduces the chance of a multiwrite-DISP conflict where an entry is updated twice at the same time.
• Increases the granularity of timestamps in logs

Cannot Login to Management UI - HA Setup
Symptom:

During HA setup, dxcertsgen tool is used to create personality certificates. These certificate details are updated in the
"trusted.pem." file which is available in $DXHOME/config/ssld. 

While setting up the HA environment, the content in "trusted.pem." gets reversed.

For example, the following content should be first in the order, however, after certificate generation it stands at the last:

"Subject: C=AU, O=MgmtUI, CN=GenCA"

Solution:

Manually change the order of the content in trusted.pem.

Password Does not Work After DXManager Upgrade
Symptom:

After installing DXManager UI, the DXManager password does not work.

Solution:

Follow these steps to update the DXManager password.

1. Navigate to $DXHOME/bin.
2. Run the following command and generate the password: 

-dxpassword -P SHA512 -H <hello>

Output
example: 9b71d224bd62f3785d96d46ad3ea3d73319bfbc2890caadae2dff72519673ca72323c3d99ba5c11d7c7acc6e14b8c5da0c4663475c2e5c3adef46f73bcdec043 

3. Copy the generated string. 
4. Navigate to:

C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\dxwebserver\conf\tomcat-users.xml
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5. Search for the following parameter in the xml:
<user username="__dxmanagersuperuser__" password="__dxmanagerpassword__" roles="dxmanagerSuperUser" />

6. Update the password value with copied string. 
7. Save the file and restart the DXManager service.

 

Diagnosing a CA Directory Startup Problem
Valid on UNIX

Symptom:

I am having a problem with CA Directory startup that I need to diagnose.

Solution:

The /etc/init.d/dxserver script starts and stops CA Directory and other servers at system boot and shutdown. This script
starts and stops any DSAs marked for autostart.

The script writes a log called dxserver-rc.log, usually in the DXserver logs directory, DXHOME/logs (if DXHOME is not
defined, then look for this file in the /tmp directory). This log shows each of the processes started or stopped.

 

Certificate Signing Request (CSR) Failure

CSR Fails as dxcertgen Creates CSR Without Required Fields

Symptom:

When dxcertgen generates CSR without the mandatory fields like country, state, locality, organization, organizationalUnit,
commonName etc, the certificate generation process from CSR fails.This is due to the fact that the mandatory fields in
subject DN are missing which is used by the External Certificate Authority to validate the CSR.

Solution:

The subject DN of a CSR is based on the "dsa-name" field from the DSAs knowledge file. This field is used when DSAs
authenticate with each other during a DSP bind (inter-DSA) after creating a SSL link. The field is used to look-up the
knowledge file of the inbound DSA. For a CSR to work with a 3rd party certificate authority, the "dsa-name" fields in all
knowledge files need to be modified to be compliant with the format specified by the certificate authority and re-run the
dxcertgen tool.

The example below shows how to update the dsa names:
If there are 2 DSAs on host1
host1 prefix = <c au><o users>
dsa-name = <c au><o users><cn users>
host1 prefix = <c au><o groups>
dsa-name = <c au><o groups><cn groups>
For generating a CSR, the names should to be updated to:
host1 prefix = <c au><o users>
dsa-name = <C AU><ST Victoria><L Melbourne><O CA><OU users><CN "host1.ca.com">
host1 prefix = <c au><o groups>
dsa-name = <C AU><ST Victoria><L Melbourne><O CA><OU groups><CN "host1.ca.com">

NOTE
 The DSA name and prefix are independent and serve different purposes.
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Problem With Hostname When Installing CA Directory
Valid on all platforms

Symptom:

When installing CA Directory, I get an error message saying it could not resolve the hostname.

Solution:

To fix this problem you can do one of the following:

• Specify the localhost as the hostname.
• Check your DNS configuration to ensure it allows for reverse lookups.

Unable to Connect to CA Directory from Remote Computer

Valid on Windows

Symptom:

I am not able to connect to CA Directory from another computer.

Solution:

This happens because the firewall is on by default.

Disable the firewall. This means all ports are open and you do not need to configure any port

If you do not want to disable the firewall completely, use one of the following solutions:

To allow access to all ports used by CA Directory

1. Open Control Panel.
2. Click Windows Firewall.

The Windows Firewall dialog appears.
3. Click the Exceptions tab, and then click Add Program.

The Add a Program dialog box appears.
4. Click Browse to locate dxserver.exe and then click OK.

Windows adds the program to the list on the Exceptions tab.
This opens all the ports that CA Directory uses.

5. Click OK.
6. On the Exceptions tab, select the check box next to dxserver.exe, and then click OK.

If you later decide that you do not want the program to be an exception, clear this check box.

To open a single port

1. Open Control Panel.
2. Click Windows Firewall.

The Windows Firewall dialog appears.
3. Click the Exceptions tab, then click Add Port.

The Add a Port dialog box appears.
4. Complete the following fields in the Add a Port dialog box:

– Port Number
Specifies the number of the port you want to open.
Example: Port 19289 specifies DXserver.

– Name
Specifies the name of the port.
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Example: DXserver.
– TCP

Specifies a TCP port.
The new service is added to the Exceptions list.
Click OK.

To permit connections to a specific DSA only, add the port number for that specific DSA. For example, add port number
19389 for access to the Democorp DSA only.

 

 

NOTE
 In this case, do not add dxserver.exe to the exception list.

Detecting the Space Usage of DXgrid Datastore
When a datastore is created using the "DXnewdsa Tool," the size of the datastore is defined in the configuration files for
the new DSA. However, with time, the data hosted in the DXgrid file increases and it could be difficult to
anticipate when the data store gets filled 100% and how do we extend the db size. There are a variety of alarms that are
generated by the DSA that can be used to detect the usage of data store and also guide us to take steps to extend
the db size once it grows to 100%.

Alarms triggered when DXgrid datastore grows past 60% full

The following alarms are triggered when a DXgrid datastore grows past 60% full. If the datastore increases past 60% full,
the DSA triggers additional alarms at 10% intervals.

** ALARM **: 60% of datastore in use
** ALARM **: 65% of datastore in use
** ALARM **: 70% of datastore in use
** ALARM **: 75% of datastore in use
** ALARM **: 80% of datastore in use
** ALARM **: 85% of datastore in use
** ALARM **: 90% of datastore in use
** ALARM **: 95% of datastore in use

Once the datastore file space has filled completely, you will see the following ALARMS: 

** ALARM **: File space exhausted
** ALARM **: File space exhausted

** FATAL ERROR **: Assertion failed (r:/head.new/src/dsa/dxgrid/caDxgrid.c1861)
** ALARM **: File space exhausted
** ALARM **: File space exhausted
** ALARM **: File space exhausted
** ALARM **: File space exhausted
** ALARM **: File space exhausted
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Steps to extend the size of the DXgrid datastore

To extend the size of the DXgrid data store, use the dxextenddb tool and follow these steps:

1. Stop the DSA. 
2. Edit the dxgrid-db-size parameter within the DSA's initialization file (DXHOME/config/servers/{dsaName.dxi})
3. Run "dxextenddb {dsaName}".
4. Start the DSA.

Once the DXgrid datastore has been extended and restarted, you can continue adding or modifying entries. 

Steps to reduce the size of the DXgrid datastore

If you find the current size of your DXgrid datastore is too large, and contains a lot of free space, you can follow these
steps and reduce its size.

1. Stop the dsa.
2. Use the dxdumpdb command and dump the datastore to LDIF.
3. Edit the DSAs initialization file to edit the "dxgrid-db-size" to reduce it to what they want, and save the file.

NOTE
The size is specified in MB.

4. Reload the data using DXloaddb using the '-s' option.

When the data is reloaded, the datastore will be the new size.

Set Up the Sample Directories
CA Directory provides sample directories that can be used to explore CA Directory before setting up your own directory.

When you install the Directory package, the files for the sample directories are automatically installed but the directories
are not set up. You can run scripts to create and configure the sample directories.

• Democorp -- The Democorp sample directory is an example of a corporate staff directory. It includes the details of
about 1200 staff members, arranged in about 100 organizational units.

• UNSPSC -- The UNSPSC sample directory includes all of the products and services in the Universal Standard
Products and Services Classification (UNSPSC). This directory contains more than 10,000 entries.

• SCIM2 --The sample SCIM DSA demonstrates the SCIM2 server capabilities.

Scripts for the Sample Directories
Each sample directory comes as a LDIF file plus a script that converts the data in the file into a datastore. The scripts
perform the following steps:

1. Use the csv2ldif tool to convert the data from CSV format into LDIF.
2. Use the DXloaddb tool to load the LDIF entries into the datastore.

You can then set up DSAs that use those datastores.

You can also examine the scripts that set up the samples, which illustrate how you can load data into your own directory.

Method to Set Up the Sample Directories
The scripts that create the sample directories can work using this method:

• Set up the sample DSAs for use with text-based configuration
To do this, run the script without entering a DSA name. The script takes care of everything.
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Set Up the Sample DSAs for Text-Based Configuration
CA Directory comes with scripts that set up the sample Democorp, UNSPSC DSAs, router DSA and SCIM DSA.

This procedure describes how to set up the samples without Management UI.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the Directory package is installed on the host.
2. Open a command prompt and navigate to the setup files for the Democorp directory:

DXHOME/samples/democorp

3. Run the setup script using one of the following:
– UNIX:

setup.sh

– Windows :
setup.bat

This script creates the democorp datastore and populates it with sample data, then creates the democorp DSA.
4. Navigate to the setup files for the UNSPSC directory:

DXHOME/samples/unspsc

5. Run the setup script using one of the following:
– UNIX:

setup.sh 

– Windows:
setup.bat 

This script creates the unspsc datastore and populates it with sample data, then creates the unspsc DSA.
6. Navigate to the setup files for the router DSA:

DXHOME/samples/router

7. Run the setup script using one of the following:
– UNIX:

setup.sh 

– Windows:
setup.bat 

This script creates the router DSA which can communicate with the UNSPSC and Democorp DSAs.
8. Navigate to the setup files for the SCIM DSA:

DXHOME/samples/scim2

9. Run the setup script using one of the following:
– UNIX:

setup.sh 

– Windows:
setup.bat 

This script creates a sample SCIM DSA to demonstrate the SCIM v2 server capabilities.

You can now update the configuration files for the sample DSAs.

Update the Configuration Files for the Sample DSAs
Each DSA that you have just created has an initialization file. This file sources other configuration files.

If you set up the DSAs for text-based configuration, the initialization file sources all of the configuration files.
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You can edit each DSA's initialization file to source different configuration files. You can also edit the configuration files to
include custom settings. 

Follow these steps:

1. On one of the hosts, navigate to the folder that contains the initialization files:
DXHOME/config/servers

Each DSA's initialization file is contained here.
2. Open the initialization file in a text editor, change the source statements to reference different configuration files, and

then save the file.
3. On the same host, navigate to the folders that contains the configuration files that the initialization file sources.

For DSAs with text-based configuration, use files in any or all of the folders under DXHOME/config.
4. Open a configuration file in a text editor, change the configuration commands, and then save the file.
5. Repeat Steps 1-3 for each DSA on each host.
6. Restart or reinitialize each DSA whose configuration you changed.

The DSAs now use the new configuration.

Rarely-Used Features
This section describes how to use some special features of CA Directory. These specialized features are useful only
for particular scenarios. There is no need for most customers to use them. Ensure that you actually need one of these
features before you implement it.

Set Up Class-of-Service Templates
We recommend that you use views instead of class-of-service templates. Views provide the same functionality but allow
for data to be stored in the directory rather than files. This protects your data and allows for backups, replication, and
maintenance.

However, views do have some limitations in how information is retrieved. You could use class-of-service templates instead
of views if you cannot change the applications to support the data access limitations.

When directory information needs to be shared across multiple entries, the shared information can be stored in an class-
of-service template. A class-of-service template stores information that can then be included in many entries. Class-of-
service templates can reduce the size of a directory, help keep data consistent, and reduce the time required for bulk
updates.

When a search returns an entry that contains an attribute from the class-of-service template, the attributes and values
from the associated template are included in the entry.

This means that the information in class-of-service templates is stored only once, which is good for three reasons:

• Directory size is reduced
• Simple bulk updates are faster
• Information is consistent

The shared information is usually a level of service, such as a standard or premium subscription to an Internet Service
Provider.

How Class-of-Service Templates Work
The virtual attributes and values are stored in templates, which are kept in a DSA configuration file.

When a search returns an entry that uses a class-of-service template, the attributes and values from the associated
template are presented.

A template can have multiple attributes and values. All attributes in a template are added to the entry.
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If an entry already has a value for an attribute in a template, the attribute in the template can either overwrite the value,
or the value can be left untouched. This is controlled by the disposition of the template attribute. The two possible
dispositions are as follows:

• default
The value from the template replaces the existing value.

• override
If the entry already contains this attribute, the existing value persists. Use this when a customer requires special
treatment.

The attributes that are stored in class-of-service templates are not searchable.

Working with Class-of-Service Templates
When the shared attribute values change, they can be updated in the configuration files. Therefore, ensure that
configuration files are stored in a source code control system to permit rollbacks.

Distribution of class-of-service templates is achievable, but requires the DSA configuration to be manually copied to all
nodes.

This article discusses the following topics:

Configure the DSA to Allow Class-of-Service Templates

Add the following line to the local DSA configuration to clear any currently cached template information.

clear class-of-service;

This step lets you change attributes while the DSA is still running, using the command dxserver init .

Ensure that the template configuration file is sourced after the schema is sourced. The template uses attributes that are
defined in the schema configuration.

Add a Class-of-Service Template to an Entry

To use class-of-service templates with an entry, add the cos-attr attribute to the entry.

Create Class-of-Service Templates

Templates can be stored in any directory. However, if there are many templates, store them in separate files in the
DXHOME/config/settings directory .

The class-of-service templates use the following syntax:

<cosTemplate>  ::= set class-of-service <cosLabel> = { <operCos> };

<cosLabel>  ::= <string>

<operCos>  ::= object-class = <attrOid> cos-attr = <attrOid> cos-value = <value> attribute-values =

 { <cosTemplateList> }

<cosTemplateList> ::= <cosTemplate> | <cosTemplate>, <cosTemplateList>

<cosTemplate> ::= ( type = <attrOid> value = <cosValueList> disposition = <cosDisposition> )

<cosValueList> ::= value | value, <cosValueList>

<cosDisposition> ::= default | override

NOTE
The cos-attr used in a class-of-service template must be a single-valued attribute.
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View Class-of-Service Templates

To view templates in use in a DSA, use the following command from the DSA console:

get class-of-service;

This produces a listing of each class-of-service template in use, with the template label at the top.

Example: Output from the get class-of-service Command

The template for the standard class of service at Excellent ISP appears, as follows:

************** standard **************

class-of-service =

   target object class : excellentISPUser

   target attribute : excellentISPPackage

   target value  : "Standard"

   attribute list =

   attribute  : excellentISPmailQuotaMB

   value/s  : "20"

   disposition  : default

   attribute  : excellentISPwebSpaceMB

   value/s  : "20"

   disposition  : default

   attribute  : excellentISPaccessHours

   value/s  : "15"

   disposition  : override

   attribute  : excellentISPprice

   value/s  : "19.95"

   disposition  : default

   attribute  : excellentISPextraHoursPrice

   value/s  : "1.00"

   disposition  : default

Example The Excellent ISP Company
The company Excellent ISP is an Internet service provider. The customers of Excellent ISP can subscribe for one of two
classes of service described in the following table:

 Standard Premium
Mail Storage 20 MB 30 MB
Web Space 20 MB 30 MB
Hours per Month 15 hr Unlimited
Cost per Month $19.95 $29.95
Cost of Extra Hours $1.00/hr $0.00/hr

The Excellent ISP customer directory includes the subscription information in each customer entry.

Example Entries without Class-of-Service Templates

Before you start using class-of-service templates, this information is stored in each entry.

If there are one million users, then these attributes appear one million times. If Excellent ISP increases its fees, then a
large global update is required.
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Here is an example entry for an Excellent ISP customer who has the standard class of service:

dn: cn=John Smith, o=Excellent ISP, c=US

oc: inetOrgPerson

oc: excellentISPuser

cn: John Smith

sn: Smith

excellentISPmailQuotaMB: 20

excellentISPwebSpaceMB: 20

excellentISPaccessHours: 15

excellentISPprice: 19.95

excellentISPextraHoursPrice: 1.00

excellentISPpackage: Standard

Here is an example entry for an Excellent ISP customer who has the premium class of service:

dn: cn=Mary Chen, o=Excellent ISP, c=US

oc: inetOrgPerson

oc: excellentISPuser

cn: Mary Chen

sn: Chen

excellentISPmailQuotaMB: 30

excellentISPwebSpaceMB: 30

excellentISPaccessHours: Unlimited

excellentISPprice: 29.95

excellentISPextraHoursPrice: 0

excellentISPpackage: Premium

Example Entries with Class-of-Service Templates

To save space and time, the shared information in these entries can be moved into a class-of-service template. The
shared information in the entries is then replaced with a new attribute whose value indicates which class-of-service
template to use.

The attributes from the class-of-service template are added to the entry on a search.

dn: cn=John Smith, o=Excellent ISP, c=US

oc: inetOrgPerson

oc: excellentISPuser

cn: John Smith

sn: Smith

excellentISPpackage: Standard

dn: cn=Mary Chen, o=Excellent ISP, c=US

oc: inetOrgPerson

oc: excellentISPuser

cn: Mary Chen

sn: Chen

excellentISPpackage: Premium

Example Class-of-Service Templates

The Excellent ISP company needs to use two templates. The standard-level template is as follows:

set class-of-service standard = {

   object class = excellentISPuser

   cos-attr  = excellentISPpackage
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   cos-value  = "Standard"

   attribute-values = {

   (type  = excellentISPmailQuotaMB

   value  = "20"

   disposition  = default),

   (type  = excellentISPwebSpaceMB

   value  = "20"

   disposition  = default),

   (type  = excellentISPaccessHours

   value  = "15"

   disposition  = override),

   (type  = excellentISPprice

   value  = "19.95"

   disposition  = default),

   (type  = excellentISPextraHoursPrice

   value  = "1.00"

   disposition  = default)

   }

};

The premium-level template is as follows:

set class-of-service premium = {

   object class  = excellentISPuser

   cos-attr  = excellentISPpackage

   cos-value  = "Premium"

   attribute-values = {

   (type  = excellentISPmailQuotaMB

   value  = "30"

   disposition  = default),

   (type  = excellentISPwebSpaceMB

   value  = "30"

   disposition  = default),

   (type  = excellentISPaccessHours

   value  = "Unlimited"

   disposition  = override),

   (type  = excellentISPprice

   value  = "29.95"

   disposition  = default),

   (type  = excellentISPextraHoursPrice

   value  = "0.00"

   disposition  = default)

   }

};

Set Up Aliases
An alias entry is a directory entry that contains the name of another entry. When you search or browse a directory, you
can decide whether to resolve aliases (show the details of the target entry) or to show the details of the alias entry itself. 

Aliases are a powerful mechanism where you want one entry to have two names. However, if you do not use them
properly, the result can be inconsistent DITs and degraded performance. Following aliases during operations has an
additional cost. To increase performance, use aliases sparingly or not at all. Also, aliases are generally not expanded
when they point to an entry in another DSA.
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How Aliases Work

An alias entry has the object class of alias. An entries of class alias has the mandatory attribute aliasedObjectName,
which contains the DN of the entry that the alias is pointing to.

Alias entries are leaves of the directory information tree. All other entries are object entries. Alias entries can point to
object entries or other alias entries and thus provide an alternative name for the corresponding object.

The DSA resolves alias entries to the distinguished name of the object entry to which they point.

For more information, see Name Bindings and Aliases.

Example Aliases in Democorp

The following diagram shows part of the directory information tree for the Democorp DSA. The DIT has been edited to
include the following aliases:

• In the Aviation subtree, a new alias entry points to the Bernd Stark entry in the Construction subtree.
• In the Projects subtree, a new alias entry points to the Construction entry.

Figure 41: Part of the Democorp DIT, showing two alias entries, which point to other entries

This example includes the following alias entries:

• cn=Bernd Stark,ou=Aviation,ou=Projects,o=Democorp
This is an alias entry that points to cn=Bernd Stark,ou=Construction,ou=Projects,o=Democorp.
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This entry has the object class alias, and the attribute aliasedObjectName has the value cn=Bernd
Stark,ou=Construction,ou=Projects,o=Democorp.

• ou=Building,ou=Projects,o=Democorp
This is an alias entry that points to ou=Construction,ou=Projects,o=Democorp.
This entry also has the object class alias, and the attribute aliasedObjectName has the value
ou=Construction,ou=Projects,o=Democorp.

Alias Integrity

Managing aliases properly is an application design issue.

We recommend that you enable alias integrity. This prevents the creation of aliases that point to no object entry.

Enable Alias Integrity

When alias integrity is enabled, the following happens:

• When an entry that has one or more aliases pointing to it is removed, the aliases are also removed.
• Invalid aliases (where no referenced entry exists) cannot be added.

To enable alias integrity, use the following command:

set alias-integrity = true;

Disable Alias Integrity

When you disable alias integrity, the DSA does not prevent the creation of aliases to nonexistent objects. It detects and
reports invalid aliases only when it encounters them.

To disable alias integrity, use the following command:

set alias-integrity = false;

Access Controls and Aliases

When a user binds with a user name and password, the system checks the password supplied with the bind against the
password in the datastore for the specified user.

By default CA Directory will not allow binds using aliases. To enable aliases to be used on binds, use set dereference-
alias-on-bind = true.

If you have set CA Directory to allow alias on bind and the user name is an alias, the system checks the password against
the password in the entry to which the alias points, but the user name associated with the bind is the alias name.

This means that a user can bind with more than one user name, and each user name can have different access controls
associated with it.

How Aliases Affect DIT Searches

When you search a directory information tree that includes aliases, the results depend on the base object, the search
scope, and whether aliases are dereferenced during navigating and searching.

The search alias control does not affect the base object of the search, but does determine if an alias entry can be returned
in the results of a search. This can have some peculiar effects, especially with base-object searches.

When a directory receives a search request, the directory navigates to the base object that is defined in the request. A
base object is the entry from which the search is run. After the directory locates the base object, the search is performed
from that location.
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If the base object is an alias, the search may request that the alias be dereferenced. An alias entry is dereferenced if,
during a search, the entry the alias points to is used as the base object rather than the alias itself.

When the directory has located the base object and dereferenced it (if requested), the search is performed. A search may
return any number of alias entries. These alias entries may also be dereferenced.

Example Searching Aliases

This example uses the same DIT as Example: Aliases in Democorp.

The base object of a search request is the following alias entry: ou=Building, ou=Projects, o=Democorp. This is an alias
that points to ou=Construction, ou=Projects, o=Democorp.

If you choose to dereference aliases while navigating, the searchs run from ou=Construction, ou=Projects, o=Democorp.

However, you can tell the search request to not dereference aliases while navigating. If you do this, the search runs from
the alias entry, ou=Building, ou=Projects, o=Democorp.

Example Searching Aliases Again

This example uses the same DIT as Example: Aliases in Democorp.

If you choose to dereference aliases while searching, any aliases returned in the results are dereferenced.

If a search found the alias entry cn=Bernd Stark,ou=Aviation,ou=Projects, the target entry is returned: cn=Bernd
Stark,ou=Construction,ou=Projects.

However, you can choose to not dereference aliases while searching.

Set Up Dynamic Objects
While dynamic objects can be useful, they go against good DIT design principles. If abused, dynamic objects could lead to
major problems.

CA Directory lets you dynamically extend the schema of a DSA in the following ways:

• Use ANY attribute defined in the schema
CA Directory lets you define an object to be extensible. The object can then include any attributes that are defined in
the schema.
However, we do not recommend this because you cannot control what can be stored against a particular entry. You
should be in control of what information is stored and where.

• Use ANY attribute NOT defined in the schema
CA Directory lets you define an object to use auto-registered attributes. The object can then dynamically define
attributes that are not included in the schema definition.
However, we do not recommend this because you cannot control what can be stored against a particular entry. Also,
the attributes cannot be accessed by DXcache, access controls, class-of-service templates, and indexing.

You can extend an object to use auto-registered attributes, any nondefined attributes, or both.

Risks of Dynamic Objects
When you define your directory system, you must design your schema carefully. You should try to define your schema
without resorting to using auto-registered attributes or extending the object. Do not use dynamic attributes as a way to
avoid designing the schema.

If you do use dynamic attributes, you have less control over which attributes can be added to an object. You can still
control which of the defined attributes are included, but you cannot control which unknown attributes are added.

Example: Two Applications Using the Same Auto-registered Attribute
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If you use auto-registered attributes, different applications may use an attribute of the same name for different purposes.

For example, the following diagram shows a single DSA that is used by two applications. The application Client 1 uses the
auto-registered attribute newPerson:

Figure 42: Two client applications and one DSA

However, problems occur when Client 2 tries to also register an attribute named newPerson, which has different
parameters, as shown in the following diagram:

Figure 43: Two client applications and one DSA. Both clients use the attribute newPerson.
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Extensible Objects
If you define an object as extensible, it may contain any attribute that is already defined in the DSA schema.

Extensible objects are defined in RFC 4512. This standard defines the auxiliary object class extensibleObject.

The auxiliary object class extensibleObject is defined in the schema file ldapv3.dxc, which is supplied with CA Directory.
However, it is not in the default schema group. If you want a DSA to use this schema, you must add it to the DSA's
initialization file.

There are two ways to make an object extensible:

• Add the extensibleObject object class to an object.
For instructions, see Make an Existing Object Extensible.

• Add all-attributes to the may-contain list in the schema.
For instructions, see Make an Existing Object Class Extensible.

Make an Existing Object Class Extensible

If you are writing a schema for a CA Directory DSA, you can make an object class extensible.

To make an existing object class extensible

1. Open the schema file and find the object class that you want to update.
2. Add all-attributes to the may-contain list, as follows:

schema set object-class prefix:2 = {

...

may-contain

 all-attributes

...

};

3. Initialize the DSA.

Make an Existing Object Extensible

If you are using an existing schema, you can still make an object extensible.

This section describes how to do this using JXplorer.

To make an existing object extensible

1. If the DSA does not include ldapv3.dxc in its schema, do the following:
a. Add ldapv3.dxc to the DSA initialization file after the X.500 schema is sourced, as in the following example:

source "../schema/dxmanager.dxg"; 

source "../schema/ldapv3.dxc";

b. Initialize the DSA using the following command:
dxserver init dsa-name

2. In JXplorer, connect to the DSA.
3. Navigate to the object that you want to change.
4. In the right pane, select the Table Editor tab to display the attributes for this object.
5. Click the Change Class button.
6. In the Set Object Entry Classes dialog, find the object class extensibleObject in the Available Classes list.
7. Select the object class extensibleObject, click Add, and click OK.
8. Click Submit to save your change to this object.

This object can now use any attribute that is defined in the DSA schema.
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Add an Attribute to an Extensible Object

After you have made a object extensible, you can add any attribute in the schema to that object.

You cannot do this using a LDAP browser. This section describes how to do this using DSA console commands.

To add an attribute to an extensible object

1. Ensure that the object is extensible, as described in the previous section.
2. Open a DSA console, and bind to the DSA using the following command:

bind-req;

3. Add the attribute to the entry using the following command:
mod-entry-req entry=DN add-attr {attribute-name "attribute-value"};

For example, to add the carLicense attribute with the value EXT 133 to the Democorp organization entry, use the
following command:
mod-entry-req entry=<c au><o democorp> add-attr {carLicense "EXT 133"};

Example Extending an Object Class Definition

The following schema definition defines the object class newPerson, which inherits from the person object class.

The person object class must contain the attributes cn and surname, which means that the newPerson object class must
also include those attributes. In addition, it may contain any other defined attribute.

schema set object-class myprefix:1 = {

   name = newPerson

   subclass-of person

   may-contain

    all-attributes

   };

Auto-Registered Attributes
If you permit an object to use auto-registered attributes, it may contain any attribute that is not already defined in the DSA
schema.

This can be useful if an LDAP application uses attributes that are not defined in the DSA's schema.

How Auto-Registered Attributes Work with Other CA Directory Features

Auto-registered attributes are supported with LDAP clients only.

The following list describes how auto-registered attributes work with CA Directory tools and features:

• DAP Tools
Auto-registered attributes do not work with the DAP tools (DXmodify, DXrename, DXdelete, and DXsearch).

• DXloaddb Tool
You can use the DXloaddb tool to load auto-registered attributes from an LDIF file into a datastore. The DXloaddb tool
auto-registers an attribute only if it is using the schema from the DSA configuration.

• Replication
Auto-registered attributes work with DISP, multiwrite, and multiwrite-DISP DSAs, but only with other CA Directory
DSAs.

• Other features
Auto-registered attribute names are not supported within the configuration files. This means that special indexing,
access controls, class of service, and other features do not support auto-registered attribute names.
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Limitations of Auto-Registered Attributes

Auto-registered attributes are limited to 40 characters, and are always multi-valued.

You cannot use an auto-registered attribute as the naming attribute for an object.

Attributes that are automatically registered use the following template for their virtual schema definition:

attribute auto-generated-OID = {

   name = supplied-name

   equality = caseIgnoreMatch

   substr = caseIgnoreSubstringsMatch

   syntax = directoryString

}

You can use a LDAP browser to display extensible attributes, but you cannot use it to add a new value to an extensible
attribute.

Use Auto-Registered Attributes in an Object

To allow a DSA to use attributes from an LDAP client, even if those attributes are not defined in the DSA schema, you
need to enable auto-registered attributes in a schema used by the DSA.

To allow an object class to use auto-registered attributes

1. Open the schema file and find the object class that you want to update.
2. Add auto-register-attributes to the may-contain list, as follows:

schema set object-class prefix:2 = {

...

may-contain

 auto-register-attributes

...

};

3. Initialize the DSA.

Example: Using Auto-Registered Attributes

The following schema definition defines the object class autoOrganization, which inherits from the organization object
class.

The organization object class must contain the attribute organizationName and may contain any attribute in the
organizationalAttributeSet. These requirements are inherited by the object class autoOrganization. In addition, it must
contain the attribute description and may contain any other attribute that is not defined in the DSA's schema.

schema set object-class myprefix:2 = {

   name = autoOrganization

   subclass-of organization

   may-contain

    auto-register-attributes

   must-contain

    description

   };
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Use Both Auto-Registered Attributes and Extensible Attributes
You can allow an object class to use auto-registered attributes and also any attributes defined in the DSA schema. This
allows the class to use all attributes already defined in the schema, and also to contain any attribute that is not already
defined in the DSA schema.

To allow an object class to use all defined and non-defined attributes

1. Open the schema file, and find the object class that you want to update.
2. Add both all-attributes and auto-register-attributes to the may-contain list, as follows:

schema set object-class prefix:2 = {

...

may-contain

 auto-register-attributes

 all-attributes

...

};

3. Initialize the DSA.

Replicate Password Policy Attributes to Another LDAP Directory
If your CA Directory DSA uses password policies and it is replicated to another LDAP directory, you can replicate some
password policy attributes to the other LDAP directory.

To replicate password policy attributes to another LDAP directory

1. Decide which password policy attributes are to be replicated to the other LDAP directory.
2. For each attribute to be replicated, add the following line to the attribute definition in the dxserver.dxc schema file:

ldap-names = attribute-name

NOTE
Any password policy attributes that are not marked with ldap-names are not included in the replicated
update. If no attributes are included, then the update is not sent.

3. Set the following command to true:

set password-netscape-op-attrs = true | false;

1. Initialize the CA Directory DSAs.

Example: Replicate Two Password Attributes to a SunONE Directory

In this example, your directory backbone includes a SunONE directory. This is kept synchronized by multiwrite replication
between the CA Directory DSA and the SunONE directory.

Your SunONE directory uses the following password attributes:

SunONE Attribute Equivalent CA Directory Attribute
nsAccountLock dxPwdLocked
passwordRetryCount dxPwdFailedAttempts

To include these attributes in the replication, do the following:

1. In the dxserver.dxc schema file, find the definitions for the two CA Directory attributes.
2. Add the lines shown in bold to these attribute definitions:

schema set attribute dxserver-attr:11 = {
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 name = dxPwdFailedAttempts

 ldap-names = passwordRetryCount

 syntax = integer

 single-valued

 no-user-modification

};

schema set attribute dxserver-attr:14 = {

 name = dxPwdLocked

 ldap-names = nsAccountLock

 syntax = boolean

};

3. Add the following command to a .dxc file used by the CA Directory DSA:
set password-netscape-op-attrs = true;

4. Initialize the CA Directory DSA.

Sample Tools
The sample tools are some extra tools for managing CA Directory.

These tools are provided for testing and demonstration purposes. The tools are installed into the following subdirectories
in DXHOME/samples. For more information, look in the Readme for each tool.

• democorp
A setup script that automatically configures the Democorp DSA and populates it with data for the staff directory for the
fictional company, Democorp.

• DXsoak
An executable to measure the throughput (in searches per second) of a DSA.

• dua
A sample text-based Directory User Agent (DUA) that runs over DAP which you can use to execute scripts to add,
modify, or remove entries from the directory. This can also be used to perform searches.

• languages
Language certification sample files. These language files have been provided so that the user can test CA Directory
operating systems other than English.
Use only the language files that relate to your operating system.

• ldua
A LDAP directory client scripting DUA that you can use to execute scripts to add, modify, or remove entries from the
directory. This can also be used to perform searches.

• snmp
A management client that retrieves management information from a CA Directory DSA using the SNMP protocol.

• ssl
Examples of using DUA-DSA and DSA-DSA SSL authentication and encryption.

• test
A selection of scripts to modify the directory using the supplied DUA or LDUA clients. The DAP and LDAP script DUAs
connect to the Democorp DXserver using SSL encryption or SSL authentication.

• trap
A management application that receives SNMP traps from a CA Directory DSA.

• unspsc
A setup script that automatically configures the UNSPSC DSA and populates it with data. This data is the United
Nations Standard Product and Services Classification (UNSPSC) Code System.
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Using
This section enables you to configure, implement and refer to various CA Directory capabilities. 

• Management UI
• SCIM Services
• Directory API

 

Management UI
CA Directory Management UI is a web application that lets you, monitor, configure, and control Directory Hosts and
DSAs. 

This article talks about the capabilities of Management UI, its components and how to access the Management UI URL.

Management UI Capabilities

Use the Management UI to perform the following activities:

• Monitor Directory Health
• Manage Directory Configurations
• Manage Directory Environment, Hosts and DSA's
• View the Directory Information Tree (DIT)
• View the Directory Topology
• Use SCIM REST API operations
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Figure 44: Directory Management UI Diagram

 

CA Directory components managed by the Management UI

The Management UI is a single-page web application developed using AngularJS, Express, and Node.js, where CA
Directory acts as its back-end persistence store (Management UI DSA). The Management UI stores configuration
information in the Management UI DSA, which includes:

• Directory environment you are managing: 
Environment represents all managed DSAs, unmanaged DSAs, and their configuration data that you want to manage
as a whole.

• Dxagents in your environments: 
On each directory host, install a Dxagent to enable the management of DSAs on that directory host. In Directory
Management UI, Dxagent is also referred to as the host.

• Configuration data about managed DSAs: 
Managed DSAs are CA Directory DSAs that you want to set up in your directory environment and manage using the
Dxagent.

• Configuration data about unmanaged DSAs: 
Unmanaged DSAs refer to DSAs that are not managed by Dxagent.

• Directory Manager user information

This diagram shows the components of a CA Directory environment that are managed by the Management UI. 
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Figure 45: Components of a CA Directory Environment managed by directory manager

The Management UI manages the following CA Directory components:

• Client machine or browser: 
CA Directory administrator uses a supported browser to connect to the Directory Management UI. The browser
loads the single-page web application which is developed with HTML5 and AngularJS. The web application then
communicates with the Directory Management UI server program through a REST API.

• Directory Manager server program: 
The server program is a Node.js server with express, a minimal, and flexible Node.js web application framework. It
exposes a set of REST APIs for the front-end UI to use for the management of CA Directory environments. The server
program uses a CA Directory DSA for the persistence of configuration data. This DSA can be running on the same
host as that of the server program or on a different host. In a default installation of the Directory Management UI, a
DSA is set up for you on the same host. You can also add more DSAs with replication to provide High Availability.

• CA Directory hosts: 
Use Directory Management UI to manage CA Directory DSAs on the directory hosts. Directory Management UI uses
the REST APIs exposed by the Dxagent to carry out the management of CA Directory DSAs. Dxagent is installed by
default together with CA Directory. You need a Dxagent to be running on each CA Directory host computer.
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Accessing the Management UI

Upon installing the Management UI, you can access the web application by navigating to the following URL in the web
browser:

https://<Management UI Hostname>:3000

When asked for the Username and Password, enter the following details:

• Username: Admin
• Password: Enter the password that you used to set the admin during install.

Adding Users to Directory Management UI Using LDAP Browser

The default user and any users added to the DIT ‘ou=users,o=management-ui’  can manage all tasks available in
the Directory Management UI.

Follow these steps to add users: 

1. Log in to the embedded directory with the default user credentials using a LDAP browser such as JXplorer. The
embedded directory is the data storage for Directory Management UI where the information of logged in users,
environments, hosts and DSAs is stored. 

2. Navigate to the ‘ou=users,o=management-ui’ branch and create a user with objectclass ‘person’ under it.
3. Enter all details including password and click Submit.

Changing Password of Management UI

To update the password of admin user, use these steps:

1. Connect to the embedded directory using a LDAP browser with the following details:
– Host: Address of Management UI DSA
– Port: Port of Management UI DSA (Default port: 10389)
– Base DN: ou=users,o=management-ui
– Level: SSL + User + Password
– User DN: cn=admin,ou=users,o=management-ui
– Password: enter old password

2. After connecting to the directory, select the cn=admin attribute.
3. Select the userPassword attribute. Enter the new password and ensure that the plain option is selected, as password

policy checking is applied and click OK.
 The password must have a minimum of eight characters with at least one alphabet, one upper case letter, one
number, and one special character.

WARNING

If you are using the open source version of JXplorer, an error occurs while trying to change the password using
the Table Editor. Use the HTML View instead to change the password.

Health
The Health tab addresses the monitoring features available within the CA Directory Management UI. It ensures that the
Directory operations are running optimally. This topic describes how the Directory Management UI monitors the health of
the environment, host, and the Directory System Agents (DSAs). 

Monitoring features consists of:
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• Overview
• Charts
• Alerts
• External Monitoring 

NOTE

If you are using a Directory version which is older than 14.0, do the following before the DSAs can send
monitoring information to the Management UI:

1. Generate Personality Certificates for the DSA.

2. Restart the DSA.

Overview

The Overview tab gives a high level information about the hosts and DSAs that are online. In case a few hosts and DSAs
turn offline, it displays a percentage of hosts and DSAs that are running. You can navigate to the Directory Information
Tree in the main menu to view the status of these Hosts and the DSAs.

General Information about Charts and Alerts

The Charts and Alerts information are pushed from the DSAs to the node server and stored in the node server embedded
DSA. When you request for charts or alerts information from the Management UI, this information is retrieved from the
embadded DSA. Once the connection between the Management UI and node server is established, the Management UI
continually receives live charts and alerts information. The default interval at which the node server receives request for
charts or alerts information is 60 secs. You can configure this interval in the node server config-default.js.

The Charts and Alerts data in the embedded DSA are purged periodically.
You can define the default setting in the config-default.js for purging the data.

/**
* Starts deleting DSA messages when the DB file usable space is lower than this.
* Enter a number that is between 0 and 1.
* Any other value will disable this feature.
*/
module.exports.dbFileMinimumUsablePercentage = 0.1;
/**
* How many days we want to keep the DSA external monitoring information stored.
* If it is set to anything other than a positive integer number, all messages will be
 retained forever.
*/
module.exports.dsaMessageRetentionPeriod = 14; // days we want to keep the DSA messages

Charts

The Charts tab allows you to look at historical data to identify events and patterns. The left panel of the charts tab
displays the components such as the hosts and the DSAs and the right panel displays the charts based on the counter
selected. You can use the search field to limit the components displayed in the list.

NOTE
 To view charts for DSAs, select the Enable Monitoring checkbox in the Settings tab of DSA configuration for all
DSAs.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Directory Management UI. Navigate to the Health menu, and click the Charts tab.
The hosts and DSA's appear in the left panel.

2. Select a DSA from the list.  
3. Select a Counter to display the type of operations in the chart. 
4. Use the Zoom button on the top left of the screen to select the range of data from 1 hour, 1 day, 1 week or Max.

Based on your selection, the information is loaded.  For example, if you select 1W, the chart will display data for the
last week. If you select the Max button, it displays data for last two weeks. By default, two weeks of statistics are
stored in the server, the older ones are deleted automatically. If the data takes time to load, a progress indicator is
displayed. You can mouse over to view the value of the data that is displayed in the upper right corner. To reset the
zoom range, click the Zoom buttons.

5. The Zoom Slider control is available in the lower panel of the chart and has two sliders. You can move these sliders
left and right to select the area to zoom in and also drag the area within the two sliders to pan the chart.

6. Use the Interval and Accumulative radio buttons for the following purpose:

• – Interval: Displays the total number of operations on a DSA per minute
– Accumulative: Displays the summary of operations on a selected DSA as it occurs, until the statistics are reset. If

you reset the dsas, the values in the chart drops to zero for that minute and bounces back to the operations as they
run.   

Alerts

Alerts are any events that the user should be made aware of. In the Directory Management UI, the alerts are displayed
based on the list of logged warnings, alarms, and errors. 

NOTE
 To view alerts for DSAs, select the Enable Monitoring checkbox in the Settings tab of DSA configuration for all
DSAs.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Directory Management UI. Navigate to the Health menu, and click the Alerts tab.
A list of alerts appear. 

2. To control the number of alerts displayed per page, select an option from the Show Entries drop-down.
3. Use the Search box to filter alerts based on Time, ID, Severity, etc. Clear the search by clicking the cross button next

to the search box. 
4. To sort the display of alerts in ascending or descending order, click the up-down arrow next to the column headers, for

example; Time or ID.
5. Use the pagination control to view specific alert pages from the range of pages. You can choose to move to the next,

previous, first or last page.
6. To delete an alert, select the alert and click the delete icon. To delete all alerts that are displayed in a page, click

DELETE SHOWN.

External Monitoring 

The external monitoring feature allows you to configure DSAs to send monitor information to any URL.While sending the
monitoring  messages, the dates adhere to the GMT format, as many DSAs run in different time zones. 

Follow these steps:

1.Navigate to Directory Information Tree side menu. Select a DSA and click the Edit button in Actions.
  Alternatively, in the Topology view, select a DSA node and click Edit.
2.In the Update DSA dialog, go to the external monitor section in the Settings tab.
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3.Configure the following properties to add an external monitoring endpoint:

1. Enter a name for the endpoint.
2. Enter the URL for the endpoint. The LDAP server automatically sets the endpoint for the node server but you can edit

it, as needed.
3. Select the monitoring events from the drop-down. For example, alarm logs, statistics etc. You can select multiple

events. 
4. Define the push interval in seconds. Default is 60 seconds.
5. Enter the Username and Password to authenticate the http request by the rest server.
6. Click Next.

 

Environments
The environments page displays the existing environments and also lets you manage them. 

In the Environments page, you can do the following tasks:

View and Manage Current Environment

You can edit, delete, and reconcile an existing Environment. 

The Manage drop-down for an environment allows you to perform the following actions:

• Edit an environment
• Delete an environment
• Reconcile environment

Edit an Environment

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management UI, navigate to the Environments menu, and click Manage, on the top right corner.
2. Click Edit Environment.
3. Make the necessary changes in the Main and Email Groups tab.
4. Click Save and click OK.

Delete an Environment

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management UI, navigate to the Environments menu, and click the Manage button on the top right corner.
2. Click Delete Environment.
3. Confirm the delete action by typing DELETE in the field provided.
4. Click DELETE.

Reconcile Environment

Use this option, in cases where, due to changes made outside the Directory Management UI, the DSA configuration in the
embedded directory might be different from the configuration of the counterparts of the actual hosts. In such scenarios,
the reconcile environment option enables the configuration version in the embedded directory to be applied to the ones in
actual hosts. 
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Management UI, navigate to the Environments menu, and click the Manage button on the top right corner.
2. Click Reconcile Environment.
3. Confirm the reconcile action by typing RECONCILE in the field provided.
4. Click NEXT.
5. Click Yes to run the init action on the dsa's.
6. Click START RECONCILIATION.
7. Click OK.

Create a New Environment

You must create an environment before adding hosts. 

Follow these steps:

1.  Navigate to the Environments menu, and click the New Environment button.
2. Enter name and description for the environment.
3. Specify the polling interval in seconds. When each defined interval is passed, the Directory Management UI would ask

the latest status of the DSAs from the hosts of the environment.
4. Select the checkbox for Email Notification and configure the SMTP server details.

NOTE
Username and SMPT names are mandatory fields.

5. To add recipients, go to the Email Groups tab. 
a. Click the plus (+) sign and enter an Email ID. You can add multiple email IDs.
b. To add filter groups, click ADD FILTER GROUP. Notifications are sent to the listed email IDs only when all filters in

any filter groups are met. See Additional information about Filter Groups.
c. To delete an email group, click DELETE.

6. Go back to the Main tab and click Create.

The new environment appears in the list of environments. You can then add hosts for that environment.

Add a Host

A host or dxagent is a single computer with CA Directory that is installed on it. 

NOTE

:

• It is a good practice to check if the dxagent is working before adding a host. To check the status of the
dxagent, log in as a dsa user, navigate to DXHome/dxagent folder and run the following command:

./dxagent status

• Check that the dxagent ssl keys and certificates are generated in the following path:
$DXHOME/ dxagent

To add a host, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Environments menu, and select an environment. 
2. From the Manage drop-down of the environment, click the Add host option. 
3. Specify name, host, port (dxagent port no), and description. 
4. Locate the following certificates and keys for adding a host:

CA certificate:
DXHOME/dxagent/openssl-ca/CA/certs/ca.pem
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Client certificate:
DXHOME/dxagent/openssl-ca/out/[Client Cert Name].pem

Client key:
Client key (PEM): $DXHOME/dxagent/openssl-ca/out/{agent name set during dir install}.key

Cut and paste the content of these certificates and keys into the corresponding fields. 
The following Client certificate must be used to make requests to the API. The certificate must be installed in your
browser to access the Swagger UI:
DXHOME/dxagent/openssl-ca/out/[Client Cert Name].p12

New certificates can be generated by running this file:
DXHOME/dxagent/setup_dxagent.[sh|bat]

5. Click Create.
6. The new host appears in the list. 

The new host appears on the list. 

NOTE

When you create a host in an environment, the following happens:

• New managed DSAs are created for each of the existing DSAs on the new host.
• If there is an existing unmanaged DSA in the environment which represents an existing DSA on the new

host, the unmanaged DSA is deleted.
• If an existing unmanaged DSA has global knowledge, the new managed DSAs are created with global

knowledge in the environment. The knowledge management for a new managed global knowledge DSA
applies.

• If you cannot find a matching existing DSA (managed or unmanaged) in the environment for any of the
knowledge items in the new managed DSAs, an unmanaged DSA is created for the Knowledge item. 

• The unmanaged DSA is created with a flag that indicates that it is created automatically when managing the
host.

• If any of the DSAs has global knowledge, a new global knowledge unmanaged DSA is created for it. If any of
them is explicitly included in the knowledge list of at least one other managed DSA, a new unmanaged DSA
is created for it.

• Any existing unmanaged DSA that does not have global knowledge and is created automatically when we
manage host, and is not included in the knowledge list of at least one managed DSA, the dsa will be deleted
from the environment. 

Add an Unmanaged DSA

You can use an unmanaged DSA to add external LDAP instances such as Active Directory. An unmanaged DSA refers to
a DSA that is not managed by dxagent, including DSAs that belong to CA Directory and DXlink DSAs (Active Directory,
SunONE, etc.) and third-party X.500. Use the Environments side menu to view all unmanaged DSAs and to connect to
DSAs that are not managed by the Directory Management UI.

When you want a unmanaged DSA in a host to be included in the knowledge list of a managed DSA, create an
unmanaged DSA from Directory Management UI. The details of the corresponding dsa should point to the actual
unmanaged DSA in that host. Whenever a new managed DSA is created or a current managed DSA is updated, the
knowledge of the created unmanaged DSA would be included in the knowledge list of the subject DSA.

Directory Management UI supports two types of unmanaged DSAs:

• ca
DSAs that belong to CA Directory.

• dxlink
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dxlink lets you integrate LDAP servers into a fully distributed directory backbone and handle requests as if they were
X.500 directory servers. For information about how to use dxlink, see Connect to Other LDAP Servers.

When creating an unmanaged DSA, you need to select which type to create.

Follow these steps:

1. You can use one of these methods to create an unmanaged DSA:
– Select the Environments side menu, and click the Add Unmanaged DSA option. 
– Select the Directory Information Tree side menu, and click the Create Unmanaged DSA button. 
– Select the Topology side menu, and click the Create Unmanaged DSA button. 

2. In the Add Unmanaged DSA dialog, select the type of unmanaged DSA. Specify the details for an unmanaged DSA.
3. Use the Advanced Settings to specify the DISP Presentation SAP and the maximum time that a DSP connection can

be idle.
4. To initialize the running DSAs in the knowledge group, select Yes.
5. Click Create.

You have created an unmanaged DSA.

Manage Access Controls

Use the Manage Access Controls option to view, upload, download, or delete the access control configuration files.
Follow these steps to manage the access control configuration files:

1. Click Manage drop-down that appears on the right of the host and click Manage Access Controls.
The Manage Access Controls page opens and displays the Access Controls and Upload tab.
– •  Access Controls Tab- This tab displays the default Access Control configuration files. You can either delete or

download these files, as required.
• Upload Tab-This tab allows uploading a new access control configuration file.

2. To upload a new access control configuration file, click the Upload tab.
3. Click Choose file to select a new access control file.
4. Click Upload.

Manage Schemas

Use the Manage Schemas option to add, download, delete, and upload schemas for a host.
Follow these steps to manage the schema files:

1. Click Manage drop-down that appears on the right of the host and click Manage Schemas.
a. The Manage Schemas page opens and displays the Schemas and Upload tab.
– •  Schema Tab- This tab displays the default schemas. You can either download or delete these files, as required.

• Upload Tab-This tab allows uploading a new schema file.
2. To upload a new schema file, click the Upload tab.
3. Click Choose file to select a new schema file.
4. Click Upload.

Edit Host

Use the Edit Host option to edit host details. Alternatively, you can edit a host by navigating to the Topology tab and
clicking the Edit button.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Manage drop-down that appears on the right of the host.
2. Click Edit Host.
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3. Update the host details, as needed.
4. Click Save.

Delete Host

Use the Delete Host option to delete a host.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Manage drop-down that appears on the right of the host.
2. Click Delete Host.
3. Type Delete to confirm.
4. Click Delete.
5. To cancel the delete operation, click Cancel.

Examples of AND and OR Filter Operations
You can do the following with filter groups:

• Add multiple filter groups to an email ID
• Create different filter groups for different email id's. You do not have to create filter groups if you want to

send notifications for all events to a recipient.

Filter groups perform either "AND" or "OR" operation. A combination of filters performs an "AND" operation and a filter
group performs an "OR" operation.    

Example of an "AND" operation: 

1. Create a Filter Group,
2.  Add Filter 1: Enter the Field= Severity, Operator = Contain and Value=Critical
3.  Add Filter 2: Enter the Field= DSA, Operator = Contain and Value=DSA2

The above filter group performs an “AND” operation and sends email notification containing severity equal to critical and
DSA equal to DSA2, to the configured users.
 

Example of an "OR" operation:

1. Create a Filter Group A
2.  Add Filter 1: Enter the Field= Severity, Operator = Contain and Value=Information
3. Create a Filter Group B
4.  Add Filter 1: Enter the Field= Time, Operator = Contain and Value=5.30 am 

The above filter groups perform an “OR” operation and send email notification containing severity equal to information or
time equal to 5.30 am, to the configured users.   

Directory Information Tree (DIT)
The Directory Information Tree page displays the dsa's in a tree structure from which you can select a particular dsa and
view its status, type, prefix, host and version details.

This topic includes the following sections:

Actions For DSA

You can perform the following actions on a DSA:
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• Edit: Make changes to the existing dsa configurations.
• Start/Stop: Start or stop a DSA.
• Init: Initialize a currently started DSA.
• Delete: Delete a DSA.

WARNING
Take a backup of the data configuration before deleting a DSA. A running DSA will be stopped before it is
deleted. Note that the database of the DSA on the host is not deleted.

• Upload: Upload a dsa database or an LDIF file. To upload a database or an LDIF file, you must stop the dsa.
• Download: Download a DSA database. Specify the type, compression, format and click Request button. If the request

is made correctly, a link for the file can be clicked to download the requested file. When an online type of database is
requested, an online backup must be available on the host or the request fails. Use the Online Backup option to take
an online backup.

• Force Stop: For a DSA that is in an inconsistent state, use the Force Stop button to stop the dsa.
• Empty DB: Empty the database for the selected dsa. To empty a database, you must stop the dsa.
• DXdisp: This option reads the configuration file of a DSA and updates the DISP time for the specified DSA in the .dx

file, which eventually updates the .dp file. The .dx file is then removed from the system. Click Run to run this command
on associated hosts.

Additional Actions

• Log Roll: Roll over the logs whose rollover features are turned on.
• Online Backup: Initiate and take an online backup of a DSA.

About Knowledge Files

The information a DSA needs to have about other DSAs is called knowledge. DSA knowledge includes information about
how to connect to the DSA, role of the DSA (router or data), and the namespace that the DSA manages.

With CA Directory Management UI, DSAs can be created in these modes: Global Knowledge or Explicit Knowledge.

• Global KnowledgeWithin the same environment, all DSAs with global knowledge form a knowledge group where each
DSA has knowledge about the other DSAs with global knowledge.
When a DSA is created in global knowledge mode, its knowledge list is created with knowledge about itself and all
other existing global knowledge mode (managed or unmanaged) DSAs. When you add a new global knowledge
DSA, knowledge is added to all other existing managed global knowledge DSAs. When a DSA is modified to global
knowledge mode, its knowledge list is replaced with the knowledge about itself and all other existing global knowledge
mode (managed or unmanaged) DSAs. Its knowledge is also added to all other existing managed global knowledge
DSAs. Global Knowledge DSAs can only have knowledge about itself and other DSAs (managed or unmanaged) in the
global knowledge mode.

• Explicit KnowledgeWhen creating or modifying an explicit knowledge DSA, choose the DSAs (managed or
unmanaged) whose knowledge you want to include in its knowledge list.
When a DSA is modified to become an explicit knowledge DSA, its knowledge is removed from all existing global
knowledge managed DSAs. An explicit knowledge DSA can have knowledge of global knowledge DSAs (managed or
unmanaged) and other explicit knowledge DSAs.

Creating a Managed DSA

To create a managed DSA, specify the dxagent, the prefix that the DSA will serve, and the type of DSA you want Directory
Management UI to create.

After creating an environment, when you navigate to the Directory Information Tree side menu, a notification appears that
there is no DSA present in the environment. Use the Create a DSA option to create the DSAs for the environment.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Directory Information Tree or Topology side menu without selecting a node, click the Create Managed DSA
button. Alternatively, select a host node in the Topology side menu and click the Create DSA button.

2. In the Create DSA dialog, select the dxagent.
3. Enter DSA name and prefix.
4. Select the port and DSA type. The DSA can be a router DSA or a data DSA. Click Next.
5. Configure server, settings, external knowledge, limits, logging, SSL, password policies, knowledge group, raw settings,

schemas, and access controls. You can leave fields to have the default values you don’t change them. Use the Search
field to find settings in the various tabs.

6. If you are creating a data DSA, click Next to select a database. You can select one of the following options:
– None: No database is created for the DSA. You can upload LDIF or database to the DSA later.
– Empty: An empty database is created for the DSA.
– Upload LDIF: An empty database is created for the DSA and then the selected LDIF is loaded to the DSA.
– Upload DB: An empty database is created for the DSA and then the selected database will replace the empty

database.
7. Click Create to create the data DSA.
8. For a router DSA, click Create.
9. To initialize the running DSAs in the knowledge group, select Yes.

You have created a data or router DSA.
If there are any errors, the corresponding error message is shown on the dialog. Click Edit Config to go back to fix any
problematic fields. If errors are due to the schema validations, the fields that have errors are highlighted.

Editing a Managed DSA

You can change the configuration of a DSA and update the database for a data DSA.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a DSA from the DIT and click the Edit button in Actions. Alternatively, you can edit a dsa by selecting a DSA
node and clicking Edit in the Topology view.

2. In the Update DSA dialog, you can make configuration changes to server, settings, knowledge, limits, logging, SSL,
password policies, knowledge group, raw settings, schemas, and access controls. Use the Search field to find settings
in the various tabs.

3. For a data DSA, you can retain the existing data or upload an LDIF file or a database.
4. To initialize the running DSAs in the knowledge group, select Yes.
5. Click Apply.

You have updated the configuration for a DSA.

To know about Unmanaged DSA's, see Add an Unmanaged DSA.

DSA Settings
The following tab interfaces comprise the DSA Configuration:

Use the Search field to find settings in the various tabs. 
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Server

The Server tab is the first interface that you see when you click 'Edit' to update a dsa. It contains the following server level
configurations for a dsa:

Server Settings Description
Data Store Location Define the location of the datastore. Default Location: DXHOME/

data and the default file name-<host name>-management-ui.db

Transaction File Location Define the location of the transaction file. Default
Location:DXHOME/data  and default file name-<host name>-
management-ui.tx

Data Store Backup Location Define the backup location of the data store. Default
Location:DXHOME/data

Data Store Size (MB) Define the size of the data store. Default size: 500MB.
Cache Non-Indexed Attributes Define the attributes that are not to be indexed. For example- "sn" 
Cache Indexed Attributes Define the attributes that should be indexed. For example-"cn"
Use RND Index Check this option to force indexing of relative distinguished name

(RDN) attributes that make up the distinguished name (DN) of an
entry if they are not already indexed.

Multiwrite with DISP Recovery Check this option to use multi-write replication for real-
time updates and DISP for recovery.

Cache No Scan  
Lookup Cache Check this option to enable the use of a memory mapped file.

Settings 

The Settings tab lists all the configurable settings for a dsa. 

Settings Description
Password Storage Select a hashing method for passwords stored in the directory. 
Stop DSA on DISK Error  
Role Subtree  
Cache Search Bias The DSA either uses DN Post Processing (Index) or Filter Post

Processing (Scan) method to determine the entries to be included
in the search results when processing a filtered search request.

DSP Link Count Specifies the number of DSP links that will be created between
the DSA and its subordinates. This command is set on a DSA that
chains requests and can greatly improve routing throughput of
search requests between the router or relay and each subordinate
DSA they service.

User Threads Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user
requests. If a request arrives and no thread is available the
request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA
fulfills this request.

TCPKeep Alive  
Limit Search Exceptions Allows few users to bypass the limit on the number of complex

searches or searches with no filter. This is deprecated. Use search
profiles instead.

Precedence Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.
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MemberOf Group Containers Contains all the group distinguished names (DNs) of which the
entry is a member.

Trust SASL Proxy Specify the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.
DXConsole Users Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with

their DN and password.
Concurrent Bind User Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary

when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder. In order that
SiteMinder process authentications asynchronously, you must set
the DSA to do both of the following:
• Pretend to be a Netscape server to Siteminder (see set mimic-

netscape-for-siteminder Command)
• Process concurrent binds

Any DSA that is needed for authenticating concurrent binds
needs the rebind link-flag set in its knowledge.

Write Precedence Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates. You
can use it to direct the write requests from a failover computer
to a preferred master. If the set write-precedence command
is not present, updates follow the normal precedence. The
normal precedence is defined by the order of the DSAs in the
configuration file.

MemberOf User Containers Contains all the user distinguished names (DNs) of which the
entry is a member.

Critical Entries  
Trap On Update Verbose Raises an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

event occurs and records information about what attribute was
changed for an entry, and whether the request for that change
originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write
configured).

Wait for Multiwrite If you select this option and you then use the dxserver stop
command, the DSA stops processing, but it does not exit if it still
has multi-write queues. When the multi-write queues are flushed,
the DSA stops.
If set to true and you want to force the DSA to stop, use the
dxserver forcestop command, it deletes the multi-write queue.

Isolate Multiwrite Group Allows a multi-write group to be stopped when "Wait For
Multiwrite" setting is enabled. For more information, see set
isolate-multi-write-group Command.

Return ObjectClass Parents When a search request returns an entry, object class parents
can be included with the entry even though these values are not
stored. If applications require object class parents for client-side
processing but do not need to filter on them, this option can be
used.

Allow Binds Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests. If
checked, the dsa accepts new binds and if unchecked, new binds
are rejected.

DN Substring Match Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against
attributes with distinguishedName syntax. This action causes
directory to index distinguishedName values using the LDAP
string form.

Force Encrypt Authentication Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.
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DXGrid Queue (Applies only to data DSAs.) Enables the DSA to process
operations using a queue instead of processing them on the
thread that handles each request.
Using the DXgrid queue has the following benefits:
• – Improves performance of concurrent search and update

requests.
– Allows abandoning of searches that are not performed yet

(due to reasons such as client disconnect or timeout).
– Increases thread utilization, thus allowing better throughput.
– Allows the set interrupt-searches = true|false; command

to be used to prevent long-running searches blocking
updates. For more information, see set interrupt-searches
Command.

Prune ObjectClass Parents If applications do not rely on parent object classes for search
filters, then these object classes can be removed before the entry
is stored on disk. This action reduces memory and processing
overhead of maintaining these additional object classes.

Ignore Name Bindings Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings. This can
be useful when the schema is imported from a directory that does
not support name bindings.

Force Encrypt Anonymous Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.
Ignore Single Value Check  
Rename Check ObjectClass Ensures that the entries cannot be renamed to a new naming

attribute which is not supported by the object classes for that
entry. When you enable this option, it ensures that the new RDN
contains an attribute that actually exists in the schema for that
entry. This option takes precedence over the "set ignore-name-
bindings = true;" and applies to the top-level entries.

Transparent Routing Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the
related schema.

UseRoles  
Disable Transaction Log Disables or enables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides

faster performance on writes, but also prevents recovery (unless a
recovery is provided by replication).

Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped username to
authenticate to this DSA.

Mimic Netscape for SiteMinder Allows CA Directory to imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne
server. This is necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA
with SiteMinder, because SiteMinder uses a single thread for
authentication. If SiteMinder does not detect a Netscape, iPlanet,
or SunOne server, this thread serializes authentication binds to the
directory, which slows performance.
To let SiteMinder process authentications asynchronously, the
DSA must do both of the following:
• – Pretend to be a Netscape server to Siteminder

– Process concurrent binds (see set concurrent-bind-user
Command)

SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check Allows a bind to skip server authentication. It turns off automatic
checking for the existence of an entry named by the subject held
in the certificate.
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DXConsole Connect Alert Enables the system to write a message containing the IP address
and username (if ‘dxconsole-users’ is set) to the trace log, when a
user connects to the DSA console.

Persistent Search Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control.
Persistent searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension. This
is useful if an application opens persistent searches so that it is
notified as and when operations happen. For more information
about LDAP persistent searches, see Persistent Search.

Dereference Alias On Bind Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By
default, the DXserver does not follow aliases when processing
bind requests.

 

Ext Knowledge

This table lists the knowledge parameters of a dsa.

Ext. Knowledge Description
Prefix Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace

partition served by this DSA.
Native Prefix Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to

its entries. This is generally only used with LDAP servers.
DSA Name Specifies the name of the DSA as a DN; not to be confused with

the name of the server
DSA Password Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate

with this DSA.
LDAP DSA Name Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.
LDAP DSA Password Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.
OSI PSAP Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.
DISP PSAP Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is

disabled.
Console Password Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not
specified, the DSA does not have a local console.

Multiwrite Group Marks a DSA as part of a multi-write group. The DSA should have
other peer DSAs, with the same prefix, which is also marked as
multi-write. Updates are automatically propagated to all peer
DSAs marked as multi-write.

Load Share Group Marks a DSA as part of a load share group. The DSA should have
other peer DSAs with the same prefix, which are also marked as
load-share. A router DSA shares operations over each DSA in the
load share group.

SNMP Port Specifies the SNMP port.
Console Port Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not
specified, the DSA does not have a local console.

Remote Console Port Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote
computer on this port. When this is not specified, there is no
remote console for the DSA.
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DISP Idle Time (in secs) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection
can be idle before it is disconnected.

Credits Accepts new requests until the number of credits is exhausted.
Authentication Levels Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this

DSA. May include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.
DSA Flags Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA. 
Multiwrite Attributes  
Multiwrite Ignore Attributes  
Trust Flags Specifies flags relating to trust that controls the operation of the

DSA.
Link Flags Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA. 
Remote Console SSL Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs

remotely.
Add Interface You can add an interface.

Port: Specify the port number.
Family
Address

Limits 

This table lists the items for which you can define the limits for DSAs.

Limits Description
Credits Limits the number of operations per user dsa. New requests are

accepted until the number of credits is exhausted.
Max Operation Size Entries Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can

return.
Max Users Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is

equivalent to the number of users that can concurrently bind to a
DSA.
Note: If you set max-users to 0 (zero), this has the effect of setting
the maximum number of connections to about 4096. To prevent
new connections to a DSA, use the allow-binds option described
in the settings table.

Max Bind Time (Secs) Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being
disconnected.

Max Operation Time (Secs) Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last. If
the user has requested a time limit, and the max-op-time has also
been set, the shorter setting takes effect.

Multiwrite Queue Size  
Multiwrite Retry Time (secs) Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt

to bind to a multi-write peer which cannot be contacted. The
default value is 60 seconds.

User Idle Time (Secs) Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being
disconnected. When a  user is idle for too long, that user is
disconnected. This reduces the number of users connected and
lets new users connect to the DSA.
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Max Persistent Searches Specifies the maximum number of active search requests that
include the persistent search LDAP control. Default: 10 searches.
Note: Having a large number of active persistent searches
impacts directory updates, as every update might trigger up to
<num> internal searches.

Max Cache Index Search (Entries)  
Max PDU Size (Bytes) Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be

accepted by a DSA. The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.
Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs) Sets the idle time on links between multi-write peer DSAs. This

option is no longer required because each DSA is now multi-
threaded. However, it is still supported, for backward-compatibility.

Multiwrite Group Credit Limits the size of the multi-write queue between DSAs in different
groups. This limit is useful if the queue becomes large enough that
it exceeds the maximum queue size (this is 20,000 by default) or
the queue consumes enough memory to impact performance.

Multiwrite Outstanding Ops Allows you to change the number of multi-write operations that will
be sent before waiting for a reply. If you do not set this option, the
DSA uses the default value of ten operations.

CPU Starvation Thresholds (Secs) Enables to specify the CPU starvation threshold. If this threshold
is exceeded, an alarm is logged indicating that CPU starvation has
been detected.
The default value for this setting is 5. To disable this setting,
change the value to -1.
CPU starvation alarms might correlate with abnormally slow
requests in your environment and are indicative of causes such as
a VMware vMotion event.
Example:
An alarm is logged in the following cases:
• If the DSA has the default threshold of 5 seconds and CPU

Seconds falls below 55 seconds in the last minute
• If the stats log entry is overdue by more than 5 seconds.

If an entry was logged at 20170118.150411 instead of
20170118.150400, the entry is overdue by 11 seconds and has
exceeded the threshold.

Logging

This table lists the Management UI logging items that can be defined for DSAs. 

Logging Description
Alarm Log File Contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that

should be monitored. This is not dependent on the tracing level or
whether the DSA console is open.
This is the only log that cannot be closed and always open when a
DSA is running.

Alert Log File Contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can
be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA.
This is not dependent on the tracing level.
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Certificate Log File Contains a summary of operations that involve
certificates or CRLs. This includes all add and modify
operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate,
or certificateRevocationList attribute. In addition, any read request,
search request, or search filter that returns one of these attributes
is recorded.
This is not dependent on the tracing level.

Connection Log File Contains a line for each successful connection made and each
released connection. This is not dependent on the tracing level.
The connection log is time-stamped and date-stamped, and a new
one is written daily.

Diagnostic Log File Contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for
whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the
affected entry, and a diagnostic message. Use this file to debug
applications.
If diagnostic tracing has been enabled, this output is also sent to
the trace log.

Query Log File Contains detailed information about every operation, including a
time and date stamp. This is not dependent on the tracing level.
You can use the set query-log-advanced command to provide
even more detail for operations in the query log

Statistics Log File Contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute that
the DSA is active. When the DSA is not active, no information is
written to the log, which prevents the log file from growing during
inactivity. This is not dependent on the tracing level. You can use
the set extended-stats-tracing command to log low-level statistic
information.

Summary Log File Contains a summary of every operation. This is not dependent on
the tracing level or whether the DSA console is open.

Time Log File Contains the time taken for each successful operation.
You can use the set time-log-search-threshold command and
the set time-log-update-threshold command to log only those
operations that exceed thresholds.
If tracing or parsing is turned on, use the get log command to
display the configuration of the time log.

Trace Log File Contains tracing information for all successful operations. The
level of tracing written to a trace log is dependent on the level of
tracing set on the DSA.

Update Log File Contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and
delete operations. This is not dependent on the tracing level. You
can use the set update-log-show-values command to include
attribute values in the update log.

Warning Log File Contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing
problems. This is not dependent on the tracing level. For
descriptions of error messages, see System Messages.

Time Log Search Threshold (Secs) Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time
log output. You can set the shortest duration that you want to see
displayed.

Time Log Update Threshold (Secs) Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations
in the time log output. You can set the shortest duration that you
want to see displayed.
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Alarm Log Maximum Lines Set the maximum number of records to be displayed in the alarm
log.

Summary Log Maximum Lines Set the maximum number of records to be displayed in the
summary log.

Trace Log Maximum Lines Set the maximum number of records to be displayed in the trace
log.

Query Log Maximum Lines Set the maximum number of records to be displayed in the query
log.

Update Log Maximum Lines Set the maximum number of records to be displayed in the update
log.

Alert Log Maximum Lines Set the maximum number of records to be displayed in the alert
log.

Connection Log Maximum Lines Set the maximum number of records to be displayed in the
connection log.

Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines Set the maximum number of records to be displayed in the
diagnostic log.

Time Log Maximum Lines Set the maximum number of records to be displayed in the time
log.

Trace Level Enables or disables tracing.
Query Log Advanced Options Enables to configure the information in the query log.
Trap on update Raises an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

event occurs for an entry.  For example, you can use it to log
actions or trigger other events in the third party system.

Authentication Trap Raises an authentication trap whenever an authentication failure
occurs.

Operation Error Trap Raises an operation error trap whenever an operation error
occurs.

Password Suspended Trap Raises an SNMP trap when a password is suspended.
Multiwrite Error Trap Raises an SNMP trap when a multi-write error occurs.
Update Log Show Values Lets you include attribute values in the update log. The log does

not include values for the following:
• – Operational attributes

– DSA-specific attributes (such as password policy)
– The userPassword attribute
– Binary values

Note: The size of a line written to this log is restricted to 4096
bytes, so large values may be truncated.

Update Log Show All Values Lets all values in an add or modify request to be written to the
update log.
It has the same effect as the update-log-show-values option,
PLUS the following:
• – The password and certificate values are written to the

update log. The update-log-show-values option leaves out
these binary values.

– All values written to the update log are base-64 encoded.
This option is designed for internal use. Although you can use
it, the update-log-show-values option is more useful for most
customers.

Rollover Trace Log  
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Rollover Alarm Log  
SNMP Log File Each time an SNMP trap is generated, an entry is logged into the

SNMP log file.
Address: Enter the address.
Port: Enter the port no.

SSL

The SSL settings let you configure the behavior of SSL in a DSA. Any changes to these settings will require a restart to
take effect.

SSL Settings Description
Protocol (Optional) Select the protocol to be used by DSA, from the existing

list which includes; SSL, TLS, or TLSV11/TLSV12. If you do not
set this to SSL, the DSA uses the default protocol, TLS. The
supported keywords are ssl, tls, tlsv11 and tlsv12. This option
defines the minimum protocol that is supported.

HSM Library Specify the file containing the PKS#11library supplied by the HSM
vendor.

HSM PIN (Optional) Specify the HSM user pin. If specified, the private key is
used through the HSM.

Certificate Directory (One of either cert-dir or cert-file required) Specify the directory
that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM format.

Certificate File (One of either cert-dir or cert-file required) Specify the personality
certificate and private key file to be shared by all DSAs. For
example: cert-file = "config/ssld/personalities/generic.pem"

Cipher (Optional) Specify the cipher to be used for SSL or TLS
connections.

CA File Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority
certificates in PEM format. By default this is DXHOME/config/ssld/
trusted.pem

HSM Slot (Optional) Specify the slot location in the HSM where the
corresponding private keys are stored.

Enforce FIPS mode (Optional) Check this option to instructs the DSA to accept only
FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL ciphers, omit this
parameter.

Password Policies

The Password Policies settings let you configure the various policies available in the Management UI through which you
can secure passwords.

• Enable Password Policies-Enabling this setting, you can configure the following:

Password Policies Description
Proxy User Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This

proxy user is a user account that performs password comparisons
and updates on behalf of another user. When an application binds
as this password proxy user, the password policy will be applied
to password compares and modifications. This can be useful if an
application that uses the directory can only have one connection
to the directory.
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Substring Attributes Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes
in the user's entry.

Force Change Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords
have been reset.
Note: You can use this option only if the client is an LDAP client
and it is aware of the Behera password policy request control.
When you check this option, any bind by a new user or by a user
with a reset password will be checked to see if it includes the
Behera password policy control. This control is required so that
the DSA can return the password-force-change control back
to the client. DAP binds do not support the Behera controls,
which means that a user cannot bind to a DSA if this option is
checked and the password has been reset or the user's entry has
just been created. CA Directory uses the operational attribute
dxPwdMustChange to force password changes.

Allow Locking Lets an administrator lock user accounts. This option works
effectively for entries that include the attribute dxPwdLocked.

Allow Ignore Expired Lets you bypass the expiration check of the password for some
user accounts. This option works effectively for entries that include
the attribute dxPwdIgnoreExpired and its value as true. This is
useful for administrative accounts and accounts used by mission-
critical applications.

Allow Ignore Suspended Lets you set an account to never be suspended. Use this to
protect an account from password lockout attacks. This is useful
for administrative accounts and accounts used by mission-critical
applications. This option works effectively for entries that include
the attribute dxPwdIgnoreSuspended and its value as true.

Mimic Netscape Response Controls Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and
compare responses. This option mimics the way the Netscape
directories work with LDAP password response controls.

Netscape Operational Attributes  
Netscape Legacy Mode When you use the Mimic Netscape Response Controls option, the

password bind responses include LDAP controls. These LDAP
controls indicate when a password expires or if it has expired and
requires updating.

Policies To add new password policies, click the plus sign and configure
the required fields.

 

Knowledge Group

Using the knowledge group settings, you can do either of the following:

• Global Knowledge: If you check this option, all DSAs within a host form a knowledge group where each DSA shares
its knowledge with the other DSAs.  DSA knowledge includes information about how to connect to the DSA, role of the
DSA (router or data), and the namespace that the DSA manages.

• You can select the DSA's from the available list to the selected list of knowledge. The selected dsas will have
knowledge about each other and you can place them in the preferred sequence. The sequence is useful in replication. 

Raw Settings

Use this setting to enter a free form of dsa command. If you add multiple commands, separate them by a semicolon. 
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Schemas

Using the Schemas tab, you can select and move the schemas from the Available Schemas Files to the Selected Schema
Files in a preferred order.

Default file: default .dxg

Access Controls

Using Access Controls you can select and move the Access Control files from the Available Access Controls to the
Selected Access Controls in a preferred order.

Default file: default .dxc

 

 

 

Topology
Select the Topology menu to view the connection between hosts and DSAs.

The Map tab shows the DSAs and hosts. You can also create managed and unmanaged DSAs from this view. The
dxagent, hosts and DSAs are represented in the Map tab with the following icons:

 

dxagent or host

 

External or unmanaged DSA

 

Router DSA that has been stopped

 

Router DSA that has been started

 

Router DSA in a "config only" state. This state indicates that the
DSA configuration only exists in the embedded directory but not in
the actual host.

 

Inconsistent Router DSA

 

Data DSA that has been stopped
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Data DSA that has been started

 

Data DSA that is recoverable. 

 

Data DSA that is in a "config only" state. 

 

Inconsistent Data DSA

Select a host or dsa to view its details. You can also edit the host, edit a dsa or create a DSA or  for the host.

Select a DSA to view its details. You can edit the DSA or perform other actions on a DSA.

In the Options tab, use the following options to view changes in the topology:

• Show global knowledge connections: Select this check box to show connection indicating global knowledge
between dsas.

• Allow zoom: Select this check box to zoom in and zoom out of the topology using your mouse.
• Node Dragging: Select this check box to allow nodes to be dragged in the topology.

Additional SCIM Functions
With SCIM REST API, you can additionally sort, filter, select specific attributes, limit the number of items, and represent
resources in JSON format.

These features are covered in the following sub-topics:

• Data Format and HTTP Codes
• Sorting in Rest API
• Pagination in REST API
• Filter in REST API

SCIM Services
Use SCIM services to perform the following tasks: 

• Create SCIM Schemas
• Create Resource Types
• Create SCIM Instances
• Use SCIM Functions
• View Examples of CRUD Operations
• Configure the SCIM demo

System for Cross-Domain Identity Management (SCIM) is a lightweight protocol identity management and a REST/JSON
based standard which is designed to manage identities across multiple applications. SCIM uses a common set of REST
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API to create, search, modify and delete identities, such as users or groups. SCIM is deployed as a part of CA Directory
Management UI web application to leverage the following set of REST API operations:

• GET: Retrieve one or more resource instances
• POST: Creates a new resource instance
• PUT: Modifies a resource instance, this is a full replacement of resource instance
• DELETE: Deletes a resource instance

High-Level SCIM Relationship Diagram

The diagram below explains a high-level relationship between the SCIM schema, resource types, and instance.

Figure 46: SCIM relationship diagram 14.0

NOTE

Note the following:

• SCIM Schema can be used by many SCIM Resource Types.
• SCIM Resource Type can be used by many SCIM Instances and a SCIM Instance can contain many

Resource Types.

SCIM Schemas
CA Directory Management UI provides custom SCIM schema support and defines these schemas globally to allow reuse
in multiple resources. Default schema files are provided with each environment. The schemas include SCIM attributes that
can either be single-valued or multi-valued. Schemas can also support complex attributes, where an attribute can hold
multiple single and multi-valued sub-attributes. 
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Examples of SCIM Attribute Types:

SCIM Attributes Description Example
Simple (Single-Valued) Attribute Attribute containing a single value. {

"displayName": "Merlyn, Jose"
}

Simple (Multi-Valued) Attribute Attribute containing multiple values.
Multiple values can include a "type"
attribute to define the type of value
specified.

"emails": [
{
"value": "bjensen@example.com",
"type": "work",
"primary": true
},
{
"value": "babs@jensen.org",
"type": "home"
}
]

Complex Attribute An attribute containing multiple single and
multi-valued sub attributes.

"name":
{
"formatted": "Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III",
"familyName": "Jensen",
"givenName": "Barbara",
"middleName": "Jane",
"honorificPrefix": "Ms.",
"honorificSuffix": "III"
} 

Sub Attribute An attribute that is a member of the
complex attribute.

middle name is a sub-attribute of a name.

Common Attributes and their descriptions are given in the following table:

Attributes Description
Name Attributes name.
Description Schema's human readable description.
Type The data type of an attribute. Valid values include 'string',

'complex', 'boolean', 'decimal', 'integer', 'dateTime', 'reference'. A
complex type attribute can include sub attributes.

Mutability Indicates whether an attribute is modifiable.
Returned Indicates when an attribute is returned in a response. For

example, to a query.
Uniqueness Indicates how unique a value must be.
Canonical values A collection of canonical values.  When applicable, service

providers MUST specify the canonical types, for example, 'work',
'home'.This field appears, only when you select field 'Type' as a
string.

Multivalued A boolean value indicating an attribute's plurality.
Required A boolean value indicating whether the attribute is required.
Case Exact A boolean value indicating whether a string attribute is case-

sensitive.
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Follow these steps to create a SCIM schema:

1. Log in to Directory Management UI. 
2. Navigate to the SCIM menu, and click the Schema tab. 
3. Click Create. 

The Create SCIM Schema page is displayed.
4. In the Main tab, enter the values for the following fields: 

a. Name-Schema's human-readable name. For example-'User'. 

NOTE

: The 'Name' field does not support the following special characters:

"@", "()", "#", "$", ".", and "!"

Only 'a-z','A-Z', and '0-9' characters are supported.
b. ID- Unique URI of the schema. When applicable, service providers MUST specify the URI.
c. Description-Schema's human-readable description. When applicable Service Providers MUST specify the

description.
5. Click Save.
6. Go to the Attributes tab and perform the following steps:

a. Select the editor. The Visual editor is UI-based, whereas the JSON editor displays json content in a code editor.
You can use the json editor to add, edit, and delete json content. If the json content is invalid, the editor displays an
error.

b. Click the Add Attribute button.
c. Enter the values for the attributes. Description of these attributes is given in the table above. (Multiple attributes

can be added).
d. Click Save. 

7. Optionally, to delete an attribute, click Delete on the right of the attribute.

To use default SCIM schema mappings:

When you create an environment in the Management UI, you are provided with core schemas by default, for example,
resource type schema, user or group schema. Inetorg scim mapping schema is also added as a default with the core
schemas. When you load the Inetorg SCIM schema, you can use the basic mapping for LDAP data using inetorgperson.
However, you should have the SCIM auxiliary class configured to use the default mappings.

NOTE
Some auxiliary class attributes(beyond inetOrgPerson) are necessary to match the standard.

To edit a Schema:

1. Navigate to the Schema tab.
2. Select a Schema from the available list.
3. Click the Edit button on the right.
4. Update the schema and click Save.

To delete a Schema:

1. Navigate to the Schema tab.
2. Select the Schema from the available list
3. Click the Delete button on the right.
4. Type Delete to confirm the deletion.
5. Click Delete.

A message is displayed, confirming the deletion of the schema.
6. Click Ok.
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Resource Types
A resource type defines the resource name, endpoint URL, and other metadata that indicates where a resource is
managed and what the resource is composed of. A user or group is an example of a resource type. Once a resource type
is created, it is configured in a SCIM Instance to serve the SCIM operations for the selected resources. When the SCIM
instance is deployed, the SCIM server looks at the configurations and accordingly communicates between the SCIM and
LDAP interfaces.

When you create a resource type, the most critical part is configuring the mappings between the SCIM attributes and
LDAP attributes. To create these attribute mappings in the Management UI, move sequentially from the Main tab to the
objectClass Mappings tab and then to the Attribute Mappings tab. Each of the mentioned tab's enable you to perform the
configurations that are required.

Follow these steps:  

1. Log in to Directory Management UI.
2. Navigate to the SCIM menu and click the Resource Types tab.
3. Click Create. 

The Create SCIM Resource Type page is displayed.
4. In the Main tab, enter the values for the following fields:

a. Name-Resource type name 

NOTE

: The 'Name' field does not support the following special characters:

"@", "()", "#", "$", ".", and "!".

Only 'a-z','A-Z', and '0-9' characters are supported.
b. Description-Resource type description, (optional)
c. Endpoint- The resource type's HTTP address endpoint, relative to the Base URL of the service provider. The

endpoint is generally the pluralized version of the resource name.
d. Default Parent DN-The parent distinguished name. You can copy the dn from the OU structure.
e. Schema- Select a SCIM schema from the drop-down. The SCIM schema contains the SCIM attributes.

Now move to the ObjectClass Mappings tab to fetch the lap schema.
5. Click the ObjectClass Mappings tab and perform the following steps:

a. In the Host Name, select a DXagent from the drop-down.
A list of available DSAs associated to the host appear in the DSA name field.

b. Select a DSA Name from the drop-down. 
c. To get the LDAP schema for the selected dsa, click the GET LDAP SCHEMA button. If bind credentials are

required, to retrieve the LDAP schema, then the Bind DN and Bind Password fields are displayed.
d. Enter the Bind DN and the Bind Password and click the GET LDAP SCHEMA button once again.  The LDAP

schema is retrieved for the selected dsa, hence the GET LDAP SCHEMA button changes to REFRESH LDAP
SCHEMA button.

e. To derive the LDAP attributes, select a structural objectClass. 
Based on the selected objectClass, the naming attributes are populated in the drop-down.

f. Optionally, you can select the Auxiliary objectclasses from the available list and can move them to the selected list.
You may select multiple auxiliary objectclasses. 

g. Click Save.

NOTE

:

1. If you change the dsa or the host name after fetching the LDAP schema, you will be notified that the
Host or the dsa has changed but the LDAP schema has not been fetched yet. In such a case, click the
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GET LDAP SCHEMA button to get the new LDAP schema. The new LDAP schema is fetched and if the
schema is different from the previous, the existing attribute mappings might become invalid. You have to
go through the mappings again and re-map the LDAP attribute to its corresponding SCIM attribute.

2. If you change the dsa or the host name after defining any attribute mappings, a warning is displayed.
The warning says, "If the selected DSA has different LDAP schemas from previous, the current
attribute mappings might become invalid." Do you want to proceed?

Do either of the following:

a.Click Cancel and go back to the previous dsa or host name. Click the GET LDAP SCHEMA button and
then click Proceed. The new LDAP schema is fetched, now re-select the structural object class or/and
auxiliary object classes and redo the mappings between the SCIM attributes and LDAP attributes. 

b.Click Proceed. The new LDAP schema is fetched but the attribute mappings become invalid. Re-select
the structural object class or/and auxiliary object classes and redo the mappings between the SCIM
attributes and LDAP attributes.

          The LDAP schema is fetched. Now move to the Attributes tab to map the SCIM attributes to the LDAP attributes.
Multiple attributes can be added.

6. Click the Attribute Mappings tab and define the following attributes:(UserName is a mandatory attribute).  
a. Scim Attribute
b. ScimAttributeType
c. Scim Attribute Multivalued
d. Ldap Attribute
e. Ldap AttributeType
f. LdapAttribute Multivalued
g. mapSubAttributes

7. Click Create. 
A SCIM resource type is created and displayed in the Resource Type page. Once a resource type is created, the
resource type can be selected to be included, when a SCIM instance is created. 

NOTE

While mapping SCIM attributes to LDAP attributes, please note the following:

* A single-valued SCIM attribute can be mapped to either single-valued or multi-valued LDAP attribute.
* A multi-valued SCIM attribute can be mapped only to a multi-valued LDAP attribute.
* A SCIM sub-attribute can be mapped to a LDAP attribute. In this case, the SCIM attribute must be complex
single-valued, for example-name.

A SCIM resource type is represented in JSON configuration, see the following example of a SCIM resource type
json: 

{

    "name": "MyResource",

    "endpoint": "/MyResources",

    "description": "Example of a resource."

    "coreSchema":

    {
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        "$ref": "/environments/MyEnv/scim/schemas/
urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:foo:2.0:MySchema"

    },

    "schemaExtensions": [

        {

        "$ref": "/environments/MyEnv/scim/schemas/
urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:foo:2.0:MySchemaExtension"

        }

    ],

    "readOnly": false,

    "objectClassMappings": [

        {

            "structural": "person",

            "auxiliary": [

                "pkiUser"

            ]

        }

    ],

    "attributeMappings": [

        {

            "scimAttribute": "userName",

            "scimAttributeType": "String",

            "ldapAttribute": "uid",

            "ldapAttributeType": "caseIgnoreString",

            "converterType": "standard",
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            "converterName": "StringToCaseIgnoreString"

        }

    ],

    "defaultParentDN": "ou=People,o=Foo,c=AU"

}

The table displays the SCIM attributes and supported LDAP attributes.

SCIM Simple Attribute Types Supported LDAP Attribute Types
String caseIgnoreString, caseExactString, caseIgnoreIA5String
Boolean boolean
Decimal caseIgnoreString
Integer integer
DateTime uTCTime, generalizedTime
Binary Binary, octetString
Reference distinguishedName

To edit a Resource Type:

1. Navigate to the Resource Type tab.
2. Select the resource type from the available list
3. Click the Edit button on the right. The ldap schema is automatically retrieved as it has already been saved to the

embedded dsa previously. In such case, you notice that the GET LDAP SCHEMA button has changed to REFRESH
LDAP SCHEMA button.

4. Update the resource type, as required. 

NOTE
Any changes to the SCIM schema lead to changes in the available SCIM attributes in the mappings. For
any changes to the dsa or the host name for a resource type, refer to the note in the ObjectClass mappings
section. 

5. Click Save to reflect the changes.

To delete a Resource Type:

1. Navigate to the Resource Type tab.
2. Select the resource type from the list
3. Click the Delete button on the right.
4. Type Delete to confirm the deletion.
5. Click Delete.

A message is displayed, confirming the deletion of the resource type.
6. Click Ok.
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SCIM Instances
Use SCIM instance to make requests to the SCIM service provider. The Instance tab available in the Directory
Management UI, lets you create multiple SCIM instances within each environment. Each instance is served by a new
endpoint. A SCIM instance is represented as JSON configuration. 
To create a SCIM instance, follow these steps:

1. Log in to Directory Management UI.
2. Navigate to the SCIM menu, and click the Instances tab.
3. Click Create.

The Create SCIM Instance page is displayed.
4. Enter the values in the following fields:

– Instance Name-name of the instance

NOTE

: The 'Name' field does not support the following special characters:

"@", "()", "#", "$", ".", and "!".

Only 'a-z','A-Z', and '0-9' characters are supported.
– Resource Types-Add a SCIM resource (Multiple resources can be added, for example; resource1, resource2,

Users, groups)
– Authentication-Select the resource type to authenticate and get to the API. For example, Users

5. Move to the DSAs tab. The DSAs tab displays the list of all dsa's available in the environment. 
6. Select at least one dsa to communicate with the scim server after the deployment. Move the dsa from the available

box to the selected box.
7. To encrypt the connections between the dsa and SCIM server, select the LDAPS checkbox next to the dsa. When

you select multiple dsas, use the up-down arrows to change the order of the dsa's with which the SCIM server
communicates.

8. Move to the Relationships tab to establish the relationship between the resource types.
9. Enter the values for the attributes, refer to the following example:

Example of relationships between the resources

Resource Type User Resource Type Group

SCIM Attribute group SCIM Attribute members

Multivalued true Multivalued true

LDAP Display Attribute cn LDAP Display Attribute cn

LDAP Relationship Attribute - LDAP Relationship Attribute member

Multivalued true
10. To add multiple resource relationships, click the Add Relationship button.
11. Click Create. 

The SCIM instance is created and the details of the SCIM instance is displayed in the instance page.
12. Click OK.

Example of a SCIM instance json:

{

    "name": "MySCIM",
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    “enabled”: true,

    "resources": [

        {

            "$ref": "/environments/MyEnv/scim/resources/User"

        },

        {

            "$ref": "/environments/MyEnv/scim/resources/Group"

        },

        {

            "$ref": "/environments/MyEnv/scim/resources/Container"

        }

    ],

    "dsas": [

        {

            "$ref": "/environments/MyEnv/dxagents/MyDXagent/dsas/TargetDSA"

        },

        {

            "$ref": "/environments/MyEnv/dxagents/MyDXagent/dsas/AlternateDSA"

        }

    ]

} 

To enable an Instance: 

1. In the Instance tab, click the Enable button on the right. (By default, the instances are disabled.)
2. Click OK.
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NOTE
To reflect the configuration changes, stop and restart the SCIM server. 

To launch the Swagger API documentation:

1. In the Instance tab, click the API button on the right. 
2. If prompted, enter the SCIM credentials to authenticate the SCIM user.
3. Click Login.

The Swagger API documentation is launched. You must set the user authorization. 

To edit an Instance:

1. Navigate to the Instance tab.
2. Select the instance from the list.
3. Click the Edit button on the right.
4. Make changes as required and click Save to reflect the changes.

To delete an Instance:

1. Navigate to the Instance tab.
2. Select the instance from the list
3. Click the Delete button on the right.
4. Type Delete to confirm the deletion.
5. Click Delete.

A message is displayed, confirming the deletion of the resource type.
6. Click Ok.

NOTE
SCIM server uses "per-user connection" pool as a default feature. With this feature, whenever a SCIM user
accesses the SCIM server, a connection for this user is created on the SCIM server to the backend DSA, which
is used by the SCIM instance. The authentication of the SCIM user is done by binding to the DSA using the
credentials provided. A SCIM user authorization is done by the access control that is applied to the DSA.

Configuring DSA for SCIM Instance Deployment with Proxied Authorization Connection Pool
The ‘per-user connection pool’ is used as the default connection, authentication, and authorization between the SCIM
server and the DSAs that serve the SCIM instances.
Each SCIM instance running on the SCIM server has two connection pools, these pools are used for the following
purposes:

• HTTP basic authentication
• LDAP request (with access control)

These connection pools are established with authenticated (two-way) SSL.
In the Management UI, the SCIM server serves two purposes,

• Runs as a server to the SCIM client.
• Runs as a client to the DSAs.

To fulfill these two purposes, a pair of certificate and private key; ‘extendedKeyUsage=clientAuth, serverAuth’ is used for
the SCIM server.

Before selecting a DSA to serve a SCIM instance, configure the DSA with proxied authorization connection pool.
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Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to CA Directory Management UI and create a SCIM Instance. Refer to the SCIM Instance topic for more
information.

2. Generate the personality certificates for the DSAs that are configured for the SCIM Instance. Add the “ssl-auth” option
in “auth-levels”. To locate the ssl-auth option in the Management UI, navigate to DSA Ext. Knowledge > Authentication
levels and select "ssl-auth" from the drop down. 

3. Locate the SCIM client certificate. If you used the installer to generate the certificate, then the certificate is available in
this path: DXUIHome/api-server/certs/scimclient.pem. Extract the subject DN from the certificate.
Example: From the certificate, you can get the DN as:
CN=SCIM on LI-JI02-W12-1,ST=Victoria,C=AU,O=CA Technologies,OU=Directory

Reverse the RDNs in the DN before pasting it into the Management UI.
OU=Directory,O="CA Technologies",C=AU,ST=Victoria,CN="SCIM on LI-JI02-W12-1"ca

4. Edit the selected DSA for the SCIM instance and use the subject DN string from the previous step as
SCIM_SERVER_CERT_SUBJECT_DN

5. Navigate to the Settings tab in the Management UI and set the following options: 
– Concurrent-Bind-User = SCIM_SERVER_CERT_SUBJECT_DN
– Trust SASL Proxy= SCIM_SERVER_CERT_SUBJECT_DN
– SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check=True
– Link Flags- add the "rebind" to "link-flags" in the knowledge of the DSA

6. Add the CA certificate of the SCIM server to the trusted certificates for the DSA. Copy the root CA certificate from
Management UI/SCIM server installation to $DXHOME/dxserver/config/ssld. 
Example: Copy $DXUIHOME/CA/certs/ca.pem to $DXHOME/dxserver/config/ssld "dxcertgen -n ca.pem importca"

7. Set up the access control for proxy user and SCIM users.
Example:

set access-controls = true;

set super-user scim-superuser = {
user = <CN "SCIM on LI-JI02-W12-1"><ST Victoria><C AU><O "CA Technologies"><OU
 Directory>
};

set admin-user scim-admin = {
user = <c AU><o DEMOCORP><ou Corporate><ou Legal><cn "Winifred STURDY">
subtree = <c AU>
perms = all
};

set reg-user scim-users = {
own-entry
subtree = <c AU><o DEMOCORP><ou Corporate><ou Legal>
perms = all
};

8. Restart the DSA.
9. Locate the CA Certificate of the DSA. If you generated the certificates on your Directory host using dxcertgen tool,

your CA certificate should have the DN of "C=AU, O=DXCertGenPKI, CN=DXCertGenCA".
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10. Navigate to DXHOME/ config/ssld/trusted.pem and copy the entire content of the certificate and save it to a file. For
example, dsa-ca-pem. 
For Windows Users:
Open Windows PowerShell and run the following command:

Get-Content .\dsa-ca.pem -Raw | % { $_ -replace '(\r?\n)', '\n'} | Set-Content .
\singlLineCert.txt

In case you do not have Windows PowerShell, see Converting a SSL Certificate File into a Single Line.
For Linux Users:
Run the following command:

awk 'NF {sub(/\r/, ""); printf "%s\\n",$0;}' dsa-ca.pem  

Example of CA certificate:
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----\nMIIDEjCCAfqgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADA6MQswCQYDVQQGEwJBVTEV

\nMBMGA1UECgwMRFhDZXJ0R2VuUEtJMRQwEgYDVQQDDAtEWENlcnRHZW5DQTAeFw0x

\nNzExMTYxOTMxMDdaFw0xODExMTYxOTMxMDdaMDoxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkFVMRUwEwYD

\nVQQKDAxEWENlcnRHZW5QS0kxFDASBgNVBAMMC0RYQ2VydEdlbkNBMIIBIjANBgkq

\nhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAxEDhvzw6xk48toXAwwTaXwUPtRCx9Grs\naWMoF0S5nK

+xrtFCPxSTH2pGmQc3HbKMaINeF/OGTKgfGBOUtWhHXqPc1zDjInZS\nYeq7uFURnNYcinN/elqNb0Od

+BZ3EyW/4P1cNTbmDeZGNKzlC0D5Ph5+b3lieQ1M\nSLU0bQExYosvtttysaI1cQUB78+90HJ7rzEnw4IorfGP2/Fmlb4/

n+sTTumkpktJ\nJzkOu64b6w95ANga1r1zbZiR65ylerKeR5cWHu3EejJLeLvhmywrSu9SEIM1Zvfm\npnL8DGoYoju/

qndaRxU/3m7DXatYnCaUVE1U2fuufb+bOkvoT60jzwIDAQABoyMw\nITAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/

BAUwAwEB/zANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsF\nAAOCAQEAw+aTwa137RbDfNryzXusI9r7dO+03TNyRwMez9GUXm2DCo5gsTBoh8bN

\nInmlrs7Y6xYSCxqPRonav0YaM/FV+Ty7bNQoWrIpUJ+w/UNh2KAkAlJDBJhifqLt\nNAYdG5XpqDFWbUfG0zgu0Zx

+CGqDQzp4EjWM89ez7S3Vz5hYft+juyyf2JVZ5tU4\n0SXQZ2Oulo5iFjdMoB0oXJ2gLEfO

+gItnIruoOe8Cc5hmWcN8aTU1WBHDRwV8Zpa\nbk7N7hUAgtrlnWVbDxzQXlJzDJ0ZiiIUyJAyWrQ7Y40AVJCaT9NqX1zCWx4IeQvj

\nwpiGUYoYPW/ZhF64DJ0Njb788cL1PQ==\n-----END CERTIFICATE-----\n

11. Navigate to "%DXUIHOME/api-server/certs/" to get the SCIM server certificate and the key.
12. Perform either of these steps to convert the client certificate (scimclientcert.pem) and the client private key

(scimclientcert.key) in one line:
For Windows Users:
Open Windows PowerShell and run the following command:

Get-Content .\scimclientcert.pem -Raw | % { $_ -replace '(\r?\n)', '\n'} | Set-
Content .\singlLineCert.txt

Get-Content .\scimclientcert.key -Raw | % { $_ -replace '(\r?\n)', '\n'} | Set-
Content .\singlLineCert.txt

In case you do not have Windows PowerShell, see Converting a SSL Certificate File into a Single Line.
For Linux Users:
Run the following command:

awk 'NF {sub(/\r/, ""); printf "%s\\n",$0;}' scimclientcert.pem

awk 'NF {sub(/\r/, ""); printf "%s\\n",$0;}' scimclientcert.key

Example of SCIM client key:
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-----BEGIN PRIVATE KEY-----\nMIIEvQIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAASCBKcwggSjAgEAAoIBAQDvRbkok

+OZSz0C\n3OaI3teLZ3lfEBwTuukDeR3++m52gEdAuK8idIoSXlv63i/DTucE1EtJ27g+SL8I

\nWA9NJMqCMrUx8mc2PjsH1B6IvqAaum+gl9/M5HPx213uARFJxGu5Y4pjc8G6wbob\ncglWO

+auDf8zt2T6MvUycxggbVakH5HJRiecBAbq8PYUQMWPzWHHFRxKaU7Ghf16\nK+fE+Y4gOg0RWuMRXdNoO/BWg1xowNHBKC/

BUe9kdzbth7qCc+QFWjXLVo6Z2LfL\nt+sBT1j3g4yOCrgKqTSO/HR2Cwj6MfdUXWGWopHGIwstThO6kBZtG4A46R

+ZSPO3\nTsNdASSlAgMBAAECggEAdWhDCNQ4lBnFIEiAnpyqK29ksO7YuB25BMlDnMAJwAAF

\n9o4o8cE5lvXSMHEiArYOyeHZ56325CkSA+gh6fqpm+WB37ZQSt+SW68MJJFVQohF\nCgo7+PAIrJ61onnHn

+jP6zIaz94XK6qvxZPZXQUblkCr/xZ4aATlKBItvouoPfOE\nyy+NY+8xzhpUVfE2WCI7+XD2kBkC08aSTQrGBoGy

+uDhQxrk4cH9N/lmmF8x+qG9\nhQd0b9uTuADcoKo07TZTNPqtqibbvaGBr7MKcTL3k809oBWPS0Gv/JcFYQSkUQms

\nDoBW39LoUjlzkKZ9WLt6tpguYeIprWsYY1AYgW3bgQKBgQD70ZXrjGb300RD9iDV\noDHxUVPz1p+FGQ3qUJ0UGdMXFziWGaRqIQIbh

+xue6WzLlqrWyYtmhehX0XRJ10w\n3X298fq444AQCMpg9zZAWWSUHuRwJpF5i9BGAGqyR2xCVIMERPB47PZWbRAkACYq

\nP7tVr/CtVYaWIHZNfunp61XwUQKBgQDzPs52+WYFUoTbYj10Bmbp7UTYAk3RBuuR\nZ/YRi3gIyne2NR7OLUQ

+C8l15ljLVUbMsPU+Y6pMlzgkqMzsVGvSBCtCuOW/eWcf\nTXivkt+qYPMqHi2TIImFofxF2gebkQR8ghqhz7Hd6YfIm0SN/

FxkQEHCO+M3l3MP\nDzOS+tAOFQKBgH69wOAZ/WU0TwKJqYL7qsdTcJakagtaTdemFTkdulG/3Tom08qa

\nrG3g3o3I6+AgL4BZUwDWspgE1KXtUwkaIYRtewx9bGIlmn5tTj/a/jVSyxTrRILR\nbNUetpTeP82urXaDoCis01syb1I/

RPY0t3vsHo2PIzsCQajFfMPAL7PRAoGADO5d\n031WqxnD7lW+pphgiDcQ3drhgCc6BrTcI/qiGvWIf6s7RAKsChBeWWIxfj2+Uctm

\nfjaWKxQu6+P9YOLsCHIoSpfBvvgZP1TDAbJxKYGV67tG+PdV2EDQRHZeySpgbq4L\n9GYyMnXjvgpjDplH4Bx6YnUEk0P93eMU/

s9OmDECgYEAi2vxI6r7Fuz4XeZnYENu\nN9yuHTjzu32KTlI1ql+1pDmsXCQtjNU8fqzLT5+XSkthYRU7oZuM0yFjkQnkJMSg

\necTjAhuOyExU25aemo+eqNF0bOvf0kBQy0loqis+YpZUMH2JvBcmFNqbOKzh2NGn\nrnMf8Szi441C2fY/b0CswPs=\n-----END

 PRIVATE KEY-----\n

Example of SCIM client cert:
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----\nMIID5DCCAsygAwIBAgIBAjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCBiDELMAkGA1UEBhMCQVUx

\nETAPBgNVBAgMCFZpY3RvcmlhMRgwFgYDVQQKDA9DQSBUZWNobm9sb2dpZXMxEjAQ

\nBgNVBAsMCURpcmVjdG9yeTE4MDYGA1UEAwwvUm9vdCBDQSBmb3IgTEktSkkwMi1X

\nMTItMSBtYW5hZ2VtZW50IFVJIG5vZGUuanMwHhcNMTcxMTE2MTgxODQ3WhcNMTgx

\nMTE2MTgxODQ3WjBuMR4wHAYDVQQDDBVTQ0lNIG9uIExJLUpJMDItVzEyLTExETAP

\nBgNVBAgMCFZpY3RvcmlhMQswCQYDVQQGEwJBVTEYMBYGA1UECgwPQ0EgVGVjaG5v

\nbG9naWVzMRIwEAYDVQQLDAlEaXJlY3RvcnkwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IB\nDwAwggEKAoIBAQDvRbkok

+OZSz0C3OaI3teLZ3lfEBwTuukDeR3++m52gEdAuK8i\ndIoSXlv63i/DTucE1EtJ27g+SL8IWA9NJMqCMrUx8mc2PjsH1B6IvqAaum

+gl9/M\n5HPx213uARFJxGu5Y4pjc8G6wbobcglWO+auDf8zt2T6MvUycxggbVakH5HJRiec\nBAbq8PYUQMWPzWHHFRxKaU7Ghf16K

+fE+Y4gOg0RWuMRXdNoO/BWg1xowNHBKC/B\nUe9kdzbth7qCc+QFWjXLVo6Z2LfLt+sBT1j3g4yOCrgKqTSO/HR2Cwj6MfdUXWGW

\nopHGIwstThO6kBZtG4A46R+ZSPO3TsNdASSlAgMBAAGjcjBwMAwGA1UdEwEB/wQC\nMAAwHQYDVR0OBBYEFK6Ql+3vvGe9OvacFmw/

c0kaQyKpMB8GA1UdIwQYMBaAFEzn\nmK9tnjDZ0QDB4G+t/xKS5gvJMAsGA1UdDwQEAwIGwDATBgNVHSUEDDAKBggrBgEF

\nBQcDAjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAQEAfBQCYRyz3QzhUGJ9Tfu9WC/8aCr2+u+m\nwnAXH4uW/nKOT2X6c3O/

qAjqVHEoMGJq65vmFTWyg2tmGI19pyDhfSQOQ/aJo8/6\nI/C+u7+F76q3S1jE/IrA487zH9CJd4+5rJ3ppTGMZK/

e+XQng8D16dVAk4GDMcT6\nIOmfyIj3iw818hzHwaVUhfyxYJ4SGb2DOURMXQSbuPE0YZWW1tKO2nX7RM5sCr6M

\nrrp9g3isS0NAlRpZdPgbFgS332MblGF5PqK6eT+nPn0hqcKC17ZXPHQKAQLmF4PQ\nCtE0syK71OAMQ0uzKuynd0YkE0A/

OYgep6e93MFrl+npy0xK1z0TTw==\n-----END CERTIFICATE-----\n

13. Login to the Management UI, and on the top right corner, click Admin> Rest API button. This action launches the
Swagger UI for the Management UI server.

14. In the Swagger UI, click "Authorize", enter the admin user credentials on the "Available authorizations" and then click
"Authorize". Close the dialog by clicking the X button.

15. In the Swagger UI, find the section for "SCIM instance" and select "Gets a SCIM instance". Click "Try it out" and then
enter the environment name and SCIM instance name. Click "Execute". Copy the result and paste it into a text editor.
You should get a result similar to the following example:

{
"name": "ScimInstance1",
"enabled": true,
"resourceTypes": [{
"$ref": "User",
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"authentication": true
}],
"dsas": [{
"dsa": "scimdemo",
"dxagent": "li-ji02-w12-1",
"url": "datadsa_instance"
}
]
} 

16. Modify the result with the DSA CA certificate, SCIM client certificate, and key that you got in the 10-12th steps. The
result should be similar to the following content:

{
"name": "ScimInstance1",
"enabled": true,
"resourceTypes": [{
"$ref": "User",
"authentication": true
}
],
"dsas": [{
"dsa": "scimdemo",
"dxagent": "li-ji02-w12-1",
"url": "datadsa_instance",
"tlsOptions": {
"ca": "-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
\nMIIDEjCCAfqgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADA6MQswCQYDVQQGEwJBVTEV
\nMBMGA1UECgwMRFhDZXJ0R2VuUEtJMRQwEgYDVQQDDAtEWENlcnRHZW5DQTAeFw0x
\nNzExMTYxOTMxMDdaFw0xODExMTYxOTMxMDdaMDoxCzAJBgNVBAYTAkFVMRUwEwYD
\nVQQKDAxEWENlcnRHZW5QS0kxFDASBgNVBAMMC0RYQ2VydEdlbkNBMIIBIjANBgkq
\nhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOCAQ8AMIIBCgKCAQEAxEDhvzw6xk48toXAwwTaXwUPtRCx9Grs
\naWMoF0S5nK+xrtFCPxSTH2pGmQc3HbKMaINeF/OGTKgfGBOUtWhHXqPc1zDjInZS
\nYeq7uFURnNYcinN/elqNb0Od+BZ3EyW/4P1cNTbmDeZGNKzlC0D5Ph5+b3lieQ1M
\nSLU0bQExYosvtttysaI1cQUB78+90HJ7rzEnw4IorfGP2/Fmlb4/n+sTTumkpktJ
\nJzkOu64b6w95ANga1r1zbZiR65ylerKeR5cWHu3EejJLeLvhmywrSu9SEIM1Zvfm
\npnL8DGoYoju/qndaRxU/3m7DXatYnCaUVE1U2fuufb+bOkvoT60jzwIDAQABoyMw
\nITAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCAQYwDwYDVR0TAQH/BAUwAwEB/zANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsF\nAAOCAQEAw
+aTwa137RbDfNryzXusI9r7dO+03TNyRwMez9GUXm2DCo5gsTBoh8bN\nInmlrs7Y6xYSCxqPRonav0YaM/
FV+Ty7bNQoWrIpUJ+w/UNh2KAkAlJDBJhifqLt\nNAYdG5XpqDFWbUfG0zgu0Zx
+CGqDQzp4EjWM89ez7S3Vz5hYft+juyyf2JVZ5tU4\n0SXQZ2Oulo5iFjdMoB0oXJ2gLEfO
+gItnIruoOe8Cc5hmWcN8aTU1WBHDRwV8Zpa
\nbk7N7hUAgtrlnWVbDxzQXlJzDJ0ZiiIUyJAyWrQ7Y40AVJCaT9NqX1zCWx4IeQvj\nwpiGUYoYPW/
ZhF64DJ0Njb788cL1PQ==\n-----END CERTIFICATE-----\n",
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"cert": "-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
\nMIID5DCCAsygAwIBAgIBAjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFADCBiDELMAkGA1UEBhMCQVUx
\nETAPBgNVBAgMCFZpY3RvcmlhMRgwFgYDVQQKDA9DQSBUZWNobm9sb2dpZXMxEjAQ
\nBgNVBAsMCURpcmVjdG9yeTE4MDYGA1UEAwwvUm9vdCBDQSBmb3IgTEktSkkwMi1X
\nMTItMSBtYW5hZ2VtZW50IFVJIG5vZGUuanMwHhcNMTcxMTE2MTgxODQ3WhcNMTgx
\nMTE2MTgxODQ3WjBuMR4wHAYDVQQDDBVTQ0lNIG9uIExJLUpJMDItVzEyLTExETAP
\nBgNVBAgMCFZpY3RvcmlhMQswCQYDVQQGEwJBVTEYMBYGA1UECgwPQ0EgVGVjaG5v
\nbG9naWVzMRIwEAYDVQQLDAlEaXJlY3RvcnkwggEiMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4IB
\nDwAwggEKAoIBAQDvRbkok+OZSz0C3OaI3teLZ3lfEBwTuukDeR3++m52gEdAuK8i
\ndIoSXlv63i/DTucE1EtJ27g+SL8IWA9NJMqCMrUx8mc2PjsH1B6IvqAaum+gl9/M
\n5HPx213uARFJxGu5Y4pjc8G6wbobcglWO+auDf8zt2T6MvUycxggbVakH5HJRiec
\nBAbq8PYUQMWPzWHHFRxKaU7Ghf16K+fE+Y4gOg0RWuMRXdNoO/BWg1xowNHBKC/B
\nUe9kdzbth7qCc+QFWjXLVo6Z2LfLt+sBT1j3g4yOCrgKqTSO/HR2Cwj6MfdUXWGW
\nopHGIwstThO6kBZtG4A46R+ZSPO3TsNdASSlAgMBAAGjcjBwMAwGA1UdEwEB/wQC
\nMAAwHQYDVR0OBBYEFK6Ql+3vvGe9OvacFmw/c0kaQyKpMB8GA1UdIwQYMBaAFEzn
\nmK9tnjDZ0QDB4G+t/xKS5gvJMAsGA1UdDwQEAwIGwDATBgNVHSUEDDAKBggrBgEF
\nBQcDAjANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQsFAAOCAQEAfBQCYRyz3QzhUGJ9Tfu9WC/8aCr2+u+m\nwnAXH4uW/
nKOT2X6c3O/qAjqVHEoMGJq65vmFTWyg2tmGI19pyDhfSQOQ/aJo8/6\nI/C+u7+F76q3S1jE/
IrA487zH9CJd4+5rJ3ppTGMZK/e
+XQng8D16dVAk4GDMcT6\nIOmfyIj3iw818hzHwaVUhfyxYJ4SGb2DOURMXQSbuPE0YZWW1tKO2nX7RM5sCr6M
\nrrp9g3isS0NAlRpZdPgbFgS332MblGF5PqK6eT+nPn0hqcKC17ZXPHQKAQLmF4PQ
\nCtE0syK71OAMQ0uzKuynd0YkE0A/OYgep6e93MFrl+npy0xK1z0TTw==\n-----END CERTIFICATE-----
\n",
"key": "-----BEGIN PRIVATE KEY-----
\nMIIEvQIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAASCBKcwggSjAgEAAoIBAQDvRbkok+OZSz0C
\n3OaI3teLZ3lfEBwTuukDeR3++m52gEdAuK8idIoSXlv63i/DTucE1EtJ27g+SL8I
\nWA9NJMqCMrUx8mc2PjsH1B6IvqAaum+gl9/M5HPx213uARFJxGu5Y4pjc8G6wbob
\ncglWO+auDf8zt2T6MvUycxggbVakH5HJRiecBAbq8PYUQMWPzWHHFRxKaU7Ghf16\nK
+fE+Y4gOg0RWuMRXdNoO/BWg1xowNHBKC/BUe9kdzbth7qCc+QFWjXLVo6Z2LfL
\nt+sBT1j3g4yOCrgKqTSO/HR2Cwj6MfdUXWGWopHGIwstThO6kBZtG4A46R
+ZSPO3\nTsNdASSlAgMBAAECggEAdWhDCNQ4lBnFIEiAnpyqK29ksO7YuB25BMlDnMAJwAAF
\n9o4o8cE5lvXSMHEiArYOyeHZ56325CkSA+gh6fqpm+WB37ZQSt+SW68MJJFVQohF
\nCgo7+PAIrJ61onnHn+jP6zIaz94XK6qvxZPZXQUblkCr/xZ4aATlKBItvouoPfOE
\nyy+NY+8xzhpUVfE2WCI7+XD2kBkC08aSTQrGBoGy+uDhQxrk4cH9N/lmmF8x
+qG9\nhQd0b9uTuADcoKo07TZTNPqtqibbvaGBr7MKcTL3k809oBWPS0Gv/JcFYQSkUQms
\nDoBW39LoUjlzkKZ9WLt6tpguYeIprWsYY1AYgW3bgQKBgQD70ZXrjGb300RD9iDV
\noDHxUVPz1p+FGQ3qUJ0UGdMXFziWGaRqIQIbh+xue6WzLlqrWyYtmhehX0XRJ10w
\n3X298fq444AQCMpg9zZAWWSUHuRwJpF5i9BGAGqyR2xCVIMERPB47PZWbRAkACYq
\nP7tVr/CtVYaWIHZNfunp61XwUQKBgQDzPs52+WYFUoTbYj10Bmbp7UTYAk3RBuuR\nZ/
YRi3gIyne2NR7OLUQ+C8l15ljLVUbMsPU+Y6pMlzgkqMzsVGvSBCtCuOW/eWcf\nTXivkt
+qYPMqHi2TIImFofxF2gebkQR8ghqhz7Hd6YfIm0SN/FxkQEHCO+M3l3MP\nDzOS+tAOFQKBgH69wOAZ/
WU0TwKJqYL7qsdTcJakagtaTdemFTkdulG/3T100 4565 100 4565 0 0 19508 0 --:--:--
 --:--:-- --:--:-- 19508urXaDoCis01syb1I/RPY0t3vsHo2PIzsCQajFfMPAL7PRAoGADO5d
\n031WqxnD7lW+pphgiDcQ3drhgCc6BrTcI/qiGvWIf6s7RAKsChBeWWIxfj2+Uctm
\nfjaWKxQu6+P9YOLsCHIoSpfBvvgZP1TDAbJxKYGV67tG+PdV2EDQRHZeySpgbq4L
\n9GYyMnXjvgpjDplH4Bx6YnUEk0P93eMU/s9OmDECgYEAi2vxI6r7Fuz4XeZnYENu
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\nN9yuHTjzu32KTlI1ql+1pDmsXCQtjNU8fqzLT5+XSkthYRU7oZuM0yFjkQnkJMSg
\necTjAhuOyExU25aemo+eqNF0bOvf0kBQy0loqis+YpZUMH2JvBcmFNqbOKzh2NGn\nrnMf8Szi441C2fY/
b0CswPs=\n-----END PRIVATE KEY-----\n",
"rejectUnauthorized": true
}
}
]
}

NOTE

Note the following:

• "url" should be changed to using ldaps://
• "ca" is the field for the DSA CA certificate
• "cert" is the field for the SCIM client certificate
• "key" is the field for the SCIM client key.

17. Navigate back to the Swagger UI and in the "SCIM Instance" section perform the following steps:
1. Select "Updates a SCIM instance". 
2.Click Try it out.
3.Enter the environment name, SCIM instance name, and copy and paste the request that is prepared in the previous
step, into the "body" field. 
4.Click Execute.

18. On the SCIM server host, stop the SCIM server. Copy the following section from the "$DXUIHOME/config-scim-
default.js":
/**

 * LDAP connection pool configuration

 */

module.exports.ldapConnectionPoolConfig = {

 max: 1024, // max number of connections

 idleTimeoutMillis: 300000, // specifies how long a resource can stay idle in pool before being removed

 useProxiedConnection: false // use the proxied connection, proxied connection requires two-way SSL

};

19. Paste the previous section into "$DXUIHOME/config-scim.js" and change it to:
/**

 * LDAP connection pool configuration

 */

module.exports.ldapConnectionPoolConfig = {

 max: 6, // max number of connections

 idleTimeoutMillis: 300000, // specifies how long a resource can stay idle in pool before being removed

 useProxiedConnection: true // use the proxied connection, proxied connection requires two-way SSL

};

20. Start the SCIM server. The SCIM instance should now be using proxied connections. 

NOTE

: The configuration changes in the previous step, applies to all SCIM instances. Thus, you cannot have one
SCIM instance using per-user connection and another SCIM instance using proxied connection. 

Convert a SSL Certificate file into a Single Line

To create a SSL certificate file from a string variable without a line break, perform either of the following:
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Follow these steps in Notepad++ 

1. Open the Certificate file in Notepad++.
2. Open the "Find and Replace" window by using CTRL H and select the "Extended" check box. 
3. Search for "\r"  and replace it with "\\n".

Note: If you cannot find "\r", then search for "\n" and replace it with "\\n".

Follow these steps in a TextPad.

1. Open the Certificate file in a TextPad.
2. Open the "Find and Replace" window by using F8 and select the "Regular Expression" check box. 
3. Search for "\r" and replace it with "\\n".

Note: If you cannot find "\r", then search for "\n" and replace it with "\\n".

Additional SCIM Functions
With SCIM REST API, you can additionally sort, filter, select specific attributes, limit the number of items, and represent
resources in JSON format.

These features are covered in the following sub-topics:

• Data Format and HTTP Codes
• Sorting in Rest API
• Pagination in REST API
• Filter in REST API

Data Format and HTTP Codes

Data Response Format

The input and output response data for any API call can be viewed in JSON format. JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is
a lightweight data-interchange format. To retrieve the response in JSON format, add the Accept request header with the
application/json value.

Example of stock items in JSON format:

[{"item_id":"1","product_id":"1","stock_id":"1","qty":"99.0000","low_stock_date":null},
{"item_id":"2","product_id":"2","stock_id":"1","qty":"100.0000","low_stock_date":null}]

HTTP Response Codes

The SCIM standards use HTTP response codes to indicate success or failure of the operations. Appropriate HTTP status
codes describing the error and body message are returned for all requests in a JSON format.

Error responses are identified using the following "schema" URI: "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error".

The table below contains possible common HTTP status codes.

HTTP Status Codes Description
200 (Ok) Shows success
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201 (Created) When a resource is successfully created using POST or PUT
request. Returns link to the newly created resource using the
location header.

307 (Temporary Redirect) When the client is requested to repeat the same http request
at the location identified. The client should not use the location
provided in the response as the permanent reference to the
resource and should continue to use the original request URI.

308 (Permanent Redirect) When the client is directed to repeat the same http request at the
location identified. The client should use the location provided in
the response as the permanent reference to the resource.

204 (No Content) When response body is empty. For example, a DELETE request.
400 (Bad Request) States that an invalid input is provided. For example, validation

error, missing data. For SCIM specific error types, refer to RFC
7644.

401 (Unauthorized) States that user is using invalid or wrong authentication token.
403 (Forbidden) States that the user is not having access to the method being

used. For example, Delete access without admin rights.
404 (Not Found) States that the method is not available.
409 (Conflict) States conflict situation while executing the method. For example,

adding duplicate entry.
412 (precondition Failed) Failed to update. The resource has changed on the server.
500 (Internal Server Error) States that the server has thrown some exception while executing

the method.
501 (Not Implemented) The requested operation is not supported by the service provider.

Example of an error in response to a non-existent GET request, displayed in the JSON format:

HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found

{
"schemas": ["urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"],
"detail":"Resource 2819c223-7f76-453a-919d-413861904646 not found",
"status": "404"
}

Example of an error in response to a PUT request:

HTTP/1.1 400 Bad Request

{
"schemas": ["urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"],
"scimType":"mutability"
"detail":"Attribute 'id' is readOnly",
"status": "400"
}
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Sorting in SCIM
Sorting allows you to specify the order in which the resources are returned, by specifying the sortBy and sortOrder URL
parameters. 
Sorting is applied in two conditions:

• When querying a resource endpoint using a HTTP GET operation
• When querying a resource endpoint using a HTTP POST operation to a resource or search

The value of the sort query parameter is a comma-separated list of sort keys. 
SortBy parameter specifies the attribute whose value is used to order the returned responses. If sortBy attribute
corresponds to a singular attribute, resources are sorted according to that attributes value. If it is a multi valued attribute,
resources are sorted by the value of the primary value, or else, first value in the list. If the attribute is complex, the attribute
name must be a path to a sub attribute in standard attribute notation. For example,; sortBy=name.givenName.
SortOrder parameter specifies the order in which the sorting is performed, like in ascending or descending order. For
example,; the GET request- GET /users?$sortOrder=descending, sorts the list in descending order of users. The
SortOrder parameter works only when SortBy parameter is defined.

Pagination in SCIM
Pagination feature is used to handle large responses in an easier manner. With pagination, you can set the count
parameter to limit the number of results you want to see in a page. You can also, easily move to the previous and the next
page based on the current page in the navigation. 
The following table describes the Pagination Request Parameter, its description and the default value.

Parameter Description Default
startIndex The 1-based index of the first query result.

A value less than 1 SHALL be
interpreted as 1.

1

count Non-negative integer. Specifies the desired
number of query results per page, example:
10. A negative value shall be interpreted
as "0". A value of "0" indicates that no
resource results are to be returned except
for total results.

None. When specified, the service provider
must not return more results than specified,
although it may return fewer results. If not
specified, the maximum of results is set by
the service provider.

The following table displays the Pagination Response Elements. 

Element Description
itemsPerPage Non-negative integer. Specifies the number of query results that

are returned in a query response page. For example, 10.
totalResults Non-negative integer. Specifies the total number of results

matching the query. For example, 1000.
startIndex The 1-based index of the first result in the current set of query

results. For example: 1

Example:

The following example retrieves the first ten Users, setting the startIndex to 1 and the count to 10:

  GET /Users?startIndex=1&count=10

   Host: example.com
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   Accept: application/scim+json

   Authorization: Bearer h480djs93hd8

 

   The response to the query above returns metadata regarding paging

   similar to the following example

:

 

   {

     "totalResults":100,

     "itemsPerPage":10,

     "startIndex":1,

     "schemas":["urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse"],

     "Resources":[{

       ...

     }]

   }
 

NOTE

: In the previous example, to continue paging, set the startIndex to 11 and re-fetch, that is; /Users?
startIndex=11&count=10.

Filter in SCIM
Filters provide an additional flexibility to users interacting with large data by narrowing down the result sets. Filter
parameter contains at least one valid expression, and an expression consists of an attribute name, followed by an
attribute operator and a value. For example-filter=userName eq "ben".

The following table shows the filter operators that are supported:

SCIM Filter Description
Attribute Operators
eq equal
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ne Not Equal
co Contains
sw Starts With
ew Ends With
pr Present (has value)
gt Greater Than
ge Greater Than or Equal To
lt Less Than
le Less Than or Equal To
Logical Operators
and And
or Or
not Not
Grouping Operators
() Precedence Grouping

SCIM filters must confirm to ABNF rules specified in [RFC7644]. Filters are evaluated in the following order of operations:

1. Grouping Operators
2. Logical Operators
3. Attribute Operators

Examples of valid filters are given below:

Filter type Operator type Use of filter in an example
eq attribute filter=userName eq "bjensen"
co attribute filter=name.familyName co "O'Malley"
sw attribute filter=userName sw "J"
le attribute filter=meta.lastModified le

"2011-05-13T04:42:34Z"
“pr” and “eq” complex attribute filter=title pr and userType eq "Employee"
“ne,” “not” and “co” multiple complex attributes filter=userType ne "Employee" and not

(emails co "example.com" or emails.value
co "example.org")

Examples of CRUD Operation
This topic includes examples of CRUD operations. See the following sub-topics.

• Creating a Resource
• Retrieving a Resource (GET Request)
• Updating a Resource (PUT Request)
• Deleting a Resource (DELETE Request)
• Searching with POST
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Creating a Resource (POST Request)
To create a new resource, send HTTP POST request to the resource endpoint, such as "Users" or "Groups".Once
the service provider successfully creates the new resource, an HTTP response is returned with http status code 201
(created). The response is represented in JSON format.

Example of a POST request containing a user to the Users endpoint.

{
 "name": "testType",
 "endpoint": "/users",
 "description": "testme",
 "schema": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",
 "schemaExtensions": [
 "string"
 ],
 "readOnly": false,
 "objectClassMappings": [
 {
 "structural": "inetOrgPerson",
 "auxiliary": [
 "caScim2User"
 ]
 }
 ],
 "schemaSourceDsa": {
 "dsaName": "scimdemo",
 "hostName": "scimHost",
 "bindDn": "string"
 },
 "defaultParentDN": "ou=Corporate,o=scimdemo,c=au",
 "namingAttribute": "string",
 "attributeMappings": [
 {
 "scimAttribute": "name",
 "scimAttributeType": "complex",
 "ldapAttribute": "initials",
 "ldapAttributeType": "Directory String",
 "scimAttributeMultivalued": false,
 "ldapAttributeMultivalued": true,
 "converterName": "string"
 }
 ]
}

Example of a successful creation of a user with http status code 201 (created).
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Response 201 Created

Response Header

cache-control: no-cache, no-store, must-revalidate, private 
 connection: keep-alive 
 content-length: 643 
 content-type: application/json; charset=utf-8 
 date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 07:04:57 GMT 
 etag: W/"283-Uue/OOrCiuReZ+soH1d3Sg" 
 vary: Accept-Encoding

 

{
 "name": "testType",
 "endpoint": "/users",
 "description": "testme",
 "defaultParentDN": "ou=Corporate,o=scimdemo,c=au",
 "namingAttribute": "string",
 "schema": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",
 "schemaSourceDsa": {
 "dsaName": "scimdemo",
 "hostName": "scimHost",
 "bindDn": "string"
 },
 "readOnly": false,
 "schemaExtensions": [
 "string"
 ],
 "objectClassMappings": [
 {
 "structural": "inetOrgPerson",
 "auxiliary": [
 "caScim2User"
 ]
 }
 ],
 "attributeMappings": [
 {
 "scimAttribute": "name",
 "scimAttributeType": "complex",
 "ldapAttribute": "initials",
 "ldapAttributeType": "Directory String",
 "scimAttributeMultivalued": false,
 "ldapAttributeMultivalued": true,
 "converterName": "string"
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 }
 ]
}

Retrieving a Resource (GET Request)
You can do a search for a resource type by using a GET operation. This operation allows you to retrieve data without
changing anything on the server. GET is a read only operation. In an HTTP GET request, key/value pairs are specified in
the URL.

In the following example, a client sends a GET request  to the "/Users" endpoint with values specified for given name.

Enter the name of the Environment and the Scim ResourceTypeName that is to be retrieved.

Response header
cache-control: no-cache, no-store, must-revalidate, private 
 connection: keep-alive 
 content-encoding: gzip 
 content-type: application/json; charset=utf-8 
 date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 07:17:42 GMT 
 etag: W/"fbdf-h1hvtQLPVhHW94+17pphmA" 
 transfer-encoding: chunked 
 vary: Accept-Encoding

{
 "name": "users",
 "endpoint": "/users",
 "description": "retrievingUsers",
 "defaultParentDN": "ou=Corporate,o=scimdemo,c=au",
 "namingAttribute": "cn",
 "schema": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:ca:core:2.0:LdapUser",
 "schemaSourceDsa": {
 "hostName": "scimHost",
 "dsaName": "scimdemo",
 "bindDn": "",
 "bindPassword": ""
 },
 "readOnly": false,
 "objectClassMappings": [
 {
 "structural": "inetOrgPerson",
 "auxiliary": [
 "caScim2User"
 ]
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 }
 ],
 "attributeMappings": [
 {
 "scimAttribute": "name",
 "scimAttributeType": "complex",
 "scimAttributeMultivalued": false,
 "converterName": "",
 "mapSubAttributes": true,
 "scimSchema": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:ca:core:2.0:LdapUser",
 "subAttributeMappings": [
 {
 "scimAttribute": "middleName",
 "scimAttributeType": "string",
 "scimAttributeMultivalued": false,
 "converterName": "",
 "ldapAttribute": "initials",
 "ldapAttributeType": "Directory String",
 "ldapAttributeMultivalued": true,
 "scimSchema": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:ca:core:2.0:LdapUser",
 "ldapAttrSelectOptions": [
 "objectClass",
 "audio",
 "businessCategory",
 "carLicense",
 "departmentNumber",
 "description",
 "destinationIndicator",
 "employeeNumber",
 "employeeType",
 "facsimileTelephoneNumber",
 "homePhone",
 "homePostalAddress",
 "initials",
 "internationaliSDNNumber",
 "jpegPhoto",
 "l",
 "manager",
 "mobile",
 "o",
 "ou",
 "pager",
 "photo",
 "physicalDeliveryOfficeName",
 "postalCode",
 "postOfficeBox",
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 "preferredDeliveryMethod",
 "registeredAddress",
 "roomNumber",
 "secretary",
 "seeAlso",
 "st",
 "street",
 "teletexTerminalIdentifier",
 "telexNumber",
 "uid",
 "umichLabeledURL",
 "userPKCS12",
 "usersmimecertificate",
 "x121Address",
 "x500UniqueIdentifier",
 "caScim2Active",
 "caScim2Addresses",
 "caScim2Emails",
 "caScim2Entitlements",
 "caScim2Ims",
 "caScim2Locale",
 "caScim2NickName",
 "caScim2PhoneNumbers",
 "caScim2Photos",
 "caScim2Roles",
 "caScim2Timezone",
 "caScim2X509Certificates"
 ]
}
]
}
}

 

Updating a Resource (PUT Request)
You can update a resource by using HTTP PUT method. With this method, resource attributes can be replaced
completely. Typically used after a client has obtained a resource using GET. 

Example of a PUT request to update a resource.(In this example, the 'scimAttribute' has been updated from "name" to
"displayname".

{

  "name": "testType",
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  "endpoint": "/users",

  "description": "testme",

  "defaultParentDN": "ou=Corporate,o=scimdemo,c=au",

  "namingAttribute": "string",

  "schema": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",

  "schemaSourceDsa": {

    "dsaName": "scimdemo",

    "hostName": "scimHost",

    "bindDn": "string"

  },

  "readOnly": false,

  "schemaExtensions": [

    "string"

  ],

  "objectClassMappings": [

    {

      "structural": "inetOrgPerson",

      "auxiliary": [

        "caScim2User"

      ]

    }

  ],

  "attributeMappings": [

    {

      "scimAttribute": "displayname",
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      "scimAttributeType": "complex",

      "ldapAttribute": "initials",

      "ldapAttributeType": "Directory String",

      "scimAttributeMultivalued": false,

      "ldapAttributeMultivalued": true,

      "converterName": "string"

    }

  ]

}

 

Example of a response with an updated user.

Response  200

 

Response header

cache-control: no-cache, no-store, must-revalidate, private

 connection: keep-alive

 content-length: 643

 content-type: application/json; charset=utf-8

 date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 07:04:57 GMT

 etag: W/"283-Uue/OOrCiuReZ+soH1d3Sg"

 vary: Accept-Encoding

 

Response body
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{

  "name": "testType",

  "endpoint": "/users",

  "description": "testme",

  "defaultParentDN": "ou=Corporate,o=scimdemo,c=au",

  "namingAttribute": "string",

  "schema": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",

  "schemaSourceDsa": {

    "dsaName": "scimdemo",

    "hostName": "scimHost",

    "bindDn": "string"

  },

  "readOnly": false,

  "schemaExtensions": [

    "string"

  ],

  "objectClassMappings": [

    {

      "structural": "inetOrgPerson",

      "auxiliary": [

        "caScim2User"

      ]

    }

  ],
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  "attributeMappings": [

    {

      "scimAttribute": "displayname",

      "scimAttributeType": "complex",

      "ldapAttribute": "initials",

      "ldapAttributeType": "Directory String",

      "scimAttributeMultivalued": false,

      "ldapAttributeMultivalued": true,

      "converterName": "string"

    }

  ]

}

Deleting a Resource (DELETE Request)
You can delete a resource by making a DELETE request to the resource’s URL.

Example of a DELETE request.

Enter the name of the Environment and the Scim ResourceTypeName that is to be deleted.

Example of a successful delete request:

Response headers

cache-control: no-cache, no-store, must-revalidate, private

 connection: keep-alive

 date: Mon, 16 Apr 2018 07:10:34 GMT

 

Response 204

Scim ResourceType is deleted.
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To cross-check if the resource has been deleted successfully, do a GET request for the deleted resource, the server
returns 404 not found response.

 

Searching with POST
You can create a search for a resource type by using POST operation. In an HTTP POST request, key/value pairs are
sent as part of the HTTP request after the headers.

Example of a POST request with search parameters "attributes", "filter", and "count":

POST /.search

   Host: example.com

   Accept: application/scim+json

   Content-Type: application/scim+json

   Authorization: Bearer h480djs93hd8

   Content-Length: ...

   {

     "schemas": ["urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:SearchRequest"],

     "attributes": ["displayName", "userName"],

     "filter":

       "displayName sw \"smith\"",

     "startIndex": 1,

     "count": 10

   }

The following example shows a query response with the first page of results.

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/scim+json
Location: https://example.com/.search

{
"schemas": ["urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse"],
"totalResults":100,
"itemsPerPage":10,
"startIndex":1,
"Resources":[
{
"id":"2819c223-7f76-413861904646",
"userName":"jsmith",
"displayName":"Smith, James"
},
{
"id":"c8596b90-7539-4f20968d1908",
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"displayName":"Smith Family"
},
...
]
}

Configuring the SCIM Demo
Watch the SCIM Demo video to learn how to configure SCIM in a test environment:

TIP
 To play the video in full screen, click the YouTube logo in the bottom right of the video once you play the video.

The SCIM demo is a sample test application that can be configured to explore and get hands-on with the SCIM
capabilities. This demo application can be installed on either of these:

• Directory Server (Dxserver)
• Management UI Embedded Directory

In the following example, SCIM demo dsa is installed on Management UI Embedded Directory. 

NOTE
Embedded Directory is used only for testing or validating the functionality. However, for regular configuration we
recommend to use Directory Server installed on a separate machine.

This section includes the following topics:

Follow these steps:

Install the SCIM demo application on Management UI Host

1. Navigate to the scim2 folder located at the following location:

C:\Program Files\CA\Directory\dxserver\samples\scim2

For linux users, navigate to 

/opt/CA/Directory/dxserver/samples/scim2

2. Run the Setup.bat file.
For Linux users, run the setup.sh shell script. 
This creates SCIM demo dsa that can be used for configuring SCIM functionality.

3. Open JXplorer and connect anonymously to the SCIM demo dsa on port 20389.
After connecting, you will be able to view the SCIM demo data loaded.

Perform these steps in the Management UI

Create an Environment and Add a Host

1. Login to the Management UI, create an Environment.
2. Add a host to the newly created environment by providing details of the embedded Management UI Dxagent Host

name and respective certificate file content.
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3. Navigate to the DIT page to check the display of the SCIM demo dsa.

Configure the SCIM Resources and Instance

        For testing the SCIM functionality, we are going to create two resource types, a user and a group resource, and map
their object class and attributes.

1. Navigate to the SCIM page.  
The Schema, Resources and Instances tabs are displayed. 

2. Click the Schema tab to view the list of default schemas. The list includes sample schemas such as; userschema,
group schema etc.

Steps to create a user resource

1. On the SCIM page, click Resource Type.
2. Click Create.
3. Enter the name of the resource type. 

F or example: "user".
4. Enter a description for the resource. 
5. Enter the endpoint of the resource starting with "/". The endpoint is generally the plural form of the resource type. 

For example:" /users".
6. Enter the Parent DN as "ou=Corporate, o=scimdemo, c=au". You can get the DN of the resource by launching the

JXplorer, connecting to the SCIM demo dsa, selecting the "Corporate" Organizational Unit (OU) and right-clicking
to copy the dn. 

7. Select the following user schema from the drop-down: 
"um:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User"

Steps to map the SCIM attributes to the LDAP attributes

1. Navigate to the ObjectClass tab. 
2. Select the Host and the DSA name. 

For example: SCIM Host and SCIM demo dsa. 
3. Click "Get LDAP schema" to retrieve the ldap schema and map the SCIM attributes to the LDAP attributes. 
4. Select  "inetOrgPerson" as Structural ObjectClass from the available list. 

The Naming Attribute "cn" gets populated based on the selection of the ObjectClass. 
5. Select "caScim2User" Auxiliary ObjectClass from the available list to enable the support of additional SCIM attributes,

which is required as per SCIM standards. 

Steps to load the default mappings

1. Navigate to the Attribute Mappings tab. 
2. Click "Load Default Mappings" to load a set of pre-populated SCIM attributes. A list of SCIM attributes which have

already been mapped to the ldap attributes are displayed.

NOTE
Clicking the "Load Default Mappings" link will overwrite any current mappings.

3. Click Create.
The User resource is created.

Steps to create a group resource

1. On the SCIM page, click Resource Type.
2. Click Create.
3. Enter the name of the resource type. 
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F or example: "group".
4. Enter a description for the resource. 
5. Enter the endpoint of the resource starting with "/". The endpoint is generally the plural form of the resource type. 

For example:" /groups".
6. Enter the Parent DN as "ou=Groups, o=scimdemo, c=au". You can get the DN of the resource by connecting to the

SCIM demo dsa using JXplorer, selecting the "groups" organizational Unit (OU) and right-clicking to copy the dn. 
7. Select the following user schema from the drop-down: 

"um:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:Group"

Steps to map the SCIM attributes to the LDAP attributes

1. Navigate to the ObjectClass tab. 
2. Select the Host and the DSA name. 

For example: SCIM Host and SCIM demo dsa. 
3. Click "Get LDAP schema" to retrieve the ldap schema and map the SCIM attributes to the LDAP attributes. 
4. Select  "groupOfNames" as structural ObjectClass from the available list. 

The Naming Attribute "cn" gets populated based on the selection of the ObjectClass. 
 

Steps to load the default mappings

1. Navigate to the Attribute Mappings tab. 
2. Click "Load Default Mappings" to load a set of pre-populated SCIM attributes.

NOTE
Clicking the "Load Default Mappings" link will overwrite any current mappings.

Only 'displayName' SCIM attributes will be displayed.
3. Click Create. 

The Group resource is created.

Steps to create a SCIM Instance 

1. On the SCIM page, click Instances and then click Create.
2. Enter a name for the Instance. 

F or example: SCIM Instance.
3. Add the two resources that we created, User and Group resource. 
4. Select "User" as a Authentication resource. 
5. Select the DSA tab and select SCIM Demo dsa.
6. Select the Relationships tab and click ADD RELATIONSHIP to define the relation between the User resource and

Group resource. 
7. Refer to the following table to define the relationship between the User and the Group.

Resource Type A Resource Type B

Resource Type user Resource Type group

SCIM Attribute groups SCIM Attribute members

Multivalued true Multivalued true

LDAP Display Attribute cn LDAP Display Attribute cn

LDAP Relationship Attribute LDAP Relationship Attribute member

Multivalued true
8. Click Create.
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9. Click OK. 
The SCIM Instance is created and displayed in the Instance tab.

Steps to enable the SCIM Instance

1. On the SCIM page, select the SCIM Instance.
2. Click the Enable button to make the instance available for testing. 

Launch Swagger

1. On the SCIM page, click the API button.
A pop-up window will be displayed prompting to provide credentials to access Swagger UI.

2. Enter the User Name and Password of any user, belonging to the "Corporate" organizational unit:
"ou=Corporate, o=scimdemo, c=au"
For example: 
username: Adele Frazier
password: Adele.FRAZIER@scimdemo.com (email ID of that user )

3. Click Login to launch the SCIM Server V2 REST API.
You can view the User and Group resources displayed along with other default resources. 

Test the SCIM Server V2 REST API for GET/POST/PUT and DELETE actions

1. On the Swagger UI page, click the Authorize button on the right.
2. Enter a User Name and Password to clear the "Basic Authorization" to access the API's. You can use the same user

that you have used earlier to access the Swagger UI.
For example: 
username: Adele Frazier
password: Adele.FRAZIER@scimdemo.com (email ID of that user )

3. Close the pop-up window.

Now that all the configurations are set and permissions are granted, use the "Try it out" option to test the API's. 

Example of a GET API

To try out a GET API for retrieving Users, follow these steps:

1. Select the GET User resource.
2. Click "Try it out"  and click Execute.

This operation retrieves all  the user resources available in the system and displays the result in the "Responses"
section. You can use the "Parameters" section to make your search more specific. 
For example: You can use the filter or index parameter to narrow down your search results. 
Similarly, you can try out  POST/PUT and DELETE operations.

Directory API
This section can be used as a reference to view the Management UI and SCIM Server REST API swagger
documentation.

See Management UI REST API and SCIM Server REST API.
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Management UI REST API
The information available in this section can be used as a reference to Management UI REST API swagger
documentation, which is only for learning and viewing API resources. To access the interactive swagger API,  access the
REST API link from the CA Directory Management UI application.

 CA Directory includes the following Management UI Rest API's:

• File Upload
• Unmanaged DSA Schema
• Environment
• Unmanaged DSA
• DXAgent
• Schema
• Access Control
• DSA
• Monitoring
• SCIM Instance
• SCIM Resource Type
• SCIM Schema

 

 

Access Control API
none

{

  "basePath": "/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

  "schemes": [

    "https"

  ],

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "paths": {

    "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/accesscontrols": {

      "get": {

        "summary": "Gets all access controls",

        "tags": [

          "Access Control"

        ],

        "description": "Gets all access controls.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "environmentName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of environment",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },
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          {

            "name": "dxagentName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of dxagent",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "An array of access controls",

            "schema": {

              "type": "array",

              "items": {

                "$ref": "#/definitions/AccessControl"

              }

            }

          },

          "default": {

            "description": "Success",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "post": {

        "summary": "Creates an access control",

        "tags": [

          "Access Control"

        ],

        "description": "Creates an access control.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "environmentName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of environment",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "dxagentName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of dxagent",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "body",

            "in": "body",

            "description": "JSON-formatted AccessControl object to create",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {
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              "$ref": "#/definitions/AccessControl"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "201": {

            "description": "Access control is created",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/AccessControl"

            }

          },

          "default": {

            "description": "Success",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/accesscontrols/{accessControlName}": {

      "get": {

        "summary": "Gets an access control",

        "tags": [

          "Access Control"

        ],

        "description": "Gets an access control.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "environmentName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of environment",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "dxagentName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of dxagent",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "accessControlName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of access control",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Access control returned",
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            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/AccessControl"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Access control does not exist",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

            }

          },

          "default": {

            "description": "Success",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "put": {

        "summary": "Updates an access control",

        "tags": [

          "Access Control"

        ],

        "description": "Updates an access control.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "environmentName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of environment",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "dxagentName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of dxagent",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "accessControlName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of access control",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "body",

            "in": "body",

            "description": "JSON-formatted AccessControl object to update",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/AccessControl"
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            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Access control is updated",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/AccessControl"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Access control does not exist",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

            }

          },

          "default": {

            "description": "Success",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "delete": {

        "summary": "Deletes an access control",

        "tags": [

          "Access Control"

        ],

        "description": "Deletes an access control.",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "environmentName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of environment",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "dxagentName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of dxagent",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "accessControlName",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Name of access control",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],
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        "responses": {

          "204": {

            "description": "Access control is deleted"

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Access control does not exist",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

            }

          },

          "default": {

            "description": "Success",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  

  },

  "definitions": {

  

        "DSA": 

        {

            "required":

            [

                "name",

                "config"

            ],

            "properties": 

            {

                "name": 

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "DSA name (create-only)",

                    "readOnly": true

                },

                "config": 

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaConfig"

                },

                "status":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "enum": [ "started", "stopped", "recoverable", "inconsistent", "unknown" ],

                    "description": "DSA status.",

                    "readOnly": true

                }

            }

        },

        "DsaStatus":

        {
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            "required":

            [

                "action"

            ],

            "properties": 

            {

                "action":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "enum": [ "start", "stop", "forcestart", "forcestop", "init" ],

                    "description": "Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

                }

            }

        },

        "OnlineBackup": 

        {

            "properties": 

            {

                "status":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "enum": [ "ready", "in progress" ],

                    "description": "Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data

 file available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."

                },

                "utcTimestamp":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "format": "date-time",

                    "description": "Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the

 backup data file is not available then this property is not returned"

                }

            }

        },

        "DxserverInfo":

        {

            "properties": 

            {

                "name":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Name of the software"

                },

                "version": 

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "CA Directory version and build information"

                },

                "normalizedVersion": 

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

                },
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                "dsaSchema": 

                {

                    "type": "object",

                    "description": "JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

                },

                "dsaActions":

                {

                    "description": "DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver",

                    "type": "array",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "$ref": "#/definitions/OptionalAction" },

                    "uniqueItems": true

                },

                "dxserverActions":

                {

                    "description": "Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver",

                    "type": "array",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "$ref": "#/definitions/OptionalAction" },

                    "uniqueItems": true

                }

            }

        },

        "dxdisp":

        {

            "required":

            [

                "peerDsa"

            ],

            "properties": 

            {

                "peerDsa":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

                }

            }

        },

        "Error": 

        {

            "required":

            [

                "code",

                "message"

            ],

            "properties": 

            {

                "code": 

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "format": "int32"

                },

                "message": 
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                {

                    "type": "string"

                }

            }

        },

        "dsaConfig":

        {

            "type": "object",

            "required":

            [

                "schema",

                "knowledge",

                "ssl"

            ],

            "properties": 

            {

                "logging":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaLogging"

                },

                "schema": 

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string" },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": ["default.dxg"]

                },

                "knowledge":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaKnowledge" },

                    "uniqueItems": true

                },

                "settings":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaSettings"

                },

                "passwordPolicies":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"

                },

                "limits":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaLimits"

                },

                "accessControls": 

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "type": "string" },

                    "uniqueItems": true,
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                    "default": ["default.dxc"]

                },

                "ssl":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaSSL"

                },

                "server":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaServer"

                },

                "raw":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string" }

                }

            }

        },

        "dsaKnowledge":

        {

            "type": "object",

            "required":

            [

                "name",

                "prefix",

                "dsa-name",

                "interface"

            ],

            "properties":

            {

                "name":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Name",

                    "description": "Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command"

                },

                "prefix":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Prefix",

                    "description": "Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by

 this DSA.",

                    "dn": true,

                    "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

                },

                "native-prefix":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Native Prefix",

                    "description": "Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its

 entries. This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

                    "dn": true,

                    "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"
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                },

                "dsa-name":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "DSA Name",

                    "description": "Specifies the name of the DSA.",

                    "dn": true,

                    "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

                },

                "dsa-password":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "DSA Password",

                    "description": "Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this

 DSA."

                },

                "ldap-dsa-name":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "LDAP DSA Name",

                    "description": "Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

                    "dn": true,

                    "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

                },

                "ldap-dsa-password":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "LDAP DSA Password",

                    "description": "Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA."

                },

                "interface":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Interface(s)",

                    "description": "Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": 

                    {

                        "type": "object",

                        "required":

                        [

                            "family",

                            "address",

                            "port"

                        ],

                        "properties":

                        {

                            "family": 

                            {

                                "type": "string",

                                "enum": ["ipv4", "ipv6", "tcp"]

                            },

                            "address": 
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                            {

                                "type": "string"

                            },

                            "port":

                            {

                                "type": "integer",

                                "format": "int64",

                                "minimum": 0,

                                "maximum": 65535

                            }

                        }

                    }

                },

                "bind-address":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Bind Address",

                    "description": "The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA."

                },

                "osi-psap":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "OSI PSAP",

                    "description": "Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used."

                },

                "disp-psap":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "DISP PSAP",

                    "description": "Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

                    "enum": ["DISP"],

                    "default": "DISP"

                },

                "snmp-port":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "SNMP Port",

                    "description": "Specifies the SNMP port.",

                    "format": "int64"

                },

                "console-port":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Console Port",

                    "description": "Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

                    "format": "int64"

                },

                "remote-console-port":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Remote Console Port",
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                    "description": "Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on

 this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

                    "format": "int64"

                },

                "remote-console-ssl":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Remote Console SSL",

                    "description": "Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "console-password":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Console Password",

                    "description": "The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text."

                },

                "auth-levels":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Authentication Levels",

                    "description": "Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA.

 May include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "enum": ["anonymous", "clear-password", "ssl-auth"] },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": ["anonymous", "clear-password"]

                },

                "dsp-idle-time":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "DSP Idle Time (Secs)",

                    "description": "Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 600

                },

                "credits":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Credits",

                    "description": "Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits

 is exhausted.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 1000000

                },

                "dsa-flags":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "DSA Flags",

                    "description": "Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

                    "minItems": 0,
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                    "items": { "enum": ["multi-write-async", "multi-write", "shadow", "read-only", "relay",

 "load-share", "no-routing-ac", "limit-search", "limit-search-exact", "no-list", "no-service-while-

recovering", "multi-write-group-hub"] },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": ["multi-write"]

                },

                "multi-write-group":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Multiwrite Group",

                    "description": "Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in."

                },

                "load-share-group":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Load Share Group",

                    "description": "Specifies what load share group the DSA is in."

                },

                "multi-write-attrs":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Multiwrite Attributes",

                    "description": "Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "type": "string" },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": []

                },

                "multi-write-ignore-attrs":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

                    "description": "Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "type": "string" },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": [],

                    "minVersion": "12.6"

                },

                "trust-flags":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Trust Flags",

                    "description": "Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "enum": ["allow-check-password", "trust-conveyed-originator", "allow-

upgrading", "allow-downgrading", "no-server-credentials", "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"] },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": []

                },

                "link-flags":

                {

                    "type": "array",
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                    "title": "Link Flags",

                    "description": "Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "enum": ["unavailable", "dsp-ldapv2", "dsp-ldapv3", "ssl-encryption", "ssl-

encryption-remote", "dsp-ldap-proxy", "nexor", "krb", "krb-encryption", "ms-ad", "rebind", "siemens"] },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": []

                },

                "metadata":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

                }

            }

        },

        "dsaSettings":

        {

            "type": "object",

            "properties":

            {

                "alias-integrity":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Alias Integrity",

                    "description": "Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

                    "default": true

                },

                "multi-casting":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Multicasting",

                    "default": true

                },

                "always-chain-down":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Always Chain Down",

                    "default": false

                },

                "min-auth":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Minimum Authentication",

                    "enum": ["none", "clear-password", "ssl-auth"],

                    "default": "none"

                },

                "allow-binds":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Allow Binds",

                    "description": "Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

                    "default": true

                },

                "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":
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                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check",

                    "description": "Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "tcp-keep-alive":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "TCP Keep Alive",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "force-encrypt-anon":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Force Encrypt Anonymous",

                    "description": "Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "force-encrypt-auth":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Force Encrypt Authentication",

                    "description": "Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-storage":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Password Storage",

                    "description": "Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

                    "enum": ["none", "oem-hash", "oem-encrypt", "sha-1", "md5", "ssha-1", "smd5", "crypt",

 "sha-512", "ssha-512", "pbkdf2"],

                    "default": "ssha-512"

                },

                "op-attrs":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Store Operational Attributes",

                    "description": "Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

                    "default": true

                },

                "prune-oc-parents":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Prune ObjectClass Parents",

                    "default": false

                },

                "return-oc-parents":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Return ObjectClass Parents",
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                    "default": false

                },

                "add-oc-parents":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Add ObjectClass Parents",

                    "description": "Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not

 specify these while adding an entry.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "precedence": 

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Precedence",

                    "description": "Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string" },

                    "uniqueItems": true

                },

                "write-precedence": 

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Write Precedence",

                    "description": "Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string" },

                    "uniqueItems": true

                },

                "dsp-link-count":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "DSP Link Count",

                    "description": "Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each

 subordinate DSA.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 1,

                    "minimum": 0,

                    "maximum": 100,

                    "minVersion": "12.5"

                },

                "concurrent-bind-user": 

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Concurrent Bind User",

                    "description": "Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a

 CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder.",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string", "dn" : true, "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)" }

                },

                "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder",
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                    "description": "Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is

 necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

                    "default": false

                },

                "isolate-multi-write-group":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Isolate Multiwrite Group",

                    "description": "Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

                    "default": false,

                    "minVersion": "12.5"

                },

                "dn-substring-match":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "DN Substring Match",

                    "description": "Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against

 attributes with distinguishedName syntax.",

                    "default": false,

                    "minVersion": "12.5"

                },

                "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication",

                    "description": "Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to

 this DSA.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "busy-for-referral":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Busy For Referral",

                    "description": "If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it

 sends the error 'busy'.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "dereference-alias-on-bind":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Dereference Alias On Bind",

                    "description": "Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default

 the DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "dxconsole-connect-alert":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "DXconsole Connect Alert",

                    "description": "If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the

 system writes a message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

                    "default": false

                },
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                "hold-ldap-connections":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Hold LDAP Connections",

                    "description": "Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a

 bind refusal.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "ignore-name-bindings":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Ignore Name Bindings",

                    "description": "Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "modify-on-add":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Modify On Add",

                    "description": "If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is

 created.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "multi-write-serial":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Multi Write Serial",

                    "default": false

                },

                "persistent-search":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Persistent Search",

                    "description": "Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent

 searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes",

                    "description": "If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "transparent-routing":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Transparent Routing",

                    "description": "Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related

 schema.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "trap-on-update-verbose":
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                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Trap On Update Verbose",

                    "description": "If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or

 rename event occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and

 whether the request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

                    "default": false

                },

                "wait-for-multiwrite":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Wait For Multiwrite",

                    "description": "Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "user-threads":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "User Threads",

                    "description": "Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a

 request arrives and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the

 DSA fulfills this request.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 8

                },

                "cache-search-bias":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Cache Search Bias",

                    "description": "Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post

 processing method.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "disable-client-binds":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Disable Client Binds",

                    "description": "Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the

 message unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "disable-transaction-log":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Disable Transaction Log",

                    "description": "Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster

 performance on writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",

                    "default": false

                },

                "disable-transaction-log-flush":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",
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                    "title": "Disable Transaction Log Flush",

                    "description": "Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction

 log reduces performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging

 performs much better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after

 an abnormal termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "dxgrid-queue":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "DXgrid Queue",

                    "description": "Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of

 processing them on the thread that handles each request.",

                    "default": true

                },

                "limit-search-exceptions-browse":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Limit Search Exceptions Browse",

                    "description": "Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "use-roles":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Use Roles",

                    "description": "Enables static roles",

                    "default": false

                },

                "dxconsole-users": 

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "DXconsole Users",

                    "description": "Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and

 password.",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string", "dn" : true, "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)" }

                },

                "limit-search-exceptions": 

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Limit Search Exceptions",

                    "description": "Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or

 searches with no filter.",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string", "dn" : true, "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)" }

                },

                "memberof-group-containers": 

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "MemberOf Group Containers",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string", "dn" : true, "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)" }
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                },

                "memberof-user-containers": 

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "MemberOf User Containers",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string", "dn" : true, "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)" }

                },

                "role-subtree": 

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Role Subtree",

                    "description": "Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

                    "dn": true,

                    "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

                },

                "trust-sasl-proxy": 

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Trust SASL Proxy",

                    "description": "Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string", "dn" : true, "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)" }

                },

                "add-entrydn":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Add EntryDN",

                    "description": "Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

                    "default": false,

                    "minVersion": "12.6"

                },

                "ignore-single-value-check":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Ignore Single Value Check",

                    "description": "Ignore single value schema checking.",

                    "default": false,

                    "minVersion": "12.6"

                },

                "pull-replication":

                {

                    "type": "object",

                    "required":

                    [

                        "source",

                        "location",

                        "interval",

                        "window-size",

                        "retries"

                    ],

                    "title": "Pull Replication",

                    "description": "Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",
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                    "properties":

                    {

                        "source": 

                        {

                            "type": "string",

                            "title": "Source DSA",

                            "description": "DSA from which changes are pulled.",

                            "dsa": true

                        },

                        "location": 

                        {

                            "type": "string",

                            "title": "Change-Log Location",

                            "description": "DN of change-log in source DSA.",

                            "dn": true,

                            "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)",

                            "default": "cn=changelog"

                        },

                        "interval":

                        {

                            "type": "integer",

                            "title": "Interval (Secs)",

                            "description": "Defines how often changes are pulled.",

                            "format": "int64",

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "default": 10

                        },

                        "window-size":

                        {

                            "type": "integer",

                            "title": "Window Size (Entries)",

                            "description": "Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

                            "format": "int64",

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "default": 20

                        },

                        "retries":

                        {

                            "type": "integer",

                            "title": "Retries",

                            "description": "Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

                            "format": "int64",

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "default": 30

                        },

                        "ignore-attrs":

                        {

                            "type": "array",

                            "title": "Ignore Attributes",

                            "description": "Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

                            "minItems": 0,

                            "items": { "type": "string" },

                            "uniqueItems": true,
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                            "default": []

                        }

                    },

                    "minVersion": "12.6"

                },

                "metadata":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

                }

            }

        },

        "dsaLimits":

        {

            "type": "object",

            "properties":

            {

                "credits":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Credits",

                    "description": "Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits

 is exhausted.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 1000000

                },

                "max-op-size":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Max Operation Size (Entries)",

                    "description": "Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 10000

                },

                "max-users":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Max Users",

                    "description": "Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent

 to the number of users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 255

                },

                "max-bind-time":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Max Bind Time (Secs)",

                    "description": "Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "max-op-time":

                {

                    "type": "integer",
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                    "title": "Max Operation Time (Secs)",

                    "description": "Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 600

                },

                "multi-write-queue":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Multiwrite Queue Size",

                    "description": "Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer

 DSA.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 20000

                },

                "multi-write-retry-time":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)",

                    "description": "Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind

 to a multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 60

                },

                "user-idle-time":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "User Idle Time (Secs)",

                    "description": "Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 3600

                },

                "max-persistent-searches":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Max Persistent Searches",

                    "description": "Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 10,

                    "minVersion": "12.5"

                },

                "max-cache-index-size":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Max Cache Index Size (Entries)",

                    "description": "Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each

 attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "max-pdu-size":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Max PDU Size (Bytes)",
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                    "description": "Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a

 DSA. The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)",

                    "description": "Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not

 use this command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "multi-write-group-credit":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Multiwrite Group Credit",

                    "description": "Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different

 groups.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "multi-write-outstanding-ops":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Multi Write Outstanding Ops",

                    "description": "Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting

 for a reply.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 10

                },

                "cpu-starvation-threshold":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

                    "description": "Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation

 alarm is logged.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 5,

                    "minimum": -1,

                    "maximum": 60,

                    "minVersion": "12.6"

                },

                "metadata":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

                }

            }

        },

        "dsaServer":

        {

            "type": "object",
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            "properties":

            {

                "multi-write-disp-recovery":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Multiwrite With DISP Recovery",

                    "description": "Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

                    "default": true

                },

                "dxgrid-db-location":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Data Store Location",

                    "description": "Defines the location of the datastore.",

                    "default": "data"

                },

                "dxgrid-tx-location":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Transaction File Location",

                    "description": "Defines the location of the transaction file.",

                    "default": "data"

                },

                "dxgrid-backup-location":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Data Store Backup Location",

                    "description": "Defines the backup location of the datastore.",

                    "default": "data"

                },

                "dxgrid-db-size":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Data Store Size (MB)",

                    "description": "Defines the size of the datastore.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 500

                },

                "cache-index":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Cache Indexed Attributes",

                    "description": "Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "type": "string" },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": []

                },

                "cache-index-all-except":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

                    "description": "Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",
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                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "type": "string" },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": []

                },

                "lookup-cache":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Lookup Cache",

                    "description": "Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

                    "default": true

                },

                "cache-no-scan":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Cache No Scan",

                    "default": false

                },

                "use-rdn-index":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Use RDN Index",

                    "default": false

                },

                "metadata":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"

                }

            }

        },

        "dsaSSL":

        {

            "type": "object",

            "required":

            [

                "ca-file"

            ],

            "properties":

            {

                "cert-dir":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Certificate Directory",

                    "description": "Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files

 in PEM format.",

                    "default": "config/ssld/personalities"

                },

                "cert-file":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Certificate File",

                    "description": "Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among

 many DSAs",
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                    "minVersion": "12.5"

                },

                "ca-file":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "CA File",

                    "description": "Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority

 certificates in PEM format.",

                    "default": "config/ssld/trusted.pem"

                },

                "cipher":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Cipher",

                    "description": "Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections."

                },

                "protocol":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Protocol",

                    "description": "Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

                    "enum": ["ssl", "tls", "tlsv11", "tlsv12"]

                },

                "fips":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Enforce FIPS mode",

                    "description": "Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL

 ciphers, omit this parameter.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "pin":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "HSM PIN",

                    "description": "Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the

 private key is used through the HSM."

                },

                "lib":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "HSM Library",

                    "description": "Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM

 vendor."

                },

                "slot":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "HSM Slot",

                    "description": "Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private

 keys are stored.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "minimum": 0
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                },

                "metadata":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

                }

            }

        },

        "dsaLogging":

        {

            "type": "object",

            "properties":

            {

                "trace":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Trace Level",

                    "description": "Enables or disables tracing.",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "enum": ["none", "full", "all", "error", "warn", "x500", "ldap", "summary",

 "query", "update", "alert", "cert", "connect", "time", "limit", "stats", "export", "dap", "dsp", "pdu",

 "asn", "event", "stack", "assoc", "oper", "diag", "thread"] },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": ["error"]

                },

                "alarm-log":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Alarm Log File",

                    "description": "The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events

 that should be monitored.",

                    "default": "logs/$s_alarm.log"

                },

                "alert-log":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Alert Log File",                    

                    "description": "An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions.

 It can be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA."

                },

                "cert-log":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Certificate Log File",                    

                    "description": "A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve

 certificates or CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate,

 caCertificate, or certificateRevocationList attribute."

                },

                "connect-log":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Connection Log File",                    

                    "description": "A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and

 each released connection."
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                },

                "diag-log":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Diagnostic Log File",      

                    "description": "A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected,

 for whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

                    "default": "logs/$s_diag.log"

                },

                "query-log":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Query Log File",                    

                    "description": "A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including

 a time and date stamp."

                },

                "query-log-advanced":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Query Log Advanced Options",

                    "description": "Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

                    "minItems": 0,

                    "items": { "enum": ["none", "all", "ldap-controls", "ssl", "source", "ldap-error",

 "update-timer", "show-eis"] },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": []

                },

                "snmp-log":

                {

                    "title": "SNMP Log File",

                    "description": "An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

                    "type": "object",

                    "required":

                    [

                        "address",

                        "port"

                    ],

                    "properties":

                    {

                        "address": 

                        {

                            "type": "string"

                        },

                        "port":

                        {

                            "type": "integer",

                            "format": "int64",

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 65535

                        }

                    }

                },

                "trap-on-update":
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                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Trap On Update",

                    "description": "Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "auth-trap":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Authentication Trap",

                    "description": "Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "op-error-trap":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Operation Error Trap",

                    "description": "Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-suspended-trap":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Password Suspended Trap",

                    "description": "Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry

 count occurs. If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap,

 because of the risk of a dictionary attack.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "multi-write-error-trap":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Multiwrite Error Trap",

                    "description": "Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a

 problem with data synchronization.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "stats-log":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Statistics Log File",

                    "description": "A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every

 minute that the DSA is active.",

                    "default": "logs/$s_stats.log"

                },

                "summary-log":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Summary Log File",

                    "description": "A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

                    "default": "logs/$s_summary.log"

                },

                "time-log":
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                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

                    "title": "Time Log File"

                },

                "time-log-search-threshold":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)",

                    "description": "Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log

 output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "time-log-update-threshold":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)",

                    "description": "Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the

 time log output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "trace-log":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Trace Log File",

                    "description": "A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

                    "default": "logs/$s_trace.log"

                },

                "update-log":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Update Log File",

                    "description": "An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename,

 and delete operations."

                },

                "update-log-show-values":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Update Log Show Values",

                    "description": "Include attribute values in the update log.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "update-log-show-all-values":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Update Log Show All Values",

                    "description": "Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update

 log.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "warn-log":
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                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Warning Log File",

                    "description": "A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for

 diagnosing problems.",

                    "default": "logs/$s_warn.log"

                },

                "rollover-trace-log":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Rollover Trace Log",

                    "description": "Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "rollover-alarm-log":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Rollover Alarm Log",

                    "description": "Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "alarm-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Alarm Log Maximum Lines",

                    "description": "Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [

                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },

                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },

                "summary-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Summary Log Maximum Lines",

                    "description": "Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [

                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },
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                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },

                "trace-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Trace Log Maximum Lines",

                    "description": "Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [

                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },

                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },

                "stats-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

                    "description": "Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [

                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },

                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },

                "query-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Query Log Maximum Lines",

                    "description": "Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [
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                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },

                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },

                "update-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Update Log Maximum Lines",

                    "description": "Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [

                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },

                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },

                "alert-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Alert Log Maximum Lines",

                    "description": "Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [

                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },

                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },

                "connect-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Connection Log Maximum Lines",
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                    "description": "Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [

                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },

                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },

                "warn-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Warning Log Maximum Lines",

                    "description": "Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [

                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },

                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },

                "diag-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",

                    "description": "Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [

                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },

                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },
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                "time-log-max-lines":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Time Log Maximum Lines",

                    "description": "Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0,

                    "oneOf": [

                        {

                            "minimum": 0,

                            "maximum": 0

                        },

                        {

                            "minimum": 1000

                        }

                    ],

                    "minVersion": "12.0.18"

                },

                "metadata":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

                }

            }

        },

        "dsaPasswordPolicies":

        {

            "type": "object",

            "properties":

            {

                "password-policy":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Enable Password Policy",

                    "description": "Specifies whether password management is enabled.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-force-change":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Force Change",

                    "description": "Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been

 reset.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-allow-locking":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Allow Locking",

                    "description": "Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-allow-ignore-expired":
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                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Allow Ignore Expired",

                    "description": "Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user

 accounts.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-allow-ignore-suspended":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Allow Ignore Suspended",

                    "description": "Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Mimic Netscape Response Controls",

                    "description": "Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare

 responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-netscape-op-attrs":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Netscape Operational Attributes",

                    "description": "Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP

 directory.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-netscape-legacy-mode":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Netscape Legacy Mode",

                    "description": "",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-proxy-user":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Proxy User",

                    "description": "Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy

 user is a user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

                    "dn": true,

                    "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

                },

                "password-substring-attrs":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Substring Attributes",

                    "description": "Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the

 user's entry.",

                    "minItems": 0,
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                    "items": { "type": "string" },

                    "uniqueItems": true,

                    "default": []

                },

                "policies":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "title": "Policies",

                    "description": "Configures multiple password policies.",

                    "items": { "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies" },

                    "default": []

                },

                "metadata":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

                }

            }

        },

        "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies":

        {

            "type": "object",

            "properties":

            {

                "target-password-policy":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "title": "Password Policy Name",

                    "description": "You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA

 has a single password policy named Default."

                },

                "password-history":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "History",

                    "description": "Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user

 from re-using these passwords.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-age":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Age (Days)",

                    "description": "The number of days a password is valid.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-age-warning-period":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Age Warning Period (Days)",

                    "description": "Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to

 bind and compare responses.",
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                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-min-age":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Minimum Age (Days)",

                    "description": "Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since

 a password was changed last before it can be changed again.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-last-use":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Last Use (Days)",

                    "description": "Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password

 is not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-max-suspension":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Maximum Suspension (Secs)",

                    "description": "Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only

 applies to accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong

 credentials, as set with the set password-retries command.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-retries":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Retries",

                    "description": "Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is

 suspended.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 3

                },

                "password-numeric":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Numeric (Chars)",

                    "description": "Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-non-alpha-num":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Non Alphanumeric (Chars)",

                    "description": "Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",
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                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-non-alpha":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Non Alphabetic (Chars)",

                    "description": "Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-alpha":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Alphabetic (Chars)",

                    "description": "Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-alpha-num":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Alphanumeric (Chars)",

                    "description": "Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-min-length":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Minimum Length (Chars)",

                    "description": "Minimum length of a new password.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 6

                },

                "password-max-length":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Maximum Length (Chars)",

                    "description": "Maximum length of a new password.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-grace-logins":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Grace Logins",

                    "description": "Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after

 it has expired.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-lowercase":
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                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Lowercase (Chars)",

                    "description": "Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-uppercase":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Uppercase (Chars)",

                    "description": "Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-max-repetition":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Maximum Repetition",

                    "description": "Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-max-substring-repetition":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Maximum Substring Repetition",

                    "description": "Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new

 passwords.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 0

                },

                "password-min-length-repeated-substring":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "title": "Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)",

                    "description": "Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

                    "format": "int64",

                    "default": 2

                },

                "password-username-substring":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Username Substring",

                    "description": "Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Enforce Quality On Reset",
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                    "description": "Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any

 user changes any password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an

 administrator changes a user's password.",

                    "default": false

                },

                "metadata":

                {

                    "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

                }

            }

        },

        "dsaMetadata":

        {

            "type": "object",

            "properties":

            {

                "explicitlyDefined":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "title": "Explicitly Defined",

                    "description": "Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file."

                },

                "comments":

                {

                    "type": "array",

                    "minItems": 1,

                    "items": { "type": "string" }

                }

            }

        },

        "Schema": 

        {

            "type": "object",

            "required":

            [

                "name",

                "data"

            ],

            "properties": 

            {

                "name": 

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Schema name (create-only)",

                    "readOnly": true

                },

                "data":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

                },

                "readOnly":

                {
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                    "type": "boolean",

                    "description": "Is the file read-only",

                    "readOnly": true

                }

            }

        },

        "AccessControl": 

        {

            "type": "object",

            "required":

            [

                "name",

                "data"

            ],

            "properties": 

            {

                "name": 

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Access Control name (create-only)",

                    "readOnly": true

                },

                "data":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."

                },

                "readOnly":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "description": "Is the file read-only",

                    "readOnly": true

                }

            }

        },

        "Personality": 

        {

            "type": "object",

            "required":

            [

                "name",

                "data"

            ],

            "properties": 

            {

                "name": 

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Personality name (create-only)",

                    "readOnly": true

                },

                "data":

                {
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                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

                },

                "readOnly":

                {

                    "type": "boolean",

                    "description": "Is the file read-only",

                    "readOnly": true

                }

            }

        },

        "TrustedCA": 

        {

            "type": "object",

            "properties": 

            {

                "certificate":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted

 CAs."

                },

                "version":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Trusted CA certificate version."

                },

                "serialNum":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

                },

                "issuer":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Issuer of the Trusted CA"

                },

                "notBefore":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Valid after this date."

                },

                "notAfter":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Expiration date."

                },

                "subject":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Subject of the certificate."

                },

                "status":
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                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "Status of the certificate"

                }

            }

        },

        "TrustedCACreate": 

        {

            "type": "object",

            "required":

            [

                "data"

            ],

            "properties": 

            {

                "data":

                {

                    "type": "string",

                    "description": "This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

                }

            }

        },

        "LoadDSAStatistics":

        {

            "type": "object",

            "properties": 

            {

                "entriesLoaded":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "description": "Number of entries loaded"

                },

                "filePaddingKB":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "description": "Amount of db file padding in KB"

                },

                "datasizeMB":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "description": "Total Datasize in MB"

                },

                "averageEntriesMB":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "description": "Average number of entries per MB"

                },

                "entriesRead":

                {

                    "type": "integer",

                    "description": "Number of entries read"

                }

            },
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    "ErrorMessage": {

      "required": [

        "statusCode",

        "message"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "statusCode": {

          "type": "integer",

          "format": "int32"

        },

        "message": {

          "type": "string"

        }

      }

    },

    "environment": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "name",

        "config"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ManagementUI"

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Management UI Environment"

        },

        "config": {

          "type": "object",

          "required": [

            "pollingInterval"

          ],

          "properties": {

            "pollingInterval": {

              "type": "integer",

              "example": 10

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "environmentName": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "name"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ManagementUI"
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        }

      }

    },

    "DXAgent": {

      "required": [

        "name",

        "port",

        "clientCertPem",

        "clientKeyPem",

        "caCertPem"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "basketvm19"

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "basketvm19"

        },

        "host": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "basketvm19"

        },

        "port": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 9443

        },

        "clientCertPem": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "clientKeyPem": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "caCertPem": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "installationInfo": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "dsaJsonSchema": {

          "type": "string"

        }

      }

    },

    "dsaActions": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "dsaActions"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "dsaActions": {

          "type": "array",
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          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "required": [

              "action"

            ],

            "properties": {

              "httpMethod": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "POST"

              },

              "parameters": {

                "type": "array",

                "items": {

                  "type": "object",

                  "required": [

                    "name"

                  ],

                  "properties": {

                    "name": {

                      "type": "string",

                      "example": "dsaname"

                    },

                    "description": {

                      "type": "string",

                      "example": "Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

                    },

                    "type": {

                      "type": "string",

                      "example": "string"

                    },

                    "required": {

                      "type": "boolean",

                      "example": true

                    },

                    "in": {

                      "type": "string",

                      "example": "path"

                    }

                  }

                }

              },

              "action": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "trigger_online_backup"

              },

              "endpoint": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

              },

              "title": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "Online Backup"

              },
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              "description": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

              },

              "summary": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "Creates an online backup"

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "dsaStatus": {

      "required": [

        "action"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "action": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "start",

            "stop",

            "forcestart",

            "forcestop",

            "init"

          ],

          "description": "Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

        }

      }

    },

    "uploadResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "message": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "filename": {

          "type": "string"

        }

      }

    },

    "ldif": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "fileType",

        "ldifname",

        "verifyChecksum"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "fileType": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "fromLdif"
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        },

        "ldifname": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "userstore_100k.ldif"

        },

        "verifyChecksum": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "example": true

        }

      }

    },

    "ldifResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "filePaddingKB": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1401

        },

        "entriesLoaded": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 100005

        },

        "datasizeMB": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 72

        },

        "averageEntriesMB": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1388

        },

        "entriesRead": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 100005

        }

      }

    },

    "DsaFile": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "type": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "online",

            "offline"

          ],

          "example": "offline"

        },

        "compression": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "gzip"

        },

        "format": {

          "type": "string",
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          "example": "ldif"

        },

        "tempFileName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

        }

      }

    },

    "UnmanagedDSA": {

      "required": [

        "name",

        "config",

        "unmanagedDsaType",

        "globalKnowledge"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "DSA name (create-only)"

        },

        "config": {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

        },

        "unmanagedDsaType": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Unmanaged DSA type."

        },

        "globalKnowledge": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "default": false

        }

      }

    },

    "unmanagedDsaConfig": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "name",

        "prefix",

        "dsa-name",

        "interface"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "title": "Name"

        },

        "dsa-password": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

          "title": "DSA Password",

          "trust-flags": {

            "type": "array",

            "uniqueItems": true,
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            "minItems": 1,

            "title": "Trust Flags",

            "description": "Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

            "items": {

              "enum": [

                "allow-check-password",

                "trust-conveyed-originator",

                "allow-upgrading",

                "allow-downgrading",

                "no-server-credentials",

                "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

              ]

            }

          }

        },

        "dsa-name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Specifies the name of the DSA.",

          "dn": true,

          "title": "DSA Name",

          "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

        },

        "dsp-idle-time": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

          "default": 600,

          "title": "DSP Idle Time",

          "format": "int64"

        },

        "prefix": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

          "dn": true,

          "title": "Prefix",

          "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

        },

        "bind-address": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

          "title": "Bind Address"

        },

        "remote-console-ssl": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

          "default": false,

          "title": "Remote Console SSL"

        },

        "load-share-group": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",
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          "title": "Load Share Group"

        },

        "dsa-flags": {

          "type": "array",

          "uniqueItems": true,

          "minItems": 1,

          "title": "DSA Flags",

          "description": "Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

          "items": {

            "enum": [

              "multi-write-async",

              "multi-write",

              "shadow",

              "read-only",

              "relay",

              "load-share",

              "no-routing-ac",

              "limit-search",

              "limit-search-exact",

              "no-list",

              "no-service-while-recovering",

              "multi-write-group-hub"

            ]

          }

        },

        "remote-console-port": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on

 this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

          "title": "Remote Console Port",

          "minimum": 0,

          "maximum": 65535,

          "format": "int64"

        },

        "disp-psap": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

          "default": "DISP",

          "enum": [

            "DISP"

          ],

          "title": "DISP PSAP"

        },

        "snmp-port": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

          "title": "SNMP Port",

          "minimum": 0,

          "maximum": 65535,

          "format": "int64"

        },

        "credits": {

          "default": 1000000,
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          "title": "Credits",

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits

 is exhausted.",

          "format": "int64"

        },

        "ldap-dsa-password": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

          "title": "LDAP DSA Password"

        },

        "ldap-dsa-name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

          "dn": true,

          "title": "LDAP DSA Name",

          "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

        },

        "multi-write-attrs": {

          "description": "Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

          "title": "Multiwrite Attributes",

          "minItems": 0,

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "uniqueItems": true,

          "type": "array"

        },

        "multi-write-ignore-attrs": {

          "type": "array",

          "minItems": 0,

          "description": "Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

          "uniqueItems": true,

          "title": "Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          }

        },

        "auth-levels": {

          "type": "array",

          "uniqueItems": true,

          "minItems": 1,

          "title": "Authentication Levels",

          "description": "Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

          "items": {

            "enum": [

              "anonymous",

              "clear-password",

              "ssl-auth"

            ]

          },

          "default": [
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            "anonymous",

            "clear-password"

          ]

        },

        "native-prefix": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries. This

 is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

          "dn": true,

          "title": "Native Prefix",

          "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$"

        },

        "osi-psap": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

          "title": "OSI PSAP"

        },

        "interface": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

          "title": "Interface(s)",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "required": [

              "family",

              "address",

              "port"

            ],

            "properties": {

              "family": {

                "type": "string",

                "title": "Family",

                "description": "the protocal for the interface",

                "enum": [

                  "ipv4",

                  "ipv6",

                  "tcp"

                ]

              },

              "port": {

                "type": "integer",

                "title": "Port",

                "description": "Port for the interface",

                "minimum": 1,

                "maximum": 65535,

                "format": "int64"

              },

              "address": {

                "type": "string",

                "title": "Address",

                "description": "the network address for the interface.",

                "minItems": 1

              }
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            }

          }

        },

        "link-flags": {

          "type": "array",

          "uniqueItems": true,

          "minItems": 1,

          "title": "Link Flags",

          "description": "Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

          "items": {

            "enum": [

              "unavailable",

              "dsp-ldapv2",

              "dsp-ldapv3",

              "ssl-encryption",

              "ssl-encryption-remote",

              "dsp-ldap-proxy",

              "nexor",

              "ms-ad",

              "siemens",

              "rebind"

            ]

          }

        },

        "multi-write-group": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

          "title": "Multiwrite Group"

        },

        "console-port": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

          "title": "Console Port",

          "minimum": 0,

          "maximum": 65535,

          "format": "int64"

        },

        "console-password": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text.",

          "title": "Console Password"

        }

      }

    },

    "ScimInstance": {

      "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

      "description": "",

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "name": {

          "type": "string",
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          "minLength": 1

        },

        "enabled": {

          "type": "boolean"

        },

        "resourceTypes": {

          "type": "array",

          "uniqueItems": true,

          "minItems": 1,

          "items": {

            "required": [

              "$ref"

            ],

            "properties": {

              "$ref": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 1

              },

              "authentication": {

                "type": "boolean"

              }

            }

          }

        },

        "dsas": {

          "minItems": 1,

          "items": {

            "required": [

              "dsa",

              "dxagent"

            ],

            "type": "object",

            "properties": {

              "dsa": {

                "type": "string"

              },

              "dxagent": {

                "type": "string"

              },

              "url": {

                "type": "string"

              },

              "tlsOptions": {

                "type": "object",

                "properties": {

                  "cert": {

                    "type": "string"

                  },

                  "key": {

                    "type": "string"

                  },

                  "ca": {

                    "type": "string"
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                  },

                  "secureProtocol": {

                    "type": "string"

                  },

                  "rejectUnauthorized": {

                    "type": "boolean"

                  }

                },

                "required": []

              }

            }

          },

          "type": "array",

          "description": "Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

        },

        "relationships": {

          "type": "array",

          "uniqueItems": true,

          "minItems": 1,

          "items": {

            "required": [],

            "properties": {

              "resourceTypeA": {

                "type": "object",

                "properties": {

                  "resourceType": {

                    "type": "string",

                    "minLength": 1

                  },

                  "scimAttribute": {

                    "type": "string",

                    "minLength": 0

                  },

                  "ldapDisplayAttribute": {

                    "type": "string",

                    "minLength": 0

                  },

                  "scimAttributeMultivalued": {

                    "type": "boolean"

                  },

                  "ldapAttributeMultivalued": {

                    "type": "boolean"

                  },

                  "ldapRelationshipAttribute": {

                    "type": "string",

                    "minLength": 0

                  }

                },

                "required": [

                  "resourceType"

                ]

              },

              "resourceTypeB": {
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                "type": "object",

                "properties": {

                  "resourceType": {

                    "type": "string",

                    "minLength": 1

                  },

                  "scimAttribute": {

                    "type": "string",

                    "minLength": 0

                  },

                  "ldapRelationshipAttribute": {

                    "type": "string",

                    "minLength": 0

                  },

                  "ldapDisplayAttribute": {

                    "type": "string",

                    "minLength": 0

                  },

                  "scimAttributeMultivalued": {

                    "type": "boolean"

                  },

                  "ldapAttributeMultivalued": {

                    "type": "boolean"

                  }

                },

                "required": [

                  "resourceType"

                ]

              }

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "required": [

        "name",

        "enabled",

        "resourceTypes",

        "dsas"

      ]

    },

    "ScimResourceType": {

      "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

      "description": "",

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

        },

        "endpoint": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

        },
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        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

        },

        "schema": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

        },

        "schemaExtensions": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          }

        },

        "readOnly": {

          "type": "boolean"

        },

        "objectClassMappings": {

          "type": "array",

          "uniqueItems": true,

          "minItems": 1,

          "items": {

            "required": [

              "structural"

            ],

            "properties": {

              "structural": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 1

              },

              "auxiliary": {

                "type": "array",

                "items": {

                  "type": "string"

                }

              }

            }

          }

        },

        "schemaSourceDsa": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "dsaName": {

              "type": "string",

              "minLength": 1

            },

            "hostName": {

              "type": "string",

              "minLength": 1

            },

            "bindDn": {

              "type": "string",

              "minLength": 0
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            }

          },

          "required": [

            "hostName",

            "dsaName"

          ]

        },

        "defaultParentDN": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

        },

        "namingAttribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

        },

        "attributeMappings": {

          "type": "array",

          "uniqueItems": true,

          "minItems": 1,

          "items": {

            "required": [

              "scimAttribute",

              "scimAttributeType"

            ],

            "properties": {

              "scimAttribute": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 1

              },

              "scimAttributeType": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 1

              },

              "ldapAttribute": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 0

              },

              "ldapAttributeType": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 0

              },

              "scimAttributeMultivalued": {

                "type": "boolean",

                "minLength": 0

              },

              "ldapAttributeMultivalued": {

                "type": "boolean",

                "minLength": 0

              },

              "converterName": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 0

              }
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            }

          }

        }

      },

      "required": [

        "name",

        "endpoint",

        "description",

        "schema",

        "readOnly",

        "objectClassMappings",

        "defaultParentDN",

        "namingAttribute",

        "attributeMappings"

      ]

    },

    "ScimSchema": {

      "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

      "description": "",

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

        },

        "attributes": {

          "type": "array",

          "uniqueItems": true,

          "minItems": 1,

          "items": {

            "required": [

              "name",

              "type",

              "multiValued",

              "description",

              "required",

              "mutability",

              "returned"

            ],

            "properties": {

              "name": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 1

              },

              "type": {
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                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 1

              },

              "referenceTypes": {

                "type": "array",

                "items": {

                  "required": [],

                  "properties": {}

                }

              },

              "multiValued": {

                "type": "boolean"

              },

              "description": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 1

              },

              "required": {

                "type": "boolean"

              },

              "caseExact": {

                "type": "boolean"

              },

              "mutability": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 1

              },

              "returned": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 1

              },

              "uniqueness": {

                "type": "string",

                "minLength": 1

              }

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "required": [

        "id",

        "name",

        "description",

        "attributes"

      ]

    },

    "AlarmSchema": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "dxserver-monitor"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "dxserver-monitor": {
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          "type": "object",

          "required": [

            "host-name",

            "dsa-name",

            "time",

            "message-id",

            "alarm"

          ],

          "properties": {

            "host-name": {

              "type": "string"

            },

            "dsa-name": {

              "type": "string"

            },

            "message-id": {

              "type": "integer"

            },

            "time": {

              "type": "string",

              "pattern": "^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

            },

            "alarm": {

              "type": "object",

              "description": "Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

              "required": [

                "id",

                "type",

                "message"

              ],

              "properties": {

                "id": {

                  "type": "string"

                },

                "type": {

                  "type": "string",

                  "enum": [

                    "critical",

                    "caution",

                    "information"

                  ]

                },

                "message": {

                  "type": "string"

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "responses": {},
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  "parameters": {},

  "securityDefinitions": {

    "basicAuth": {

      "type": "basic"

    }

  },

  "tags": []

}

}

 

 

 

 

 

DSA API
none

{

   

   "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

   "schemes":[

      "https"

   ],

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths": {

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets all DSAs",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Gets all DSAs.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {
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                  "name":"attributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of properties to be returned",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of dsas",

                  "schema":{

                     "type":"array",

                     "items":{

                        "$ref":"#/definitions/DSA"

                     }

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "post":{

            "summary":"Creates a DSA",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Creates a DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"initOthers",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"boolean value or (0, 1)",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },
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               {

                  "name":"initSelf",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"boolean value or (0, 1)",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted DSA object to create",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DSA"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"DSA created",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DSA"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets a DSA",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Gets a DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,
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                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"attributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of properties to be returned",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"DSA returned",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DSA"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DSA does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "put":{

            "summary":"Updates a DSA",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Updates a DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {
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                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"initOthers",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"boolean value or (0, 1)",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"initSelf",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"boolean value or (0, 1)",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted DSA object to update",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DSA"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"DSA is updated",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DSA"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DSA does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{
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                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "delete":{

            "summary":"Deletes a DSA",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Deletes a DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"initOthers",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"boolean value or (0, 1)",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"delete_db_all",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"boolean value or (0, 1)",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"delete_db",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"boolean value or (0, 1)",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"
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               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"DSA is deleted"

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DSA does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/objectclasses":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Gets all object classes that are defined in the schema of the DSA",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Gets all object classes that are defined in the schema of the DSA",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{
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                  "description":"Object classes returned",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ObjectClass"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DSA or DXagent or environment does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/objectclasses/{objectClass}":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Gets one object class that is defined in the schema of the DSA",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Gets one object class that is defined in the schema of the DSA",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"objectClass",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of objectClass",
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                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"Object class returned",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ObjectClass"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"Object class or DSA or DXagent or environment does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/dxdisp":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Triggers Dxdisp",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Updates the DISP time of all DSAs. Internally, the dxagent run the 'dxdisp'

 command.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"Name of DSA to run dxdisp on. See 'Model Schema'",
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                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/dxdisp"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"The command completed successfully"

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/status":{

         "put":{

            "summary":"Updates DSA status",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Updates DSA status.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted DSA Status object",

                  "required":true,
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                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaStatus"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"DSA Status updated",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DSA"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DSA does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/ldif":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Loads a DSA from LDIF",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Loads a compressed LDIF file into a DSA via the dxloaddb utility.  Need to

 call /../../../../file/file_upload before calling this rest api.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",
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                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted DSA Ldifobject",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ldif"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"LDIF was loaded",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ldifResponse"

                  }

               },

               "400":{

                  "description":"An error occured while loading the LDIF",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/backup":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Backup DSA",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Backup DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",
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                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"Back up DSA done"

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"An error occured while backing up DSA",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/logroll":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Log roll of DSA",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Log roll of DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"
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               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"Log roll done"

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"An error occured while logging roll",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/emptydb":{

         "put":{

            "summary":"Empty DSA DB",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Runs dxemptydb on a DSA DB.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",
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                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"DB is emptyed"

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DSA does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/file":{

         "put":{

            "summary":"Download DSA",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Download DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },
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               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted DSA File object",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DsaFile"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"Download DSA done"

               },

               "400":{

                  "description":"An error occured while downloading up DSA",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/onlinebackups":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets online backup for a DSA",

            "tags":[

               "DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Gets the online backup information of a DSA such as status and timestamp.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dsaName",
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                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"Download DSA done",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/OnlineBackup"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DSA does not exist or no onlinebackup available",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

          "dxdisp":{  

          "required":[  

             "peerDsa"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "peerDsa":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaConfig":{  

          "required":[  

             "schema",

             "knowledge",

             "ssl"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "raw":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"
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                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "passwordPolicies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"

             },

             "logging":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLogging"

             },

             "knowledge":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledge"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "limits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimits"

             },

             "settings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettings"

             },

             "server":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServer"

             },

             "ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSL"

             },

             "accessControls":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxc"

                ]

             },

             "schema":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxg"

                ]

             }

          }

       },
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       "LoadDSAStatistics":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "entriesLoaded":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries loaded"

             },

             "filePaddingKB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Amount of db file padding in KB"

             },

             "datasizeMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Total Datasize in MB"

             },

             "averageEntriesMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Average number of entries per MB"

             },

             "entriesRead":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries read"

             }

          }

       },

       "DsaStatus":{  

          "required":[  

             "action"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "action":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "start",

                   "stop",

                   "forcestart",

                   "forcestop",

                   "init"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSLMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "ca-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Personality":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Personality name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLoggingMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCACreate":{  

          "required":[  

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledge":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "prefix",
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             "dsa-name",

             "interface"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "default":"DISP",

                "enum":[  

                   "DISP"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

                "title":"DISP PSAP"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

                "title":"Console Port"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Prefix"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

                "title":"OSI PSAP"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Load Share Group"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

                "title":"Link Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "unavailable",

                      "dsp-ldapv2",

                      "dsp-ldapv3",

                      "ssl-encryption",

                      "ssl-encryption-remote",

                      "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                      "nexor",

                      "krb",
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                      "krb-encryption",

                      "ms-ad",

                      "rebind",

                      "siemens"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

                "title":"Bind Address"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Password"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

                "title":"Authentication Levels",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "anonymous",

                      "clear-password",

                      "ssl-auth"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "anonymous",

                   "clear-password"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

                "title":"Remote Console SSL"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  
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                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

                "title":"Console Password"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

                "title":"DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "family",

                      "address",

                      "port"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "port":{  

                         "minimum":0,

                         "type":"integer",

                         "maximum":65535,

                         "format":"int64"

                      },

                      "family":{  

                         "enum":[  
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                            "ipv4",

                            "ipv6",

                            "tcp"

                         ],

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "address":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

                "title":"Interface(s)"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

                "title":"Native Prefix"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the SNMP port.",

                "title":"SNMP Port"

             },

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command",

                "title":"Name"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"Trust Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "allow-check-password",

                      "trust-conveyed-originator",

                      "allow-upgrading",

                      "allow-downgrading",

                      "no-server-credentials",

                      "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"
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             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Name"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "multi-write-async",

                      "multi-write",

                      "shadow",

                      "read-only",

                      "relay",

                      "load-share",

                      "no-routing-ac",

                      "limit-search",

                      "limit-search-exact",

                      "no-list",

                      "no-service-while-recovering",

                      "multi-write-group-hub"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "multi-write"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

                "title":"Remote Console Port"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Name"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is

 a user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

                "title":"Proxy User"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Suspended"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user

 accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Expired"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare

 responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape Response Controls"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether password management is enabled.",
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                "title":"Enable Password Policy"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the user's

 entry.",

                "title":"Substring Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Locking"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP

 directory.",

                "title":"Netscape Operational Attributes"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.",

                "title":"Force Change"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Configures multiple password policies.",

                "title":"Policies"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"",

                "title":"Netscape Legacy Mode"

             },

             "metadata":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServerMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLogging":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a

 time and date stamp.",

                "title":"Query Log File"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

                "title":"Authentication Trap"

             },
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             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Connection Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time log

 output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and

 delete operations.",

                "title":"Update Log File"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Summary Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

                "title":"Time Log File"

             },
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             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update

 log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show All Values"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_summary.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

                "title":"Summary Log File"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alarm Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_stats.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute

 that the DSA is active.",

                "title":"Statistics Log File"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

                "title":"Rollover Alarm Log"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

                "title":"Rollover Trace Log"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates

 or CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or

 certificateRevocationList attribute.",

                "title":"Certificate Log File"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a

 problem with data synchronization.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Error Trap"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output. Use

 this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alert Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"
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             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can

 be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA.",

                "title":"Alert Log File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

                "title":"Operation Error Trap"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "description":"Enables or disables tracing.",

                "title":"Trace Level",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "full",

                      "all",

                      "error",

                      "warn",

                      "x500",

                      "ldap",

                      "summary",

                      "query",

                      "update",

                      "alert",

                      "cert",

                      "connect",

                      "time",

                      "limit",

                      "stats",

                      "export",

                      "dap",

                      "dsp",

                      "pdu",

                      "asn",

                      "event",

                      "stack",

                      "assoc",

                      "oper",

                      "diag",

                      "thread"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "error"
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                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_alarm.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that

 should be monitored.",

                "title":"Alarm Log File"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each

 released connection.",

                "title":"Connection Log File"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Trace Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

                "title":"Trap On Update"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",
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                "default":0,

                "title":"Query Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count

 occurs. If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because

 of the risk of a dictionary attack.",

                "title":"Password Suspended Trap"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_trace.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

                "title":"Trace Log File"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_diag.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for

 whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

                "title":"Diagnostic Log File"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Update Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],
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                "description":"Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Time Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "properties":{  

                   "port":{  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer",

                      "maximum":65535,

                      "format":"int64"

                   },

                   "address":{  

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                },

                "required":[  

                   "address",

                   "port"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "description":"An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

                "title":"SNMP Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Include attribute values in the update log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show Values"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Warning Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_warn.log",

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing

 problems.",

                "title":"Warning Log File"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "description":"Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

                "title":"Query Log Advanced Options",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "all",

                      "ldap-controls",

                      "ssl",

                      "source",

                      "ldap-error",

                      "update-timer",

                      "show-eis"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSL":{  

          "required":[  

             "ca-file"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "minimum":0,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are

 stored.",

                "title":"HSM Slot"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ssl",

                   "tls",

                   "tlsv11",

                   "tlsv12"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

                "title":"Protocol"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor.",

                "title":"HSM Library"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the

 private key is used through the HSM.",

                "title":"HSM PIN"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/personalities",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM

 format.",

                "title":"Certificate Directory"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among many

 DSAs",

                "title":"Certificate File"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections.",

                "title":"Cipher"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL

 ciphers, omit this parameter.",
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                "title":"Enforce FIPS mode"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/trusted.pem",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates

 in PEM format.",

                "title":"CA File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Schema":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Schema name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "AccessControl":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."
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             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Access Control name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only applies to

 accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong credentials, as

 set with the set password-retries command.",

                "title":"Maximum Suspension (Secs)"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Numeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Maximum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after it

 has expired.",

                "title":"Grace Logins"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any user changes

 any password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator

 changes a user's password.",

                "title":"Enforce Quality On Reset"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",
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                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

                "title":"Username Substring"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

                "title":"Maximum Repetition"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Uppercase (Chars)"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has

 a single password policy named Default.",

                "title":"Password Policy Name"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "default":3,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is

 suspended.",
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                "title":"Retries"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new passwords.",

                "title":"Maximum Substring Repetition"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind

 and compare responses.",

                "title":"Age Warning Period (Days)"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Lowercase (Chars)"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "default":6,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Minimum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user from

 re-using these passwords.",

                "title":"History"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since a

 password was changed last before it can be changed again.",

                "title":"Minimum Age (Days)"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "default":2,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

                "title":"Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)"
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             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is

 not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",

                "title":"Last Use (Days)"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"The number of days a password is valid.",

                "title":"Age (Days)"

             }

          }

       },

       "OnlineBackup":{  

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ready",

                   "in progress"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data file

 available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."

             },

             "utcTimestamp":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the backup

 data file is not available then this property is not returned",

                "format":"date-time"

             }

          }

       },

       "Error":{  

          "required":[  

             "code",

             "message"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "message":{  

                "type":"string"

             },
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             "code":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "format":"int32"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettings":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "description":"Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",

                "title":"Pull Replication",

                "required":[  

                   "source",

                   "location",

                   "interval",

                   "window-size",

                   "retries"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "properties":{  

                   "retries":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":30,

                      "title":"Retries",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "ignore-attrs":{  

                      "description":"Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

                      "title":"Ignore Attributes",

                      "minItems":0,

                      "items":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "default":[  

 

                      ],

                      "uniqueItems":true,

                      "type":"array"

                   },

                   "interval":{  

                      "description":"Defines how often changes are pulled.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":10,

                      "title":"Interval (Secs)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "window-size":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

                      "format":"int64",
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                      "default":20,

                      "title":"Window Size (Entries)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "source":{  

                      "dsa":true,

                      "type":"string",

                      "description":"DSA from which changes are pulled.",

                      "title":"Source DSA"

                   },

                   "location":{  

                      "dn":true,

                      "description":"DN of change-log in source DSA.",

                      "title":"Change-Log Location",

                      "default":"cn=changelog",

                      "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                }

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends

 the error 'busy'.",

                "title":"Busy For Referral"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "description":"Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

                "title":"Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

                "title":"Ignore Name Bindings"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Check attributes used in DN are members of the entries ObjectClass when

 performing a rename.",

                "title":"Rename Check ObjectClass"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "description":"Configure external monitoring endpoints.",
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                "title":"External Monitor(s)",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "name",

                      "endpoint",

                      "monitor-events"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "endpoint":{  

                         "url":true,

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"HTTP endpoint external monitoring messages will be sent to. The format

 of the endpoint is: http[s]://host:port[/uri]",

                         "title":"Endpoint"

                      },

                      "name":{  

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"Name to uniquely identify external monitor configuration item.",

                         "title":"Name"

                      },

                      "push-interval":{  

                         "minimum":5,

                         "format":"int64",

                         "type":"integer",

                         "description":"Configures how often (in seconds) timer triggered events are sent.

 Must be greater than 5 seconds. Supported by events (multiwrite, stats, cache)",

                         "title":"Push Interval (Secs)"

                      },

                      "monitor-events":{  

                         "description":"List of events that will be monitored.",

                         "title":"Monitor Events",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "alarm-log-all",

                               "alarm-log-information",

                               "alarm-log-critical",

                               "alarm-log-caution",

                               "update-log",

                               "query-log",

                               "auth-failures",

                               "account-susp",

                               "op-error",

                               "mw-error",

                               "multiwrite",

                               "cache",

                               "stats",

                               "dsastats"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,
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                         "type":"array"

                      },

                      "credentials":{  

                         "properties":{  

                            "username":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth username used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Username"

                            },

                            "password":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth password used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Password"

                            }

                         },

                         "required":[  

                            "username",

                            "password"

                         ],

                         "type":"object",

                         "description":"Optional credentials used in the HTTP Authorization header.",

                         "title":"Credentials"

                      },

                      "options":{  

                         "description":"Choose desired options.",

                         "title":"Options",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "no-http-header",

                               "message-dates-gmt"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

                "title":"Wait For Multiwrite"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log

 reduces performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging

 performs much better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after

 an abnormal termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",
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                "title":"Disable Transaction Log Flush"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

                "title":"Isolate Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on

 writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

                "title":"Allow Binds"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf User Containers"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes

 with distinguishedName syntax.",

                "title":"DN Substring Match"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing

 method.",

                "title":"Cache Search Bias"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Authentication"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  
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                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the

 DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",

                "title":"Dereference Alias On Bind"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

 event occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the

 request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

                "title":"Trap On Update Verbose"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Ignore single value schema checking.",

                "title":"Ignore Single Value Check"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related

 schema.",

                "title":"Transparent Routing"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind

 refusal.",

                "title":"Hold LDAP Connections"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent

 searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

                "title":"Persistent Search"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables static roles",

                "title":"Use Roles"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "default":"ssha-512",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "oem-hash",

                   "oem-encrypt",
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                   "sha-1",

                   "md5",

                   "ssha-1",

                   "smd5",

                   "crypt",

                   "sha-512",

                   "ssha-512",

                   "pbkdf2"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

                "title":"Password Storage"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf Group Containers"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

                "title":"Trust SASL Proxy"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not

 specify these while adding an entry.",

                "title":"Add ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  
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                "description":"Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each subordinate

 DSA.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":1,

                "title":"DSP Link Count",

                "maximum":100,

                "minimum":0,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "clear-password",

                   "ssl-auth"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "title":"Minimum Authentication"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or

 searches with no filter.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.",

                "title":"Modify On Add"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "title":"TCP Keep Alive"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

                "title":"SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",
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                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions Browse"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA

 Directory DSA with SiteMinder.",

                "title":"Concurrent Bind User"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system

 writes a message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

                "title":"DXconsole Connect Alert"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multi Write Serial"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing

 them on the thread that handles each request.",

                "title":"DXgrid Queue"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is

 necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "description":"Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

                "title":"Write Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "title":"Prune ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

                "title":"Role Subtree"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the

 message unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",

                "title":"Disable Client Binds"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "description":"Mechanism for preventing entries that are critical to applications from being

 renamed or removed even if user has super-user access.",

                "title":"Critical Entries",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",

                "title":"Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multicasting"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and

 password.",

                "title":"DXconsole Users"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "default":true,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

                "title":"Alias Integrity"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add EntryDN"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "default":8,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request

 arrives and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA

 fulfills this request.",

                "title":"User Threads"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds entryUUID operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add entryUUID"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

                "title":"Store Operational Attributes"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Always Chain Down"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Return ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Anonymous"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "description":"Gracefully stops DSA when it can no longer accept updates because it cannot

 synchronize the database and/or cannot write to the transaction file.",

                "title":"Stop DSA On Disk Error",

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  
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                   "none",

                   "all",

                   "write-tx-err",

                   "sync-db-err"

                ],

                "type":"string"

             }

          }

       },

       "DSA":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "config"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "enum":[  

                   "started",

                   "stopped",

                   "recoverable",

                   "inconsistent",

                   "unknown"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA status."

             },

             "config":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaConfig"

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMetadata":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "explicitlyDefined":{  

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file.",

                "title":"Explicitly Defined"

             },

             "comments":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             }

          }
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       },

       "dsaKnowledgeMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServer":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },
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                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Cache No Scan"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Location"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Use RDN Index"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the backup location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Backup Location"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "default":500,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the size of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Size (MB)"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

                "title":"Multiwrite With DISP Recovery"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the transaction file.",

                "title":"Transaction File Location"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "description":"Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

                "title":"Lookup Cache"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettingsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "password-uppercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimits":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "default":60,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a

 multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  
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                "default":3600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

                "title":"User Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "default":20000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer

 DSA.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Queue Size"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group Credit"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use

 this command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

                "title":"Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each

 attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.",

                "title":"Max Cache Index Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

                "title":"Max Bind Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "default":10000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

                "title":"Max Operation Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "default":255,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the

 number of users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

                "title":"Max Users"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "description":"Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation alarm is

 logged.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":5,

                "title":"CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

                "maximum":60,

                "minimum":-1,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "default":10,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting for a

 reply.",

                "title":"Multi Write Outstanding Ops"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

                "title":"Max Operation Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA.

 The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

                "title":"Max PDU Size (Bytes)"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":10,

                "title":"Max Persistent Searches",

                "type":"integer"
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             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCA":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the certificate"

             },

             "certificate":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted CAs."

             },

             "notBefore":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Valid after this date."

             },

             "notAfter":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Expiration date."

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Trusted CA certificate version."

             },

             "serialNum":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

             },

             "subject":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Subject of the certificate."

             },

             "issuer":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Issuer of the Trusted CA"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimitsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "OptionalAction":{  

          "type":"object",

          "description":"Provides information to programmatically consume an optional action.",

          "properties":{  

             "endpoint":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Endpoint URL associated with the action"

             },

             "description":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Description text"

             },

             "parameters":{  

                "items":{  
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                   "type":"object"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Parameters supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "title":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Display text for the action"

             },

             "acceptTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Accept-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "summary":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Summary text"

             },

             "httpMethod":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"HTTP Method used to invoke this action"

             },

             "contentTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Content-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "action":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Unique action identifier"

             }

          }

       },

       "DxserverInfo":{  

          "properties":{  

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the software"

             },

             "dxserverActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "dsaActions":{  
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                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version and build information"

             },

             "normalizedVersion":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

             },

             "dsaSchema":{  

                "type":"object",

                "description":"JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

             }

          }

       },

      "ErrorMessage":{

         "required":[

            "statusCode",

            "message"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "statusCode":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "environment":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"Management UI Environment"

            },

            "config":{
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               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "pollingInterval"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "pollingInterval":{

                     "type":"integer",

                     "example":10

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "environmentName":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            }

         }

      },

      "DXAgent":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "port",

            "clientCertPem",

            "clientKeyPem",

            "caCertPem"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "host":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":9443

            },

            "clientCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },
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            "clientKeyPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "caCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "installationInfo":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "dsaJsonSchema":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaActions":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dsaActions"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dsaActions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "action"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "httpMethod":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"POST"

                     },

                     "parameters":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"object",

                           "required":[

                              "name"

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                              "name":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"dsaname"

                              },

                              "description":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

                              },

                              "type":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"string"

                              },

                              "required":{
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                                 "type":"boolean",

                                 "example":true

                              },

                              "in":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"path"

                              }

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "action":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"trigger_online_backup"

                     },

                     "endpoint":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

                     },

                     "title":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Online Backup"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

                     },

                     "summary":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Creates an online backup"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaStatus":{

         "required":[

            "action"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "action":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "start",

                  "stop",

                  "forcestart",

                  "forcestop",

                  "init"

               ],

               "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

            }

         }

      },
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      "uploadResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "filename":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "ldif":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "fileType",

            "ldifname",

            "verifyChecksum"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "fileType":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"fromLdif"

            },

            "ldifname":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore_100k.ldif"

            },

            "verifyChecksum":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "example":true

            }

         }

      },

      "ldifResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "filePaddingKB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1401

            },

            "entriesLoaded":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            },

            "datasizeMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":72

            },

            "averageEntriesMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1388

            },

            "entriesRead":{
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               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            }

         }

      },

      "DsaFile":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "type":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "online",

                  "offline"

               ],

               "example":"offline"

            },

            "compression":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"gzip"

            },

            "format":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ldif"

            },

            "tempFileName":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

            }

         }

      },

      "UnmanagedDSA":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config",

            "unmanagedDsaType",

            "globalKnowledge"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

            },

            "config":{

               "$ref":"#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

            },

            "unmanagedDsaType":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unmanaged DSA type."

            },

            "globalKnowledge":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "default":false

            }
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         }

      },

      "unmanagedDsaConfig":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "prefix",

            "dsa-name",

            "interface"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "title":"Name"

            },

            "dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

               "title":"DSA Password",

               "trust-flags":{

                  "type":"array",

                  "uniqueItems":true,

                  "minItems":1,

                  "title":"Trust Flags",

                  "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                  "items":{

                     "enum":[

                        "allow-check-password",

                        "trust-conveyed-originator",

                        "allow-upgrading",

                        "allow-downgrading",

                        "no-server-credentials",

                        "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                     ]

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "dsp-idle-time":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be

 idle before it is disconnected.",

               "default":600,

               "title":"DSP Idle Time",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "prefix":{
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               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "bind-address":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the

 configured address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

               "title":"Bind Address"

            },

            "remote-console-ssl":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

               "default":false,

               "title":"Remote Console SSL"

            },

            "load-share-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Load Share Group"

            },

            "dsa-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"DSA Flags",

               "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "multi-write-async",

                     "multi-write",

                     "shadow",

                     "read-only",

                     "relay",

                     "load-share",

                     "no-routing-ac",

                     "limit-search",

                     "limit-search-exact",

                     "no-list",

                     "no-service-while-recovering",

                     "multi-write-group-hub"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "remote-console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer

 on this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

               "title":"Remote Console Port",

               "minimum":0,
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               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "disp-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is

 disabled.",

               "default":"DISP",

               "enum":[

                  "DISP"

               ],

               "title":"DISP PSAP"

            },

            "snmp-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

               "title":"SNMP Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "credits":{

               "default":1000000,

               "title":"Credits",

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of

 credits is exhausted.",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

               "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"LDAP DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "multi-write-attrs":{

               "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

               "minItems":0,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "type":"array"

            },

            "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{

               "type":"array",
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               "minItems":0,

               "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "auth-levels":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Authentication Levels",

               "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "anonymous",

                     "clear-password",

                     "ssl-auth"

                  ]

               },

               "default":[

                  "anonymous",

                  "clear-password"

               ]

            },

            "native-prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Native Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$"

            },

            "osi-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

               "title":"OSI PSAP"

            },

            "interface":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

               "title":"Interface(s)",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "family",

                     "address",

                     "port"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "family":{
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                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Family",

                        "description":"the protocal for the interface",

                        "enum":[

                           "ipv4",

                           "ipv6",

                           "tcp"

                        ]

                     },

                     "port":{

                        "type":"integer",

                        "title":"Port",

                        "description":"Port for the interface",

                        "minimum":1,

                        "maximum":65535,

                        "format":"int64"

                     },

                     "address":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Address",

                        "description":"the network address for the interface.",

                        "minItems":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "link-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Link Flags",

               "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "unavailable",

                     "dsp-ldapv2",

                     "dsp-ldapv3",

                     "ssl-encryption",

                     "ssl-encryption-remote",

                     "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                     "nexor",

                     "ms-ad",

                     "siemens",

                     "rebind"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "multi-write-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Group"

            },

            "console-port":{
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               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

 to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local

 console.",

               "title":"Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "console-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text.",

               "title":"Console Password"

            }

         }

      },

      "ScimInstance":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "enabled":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "resourceTypes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "$ref"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "authentication":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsas":{

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "dsa",
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                     "dxagent"

                  ],

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "dsa":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "dxagent":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "url":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "tlsOptions":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "cert":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "key":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "ca":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "secureProtocol":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "rejectUnauthorized":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               },

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

            },

            "relationships":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "resourceTypeA":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{
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                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     },

                     "resourceTypeB":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },
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                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "enabled",

            "resourceTypes",

            "dsas"

         ]

      },

      "ScimResourceType":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "endpoint":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schema":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schemaExtensions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "readOnly":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "objectClassMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "structural"

                  ],
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                  "properties":{

                     "structural":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "auxiliary":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "schemaSourceDsa":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "dsaName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "hostName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "bindDn":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":0

                  }

               },

               "required":[

                  "hostName",

                  "dsaName"

               ]

            },

            "defaultParentDN":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "namingAttribute":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributeMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "scimAttribute",

                     "scimAttributeType"

                  ],

                  "properties":{
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                     "scimAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "scimAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "ldapAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "converterName":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "endpoint",

            "description",

            "schema",

            "readOnly",

            "objectClassMappings",

            "defaultParentDN",

            "namingAttribute",

            "attributeMappings"

         ]

      },

      "ScimSchema":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },
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            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "type",

                     "multiValued",

                     "description",

                     "required",

                     "mutability",

                     "returned"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "referenceTypes":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "required":[

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "required":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "caseExact":{
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                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "mutability":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "returned":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "uniqueness":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "id",

            "name",

            "description",

            "attributes"

         ]

      },

      "AlarmSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "alarm"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"
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                  },

                  "alarm":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

                     "required":[

                        "id",

                        "type",

                        "message"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "id":{

                           "type":"string"

                        },

                        "type":{

                           "type":"string",

                           "enum":[

                              "critical",

                              "caution",

                              "information"

                           ]

                        },

                        "message":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "StatsSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "stats"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{
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                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "stats":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring stats message",

                     "required":[

                        "anonymous-binds",

                        "simple-binds",

                        "strong-binds",

                        "bind-security-errors",

                        "total-operations",

                        "compare-entry-operations",

                        "add-entry-operations",

                        "remove-entry-operations",

                        "modify-entry-operations",

                        "rename-entry-operations",

                        "list-operations",

                        "search-operations",

                        "one-level-searches",

                        "whole-subtree-searches",

                        "security-errors",

                        "operation-errors"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "anonymous-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "simple-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "strong-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "bind-security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "total-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "compare-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "add-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "remove-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "modify-entry-operations":{
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                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "rename-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "list-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "search-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "one-level-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "whole-subtree-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "operation-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "ObjectClass":{

         "title":"Object Class",

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "kind"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Object class name"

            },

            "kind":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "abstract",

                  "auxiliary",

                  "structural"

               ],

               "description":"Object class type"

            },

            "mustContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of mandatory attributes",
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               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "mayContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of optional attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{
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                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{

   },

   "tags":[

   ]

}

 

 

 

 

DXAgent API
none

{

  "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

   "schemes":[

      "https"

   ],    

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths": {

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets all dxagents",

            "tags":[

               "DXAgent"

            ],

            "description":"Gets all dxagents.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {
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                  "name":"attributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of properties to be returned",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of dxagents",

                  "schema":{

                     "type":"array",

                     "items":{

                        "$ref":"#/definitions/DXAgent"

                     }

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "post":{

            "summary":"Creates a dxagent",

            "tags":[

               "DXAgent"

            ],

            "description":"Creates a dxagent.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted DXAgent object to create",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DXAgent"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"DXAgent is created",

                  "schema":{
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                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DXAgent"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets a dxagent",

            "tags":[

               "DXAgent"

            ],

            "description":"Gets a dxagent.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"attributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of properties to be returned",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"DXAgent returned",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DXAgent"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DXAgent does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"
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                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "put":{

            "summary":"Updates a dxagent",

            "tags":[

               "DXAgent"

            ],

            "description":"Updates a dxagent.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted DXAgent object to update",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DXAgent"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"DXAgent is updated",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/DXAgent"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DXAgent does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }
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               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "delete":{

            "summary":"Deletes a dxagent",

            "tags":[

               "DXAgent"

            ],

            "description":"Deletes a dxagent.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"DXAgent is deleted"

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/schema":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets schema for a dxagent",

            "tags":[

               "DXAgent"

            ],

            "description":"Gets schema for a dxagent.",

            "parameters":[

               {
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                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"DXAgent schema returned"

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DXAgent schema does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/action":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets actions for a dxagent",

            "tags":[

               "DXAgent"

            ],

            "description":"Gets actions for a dxagent.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,
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                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"DXAgent action returned",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaActions"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"DXAgent action does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

          "dxdisp":{  

          "required":[  

             "peerDsa"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "peerDsa":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaConfig":{  

          "required":[  

             "schema",

             "knowledge",

             "ssl"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "raw":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },
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             "passwordPolicies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"

             },

             "logging":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLogging"

             },

             "knowledge":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledge"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "limits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimits"

             },

             "settings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettings"

             },

             "server":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServer"

             },

             "ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSL"

             },

             "accessControls":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxc"

                ]

             },

             "schema":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxg"

                ]

             }

          }

       },

       "LoadDSAStatistics":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  
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             "entriesLoaded":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries loaded"

             },

             "filePaddingKB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Amount of db file padding in KB"

             },

             "datasizeMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Total Datasize in MB"

             },

             "averageEntriesMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Average number of entries per MB"

             },

             "entriesRead":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries read"

             }

          }

       },

       "DsaStatus":{  

          "required":[  

             "action"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "action":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "start",

                   "stop",

                   "forcestart",

                   "forcestop",

                   "init"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSLMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }
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          }

       },

       "Personality":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Personality name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLoggingMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCACreate":{  

          "required":[  

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledge":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "prefix",

             "dsa-name",

             "interface"

          ],
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          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "default":"DISP",

                "enum":[  

                   "DISP"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

                "title":"DISP PSAP"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

                "title":"Console Port"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Prefix"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

                "title":"OSI PSAP"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Load Share Group"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

                "title":"Link Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "unavailable",

                      "dsp-ldapv2",

                      "dsp-ldapv3",

                      "ssl-encryption",

                      "ssl-encryption-remote",

                      "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                      "nexor",

                      "krb",

                      "krb-encryption",

                      "ms-ad",

                      "rebind",
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                      "siemens"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

                "title":"Bind Address"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Password"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

                "title":"Authentication Levels",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "anonymous",

                      "clear-password",

                      "ssl-auth"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "anonymous",

                   "clear-password"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

                "title":"Remote Console SSL"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  
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                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

                "title":"Console Password"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

                "title":"DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "family",

                      "address",

                      "port"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "port":{  

                         "minimum":0,

                         "type":"integer",

                         "maximum":65535,

                         "format":"int64"

                      },

                      "family":{  

                         "enum":[  

                            "ipv4",

                            "ipv6",

                            "tcp"
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                         ],

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "address":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

                "title":"Interface(s)"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

                "title":"Native Prefix"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the SNMP port.",

                "title":"SNMP Port"

             },

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command",

                "title":"Name"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"Trust Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "allow-check-password",

                      "trust-conveyed-originator",

                      "allow-upgrading",

                      "allow-downgrading",

                      "no-server-credentials",

                      "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,
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                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Name"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "multi-write-async",

                      "multi-write",

                      "shadow",

                      "read-only",

                      "relay",

                      "load-share",

                      "no-routing-ac",

                      "limit-search",

                      "limit-search-exact",

                      "no-list",

                      "no-service-while-recovering",

                      "multi-write-group-hub"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "multi-write"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",
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                "description":"Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

                "title":"Remote Console Port"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Name"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is

 a user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

                "title":"Proxy User"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Suspended"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user

 accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Expired"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare

 responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape Response Controls"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether password management is enabled.",

                "title":"Enable Password Policy"

             },
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             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the user's

 entry.",

                "title":"Substring Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Locking"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP

 directory.",

                "title":"Netscape Operational Attributes"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.",

                "title":"Force Change"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Configures multiple password policies.",

                "title":"Policies"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"",

                "title":"Netscape Legacy Mode"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             }
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          }

       },

       "dsaServerMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLogging":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a

 time and date stamp.",

                "title":"Query Log File"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

                "title":"Authentication Trap"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  
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                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Connection Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time log

 output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and

 delete operations.",

                "title":"Update Log File"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Summary Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

                "title":"Time Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "default":false,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update

 log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show All Values"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_summary.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

                "title":"Summary Log File"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alarm Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_stats.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute

 that the DSA is active.",

                "title":"Statistics Log File"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

                "title":"Rollover Alarm Log"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

                "title":"Rollover Trace Log"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates

 or CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or

 certificateRevocationList attribute.",

                "title":"Certificate Log File"
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             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a

 problem with data synchronization.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Error Trap"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output. Use

 this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alert Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can

 be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA.",

                "title":"Alert Log File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

                "title":"Operation Error Trap"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "description":"Enables or disables tracing.",

                "title":"Trace Level",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "full",

                      "all",

                      "error",

                      "warn",

                      "x500",

                      "ldap",

                      "summary",

                      "query",

                      "update",

                      "alert",

                      "cert",

                      "connect",

                      "time",

                      "limit",

                      "stats",

                      "export",

                      "dap",

                      "dsp",

                      "pdu",

                      "asn",

                      "event",

                      "stack",

                      "assoc",

                      "oper",

                      "diag",

                      "thread"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "error"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"
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             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_alarm.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that

 should be monitored.",

                "title":"Alarm Log File"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each

 released connection.",

                "title":"Connection Log File"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Trace Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

                "title":"Trap On Update"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Query Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"
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             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count

 occurs. If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because

 of the risk of a dictionary attack.",

                "title":"Password Suspended Trap"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_trace.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

                "title":"Trace Log File"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_diag.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for

 whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

                "title":"Diagnostic Log File"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Update Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,
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                "title":"Time Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "properties":{  

                   "port":{  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer",

                      "maximum":65535,

                      "format":"int64"

                   },

                   "address":{  

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                },

                "required":[  

                   "address",

                   "port"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "description":"An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

                "title":"SNMP Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Include attribute values in the update log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show Values"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Warning Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_warn.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing

 problems.",

                "title":"Warning Log File"

             },
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             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "description":"Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

                "title":"Query Log Advanced Options",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "all",

                      "ldap-controls",

                      "ssl",

                      "source",

                      "ldap-error",

                      "update-timer",

                      "show-eis"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSL":{  

          "required":[  

             "ca-file"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "minimum":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are

 stored.",
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                "title":"HSM Slot"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ssl",

                   "tls",

                   "tlsv11",

                   "tlsv12"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

                "title":"Protocol"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor.",

                "title":"HSM Library"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the

 private key is used through the HSM.",

                "title":"HSM PIN"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/personalities",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM

 format.",

                "title":"Certificate Directory"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among many

 DSAs",

                "title":"Certificate File"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections.",

                "title":"Cipher"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL

 ciphers, omit this parameter.",

                "title":"Enforce FIPS mode"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/trusted.pem",
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                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates

 in PEM format.",

                "title":"CA File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Schema":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Schema name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "AccessControl":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"Access Control name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only applies to

 accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong credentials, as

 set with the set password-retries command.",

                "title":"Maximum Suspension (Secs)"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Numeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Maximum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after it

 has expired.",

                "title":"Grace Logins"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any user changes

 any password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator

 changes a user's password.",

                "title":"Enforce Quality On Reset"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },
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             "password-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

                "title":"Username Substring"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

                "title":"Maximum Repetition"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Uppercase (Chars)"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has

 a single password policy named Default.",

                "title":"Password Policy Name"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "default":3,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is

 suspended.",

                "title":"Retries"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "default":0,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new passwords.",

                "title":"Maximum Substring Repetition"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind

 and compare responses.",

                "title":"Age Warning Period (Days)"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Lowercase (Chars)"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "default":6,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Minimum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user from

 re-using these passwords.",

                "title":"History"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since a

 password was changed last before it can be changed again.",

                "title":"Minimum Age (Days)"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "default":2,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

                "title":"Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",
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                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is

 not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",

                "title":"Last Use (Days)"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"The number of days a password is valid.",

                "title":"Age (Days)"

             }

          }

       },

       "OnlineBackup":{  

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ready",

                   "in progress"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data file

 available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."

             },

             "utcTimestamp":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the backup

 data file is not available then this property is not returned",

                "format":"date-time"

             }

          }

       },

       "Error":{  

          "required":[  

             "code",

             "message"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "message":{  

                "type":"string"

             },

             "code":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "format":"int32"

             }
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          }

       },

       "dsaSettings":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "description":"Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",

                "title":"Pull Replication",

                "required":[  

                   "source",

                   "location",

                   "interval",

                   "window-size",

                   "retries"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "properties":{  

                   "retries":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":30,

                      "title":"Retries",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "ignore-attrs":{  

                      "description":"Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

                      "title":"Ignore Attributes",

                      "minItems":0,

                      "items":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "default":[  

 

                      ],

                      "uniqueItems":true,

                      "type":"array"

                   },

                   "interval":{  

                      "description":"Defines how often changes are pulled.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":10,

                      "title":"Interval (Secs)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "window-size":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":20,

                      "title":"Window Size (Entries)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"
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                   },

                   "source":{  

                      "dsa":true,

                      "type":"string",

                      "description":"DSA from which changes are pulled.",

                      "title":"Source DSA"

                   },

                   "location":{  

                      "dn":true,

                      "description":"DN of change-log in source DSA.",

                      "title":"Change-Log Location",

                      "default":"cn=changelog",

                      "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                }

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends

 the error 'busy'.",

                "title":"Busy For Referral"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "description":"Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

                "title":"Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

                "title":"Ignore Name Bindings"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Check attributes used in DN are members of the entries ObjectClass when

 performing a rename.",

                "title":"Rename Check ObjectClass"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "description":"Configure external monitoring endpoints.",

                "title":"External Monitor(s)",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  
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                      "name",

                      "endpoint",

                      "monitor-events"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "endpoint":{  

                         "url":true,

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"HTTP endpoint external monitoring messages will be sent to. The format

 of the endpoint is: http[s]://host:port[/uri]",

                         "title":"Endpoint"

                      },

                      "name":{  

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"Name to uniquely identify external monitor configuration item.",

                         "title":"Name"

                      },

                      "push-interval":{  

                         "minimum":5,

                         "format":"int64",

                         "type":"integer",

                         "description":"Configures how often (in seconds) timer triggered events are sent.

 Must be greater than 5 seconds. Supported by events (multiwrite, stats, cache)",

                         "title":"Push Interval (Secs)"

                      },

                      "monitor-events":{  

                         "description":"List of events that will be monitored.",

                         "title":"Monitor Events",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "alarm-log-all",

                               "alarm-log-information",

                               "alarm-log-critical",

                               "alarm-log-caution",

                               "update-log",

                               "query-log",

                               "auth-failures",

                               "account-susp",

                               "op-error",

                               "mw-error",

                               "multiwrite",

                               "cache",

                               "stats",

                               "dsastats"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      },

                      "credentials":{  

                         "properties":{  
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                            "username":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth username used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Username"

                            },

                            "password":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth password used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Password"

                            }

                         },

                         "required":[  

                            "username",

                            "password"

                         ],

                         "type":"object",

                         "description":"Optional credentials used in the HTTP Authorization header.",

                         "title":"Credentials"

                      },

                      "options":{  

                         "description":"Choose desired options.",

                         "title":"Options",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "no-http-header",

                               "message-dates-gmt"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

                "title":"Wait For Multiwrite"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log

 reduces performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging

 performs much better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after

 an abnormal termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log Flush"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "default":false,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

                "title":"Isolate Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on

 writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

                "title":"Allow Binds"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf User Containers"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes

 with distinguishedName syntax.",

                "title":"DN Substring Match"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing

 method.",

                "title":"Cache Search Bias"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Authentication"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the

 DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",
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                "title":"Dereference Alias On Bind"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

 event occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the

 request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

                "title":"Trap On Update Verbose"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Ignore single value schema checking.",

                "title":"Ignore Single Value Check"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related

 schema.",

                "title":"Transparent Routing"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind

 refusal.",

                "title":"Hold LDAP Connections"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent

 searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

                "title":"Persistent Search"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables static roles",

                "title":"Use Roles"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "default":"ssha-512",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "oem-hash",

                   "oem-encrypt",

                   "sha-1",

                   "md5",

                   "ssha-1",

                   "smd5",
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                   "crypt",

                   "sha-512",

                   "ssha-512",

                   "pbkdf2"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

                "title":"Password Storage"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf Group Containers"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

                "title":"Trust SASL Proxy"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not

 specify these while adding an entry.",

                "title":"Add ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "description":"Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each subordinate

 DSA.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":1,

                "title":"DSP Link Count",
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                "maximum":100,

                "minimum":0,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "clear-password",

                   "ssl-auth"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "title":"Minimum Authentication"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or

 searches with no filter.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.",

                "title":"Modify On Add"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "title":"TCP Keep Alive"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

                "title":"SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions Browse"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  
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                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA

 Directory DSA with SiteMinder.",

                "title":"Concurrent Bind User"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system

 writes a message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

                "title":"DXconsole Connect Alert"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multi Write Serial"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing

 them on the thread that handles each request.",

                "title":"DXgrid Queue"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is

 necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "description":"Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

                "title":"Write Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Prune ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",
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                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

                "title":"Role Subtree"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the

 message unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",

                "title":"Disable Client Binds"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "description":"Mechanism for preventing entries that are critical to applications from being

 renamed or removed even if user has super-user access.",

                "title":"Critical Entries",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",

                "title":"Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multicasting"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and

 password.",

                "title":"DXconsole Users"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

                "title":"Alias Integrity"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  
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                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add EntryDN"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "default":8,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request

 arrives and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA

 fulfills this request.",

                "title":"User Threads"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds entryUUID operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add entryUUID"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

                "title":"Store Operational Attributes"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Always Chain Down"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Return ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Anonymous"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "description":"Gracefully stops DSA when it can no longer accept updates because it cannot

 synchronize the database and/or cannot write to the transaction file.",

                "title":"Stop DSA On Disk Error",

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "all",

                   "write-tx-err",

                   "sync-db-err"

                ],
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                "type":"string"

             }

          }

       },

       "DSA":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "config"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "enum":[  

                   "started",

                   "stopped",

                   "recoverable",

                   "inconsistent",

                   "unknown"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA status."

             },

             "config":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaConfig"

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMetadata":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "explicitlyDefined":{  

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file.",

                "title":"Explicitly Defined"

             },

             "comments":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledgeMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServer":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"
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             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Cache No Scan"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Location"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Use RDN Index"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the backup location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Backup Location"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "default":500,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the size of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Size (MB)"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

                "title":"Multiwrite With DISP Recovery"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the transaction file.",

                "title":"Transaction File Location"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

                "title":"Lookup Cache"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"
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             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettingsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimits":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "default":60,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a

 multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "default":3600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

                "title":"User Idle Time (Secs)"
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             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "default":20000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer

 DSA.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Queue Size"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group Credit"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use

 this command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

                "title":"Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each

 attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.",

                "title":"Max Cache Index Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

                "title":"Max Bind Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "default":10000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

                "title":"Max Operation Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "default":255,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the

 number of users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

                "title":"Max Users"
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             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "description":"Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation alarm is

 logged.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":5,

                "title":"CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

                "maximum":60,

                "minimum":-1,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "default":10,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting for a

 reply.",

                "title":"Multi Write Outstanding Ops"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

                "title":"Max Operation Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA.

 The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

                "title":"Max PDU Size (Bytes)"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":10,

                "title":"Max Persistent Searches",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

             }

          }
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       },

       "TrustedCA":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the certificate"

             },

             "certificate":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted CAs."

             },

             "notBefore":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Valid after this date."

             },

             "notAfter":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Expiration date."

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Trusted CA certificate version."

             },

             "serialNum":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

             },

             "subject":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Subject of the certificate."

             },

             "issuer":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Issuer of the Trusted CA"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimitsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "OptionalAction":{  

          "type":"object",

          "description":"Provides information to programmatically consume an optional action.",

          "properties":{  

             "endpoint":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Endpoint URL associated with the action"

             },

             "description":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Description text"

             },

             "parameters":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"object"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Parameters supported by the endpoint"

             },
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             "title":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Display text for the action"

             },

             "acceptTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Accept-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "summary":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Summary text"

             },

             "httpMethod":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"HTTP Method used to invoke this action"

             },

             "contentTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Content-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "action":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Unique action identifier"

             }

          }

       },

       "DxserverInfo":{  

          "properties":{  

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the software"

             },

             "dxserverActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "dsaActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,
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                "type":"array",

                "description":"DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version and build information"

             },

             "normalizedVersion":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

             },

             "dsaSchema":{  

                "type":"object",

                "description":"JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

             }

          }

       },

      "ErrorMessage":{

         "required":[

            "statusCode",

            "message"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "statusCode":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "environment":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"Management UI Environment"

            },

            "config":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "pollingInterval"

               ],

               "properties":{
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                  "pollingInterval":{

                     "type":"integer",

                     "example":10

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "environmentName":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            }

         }

      },

      "DXAgent":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "port",

            "clientCertPem",

            "clientKeyPem",

            "caCertPem"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "host":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":9443

            },

            "clientCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "clientKeyPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "caCertPem":{

               "type":"string"
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            },

            "installationInfo":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "dsaJsonSchema":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaActions":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dsaActions"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dsaActions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "action"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "httpMethod":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"POST"

                     },

                     "parameters":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"object",

                           "required":[

                              "name"

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                              "name":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"dsaname"

                              },

                              "description":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

                              },

                              "type":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"string"

                              },

                              "required":{

                                 "type":"boolean",

                                 "example":true

                              },

                              "in":{

                                 "type":"string",
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                                 "example":"path"

                              }

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "action":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"trigger_online_backup"

                     },

                     "endpoint":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

                     },

                     "title":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Online Backup"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

                     },

                     "summary":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Creates an online backup"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaStatus":{

         "required":[

            "action"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "action":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "start",

                  "stop",

                  "forcestart",

                  "forcestop",

                  "init"

               ],

               "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

            }

         }

      },

      "uploadResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "message":{

               "type":"string"
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            },

            "filename":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "ldif":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "fileType",

            "ldifname",

            "verifyChecksum"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "fileType":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"fromLdif"

            },

            "ldifname":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore_100k.ldif"

            },

            "verifyChecksum":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "example":true

            }

         }

      },

      "ldifResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "filePaddingKB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1401

            },

            "entriesLoaded":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            },

            "datasizeMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":72

            },

            "averageEntriesMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1388

            },

            "entriesRead":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            }

         }

      },
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      "DsaFile":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "type":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "online",

                  "offline"

               ],

               "example":"offline"

            },

            "compression":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"gzip"

            },

            "format":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ldif"

            },

            "tempFileName":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

            }

         }

      },

      "UnmanagedDSA":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config",

            "unmanagedDsaType",

            "globalKnowledge"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

            },

            "config":{

               "$ref":"#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

            },

            "unmanagedDsaType":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unmanaged DSA type."

            },

            "globalKnowledge":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "default":false

            }

         }

      },

      "unmanagedDsaConfig":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[
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            "name",

            "prefix",

            "dsa-name",

            "interface"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "title":"Name"

            },

            "dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

               "title":"DSA Password",

               "trust-flags":{

                  "type":"array",

                  "uniqueItems":true,

                  "minItems":1,

                  "title":"Trust Flags",

                  "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                  "items":{

                     "enum":[

                        "allow-check-password",

                        "trust-conveyed-originator",

                        "allow-upgrading",

                        "allow-downgrading",

                        "no-server-credentials",

                        "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                     ]

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "dsp-idle-time":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be

 idle before it is disconnected.",

               "default":600,

               "title":"DSP Idle Time",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Prefix",
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               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "bind-address":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the

 configured address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

               "title":"Bind Address"

            },

            "remote-console-ssl":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

               "default":false,

               "title":"Remote Console SSL"

            },

            "load-share-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Load Share Group"

            },

            "dsa-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"DSA Flags",

               "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "multi-write-async",

                     "multi-write",

                     "shadow",

                     "read-only",

                     "relay",

                     "load-share",

                     "no-routing-ac",

                     "limit-search",

                     "limit-search-exact",

                     "no-list",

                     "no-service-while-recovering",

                     "multi-write-group-hub"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "remote-console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer

 on this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

               "title":"Remote Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "disp-psap":{

               "type":"string",
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               "description":"(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is

 disabled.",

               "default":"DISP",

               "enum":[

                  "DISP"

               ],

               "title":"DISP PSAP"

            },

            "snmp-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

               "title":"SNMP Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "credits":{

               "default":1000000,

               "title":"Credits",

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of

 credits is exhausted.",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

               "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"LDAP DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "multi-write-attrs":{

               "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

               "minItems":0,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "type":"array"

            },

            "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{

               "type":"array",

               "minItems":0,

               "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

               "items":{
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                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "auth-levels":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Authentication Levels",

               "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "anonymous",

                     "clear-password",

                     "ssl-auth"

                  ]

               },

               "default":[

                  "anonymous",

                  "clear-password"

               ]

            },

            "native-prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Native Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$"

            },

            "osi-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

               "title":"OSI PSAP"

            },

            "interface":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

               "title":"Interface(s)",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "family",

                     "address",

                     "port"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "family":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Family",

                        "description":"the protocal for the interface",

                        "enum":[

                           "ipv4",
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                           "ipv6",

                           "tcp"

                        ]

                     },

                     "port":{

                        "type":"integer",

                        "title":"Port",

                        "description":"Port for the interface",

                        "minimum":1,

                        "maximum":65535,

                        "format":"int64"

                     },

                     "address":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Address",

                        "description":"the network address for the interface.",

                        "minItems":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "link-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Link Flags",

               "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "unavailable",

                     "dsp-ldapv2",

                     "dsp-ldapv3",

                     "ssl-encryption",

                     "ssl-encryption-remote",

                     "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                     "nexor",

                     "ms-ad",

                     "siemens",

                     "rebind"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "multi-write-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Group"

            },

            "console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

 to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local

 console.",

               "title":"Console Port",
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               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "console-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text.",

               "title":"Console Password"

            }

         }

      },

      "ScimInstance":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "enabled":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "resourceTypes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "$ref"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "authentication":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsas":{

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "dsa",

                     "dxagent"

                  ],

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "dsa":{
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                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "dxagent":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "url":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "tlsOptions":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "cert":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "key":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "ca":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "secureProtocol":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "rejectUnauthorized":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               },

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

            },

            "relationships":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "resourceTypeA":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{
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                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     },

                     "resourceTypeB":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     }

                  }
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               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "enabled",

            "resourceTypes",

            "dsas"

         ]

      },

      "ScimResourceType":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "endpoint":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schema":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schemaExtensions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "readOnly":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "objectClassMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "structural"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "structural":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },
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                     "auxiliary":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "schemaSourceDsa":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "dsaName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "hostName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "bindDn":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":0

                  }

               },

               "required":[

                  "hostName",

                  "dsaName"

               ]

            },

            "defaultParentDN":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "namingAttribute":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributeMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "scimAttribute",

                     "scimAttributeType"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "scimAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "scimAttributeType":{
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                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "ldapAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "converterName":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "endpoint",

            "description",

            "schema",

            "readOnly",

            "objectClassMappings",

            "defaultParentDN",

            "namingAttribute",

            "attributeMappings"

         ]

      },

      "ScimSchema":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{
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               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "type",

                     "multiValued",

                     "description",

                     "required",

                     "mutability",

                     "returned"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "referenceTypes":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "required":[

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "required":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "caseExact":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "mutability":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1
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                     },

                     "returned":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "uniqueness":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "id",

            "name",

            "description",

            "attributes"

         ]

      },

      "AlarmSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "alarm"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "alarm":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

                     "required":[
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                        "id",

                        "type",

                        "message"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "id":{

                           "type":"string"

                        },

                        "type":{

                           "type":"string",

                           "enum":[

                              "critical",

                              "caution",

                              "information"

                           ]

                        },

                        "message":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "StatsSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "stats"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"
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                  },

                  "stats":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring stats message",

                     "required":[

                        "anonymous-binds",

                        "simple-binds",

                        "strong-binds",

                        "bind-security-errors",

                        "total-operations",

                        "compare-entry-operations",

                        "add-entry-operations",

                        "remove-entry-operations",

                        "modify-entry-operations",

                        "rename-entry-operations",

                        "list-operations",

                        "search-operations",

                        "one-level-searches",

                        "whole-subtree-searches",

                        "security-errors",

                        "operation-errors"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "anonymous-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "simple-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "strong-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "bind-security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "total-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "compare-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "add-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "remove-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "modify-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "rename-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },
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                        "list-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "search-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "one-level-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "whole-subtree-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "operation-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "ObjectClass":{

         "title":"Object Class",

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "kind"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Object class name"

            },

            "kind":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "abstract",

                  "auxiliary",

                  "structural"

               ],

               "description":"Object class type"

            },

            "mustContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of mandatory attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",
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                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "mayContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of optional attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }
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            }

         }

      }

   },

   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{

   },

   "tags":[

   ]

}

 

 

 

 

 

Environment API
none

{

   

   "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

   "schemes":[

      "https"

   ],

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths": {

      "/environments":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets all environments",

            "tags":[

               "Environment"

            ],

            "description":"Gets all environments.",

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of environments",

                  "schema":{

                     "type":"array",

                     "items":{

                        "$ref":"#/definitions/environment"

                     }

                  }

               },

               "default":{
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                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "post":{

            "summary":"Updates an environment",

            "tags":[

               "Environment"

            ],

            "description":"Updates an environment.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted environment object to create",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/environment"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"Environment created",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/environment"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets an environment",

            "tags":[

               "Environment"

            ],

            "description":"Gets an environment.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,
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                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"Environment returned",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/environment"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "put":{

            "summary":"Creates an environment",

            "tags":[

               "Environment"

            ],

            "description":"Creates an environment.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted environment object to update",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/environment"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"Environment created",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/environment"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"Environment does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"
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                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "delete":{

            "summary":"Deletes an environment",

            "tags":[

               "Environment"

            ],

            "description":"Deletes an environment.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"Environment is deleted"

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/reconciliation":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Reconciles an environment",

            "tags":[

               "Environment"

            ],

            "description":"Reconciles an environment.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted environment name to reconcile",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/environmentName"
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                  }

               },

               {

                  "name":"init",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Boolean value of whether to run init action DSAs or not",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"Environment reconciled"

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

          "dxdisp":{  

          "required":[  

             "peerDsa"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "peerDsa":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaConfig":{  

          "required":[  

             "schema",

             "knowledge",

             "ssl"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "raw":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "passwordPolicies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"
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             },

             "logging":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLogging"

             },

             "knowledge":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledge"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "limits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimits"

             },

             "settings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettings"

             },

             "server":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServer"

             },

             "ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSL"

             },

             "accessControls":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxc"

                ]

             },

             "schema":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxg"

                ]

             }

          }

       },

       "LoadDSAStatistics":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "entriesLoaded":{  

                "type":"integer",
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                "description":"Number of entries loaded"

             },

             "filePaddingKB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Amount of db file padding in KB"

             },

             "datasizeMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Total Datasize in MB"

             },

             "averageEntriesMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Average number of entries per MB"

             },

             "entriesRead":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries read"

             }

          }

       },

       "DsaStatus":{  

          "required":[  

             "action"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "action":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "start",

                   "stop",

                   "forcestart",

                   "forcestop",

                   "init"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSLMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },
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       "Personality":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Personality name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLoggingMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCACreate":{  

          "required":[  

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledge":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "prefix",

             "dsa-name",

             "interface"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  
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             "disp-psap":{  

                "default":"DISP",

                "enum":[  

                   "DISP"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

                "title":"DISP PSAP"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

                "title":"Console Port"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Prefix"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

                "title":"OSI PSAP"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Load Share Group"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

                "title":"Link Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "unavailable",

                      "dsp-ldapv2",

                      "dsp-ldapv3",

                      "ssl-encryption",

                      "ssl-encryption-remote",

                      "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                      "nexor",

                      "krb",

                      "krb-encryption",

                      "ms-ad",

                      "rebind",

                      "siemens"

                   ]
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                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

                "title":"Bind Address"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Password"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

                "title":"Authentication Levels",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "anonymous",

                      "clear-password",

                      "ssl-auth"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "anonymous",

                   "clear-password"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

                "title":"Remote Console SSL"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],
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                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

                "title":"Console Password"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

                "title":"DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "family",

                      "address",

                      "port"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "port":{  

                         "minimum":0,

                         "type":"integer",

                         "maximum":65535,

                         "format":"int64"

                      },

                      "family":{  

                         "enum":[  

                            "ipv4",

                            "ipv6",

                            "tcp"

                         ],

                         "type":"string"
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                      },

                      "address":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

                "title":"Interface(s)"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

                "title":"Native Prefix"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the SNMP port.",

                "title":"SNMP Port"

             },

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command",

                "title":"Name"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"Trust Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "allow-check-password",

                      "trust-conveyed-originator",

                      "allow-upgrading",

                      "allow-downgrading",

                      "no-server-credentials",

                      "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Name"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "multi-write-async",

                      "multi-write",

                      "shadow",

                      "read-only",

                      "relay",

                      "load-share",

                      "no-routing-ac",

                      "limit-search",

                      "limit-search-exact",

                      "no-list",

                      "no-service-while-recovering",

                      "multi-write-group-hub"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "multi-write"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

                "title":"Remote Console Port"
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             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Name"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is

 a user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

                "title":"Proxy User"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Suspended"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user

 accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Expired"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare

 responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape Response Controls"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether password management is enabled.",

                "title":"Enable Password Policy"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the user's

 entry.",
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                "title":"Substring Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Locking"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP

 directory.",

                "title":"Netscape Operational Attributes"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.",

                "title":"Force Change"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Configures multiple password policies.",

                "title":"Policies"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"",

                "title":"Netscape Legacy Mode"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServerMetadata":{  
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          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLogging":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a

 time and date stamp.",

                "title":"Query Log File"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

                "title":"Authentication Trap"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0
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                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Connection Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time log

 output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and

 delete operations.",

                "title":"Update Log File"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Summary Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

                "title":"Time Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update

 log.",
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                "title":"Update Log Show All Values"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_summary.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

                "title":"Summary Log File"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alarm Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_stats.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute

 that the DSA is active.",

                "title":"Statistics Log File"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

                "title":"Rollover Alarm Log"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

                "title":"Rollover Trace Log"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates

 or CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or

 certificateRevocationList attribute.",

                "title":"Certificate Log File"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a

 problem with data synchronization.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Error Trap"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output. Use

 this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alert Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can

 be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA.",

                "title":"Alert Log File"

             },
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             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

                "title":"Operation Error Trap"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "description":"Enables or disables tracing.",

                "title":"Trace Level",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "full",

                      "all",

                      "error",

                      "warn",

                      "x500",

                      "ldap",

                      "summary",

                      "query",

                      "update",

                      "alert",

                      "cert",

                      "connect",

                      "time",

                      "limit",

                      "stats",

                      "export",

                      "dap",

                      "dsp",

                      "pdu",

                      "asn",

                      "event",

                      "stack",

                      "assoc",

                      "oper",

                      "diag",

                      "thread"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "error"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_alarm.log",

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that

 should be monitored.",

                "title":"Alarm Log File"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each

 released connection.",

                "title":"Connection Log File"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Trace Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

                "title":"Trap On Update"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Query Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "description":"Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count

 occurs. If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because

 of the risk of a dictionary attack.",

                "title":"Password Suspended Trap"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_trace.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

                "title":"Trace Log File"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_diag.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for

 whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

                "title":"Diagnostic Log File"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Update Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Time Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  
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                "properties":{  

                   "port":{  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer",

                      "maximum":65535,

                      "format":"int64"

                   },

                   "address":{  

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                },

                "required":[  

                   "address",

                   "port"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "description":"An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

                "title":"SNMP Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Include attribute values in the update log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show Values"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Warning Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_warn.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing

 problems.",

                "title":"Warning Log File"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "description":"Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

                "title":"Query Log Advanced Options",

                "minItems":0,
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                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "all",

                      "ldap-controls",

                      "ssl",

                      "source",

                      "ldap-error",

                      "update-timer",

                      "show-eis"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSL":{  

          "required":[  

             "ca-file"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "minimum":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are

 stored.",

                "title":"HSM Slot"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "enum":[  
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                   "ssl",

                   "tls",

                   "tlsv11",

                   "tlsv12"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

                "title":"Protocol"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor.",

                "title":"HSM Library"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the

 private key is used through the HSM.",

                "title":"HSM PIN"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/personalities",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM

 format.",

                "title":"Certificate Directory"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among many

 DSAs",

                "title":"Certificate File"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections.",

                "title":"Cipher"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL

 ciphers, omit this parameter.",

                "title":"Enforce FIPS mode"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/trusted.pem",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates

 in PEM format.",
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                "title":"CA File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Schema":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Schema name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "AccessControl":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Access Control name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },
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       "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only applies to

 accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong credentials, as

 set with the set password-retries command.",

                "title":"Maximum Suspension (Secs)"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Numeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Maximum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after it

 has expired.",

                "title":"Grace Logins"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any user changes

 any password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator

 changes a user's password.",

                "title":"Enforce Quality On Reset"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",
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                "description":"Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

                "title":"Username Substring"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

                "title":"Maximum Repetition"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Uppercase (Chars)"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has

 a single password policy named Default.",

                "title":"Password Policy Name"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "default":3,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is

 suspended.",

                "title":"Retries"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new passwords.",

                "title":"Maximum Substring Repetition"
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             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind

 and compare responses.",

                "title":"Age Warning Period (Days)"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Lowercase (Chars)"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "default":6,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Minimum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user from

 re-using these passwords.",

                "title":"History"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since a

 password was changed last before it can be changed again.",

                "title":"Minimum Age (Days)"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "default":2,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

                "title":"Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is

 not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",

                "title":"Last Use (Days)"
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             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"The number of days a password is valid.",

                "title":"Age (Days)"

             }

          }

       },

       "OnlineBackup":{  

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ready",

                   "in progress"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data file

 available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."

             },

             "utcTimestamp":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the backup

 data file is not available then this property is not returned",

                "format":"date-time"

             }

          }

       },

       "Error":{  

          "required":[  

             "code",

             "message"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "message":{  

                "type":"string"

             },

             "code":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "format":"int32"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettings":{  

          "type":"object",
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          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "description":"Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",

                "title":"Pull Replication",

                "required":[  

                   "source",

                   "location",

                   "interval",

                   "window-size",

                   "retries"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "properties":{  

                   "retries":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":30,

                      "title":"Retries",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "ignore-attrs":{  

                      "description":"Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

                      "title":"Ignore Attributes",

                      "minItems":0,

                      "items":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "default":[  

 

                      ],

                      "uniqueItems":true,

                      "type":"array"

                   },

                   "interval":{  

                      "description":"Defines how often changes are pulled.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":10,

                      "title":"Interval (Secs)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "window-size":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":20,

                      "title":"Window Size (Entries)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "source":{  

                      "dsa":true,

                      "type":"string",
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                      "description":"DSA from which changes are pulled.",

                      "title":"Source DSA"

                   },

                   "location":{  

                      "dn":true,

                      "description":"DN of change-log in source DSA.",

                      "title":"Change-Log Location",

                      "default":"cn=changelog",

                      "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                }

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends

 the error 'busy'.",

                "title":"Busy For Referral"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "description":"Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

                "title":"Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

                "title":"Ignore Name Bindings"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Check attributes used in DN are members of the entries ObjectClass when

 performing a rename.",

                "title":"Rename Check ObjectClass"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "description":"Configure external monitoring endpoints.",

                "title":"External Monitor(s)",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "name",

                      "endpoint",

                      "monitor-events"

                   ],
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                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "endpoint":{  

                         "url":true,

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"HTTP endpoint external monitoring messages will be sent to. The format

 of the endpoint is: http[s]://host:port[/uri]",

                         "title":"Endpoint"

                      },

                      "name":{  

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"Name to uniquely identify external monitor configuration item.",

                         "title":"Name"

                      },

                      "push-interval":{  

                         "minimum":5,

                         "format":"int64",

                         "type":"integer",

                         "description":"Configures how often (in seconds) timer triggered events are sent.

 Must be greater than 5 seconds. Supported by events (multiwrite, stats, cache)",

                         "title":"Push Interval (Secs)"

                      },

                      "monitor-events":{  

                         "description":"List of events that will be monitored.",

                         "title":"Monitor Events",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "alarm-log-all",

                               "alarm-log-information",

                               "alarm-log-critical",

                               "alarm-log-caution",

                               "update-log",

                               "query-log",

                               "auth-failures",

                               "account-susp",

                               "op-error",

                               "mw-error",

                               "multiwrite",

                               "cache",

                               "stats",

                               "dsastats"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      },

                      "credentials":{  

                         "properties":{  

                            "username":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth username used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Username"
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                            },

                            "password":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth password used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Password"

                            }

                         },

                         "required":[  

                            "username",

                            "password"

                         ],

                         "type":"object",

                         "description":"Optional credentials used in the HTTP Authorization header.",

                         "title":"Credentials"

                      },

                      "options":{  

                         "description":"Choose desired options.",

                         "title":"Options",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "no-http-header",

                               "message-dates-gmt"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

                "title":"Wait For Multiwrite"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log

 reduces performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging

 performs much better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after

 an abnormal termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log Flush"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

                "title":"Isolate Multiwrite Group"

             },
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             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on

 writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

                "title":"Allow Binds"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf User Containers"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes

 with distinguishedName syntax.",

                "title":"DN Substring Match"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing

 method.",

                "title":"Cache Search Bias"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Authentication"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the

 DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",

                "title":"Dereference Alias On Bind"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "default":false,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

 event occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the

 request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

                "title":"Trap On Update Verbose"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Ignore single value schema checking.",

                "title":"Ignore Single Value Check"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related

 schema.",

                "title":"Transparent Routing"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind

 refusal.",

                "title":"Hold LDAP Connections"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent

 searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

                "title":"Persistent Search"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables static roles",

                "title":"Use Roles"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "default":"ssha-512",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "oem-hash",

                   "oem-encrypt",

                   "sha-1",

                   "md5",

                   "ssha-1",

                   "smd5",

                   "crypt",

                   "sha-512",

                   "ssha-512",

                   "pbkdf2"
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                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

                "title":"Password Storage"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf Group Containers"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

                "title":"Trust SASL Proxy"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not

 specify these while adding an entry.",

                "title":"Add ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "description":"Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each subordinate

 DSA.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":1,

                "title":"DSP Link Count",

                "maximum":100,

                "minimum":0,

                "type":"integer"

             },
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             "min-auth":{  

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "clear-password",

                   "ssl-auth"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "title":"Minimum Authentication"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or

 searches with no filter.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.",

                "title":"Modify On Add"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "title":"TCP Keep Alive"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

                "title":"SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions Browse"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },
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                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA

 Directory DSA with SiteMinder.",

                "title":"Concurrent Bind User"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system

 writes a message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

                "title":"DXconsole Connect Alert"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multi Write Serial"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing

 them on the thread that handles each request.",

                "title":"DXgrid Queue"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is

 necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "description":"Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

                "title":"Write Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Prune ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

                "title":"Role Subtree"

             },
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             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the

 message unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",

                "title":"Disable Client Binds"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "description":"Mechanism for preventing entries that are critical to applications from being

 renamed or removed even if user has super-user access.",

                "title":"Critical Entries",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",

                "title":"Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multicasting"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and

 password.",

                "title":"DXconsole Users"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

                "title":"Alias Integrity"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add EntryDN"
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             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "default":8,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request

 arrives and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA

 fulfills this request.",

                "title":"User Threads"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds entryUUID operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add entryUUID"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

                "title":"Store Operational Attributes"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Always Chain Down"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Return ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Anonymous"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "description":"Gracefully stops DSA when it can no longer accept updates because it cannot

 synchronize the database and/or cannot write to the transaction file.",

                "title":"Stop DSA On Disk Error",

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "all",

                   "write-tx-err",

                   "sync-db-err"

                ],

                "type":"string"

             }

          }

       },
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       "DSA":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "config"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "enum":[  

                   "started",

                   "stopped",

                   "recoverable",

                   "inconsistent",

                   "unknown"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA status."

             },

             "config":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaConfig"

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMetadata":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "explicitlyDefined":{  

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file.",

                "title":"Explicitly Defined"

             },

             "comments":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledgeMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServer":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "title":"Cache No Scan"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Location"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Use RDN Index"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the backup location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Backup Location"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "default":500,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the size of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Size (MB)"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

                "title":"Multiwrite With DISP Recovery"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the transaction file.",

                "title":"Transaction File Location"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

                "title":"Lookup Cache"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettingsMetadata":{  
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          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-threads":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimits":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "default":60,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a

 multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "default":3600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

                "title":"User Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "default":20000,

                "format":"int64",
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                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer

 DSA.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Queue Size"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group Credit"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use

 this command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

                "title":"Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each

 attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.",

                "title":"Max Cache Index Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

                "title":"Max Bind Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "default":10000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

                "title":"Max Operation Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "default":255,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the

 number of users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

                "title":"Max Users"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "description":"Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation alarm is

 logged.",
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                "format":"int64",

                "default":5,

                "title":"CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

                "maximum":60,

                "minimum":-1,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "default":10,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting for a

 reply.",

                "title":"Multi Write Outstanding Ops"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

                "title":"Max Operation Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA.

 The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

                "title":"Max PDU Size (Bytes)"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":10,

                "title":"Max Persistent Searches",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCA":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  
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             "status":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the certificate"

             },

             "certificate":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted CAs."

             },

             "notBefore":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Valid after this date."

             },

             "notAfter":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Expiration date."

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Trusted CA certificate version."

             },

             "serialNum":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

             },

             "subject":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Subject of the certificate."

             },

             "issuer":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Issuer of the Trusted CA"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimitsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "OptionalAction":{  

          "type":"object",

          "description":"Provides information to programmatically consume an optional action.",

          "properties":{  

             "endpoint":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Endpoint URL associated with the action"

             },

             "description":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Description text"

             },

             "parameters":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"object"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Parameters supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "title":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Display text for the action"

             },
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             "acceptTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Accept-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "summary":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Summary text"

             },

             "httpMethod":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"HTTP Method used to invoke this action"

             },

             "contentTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Content-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "action":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Unique action identifier"

             }

          }

       },

       "DxserverInfo":{  

          "properties":{  

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the software"

             },

             "dxserverActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "dsaActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "version":{  
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                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version and build information"

             },

             "normalizedVersion":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

             },

             "dsaSchema":{  

                "type":"object",

                "description":"JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

             }

          }

       },

      "ErrorMessage":{

         "required":[

            "statusCode",

            "message"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "statusCode":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "environment":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"Management UI Environment"

            },

            "config":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "pollingInterval"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "pollingInterval":{

                     "type":"integer",

                     "example":10

                  }
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               }

            }

         }

      },

      "environmentName":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            }

         }

      },

      "DXAgent":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "port",

            "clientCertPem",

            "clientKeyPem",

            "caCertPem"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "host":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":9443

            },

            "clientCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "clientKeyPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "caCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "installationInfo":{

               "type":"string"

            },
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            "dsaJsonSchema":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaActions":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dsaActions"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dsaActions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "action"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "httpMethod":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"POST"

                     },

                     "parameters":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"object",

                           "required":[

                              "name"

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                              "name":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"dsaname"

                              },

                              "description":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

                              },

                              "type":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"string"

                              },

                              "required":{

                                 "type":"boolean",

                                 "example":true

                              },

                              "in":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"path"

                              }

                           }

                        }
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                     },

                     "action":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"trigger_online_backup"

                     },

                     "endpoint":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

                     },

                     "title":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Online Backup"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

                     },

                     "summary":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Creates an online backup"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaStatus":{

         "required":[

            "action"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "action":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "start",

                  "stop",

                  "forcestart",

                  "forcestop",

                  "init"

               ],

               "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

            }

         }

      },

      "uploadResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "filename":{

               "type":"string"

            }
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         }

      },

      "ldif":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "fileType",

            "ldifname",

            "verifyChecksum"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "fileType":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"fromLdif"

            },

            "ldifname":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore_100k.ldif"

            },

            "verifyChecksum":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "example":true

            }

         }

      },

      "ldifResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "filePaddingKB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1401

            },

            "entriesLoaded":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            },

            "datasizeMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":72

            },

            "averageEntriesMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1388

            },

            "entriesRead":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            }

         }

      },

      "DsaFile":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "type":{
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               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "online",

                  "offline"

               ],

               "example":"offline"

            },

            "compression":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"gzip"

            },

            "format":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ldif"

            },

            "tempFileName":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

            }

         }

      },

      "UnmanagedDSA":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config",

            "unmanagedDsaType",

            "globalKnowledge"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

            },

            "config":{

               "$ref":"#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

            },

            "unmanagedDsaType":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unmanaged DSA type."

            },

            "globalKnowledge":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "default":false

            }

         }

      },

      "unmanagedDsaConfig":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "prefix",

            "dsa-name",

            "interface"
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         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "title":"Name"

            },

            "dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

               "title":"DSA Password",

               "trust-flags":{

                  "type":"array",

                  "uniqueItems":true,

                  "minItems":1,

                  "title":"Trust Flags",

                  "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                  "items":{

                     "enum":[

                        "allow-check-password",

                        "trust-conveyed-originator",

                        "allow-upgrading",

                        "allow-downgrading",

                        "no-server-credentials",

                        "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                     ]

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "dsp-idle-time":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be

 idle before it is disconnected.",

               "default":600,

               "title":"DSP Idle Time",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "bind-address":{

               "type":"string",
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               "description":"(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the

 configured address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

               "title":"Bind Address"

            },

            "remote-console-ssl":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

               "default":false,

               "title":"Remote Console SSL"

            },

            "load-share-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Load Share Group"

            },

            "dsa-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"DSA Flags",

               "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "multi-write-async",

                     "multi-write",

                     "shadow",

                     "read-only",

                     "relay",

                     "load-share",

                     "no-routing-ac",

                     "limit-search",

                     "limit-search-exact",

                     "no-list",

                     "no-service-while-recovering",

                     "multi-write-group-hub"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "remote-console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer

 on this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

               "title":"Remote Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "disp-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is

 disabled.",

               "default":"DISP",

               "enum":[
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                  "DISP"

               ],

               "title":"DISP PSAP"

            },

            "snmp-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

               "title":"SNMP Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "credits":{

               "default":1000000,

               "title":"Credits",

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of

 credits is exhausted.",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

               "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"LDAP DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "multi-write-attrs":{

               "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

               "minItems":0,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "type":"array"

            },

            "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{

               "type":"array",

               "minItems":0,

               "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "auth-levels":{
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               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Authentication Levels",

               "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "anonymous",

                     "clear-password",

                     "ssl-auth"

                  ]

               },

               "default":[

                  "anonymous",

                  "clear-password"

               ]

            },

            "native-prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Native Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$"

            },

            "osi-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

               "title":"OSI PSAP"

            },

            "interface":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

               "title":"Interface(s)",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "family",

                     "address",

                     "port"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "family":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Family",

                        "description":"the protocal for the interface",

                        "enum":[

                           "ipv4",

                           "ipv6",

                           "tcp"

                        ]

                     },
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                     "port":{

                        "type":"integer",

                        "title":"Port",

                        "description":"Port for the interface",

                        "minimum":1,

                        "maximum":65535,

                        "format":"int64"

                     },

                     "address":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Address",

                        "description":"the network address for the interface.",

                        "minItems":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "link-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Link Flags",

               "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "unavailable",

                     "dsp-ldapv2",

                     "dsp-ldapv3",

                     "ssl-encryption",

                     "ssl-encryption-remote",

                     "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                     "nexor",

                     "ms-ad",

                     "siemens",

                     "rebind"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "multi-write-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Group"

            },

            "console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

 to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local

 console.",

               "title":"Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },
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            "console-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text.",

               "title":"Console Password"

            }

         }

      },

      "ScimInstance":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "enabled":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "resourceTypes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "$ref"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "authentication":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsas":{

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "dsa",

                     "dxagent"

                  ],

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "dsa":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "dxagent":{

                        "type":"string"
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                     },

                     "url":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "tlsOptions":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "cert":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "key":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "ca":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "secureProtocol":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "rejectUnauthorized":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               },

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

            },

            "relationships":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "resourceTypeA":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{
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                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     },

                     "resourceTypeB":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[
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            "name",

            "enabled",

            "resourceTypes",

            "dsas"

         ]

      },

      "ScimResourceType":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "endpoint":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schema":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schemaExtensions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "readOnly":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "objectClassMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "structural"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "structural":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "auxiliary":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"string"
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                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "schemaSourceDsa":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "dsaName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "hostName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "bindDn":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":0

                  }

               },

               "required":[

                  "hostName",

                  "dsaName"

               ]

            },

            "defaultParentDN":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "namingAttribute":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributeMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "scimAttribute",

                     "scimAttributeType"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "scimAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "scimAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "ldapAttribute":{
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                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "converterName":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "endpoint",

            "description",

            "schema",

            "readOnly",

            "objectClassMappings",

            "defaultParentDN",

            "namingAttribute",

            "attributeMappings"

         ]

      },

      "ScimSchema":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributes":{
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               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "type",

                     "multiValued",

                     "description",

                     "required",

                     "mutability",

                     "returned"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "referenceTypes":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "required":[

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "required":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "caseExact":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "mutability":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "returned":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1
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                     },

                     "uniqueness":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "id",

            "name",

            "description",

            "attributes"

         ]

      },

      "AlarmSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "alarm"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "alarm":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

                     "required":[

                        "id",

                        "type",

                        "message"

                     ],
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                     "properties":{

                        "id":{

                           "type":"string"

                        },

                        "type":{

                           "type":"string",

                           "enum":[

                              "critical",

                              "caution",

                              "information"

                           ]

                        },

                        "message":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "StatsSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "stats"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "stats":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring stats message",
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                     "required":[

                        "anonymous-binds",

                        "simple-binds",

                        "strong-binds",

                        "bind-security-errors",

                        "total-operations",

                        "compare-entry-operations",

                        "add-entry-operations",

                        "remove-entry-operations",

                        "modify-entry-operations",

                        "rename-entry-operations",

                        "list-operations",

                        "search-operations",

                        "one-level-searches",

                        "whole-subtree-searches",

                        "security-errors",

                        "operation-errors"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "anonymous-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "simple-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "strong-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "bind-security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "total-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "compare-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "add-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "remove-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "modify-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "rename-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "list-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "search-operations":{
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                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "one-level-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "whole-subtree-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "operation-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "ObjectClass":{

         "title":"Object Class",

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "kind"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Object class name"

            },

            "kind":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "abstract",

                  "auxiliary",

                  "structural"

               ],

               "description":"Object class type"

            },

            "mustContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of mandatory attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{
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                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "mayContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of optional attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },
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   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{

   },

   "tags":[

   ]

}

 

 

 

 

File Upload API
none

{

   

   "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

   "schemes":[

      "https"

   ],

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths": {

      "/../../../../file/file_upload":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Upload a file",

            "tags":[

               "File Upload"

            ],

            "description":"Upload a file.  This is currently not part of the management-ui REST API.  But it

 is required before calling /environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/ldif.",

            "consumes":[

               "multipart/form-data"

            ],

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"uploadedFile",

                  "in":"formData",

                  "description":"Plain or compressed file",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"file"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"File uploaded successfully",
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                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/uploadResponse"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error"

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

          "dxdisp":{  

          "required":[  

             "peerDsa"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "peerDsa":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaConfig":{  

          "required":[  

             "schema",

             "knowledge",

             "ssl"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "raw":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "passwordPolicies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"

             },

             "logging":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLogging"

             },

             "knowledge":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledge"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "limits":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimits"

             },

             "settings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettings"

             },

             "server":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServer"

             },

             "ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSL"

             },

             "accessControls":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxc"

                ]

             },

             "schema":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxg"

                ]

             }

          }

       },

       "LoadDSAStatistics":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "entriesLoaded":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries loaded"

             },

             "filePaddingKB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Amount of db file padding in KB"

             },

             "datasizeMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Total Datasize in MB"

             },

             "averageEntriesMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Average number of entries per MB"
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             },

             "entriesRead":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries read"

             }

          }

       },

       "DsaStatus":{  

          "required":[  

             "action"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "action":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "start",

                   "stop",

                   "forcestart",

                   "forcestop",

                   "init"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSLMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Personality":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  
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                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Personality name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLoggingMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCACreate":{  

          "required":[  

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledge":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "prefix",

             "dsa-name",

             "interface"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "default":"DISP",

                "enum":[  

                   "DISP"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

                "title":"DISP PSAP"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",
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                "description":"Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

                "title":"Console Port"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Prefix"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

                "title":"OSI PSAP"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Load Share Group"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

                "title":"Link Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "unavailable",

                      "dsp-ldapv2",

                      "dsp-ldapv3",

                      "ssl-encryption",

                      "ssl-encryption-remote",

                      "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                      "nexor",

                      "krb",

                      "krb-encryption",

                      "ms-ad",

                      "rebind",

                      "siemens"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

                "title":"Bind Address"
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             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Password"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

                "title":"Authentication Levels",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "anonymous",

                      "clear-password",

                      "ssl-auth"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "anonymous",

                   "clear-password"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

                "title":"Remote Console SSL"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

                "title":"Console Password"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",
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                "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

                "title":"DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "family",

                      "address",

                      "port"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "port":{  

                         "minimum":0,

                         "type":"integer",

                         "maximum":65535,

                         "format":"int64"

                      },

                      "family":{  

                         "enum":[  

                            "ipv4",

                            "ipv6",

                            "tcp"

                         ],

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "address":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

                "title":"Interface(s)"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "dn":true,
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                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

                "title":"Native Prefix"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the SNMP port.",

                "title":"SNMP Port"

             },

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command",

                "title":"Name"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"Trust Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "allow-check-password",

                      "trust-conveyed-originator",

                      "allow-upgrading",

                      "allow-downgrading",

                      "no-server-credentials",

                      "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Name"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

                "minItems":0,
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                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "multi-write-async",

                      "multi-write",

                      "shadow",

                      "read-only",

                      "relay",

                      "load-share",

                      "no-routing-ac",

                      "limit-search",

                      "limit-search-exact",

                      "no-list",

                      "no-service-while-recovering",

                      "multi-write-group-hub"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "multi-write"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

                "title":"Remote Console Port"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Name"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

             }

          }
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       },

       "dsaPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is

 a user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

                "title":"Proxy User"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Suspended"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user

 accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Expired"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare

 responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape Response Controls"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether password management is enabled.",

                "title":"Enable Password Policy"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the user's

 entry.",

                "title":"Substring Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  
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                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Locking"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP

 directory.",

                "title":"Netscape Operational Attributes"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.",

                "title":"Force Change"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Configures multiple password policies.",

                "title":"Policies"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"",

                "title":"Netscape Legacy Mode"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServerMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLogging":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a

 time and date stamp.",

                "title":"Query Log File"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

                "title":"Authentication Trap"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Connection Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },
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             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time log

 output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and

 delete operations.",

                "title":"Update Log File"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Summary Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

                "title":"Time Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update

 log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show All Values"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_summary.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

                "title":"Summary Log File"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,
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                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alarm Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_stats.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute

 that the DSA is active.",

                "title":"Statistics Log File"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

                "title":"Rollover Alarm Log"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

                "title":"Rollover Trace Log"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates

 or CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or

 certificateRevocationList attribute.",

                "title":"Certificate Log File"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a

 problem with data synchronization.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Error Trap"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output. Use

 this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)"
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             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alert Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can

 be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA.",

                "title":"Alert Log File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

                "title":"Operation Error Trap"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "description":"Enables or disables tracing.",

                "title":"Trace Level",
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                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "full",

                      "all",

                      "error",

                      "warn",

                      "x500",

                      "ldap",

                      "summary",

                      "query",

                      "update",

                      "alert",

                      "cert",

                      "connect",

                      "time",

                      "limit",

                      "stats",

                      "export",

                      "dap",

                      "dsp",

                      "pdu",

                      "asn",

                      "event",

                      "stack",

                      "assoc",

                      "oper",

                      "diag",

                      "thread"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "error"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_alarm.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that

 should be monitored.",

                "title":"Alarm Log File"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each

 released connection.",

                "title":"Connection Log File"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  
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                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Trace Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

                "title":"Trap On Update"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Query Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count

 occurs. If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because

 of the risk of a dictionary attack.",

                "title":"Password Suspended Trap"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_trace.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

                "title":"Trace Log File"

             },

             "diag-log":{  
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                "default":"logs/$s_diag.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for

 whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

                "title":"Diagnostic Log File"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Update Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Time Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "properties":{  

                   "port":{  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer",

                      "maximum":65535,

                      "format":"int64"

                   },

                   "address":{  

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                },

                "required":[  
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                   "address",

                   "port"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "description":"An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

                "title":"SNMP Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Include attribute values in the update log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show Values"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Warning Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_warn.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing

 problems.",

                "title":"Warning Log File"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "description":"Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

                "title":"Query Log Advanced Options",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "all",

                      "ldap-controls",

                      "ssl",

                      "source",

                      "ldap-error",

                      "update-timer",

                      "show-eis"

                   ]

                },
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                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSL":{  

          "required":[  

             "ca-file"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "minimum":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are

 stored.",

                "title":"HSM Slot"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ssl",

                   "tls",

                   "tlsv11",

                   "tlsv12"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

                "title":"Protocol"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor.",
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                "title":"HSM Library"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the

 private key is used through the HSM.",

                "title":"HSM PIN"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/personalities",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM

 format.",

                "title":"Certificate Directory"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among many

 DSAs",

                "title":"Certificate File"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections.",

                "title":"Cipher"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL

 ciphers, omit this parameter.",

                "title":"Enforce FIPS mode"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/trusted.pem",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates

 in PEM format.",

                "title":"CA File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Schema":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],
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          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Schema name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "AccessControl":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Access Control name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only applies to

 accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong credentials, as

 set with the set password-retries command.",

                "title":"Maximum Suspension (Secs)"

             },
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             "password-numeric":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Numeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Maximum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after it

 has expired.",

                "title":"Grace Logins"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any user changes

 any password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator

 changes a user's password.",

                "title":"Enforce Quality On Reset"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

                "title":"Username Substring"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",
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                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

                "title":"Maximum Repetition"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Uppercase (Chars)"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has

 a single password policy named Default.",

                "title":"Password Policy Name"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "default":3,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is

 suspended.",

                "title":"Retries"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new passwords.",

                "title":"Maximum Substring Repetition"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind

 and compare responses.",

                "title":"Age Warning Period (Days)"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",
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                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Lowercase (Chars)"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "default":6,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Minimum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user from

 re-using these passwords.",

                "title":"History"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since a

 password was changed last before it can be changed again.",

                "title":"Minimum Age (Days)"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "default":2,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

                "title":"Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is

 not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",

                "title":"Last Use (Days)"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",
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                "description":"The number of days a password is valid.",

                "title":"Age (Days)"

             }

          }

       },

       "OnlineBackup":{  

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ready",

                   "in progress"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data file

 available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."

             },

             "utcTimestamp":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the backup

 data file is not available then this property is not returned",

                "format":"date-time"

             }

          }

       },

       "Error":{  

          "required":[  

             "code",

             "message"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "message":{  

                "type":"string"

             },

             "code":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "format":"int32"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettings":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "description":"Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",

                "title":"Pull Replication",

                "required":[  

                   "source",

                   "location",

                   "interval",

                   "window-size",

                   "retries"

                ],

                "type":"object",
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                "properties":{  

                   "retries":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":30,

                      "title":"Retries",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "ignore-attrs":{  

                      "description":"Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

                      "title":"Ignore Attributes",

                      "minItems":0,

                      "items":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "default":[  

 

                      ],

                      "uniqueItems":true,

                      "type":"array"

                   },

                   "interval":{  

                      "description":"Defines how often changes are pulled.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":10,

                      "title":"Interval (Secs)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "window-size":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":20,

                      "title":"Window Size (Entries)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "source":{  

                      "dsa":true,

                      "type":"string",

                      "description":"DSA from which changes are pulled.",

                      "title":"Source DSA"

                   },

                   "location":{  

                      "dn":true,

                      "description":"DN of change-log in source DSA.",

                      "title":"Change-Log Location",

                      "default":"cn=changelog",

                      "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                }
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             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends

 the error 'busy'.",

                "title":"Busy For Referral"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "description":"Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

                "title":"Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

                "title":"Ignore Name Bindings"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Check attributes used in DN are members of the entries ObjectClass when

 performing a rename.",

                "title":"Rename Check ObjectClass"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "description":"Configure external monitoring endpoints.",

                "title":"External Monitor(s)",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "name",

                      "endpoint",

                      "monitor-events"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "endpoint":{  

                         "url":true,

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"HTTP endpoint external monitoring messages will be sent to. The format

 of the endpoint is: http[s]://host:port[/uri]",

                         "title":"Endpoint"

                      },

                      "name":{  

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"Name to uniquely identify external monitor configuration item.",
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                         "title":"Name"

                      },

                      "push-interval":{  

                         "minimum":5,

                         "format":"int64",

                         "type":"integer",

                         "description":"Configures how often (in seconds) timer triggered events are sent.

 Must be greater than 5 seconds. Supported by events (multiwrite, stats, cache)",

                         "title":"Push Interval (Secs)"

                      },

                      "monitor-events":{  

                         "description":"List of events that will be monitored.",

                         "title":"Monitor Events",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "alarm-log-all",

                               "alarm-log-information",

                               "alarm-log-critical",

                               "alarm-log-caution",

                               "update-log",

                               "query-log",

                               "auth-failures",

                               "account-susp",

                               "op-error",

                               "mw-error",

                               "multiwrite",

                               "cache",

                               "stats",

                               "dsastats"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      },

                      "credentials":{  

                         "properties":{  

                            "username":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth username used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Username"

                            },

                            "password":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth password used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Password"

                            }

                         },

                         "required":[  

                            "username",

                            "password"

                         ],

                         "type":"object",
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                         "description":"Optional credentials used in the HTTP Authorization header.",

                         "title":"Credentials"

                      },

                      "options":{  

                         "description":"Choose desired options.",

                         "title":"Options",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "no-http-header",

                               "message-dates-gmt"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

                "title":"Wait For Multiwrite"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log

 reduces performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging

 performs much better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after

 an abnormal termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log Flush"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

                "title":"Isolate Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on

 writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

                "title":"Allow Binds"
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             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf User Containers"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes

 with distinguishedName syntax.",

                "title":"DN Substring Match"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing

 method.",

                "title":"Cache Search Bias"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Authentication"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the

 DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",

                "title":"Dereference Alias On Bind"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

 event occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the

 request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

                "title":"Trap On Update Verbose"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Ignore single value schema checking.",

                "title":"Ignore Single Value Check"

             },
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             "transparent-routing":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related

 schema.",

                "title":"Transparent Routing"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind

 refusal.",

                "title":"Hold LDAP Connections"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent

 searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

                "title":"Persistent Search"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables static roles",

                "title":"Use Roles"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "default":"ssha-512",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "oem-hash",

                   "oem-encrypt",

                   "sha-1",

                   "md5",

                   "ssha-1",

                   "smd5",

                   "crypt",

                   "sha-512",

                   "ssha-512",

                   "pbkdf2"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

                "title":"Password Storage"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },
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                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf Group Containers"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

                "title":"Trust SASL Proxy"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not

 specify these while adding an entry.",

                "title":"Add ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "description":"Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each subordinate

 DSA.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":1,

                "title":"DSP Link Count",

                "maximum":100,

                "minimum":0,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "clear-password",

                   "ssl-auth"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "title":"Minimum Authentication"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "minItems":1,
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                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or

 searches with no filter.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.",

                "title":"Modify On Add"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "title":"TCP Keep Alive"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

                "title":"SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions Browse"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA

 Directory DSA with SiteMinder.",

                "title":"Concurrent Bind User"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system

 writes a message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

                "title":"DXconsole Connect Alert"

             },
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             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multi Write Serial"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing

 them on the thread that handles each request.",

                "title":"DXgrid Queue"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is

 necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "description":"Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

                "title":"Write Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Prune ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

                "title":"Role Subtree"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the

 message unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",

                "title":"Disable Client Binds"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "description":"Mechanism for preventing entries that are critical to applications from being

 renamed or removed even if user has super-user access.",

                "title":"Critical Entries",

                "minItems":1,
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                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",

                "title":"Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multicasting"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and

 password.",

                "title":"DXconsole Users"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

                "title":"Alias Integrity"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add EntryDN"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "default":8,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request

 arrives and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA

 fulfills this request.",

                "title":"User Threads"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "default":false,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds entryUUID operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add entryUUID"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

                "title":"Store Operational Attributes"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Always Chain Down"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Return ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Anonymous"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "description":"Gracefully stops DSA when it can no longer accept updates because it cannot

 synchronize the database and/or cannot write to the transaction file.",

                "title":"Stop DSA On Disk Error",

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "all",

                   "write-tx-err",

                   "sync-db-err"

                ],

                "type":"string"

             }

          }

       },

       "DSA":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "config"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "enum":[  

                   "started",

                   "stopped",

                   "recoverable",
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                   "inconsistent",

                   "unknown"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA status."

             },

             "config":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaConfig"

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMetadata":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "explicitlyDefined":{  

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file.",

                "title":"Explicitly Defined"

             },

             "comments":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledgeMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "link-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServer":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Cache No Scan"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Location"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "title":"Use RDN Index"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the backup location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Backup Location"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "default":500,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the size of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Size (MB)"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

                "title":"Multiwrite With DISP Recovery"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the transaction file.",

                "title":"Transaction File Location"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

                "title":"Lookup Cache"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettingsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-roles":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "write-precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },
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       "dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "password-history":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimits":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "default":60,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a

 multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "default":3600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

                "title":"User Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "default":20000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer

 DSA.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Queue Size"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group Credit"

             },
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             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use

 this command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

                "title":"Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each

 attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.",

                "title":"Max Cache Index Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

                "title":"Max Bind Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "default":10000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

                "title":"Max Operation Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "default":255,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the

 number of users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

                "title":"Max Users"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "description":"Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation alarm is

 logged.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":5,

                "title":"CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

                "maximum":60,

                "minimum":-1,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",
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                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "default":10,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting for a

 reply.",

                "title":"Multi Write Outstanding Ops"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

                "title":"Max Operation Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA.

 The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

                "title":"Max PDU Size (Bytes)"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":10,

                "title":"Max Persistent Searches",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCA":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the certificate"

             },

             "certificate":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted CAs."

             },

             "notBefore":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Valid after this date."
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             },

             "notAfter":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Expiration date."

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Trusted CA certificate version."

             },

             "serialNum":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

             },

             "subject":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Subject of the certificate."

             },

             "issuer":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Issuer of the Trusted CA"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimitsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "OptionalAction":{  

          "type":"object",

          "description":"Provides information to programmatically consume an optional action.",

          "properties":{  

             "endpoint":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Endpoint URL associated with the action"

             },

             "description":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Description text"

             },

             "parameters":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"object"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Parameters supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "title":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Display text for the action"

             },

             "acceptTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Accept-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "summary":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Summary text"

             },
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             "httpMethod":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"HTTP Method used to invoke this action"

             },

             "contentTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Content-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "action":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Unique action identifier"

             }

          }

       },

       "DxserverInfo":{  

          "properties":{  

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the software"

             },

             "dxserverActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "dsaActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version and build information"

             },

             "normalizedVersion":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

             },

             "dsaSchema":{  

                "type":"object",

                "description":"JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

             }
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          }

       },

      "ErrorMessage":{

         "required":[

            "statusCode",

            "message"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "statusCode":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "environment":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"Management UI Environment"

            },

            "config":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "pollingInterval"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "pollingInterval":{

                     "type":"integer",

                     "example":10

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "environmentName":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{
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               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            }

         }

      },

      "DXAgent":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "port",

            "clientCertPem",

            "clientKeyPem",

            "caCertPem"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "host":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":9443

            },

            "clientCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "clientKeyPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "caCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "installationInfo":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "dsaJsonSchema":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaActions":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dsaActions"

         ],

         "properties":{
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            "dsaActions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "action"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "httpMethod":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"POST"

                     },

                     "parameters":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"object",

                           "required":[

                              "name"

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                              "name":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"dsaname"

                              },

                              "description":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

                              },

                              "type":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"string"

                              },

                              "required":{

                                 "type":"boolean",

                                 "example":true

                              },

                              "in":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"path"

                              }

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "action":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"trigger_online_backup"

                     },

                     "endpoint":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

                     },

                     "title":{

                        "type":"string",
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                        "example":"Online Backup"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

                     },

                     "summary":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Creates an online backup"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaStatus":{

         "required":[

            "action"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "action":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "start",

                  "stop",

                  "forcestart",

                  "forcestop",

                  "init"

               ],

               "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

            }

         }

      },

      "uploadResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "filename":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "ldif":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "fileType",

            "ldifname",

            "verifyChecksum"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "fileType":{
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               "type":"string",

               "example":"fromLdif"

            },

            "ldifname":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore_100k.ldif"

            },

            "verifyChecksum":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "example":true

            }

         }

      },

      "ldifResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "filePaddingKB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1401

            },

            "entriesLoaded":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            },

            "datasizeMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":72

            },

            "averageEntriesMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1388

            },

            "entriesRead":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            }

         }

      },

      "DsaFile":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "type":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "online",

                  "offline"

               ],

               "example":"offline"

            },

            "compression":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"gzip"

            },
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            "format":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ldif"

            },

            "tempFileName":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

            }

         }

      },

      "UnmanagedDSA":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config",

            "unmanagedDsaType",

            "globalKnowledge"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

            },

            "config":{

               "$ref":"#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

            },

            "unmanagedDsaType":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unmanaged DSA type."

            },

            "globalKnowledge":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "default":false

            }

         }

      },

      "unmanagedDsaConfig":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "prefix",

            "dsa-name",

            "interface"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "title":"Name"

            },

            "dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

               "title":"DSA Password",

               "trust-flags":{
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                  "type":"array",

                  "uniqueItems":true,

                  "minItems":1,

                  "title":"Trust Flags",

                  "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                  "items":{

                     "enum":[

                        "allow-check-password",

                        "trust-conveyed-originator",

                        "allow-upgrading",

                        "allow-downgrading",

                        "no-server-credentials",

                        "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                     ]

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "dsp-idle-time":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be

 idle before it is disconnected.",

               "default":600,

               "title":"DSP Idle Time",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "bind-address":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the

 configured address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

               "title":"Bind Address"

            },

            "remote-console-ssl":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

               "default":false,

               "title":"Remote Console SSL"

            },

            "load-share-group":{
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               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Load Share Group"

            },

            "dsa-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"DSA Flags",

               "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "multi-write-async",

                     "multi-write",

                     "shadow",

                     "read-only",

                     "relay",

                     "load-share",

                     "no-routing-ac",

                     "limit-search",

                     "limit-search-exact",

                     "no-list",

                     "no-service-while-recovering",

                     "multi-write-group-hub"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "remote-console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer

 on this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

               "title":"Remote Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "disp-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is

 disabled.",

               "default":"DISP",

               "enum":[

                  "DISP"

               ],

               "title":"DISP PSAP"

            },

            "snmp-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

               "title":"SNMP Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"
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            },

            "credits":{

               "default":1000000,

               "title":"Credits",

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of

 credits is exhausted.",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

               "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"LDAP DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "multi-write-attrs":{

               "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

               "minItems":0,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "type":"array"

            },

            "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{

               "type":"array",

               "minItems":0,

               "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "auth-levels":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Authentication Levels",

               "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "anonymous",

                     "clear-password",

                     "ssl-auth"
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                  ]

               },

               "default":[

                  "anonymous",

                  "clear-password"

               ]

            },

            "native-prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Native Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$"

            },

            "osi-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

               "title":"OSI PSAP"

            },

            "interface":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

               "title":"Interface(s)",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "family",

                     "address",

                     "port"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "family":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Family",

                        "description":"the protocal for the interface",

                        "enum":[

                           "ipv4",

                           "ipv6",

                           "tcp"

                        ]

                     },

                     "port":{

                        "type":"integer",

                        "title":"Port",

                        "description":"Port for the interface",

                        "minimum":1,

                        "maximum":65535,

                        "format":"int64"

                     },

                     "address":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Address",
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                        "description":"the network address for the interface.",

                        "minItems":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "link-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Link Flags",

               "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "unavailable",

                     "dsp-ldapv2",

                     "dsp-ldapv3",

                     "ssl-encryption",

                     "ssl-encryption-remote",

                     "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                     "nexor",

                     "ms-ad",

                     "siemens",

                     "rebind"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "multi-write-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Group"

            },

            "console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

 to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local

 console.",

               "title":"Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "console-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text.",

               "title":"Console Password"

            }

         }

      },

      "ScimInstance":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",
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         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "enabled":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "resourceTypes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "$ref"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "authentication":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsas":{

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "dsa",

                     "dxagent"

                  ],

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "dsa":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "dxagent":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "url":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "tlsOptions":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "cert":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "key":{
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                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "ca":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "secureProtocol":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "rejectUnauthorized":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               },

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

            },

            "relationships":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "resourceTypeA":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",
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                              "minLength":0

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     },

                     "resourceTypeB":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "enabled",

            "resourceTypes",

            "dsas"

         ]

      },

      "ScimResourceType":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{
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            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "endpoint":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schema":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schemaExtensions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "readOnly":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "objectClassMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "structural"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "structural":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "auxiliary":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "schemaSourceDsa":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "dsaName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1
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                  },

                  "hostName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "bindDn":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":0

                  }

               },

               "required":[

                  "hostName",

                  "dsaName"

               ]

            },

            "defaultParentDN":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "namingAttribute":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributeMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "scimAttribute",

                     "scimAttributeType"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "scimAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "scimAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "ldapAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },
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                     "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "converterName":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "endpoint",

            "description",

            "schema",

            "readOnly",

            "objectClassMappings",

            "defaultParentDN",

            "namingAttribute",

            "attributeMappings"

         ]

      },

      "ScimSchema":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "type",

                     "multiValued",

                     "description",

                     "required",

                     "mutability",
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                     "returned"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "referenceTypes":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "required":[

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "required":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "caseExact":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "mutability":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "returned":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "uniqueness":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "id",
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            "name",

            "description",

            "attributes"

         ]

      },

      "AlarmSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "alarm"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "alarm":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

                     "required":[

                        "id",

                        "type",

                        "message"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "id":{

                           "type":"string"

                        },

                        "type":{

                           "type":"string",

                           "enum":[

                              "critical",

                              "caution",

                              "information"

                           ]
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                        },

                        "message":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "StatsSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "stats"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "stats":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring stats message",

                     "required":[

                        "anonymous-binds",

                        "simple-binds",

                        "strong-binds",

                        "bind-security-errors",

                        "total-operations",

                        "compare-entry-operations",

                        "add-entry-operations",

                        "remove-entry-operations",

                        "modify-entry-operations",

                        "rename-entry-operations",
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                        "list-operations",

                        "search-operations",

                        "one-level-searches",

                        "whole-subtree-searches",

                        "security-errors",

                        "operation-errors"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "anonymous-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "simple-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "strong-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "bind-security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "total-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "compare-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "add-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "remove-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "modify-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "rename-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "list-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "search-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "one-level-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "whole-subtree-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },
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                        "operation-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "ObjectClass":{

         "title":"Object Class",

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "kind"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Object class name"

            },

            "kind":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "abstract",

                  "auxiliary",

                  "structural"

               ],

               "description":"Object class type"

            },

            "mustContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of mandatory attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"
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                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "mayContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of optional attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{

   },

   "tags":[

   ]

}
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Monitoring API
none

{

 "basePath": "/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

 "schemes": [

  "https"

 ],

 "swagger": "2.0",

 "paths": {

  "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/dxmonitor/v1/alarm": {

   "put": {

    "summary": "Add an alerm record to the embedded DSA",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Add an alerm record to the embedded DSA.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dsaName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of DSA",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "body",

      "in": "body",
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      "description": "JSON-formatted alarm object",

      "required": true,

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/AlarmSchema"

      }

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "The Alarm is added"

     },

     "400": {

      "description": "An error occured while adding the alarm",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/dxmonitor/v1/stats": {

   "put": {

    "summary": "Add an stat record to the embedded DSA",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Add an stat record to the embedded DSA.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dsaName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of DSA",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"
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     },

     {

      "name": "body",

      "in": "body",

      "description": "JSON-formatted stat object",

      "required": true,

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/StatsSchema"

      }

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "The Stat is added"

     },

     "400": {

      "description": "An error occured while adding the alarm",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/environments/{environmentName}/alarms": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Gets all alarms",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Gets all alarms.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "from",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "From the time after which the alarm were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {
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      "name": "to",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "To the time upto which the alarm were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "An array of alarm",

      "schema": {

       "type": "array",

       "items": {

        "$ref": "#/definitions/AlarmSchema"

       }

      }

     },

     "403": {

      "description": "Error Forbidden",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "delete": {

    "summary": "Delete all alarms in the environment",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Delete all alarms in the environment",

    "parameters": [{

     "name": "environmentName",

     "in": "path",

     "description": "Name of environment",

     "required": true,

     "type": "string"

    }],

    "responses": {

     "204": {

      "description": "the alarms in the environment are deleted"

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"
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      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/alarms": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Gets all alarms in the dxagent",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Gets all alarms in the dxagent.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "from",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "From the time after which the alarm were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "to",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "To the time upto which the alarm were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "An array of alarm",

      "schema": {

       "type": "array",

       "items": {

        "$ref": "#/definitions/AlarmSchema"

       }

      }

     },
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     "403": {

      "description": "Error Forbidden",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "delete": {

    "summary": "Delete all alarms in the dxagent",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Delete all alarms in the dxagent",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "204": {

      "description": "the alarms in the dxagent are deleted"

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/alarms": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Gets all alarms in the DSA of the dxagent",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"
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    ],

    "description": "Gets all alarms in the DSA of the dxagent.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dsaName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of DSA",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "from",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "From the time after which the alaram were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "to",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "To the time upto which the alaram were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "An array of alarm",

      "schema": {

       "type": "array",

       "items": {

        "$ref": "#/definitions/AlarmSchema"

       }

      }

     },

     "403": {

      "description": "Error Forbidden",

      "schema": {
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       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "delete": {

    "summary": "Delete all alarms in the DSA of the dxagent",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Delete all alarms in the DSA of the dxagent",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dsaName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of DSA",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "204": {

      "description": "the alarms in the DSA are deleted"

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/environments/{environmentName}/stats": {
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   "get": {

    "summary": "Gets all stats",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Gets all stats.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "from",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "From the time after which the stats were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "to",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "To the time upto which the stats were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "An array of stats",

      "schema": {

       "type": "array",

       "items": {

        "$ref": "#/definitions/StatsSchema"

       }

      }

     },

     "403": {

      "description": "Error Forbidden",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }
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   },

   "delete": {

    "summary": "Delete all stats in the environment",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Delete all stats in the environment",

    "parameters": [{

     "name": "environmentName",

     "in": "path",

     "description": "Name of environment",

     "required": true,

     "type": "string"

    }],

    "responses": {

     "204": {

      "description": "the stats in the environment are deleted"

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/stats": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Gets all stats in the dxagent",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Gets all stats in the dxagent.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "from",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "From the time after which the stats were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",
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      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "to",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "To the time upto which the stats were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "An array of stats",

      "schema": {

       "type": "array",

       "items": {

        "$ref": "#/definitions/StatsSchema"

       }

      }

     },

     "403": {

      "description": "Error Forbidden",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "delete": {

    "summary": "Delete all stats in the dxagent",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Delete all stats in the dxagent",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",
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      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "204": {

      "description": "the stats in the dxagent are deleted"

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/stats": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Gets all stats in the DSA of the dxagent",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Gets all stats in the DSA of the dxagent.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dsaName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of DSA",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "from",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "From the time after which the stats were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     },
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     {

      "name": "to",

      "in": "query",

      "description": "To the time upto which the stats were received <br> Input Format is yyyymmddhhmmss

 (GMT)",

      "required": false,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "An array of stats",

      "schema": {

       "type": "array",

       "items": {

        "$ref": "#/definitions/StatsSchema"

       }

      }

     },

     "403": {

      "description": "Error Forbidden",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "delete": {

    "summary": "Delete all stats in the DSA of the dxagent",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Delete all stats in the DSA of the dxagent",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },
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     {

      "name": "dsaName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of DSA",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "204": {

      "description": "the stats in the DSA are deleted"

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/alarms/{alarmName}": {

   "delete": {

    "summary": "Delete one alarm in the DSA of the dxagent",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Delete one alarm in the DSA of the dxagent",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dsaName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of DSA",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "alarmName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of the alarm",
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      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "204": {

      "description": "the alarm is deleted"

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/dsas/{dsaName}/stats/{statsName}": {

   "delete": {

    "summary": "Delete one stats in the DSA of the dxagent",

    "tags": [

     "Monitoring"

    ],

    "description": "Delete one stats in the DSA of the dxagent",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dxagentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of dxagent",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "dsaName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of DSA",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "statsName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of the stats",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],
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    "responses": {

     "204": {

      "description": "the stats is deleted"

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  }

 },

 "definitions": {

  "DSA": {

   "required": [

    "name",

    "config"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "DSA name (create-only)",

     "readOnly": true

    },

    "config": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaConfig"

    },

    "status": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": ["started", "stopped", "recoverable", "inconsistent", "unknown"],

     "description": "DSA status.",

     "readOnly": true

    }

   }

  },

  "DsaStatus": {

   "required": [

    "action"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "action": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": ["start", "stop", "forcestart", "forcestop", "init"],

     "description": "Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

    }

   }

  },

  "OnlineBackup": {

   "properties": {
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    "status": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": ["ready", "in progress"],

     "description": "Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data file

 available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."

    },

    "utcTimestamp": {

     "type": "string",

     "format": "date-time",

     "description": "Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the backup data file

 is not available then this property is not returned"

    }

   }

  },

  "DxserverInfo": {

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Name of the software"

    },

    "version": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "CA Directory version and build information"

    },

    "normalizedVersion": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

    },

    "dsaSchema": {

     "type": "object",

     "description": "JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

    },

    "dsaActions": {

     "description": "DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver",

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "$ref": "#/definitions/OptionalAction"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true

    },

    "dxserverActions": {

     "description": "Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver",

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "$ref": "#/definitions/OptionalAction"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true

    }

   }

  },

  "dxdisp": {
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   "required": [

    "peerDsa"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "peerDsa": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

    }

   }

  },

  "Error": {

   "required": [

    "code",

    "message"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "code": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int32"

    },

    "message": {

     "type": "string"

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaConfig": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "schema",

    "knowledge",

    "ssl"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "logging": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaLogging"

    },

    "schema": {

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": ["default.dxg"]

    },

    "knowledge": {

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaKnowledge"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true

    },
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    "settings": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaSettings"

    },

    "passwordPolicies": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"

    },

    "limits": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaLimits"

    },

    "accessControls": {

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": ["default.dxc"]

    },

    "ssl": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaSSL"

    },

    "server": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaServer"

    },

    "raw": {

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaKnowledge": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "name",

    "prefix",

    "dsa-name",

    "interface"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Name",

     "description": "Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command"

    },

    "prefix": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Prefix",

     "description": "Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this DSA.",

     "dn": true,

     "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"
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    },

    "native-prefix": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Native Prefix",

     "description": "Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries. This is

 generally only used with LDAP servers.",

     "dn": true,

     "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

    },

    "dsa-name": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "DSA Name",

     "description": "Specifies the name of the DSA.",

     "dn": true,

     "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

    },

    "dsa-password": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "DSA Password",

     "description": "Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA."

    },

    "ldap-dsa-name": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "LDAP DSA Name",

     "description": "Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

     "dn": true,

     "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

    },

    "ldap-dsa-password": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "LDAP DSA Password",

     "description": "Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA."

    },

    "interface": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Interface(s)",

     "description": "Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

       "family",

       "address",

       "port"

      ],

      "properties": {

       "family": {

        "type": "string",

        "enum": ["ipv4", "ipv6", "tcp"]

       },

       "address": {

        "type": "string"

       },
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       "port": {

        "type": "integer",

        "format": "int64",

        "minimum": 0,

        "maximum": 65535

       }

      }

     }

    },

    "bind-address": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Bind Address",

     "description": "The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured address to the

 outbound socket when connecting to another DSA."

    },

    "osi-psap": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "OSI PSAP",

     "description": "Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used."

    },

    "disp-psap": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "DISP PSAP",

     "description": "Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

     "enum": ["DISP"],

     "default": "DISP"

    },

    "snmp-port": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "SNMP Port",

     "description": "Specifies the SNMP port.",

     "format": "int64"

    },

    "console-port": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Console Port",

     "description": "Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept connections

 from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

     "format": "int64"

    },

    "remote-console-port": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Remote Console Port",

     "description": "Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this port. When

 this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

     "format": "int64"

    },

    "remote-console-ssl": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Remote Console SSL",

     "description": "Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

     "default": false

    },
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    "console-password": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Console Password",

     "description": "The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text."

    },

    "auth-levels": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Authentication Levels",

     "description": "Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May include

 anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "enum": ["anonymous", "clear-password", "ssl-auth"]

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": ["anonymous", "clear-password"]

    },

    "dsp-idle-time": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "DSP Idle Time (Secs)",

     "description": "Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle before it is

 disconnected.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 600

    },

    "credits": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Credits",

     "description": "Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is exhausted.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 1000000

    },

    "dsa-flags": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "DSA Flags",

     "description": "Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "enum": ["multi-write-async", "multi-write", "shadow", "read-only", "relay", "load-share", "no-routing-

ac", "limit-search", "limit-search-exact", "no-list", "no-service-while-recovering", "multi-write-group-hub"]

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": ["multi-write"]

    },

    "multi-write-group": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Multiwrite Group",

     "description": "Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in."

    },

    "load-share-group": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Load Share Group",
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     "description": "Specifies what load share group the DSA is in."

    },

    "multi-write-attrs": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Multiwrite Attributes",

     "description": "Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": []

    },

    "multi-write-ignore-attrs": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

     "description": "Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": [],

     "minVersion": "12.6"

    },

    "trust-flags": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Trust Flags",

     "description": "Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "enum": ["allow-check-password", "trust-conveyed-originator", "allow-upgrading", "allow-downgrading",

 "no-server-credentials", "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"]

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": []

    },

    "link-flags": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Link Flags",

     "description": "Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "enum": ["unavailable", "dsp-ldapv2", "dsp-ldapv3", "ssl-encryption", "ssl-encryption-remote", "dsp-

ldap-proxy", "nexor", "krb", "krb-encryption", "ms-ad", "rebind", "siemens"]

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": []

    },

    "metadata": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

    }

   }
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  },

  "dsaSettings": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "alias-integrity": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Alias Integrity",

     "description": "Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

     "default": true

    },

    "multi-casting": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Multicasting",

     "default": true

    },

    "always-chain-down": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Always Chain Down",

     "default": false

    },

    "min-auth": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Minimum Authentication",

     "enum": ["none", "clear-password", "ssl-auth"],

     "default": "none"

    },

    "allow-binds": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Allow Binds",

     "description": "Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

     "default": true

    },

    "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check",

     "description": "Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

     "default": false

    },

    "tcp-keep-alive": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "TCP Keep Alive",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "force-encrypt-anon": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Force Encrypt Anonymous",

     "description": "Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

     "default": false

    },

    "force-encrypt-auth": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Force Encrypt Authentication",
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     "description": "Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-storage": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Password Storage",

     "description": "Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

     "enum": ["none", "oem-hash", "oem-encrypt", "sha-1", "md5", "ssha-1", "smd5", "crypt", "sha-512",

 "ssha-512", "pbkdf2"],

     "default": "ssha-512"

    },

    "op-attrs": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Store Operational Attributes",

     "description": "Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

     "default": true

    },

    "prune-oc-parents": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Prune ObjectClass Parents",

     "default": false

    },

    "return-oc-parents": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Return ObjectClass Parents",

     "default": false

    },

    "add-oc-parents": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Add ObjectClass Parents",

     "description": "Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not specify these

 while adding an entry.",

     "default": false

    },

    "precedence": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Precedence",

     "description": "Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true

    },

    "write-precedence": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Write Precedence",

     "description": "Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true
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    },

    "dsp-link-count": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "DSP Link Count",

     "description": "Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each subordinate DSA.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 1,

     "minimum": 0,

     "maximum": 100,

     "minVersion": "12.5"

    },

    "concurrent-bind-user": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Concurrent Bind User",

     "description": "Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA Directory

 DSA with SiteMinder.",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string",

      "dn": true,

      "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

     }

    },

    "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder",

     "description": "Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is necessary when

 you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

     "default": false

    },

    "isolate-multi-write-group": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Isolate Multiwrite Group",

     "description": "Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

     "default": false,

     "minVersion": "12.5"

    },

    "dn-substring-match": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "DN Substring Match",

     "description": "Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes with

 distinguishedName syntax.",

     "default": false,

     "minVersion": "12.5"

    },

    "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication",

     "description": "Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to this DSA.",

     "default": false

    },

    "busy-for-referral": {

     "type": "boolean",
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     "title": "Busy For Referral",

     "description": "If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends the error

 'busy'.",

     "default": false

    },

    "dereference-alias-on-bind": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Dereference Alias On Bind",

     "description": "Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the DXserver will

 not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",

     "default": false

    },

    "dxconsole-connect-alert": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "DXconsole Connect Alert",

     "description": "If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system writes a

 message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

     "default": false

    },

    "hold-ldap-connections": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Hold LDAP Connections",

     "description": "Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind refusal.",

     "default": false

    },

    "ignore-name-bindings": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Ignore Name Bindings",

     "description": "Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

     "default": false

    },

    "modify-on-add": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Modify On Add",

     "description": "If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.",

     "default": false

    },

    "multi-write-serial": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Multi Write Serial",

     "default": false

    },

    "persistent-search": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Persistent Search",

     "description": "Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent searches are

 defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

     "default": false

    },

    "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes",

     "description": "If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",
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     "default": false

    },

    "transparent-routing": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Transparent Routing",

     "description": "Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related schema.",

     "default": false

    },

    "trap-on-update-verbose": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Trap On Update Verbose",

     "description": "If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename event

 occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the

 request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

     "default": false

    },

    "wait-for-multiwrite": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Wait For Multiwrite",

     "description": "Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

     "default": false

    },

    "user-threads": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "User Threads",

     "description": "Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request arrives

 and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA fulfills

 this request.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 8

    },

    "cache-search-bias": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Cache Search Bias",

     "description": "Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing method.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "disable-client-binds": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Disable Client Binds",

     "description": "Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the message

 unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",

     "default": false

    },

    "disable-transaction-log": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Disable Transaction Log",

     "description": "Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on writes,

 but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",

     "default": false

    },

    "disable-transaction-log-flush": {
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     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Disable Transaction Log Flush",

     "description": "Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log reduces

 performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging performs much

 better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after an abnormal

 termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",

     "default": false

    },

    "dxgrid-queue": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "DXgrid Queue",

     "description": "Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing them on the

 thread that handles each request.",

     "default": true

    },

    "limit-search-exceptions-browse": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Limit Search Exceptions Browse",

     "description": "Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",

     "default": false

    },

    "use-roles": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Use Roles",

     "description": "Enables static roles",

     "default": false

    },

    "dxconsole-users": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "DXconsole Users",

     "description": "Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and password.",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string",

      "dn": true,

      "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

     }

    },

    "limit-search-exceptions": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Limit Search Exceptions",

     "description": "Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or searches with no

 filter.",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string",

      "dn": true,

      "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

     }

    },

    "memberof-group-containers": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "MemberOf Group Containers",
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     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string",

      "dn": true,

      "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

     }

    },

    "memberof-user-containers": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "MemberOf User Containers",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string",

      "dn": true,

      "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

     }

    },

    "role-subtree": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Role Subtree",

     "description": "Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

     "dn": true,

     "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

    },

    "trust-sasl-proxy": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Trust SASL Proxy",

     "description": "Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string",

      "dn": true,

      "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

     }

    },

    "add-entrydn": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Add EntryDN",

     "description": "Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

     "default": false,

     "minVersion": "12.6"

    },

    "ignore-single-value-check": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Ignore Single Value Check",

     "description": "Ignore single value schema checking.",

     "default": false,

     "minVersion": "12.6"

    },

    "pull-replication": {

     "type": "object",

     "required": [

      "source",
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      "location",

      "interval",

      "window-size",

      "retries"

     ],

     "title": "Pull Replication",

     "description": "Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",

     "properties": {

      "source": {

       "type": "string",

       "title": "Source DSA",

       "description": "DSA from which changes are pulled.",

       "dsa": true

      },

      "location": {

       "type": "string",

       "title": "Change-Log Location",

       "description": "DN of change-log in source DSA.",

       "dn": true,

       "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)",

       "default": "cn=changelog"

      },

      "interval": {

       "type": "integer",

       "title": "Interval (Secs)",

       "description": "Defines how often changes are pulled.",

       "format": "int64",

       "minimum": 0,

       "default": 10

      },

      "window-size": {

       "type": "integer",

       "title": "Window Size (Entries)",

       "description": "Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

       "format": "int64",

       "minimum": 0,

       "default": 20

      },

      "retries": {

       "type": "integer",

       "title": "Retries",

       "description": "Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

       "format": "int64",

       "minimum": 0,

       "default": 30

      },

      "ignore-attrs": {

       "type": "array",

       "title": "Ignore Attributes",

       "description": "Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

       "minItems": 0,

       "items": {

        "type": "string"
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       },

       "uniqueItems": true,

       "default": []

      }

     },

     "minVersion": "12.6"

    },

    "metadata": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaLimits": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "credits": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Credits",

     "description": "Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is exhausted.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 1000000

    },

    "max-op-size": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Max Operation Size (Entries)",

     "description": "Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 10000

    },

    "max-users": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Max Users",

     "description": "Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the number of

 users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 255

    },

    "max-bind-time": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Max Bind Time (Secs)",

     "description": "Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "max-op-time": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Max Operation Time (Secs)",

     "description": "Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 600

    },

    "multi-write-queue": {

     "type": "integer",
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     "title": "Multiwrite Queue Size",

     "description": "Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer DSA.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 20000

    },

    "multi-write-retry-time": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)",

     "description": "Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a

 multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 60

    },

    "user-idle-time": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "User Idle Time (Secs)",

     "description": "Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 3600

    },

    "max-persistent-searches": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Max Persistent Searches",

     "description": "Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 10,

     "minVersion": "12.5"

    },

    "max-cache-index-size": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Max Cache Index Size (Entries)",

     "description": "Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each attribute type)

 that a data DSA can contain.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "max-pdu-size": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Max PDU Size (Bytes)",

     "description": "Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA. The

 default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "multi-write-dsp-idle-time": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)",

     "description": "Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use this command,

 the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "multi-write-group-credit": {
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     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Multiwrite Group Credit",

     "description": "Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "multi-write-outstanding-ops": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Multi Write Outstanding Ops",

     "description": "Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting for a reply.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 10

    },

    "cpu-starvation-threshold": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

     "description": "Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation alarm is logged.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 5,

     "minimum": -1,

     "maximum": 60,

     "minVersion": "12.6"

    },

    "metadata": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaServer": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "multi-write-disp-recovery": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Multiwrite With DISP Recovery",

     "description": "Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

     "default": true

    },

    "dxgrid-db-location": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Data Store Location",

     "description": "Defines the location of the datastore.",

     "default": "data"

    },

    "dxgrid-tx-location": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Transaction File Location",

     "description": "Defines the location of the transaction file.",

     "default": "data"

    },

    "dxgrid-backup-location": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Data Store Backup Location",

     "description": "Defines the backup location of the datastore.",
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     "default": "data"

    },

    "dxgrid-db-size": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Data Store Size (MB)",

     "description": "Defines the size of the datastore.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 500

    },

    "cache-index": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Cache Indexed Attributes",

     "description": "Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": []

    },

    "cache-index-all-except": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

     "description": "Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": []

    },

    "lookup-cache": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Lookup Cache",

     "description": "Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

     "default": true

    },

    "cache-no-scan": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Cache No Scan",

     "default": false

    },

    "use-rdn-index": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Use RDN Index",

     "default": false

    },

    "metadata": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaSSL": {
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   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "ca-file"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "cert-dir": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Certificate Directory",

     "description": "Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM format.",

     "default": "config/ssld/personalities"

    },

    "cert-file": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Certificate File",

     "description": "Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among many DSAs",

     "minVersion": "12.5"

    },

    "ca-file": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "CA File",

     "description": "Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates in PEM

 format.",

     "default": "config/ssld/trusted.pem"

    },

    "cipher": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Cipher",

     "description": "Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections."

    },

    "protocol": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Protocol",

     "description": "Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

     "enum": ["ssl", "tls", "tlsv11", "tlsv12"]

    },

    "fips": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Enforce FIPS mode",

     "description": "Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL ciphers, omit

 this parameter.",

     "default": false

    },

    "pin": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "HSM PIN",

     "description": "Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the private key is

 used through the HSM."

    },

    "lib": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "HSM Library",

     "description": "Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor."

    },
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    "slot": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "HSM Slot",

     "description": "Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are stored.",

     "format": "int64",

     "minimum": 0

    },

    "metadata": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaLogging": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "trace": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Trace Level",

     "description": "Enables or disables tracing.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "enum": ["none", "full", "all", "error", "warn", "x500", "ldap", "summary", "query", "update", "alert",

 "cert", "connect", "time", "limit", "stats", "export", "dap", "dsp", "pdu", "asn", "event", "stack", "assoc",

 "oper", "diag", "thread"]

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": ["error"]

    },

    "alarm-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Alarm Log File",

     "description": "The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that should be

 monitored.",

     "default": "logs/$s_alarm.log"

    },

    "alert-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Alert Log File",

     "description": "An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can be used

 to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA."

    },

    "cert-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Certificate Log File",

     "description": "A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates or

 CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or

 certificateRevocationList attribute."

    },

    "connect-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Connection Log File",

     "description": "A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each released

 connection."
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    },

    "diag-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Diagnostic Log File",

     "description": "A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for whatever

 reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

     "default": "logs/$s_diag.log"

    },

    "query-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Query Log File",

     "description": "A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a time and

 date stamp."

    },

    "query-log-advanced": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Query Log Advanced Options",

     "description": "Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "enum": ["none", "all", "ldap-controls", "ssl", "source", "ldap-error", "update-timer", "show-eis"]

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": []

    },

    "snmp-log": {

     "title": "SNMP Log File",

     "description": "An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

     "type": "object",

     "required": [

      "address",

      "port"

     ],

     "properties": {

      "address": {

       "type": "string"

      },

      "port": {

       "type": "integer",

       "format": "int64",

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 65535

      }

     }

    },

    "trap-on-update": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Trap On Update",

     "description": "Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

     "default": false

    },

    "auth-trap": {

     "type": "boolean",
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     "title": "Authentication Trap",

     "description": "Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

     "default": false

    },

    "op-error-trap": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Operation Error Trap",

     "description": "Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-suspended-trap": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Password Suspended Trap",

     "description": "Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count occurs.

 If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because of the

 risk of a dictionary attack.",

     "default": false

    },

    "multi-write-error-trap": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Multiwrite Error Trap",

     "description": "Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a problem with

 data synchronization.",

     "default": false

    },

    "stats-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Statistics Log File",

     "description": "A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute that the

 DSA is active.",

     "default": "logs/$s_stats.log"

    },

    "summary-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Summary Log File",

     "description": "A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

     "default": "logs/$s_summary.log"

    },

    "time-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

     "title": "Time Log File"

    },

    "time-log-search-threshold": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)",

     "description": "Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output. Use this to

 set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "time-log-update-threshold": {

     "type": "integer",
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     "title": "Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)",

     "description": "Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time log output.

 Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "trace-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Trace Log File",

     "description": "A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

     "default": "logs/$s_trace.log"

    },

    "update-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Update Log File",

     "description": "An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and delete

 operations."

    },

    "update-log-show-values": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Update Log Show Values",

     "description": "Include attribute values in the update log.",

     "default": false

    },

    "update-log-show-all-values": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Update Log Show All Values",

     "description": "Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update log.",

     "default": false

    },

    "warn-log": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Warning Log File",

     "description": "A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing

 problems.",

     "default": "logs/$s_warn.log"

    },

    "rollover-trace-log": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Rollover Trace Log",

     "description": "Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

     "default": false

    },

    "rollover-alarm-log": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Rollover Alarm Log",

     "description": "Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

     "default": false

    },

    "alarm-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Alarm Log Maximum Lines",
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     "description": "Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,

     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "summary-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Summary Log Maximum Lines",

     "description": "Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,

     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "trace-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Trace Log Maximum Lines",

     "description": "Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,

     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "stats-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

     "description": "Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",
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     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,

     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "query-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Query Log Maximum Lines",

     "description": "Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,

     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "update-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Update Log Maximum Lines",

     "description": "Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,

     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "alert-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Alert Log Maximum Lines",

     "description": "Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,
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     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "connect-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Connection Log Maximum Lines",

     "description": "Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,

     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "warn-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Warning Log Maximum Lines",

     "description": "Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,

     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "diag-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",

     "description": "Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,

     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,
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       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "time-log-max-lines": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Time Log Maximum Lines",

     "description": "Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold configured.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0,

     "oneOf": [{

       "minimum": 0,

       "maximum": 0

      },

      {

       "minimum": 1000

      }

     ],

     "minVersion": "12.0.18"

    },

    "metadata": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaPasswordPolicies": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "password-policy": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Enable Password Policy",

     "description": "Specifies whether password management is enabled.",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-force-change": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Force Change",

     "description": "Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-allow-locking": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Allow Locking",

     "description": "Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-allow-ignore-expired": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Allow Ignore Expired",
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     "description": "Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user accounts.",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-allow-ignore-suspended": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Allow Ignore Suspended",

     "description": "Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Mimic Netscape Response Controls",

     "description": "Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare responses. This

 command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-netscape-op-attrs": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Netscape Operational Attributes",

     "description": "Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP directory.",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-netscape-legacy-mode": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Netscape Legacy Mode",

     "description": "",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-proxy-user": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Proxy User",

     "description": "Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is a user

 account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

     "dn": true,

     "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

    },

    "password-substring-attrs": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Substring Attributes",

     "description": "Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the user's entry.",

     "minItems": 0,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "default": []

    },

    "policies": {

     "type": "array",

     "title": "Policies",

     "description": "Configures multiple password policies.",

     "items": {

      "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies"
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     },

     "default": []

    },

    "metadata": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "target-password-policy": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Password Policy Name",

     "description": "You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has a single

 password policy named Default."

    },

    "password-history": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "History",

     "description": "Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user from re-using

 these passwords.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-age": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Age (Days)",

     "description": "The number of days a password is valid.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-age-warning-period": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Age Warning Period (Days)",

     "description": "Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind and

 compare responses.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-min-age": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Minimum Age (Days)",

     "description": "Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since a password was

 changed last before it can be changed again.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-last-use": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Last Use (Days)",

     "description": "Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is not used

 for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",
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     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-max-suspension": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Maximum Suspension (Secs)",

     "description": "Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only applies to accounts

 that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong credentials, as set with

 the set password-retries command.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-retries": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Retries",

     "description": "Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is suspended.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 3

    },

    "password-numeric": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Numeric (Chars)",

     "description": "Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-non-alpha-num": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Non Alphanumeric (Chars)",

     "description": "Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-non-alpha": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Non Alphabetic (Chars)",

     "description": "Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-alpha": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Alphabetic (Chars)",

     "description": "Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-alpha-num": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Alphanumeric (Chars)",

     "description": "Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0
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    },

    "password-min-length": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Minimum Length (Chars)",

     "description": "Minimum length of a new password.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 6

    },

    "password-max-length": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Maximum Length (Chars)",

     "description": "Maximum length of a new password.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-grace-logins": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Grace Logins",

     "description": "Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after it has

 expired.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-lowercase": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Lowercase (Chars)",

     "description": "Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-uppercase": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Uppercase (Chars)",

     "description": "Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-max-repetition": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Maximum Repetition",

     "description": "Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-max-substring-repetition": {

     "type": "integer",

     "title": "Maximum Substring Repetition",

     "description": "Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new passwords.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 0

    },

    "password-min-length-repeated-substring": {

     "type": "integer",
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     "title": "Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)",

     "description": "Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

     "format": "int64",

     "default": 2

    },

    "password-username-substring": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Username Substring",

     "description": "Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

     "default": false

    },

    "password-enforce-quality-on-reset": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Enforce Quality On Reset",

     "description": "Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any user changes any

 password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator changes a

 user's password.",

     "default": false

    },

    "metadata": {

     "$ref": "#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaMetadata": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "explicitlyDefined": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "title": "Explicitly Defined",

     "description": "Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file."

    },

    "comments": {

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "Schema": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "name",

    "data"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Schema name (create-only)",

     "readOnly": true

    },
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    "data": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

    },

    "readOnly": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "description": "Is the file read-only",

     "readOnly": true

    }

   }

  },

  "AccessControl": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "name",

    "data"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Access Control name (create-only)",

     "readOnly": true

    },

    "data": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."

    },

    "readOnly": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "description": "Is the file read-only",

     "readOnly": true

    }

   }

  },

  "Personality": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "name",

    "data"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Personality name (create-only)",

     "readOnly": true

    },

    "data": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

    },

    "readOnly": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "description": "Is the file read-only",
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     "readOnly": true

    }

   }

  },

  "TrustedCA": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "certificate": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted CAs."

    },

    "version": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Trusted CA certificate version."

    },

    "serialNum": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

    },

    "issuer": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Issuer of the Trusted CA"

    },

    "notBefore": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Valid after this date."

    },

    "notAfter": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Expiration date."

    },

    "subject": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Subject of the certificate."

    },

    "status": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Status of the certificate"

    }

   }

  },

  "TrustedCACreate": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "data"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "data": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

    }

   }

  },
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  "LoadDSAStatistics": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "entriesLoaded": {

     "type": "integer",

     "description": "Number of entries loaded"

    },

    "filePaddingKB": {

     "type": "integer",

     "description": "Amount of db file padding in KB"

    },

    "datasizeMB": {

     "type": "integer",

     "description": "Total Datasize in MB"

    },

    "averageEntriesMB": {

     "type": "integer",

     "description": "Average number of entries per MB"

    },

    "entriesRead": {

     "type": "integer",

     "description": "Number of entries read"

    }

   },

   "ErrorMessage": {

    "required": [

     "statusCode",

     "message"

    ],

    "properties": {

     "statusCode": {

      "type": "integer",

      "format": "int32"

     },

     "message": {

      "type": "string"

     }

    }

   },

   "environment": {

    "type": "object",

    "required": [

     "name",

     "config"

    ],

    "properties": {

     "name": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "ManagementUI"

     },

     "description": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "Management UI Environment"
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     },

     "config": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

       "pollingInterval"

      ],

      "properties": {

       "pollingInterval": {

        "type": "integer",

        "example": 10

       }

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "environmentName": {

    "type": "object",

    "required": [

     "name"

    ],

    "properties": {

     "name": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "ManagementUI"

     }

    }

   },

   "DXAgent": {

    "required": [

     "name",

     "port",

     "clientCertPem",

     "clientKeyPem",

     "caCertPem"

    ],

    "properties": {

     "name": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "basketvm19"

     },

     "description": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "basketvm19"

     },

     "host": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "basketvm19"

     },

     "port": {

      "type": "integer",

      "example": 9443

     },

     "clientCertPem": {
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      "type": "string"

     },

     "clientKeyPem": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "caCertPem": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "installationInfo": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "dsaJsonSchema": {

      "type": "string"

     }

    }

   },

   "dsaActions": {

    "type": "object",

    "required": [

     "dsaActions"

    ],

    "properties": {

     "dsaActions": {

      "type": "array",

      "items": {

       "type": "object",

       "required": [

        "action"

       ],

       "properties": {

        "httpMethod": {

         "type": "string",

         "example": "POST"

        },

        "parameters": {

         "type": "array",

         "items": {

          "type": "object",

          "required": [

           "name"

          ],

          "properties": {

           "name": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "dsaname"

           },

           "description": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

           },

           "type": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "string"
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           },

           "required": {

            "type": "boolean",

            "example": true

           },

           "in": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "path"

           }

          }

         }

        },

        "action": {

         "type": "string",

         "example": "trigger_online_backup"

        },

        "endpoint": {

         "type": "string",

         "example": "/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

        },

        "title": {

         "type": "string",

         "example": "Online Backup"

        },

        "description": {

         "type": "string",

         "example": "Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

        },

        "summary": {

         "type": "string",

         "example": "Creates an online backup"

        }

       }

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "dsaStatus": {

    "required": [

     "action"

    ],

    "properties": {

     "action": {

      "type": "string",

      "enum": [

       "start",

       "stop",

       "forcestart",

       "forcestop",

       "init"

      ],

      "description": "Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

     }
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    }

   },

   "uploadResponse": {

    "type": "object",

    "properties": {

     "message": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "filename": {

      "type": "string"

     }

    }

   },

   "ldif": {

    "type": "object",

    "required": [

     "fileType",

     "ldifname",

     "verifyChecksum"

    ],

    "properties": {

     "fileType": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "fromLdif"

     },

     "ldifname": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "userstore_100k.ldif"

     },

     "verifyChecksum": {

      "type": "boolean",

      "example": true

     }

    }

   },

   "ldifResponse": {

    "type": "object",

    "properties": {

     "filePaddingKB": {

      "type": "integer",

      "example": 1401

     },

     "entriesLoaded": {

      "type": "integer",

      "example": 100005

     },

     "datasizeMB": {

      "type": "integer",

      "example": 72

     },

     "averageEntriesMB": {

      "type": "integer",

      "example": 1388
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     },

     "entriesRead": {

      "type": "integer",

      "example": 100005

     }

    }

   },

   "DsaFile": {

    "type": "object",

    "properties": {

     "type": {

      "type": "string",

      "enum": [

       "online",

       "offline"

      ],

      "example": "offline"

     },

     "compression": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "gzip"

     },

     "format": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "ldif"

     },

     "tempFileName": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

     }

    }

   },

   "UnmanagedDSA": {

    "required": [

     "name",

     "config",

     "unmanagedDsaType",

     "globalKnowledge"

    ],

    "properties": {

     "name": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "DSA name (create-only)"

     },

     "config": {

      "$ref": "#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

     },

     "unmanagedDsaType": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "Unmanaged DSA type."

     },

     "globalKnowledge": {

      "type": "boolean",
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      "default": false

     }

    }

   },

   "unmanagedDsaConfig": {

    "type": "object",

    "required": [

     "name",

     "prefix",

     "dsa-name",

     "interface"

    ],

    "properties": {

     "name": {

      "type": "string",

      "title": "Name"

     },

     "dsa-password": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

      "title": "DSA Password",

      "trust-flags": {

       "type": "array",

       "uniqueItems": true,

       "minItems": 1,

       "title": "Trust Flags",

       "description": "Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

       "items": {

        "enum": [

         "allow-check-password",

         "trust-conveyed-originator",

         "allow-upgrading",

         "allow-downgrading",

         "no-server-credentials",

         "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

        ]

       }

      }

     },

     "dsa-name": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "Specifies the name of the DSA.",

      "dn": true,

      "title": "DSA Name",

      "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

     },

     "dsp-idle-time": {

      "type": "integer",

      "description": "(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

      "default": 600,

      "title": "DSP Idle Time",

      "format": "int64"
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     },

     "prefix": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this DSA.",

      "dn": true,

      "title": "Prefix",

      "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

     },

     "bind-address": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

      "title": "Bind Address"

     },

     "remote-console-ssl": {

      "type": "boolean",

      "description": "(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

      "default": false,

      "title": "Remote Console SSL"

     },

     "load-share-group": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

      "title": "Load Share Group"

     },

     "dsa-flags": {

      "type": "array",

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "minItems": 1,

      "title": "DSA Flags",

      "description": "Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

      "items": {

       "enum": [

        "multi-write-async",

        "multi-write",

        "shadow",

        "read-only",

        "relay",

        "load-share",

        "no-routing-ac",

        "limit-search",

        "limit-search-exact",

        "no-list",

        "no-service-while-recovering",

        "multi-write-group-hub"

       ]

      }

     },

     "remote-console-port": {

      "type": "integer",

      "description": "(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

      "title": "Remote Console Port",
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      "minimum": 0,

      "maximum": 65535,

      "format": "int64"

     },

     "disp-psap": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

      "default": "DISP",

      "enum": [

       "DISP"

      ],

      "title": "DISP PSAP"

     },

     "snmp-port": {

      "type": "integer",

      "description": "(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

      "title": "SNMP Port",

      "minimum": 0,

      "maximum": 65535,

      "format": "int64"

     },

     "credits": {

      "default": 1000000,

      "title": "Credits",

      "type": "integer",

      "description": "(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

      "format": "int64"

     },

     "ldap-dsa-password": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

      "title": "LDAP DSA Password"

     },

     "ldap-dsa-name": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

      "dn": true,

      "title": "LDAP DSA Name",

      "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

     },

     "multi-write-attrs": {

      "description": "Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

      "title": "Multiwrite Attributes",

      "minItems": 0,

      "items": {

       "type": "string"

      },

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "type": "array"

     },

     "multi-write-ignore-attrs": {

      "type": "array",
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      "minItems": 0,

      "description": "Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "title": "Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

      "items": {

       "type": "string"

      }

     },

     "auth-levels": {

      "type": "array",

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "minItems": 1,

      "title": "Authentication Levels",

      "description": "Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May include

 anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

      "items": {

       "enum": [

        "anonymous",

        "clear-password",

        "ssl-auth"

       ]

      },

      "default": [

       "anonymous",

       "clear-password"

      ]

     },

     "native-prefix": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries. This is

 generally only used with LDAP servers.",

      "dn": true,

      "title": "Native Prefix",

      "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$"

     },

     "osi-psap": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

      "title": "OSI PSAP"

     },

     "interface": {

      "type": "array",

      "description": "Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

      "title": "Interface(s)",

      "items": {

       "type": "object",

       "required": [

        "family",

        "address",

        "port"

       ],

       "properties": {

        "family": {
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         "type": "string",

         "title": "Family",

         "description": "the protocal for the interface",

         "enum": [

          "ipv4",

          "ipv6",

          "tcp"

         ]

        },

        "port": {

         "type": "integer",

         "title": "Port",

         "description": "Port for the interface",

         "minimum": 1,

         "maximum": 65535,

         "format": "int64"

        },

        "address": {

         "type": "string",

         "title": "Address",

         "description": "the network address for the interface.",

         "minItems": 1

        }

       }

      }

     },

     "link-flags": {

      "type": "array",

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "minItems": 1,

      "title": "Link Flags",

      "description": "Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

      "items": {

       "enum": [

        "unavailable",

        "dsp-ldapv2",

        "dsp-ldapv3",

        "ssl-encryption",

        "ssl-encryption-remote",

        "dsp-ldap-proxy",

        "nexor",

        "ms-ad",

        "siemens",

        "rebind"

       ]

      }

     },

     "multi-write-group": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

      "title": "Multiwrite Group"

     },

     "console-port": {
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      "type": "integer",

      "description": "(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

      "title": "Console Port",

      "minimum": 0,

      "maximum": 65535,

      "format": "int64"

     },

     "console-password": {

      "type": "string",

      "description": "(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

      "title": "Console Password"

     }

    }

   },

   "ScimInstance": {

    "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

    "description": "",

    "type": "object",

    "properties": {

     "name": {

      "type": "string",

      "minLength": 1

     },

     "enabled": {

      "type": "boolean"

     },

     "resourceTypes": {

      "type": "array",

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "minItems": 1,

      "items": {

       "required": [

        "$ref"

       ],

       "properties": {

        "$ref": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 1

        },

        "authentication": {

         "type": "boolean"

        }

       }

      }

     },

     "dsas": {

      "minItems": 1,

      "items": {

       "required": [

        "dsa",

        "dxagent"
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       ],

       "type": "object",

       "properties": {

        "dsa": {

         "type": "string"

        },

        "dxagent": {

         "type": "string"

        },

        "url": {

         "type": "string"

        },

        "tlsOptions": {

         "type": "object",

         "properties": {

          "cert": {

           "type": "string"

          },

          "key": {

           "type": "string"

          },

          "ca": {

           "type": "string"

          },

          "secureProtocol": {

           "type": "string"

          },

          "rejectUnauthorized": {

           "type": "boolean"

          }

         },

         "required": []

        }

       }

      },

      "type": "array",

      "description": "Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

     },

     "relationships": {

      "type": "array",

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "minItems": 1,

      "items": {

       "required": [],

       "properties": {

        "resourceTypeA": {

         "type": "object",

         "properties": {

          "resourceType": {

           "type": "string",

           "minLength": 1

          },

          "scimAttribute": {
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           "type": "string",

           "minLength": 0

          },

          "ldapDisplayAttribute": {

           "type": "string",

           "minLength": 0

          },

          "scimAttributeMultivalued": {

           "type": "boolean"

          },

          "ldapAttributeMultivalued": {

           "type": "boolean"

          },

          "ldapRelationshipAttribute": {

           "type": "string",

           "minLength": 0

          }

         },

         "required": [

          "resourceType"

         ]

        },

        "resourceTypeB": {

         "type": "object",

         "properties": {

          "resourceType": {

           "type": "string",

           "minLength": 1

          },

          "scimAttribute": {

           "type": "string",

           "minLength": 0

          },

          "ldapRelationshipAttribute": {

           "type": "string",

           "minLength": 0

          },

          "ldapDisplayAttribute": {

           "type": "string",

           "minLength": 0

          },

          "scimAttributeMultivalued": {

           "type": "boolean"

          },

          "ldapAttributeMultivalued": {

           "type": "boolean"

          }

         },

         "required": [

          "resourceType"

         ]

        }

       }
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      }

     }

    },

    "required": [

     "name",

     "enabled",

     "resourceTypes",

     "dsas"

    ]

   },

   "ScimResourceType": {

    "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

    "description": "",

    "type": "object",

    "properties": {

     "name": {

      "type": "string",

      "minLength": 1

     },

     "endpoint": {

      "type": "string",

      "minLength": 1

     },

     "description": {

      "type": "string",

      "minLength": 1

     },

     "schema": {

      "type": "string",

      "minLength": 1

     },

     "schemaExtensions": {

      "type": "array",

      "items": {

       "type": "string"

      }

     },

     "readOnly": {

      "type": "boolean"

     },

     "objectClassMappings": {

      "type": "array",

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "minItems": 1,

      "items": {

       "required": [

        "structural"

       ],

       "properties": {

        "structural": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 1

        },
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        "auxiliary": {

         "type": "array",

         "items": {

          "type": "string"

         }

        }

       }

      }

     },

     "schemaSourceDsa": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "dsaName": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "hostName": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "bindDn": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 0

       }

      },

      "required": [

       "hostName",

       "dsaName"

      ]

     },

     "defaultParentDN": {

      "type": "string",

      "minLength": 1

     },

     "namingAttribute": {

      "type": "string",

      "minLength": 1

     },

     "attributeMappings": {

      "type": "array",

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "minItems": 1,

      "items": {

       "required": [

        "scimAttribute",

        "scimAttributeType"

       ],

       "properties": {

        "scimAttribute": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 1

        },

        "scimAttributeType": {
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         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 1

        },

        "ldapAttribute": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 0

        },

        "ldapAttributeType": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 0

        },

        "scimAttributeMultivalued": {

         "type": "boolean",

         "minLength": 0

        },

        "ldapAttributeMultivalued": {

         "type": "boolean",

         "minLength": 0

        },

        "converterName": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 0

        }

       }

      }

     }

    },

    "required": [

     "name",

     "endpoint",

     "description",

     "schema",

     "readOnly",

     "objectClassMappings",

     "defaultParentDN",

     "namingAttribute",

     "attributeMappings"

    ]

   },

   "ScimSchema": {

    "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

    "description": "",

    "type": "object",

    "properties": {

     "id": {

      "type": "string",

      "minLength": 1

     },

     "name": {

      "type": "string",

      "minLength": 1

     },

     "description": {
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      "type": "string",

      "minLength": 1

     },

     "attributes": {

      "type": "array",

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "minItems": 1,

      "items": {

       "required": [

        "name",

        "type",

        "multiValued",

        "description",

        "required",

        "mutability",

        "returned"

       ],

       "properties": {

        "name": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 1

        },

        "type": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 1

        },

        "referenceTypes": {

         "type": "array",

         "items": {

          "required": [],

          "properties": {}

         }

        },

        "multiValued": {

         "type": "boolean"

        },

        "description": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 1

        },

        "required": {

         "type": "boolean"

        },

        "caseExact": {

         "type": "boolean"

        },

        "mutability": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 1

        },

        "returned": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 1
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        },

        "uniqueness": {

         "type": "string",

         "minLength": 1

        }

       }

      }

     }

    },

    "required": [

     "id",

     "name",

     "description",

     "attributes"

    ]

   },

   "AlarmSchema": {

    "type": "object",

    "required": [

     "dxserver-monitor"

    ],

    "properties": {

     "dxserver-monitor": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

       "host-name",

       "dsa-name",

       "time",

       "message-id",

       "alarm"

      ],

      "properties": {

       "host-name": {

        "type": "string"

       },

       "dsa-name": {

        "type": "string"

       },

       "message-id": {

        "type": "integer"

       },

       "time": {

        "type": "string",

        "pattern": "^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

       },

       "alarm": {

        "type": "object",

        "description": "Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

        "required": [

         "id",

         "type",

         "message"

        ],
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        "properties": {

         "id": {

          "type": "string"

         },

         "type": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

           "critical",

           "caution",

           "information"

          ]

         },

         "message": {

          "type": "string"

         }

        }

       }

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "responses": {},

  "parameters": {},

  "securityDefinitions": {

   "basicAuth": {

    "type": "basic"

   }

  },

  "tags": []

 }

}

 

 

Schema API
none

{

   

   "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

   "schemes":[

      "https"

   ],

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths": {

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/schemas":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets all schemas",

            "tags":[

               "Schema"
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            ],

            "description":"Gets all schemas.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of schemas",

                  "schema":{

                     "type":"array",

                     "items":{

                        "$ref":"#/definitions/Schema"

                     }

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "post":{

            "summary":"Creates a schema",

            "tags":[

               "Schema"

            ],

            "description":"Creates a schema.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",
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                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted Schema object to create",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Schema"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"Schema is created",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Schema"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/dxagents/{dxagentName}/schemas/{schemaName}":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets a schema",

            "tags":[

               "Schema"

            ],

            "description":"Gets a schema.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {
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                  "name":"schemaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of schema",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"Schema returned",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Schema"

                  }

               },

               "400":{

                  "description":"Schema does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "put":{

            "summary":"Updates a schema",

            "tags":[

               "Schema"

            ],

            "description":"Updates a schema.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"schemaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of schema",
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                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted Schema object to update",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Schema"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"Schema is updated",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Schema"

                  }

               },

               "400":{

                  "description":"Schema does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "delete":{

            "summary":"Deletes a schema",

            "tags":[

               "Schema"

            ],

            "description":"Deletes a schema.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"dxagentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of dxagent",

                  "required":true,
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                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"schemaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of schema",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"Schema is deleted"

               },

               "400":{

                  "description":"Schema does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

          "dxdisp":{  

          "required":[  

             "peerDsa"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "peerDsa":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaConfig":{  

          "required":[  

             "schema",

             "knowledge",

             "ssl"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "raw":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  
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                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "passwordPolicies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"

             },

             "logging":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLogging"

             },

             "knowledge":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledge"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "limits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimits"

             },

             "settings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettings"

             },

             "server":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServer"

             },

             "ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSL"

             },

             "accessControls":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxc"

                ]

             },

             "schema":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxg"

                ]

             }

          }
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       },

       "LoadDSAStatistics":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "entriesLoaded":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries loaded"

             },

             "filePaddingKB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Amount of db file padding in KB"

             },

             "datasizeMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Total Datasize in MB"

             },

             "averageEntriesMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Average number of entries per MB"

             },

             "entriesRead":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries read"

             }

          }

       },

       "DsaStatus":{  

          "required":[  

             "action"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "action":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "start",

                   "stop",

                   "forcestart",

                   "forcestop",

                   "init"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSLMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Personality":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Personality name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLoggingMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCACreate":{  

          "required":[  

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledge":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",
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             "prefix",

             "dsa-name",

             "interface"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "default":"DISP",

                "enum":[  

                   "DISP"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

                "title":"DISP PSAP"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

                "title":"Console Port"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Prefix"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

                "title":"OSI PSAP"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Load Share Group"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

                "title":"Link Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "unavailable",

                      "dsp-ldapv2",

                      "dsp-ldapv3",

                      "ssl-encryption",

                      "ssl-encryption-remote",

                      "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                      "nexor",
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                      "krb",

                      "krb-encryption",

                      "ms-ad",

                      "rebind",

                      "siemens"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

                "title":"Bind Address"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Password"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

                "title":"Authentication Levels",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "anonymous",

                      "clear-password",

                      "ssl-auth"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "anonymous",

                   "clear-password"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

                "title":"Remote Console SSL"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

                "minItems":0,
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                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

                "title":"Console Password"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

                "title":"DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "family",

                      "address",

                      "port"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "port":{  

                         "minimum":0,

                         "type":"integer",

                         "maximum":65535,

                         "format":"int64"

                      },

                      "family":{  
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                         "enum":[  

                            "ipv4",

                            "ipv6",

                            "tcp"

                         ],

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "address":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

                "title":"Interface(s)"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

                "title":"Native Prefix"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the SNMP port.",

                "title":"SNMP Port"

             },

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command",

                "title":"Name"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"Trust Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "allow-check-password",

                      "trust-conveyed-originator",

                      "allow-upgrading",

                      "allow-downgrading",

                      "no-server-credentials",

                      "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,
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                "type":"array"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Name"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "multi-write-async",

                      "multi-write",

                      "shadow",

                      "read-only",

                      "relay",

                      "load-share",

                      "no-routing-ac",

                      "limit-search",

                      "limit-search-exact",

                      "no-list",

                      "no-service-while-recovering",

                      "multi-write-group-hub"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "multi-write"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },
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             "remote-console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

                "title":"Remote Console Port"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Name"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is

 a user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

                "title":"Proxy User"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Suspended"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user

 accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Expired"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare

 responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape Response Controls"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "description":"Specifies whether password management is enabled.",

                "title":"Enable Password Policy"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the user's

 entry.",

                "title":"Substring Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Locking"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP

 directory.",

                "title":"Netscape Operational Attributes"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.",

                "title":"Force Change"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Configures multiple password policies.",

                "title":"Policies"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"",

                "title":"Netscape Legacy Mode"

             },
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             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServerMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLogging":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a

 time and date stamp.",

                "title":"Query Log File"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

                "title":"Authentication Trap"
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             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Connection Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time log

 output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and

 delete operations.",

                "title":"Update Log File"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Summary Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

                "title":"Time Log File"
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             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update

 log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show All Values"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_summary.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

                "title":"Summary Log File"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alarm Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_stats.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute

 that the DSA is active.",

                "title":"Statistics Log File"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

                "title":"Rollover Alarm Log"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

                "title":"Rollover Trace Log"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates

 or CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or

 certificateRevocationList attribute.",

                "title":"Certificate Log File"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a

 problem with data synchronization.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Error Trap"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output. Use

 this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alert Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"
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             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can

 be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA.",

                "title":"Alert Log File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

                "title":"Operation Error Trap"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "description":"Enables or disables tracing.",

                "title":"Trace Level",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "full",

                      "all",

                      "error",

                      "warn",

                      "x500",

                      "ldap",

                      "summary",

                      "query",

                      "update",

                      "alert",

                      "cert",

                      "connect",

                      "time",

                      "limit",

                      "stats",

                      "export",

                      "dap",

                      "dsp",

                      "pdu",

                      "asn",

                      "event",

                      "stack",

                      "assoc",

                      "oper",

                      "diag",

                      "thread"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "error"
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                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_alarm.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that

 should be monitored.",

                "title":"Alarm Log File"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each

 released connection.",

                "title":"Connection Log File"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Trace Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

                "title":"Trap On Update"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",
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                "default":0,

                "title":"Query Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count

 occurs. If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because

 of the risk of a dictionary attack.",

                "title":"Password Suspended Trap"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_trace.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

                "title":"Trace Log File"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_diag.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for

 whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

                "title":"Diagnostic Log File"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Update Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],
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                "description":"Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Time Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "properties":{  

                   "port":{  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer",

                      "maximum":65535,

                      "format":"int64"

                   },

                   "address":{  

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                },

                "required":[  

                   "address",

                   "port"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "description":"An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

                "title":"SNMP Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Include attribute values in the update log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show Values"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Warning Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_warn.log",

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing

 problems.",

                "title":"Warning Log File"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "description":"Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

                "title":"Query Log Advanced Options",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "all",

                      "ldap-controls",

                      "ssl",

                      "source",

                      "ldap-error",

                      "update-timer",

                      "show-eis"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSL":{  

          "required":[  

             "ca-file"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "minimum":0,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are

 stored.",

                "title":"HSM Slot"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ssl",

                   "tls",

                   "tlsv11",

                   "tlsv12"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

                "title":"Protocol"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor.",

                "title":"HSM Library"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the

 private key is used through the HSM.",

                "title":"HSM PIN"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/personalities",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM

 format.",

                "title":"Certificate Directory"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among many

 DSAs",

                "title":"Certificate File"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections.",

                "title":"Cipher"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL

 ciphers, omit this parameter.",
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                "title":"Enforce FIPS mode"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/trusted.pem",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates

 in PEM format.",

                "title":"CA File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Schema":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Schema name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "AccessControl":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."
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             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Access Control name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only applies to

 accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong credentials, as

 set with the set password-retries command.",

                "title":"Maximum Suspension (Secs)"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Numeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Maximum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after it

 has expired.",

                "title":"Grace Logins"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any user changes

 any password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator

 changes a user's password.",

                "title":"Enforce Quality On Reset"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",
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                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

                "title":"Username Substring"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

                "title":"Maximum Repetition"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Uppercase (Chars)"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has

 a single password policy named Default.",

                "title":"Password Policy Name"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "default":3,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is

 suspended.",
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                "title":"Retries"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new passwords.",

                "title":"Maximum Substring Repetition"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind

 and compare responses.",

                "title":"Age Warning Period (Days)"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Lowercase (Chars)"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "default":6,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Minimum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user from

 re-using these passwords.",

                "title":"History"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since a

 password was changed last before it can be changed again.",

                "title":"Minimum Age (Days)"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "default":2,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

                "title":"Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)"
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             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is

 not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",

                "title":"Last Use (Days)"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"The number of days a password is valid.",

                "title":"Age (Days)"

             }

          }

       },

       "OnlineBackup":{  

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ready",

                   "in progress"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data file

 available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."

             },

             "utcTimestamp":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the backup

 data file is not available then this property is not returned",

                "format":"date-time"

             }

          }

       },

       "Error":{  

          "required":[  

             "code",

             "message"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "message":{  

                "type":"string"

             },
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             "code":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "format":"int32"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettings":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "description":"Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",

                "title":"Pull Replication",

                "required":[  

                   "source",

                   "location",

                   "interval",

                   "window-size",

                   "retries"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "properties":{  

                   "retries":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":30,

                      "title":"Retries",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "ignore-attrs":{  

                      "description":"Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

                      "title":"Ignore Attributes",

                      "minItems":0,

                      "items":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "default":[  

 

                      ],

                      "uniqueItems":true,

                      "type":"array"

                   },

                   "interval":{  

                      "description":"Defines how often changes are pulled.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":10,

                      "title":"Interval (Secs)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "window-size":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

                      "format":"int64",
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                      "default":20,

                      "title":"Window Size (Entries)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "source":{  

                      "dsa":true,

                      "type":"string",

                      "description":"DSA from which changes are pulled.",

                      "title":"Source DSA"

                   },

                   "location":{  

                      "dn":true,

                      "description":"DN of change-log in source DSA.",

                      "title":"Change-Log Location",

                      "default":"cn=changelog",

                      "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                }

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends

 the error 'busy'.",

                "title":"Busy For Referral"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "description":"Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

                "title":"Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

                "title":"Ignore Name Bindings"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Check attributes used in DN are members of the entries ObjectClass when

 performing a rename.",

                "title":"Rename Check ObjectClass"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "description":"Configure external monitoring endpoints.",
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                "title":"External Monitor(s)",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "name",

                      "endpoint",

                      "monitor-events"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "endpoint":{  

                         "url":true,

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"HTTP endpoint external monitoring messages will be sent to. The format

 of the endpoint is: http[s]://host:port[/uri]",

                         "title":"Endpoint"

                      },

                      "name":{  

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"Name to uniquely identify external monitor configuration item.",

                         "title":"Name"

                      },

                      "push-interval":{  

                         "minimum":5,

                         "format":"int64",

                         "type":"integer",

                         "description":"Configures how often (in seconds) timer triggered events are sent.

 Must be greater than 5 seconds. Supported by events (multiwrite, stats, cache)",

                         "title":"Push Interval (Secs)"

                      },

                      "monitor-events":{  

                         "description":"List of events that will be monitored.",

                         "title":"Monitor Events",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "alarm-log-all",

                               "alarm-log-information",

                               "alarm-log-critical",

                               "alarm-log-caution",

                               "update-log",

                               "query-log",

                               "auth-failures",

                               "account-susp",

                               "op-error",

                               "mw-error",

                               "multiwrite",

                               "cache",

                               "stats",

                               "dsastats"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,
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                         "type":"array"

                      },

                      "credentials":{  

                         "properties":{  

                            "username":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth username used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Username"

                            },

                            "password":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth password used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Password"

                            }

                         },

                         "required":[  

                            "username",

                            "password"

                         ],

                         "type":"object",

                         "description":"Optional credentials used in the HTTP Authorization header.",

                         "title":"Credentials"

                      },

                      "options":{  

                         "description":"Choose desired options.",

                         "title":"Options",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "no-http-header",

                               "message-dates-gmt"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

                "title":"Wait For Multiwrite"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log

 reduces performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging

 performs much better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after

 an abnormal termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",
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                "title":"Disable Transaction Log Flush"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

                "title":"Isolate Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on

 writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

                "title":"Allow Binds"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf User Containers"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes

 with distinguishedName syntax.",

                "title":"DN Substring Match"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing

 method.",

                "title":"Cache Search Bias"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Authentication"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  
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                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the

 DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",

                "title":"Dereference Alias On Bind"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

 event occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the

 request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

                "title":"Trap On Update Verbose"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Ignore single value schema checking.",

                "title":"Ignore Single Value Check"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related

 schema.",

                "title":"Transparent Routing"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind

 refusal.",

                "title":"Hold LDAP Connections"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent

 searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

                "title":"Persistent Search"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables static roles",

                "title":"Use Roles"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "default":"ssha-512",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "oem-hash",

                   "oem-encrypt",
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                   "sha-1",

                   "md5",

                   "ssha-1",

                   "smd5",

                   "crypt",

                   "sha-512",

                   "ssha-512",

                   "pbkdf2"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

                "title":"Password Storage"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf Group Containers"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

                "title":"Trust SASL Proxy"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not

 specify these while adding an entry.",

                "title":"Add ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  
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                "description":"Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each subordinate

 DSA.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":1,

                "title":"DSP Link Count",

                "maximum":100,

                "minimum":0,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "clear-password",

                   "ssl-auth"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "title":"Minimum Authentication"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or

 searches with no filter.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.",

                "title":"Modify On Add"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "title":"TCP Keep Alive"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

                "title":"SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",
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                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions Browse"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA

 Directory DSA with SiteMinder.",

                "title":"Concurrent Bind User"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system

 writes a message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

                "title":"DXconsole Connect Alert"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multi Write Serial"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing

 them on the thread that handles each request.",

                "title":"DXgrid Queue"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is

 necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "description":"Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

                "title":"Write Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "title":"Prune ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

                "title":"Role Subtree"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the

 message unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",

                "title":"Disable Client Binds"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "description":"Mechanism for preventing entries that are critical to applications from being

 renamed or removed even if user has super-user access.",

                "title":"Critical Entries",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",

                "title":"Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multicasting"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and

 password.",

                "title":"DXconsole Users"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "default":true,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

                "title":"Alias Integrity"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add EntryDN"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "default":8,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request

 arrives and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA

 fulfills this request.",

                "title":"User Threads"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds entryUUID operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add entryUUID"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

                "title":"Store Operational Attributes"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Always Chain Down"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Return ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Anonymous"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "description":"Gracefully stops DSA when it can no longer accept updates because it cannot

 synchronize the database and/or cannot write to the transaction file.",

                "title":"Stop DSA On Disk Error",

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  
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                   "none",

                   "all",

                   "write-tx-err",

                   "sync-db-err"

                ],

                "type":"string"

             }

          }

       },

       "DSA":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "config"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "enum":[  

                   "started",

                   "stopped",

                   "recoverable",

                   "inconsistent",

                   "unknown"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA status."

             },

             "config":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaConfig"

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMetadata":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "explicitlyDefined":{  

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file.",

                "title":"Explicitly Defined"

             },

             "comments":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             }

          }
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       },

       "dsaKnowledgeMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServer":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },
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                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Cache No Scan"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Location"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Use RDN Index"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the backup location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Backup Location"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "default":500,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the size of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Size (MB)"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

                "title":"Multiwrite With DISP Recovery"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the transaction file.",

                "title":"Transaction File Location"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "description":"Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

                "title":"Lookup Cache"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettingsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "password-uppercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimits":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "default":60,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a

 multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  
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                "default":3600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

                "title":"User Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "default":20000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer

 DSA.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Queue Size"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group Credit"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use

 this command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

                "title":"Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each

 attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.",

                "title":"Max Cache Index Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

                "title":"Max Bind Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "default":10000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

                "title":"Max Operation Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "default":255,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the

 number of users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

                "title":"Max Users"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "description":"Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation alarm is

 logged.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":5,

                "title":"CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

                "maximum":60,

                "minimum":-1,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "default":10,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting for a

 reply.",

                "title":"Multi Write Outstanding Ops"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

                "title":"Max Operation Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA.

 The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

                "title":"Max PDU Size (Bytes)"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":10,

                "title":"Max Persistent Searches",

                "type":"integer"
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             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCA":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the certificate"

             },

             "certificate":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted CAs."

             },

             "notBefore":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Valid after this date."

             },

             "notAfter":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Expiration date."

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Trusted CA certificate version."

             },

             "serialNum":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

             },

             "subject":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Subject of the certificate."

             },

             "issuer":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Issuer of the Trusted CA"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimitsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "OptionalAction":{  

          "type":"object",

          "description":"Provides information to programmatically consume an optional action.",

          "properties":{  

             "endpoint":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Endpoint URL associated with the action"

             },

             "description":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Description text"

             },

             "parameters":{  

                "items":{  
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                   "type":"object"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Parameters supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "title":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Display text for the action"

             },

             "acceptTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Accept-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "summary":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Summary text"

             },

             "httpMethod":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"HTTP Method used to invoke this action"

             },

             "contentTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Content-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "action":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Unique action identifier"

             }

          }

       },

       "DxserverInfo":{  

          "properties":{  

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the software"

             },

             "dxserverActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "dsaActions":{  
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                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version and build information"

             },

             "normalizedVersion":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

             },

             "dsaSchema":{  

                "type":"object",

                "description":"JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

             }

          }

       },

      "ErrorMessage":{

         "required":[

            "statusCode",

            "message"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "statusCode":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "environment":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"Management UI Environment"

            },

            "config":{
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               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "pollingInterval"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "pollingInterval":{

                     "type":"integer",

                     "example":10

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "environmentName":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            }

         }

      },

      "DXAgent":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "port",

            "clientCertPem",

            "clientKeyPem",

            "caCertPem"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "host":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":9443

            },

            "clientCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },
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            "clientKeyPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "caCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "installationInfo":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "dsaJsonSchema":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaActions":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dsaActions"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dsaActions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "action"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "httpMethod":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"POST"

                     },

                     "parameters":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"object",

                           "required":[

                              "name"

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                              "name":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"dsaname"

                              },

                              "description":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

                              },

                              "type":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"string"

                              },

                              "required":{
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                                 "type":"boolean",

                                 "example":true

                              },

                              "in":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"path"

                              }

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "action":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"trigger_online_backup"

                     },

                     "endpoint":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

                     },

                     "title":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Online Backup"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

                     },

                     "summary":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Creates an online backup"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaStatus":{

         "required":[

            "action"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "action":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "start",

                  "stop",

                  "forcestart",

                  "forcestop",

                  "init"

               ],

               "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

            }

         }

      },
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      "uploadResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "filename":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "ldif":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "fileType",

            "ldifname",

            "verifyChecksum"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "fileType":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"fromLdif"

            },

            "ldifname":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore_100k.ldif"

            },

            "verifyChecksum":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "example":true

            }

         }

      },

      "ldifResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "filePaddingKB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1401

            },

            "entriesLoaded":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            },

            "datasizeMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":72

            },

            "averageEntriesMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1388

            },

            "entriesRead":{
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               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            }

         }

      },

      "DsaFile":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "type":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "online",

                  "offline"

               ],

               "example":"offline"

            },

            "compression":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"gzip"

            },

            "format":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ldif"

            },

            "tempFileName":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

            }

         }

      },

      "UnmanagedDSA":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config",

            "unmanagedDsaType",

            "globalKnowledge"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

            },

            "config":{

               "$ref":"#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

            },

            "unmanagedDsaType":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unmanaged DSA type."

            },

            "globalKnowledge":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "default":false

            }
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         }

      },

      "unmanagedDsaConfig":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "prefix",

            "dsa-name",

            "interface"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "title":"Name"

            },

            "dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

               "title":"DSA Password",

               "trust-flags":{

                  "type":"array",

                  "uniqueItems":true,

                  "minItems":1,

                  "title":"Trust Flags",

                  "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                  "items":{

                     "enum":[

                        "allow-check-password",

                        "trust-conveyed-originator",

                        "allow-upgrading",

                        "allow-downgrading",

                        "no-server-credentials",

                        "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                     ]

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "dsp-idle-time":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be

 idle before it is disconnected.",

               "default":600,

               "title":"DSP Idle Time",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "prefix":{
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               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "bind-address":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the

 configured address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

               "title":"Bind Address"

            },

            "remote-console-ssl":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

               "default":false,

               "title":"Remote Console SSL"

            },

            "load-share-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Load Share Group"

            },

            "dsa-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"DSA Flags",

               "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "multi-write-async",

                     "multi-write",

                     "shadow",

                     "read-only",

                     "relay",

                     "load-share",

                     "no-routing-ac",

                     "limit-search",

                     "limit-search-exact",

                     "no-list",

                     "no-service-while-recovering",

                     "multi-write-group-hub"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "remote-console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer

 on this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

               "title":"Remote Console Port",

               "minimum":0,
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               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "disp-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is

 disabled.",

               "default":"DISP",

               "enum":[

                  "DISP"

               ],

               "title":"DISP PSAP"

            },

            "snmp-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

               "title":"SNMP Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "credits":{

               "default":1000000,

               "title":"Credits",

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of

 credits is exhausted.",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

               "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"LDAP DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "multi-write-attrs":{

               "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

               "minItems":0,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "type":"array"

            },

            "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{

               "type":"array",
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               "minItems":0,

               "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "auth-levels":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Authentication Levels",

               "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "anonymous",

                     "clear-password",

                     "ssl-auth"

                  ]

               },

               "default":[

                  "anonymous",

                  "clear-password"

               ]

            },

            "native-prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Native Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$"

            },

            "osi-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

               "title":"OSI PSAP"

            },

            "interface":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

               "title":"Interface(s)",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "family",

                     "address",

                     "port"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "family":{
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                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Family",

                        "description":"the protocal for the interface",

                        "enum":[

                           "ipv4",

                           "ipv6",

                           "tcp"

                        ]

                     },

                     "port":{

                        "type":"integer",

                        "title":"Port",

                        "description":"Port for the interface",

                        "minimum":1,

                        "maximum":65535,

                        "format":"int64"

                     },

                     "address":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Address",

                        "description":"the network address for the interface.",

                        "minItems":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "link-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Link Flags",

               "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "unavailable",

                     "dsp-ldapv2",

                     "dsp-ldapv3",

                     "ssl-encryption",

                     "ssl-encryption-remote",

                     "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                     "nexor",

                     "ms-ad",

                     "siemens",

                     "rebind"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "multi-write-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Group"

            },

            "console-port":{
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               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

 to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local

 console.",

               "title":"Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "console-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text.",

               "title":"Console Password"

            }

         }

      },

      "ScimInstance":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "enabled":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "resourceTypes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "$ref"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "authentication":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsas":{

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "dsa",
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                     "dxagent"

                  ],

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "dsa":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "dxagent":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "url":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "tlsOptions":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "cert":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "key":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "ca":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "secureProtocol":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "rejectUnauthorized":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               },

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

            },

            "relationships":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "resourceTypeA":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{
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                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     },

                     "resourceTypeB":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },
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                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "enabled",

            "resourceTypes",

            "dsas"

         ]

      },

      "ScimResourceType":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "endpoint":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schema":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schemaExtensions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "readOnly":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "objectClassMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "structural"

                  ],
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                  "properties":{

                     "structural":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "auxiliary":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "schemaSourceDsa":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "dsaName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "hostName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "bindDn":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":0

                  }

               },

               "required":[

                  "hostName",

                  "dsaName"

               ]

            },

            "defaultParentDN":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "namingAttribute":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributeMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "scimAttribute",

                     "scimAttributeType"

                  ],

                  "properties":{
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                     "scimAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "scimAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "ldapAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "converterName":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "endpoint",

            "description",

            "schema",

            "readOnly",

            "objectClassMappings",

            "defaultParentDN",

            "namingAttribute",

            "attributeMappings"

         ]

      },

      "ScimSchema":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },
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            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "type",

                     "multiValued",

                     "description",

                     "required",

                     "mutability",

                     "returned"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "referenceTypes":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "required":[

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "required":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "caseExact":{
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                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "mutability":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "returned":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "uniqueness":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "id",

            "name",

            "description",

            "attributes"

         ]

      },

      "AlarmSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "alarm"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"
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                  },

                  "alarm":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

                     "required":[

                        "id",

                        "type",

                        "message"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "id":{

                           "type":"string"

                        },

                        "type":{

                           "type":"string",

                           "enum":[

                              "critical",

                              "caution",

                              "information"

                           ]

                        },

                        "message":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "StatsSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "stats"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{
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                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "stats":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring stats message",

                     "required":[

                        "anonymous-binds",

                        "simple-binds",

                        "strong-binds",

                        "bind-security-errors",

                        "total-operations",

                        "compare-entry-operations",

                        "add-entry-operations",

                        "remove-entry-operations",

                        "modify-entry-operations",

                        "rename-entry-operations",

                        "list-operations",

                        "search-operations",

                        "one-level-searches",

                        "whole-subtree-searches",

                        "security-errors",

                        "operation-errors"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "anonymous-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "simple-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "strong-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "bind-security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "total-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "compare-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "add-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "remove-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "modify-entry-operations":{
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                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "rename-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "list-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "search-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "one-level-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "whole-subtree-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "operation-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "ObjectClass":{

         "title":"Object Class",

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "kind"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Object class name"

            },

            "kind":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "abstract",

                  "auxiliary",

                  "structural"

               ],

               "description":"Object class type"

            },

            "mustContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of mandatory attributes",
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               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "mayContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of optional attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{
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                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{

   },

   "tags":[

   ]

}

 

 

SCIM Instance API
none

{

   

   "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

   "schemes":[

      "https"

   ],

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths": {

      "/environments/{environmentName}/scim-instances":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Creates a SCIM instance",

            "tags":[

               "SCIM Instance"

            ],

            "description":"Creates a SCIM instance.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",
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                  "description":"JSON-formatted SCIM instance object",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimInstance"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"SCIM instance is created",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimInstance"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets all SCIM instances in the environment",

            "tags":[

               "SCIM Instance"

            ],

            "description":"Gets all SCIM instances in the environment.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of SCIM instances",

                  "schema":{

                     "type":"array",

                     "items":{

                        "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimInstance"

                     }

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }
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            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/scim-instances/{scimInstanceName}":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets a SCIM instance",

            "tags":[

               "SCIM Instance"

            ],

            "description":"Gets a SCIM instance.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"scimInstanceName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of SCIM instance",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"SCIM instance returned",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimInstance"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"SCIM instance does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "put":{

            "summary":"Updates a SCIM instance",

            "tags":[

               "SCIM Instance"

            ],

            "description":"Updates a SCIM instance.",
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            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"scimInstanceName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of SCIM instance",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted SCIM instance object",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimInstance"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"SCIM instance updated",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimInstance"

                  }

               },

               "400":{

                  "description":"SCIM instance does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "delete":{

            "summary":"Deletes a SCIM instance",

            "tags":[

               "SCIM Instance"

            ],

            "description":"Deletes a SCIM instance.",

            "parameters":[
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               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"scimInstanceName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of SCIM instance",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"SCIM instance is deleted"

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

          "dxdisp":{  

          "required":[  

             "peerDsa"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "peerDsa":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaConfig":{  

          "required":[  

             "schema",

             "knowledge",

             "ssl"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "raw":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"
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                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "passwordPolicies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"

             },

             "logging":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLogging"

             },

             "knowledge":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledge"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "limits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimits"

             },

             "settings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettings"

             },

             "server":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServer"

             },

             "ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSL"

             },

             "accessControls":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxc"

                ]

             },

             "schema":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxg"

                ]

             }

          }

       },
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       "LoadDSAStatistics":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "entriesLoaded":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries loaded"

             },

             "filePaddingKB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Amount of db file padding in KB"

             },

             "datasizeMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Total Datasize in MB"

             },

             "averageEntriesMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Average number of entries per MB"

             },

             "entriesRead":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries read"

             }

          }

       },

       "DsaStatus":{  

          "required":[  

             "action"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "action":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "start",

                   "stop",

                   "forcestart",

                   "forcestop",

                   "init"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSLMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "ca-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Personality":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Personality name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLoggingMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCACreate":{  

          "required":[  

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledge":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "prefix",
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             "dsa-name",

             "interface"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "default":"DISP",

                "enum":[  

                   "DISP"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

                "title":"DISP PSAP"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

                "title":"Console Port"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Prefix"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

                "title":"OSI PSAP"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Load Share Group"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

                "title":"Link Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "unavailable",

                      "dsp-ldapv2",

                      "dsp-ldapv3",

                      "ssl-encryption",

                      "ssl-encryption-remote",

                      "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                      "nexor",

                      "krb",
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                      "krb-encryption",

                      "ms-ad",

                      "rebind",

                      "siemens"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

                "title":"Bind Address"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Password"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

                "title":"Authentication Levels",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "anonymous",

                      "clear-password",

                      "ssl-auth"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "anonymous",

                   "clear-password"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

                "title":"Remote Console SSL"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  
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                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

                "title":"Console Password"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

                "title":"DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "family",

                      "address",

                      "port"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "port":{  

                         "minimum":0,

                         "type":"integer",

                         "maximum":65535,

                         "format":"int64"

                      },

                      "family":{  

                         "enum":[  
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                            "ipv4",

                            "ipv6",

                            "tcp"

                         ],

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "address":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

                "title":"Interface(s)"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

                "title":"Native Prefix"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the SNMP port.",

                "title":"SNMP Port"

             },

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command",

                "title":"Name"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"Trust Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "allow-check-password",

                      "trust-conveyed-originator",

                      "allow-upgrading",

                      "allow-downgrading",

                      "no-server-credentials",

                      "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"
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             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Name"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "multi-write-async",

                      "multi-write",

                      "shadow",

                      "read-only",

                      "relay",

                      "load-share",

                      "no-routing-ac",

                      "limit-search",

                      "limit-search-exact",

                      "no-list",

                      "no-service-while-recovering",

                      "multi-write-group-hub"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "multi-write"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

                "title":"Remote Console Port"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Name"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is

 a user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

                "title":"Proxy User"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Suspended"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user

 accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Expired"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare

 responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape Response Controls"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether password management is enabled.",
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                "title":"Enable Password Policy"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the user's

 entry.",

                "title":"Substring Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Locking"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP

 directory.",

                "title":"Netscape Operational Attributes"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.",

                "title":"Force Change"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Configures multiple password policies.",

                "title":"Policies"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"",

                "title":"Netscape Legacy Mode"

             },

             "metadata":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServerMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLogging":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a

 time and date stamp.",

                "title":"Query Log File"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

                "title":"Authentication Trap"

             },
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             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Connection Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time log

 output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and

 delete operations.",

                "title":"Update Log File"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Summary Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

                "title":"Time Log File"

             },
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             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update

 log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show All Values"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_summary.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

                "title":"Summary Log File"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alarm Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_stats.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute

 that the DSA is active.",

                "title":"Statistics Log File"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

                "title":"Rollover Alarm Log"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

                "title":"Rollover Trace Log"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates

 or CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or

 certificateRevocationList attribute.",

                "title":"Certificate Log File"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a

 problem with data synchronization.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Error Trap"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output. Use

 this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alert Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"
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             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can

 be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA.",

                "title":"Alert Log File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

                "title":"Operation Error Trap"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "description":"Enables or disables tracing.",

                "title":"Trace Level",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "full",

                      "all",

                      "error",

                      "warn",

                      "x500",

                      "ldap",

                      "summary",

                      "query",

                      "update",

                      "alert",

                      "cert",

                      "connect",

                      "time",

                      "limit",

                      "stats",

                      "export",

                      "dap",

                      "dsp",

                      "pdu",

                      "asn",

                      "event",

                      "stack",

                      "assoc",

                      "oper",

                      "diag",

                      "thread"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "error"
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                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_alarm.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that

 should be monitored.",

                "title":"Alarm Log File"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each

 released connection.",

                "title":"Connection Log File"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Trace Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

                "title":"Trap On Update"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",
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                "default":0,

                "title":"Query Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count

 occurs. If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because

 of the risk of a dictionary attack.",

                "title":"Password Suspended Trap"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_trace.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

                "title":"Trace Log File"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_diag.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for

 whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

                "title":"Diagnostic Log File"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Update Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],
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                "description":"Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Time Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "properties":{  

                   "port":{  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer",

                      "maximum":65535,

                      "format":"int64"

                   },

                   "address":{  

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                },

                "required":[  

                   "address",

                   "port"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "description":"An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

                "title":"SNMP Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Include attribute values in the update log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show Values"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Warning Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_warn.log",

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing

 problems.",

                "title":"Warning Log File"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "description":"Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

                "title":"Query Log Advanced Options",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "all",

                      "ldap-controls",

                      "ssl",

                      "source",

                      "ldap-error",

                      "update-timer",

                      "show-eis"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSL":{  

          "required":[  

             "ca-file"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "minimum":0,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are

 stored.",

                "title":"HSM Slot"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ssl",

                   "tls",

                   "tlsv11",

                   "tlsv12"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

                "title":"Protocol"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor.",

                "title":"HSM Library"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the

 private key is used through the HSM.",

                "title":"HSM PIN"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/personalities",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM

 format.",

                "title":"Certificate Directory"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among many

 DSAs",

                "title":"Certificate File"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections.",

                "title":"Cipher"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL

 ciphers, omit this parameter.",
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                "title":"Enforce FIPS mode"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/trusted.pem",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates

 in PEM format.",

                "title":"CA File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Schema":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Schema name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "AccessControl":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."
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             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Access Control name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only applies to

 accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong credentials, as

 set with the set password-retries command.",

                "title":"Maximum Suspension (Secs)"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Numeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Maximum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after it

 has expired.",

                "title":"Grace Logins"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any user changes

 any password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator

 changes a user's password.",

                "title":"Enforce Quality On Reset"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",
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                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

                "title":"Username Substring"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

                "title":"Maximum Repetition"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Uppercase (Chars)"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has

 a single password policy named Default.",

                "title":"Password Policy Name"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "default":3,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is

 suspended.",
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                "title":"Retries"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new passwords.",

                "title":"Maximum Substring Repetition"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind

 and compare responses.",

                "title":"Age Warning Period (Days)"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Lowercase (Chars)"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "default":6,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Minimum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user from

 re-using these passwords.",

                "title":"History"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since a

 password was changed last before it can be changed again.",

                "title":"Minimum Age (Days)"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "default":2,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

                "title":"Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)"
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             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is

 not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",

                "title":"Last Use (Days)"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"The number of days a password is valid.",

                "title":"Age (Days)"

             }

          }

       },

       "OnlineBackup":{  

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ready",

                   "in progress"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data file

 available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."

             },

             "utcTimestamp":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the backup

 data file is not available then this property is not returned",

                "format":"date-time"

             }

          }

       },

       "Error":{  

          "required":[  

             "code",

             "message"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "message":{  

                "type":"string"

             },
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             "code":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "format":"int32"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettings":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "description":"Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",

                "title":"Pull Replication",

                "required":[  

                   "source",

                   "location",

                   "interval",

                   "window-size",

                   "retries"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "properties":{  

                   "retries":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":30,

                      "title":"Retries",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "ignore-attrs":{  

                      "description":"Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

                      "title":"Ignore Attributes",

                      "minItems":0,

                      "items":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "default":[  

 

                      ],

                      "uniqueItems":true,

                      "type":"array"

                   },

                   "interval":{  

                      "description":"Defines how often changes are pulled.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":10,

                      "title":"Interval (Secs)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "window-size":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

                      "format":"int64",
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                      "default":20,

                      "title":"Window Size (Entries)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "source":{  

                      "dsa":true,

                      "type":"string",

                      "description":"DSA from which changes are pulled.",

                      "title":"Source DSA"

                   },

                   "location":{  

                      "dn":true,

                      "description":"DN of change-log in source DSA.",

                      "title":"Change-Log Location",

                      "default":"cn=changelog",

                      "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                }

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends

 the error 'busy'.",

                "title":"Busy For Referral"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "description":"Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

                "title":"Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

                "title":"Ignore Name Bindings"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Check attributes used in DN are members of the entries ObjectClass when

 performing a rename.",

                "title":"Rename Check ObjectClass"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "description":"Configure external monitoring endpoints.",
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                "title":"External Monitor(s)",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "name",

                      "endpoint",

                      "monitor-events"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "endpoint":{  

                         "url":true,

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"HTTP endpoint external monitoring messages will be sent to. The format

 of the endpoint is: http[s]://host:port[/uri]",

                         "title":"Endpoint"

                      },

                      "name":{  

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"Name to uniquely identify external monitor configuration item.",

                         "title":"Name"

                      },

                      "push-interval":{  

                         "minimum":5,

                         "format":"int64",

                         "type":"integer",

                         "description":"Configures how often (in seconds) timer triggered events are sent.

 Must be greater than 5 seconds. Supported by events (multiwrite, stats, cache)",

                         "title":"Push Interval (Secs)"

                      },

                      "monitor-events":{  

                         "description":"List of events that will be monitored.",

                         "title":"Monitor Events",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "alarm-log-all",

                               "alarm-log-information",

                               "alarm-log-critical",

                               "alarm-log-caution",

                               "update-log",

                               "query-log",

                               "auth-failures",

                               "account-susp",

                               "op-error",

                               "mw-error",

                               "multiwrite",

                               "cache",

                               "stats",

                               "dsastats"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,
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                         "type":"array"

                      },

                      "credentials":{  

                         "properties":{  

                            "username":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basicuth username used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Username"

                            },

                            "password":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth password used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Password"

                            }

                         },

                         "required":[  

                            "username",

                            "password"

                         ],

                         "type":"object",

                         "description":"Optional credentials used in the HTTP Authorization header.",

                         "title":"Credentials"

                      },

                      "options":{  

                         "description":"Choose desired options.",

                         "title":"Options",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "no-http-header",

                               "message-dates-gmt"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

                "title":"Wait For Multiwrite"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log

 reduces performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging

 performs much better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after

 an abnormal termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",
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                "title":"Disable Transaction Log Flush"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

                "title":"Isolate Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on

 writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

                "title":"Allow Binds"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf User Containers"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes

 with distinguishedName syntax.",

                "title":"DN Substring Match"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing

 method.",

                "title":"Cache Search Bias"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Authentication"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  
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                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the

 DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",

                "title":"Dereference Alias On Bind"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

 event occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the

 request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

                "title":"Trap On Update Verbose"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Ignore single value schema checking.",

                "title":"Ignore Single Value Check"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related

 schema.",

                "title":"Transparent Routing"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind

 refusal.",

                "title":"Hold LDAP Connections"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent

 searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

                "title":"Persistent Search"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables static roles",

                "title":"Use Roles"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "default":"ssha-512",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "oem-hash",

                   "oem-encrypt",
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                   "sha-1",

                   "md5",

                   "ssha-1",

                   "smd5",

                   "crypt",

                   "sha-512",

                   "ssha-512",

                   "pbkdf2"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

                "title":"Password Storage"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf Group Containers"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

                "title":"Trust SASL Proxy"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not

 specify these while adding an entry.",

                "title":"Add ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  
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                "description":"Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each subordinate

 DSA.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":1,

                "title":"DSP Link Count",

                "maximum":100,

                "minimum":0,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "clear-password",

                   "ssl-auth"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "title":"Minimum Authentication"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or

 searches with no filter.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.",

                "title":"Modify On Add"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "title":"TCP Keep Alive"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

                "title":"SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",
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                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions Browse"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA

 Directory DSA with SiteMinder.",

                "title":"Concurrent Bind User"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system

 writes a message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

                "title":"DXconsole Connect Alert"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multi Write Serial"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing

 them on the thread that handles each request.",

                "title":"DXgrid Queue"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is

 necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "description":"Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

                "title":"Write Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "title":"Prune ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

                "title":"Role Subtree"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the

 message unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",

                "title":"Disable Client Binds"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "description":"Mechanism for preventing entries that are critical to applications from being

 renamed or removed even if user has super-user access.",

                "title":"Critical Entries",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",

                "title":"Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multicasting"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and

 password.",

                "title":"DXconsole Users"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "default":true,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

                "title":"Alias Integrity"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add EntryDN"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "default":8,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request

 arrives and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA

 fulfills this request.",

                "title":"User Threads"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds entryUUID operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add entryUUID"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

                "title":"Store Operational Attributes"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Always Chain Down"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Return ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Anonymous"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "description":"Gracefully stops DSA when it can no longer accept updates because it cannot

 synchronize the database and/or cannot write to the transaction file.",

                "title":"Stop DSA On Disk Error",

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  
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                   "none",

                   "all",

                   "write-tx-err",

                   "sync-db-err"

                ],

                "type":"string"

             }

          }

       },

       "DSA":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "config"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "enum":[  

                   "started",

                   "stopped",

                   "recoverable",

                   "inconsistent",

                   "unknown"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA status."

             },

             "config":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaConfig"

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMetadata":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "explicitlyDefined":{  

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file.",

                "title":"Explicitly Defined"

             },

             "comments":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             }

          }
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       },

       "dsaKnowledgeMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServer":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },
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                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Cache No Scan"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Location"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Use RDN Index"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the backup location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Backup Location"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "default":500,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the size of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Size (MB)"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

                "title":"Multiwrite With DISP Recovery"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the transaction file.",

                "title":"Transaction File Location"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "description":"Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

                "title":"Lookup Cache"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettingsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "password-uppercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimits":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "default":60,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a

 multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  
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                "default":3600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

                "title":"User Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "default":20000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer

 DSA.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Queue Size"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group Credit"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use

 this command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

                "title":"Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each

 attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.",

                "title":"Max Cache Index Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

                "title":"Max Bind Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "default":10000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

                "title":"Max Operation Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "default":255,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the

 number of users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

                "title":"Max Users"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "description":"Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation alarm is

 logged.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":5,

                "title":"CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

                "maximum":60,

                "minimum":-1,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "default":10,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting for a

 reply.",

                "title":"Multi Write Outstanding Ops"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

                "title":"Max Operation Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA.

 The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

                "title":"Max PDU Size (Bytes)"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":10,

                "title":"Max Persistent Searches",

                "type":"integer"
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             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCA":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the certificate"

             },

             "certificate":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted CAs."

             },

             "notBefore":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Valid after this date."

             },

             "notAfter":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Expiration date."

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Trusted CA certificate version."

             },

             "serialNum":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

             },

             "subject":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Subject of the certificate."

             },

             "issuer":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Issuer of the Trusted CA"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimitsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "OptionalAction":{  

          "type":"object",

          "description":"Provides information to programmatically consume an optional action.",

          "properties":{  

             "endpoint":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Endpoint URL associated with the action"

             },

             "description":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Description text"

             },

             "parameters":{  

                "items":{  
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                   "type":"object"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Parameters supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "title":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Display text for the action"

             },

             "acceptTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Accept-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "summary":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Summary text"

             },

             "httpMethod":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"HTTP Method used to invoke this action"

             },

             "contentTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Content-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "action":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Unique action identifier"

             }

          }

       },

       "DxserverInfo":{  

          "properties":{  

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the software"

             },

             "dxserverActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "dsaActions":{  
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                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version and build information"

             },

             "normalizedVersion":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

             },

             "dsaSchema":{  

                "type":"object",

                "description":"JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

             }

          }

       },

      "ErrorMessage":{

         "required":[

            "statusCode",

            "message"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "statusCode":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "environment":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"Management UI Environment"

            },

            "config":{
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               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "pollingInterval"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "pollingInterval":{

                     "type":"integer",

                     "example":10

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "environmentName":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            }

         }

      },

      "DXAgent":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "port",

            "clientCertPem",

            "clientKeyPem",

            "caCertPem"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "host":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":9443

            },

            "clientCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },
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            "clientKeyPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "caCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "installationInfo":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "dsaJsonSchema":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaActions":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dsaActions"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dsaActions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "action"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "httpMethod":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"POST"

                     },

                     "parameters":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"object",

                           "required":[

                              "name"

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                              "name":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"dsaname"

                              },

                              "description":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

                              },

                              "type":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"string"

                              },

                              "required":{
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                                 "type":"boolean",

                                 "example":true

                              },

                              "in":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"path"

                              }

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "action":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"trigger_online_backup"

                     },

                     "endpoint":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

                     },

                     "title":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Online Backup"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

                     },

                     "summary":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Creates an online backup"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaStatus":{

         "required":[

            "action"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "action":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "start",

                  "stop",

                  "forcestart",

                  "forcestop",

                  "init"

               ],

               "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

            }

         }

      },
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      "uploadResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "filename":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "ldif":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "fileType",

            "ldifname",

            "verifyChecksum"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "fileType":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"fromLdif"

            },

            "ldifname":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore_100k.ldif"

            },

            "verifyChecksum":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "example":true

            }

         }

      },

      "ldifResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "filePaddingKB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1401

            },

            "entriesLoaded":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            },

            "datasizeMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":72

            },

            "averageEntriesMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1388

            },

            "entriesRead":{
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               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            }

         }

      },

      "DsaFile":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "type":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "online",

                  "offline"

               ],

               "example":"offline"

            },

            "compression":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"gzip"

            },

            "format":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ldif"

            },

            "tempFileName":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

            }

         }

      },

      "UnmanagedDSA":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config",

            "unmanagedDsaType",

            "globalKnowledge"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

            },

            "config":{

               "$ref":"#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

            },

            "unmanagedDsaType":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unmanaged DSA type."

            },

            "globalKnowledge":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "default":false

            }
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         }

      },

      "unmanagedDsaConfig":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "prefix",

            "dsa-name",

            "interface"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "title":"Name"

            },

            "dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

               "title":"DSA Password",

               "trust-flags":{

                  "type":"array",

                  "uniqueItems":true,

                  "minItems":1,

                  "title":"Trust Flags",

                  "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                  "items":{

                     "enum":[

                        "allow-check-password",

                        "trust-conveyed-originator",

                        "allow-upgrading",

                        "allow-downgrading",

                        "no-server-credentials",

                        "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                     ]

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "dsp-idle-time":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be

 idle before it is disconnected.",

               "default":600,

               "title":"DSP Idle Time",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "prefix":{
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               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "bind-address":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the

 configured address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

               "title":"Bind Address"

            },

            "remote-console-ssl":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

               "default":false,

               "title":"Remote Console SSL"

            },

            "load-share-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Load Share Group"

            },

            "dsa-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"DSA Flags",

               "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "multi-write-async",

                     "multi-write",

                     "shadow",

                     "read-only",

                     "relay",

                     "load-share",

                     "no-routing-ac",

                     "limit-search",

                     "limit-search-exact",

                     "no-list",

                     "no-service-while-recovering",

                     "multi-write-group-hub"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "remote-console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer

 on this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

               "title":"Remote Console Port",

               "minimum":0,
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               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "disp-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is

 disabled.",

               "default":"DISP",

               "enum":[

                  "DISP"

               ],

               "title":"DISP PSAP"

            },

            "snmp-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

               "title":"SNMP Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "credits":{

               "default":1000000,

               "title":"Credits",

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of

 credits is exhausted.",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

               "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"LDAP DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "multi-write-attrs":{

               "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

               "minItems":0,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "type":"array"

            },

            "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{

               "type":"array",
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               "minItems":0,

               "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "auth-levels":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Authentication Levels",

               "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "anonymous",

                     "clear-password",

                     "ssl-auth"

                  ]

               },

               "default":[

                  "anonymous",

                  "clear-password"

               ]

            },

            "native-prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Native Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$"

            },

            "osi-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

               "title":"OSI PSAP"

            },

            "interface":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

               "title":"Interface(s)",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "family",

                     "address",

                     "port"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "family":{
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                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Family",

                        "description":"the protocal for the interface",

                        "enum":[

                           "ipv4",

                           "ipv6",

                           "tcp"

                        ]

                     },

                     "port":{

                        "type":"integer",

                        "title":"Port",

                        "description":"Port for the interface",

                        "minimum":1,

                        "maximum":65535,

                        "format":"int64"

                     },

                     "address":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Address",

                        "description":"the network address for the interface.",

                        "minItems":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "link-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Link Flags",

               "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "unavailable",

                     "dsp-ldapv2",

                     "dsp-ldapv3",

                     "ssl-encryption",

                     "ssl-encryption-remote",

                     "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                     "nexor",

                     "ms-ad",

                     "siemens",

                     "rebind"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "multi-write-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Group"

            },

            "console-port":{
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               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

 to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local

 console.",

               "title":"Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "console-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text.",

               "title":"Console Password"

            }

         }

      },

      "ScimInstance":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "enabled":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "resourceTypes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "$ref"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "authentication":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsas":{

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "dsa",
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                     "dxagent"

                  ],

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "dsa":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "dxagent":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "url":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "tlsOptions":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "cert":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "key":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "ca":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "secureProtocol":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "rejectUnauthorized":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               },

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

            },

            "relationships":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "resourceTypeA":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{
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                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     },

                     "resourceTypeB":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },
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                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "enabled",

            "resourceTypes",

            "dsas"

         ]

      },

      "ScimResourceType":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "endpoint":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schema":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schemaExtensions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "readOnly":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "objectClassMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "structural"

                  ],
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                  "properties":{

                     "structural":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "auxiliary":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "schemaSourceDsa":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "dsaName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "hostName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "bindDn":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":0

                  }

               },

               "required":[

                  "hostName",

                  "dsaName"

               ]

            },

            "defaultParentDN":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "namingAttribute":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributeMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "scimAttribute",

                     "scimAttributeType"

                  ],

                  "properties":{
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                     "scimAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "scimAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "ldapAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "converterName":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "endpoint",

            "description",

            "schema",

            "readOnly",

            "objectClassMappings",

            "defaultParentDN",

            "namingAttribute",

            "attributeMappings"

         ]

      },

      "ScimSchema":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },
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            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "type",

                     "multiValued",

                     "description",

                     "required",

                     "mutability",

                     "returned"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "referenceTypes":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "required":[

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "required":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "caseExact":{
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                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "mutability":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "returned":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "uniqueness":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "id",

            "name",

            "description",

            "attributes"

         ]

      },

      "AlarmSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "alarm"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"
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                  },

                  "alarm":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

                     "required":[

                        "id",

                        "type",

                        "message"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "id":{

                           "type":"string"

                        },

                        "type":{

                           "type":"string",

                           "enum":[

                              "critical",

                              "caution",

                              "information"

                           ]

                        },

                        "message":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "StatsSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "stats"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{
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                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "stats":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring stats message",

                     "required":[

                        "anonymous-binds",

                        "simple-binds",

                        "strong-binds",

                        "bind-security-errors",

                        "total-operations",

                        "compare-entry-operations",

                        "add-entry-operations",

                        "remove-entry-operations",

                        "modify-entry-operations",

                        "rename-entry-operations",

                        "list-operations",

                        "search-operations",

                        "one-level-searches",

                        "whole-subtree-searches",

                        "security-errors",

                        "operation-errors"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "anonymous-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "simple-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "strong-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "bind-security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "total-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "compare-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "add-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "remove-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "modify-entry-operations":{
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                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "rename-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "list-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "search-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "one-level-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "whole-subtree-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "operation-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "ObjectClass":{

         "title":"Object Class",

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "kind"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Object class name"

            },

            "kind":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "abstract",

                  "auxiliary",

                  "structural"

               ],

               "description":"Object class type"

            },

            "mustContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of mandatory attributes",
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               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "mayContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of optional attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{
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                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{

   },

   "tags":[

   ]

}

 

 

 

 

SCIM Resource Type API
none

{

  

   "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

   "schemes":[

      "https"

   ],

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths": {

      "/environments/{environmentName}/scim-resource-types/{scimResourceTypeName}":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets a SCIM resource type",

            "tags":[

               "SCIM resource type"

            ],

            "description":"Gets a SCIM resource type.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },
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               {

                  "name":"scimResourceTypeName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of SCIM resource type",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"SCIM resource type returned",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimResourceType"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"SCIM resource type does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "delete":{

            "summary":"Deletes a SCIM resource type",

            "tags":[

               "SCIM resource type"

            ],

            "description":"Deletes a SCIM resource type.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"scimResourceTypeName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of SCIM resource type",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{
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                  "description":"SCIM resource type is deleted"

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "put":{

            "summary":"Updates a SCIM resource type",

            "tags":[

               "SCIM resource type"

            ],

            "description":"Updates a SCIM resource type.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"scimResourceTypeName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of SCIM resource type",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted SCIM resource type object",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimResourceType"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"SCIM resource type updated",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimResourceType"

                  }

               },

               "400":{

                  "description":"SCIM resource type does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }
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               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/scim-resource-types":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets all SCIM resource types in the environment",

            "tags":[

               "SCIM resource type"

            ],

            "description":"Gets all SCIM resource types in the environment.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of SCIM resource types",

                  "schema":{

                     "type":"array",

                     "items":{

                        "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimResourceType"

                     }

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "post":{

            "summary":"Creates a SCIM resource type",

            "tags":[

               "SCIM resource type"

            ],

            "description":"Creates a SCIM resource type.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",
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                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted SCIM resource type object",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimResourceType"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"SCIM resource type is created",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ScimResourceType"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

          "dxdisp":{  

          "required":[  

             "peerDsa"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "peerDsa":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaConfig":{  

          "required":[  

             "schema",

             "knowledge",

             "ssl"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "raw":{  
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                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "passwordPolicies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"

             },

             "logging":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLogging"

             },

             "knowledge":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledge"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "limits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimits"

             },

             "settings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettings"

             },

             "server":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServer"

             },

             "ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSL"

             },

             "accessControls":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxc"

                ]

             },

             "schema":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxg"

                ]
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             }

          }

       },

       "LoadDSAStatistics":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "entriesLoaded":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries loaded"

             },

             "filePaddingKB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Amount of db file padding in KB"

             },

             "datasizeMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Total Datasize in MB"

             },

             "averageEntriesMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Average number of entries per MB"

             },

             "entriesRead":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries read"

             }

          }

       },

       "DsaStatus":{  

          "required":[  

             "action"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "action":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "start",

                   "stop",

                   "forcestart",

                   "forcestop",

                   "init"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSLMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "fips":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Personality":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Personality name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLoggingMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCACreate":{  

          "required":[  

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledge":{  
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          "required":[  

             "name",

             "prefix",

             "dsa-name",

             "interface"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "default":"DISP",

                "enum":[  

                   "DISP"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

                "title":"DISP PSAP"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

                "title":"Console Port"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Prefix"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

                "title":"OSI PSAP"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Load Share Group"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

                "title":"Link Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "unavailable",

                      "dsp-ldapv2",

                      "dsp-ldapv3",

                      "ssl-encryption",

                      "ssl-encryption-remote",
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                      "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                      "nexor",

                      "krb",

                      "krb-encryption",

                      "ms-ad",

                      "rebind",

                      "siemens"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

                "title":"Bind Address"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Password"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

                "title":"Authentication Levels",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "anonymous",

                      "clear-password",

                      "ssl-auth"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "anonymous",

                   "clear-password"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

                "title":"Remote Console SSL"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",
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                "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

                "title":"Console Password"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

                "title":"DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "family",

                      "address",

                      "port"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "port":{  

                         "minimum":0,

                         "type":"integer",

                         "maximum":65535,

                         "format":"int64"
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                      },

                      "family":{  

                         "enum":[  

                            "ipv4",

                            "ipv6",

                            "tcp"

                         ],

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "address":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

                "title":"Interface(s)"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

                "title":"Native Prefix"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the SNMP port.",

                "title":"SNMP Port"

             },

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command",

                "title":"Name"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"Trust Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "allow-check-password",

                      "trust-conveyed-originator",

                      "allow-upgrading",

                      "allow-downgrading",

                      "no-server-credentials",

                      "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  
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                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Name"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "multi-write-async",

                      "multi-write",

                      "shadow",

                      "read-only",

                      "relay",

                      "load-share",

                      "no-routing-ac",

                      "limit-search",

                      "limit-search-exact",

                      "no-list",

                      "no-service-while-recovering",

                      "multi-write-group-hub"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "multi-write"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,
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                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

                "title":"Remote Console Port"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Name"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is

 a user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

                "title":"Proxy User"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Suspended"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user

 accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Expired"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare

 responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape Response Controls"

             },

             "password-policy":{  
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                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether password management is enabled.",

                "title":"Enable Password Policy"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the user's

 entry.",

                "title":"Substring Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Locking"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP

 directory.",

                "title":"Netscape Operational Attributes"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.",

                "title":"Force Change"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Configures multiple password policies.",

                "title":"Policies"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"",
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                "title":"Netscape Legacy Mode"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServerMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLogging":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a

 time and date stamp.",

                "title":"Query Log File"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "description":"Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

                "title":"Authentication Trap"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Connection Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time log

 output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and

 delete operations.",

                "title":"Update Log File"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Summary Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

                "title":"Time Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update

 log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show All Values"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_summary.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

                "title":"Summary Log File"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alarm Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_stats.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute

 that the DSA is active.",

                "title":"Statistics Log File"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

                "title":"Rollover Alarm Log"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

                "title":"Rollover Trace Log"

             },

             "cert-log":{  
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                "type":"string",

                "description":"A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates

 or CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or

 certificateRevocationList attribute.",

                "title":"Certificate Log File"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a

 problem with data synchronization.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Error Trap"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output. Use

 this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alert Log Maximum Lines",
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                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can

 be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA.",

                "title":"Alert Log File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

                "title":"Operation Error Trap"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "description":"Enables or disables tracing.",

                "title":"Trace Level",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "full",

                      "all",

                      "error",

                      "warn",

                      "x500",

                      "ldap",

                      "summary",

                      "query",

                      "update",

                      "alert",

                      "cert",

                      "connect",

                      "time",

                      "limit",

                      "stats",

                      "export",

                      "dap",

                      "dsp",

                      "pdu",

                      "asn",

                      "event",

                      "stack",

                      "assoc",

                      "oper",

                      "diag",

                      "thread"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  
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                   "error"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_alarm.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that

 should be monitored.",

                "title":"Alarm Log File"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each

 released connection.",

                "title":"Connection Log File"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Trace Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

                "title":"Trap On Update"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",
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                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Query Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count

 occurs. If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because

 of the risk of a dictionary attack.",

                "title":"Password Suspended Trap"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_trace.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

                "title":"Trace Log File"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_diag.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for

 whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

                "title":"Diagnostic Log File"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Update Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],
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                "description":"Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Time Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "properties":{  

                   "port":{  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer",

                      "maximum":65535,

                      "format":"int64"

                   },

                   "address":{  

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                },

                "required":[  

                   "address",

                   "port"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "description":"An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

                "title":"SNMP Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Include attribute values in the update log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show Values"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Warning Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_warn.log",

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing

 problems.",

                "title":"Warning Log File"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "description":"Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

                "title":"Query Log Advanced Options",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "all",

                      "ldap-controls",

                      "ssl",

                      "source",

                      "ldap-error",

                      "update-timer",

                      "show-eis"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSL":{  

          "required":[  

             "ca-file"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "minimum":0,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are

 stored.",

                "title":"HSM Slot"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ssl",

                   "tls",

                   "tlsv11",

                   "tlsv12"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

                "title":"Protocol"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor.",

                "title":"HSM Library"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the

 private key is used through the HSM.",

                "title":"HSM PIN"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/personalities",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM

 format.",

                "title":"Certificate Directory"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among many

 DSAs",

                "title":"Certificate File"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections.",

                "title":"Cipher"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL

 ciphers, omit this parameter.",
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                "title":"Enforce FIPS mode"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/trusted.pem",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates

 in PEM format.",

                "title":"CA File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Schema":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Schema name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "AccessControl":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."
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             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Access Control name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only applies to

 accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong credentials, as

 set with the set password-retries command.",

                "title":"Maximum Suspension (Secs)"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Numeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Maximum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after it

 has expired.",

                "title":"Grace Logins"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any user changes

 any password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator

 changes a user's password.",

                "title":"Enforce Quality On Reset"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",
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                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

                "title":"Username Substring"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

                "title":"Maximum Repetition"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Uppercase (Chars)"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has

 a single password policy named Default.",

                "title":"Password Policy Name"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "default":3,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is

 suspended.",
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                "title":"Retries"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new passwords.",

                "title":"Maximum Substring Repetition"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind

 and compare responses.",

                "title":"Age Warning Period (Days)"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Lowercase (Chars)"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "default":6,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Minimum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user from

 re-using these passwords.",

                "title":"History"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since a

 password was changed last before it can be changed again.",

                "title":"Minimum Age (Days)"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "default":2,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

                "title":"Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)"
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             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is

 not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",

                "title":"Last Use (Days)"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"The number of days a password is valid.",

                "title":"Age (Days)"

             }

          }

       },

       "OnlineBackup":{  

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ready",

                   "in progress"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data file

 available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."

             },

             "utcTimestamp":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the backup

 data file is not available then this property is not returned",

                "format":"date-time"

             }

          }

       },

       "Error":{  

          "required":[  

             "code",

             "message"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "message":{  

                "type":"string"

             },
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             "code":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "format":"int32"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettings":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "description":"Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",

                "title":"Pull Replication",

                "required":[  

                   "source",

                   "location",

                   "interval",

                   "window-size",

                   "retries"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "properties":{  

                   "retries":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":30,

                      "title":"Retries",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "ignore-attrs":{  

                      "description":"Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

                      "title":"Ignore Attributes",

                      "minItems":0,

                      "items":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "default":[  

 

                      ],

                      "uniqueItems":true,

                      "type":"array"

                   },

                   "interval":{  

                      "description":"Defines how often changes are pulled.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":10,

                      "title":"Interval (Secs)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "window-size":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

                      "format":"int64",
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                      "default":20,

                      "title":"Window Size (Entries)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "source":{  

                      "dsa":true,

                      "type":"string",

                      "description":"DSA from which changes are pulled.",

                      "title":"Source DSA"

                   },

                   "location":{  

                      "dn":true,

                      "description":"DN of change-log in source DSA.",

                      "title":"Change-Log Location",

                      "default":"cn=changelog",

                      "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                }

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends

 the error 'busy'.",

                "title":"Busy For Referral"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "description":"Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

                "title":"Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

                "title":"Ignore Name Bindings"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Check attributes used in DN are members of the entries ObjectClass when

 performing a rename.",

                "title":"Rename Check ObjectClass"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "description":"Configure external monitoring endpoints.",
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                "title":"External Monitor(s)",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "name",

                      "endpoint",

                      "monitor-events"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "endpoint":{  

                         "url":true,

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"HTTP endpoint external monitoring messages will be sent to. The format

 of the endpoint is: http[s]://host:port[/uri]",

                         "title":"Endpoint"

                      },

                      "name":{  

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"Name to uniquely identify external monitor configuration item.",

                         "title":"Name"

                      },

                      "push-interval":{  

                         "minimum":5,

                         "format":"int64",

                         "type":"integer",

                         "description":"Configures how often (in seconds) timer triggered events are sent.

 Must be greater than 5 seconds. Supported by events (multiwrite, stats, cache)",

                         "title":"Push Interval (Secs)"

                      },

                      "monitor-events":{  

                         "description":"List of events that will be monitored.",

                         "title":"Monitor Events",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "alarm-log-all",

                               "alarm-log-information",

                               "alarm-log-critical",

                               "alarm-log-caution",

                               "update-log",

                               "query-log",

                               "auth-failures",

                               "account-susp",

                               "op-error",

                               "mw-error",

                               "multiwrite",

                               "cache",

                               "stats",

                               "dsastats"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,
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                         "type":"array"

                      },

                      "credentials":{  

                         "properties":{  

                            "username":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth username used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Username"

                            },

                            "password":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth password used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Password"

                            }

                         },

                         "required":[  

                            "username",

                            "password"

                         ],

                         "type":"object",

                         "description":"Optional credentials used in the HTTP Authorization header.",

                         "title":"Credentials"

                      },

                      "options":{  

                         "description":"Choose desired options.",

                         "title":"Options",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "no-http-header",

                               "message-dates-gmt"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

                "title":"Wait For Multiwrite"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log

 reduces performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging

 performs much better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after

 an abnormal termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",
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                "title":"Disable Transaction Log Flush"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

                "title":"Isolate Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on

 writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

                "title":"Allow Binds"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf User Containers"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes

 with distinguishedName syntax.",

                "title":"DN Substring Match"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing

 method.",

                "title":"Cache Search Bias"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Authentication"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  
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                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the

 DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",

                "title":"Dereference Alias On Bind"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

 event occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the

 request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

                "title":"Trap On Update Verbose"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Ignore single value schema checking.",

                "title":"Ignore Single Value Check"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related

 schema.",

                "title":"Transparent Routing"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind

 refusal.",

                "title":"Hold LDAP Connections"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent

 searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

                "title":"Persistent Search"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables static roles",

                "title":"Use Roles"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "default":"ssha-512",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "oem-hash",

                   "oem-encrypt",
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                   "sha-1",

                   "md5",

                   "ssha-1",

                   "smd5",

                   "crypt",

                   "sha-512",

                   "ssha-512",

                   "pbkdf2"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

                "title":"Password Storage"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf Group Containers"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

                "title":"Trust SASL Proxy"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not

 specify these while adding an entry.",

                "title":"Add ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  
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                "description":"Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each subordinate

 DSA.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":1,

                "title":"DSP Link Count",

                "maximum":100,

                "minimum":0,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "clear-password",

                   "ssl-auth"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "title":"Minimum Authentication"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or

 searches with no filter.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.",

                "title":"Modify On Add"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "title":"TCP Keep Alive"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

                "title":"SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",
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                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions Browse"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA

 Directory DSA with SiteMinder.",

                "title":"Concurrent Bind User"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system

 writes a message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

                "title":"DXconsole Connect Alert"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multi Write Serial"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing

 them on the thread that handles each request.",

                "title":"DXgrid Queue"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is

 necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "description":"Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

                "title":"Write Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "title":"Prune ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

                "title":"Role Subtree"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the

 message unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",

                "title":"Disable Client Binds"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "description":"Mechanism for preventing entries that are critical to applications from being

 renamed or removed even if user has super-user access.",

                "title":"Critical Entries",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",

                "title":"Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multicasting"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and

 password.",

                "title":"DXconsole Users"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "default":true,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

                "title":"Alias Integrity"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add EntryDN"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "default":8,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request

 arrives and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA

 fulfills this request.",

                "title":"User Threads"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds entryUUID operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add entryUUID"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

                "title":"Store Operational Attributes"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Always Chain Down"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Return ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Anonymous"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "description":"Gracefully stops DSA when it can no longer accept updates because it cannot

 synchronize the database and/or cannot write to the transaction file.",

                "title":"Stop DSA On Disk Error",

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  
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                   "none",

                   "all",

                   "write-tx-err",

                   "sync-db-err"

                ],

                "type":"string"

             }

          }

       },

       "DSA":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "config"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "enum":[  

                   "started",

                   "stopped",

                   "recoverable",

                   "inconsistent",

                   "unknown"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA status."

             },

             "config":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaConfig"

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMetadata":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "explicitlyDefined":{  

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file.",

                "title":"Explicitly Defined"

             },

             "comments":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             }

          }
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       },

       "dsaKnowledgeMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServer":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },
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                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Cache No Scan"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Location"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Use RDN Index"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the backup location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Backup Location"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "default":500,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the size of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Size (MB)"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

                "title":"Multiwrite With DISP Recovery"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the transaction file.",

                "title":"Transaction File Location"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "description":"Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

                "title":"Lookup Cache"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettingsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "password-uppercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimits":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "default":60,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a

 multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  
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                "default":3600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

                "title":"User Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "default":20000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer

 DSA.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Queue Size"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group Credit"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use

 this command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

                "title":"Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each

 attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.",

                "title":"Max Cache Index Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

                "title":"Max Bind Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "default":10000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

                "title":"Max Operation Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "default":255,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the

 number of users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

                "title":"Max Users"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "description":"Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation alarm is

 logged.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":5,

                "title":"CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

                "maximum":60,

                "minimum":-1,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "default":10,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting for a

 reply.",

                "title":"Multi Write Outstanding Ops"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

                "title":"Max Operation Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA.

 The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

                "title":"Max PDU Size (Bytes)"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":10,

                "title":"Max Persistent Searches",

                "type":"integer"
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             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCA":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the certificate"

             },

             "certificate":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted CAs."

             },

             "notBefore":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Valid after this date."

             },

             "notAfter":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Expiration date."

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Trusted CA certificate version."

             },

             "serialNum":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

             },

             "subject":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Subject of the certificate."

             },

             "issuer":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Issuer of the Trusted CA"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimitsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "OptionalAction":{  

          "type":"object",

          "description":"Provides information to programmatically consume an optional action.",

          "properties":{  

             "endpoint":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Endpoint URL associated with the action"

             },

             "description":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Description text"

             },

             "parameters":{  

                "items":{  
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                   "type":"object"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Parameters supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "title":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Display text for the action"

             },

             "acceptTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Accept-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "summary":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Summary text"

             },

             "httpMethod":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"HTTP Method used to invoke this action"

             },

             "contentTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Content-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "action":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Unique action identifier"

             }

          }

       },

       "DxserverInfo":{  

          "properties":{  

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the software"

             },

             "dxserverActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "dsaActions":{  
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                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version and build information"

             },

             "normalizedVersion":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

             },

             "dsaSchema":{  

                "type":"object",

                "description":"JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

             }

          }

       },

      "ErrorMessage":{

         "required":[

            "statusCode",

            "message"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "statusCode":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "environment":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"Management UI Environment"

            },

            "config":{
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               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "pollingInterval"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "pollingInterval":{

                     "type":"integer",

                     "example":10

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "environmentName":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            }

         }

      },

      "DXAgent":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "port",

            "clientCertPem",

            "clientKeyPem",

            "caCertPem"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "host":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":9443

            },

            "clientCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },
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            "clientKeyPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "caCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "installationInfo":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "dsaJsonSchema":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaActions":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dsaActions"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dsaActions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "action"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "httpMethod":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"POST"

                     },

                     "parameters":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"object",

                           "required":[

                              "name"

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                              "name":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"dsaname"

                              },

                              "description":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

                              },

                              "type":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"string"

                              },

                              "required":{
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                                 "type":"boolean",

                                 "example":true

                              },

                              "in":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"path"

                              }

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "action":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"trigger_online_backup"

                     },

                     "endpoint":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

                     },

                     "title":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Online Backup"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

                     },

                     "summary":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Creates an online backup"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaStatus":{

         "required":[

            "action"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "action":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "start",

                  "stop",

                  "forcestart",

                  "forcestop",

                  "init"

               ],

               "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

            }

         }

      },
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      "uploadResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "filename":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "ldif":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "fileType",

            "ldifname",

            "verifyChecksum"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "fileType":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"fromLdif"

            },

            "ldifname":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore_100k.ldif"

            },

            "verifyChecksum":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "example":true

            }

         }

      },

      "ldifResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "filePaddingKB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1401

            },

            "entriesLoaded":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            },

            "datasizeMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":72

            },

            "averageEntriesMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1388

            },

            "entriesRead":{
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               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            }

         }

      },

      "DsaFile":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "type":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "online",

                  "offline"

               ],

               "example":"offline"

            },

            "compression":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"gzip"

            },

            "format":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ldif"

            },

            "tempFileName":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

            }

         }

      },

      "UnmanagedDSA":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config",

            "unmanagedDsaType",

            "globalKnowledge"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

            },

            "config":{

               "$ref":"#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

            },

            "unmanagedDsaType":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unmanaged DSA type."

            },

            "globalKnowledge":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "default":false

            }
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         }

      },

      "unmanagedDsaConfig":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "prefix",

            "dsa-name",

            "interface"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "title":"Name"

            },

            "dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

               "title":"DSA Password",

               "trust-flags":{

                  "type":"array",

                  "uniqueItems":true,

                  "minItems":1,

                  "title":"Trust Flags",

                  "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                  "items":{

                     "enum":[

                        "allow-check-password",

                        "trust-conveyed-originator",

                        "allow-upgrading",

                        "allow-downgrading",

                        "no-server-credentials",

                        "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                     ]

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "dsp-idle-time":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be

 idle before it is disconnected.",

               "default":600,

               "title":"DSP Idle Time",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "prefix":{
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               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "bind-address":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the

 configured address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

               "title":"Bind Address"

            },

            "remote-console-ssl":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

               "default":false,

               "title":"Remote Console SSL"

            },

            "load-share-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Load Share Group"

            },

            "dsa-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"DSA Flags",

               "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "multi-write-async",

                     "multi-write",

                     "shadow",

                     "read-only",

                     "relay",

                     "load-share",

                     "no-routing-ac",

                     "limit-search",

                     "limit-search-exact",

                     "no-list",

                     "no-service-while-recovering",

                     "multi-write-group-hub"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "remote-console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer

 on this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

               "title":"Remote Console Port",

               "minimum":0,
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               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "disp-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is

 disabled.",

               "default":"DISP",

               "enum":[

                  "DISP"

               ],

               "title":"DISP PSAP"

            },

            "snmp-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

               "title":"SNMP Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "credits":{

               "default":1000000,

               "title":"Credits",

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of

 credits is exhausted.",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

               "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"LDAP DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "multi-write-attrs":{

               "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

               "minItems":0,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "type":"array"

            },

            "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{

               "type":"array",
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               "minItems":0,

               "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "auth-levels":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Authentication Levels",

               "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "anonymous",

                     "clear-password",

                     "ssl-auth"

                  ]

               },

               "default":[

                  "anonymous",

                  "clear-password"

               ]

            },

            "native-prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Native Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$"

            },

            "osi-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

               "title":"OSI PSAP"

            },

            "interface":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

               "title":"Interface(s)",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "family",

                     "address",

                     "port"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "family":{
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                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Family",

                        "description":"the protocal for the interface",

                        "enum":[

                           "ipv4",

                           "ipv6",

                           "tcp"

                        ]

                     },

                     "port":{

                        "type":"integer",

                        "title":"Port",

                        "description":"Port for the interface",

                        "minimum":1,

                        "maximum":65535,

                        "format":"int64"

                     },

                     "address":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Address",

                        "description":"the network address for the interface.",

                        "minItems":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "link-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Link Flags",

               "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "unavailable",

                     "dsp-ldapv2",

                     "dsp-ldapv3",

                     "ssl-encryption",

                     "ssl-encryption-remote",

                     "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                     "nexor",

                     "ms-ad",

                     "siemens",

                     "rebind"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "multi-write-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Group"

            },

            "console-port":{
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               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

 to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local

 console.",

               "title":"Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "console-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text.",

               "title":"Console Password"

            }

         }

      },

      "ScimInstance":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "enabled":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "resourceTypes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "$ref"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "authentication":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsas":{

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "dsa",
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                     "dxagent"

                  ],

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "dsa":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "dxagent":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "url":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "tlsOptions":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "cert":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "key":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "ca":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "secureProtocol":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "rejectUnauthorized":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               },

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

            },

            "relationships":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "resourceTypeA":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{
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                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     },

                     "resourceTypeB":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },
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                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "enabled",

            "resourceTypes",

            "dsas"

         ]

      },

      "ScimResourceType":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "endpoint":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schema":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schemaExtensions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "readOnly":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "objectClassMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "structural"

                  ],
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                  "properties":{

                     "structural":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "auxiliary":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "schemaSourceDsa":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "dsaName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "hostName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "bindDn":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":0

                  }

               },

               "required":[

                  "hostName",

                  "dsaName"

               ]

            },

            "defaultParentDN":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "namingAttribute":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributeMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "scimAttribute",

                     "scimAttributeType"

                  ],

                  "properties":{
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                     "scimAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "scimAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "ldapAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "converterName":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "endpoint",

            "description",

            "schema",

            "readOnly",

            "objectClassMappings",

            "defaultParentDN",

            "namingAttribute",

            "attributeMappings"

         ]

      },

      "ScimSchema":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },
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            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "type",

                     "multiValued",

                     "description",

                     "required",

                     "mutability",

                     "returned"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "referenceTypes":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "required":[

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "required":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "caseExact":{
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                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "mutability":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "returned":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "uniqueness":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "id",

            "name",

            "description",

            "attributes"

         ]

      },

      "AlarmSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "alarm"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"
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                  },

                  "alarm":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

                     "required":[

                        "id",

                        "type",

                        "message"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "id":{

                           "type":"string"

                        },

                        "type":{

                           "type":"string",

                           "enum":[

                              "critical",

                              "caution",

                              "information"

                           ]

                        },

                        "message":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "StatsSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "stats"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{
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                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "stats":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring stats message",

                     "required":[

                        "anonymous-binds",

                        "simple-binds",

                        "strong-binds",

                        "bind-security-errors",

                        "total-operations",

                        "compare-entry-operations",

                        "add-entry-operations",

                        "remove-entry-operations",

                        "modify-entry-operations",

                        "rename-entry-operations",

                        "list-operations",

                        "search-operations",

                        "one-level-searches",

                        "whole-subtree-searches",

                        "security-errors",

                        "operation-errors"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "anonymous-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "simple-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "strong-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "bind-security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "total-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "compare-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "add-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "remove-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "modify-entry-operations":{
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                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "rename-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "list-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "search-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "one-level-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "whole-subtree-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "operation-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "ObjectClass":{

         "title":"Object Class",

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "kind"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Object class name"

            },

            "kind":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "abstract",

                  "auxiliary",

                  "structural"

               ],

               "description":"Object class type"

            },

            "mustContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of mandatory attributes",
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               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "mayContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of optional attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{
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                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{

   },

   "tags":[

   ]

}

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCIM Schema API
none

{

 "basePath": "/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

 "schemes": [

  "https"

 ],

 "swagger": "2.0",

 "paths": {

  "/environments/{environmentName}/scim-schemas/{scimSchemaId}": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Gets a SCIM schema",

    "tags": [

     "SCIM schema"

    ],

    "description": "Gets a SCIM schema.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",
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      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "scimSchemaId",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of SCIM schema",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "SCIM schema returned",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ScimSchema"

      }

     },

     "404": {

      "description": "SCIM schema does not exist",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "delete": {

    "summary": "Deletes a SCIM schema",

    "tags": [

     "SCIM schema"

    ],

    "description": "Deletes a SCIM schema.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "scimSchemaId",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of SCIM schema",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     }

    ],
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    "responses": {

     "204": {

      "description": "SCIM schema is deleted"

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "put": {

    "summary": "Updates a SCIM schema",

    "tags": [

     "SCIM schema"

    ],

    "description": "Updates a SCIM schema.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "scimSchemaId",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of SCIM schema",

      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "body",

      "in": "body",

      "description": "JSON-formatted SCIM schema object",

      "required": true,

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ScimSchema"

      }

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "SCIM schema updated",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ScimSchema"

      }

     },

     "400": {

      "description": "SCIM schema does not exist",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"
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      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/environments/{environmentName}/scim-schemas": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Gets all SCIM schemas in the environment",

    "tags": [

     "SCIM schema"

    ],

    "description": "Gets all SCIM schemas in the environment.",

    "parameters": [{

     "name": "environmentName",

     "in": "path",

     "description": "Name of environment",

     "required": true,

     "type": "string"

    }],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "An array of SCIM schemas",

      "schema": {

       "type": "array",

       "items": {

        "$ref": "#/definitions/ScimSchema"

       }

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "post": {

    "summary": "Creates a SCIM schema",

    "tags": [

     "SCIM schema"

    ],

    "description": "Creates a SCIM schema.",

    "parameters": [{

      "name": "environmentName",

      "in": "path",

      "description": "Name of environment",
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      "required": true,

      "type": "string"

     },

     {

      "name": "body",

      "in": "body",

      "description": "JSON-formatted SCIM schema object",

      "required": true,

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ScimSchema"

      }

     }

    ],

    "responses": {

     "201": {

      "description": "SCIM schema is created",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ScimSchema"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  }

 },

 "definitions": {

  "ErrorMessage": {

   "required": [

    "statusCode",

    "message"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "statusCode": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int32"

    },

    "message": {

     "type": "string"

    }

   }

  },

  "environment": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "name",

    "config"

   ],
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   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "example": "ManagementUI"

    },

    "description": {

     "type": "string",

     "example": "Management UI Environment"

    },

    "config": {

     "type": "object",

     "required": [

      "pollingInterval"

     ],

     "properties": {

      "pollingInterval": {

       "type": "integer",

       "example": 10

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "environmentName": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "name"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "example": "ManagementUI"

    }

   }

  },

  "DXAgent": {

   "required": [

    "name",

    "port",

    "clientCertPem",

    "clientKeyPem",

    "caCertPem"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "example": "basketvm19"

    },

    "description": {

     "type": "string",

     "example": "basketvm19"

    },

    "host": {
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     "type": "string",

     "example": "basketvm19"

    },

    "port": {

     "type": "integer",

     "example": 9443

    },

    "clientCertPem": {

     "type": "string"

    },

    "clientKeyPem": {

     "type": "string"

    },

    "caCertPem": {

     "type": "string"

    },

    "installationInfo": {

     "type": "string"

    },

    "dsaJsonSchema": {

     "type": "string"

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaActions": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "dsaActions"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "dsaActions": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

       "action"

      ],

      "properties": {

       "httpMethod": {

        "type": "string",

        "example": "POST"

       },

       "parameters": {

        "type": "array",

        "items": {

         "type": "object",

         "required": [

          "name"

         ],

         "properties": {

          "name": {

           "type": "string",

           "example": "dsaname"
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          },

          "description": {

           "type": "string",

           "example": "Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

          },

          "type": {

           "type": "string",

           "example": "string"

          },

          "required": {

           "type": "boolean",

           "example": true

          },

          "in": {

           "type": "string",

           "example": "path"

          }

         }

        }

       },

       "action": {

        "type": "string",

        "example": "trigger_online_backup"

       },

       "endpoint": {

        "type": "string",

        "example": "/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

       },

       "title": {

        "type": "string",

        "example": "Online Backup"

       },

       "description": {

        "type": "string",

        "example": "Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

       },

       "summary": {

        "type": "string",

        "example": "Creates an online backup"

       }

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "dsaStatus": {

   "required": [

    "action"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "action": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": [
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      "start",

      "stop",

      "forcestart",

      "forcestop",

      "init"

     ],

     "description": "Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

    }

   }

  },

  "uploadResponse": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "message": {

     "type": "string"

    },

    "filename": {

     "type": "string"

    }

   }

  },

  "ldif": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "fileType",

    "ldifname",

    "verifyChecksum"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "fileType": {

     "type": "string",

     "example": "fromLdif"

    },

    "ldifname": {

     "type": "string",

     "example": "userstore_100k.ldif"

    },

    "verifyChecksum": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "example": true

    }

   }

  },

  "ldifResponse": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "filePaddingKB": {

     "type": "integer",

     "example": 1401

    },

    "entriesLoaded": {

     "type": "integer",

     "example": 100005
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    },

    "datasizeMB": {

     "type": "integer",

     "example": 72

    },

    "averageEntriesMB": {

     "type": "integer",

     "example": 1388

    },

    "entriesRead": {

     "type": "integer",

     "example": 100005

    }

   }

  },

  "DsaFile": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "type": {

     "type": "string",

     "enum": [

      "online",

      "offline"

     ],

     "example": "offline"

    },

    "compression": {

     "type": "string",

     "example": "gzip"

    },

    "format": {

     "type": "string",

     "example": "ldif"

    },

    "tempFileName": {

     "type": "string",

     "example": "userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

    }

   }

  },

  "UnmanagedDSA": {

   "required": [

    "name",

    "config",

    "unmanagedDsaType",

    "globalKnowledge"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "DSA name (create-only)"

    },

    "config": {
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     "$ref": "#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

    },

    "unmanagedDsaType": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Unmanaged DSA type."

    },

    "globalKnowledge": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "default": false

    }

   }

  },

  "unmanagedDsaConfig": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "name",

    "prefix",

    "dsa-name",

    "interface"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "title": "Name"

    },

    "dsa-password": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

     "title": "DSA Password",

     "trust-flags": {

      "type": "array",

      "uniqueItems": true,

      "minItems": 1,

      "title": "Trust Flags",

      "description": "Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

      "items": {

       "enum": [

        "allow-check-password",

        "trust-conveyed-originator",

        "allow-upgrading",

        "allow-downgrading",

        "no-server-credentials",

        "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

       ]

      }

     }

    },

    "dsa-name": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Specifies the name of the DSA.",

     "dn": true,

     "title": "DSA Name",

     "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"
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    },

    "dsp-idle-time": {

     "type": "integer",

     "description": "(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

     "default": 600,

     "title": "DSP Idle Time",

     "format": "int64"

    },

    "prefix": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this DSA.",

     "dn": true,

     "title": "Prefix",

     "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

    },

    "bind-address": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

     "title": "Bind Address"

    },

    "remote-console-ssl": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "description": "(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

     "default": false,

     "title": "Remote Console SSL"

    },

    "load-share-group": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

     "title": "Load Share Group"

    },

    "dsa-flags": {

     "type": "array",

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "minItems": 1,

     "title": "DSA Flags",

     "description": "Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

     "items": {

      "enum": [

       "multi-write-async",

       "multi-write",

       "shadow",

       "read-only",

       "relay",

       "load-share",

       "no-routing-ac",

       "limit-search",

       "limit-search-exact",

       "no-list",

       "no-service-while-recovering",

       "multi-write-group-hub"
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      ]

     }

    },

    "remote-console-port": {

     "type": "integer",

     "description": "(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

     "title": "Remote Console Port",

     "minimum": 0,

     "maximum": 65535,

     "format": "int64"

    },

    "disp-psap": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

     "default": "DISP",

     "enum": [

      "DISP"

     ],

     "title": "DISP PSAP"

    },

    "snmp-port": {

     "type": "integer",

     "description": "(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

     "title": "SNMP Port",

     "minimum": 0,

     "maximum": 65535,

     "format": "int64"

    },

    "credits": {

     "default": 1000000,

     "title": "Credits",

     "type": "integer",

     "description": "(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

     "format": "int64"

    },

    "ldap-dsa-password": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

     "title": "LDAP DSA Password"

    },

    "ldap-dsa-name": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

     "dn": true,

     "title": "LDAP DSA Name",

     "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$)"

    },

    "multi-write-attrs": {

     "description": "Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

     "title": "Multiwrite Attributes",

     "minItems": 0,
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     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "type": "array"

    },

    "multi-write-ignore-attrs": {

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 0,

     "description": "Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "title": "Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     }

    },

    "auth-levels": {

     "type": "array",

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "minItems": 1,

     "title": "Authentication Levels",

     "description": "Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May include

 anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

     "items": {

      "enum": [

       "anonymous",

       "clear-password",

       "ssl-auth"

      ]

     },

     "default": [

      "anonymous",

      "clear-password"

     ]

    },

    "native-prefix": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries. This is

 generally only used with LDAP servers.",

     "dn": true,

     "title": "Native Prefix",

     "pattern": "(.+=.+|^$"

    },

    "osi-psap": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

     "title": "OSI PSAP"

    },

    "interface": {

     "type": "array",

     "description": "Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

     "title": "Interface(s)",

     "items": {
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      "type": "object",

      "required": [

       "family",

       "address",

       "port"

      ],

      "properties": {

       "family": {

        "type": "string",

        "title": "Family",

        "description": "the protocal for the interface",

        "enum": [

         "ipv4",

         "ipv6",

         "tcp"

        ]

       },

       "port": {

        "type": "integer",

        "title": "Port",

        "description": "Port for the interface",

        "minimum": 1,

        "maximum": 65535,

        "format": "int64"

       },

       "address": {

        "type": "string",

        "title": "Address",

        "description": "the network address for the interface.",

        "minItems": 1

       }

      }

     }

    },

    "link-flags": {

     "type": "array",

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "minItems": 1,

     "title": "Link Flags",

     "description": "Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

     "items": {

      "enum": [

       "unavailable",

       "dsp-ldapv2",

       "dsp-ldapv3",

       "ssl-encryption",

       "ssl-encryption-remote",

       "dsp-ldap-proxy",

       "nexor",

       "ms-ad",

       "siemens",

       "rebind"

      ]
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     }

    },

    "multi-write-group": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

     "title": "Multiwrite Group"

    },

    "console-port": {

     "type": "integer",

     "description": "(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

     "title": "Console Port",

     "minimum": 0,

     "maximum": 65535,

     "format": "int64"

    },

    "console-password": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

     "title": "Console Password"

    }

   }

  },

  "ScimInstance": {

   "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

   "description": "",

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "minLength": 1

    },

    "enabled": {

     "type": "boolean"

    },

    "resourceTypes": {

     "type": "array",

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "required": [

       "$ref"

      ],

      "properties": {

       "$ref": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "authentication": {

        "type": "boolean"

       }

      }
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     }

    },

    "dsas": {

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "required": [

       "dsa",

       "dxagent"

      ],

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "dsa": {

        "type": "string"

       },

       "dxagent": {

        "type": "string"

       },

       "url": {

        "type": "string"

       },

       "tlsOptions": {

        "type": "object",

        "properties": {

         "cert": {

          "type": "string"

         },

         "key": {

          "type": "string"

         },

         "ca": {

          "type": "string"

         },

         "secureProtocol": {

          "type": "string"

         },

         "rejectUnauthorized": {

          "type": "boolean"

         }

        },

        "required": []

       }

      }

     },

     "type": "array",

     "description": "Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

    },

    "relationships": {

     "type": "array",

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "required": [],

      "properties": {
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       "resourceTypeA": {

        "type": "object",

        "properties": {

         "resourceType": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

         },

         "scimAttribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 0

         },

         "ldapDisplayAttribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 0

         },

         "scimAttributeMultivalued": {

          "type": "boolean"

         },

         "ldapAttributeMultivalued": {

          "type": "boolean"

         },

         "ldapRelationshipAttribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 0

         }

        },

        "required": [

         "resourceType"

        ]

       },

       "resourceTypeB": {

        "type": "object",

        "properties": {

         "resourceType": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 1

         },

         "scimAttribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 0

         },

         "ldapRelationshipAttribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 0

         },

         "ldapDisplayAttribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "minLength": 0

         },

         "scimAttributeMultivalued": {

          "type": "boolean"

         },

         "ldapAttributeMultivalued": {
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          "type": "boolean"

         }

        },

        "required": [

         "resourceType"

        ]

       }

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "required": [

    "name",

    "enabled",

    "resourceTypes",

    "dsas"

   ]

  },

  "ScimResourceType": {

   "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

   "description": "",

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "minLength": 1

    },

    "endpoint": {

     "type": "string",

     "minLength": 1

    },

    "description": {

     "type": "string",

     "minLength": 1

    },

    "schema": {

     "type": "string",

     "minLength": 1

    },

    "schemaExtensions": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     }

    },

    "readOnly": {

     "type": "boolean"

    },

    "objectClassMappings": {

     "type": "array",

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {
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      "required": [

       "structural"

      ],

      "properties": {

       "structural": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "auxiliary": {

        "type": "array",

        "items": {

         "type": "string"

        }

       }

      }

     }

    },

    "schemaSourceDsa": {

     "type": "object",

     "properties": {

      "dsaName": {

       "type": "string",

       "minLength": 1

      },

      "hostName": {

       "type": "string",

       "minLength": 1

      },

      "bindDn": {

       "type": "string",

       "minLength": 0

      }

     },

     "required": [

      "hostName",

      "dsaName"

     ]

    },

    "defaultParentDN": {

     "type": "string",

     "minLength": 1

    },

    "namingAttribute": {

     "type": "string",

     "minLength": 1

    },

    "attributeMappings": {

     "type": "array",

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "required": [

       "scimAttribute",
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       "scimAttributeType"

      ],

      "properties": {

       "scimAttribute": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "scimAttributeType": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "ldapAttribute": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 0

       },

       "ldapAttributeType": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 0

       },

       "scimAttributeMultivalued": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "minLength": 0

       },

       "ldapAttributeMultivalued": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "minLength": 0

       },

       "converterName": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 0

       }

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "required": [

    "name",

    "endpoint",

    "description",

    "schema",

    "readOnly",

    "objectClassMappings",

    "defaultParentDN",

    "namingAttribute",

    "attributeMappings"

   ]

  },

  "ScimSchema": {

   "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

   "description": "",

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "id": {
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     "type": "string",

     "minLength": 1

    },

    "name": {

     "type": "string",

     "minLength": 1

    },

    "description": {

     "type": "string",

     "minLength": 1

    },

    "attributes": {

     "type": "array",

     "uniqueItems": true,

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "required": [

       "name",

       "type",

       "multiValued",

       "description",

       "required",

       "mutability",

       "returned"

      ],

      "properties": {

       "name": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "referenceTypes": {

        "type": "array",

        "items": {

         "required": [],

         "properties": {}

        }

       },

       "multiValued": {

        "type": "boolean"

       },

       "description": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "required": {

        "type": "boolean"

       },

       "caseExact": {

        "type": "boolean"
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       },

       "mutability": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "returned": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       },

       "uniqueness": {

        "type": "string",

        "minLength": 1

       }

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "required": [

    "id",

    "name",

    "description",

    "attributes"

   ]

  },

  "AlarmSchema": {

   "type": "object",

   "required": [

    "dxserver-monitor"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "dxserver-monitor": {

     "type": "object",

     "required": [

      "host-name",

      "dsa-name",

      "time",

      "message-id",

      "alarm"

     ],

     "properties": {

      "host-name": {

       "type": "string"

      },

      "dsa-name": {

       "type": "string"

      },

      "message-id": {

       "type": "integer"

      },

      "time": {

       "type": "string",

       "pattern": "^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

      },
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      "alarm": {

       "type": "object",

       "description": "Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

       "required": [

        "id",

        "type",

        "message"

       ],

       "properties": {

        "id": {

         "type": "string"

        },

        "type": {

         "type": "string",

         "enum": [

          "critical",

          "caution",

          "information"

         ]

        },

        "message": {

         "type": "string"

        }

       }

      }

     }

    }

   }

  }

 },

 "responses": {},

 "parameters": {},

 "tags": []

}

 

 

Unmanaged DSA API
none

{

   

   "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

   "schemes":[

      "https"
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   ],

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths": {

      "/environments/{environmentName}/unmanaged-dsas":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets all unmanaged DSAs",

            "tags":[

               "Unmanaged DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Gets all unmanaged DSAs.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of unmanaged DSAs",

                  "schema":{

                     "type":"array",

                     "items":{

                        "$ref":"#/definitions/UnmanagedDSA"

                     }

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "post":{

            "summary":"Creates an unmanaged DSA",

            "tags":[

               "Unmanaged DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Creates an unmanaged DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"initOthers",
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                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"boolean value or (0, 1)",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted unmanaged DSA object",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/UnmanagedDSA"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"Unmanaged DSA is created",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/UnmanagedDSA"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/environments/{environmentName}/unmanaged-dsas/{unmanagedDsaName}":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets an unmanaged DSA",

            "tags":[

               "Unmanaged DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Gets an unmanaged DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"unmanagedDsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of unmanaged DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }
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            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"Unmanaged DSA returned",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/UnmanagedDSA"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"Unmanaged DSA does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "put":{

            "summary":"Updates an unmanaged DSA",

            "tags":[

               "Unmanaged DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Updates an unmanaged DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"unmanagedDsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of unmanaged DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"initOthers",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"boolean value or (0, 1)",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",
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                  "description":"JSON-formatted unmanaged DSA object",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/UnmanagedDSA"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"Unmanaged DSA updated",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/UnmanagedDSA"

                  }

               },

               "400":{

                  "description":"Unmanaged DSA does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "delete":{

            "summary":"Deletes an unmanaged DSA",

            "tags":[

               "Unmanaged DSA"

            ],

            "description":"Deletes an unmanaged DSA.",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"environmentName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of environment",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"unmanagedDsaName",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"Name of unmanaged DSA",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"initOthers",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"boolean value or (0, 1)",
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                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"Unmanaged DSA is deleted"

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

          "dxdisp":{  

          "required":[  

             "peerDsa"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "peerDsa":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaConfig":{  

          "required":[  

             "schema",

             "knowledge",

             "ssl"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "raw":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "passwordPolicies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"

             },

             "logging":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLogging"

             },

             "knowledge":{  

                "minItems":1,
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                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledge"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "limits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimits"

             },

             "settings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettings"

             },

             "server":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServer"

             },

             "ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSL"

             },

             "accessControls":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxc"

                ]

             },

             "schema":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxg"

                ]

             }

          }

       },

       "LoadDSAStatistics":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "entriesLoaded":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries loaded"

             },

             "filePaddingKB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Amount of db file padding in KB"

             },
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             "datasizeMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Total Datasize in MB"

             },

             "averageEntriesMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Average number of entries per MB"

             },

             "entriesRead":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries read"

             }

          }

       },

       "DsaStatus":{  

          "required":[  

             "action"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "action":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "start",

                   "stop",

                   "forcestart",

                   "forcestop",

                   "init"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSLMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Personality":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",
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          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Personality name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLoggingMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCACreate":{  

          "required":[  

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledge":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "prefix",

             "dsa-name",

             "interface"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "default":"DISP",

                "enum":[  

                   "DISP"

                ],

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

                "title":"DISP PSAP"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

                "title":"Console Port"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Prefix"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

                "title":"OSI PSAP"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Load Share Group"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

                "title":"Link Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "unavailable",

                      "dsp-ldapv2",

                      "dsp-ldapv3",

                      "ssl-encryption",

                      "ssl-encryption-remote",

                      "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                      "nexor",

                      "krb",

                      "krb-encryption",

                      "ms-ad",

                      "rebind",

                      "siemens"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"
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             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

                "title":"Bind Address"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Password"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

                "title":"Authentication Levels",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "anonymous",

                      "clear-password",

                      "ssl-auth"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "anonymous",

                   "clear-password"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

                "title":"Remote Console SSL"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

                "title":"Console Password"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",

                "title":"DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "family",

                      "address",

                      "port"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "port":{  

                         "minimum":0,

                         "type":"integer",

                         "maximum":65535,

                         "format":"int64"

                      },

                      "family":{  

                         "enum":[  

                            "ipv4",

                            "ipv6",

                            "tcp"

                         ],

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "address":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      }

                   }
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                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

                "title":"Interface(s)"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

                "title":"Native Prefix"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the SNMP port.",

                "title":"SNMP Port"

             },

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command",

                "title":"Name"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"Trust Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "allow-check-password",

                      "trust-conveyed-originator",

                      "allow-upgrading",

                      "allow-downgrading",

                      "no-server-credentials",

                      "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Name"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "multi-write-async",

                      "multi-write",

                      "shadow",

                      "read-only",

                      "relay",

                      "load-share",

                      "no-routing-ac",

                      "limit-search",

                      "limit-search-exact",

                      "no-list",

                      "no-service-while-recovering",

                      "multi-write-group-hub"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "multi-write"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

                "title":"Remote Console Port"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Name"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is

 a user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

                "title":"Proxy User"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Suspended"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user

 accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Expired"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare

 responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape Response Controls"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether password management is enabled.",

                "title":"Enable Password Policy"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the user's

 entry.",

                "title":"Substring Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },
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                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Locking"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP

 directory.",

                "title":"Netscape Operational Attributes"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.",

                "title":"Force Change"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Configures multiple password policies.",

                "title":"Policies"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"",

                "title":"Netscape Legacy Mode"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServerMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-index":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLogging":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a

 time and date stamp.",

                "title":"Query Log File"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

                "title":"Authentication Trap"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],
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                "description":"Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Connection Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time log

 output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and

 delete operations.",

                "title":"Update Log File"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Summary Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

                "title":"Time Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update

 log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show All Values"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_summary.log",

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

                "title":"Summary Log File"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alarm Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_stats.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute

 that the DSA is active.",

                "title":"Statistics Log File"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

                "title":"Rollover Alarm Log"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

                "title":"Rollover Trace Log"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates

 or CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or

 certificateRevocationList attribute.",

                "title":"Certificate Log File"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a

 problem with data synchronization.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Error Trap"

             },
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             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output. Use

 this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alert Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can

 be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA.",

                "title":"Alert Log File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

                "title":"Operation Error Trap"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "description":"Enables or disables tracing.",

                "title":"Trace Level",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "full",

                      "all",

                      "error",

                      "warn",

                      "x500",

                      "ldap",

                      "summary",

                      "query",

                      "update",

                      "alert",

                      "cert",

                      "connect",

                      "time",

                      "limit",

                      "stats",

                      "export",

                      "dap",

                      "dsp",

                      "pdu",

                      "asn",

                      "event",

                      "stack",

                      "assoc",

                      "oper",

                      "diag",

                      "thread"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "error"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_alarm.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that

 should be monitored.",

                "title":"Alarm Log File"

             },

             "connect-log":{  
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                "type":"string",

                "description":"A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each

 released connection.",

                "title":"Connection Log File"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Trace Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

                "title":"Trap On Update"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Query Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count

 occurs. If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because

 of the risk of a dictionary attack.",

                "title":"Password Suspended Trap"

             },
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             "trace-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_trace.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

                "title":"Trace Log File"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_diag.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for

 whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

                "title":"Diagnostic Log File"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Update Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Time Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "properties":{  

                   "port":{  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer",

                      "maximum":65535,
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                      "format":"int64"

                   },

                   "address":{  

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                },

                "required":[  

                   "address",

                   "port"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "description":"An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

                "title":"SNMP Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Include attribute values in the update log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show Values"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Warning Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_warn.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing

 problems.",

                "title":"Warning Log File"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "description":"Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

                "title":"Query Log Advanced Options",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "all",

                      "ldap-controls",
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                      "ssl",

                      "source",

                      "ldap-error",

                      "update-timer",

                      "show-eis"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSL":{  

          "required":[  

             "ca-file"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "minimum":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are

 stored.",

                "title":"HSM Slot"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ssl",

                   "tls",

                   "tlsv11",

                   "tlsv12"

                ],
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                "type":"string",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

                "title":"Protocol"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor.",

                "title":"HSM Library"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the

 private key is used through the HSM.",

                "title":"HSM PIN"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/personalities",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM

 format.",

                "title":"Certificate Directory"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among many

 DSAs",

                "title":"Certificate File"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections.",

                "title":"Cipher"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL

 ciphers, omit this parameter.",

                "title":"Enforce FIPS mode"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/trusted.pem",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates

 in PEM format.",

                "title":"CA File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

             }
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          }

       },

       "Schema":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Schema name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "AccessControl":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Access Control name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "default":0,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only applies to

 accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong credentials, as

 set with the set password-retries command.",

                "title":"Maximum Suspension (Secs)"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Numeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Maximum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after it

 has expired.",

                "title":"Grace Logins"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any user changes

 any password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator

 changes a user's password.",

                "title":"Enforce Quality On Reset"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "default":false,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

                "title":"Username Substring"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

                "title":"Maximum Repetition"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Uppercase (Chars)"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has

 a single password policy named Default.",

                "title":"Password Policy Name"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "default":3,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is

 suspended.",

                "title":"Retries"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new passwords.",

                "title":"Maximum Substring Repetition"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",
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                "description":"Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind

 and compare responses.",

                "title":"Age Warning Period (Days)"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Lowercase (Chars)"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "default":6,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Minimum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user from

 re-using these passwords.",

                "title":"History"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since a

 password was changed last before it can be changed again.",

                "title":"Minimum Age (Days)"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "default":2,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

                "title":"Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is

 not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",

                "title":"Last Use (Days)"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",
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                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"The number of days a password is valid.",

                "title":"Age (Days)"

             }

          }

       },

       "OnlineBackup":{  

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ready",

                   "in progress"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data file

 available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."

             },

             "utcTimestamp":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the backup

 data file is not available then this property is not returned",

                "format":"date-time"

             }

          }

       },

       "Error":{  

          "required":[  

             "code",

             "message"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "message":{  

                "type":"string"

             },

             "code":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "format":"int32"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettings":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "description":"Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",

                "title":"Pull Replication",

                "required":[  
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                   "source",

                   "location",

                   "interval",

                   "window-size",

                   "retries"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "properties":{  

                   "retries":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":30,

                      "title":"Retries",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "ignore-attrs":{  

                      "description":"Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

                      "title":"Ignore Attributes",

                      "minItems":0,

                      "items":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "default":[  

 

                      ],

                      "uniqueItems":true,

                      "type":"array"

                   },

                   "interval":{  

                      "description":"Defines how often changes are pulled.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":10,

                      "title":"Interval (Secs)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "window-size":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":20,

                      "title":"Window Size (Entries)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "source":{  

                      "dsa":true,

                      "type":"string",

                      "description":"DSA from which changes are pulled.",

                      "title":"Source DSA"

                   },

                   "location":{  

                      "dn":true,
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                      "description":"DN of change-log in source DSA.",

                      "title":"Change-Log Location",

                      "default":"cn=changelog",

                      "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                }

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends

 the error 'busy'.",

                "title":"Busy For Referral"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "description":"Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

                "title":"Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

                "title":"Ignore Name Bindings"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Check attributes used in DN are members of the entries ObjectClass when

 performing a rename.",

                "title":"Rename Check ObjectClass"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "description":"Configure external monitoring endpoints.",

                "title":"External Monitor(s)",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "name",

                      "endpoint",

                      "monitor-events"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "endpoint":{  

                         "url":true,

                         "type":"string",
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                         "description":"HTTP endpoint external monitoring messages will be sent to. The format

 of the endpoint is: http[s]://host:port[/uri]",

                         "title":"Endpoint"

                      },

                      "name":{  

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"Name to uniquely identify external monitor configuration item.",

                         "title":"Name"

                      },

                      "push-interval":{  

                         "minimum":5,

                         "format":"int64",

                         "type":"integer",

                         "description":"Configures how often (in seconds) timer triggered events are sent.

 Must be greater than 5 seconds. Supported by events (multiwrite, stats, cache)",

                         "title":"Push Interval (Secs)"

                      },

                      "monitor-events":{  

                         "description":"List of events that will be monitored.",

                         "title":"Monitor Events",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "alarm-log-all",

                               "alarm-log-information",

                               "alarm-log-critical",

                               "alarm-log-caution",

                               "update-log",

                               "query-log",

                               "auth-failures",

                               "account-susp",

                               "op-error",

                               "mw-error",

                               "multiwrite",

                               "cache",

                               "stats",

                               "dsastats"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      },

                      "credentials":{  

                         "properties":{  

                            "username":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth username used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Username"

                            },

                            "password":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth password used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Password"
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                            }

                         },

                         "required":[  

                            "username",

                            "password"

                         ],

                         "type":"object",

                         "description":"Optional credentials used in the HTTP Authorization header.",

                         "title":"Credentials"

                      },

                      "options":{  

                         "description":"Choose desired options.",

                         "title":"Options",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "no-http-header",

                               "message-dates-gmt"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

                "title":"Wait For Multiwrite"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log

 reduces performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging

 performs much better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after

 an abnormal termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log Flush"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

                "title":"Isolate Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on

 writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",
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                "title":"Disable Transaction Log"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

                "title":"Allow Binds"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf User Containers"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes

 with distinguishedName syntax.",

                "title":"DN Substring Match"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing

 method.",

                "title":"Cache Search Bias"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Authentication"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the

 DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",

                "title":"Dereference Alias On Bind"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

 event occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the

 request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

                "title":"Trap On Update Verbose"
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             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Ignore single value schema checking.",

                "title":"Ignore Single Value Check"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related

 schema.",

                "title":"Transparent Routing"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind

 refusal.",

                "title":"Hold LDAP Connections"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent

 searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

                "title":"Persistent Search"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables static roles",

                "title":"Use Roles"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "default":"ssha-512",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "oem-hash",

                   "oem-encrypt",

                   "sha-1",

                   "md5",

                   "ssha-1",

                   "smd5",

                   "crypt",

                   "sha-512",

                   "ssha-512",

                   "pbkdf2"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

                "title":"Password Storage"

             },
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             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf Group Containers"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

                "title":"Trust SASL Proxy"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not

 specify these while adding an entry.",

                "title":"Add ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "description":"Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each subordinate

 DSA.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":1,

                "title":"DSP Link Count",

                "maximum":100,

                "minimum":0,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "clear-password",
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                   "ssl-auth"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "title":"Minimum Authentication"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or

 searches with no filter.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.",

                "title":"Modify On Add"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "title":"TCP Keep Alive"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

                "title":"SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions Browse"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA

 Directory DSA with SiteMinder.",

                "title":"Concurrent Bind User"

             },
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             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system

 writes a message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

                "title":"DXconsole Connect Alert"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multi Write Serial"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing

 them on the thread that handles each request.",

                "title":"DXgrid Queue"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is

 necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "description":"Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

                "title":"Write Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Prune ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

                "title":"Role Subtree"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the

 message unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",
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                "title":"Disable Client Binds"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "description":"Mechanism for preventing entries that are critical to applications from being

 renamed or removed even if user has super-user access.",

                "title":"Critical Entries",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",

                "title":"Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multicasting"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and

 password.",

                "title":"DXconsole Users"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

                "title":"Alias Integrity"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add EntryDN"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "default":8,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",
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                "description":"Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request

 arrives and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA

 fulfills this request.",

                "title":"User Threads"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds entryUUID operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add entryUUID"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

                "title":"Store Operational Attributes"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Always Chain Down"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Return ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Anonymous"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "description":"Gracefully stops DSA when it can no longer accept updates because it cannot

 synchronize the database and/or cannot write to the transaction file.",

                "title":"Stop DSA On Disk Error",

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "all",

                   "write-tx-err",

                   "sync-db-err"

                ],

                "type":"string"

             }

          }

       },

       "DSA":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "config"

          ],
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          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "enum":[  

                   "started",

                   "stopped",

                   "recoverable",

                   "inconsistent",

                   "unknown"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA status."

             },

             "config":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaConfig"

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMetadata":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "explicitlyDefined":{  

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file.",

                "title":"Explicitly Defined"

             },

             "comments":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledgeMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServer":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Cache No Scan"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,
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                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Location"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Use RDN Index"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the backup location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Backup Location"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "default":500,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the size of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Size (MB)"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

                "title":"Multiwrite With DISP Recovery"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the transaction file.",

                "title":"Transaction File Location"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

                "title":"Lookup Cache"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettingsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimits":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "default":60,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a

 multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "default":3600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

                "title":"User Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "default":20000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer

 DSA.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Queue Size"

             },
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             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group Credit"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use

 this command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

                "title":"Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each

 attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.",

                "title":"Max Cache Index Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

                "title":"Max Bind Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "default":10000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

                "title":"Max Operation Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "default":255,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the

 number of users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

                "title":"Max Users"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "description":"Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation alarm is

 logged.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":5,

                "title":"CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

                "maximum":60,

                "minimum":-1,
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                "type":"integer"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "default":10,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting for a

 reply.",

                "title":"Multi Write Outstanding Ops"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

                "title":"Max Operation Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA.

 The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

                "title":"Max PDU Size (Bytes)"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":10,

                "title":"Max Persistent Searches",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCA":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the certificate"

             },

             "certificate":{  
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                "type":"string",

                "description":"The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted CAs."

             },

             "notBefore":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Valid after this date."

             },

             "notAfter":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Expiration date."

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Trusted CA certificate version."

             },

             "serialNum":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

             },

             "subject":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Subject of the certificate."

             },

             "issuer":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Issuer of the Trusted CA"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimitsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "OptionalAction":{  

          "type":"object",

          "description":"Provides information to programmatically consume an optional action.",

          "properties":{  

             "endpoint":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Endpoint URL associated with the action"

             },

             "description":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Description text"

             },

             "parameters":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"object"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Parameters supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "title":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Display text for the action"

             },

             "acceptTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",
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                "description":"Accept-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "summary":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Summary text"

             },

             "httpMethod":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"HTTP Method used to invoke this action"

             },

             "contentTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Content-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "action":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Unique action identifier"

             }

          }

       },

       "DxserverInfo":{  

          "properties":{  

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the software"

             },

             "dxserverActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "dsaActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version and build information"

             },

             "normalizedVersion":{  

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

             },

             "dsaSchema":{  

                "type":"object",

                "description":"JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

             }

          }

       },

      "ErrorMessage":{

         "required":[

            "statusCode",

            "message"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "statusCode":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "environment":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"Management UI Environment"

            },

            "config":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "pollingInterval"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "pollingInterval":{

                     "type":"integer",

                     "example":10

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "environmentName":{
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         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            }

         }

      },

      "DXAgent":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "port",

            "clientCertPem",

            "clientKeyPem",

            "caCertPem"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "host":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":9443

            },

            "clientCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "clientKeyPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "caCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "installationInfo":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "dsaJsonSchema":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },
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      "dsaActions":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dsaActions"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dsaActions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "action"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "httpMethod":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"POST"

                     },

                     "parameters":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"object",

                           "required":[

                              "name"

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                              "name":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"dsaname"

                              },

                              "description":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

                              },

                              "type":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"string"

                              },

                              "required":{

                                 "type":"boolean",

                                 "example":true

                              },

                              "in":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"path"

                              }

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "action":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"trigger_online_backup"

                     },
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                     "endpoint":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

                     },

                     "title":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Online Backup"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

                     },

                     "summary":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Creates an online backup"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaStatus":{

         "required":[

            "action"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "action":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "start",

                  "stop",

                  "forcestart",

                  "forcestop",

                  "init"

               ],

               "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

            }

         }

      },

      "uploadResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "filename":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "ldif":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[
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            "fileType",

            "ldifname",

            "verifyChecksum"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "fileType":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"fromLdif"

            },

            "ldifname":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore_100k.ldif"

            },

            "verifyChecksum":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "example":true

            }

         }

      },

      "ldifResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "filePaddingKB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1401

            },

            "entriesLoaded":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            },

            "datasizeMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":72

            },

            "averageEntriesMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1388

            },

            "entriesRead":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            }

         }

      },

      "DsaFile":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "type":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "online",

                  "offline"

               ],
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               "example":"offline"

            },

            "compression":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"gzip"

            },

            "format":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ldif"

            },

            "tempFileName":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

            }

         }

      },

      "UnmanagedDSA":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config",

            "unmanagedDsaType",

            "globalKnowledge"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

            },

            "config":{

               "$ref":"#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

            },

            "unmanagedDsaType":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unmanaged DSA type."

            },

            "globalKnowledge":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "default":false

            }

         }

      },

      "unmanagedDsaConfig":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "prefix",

            "dsa-name",

            "interface"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "title":"Name"
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            },

            "dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

               "title":"DSA Password",

               "trust-flags":{

                  "type":"array",

                  "uniqueItems":true,

                  "minItems":1,

                  "title":"Trust Flags",

                  "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                  "items":{

                     "enum":[

                        "allow-check-password",

                        "trust-conveyed-originator",

                        "allow-upgrading",

                        "allow-downgrading",

                        "no-server-credentials",

                        "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                     ]

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "dsp-idle-time":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be

 idle before it is disconnected.",

               "default":600,

               "title":"DSP Idle Time",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "bind-address":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the

 configured address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

               "title":"Bind Address"

            },

            "remote-console-ssl":{
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               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

               "default":false,

               "title":"Remote Console SSL"

            },

            "load-share-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Load Share Group"

            },

            "dsa-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"DSA Flags",

               "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "multi-write-async",

                     "multi-write",

                     "shadow",

                     "read-only",

                     "relay",

                     "load-share",

                     "no-routing-ac",

                     "limit-search",

                     "limit-search-exact",

                     "no-list",

                     "no-service-while-recovering",

                     "multi-write-group-hub"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "remote-console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer

 on this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

               "title":"Remote Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "disp-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is

 disabled.",

               "default":"DISP",

               "enum":[

                  "DISP"

               ],

               "title":"DISP PSAP"

            },

            "snmp-port":{
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               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

               "title":"SNMP Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "credits":{

               "default":1000000,

               "title":"Credits",

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of

 credits is exhausted.",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

               "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"LDAP DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "multi-write-attrs":{

               "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

               "minItems":0,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "type":"array"

            },

            "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{

               "type":"array",

               "minItems":0,

               "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "auth-levels":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Authentication Levels",
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               "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "anonymous",

                     "clear-password",

                     "ssl-auth"

                  ]

               },

               "default":[

                  "anonymous",

                  "clear-password"

               ]

            },

            "native-prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Native Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$"

            },

            "osi-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

               "title":"OSI PSAP"

            },

            "interface":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

               "title":"Interface(s)",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "family",

                     "address",

                     "port"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "family":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Family",

                        "description":"the protocal for the interface",

                        "enum":[

                           "ipv4",

                           "ipv6",

                           "tcp"

                        ]

                     },

                     "port":{

                        "type":"integer",

                        "title":"Port",

                        "description":"Port for the interface",
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                        "minimum":1,

                        "maximum":65535,

                        "format":"int64"

                     },

                     "address":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Address",

                        "description":"the network address for the interface.",

                        "minItems":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "link-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Link Flags",

               "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "unavailable",

                     "dsp-ldapv2",

                     "dsp-ldapv3",

                     "ssl-encryption",

                     "ssl-encryption-remote",

                     "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                     "nexor",

                     "ms-ad",

                     "siemens",

                     "rebind"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "multi-write-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Group"

            },

            "console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

 to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local

 console.",

               "title":"Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "console-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text.",
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               "title":"Console Password"

            }

         }

      },

      "ScimInstance":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "enabled":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "resourceTypes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "$ref"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "authentication":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsas":{

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "dsa",

                     "dxagent"

                  ],

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "dsa":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "dxagent":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "url":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },
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                     "tlsOptions":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "cert":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "key":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "ca":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "secureProtocol":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "rejectUnauthorized":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               },

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

            },

            "relationships":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "resourceTypeA":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{
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                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     },

                     "resourceTypeB":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "enabled",

            "resourceTypes",

            "dsas"
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         ]

      },

      "ScimResourceType":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "endpoint":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schema":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schemaExtensions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "readOnly":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "objectClassMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "structural"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "structural":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "auxiliary":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }
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            },

            "schemaSourceDsa":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "dsaName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "hostName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "bindDn":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":0

                  }

               },

               "required":[

                  "hostName",

                  "dsaName"

               ]

            },

            "defaultParentDN":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "namingAttribute":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributeMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "scimAttribute",

                     "scimAttributeType"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "scimAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "scimAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "ldapAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeType":{
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                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "converterName":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "endpoint",

            "description",

            "schema",

            "readOnly",

            "objectClassMappings",

            "defaultParentDN",

            "namingAttribute",

            "attributeMappings"

         ]

      },

      "ScimSchema":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{
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                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "type",

                     "multiValued",

                     "description",

                     "required",

                     "mutability",

                     "returned"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "referenceTypes":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "required":[

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "required":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "caseExact":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "mutability":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "returned":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "uniqueness":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1
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                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "id",

            "name",

            "description",

            "attributes"

         ]

      },

      "AlarmSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "alarm"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "alarm":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

                     "required":[

                        "id",

                        "type",

                        "message"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "id":{

                           "type":"string"

                        },
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                        "type":{

                           "type":"string",

                           "enum":[

                              "critical",

                              "caution",

                              "information"

                           ]

                        },

                        "message":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "StatsSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "stats"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "stats":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring stats message",

                     "required":[

                        "anonymous-binds",

                        "simple-binds",

                        "strong-binds",
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                        "bind-security-errors",

                        "total-operations",

                        "compare-entry-operations",

                        "add-entry-operations",

                        "remove-entry-operations",

                        "modify-entry-operations",

                        "rename-entry-operations",

                        "list-operations",

                        "search-operations",

                        "one-level-searches",

                        "whole-subtree-searches",

                        "security-errors",

                        "operation-errors"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "anonymous-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "simple-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "strong-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "bind-security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "total-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "compare-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "add-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "remove-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "modify-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "rename-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "list-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "search-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "one-level-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"
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                        },

                        "whole-subtree-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "operation-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "ObjectClass":{

         "title":"Object Class",

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "kind"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Object class name"

            },

            "kind":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "abstract",

                  "auxiliary",

                  "structural"

               ],

               "description":"Object class type"

            },

            "mustContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of mandatory attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },
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                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "mayContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of optional attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{
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   },

   

   "tags":[

   ]

}

 

 

 

 

 

Unmanaged DSA Schema API
none

{

   

   "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1",

   "schemes":[

      "https"

   ],

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths": {

      "/unmanaged-dsa-schema":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets unmanaged DSA schema",

            "tags":[

               "Unmanaged DSA Schema"

            ],

            "description":"Gets unmanaged DSA schema.",

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of unmanaged DSA schemas"

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/ErrorMessage"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

          "dxdisp":{  

          "required":[  

             "peerDsa"
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          ],

          "properties":{  

             "peerDsa":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the peer DSA to run dxdisp for"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaConfig":{  

          "required":[  

             "schema",

             "knowledge",

             "ssl"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "raw":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "passwordPolicies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPolicies"

             },

             "logging":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLogging"

             },

             "knowledge":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledge"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "limits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimits"

             },

             "settings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettings"

             },

             "server":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServer"

             },

             "ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSL"

             },

             "accessControls":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"
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                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxc"

                ]

             },

             "schema":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "default":[  

                   "default.dxg"

                ]

             }

          }

       },

       "LoadDSAStatistics":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "entriesLoaded":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries loaded"

             },

             "filePaddingKB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Amount of db file padding in KB"

             },

             "datasizeMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Total Datasize in MB"

             },

             "averageEntriesMB":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Average number of entries per MB"

             },

             "entriesRead":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of entries read"

             }

          }

       },

       "DsaStatus":{  

          "required":[  

             "action"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "action":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "start",
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                   "stop",

                   "forcestart",

                   "forcestop",

                   "init"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSLMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "protocol":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Personality":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Personality file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Personality name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLoggingMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "auth-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCACreate":{  

          "required":[  

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Trusted CA file content."

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledge":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "prefix",

             "dsa-name",

             "interface"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "default":"DISP",

                "enum":[  

                   "DISP"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.",

                "title":"DISP PSAP"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept

 connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.",

                "title":"Console Port"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Prefix"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

                "title":"OSI PSAP"
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             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Load Share Group"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

                "title":"Link Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "unavailable",

                      "dsp-ldapv2",

                      "dsp-ldapv3",

                      "ssl-encryption",

                      "ssl-encryption-remote",

                      "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                      "nexor",

                      "krb",

                      "krb-encryption",

                      "ms-ad",

                      "rebind",

                      "siemens"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured

 address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

                "title":"Bind Address"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Password"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

                "title":"Authentication Levels",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "anonymous",

                      "clear-password",

                      "ssl-auth"
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                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "anonymous",

                   "clear-password"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

                "title":"Remote Console SSL"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "console-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is

 transmitted in clear text.",

                "title":"Console Password"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle

 before it is disconnected.",
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                "title":"DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "family",

                      "address",

                      "port"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "port":{  

                         "minimum":0,

                         "type":"integer",

                         "maximum":65535,

                         "format":"int64"

                      },

                      "family":{  

                         "enum":[  

                            "ipv4",

                            "ipv6",

                            "tcp"

                         ],

                         "type":"string"

                      },

                      "address":{  

                         "type":"string"

                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

                "title":"Interface(s)"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

                "title":"Native Prefix"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the SNMP port.",

                "title":"SNMP Port"

             },

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the knowledge definition used in the set dsa = name command",

                "title":"Name"
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             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"Trust Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "allow-check-password",

                      "trust-conveyed-originator",

                      "allow-upgrading",

                      "allow-downgrading",

                      "no-server-credentials",

                      "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

                "title":"LDAP DSA Name"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Flags",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "multi-write-async",
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                      "multi-write",

                      "shadow",

                      "read-only",

                      "relay",

                      "load-share",

                      "no-routing-ac",

                      "limit-search",

                      "limit-search-exact",

                      "no-list",

                      "no-service-while-recovering",

                      "multi-write-group-hub"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "multi-write"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this

 port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

                "title":"Remote Console Port"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

                "title":"DSA Name"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaKnowledgeMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-proxy-user":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is

 a user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.",

                "title":"Proxy User"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-suspended":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to set an account to never be suspended.",
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                "title":"Allow Ignore Suspended"

             },

             "password-allow-ignore-expired":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows you to bypass the expiration check of the password for some user

 accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Ignore Expired"

             },

             "password-mimic-netscape-response-controls":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds LDAP response controls about password expiry to bind and compare

 responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password response controls.",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape Response Controls"

             },

             "password-policy":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether password management is enabled.",

                "title":"Enable Password Policy"

             },

             "password-substring-attrs":{  

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the user's

 entry.",

                "title":"Substring Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "password-allow-locking":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows an administrator lock user accounts.",

                "title":"Allow Locking"

             },

             "password-netscape-op-attrs":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP

 directory.",

                "title":"Netscape Operational Attributes"

             },

             "password-force-change":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.",
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                "title":"Force Change"

             },

             "policies":{  

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPolicies"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Configures multiple password policies.",

                "title":"Policies"

             },

             "password-netscape-legacy-mode":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"",

                "title":"Netscape Legacy Mode"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServerMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "lookup-cache":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLogging":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "query-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A query log contains detailed information about every operation, including a

 time and date stamp.",

                "title":"Query Log File"

             },

             "auth-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an authentication failure occurs.",

                "title":"Authentication Trap"

             },

             "connect-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Connection log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Connection Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-update-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time log

 output. Use this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Update Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "update-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An update log contains detailed information for all add, modify, rename, and

 delete operations.",

                "title":"Update Log File"

             },

             "summary-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  
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                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Summary log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Summary Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A time log contains the time taken for each successful operation.",

                "title":"Time Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-all-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update

 log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show All Values"

             },

             "summary-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_summary.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A summary log contains a summary of every operation.",

                "title":"Summary Log File"

             },

             "alarm-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alarm log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alarm Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "stats-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_stats.log",

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"A statistics log contains a summary of operational statistics for every minute

 that the DSA is active.",

                "title":"Statistics Log File"

             },

             "rollover-alarm-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the alarm log.",

                "title":"Rollover Alarm Log"

             },

             "rollover-trace-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable daily rolling of the trace log.",

                "title":"Rollover Trace Log"

             },

             "cert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A certificate log contains a summary of operations that involve certificates

 or CRLs. This includes all add and modify operations that include a userCertificate, caCertificate, or

 certificateRevocationList attribute.",

                "title":"Certificate Log File"

             },

             "multi-write-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update is refused by a peer. This can indicate a

 problem with data synchronization.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Error Trap"

             },

             "time-log-search-threshold":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output. Use

 this to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.",

                "title":"Time Log Search Threshold (Secs)"

             },

             "diag-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Diagnostic log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Diagnostic Log Maximum Lines",
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                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Alert log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Alert Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "alert-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"An alert log contains all authentication errors and account suspensions. It can

 be used to show attempts at unauthorized access to the DSA.",

                "title":"Alert Log File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLoggingMetadata"

             },

             "op-error-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update error occurs.",

                "title":"Operation Error Trap"

             },

             "trace":{  

                "description":"Enables or disables tracing.",

                "title":"Trace Level",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "full",

                      "all",

                      "error",

                      "warn",

                      "x500",

                      "ldap",

                      "summary",

                      "query",

                      "update",

                      "alert",

                      "cert",

                      "connect",
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                      "time",

                      "limit",

                      "stats",

                      "export",

                      "dap",

                      "dsp",

                      "pdu",

                      "asn",

                      "event",

                      "stack",

                      "assoc",

                      "oper",

                      "diag",

                      "thread"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

                   "error"

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "alarm-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_alarm.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The alarm log contains all alarms. Alarms are reports of critical events that

 should be monitored.",

                "title":"Alarm Log File"

             },

             "connect-log":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A connection log contains a line for each successful connection made, and each

 released connection.",

                "title":"Connection Log File"

             },

             "trace-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Trace log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Trace Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "trap-on-update":{  
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                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever an update occurs.",

                "title":"Trap On Update"

             },

             "query-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Query log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Query Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "password-suspended-trap":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Send a trap whenever a binding user exceeds the configured password retry count

 occurs. If password suspension is configured to be ignored for the user, the DSA still sends a trap, because

 of the risk of a dictionary attack.",

                "title":"Password Suspended Trap"

             },

             "trace-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_trace.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A trace log contains tracing information for all successful operations.",

                "title":"Trace Log File"

             },

             "diag-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_diag.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A diagnostic log contains a list of operations that the DSA has rejected, for

 whatever reason. This includes the operation, the DN of the affected entry, and a diagnostic message.",

                "title":"Diagnostic Log File"

             },

             "update-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],
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                "description":"Roll-over Update log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Update Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "time-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Time log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Time Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "snmp-log":{  

                "properties":{  

                   "port":{  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer",

                      "maximum":65535,

                      "format":"int64"

                   },

                   "address":{  

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                },

                "required":[  

                   "address",

                   "port"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "description":"An SNMP log contains all events that are sent to SNMP traps.",

                "title":"SNMP Log File"

             },

             "update-log-show-values":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Include attribute values in the update log.",

                "title":"Update Log Show Values"

             },

             "warn-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  
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                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],

                "description":"Roll-over Warning log file when the file number of lines exceeds the threshold

 configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Warning Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "warn-log":{  

                "default":"logs/$s_warn.log",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"A warning log contains all errors and warnings, which are useful for diagnosing

 problems.",

                "title":"Warning Log File"

             },

             "query-log-advanced":{  

                "description":"Configures the information that is included in the query log.",

                "title":"Query Log Advanced Options",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "enum":[  

                      "none",

                      "all",

                      "ldap-controls",

                      "ssl",

                      "source",

                      "ldap-error",

                      "update-timer",

                      "show-eis"

                   ]

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "stats-log-max-lines":{  

                "oneOf":[  

                   {  

                      "minimum":0,

                      "maximum":0

                   },

                   {  

                      "minimum":1000

                   }

                ],
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                "description":"Roll-over Statistics log file when the file number of lines exceeds the

 threshold configured.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":0,

                "title":"Statistics Log Maximum Lines",

                "type":"integer"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSSL":{  

          "required":[  

             "ca-file"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "slot":{  

                "minimum":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are

 stored.",

                "title":"HSM Slot"

             },

             "protocol":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ssl",

                   "tls",

                   "tlsv11",

                   "tlsv12"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol.",

                "title":"Protocol"

             },

             "lib":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor.",

                "title":"HSM Library"

             },

             "pin":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the

 private key is used through the HSM.",

                "title":"HSM PIN"

             },

             "cert-dir":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/personalities",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM

 format.",

                "title":"Certificate Directory"

             },
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             "cert-file":{  

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Alternative to cert-dir allows a single certificate to be shared among many

 DSAs",

                "title":"Certificate File"

             },

             "cipher":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections.",

                "title":"Cipher"

             },

             "fips":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL

 ciphers, omit this parameter.",

                "title":"Enforce FIPS mode"

             },

             "ca-file":{  

                "default":"config/ssld/trusted.pem",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates

 in PEM format.",

                "title":"CA File"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSSLMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "Schema":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Schema file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Schema name (create-only)"

             }
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          }

       },

       "AccessControl":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "data"

          ],

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "readOnly":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the file read-only"

             },

             "data":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"This is the base64-encoded Access Control file content."

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Access Control name (create-only)"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPolicies":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Time (in seconds) after which a suspended password reactivates. Only applies to

 accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong credentials, as

 set with the set password-retries command.",

                "title":"Maximum Suspension (Secs)"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Numeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Maximum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "default":0,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password after it

 has expired.",

                "title":"Grace Logins"

             },

             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any user changes

 any password. If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator

 changes a user's password.",

                "title":"Enforce Quality On Reset"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Defines whether the password can contain the user's name.",

                "title":"Username Substring"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.",

                "title":"Maximum Repetition"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of alphanumeric characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Alphanumeric (Chars)"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "default":0,
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                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Uppercase (Chars)"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has

 a single password policy named Default.",

                "title":"Password Policy Name"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "default":3,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is

 suspended.",

                "title":"Retries"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Maximum number of times that a substring can be repeated in new passwords.",

                "title":"Maximum Substring Repetition"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days for which warnings about the password expiring are added to bind

 and compare responses.",

                "title":"Age Warning Period (Days)"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.",

                "title":"Lowercase (Chars)"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "default":6,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of a new password.",

                "title":"Minimum Length (Chars)"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",
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                "description":"Maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user from

 re-using these passwords.",

                "title":"History"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Lockout period (in days) for changing the password. This is the time since a

 password was changed last before it can be changed again.",

                "title":"Minimum Age (Days)"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "default":2,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum length of substrings that will be checked.",

                "title":"Minimum Length Repeated Substring (Chars)"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is

 not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.",

                "title":"Last Use (Days)"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password must contain.",

                "title":"Non Alphabetic (Chars)"

             },

             "password-age":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"The number of days a password is valid.",

                "title":"Age (Days)"

             }

          }

       },

       "OnlineBackup":{  

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "enum":[  

                   "ready",

                   "in progress"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the online backup. Value of 'ready' means there is a backup data file

 available. If online backup has been triggered and not yet complete  then status is 'in progress'."
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             },

             "utcTimestamp":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Last modified timestamp, in UTC, of the backup data file (.zdb). If the backup

 data file is not available then this property is not returned",

                "format":"date-time"

             }

          }

       },

       "Error":{  

          "required":[  

             "code",

             "message"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "message":{  

                "type":"string"

             },

             "code":{  

                "type":"integer",

                "format":"int32"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettings":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "description":"Specifies configuration for Pull Replication.",

                "title":"Pull Replication",

                "required":[  

                   "source",

                   "location",

                   "interval",

                   "window-size",

                   "retries"

                ],

                "type":"object",

                "properties":{  

                   "retries":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of times to retry pulling changes.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":30,

                      "title":"Retries",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "ignore-attrs":{  

                      "description":"Defines which attributes will not be pulled.",

                      "title":"Ignore Attributes",

                      "minItems":0,

                      "items":{  

                         "type":"string"
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                      },

                      "default":[  

 

                      ],

                      "uniqueItems":true,

                      "type":"array"

                   },

                   "interval":{  

                      "description":"Defines how often changes are pulled.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":10,

                      "title":"Interval (Secs)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "window-size":{  

                      "description":"Defines the number of changes pulled in each request.",

                      "format":"int64",

                      "default":20,

                      "title":"Window Size (Entries)",

                      "minimum":0,

                      "type":"integer"

                   },

                   "source":{  

                      "dsa":true,

                      "type":"string",

                      "description":"DSA from which changes are pulled.",

                      "title":"Source DSA"

                   },

                   "location":{  

                      "dn":true,

                      "description":"DN of change-log in source DSA.",

                      "title":"Change-Log Location",

                      "default":"cn=changelog",

                      "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                      "type":"string"

                   }

                }

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends

 the error 'busy'.",

                "title":"Busy For Referral"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "description":"Defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.",

                "title":"Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },
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                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to operate without name bindings.",

                "title":"Ignore Name Bindings"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Check attributes used in DN are members of the entries ObjectClass when

 performing a rename.",

                "title":"Rename Check ObjectClass"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "description":"Configure external monitoring endpoints.",

                "title":"External Monitor(s)",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "required":[  

                      "name",

                      "endpoint",

                      "monitor-events"

                   ],

                   "type":"object",

                   "properties":{  

                      "endpoint":{  

                         "url":true,

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"HTTP endpoint external monitoring messages will be sent to. The format

 of the endpoint is: http[s]://host:port[/uri]",

                         "title":"Endpoint"

                      },

                      "name":{  

                         "type":"string",

                         "description":"Name to uniquely identify external monitor configuration item.",

                         "title":"Name"

                      },

                      "push-interval":{  

                         "minimum":5,

                         "format":"int64",

                         "type":"integer",

                         "description":"Configures how often (in seconds) timer triggered events are sent.

 Must be greater than 5 seconds. Supported by events (multiwrite, stats, cache)",

                         "title":"Push Interval (Secs)"

                      },

                      "monitor-events":{  

                         "description":"List of events that will be monitored.",

                         "title":"Monitor Events",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  
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                            "enum":[  

                               "alarm-log-all",

                               "alarm-log-information",

                               "alarm-log-critical",

                               "alarm-log-caution",

                               "update-log",

                               "query-log",

                               "auth-failures",

                               "account-susp",

                               "op-error",

                               "mw-error",

                               "multiwrite",

                               "cache",

                               "stats",

                               "dsastats"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"

                      },

                      "credentials":{  

                         "properties":{  

                            "username":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth username used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Username"

                            },

                            "password":{  

                               "type":"string",

                               "description":"HTTP Basic Auth password used to connect to the endpoint.",

                               "title":"Password"

                            }

                         },

                         "required":[  

                            "username",

                            "password"

                         ],

                         "type":"object",

                         "description":"Optional credentials used in the HTTP Authorization header.",

                         "title":"Credentials"

                      },

                      "options":{  

                         "description":"Choose desired options.",

                         "title":"Options",

                         "minItems":1,

                         "items":{  

                            "enum":[  

                               "no-http-header",

                               "message-dates-gmt"

                            ]

                         },

                         "uniqueItems":true,

                         "type":"array"
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                      }

                   }

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.",

                "title":"Wait For Multiwrite"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log

 reduces performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging

 performs much better (at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after

 an abnormal termination or power failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log Flush"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Isolate a multiwrite group so that all DSAs in the group can be stopped.",

                "title":"Isolate Multiwrite Group"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Disables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on

 writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).",

                "title":"Disable Transaction Log"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.",

                "title":"Allow Binds"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf User Containers"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",
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                "description":"Enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes

 with distinguishedName syntax.",

                "title":"DN Substring Match"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing

 method.",

                "title":"Cache Search Bias"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Authentication"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the

 DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.",

                "title":"Dereference Alias On Bind"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename

 event occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the

 request for that change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).",

                "title":"Trap On Update Verbose"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Ignore single value schema checking.",

                "title":"Ignore Single Value Check"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related

 schema.",

                "title":"Transparent Routing"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind

 refusal.",

                "title":"Hold LDAP Connections"

             },
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             "persistent-search":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent

 searches are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.",

                "title":"Persistent Search"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables static roles",

                "title":"Use Roles"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "default":"ssha-512",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "oem-hash",

                   "oem-encrypt",

                   "sha-1",

                   "md5",

                   "ssha-1",

                   "smd5",

                   "crypt",

                   "sha-512",

                   "ssha-512",

                   "pbkdf2"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.",

                "title":"Password Storage"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "title":"MemberOf Group Containers"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.",

                "title":"Trust SASL Proxy"

             },
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             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not

 specify these while adding an entry.",

                "title":"Add ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaSettingsMetadata"

             },

             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to authenticate to this

 DSA.",

                "title":"Allow Native Prefix Reauthentication"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "description":"Configures the number of outbound links from a router DSA to each subordinate

 DSA.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":1,

                "title":"DSP Link Count",

                "maximum":100,

                "minimum":0,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "clear-password",

                   "ssl-auth"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "title":"Minimum Authentication"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or

 searches with no filter.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.",
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                "title":"Modify On Add"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "title":"TCP Keep Alive"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows a bind to skip server authentication.",

                "title":"SSL Auth Bypass Entry Check"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Allows all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.",

                "title":"Limit Search Exceptions Browse"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA

 Directory DSA with SiteMinder.",

                "title":"Concurrent Bind User"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system

 writes a message containing the IP address and username to the trace log.",

                "title":"DXconsole Connect Alert"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multi Write Serial"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing

 them on the thread that handles each request.",

                "title":"DXgrid Queue"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "default":false,
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                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server. This is

 necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder",

                "title":"Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "description":"Specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates.",

                "title":"Write Precedence",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Prune ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "dn":true,

                "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Specifies the DN where the roles are defined.",

                "title":"Role Subtree"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Configures the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the

 message unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.",

                "title":"Disable Client Binds"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "description":"Mechanism for preventing entries that are critical to applications from being

 renamed or removed even if user has super-user access.",

                "title":"Critical Entries",

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"If enabled returns diagnostic information to client on bind refusal.",

                "title":"Route Non-Compliant LDAP Error Codes"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  
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                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Multicasting"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "dn":true,

                   "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)",

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and

 password.",

                "title":"DXconsole Users"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries.",

                "title":"Alias Integrity"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds EntryDN operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add EntryDN"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "default":8,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request

 arrives and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA

 fulfills this request.",

                "title":"User Threads"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Adds entryUUID operational attribute to entries.",

                "title":"Add entryUUID"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. ",

                "title":"Store Operational Attributes"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Always Chain Down"
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             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Return ObjectClass Parents"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.",

                "title":"Force Encrypt Anonymous"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "description":"Gracefully stops DSA when it can no longer accept updates because it cannot

 synchronize the database and/or cannot write to the transaction file.",

                "title":"Stop DSA On Disk Error",

                "default":"none",

                "enum":[  

                   "none",

                   "all",

                   "write-tx-err",

                   "sync-db-err"

                ],

                "type":"string"

             }

          }

       },

       "DSA":{  

          "required":[  

             "name",

             "config"

          ],

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "enum":[  

                   "started",

                   "stopped",

                   "recoverable",

                   "inconsistent",

                   "unknown"

                ],

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA status."

             },

             "config":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaConfig"

             },

             "name":{  

                "readOnly":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

             }
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          }

       },

       "dsaMetadata":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "explicitlyDefined":{  

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Is the setting explicitly defined in the configuration file.",

                "title":"Explicitly Defined"

             },

             "comments":{  

                "minItems":1,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaKnowledgeMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "disp-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "osi-psap":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "load-share-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "link-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "bind-address":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "auth-levels":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "native-prefix":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "console-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ldap-dsa-password":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-ssl":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "interface":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "snmp-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-flags":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "remote-console-port":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsa-name":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaServer":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "cache-index-all-except":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will not be indexed.",
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                "title":"Cache Non-indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-index":{  

                "description":"Defines which attributes will be indexed.",

                "title":"Cache Indexed Attributes",

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "default":[  

 

                ],

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array"

             },

             "cache-no-scan":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Cache No Scan"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Location"

             },

             "use-rdn-index":{  

                "default":false,

                "type":"boolean",

                "title":"Use RDN Index"

             },

             "dxgrid-backup-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the backup location of the datastore.",

                "title":"Data Store Backup Location"

             },

             "dxgrid-db-size":{  

                "default":500,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the size of the datastore.",
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                "title":"Data Store Size (MB)"

             },

             "multi-write-disp-recovery":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enable multiwrite with DISP recovery.",

                "title":"Multiwrite With DISP Recovery"

             },

             "dxgrid-tx-location":{  

                "default":"data",

                "path":true,

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Defines the location of the transaction file.",

                "title":"Transaction File Location"

             },

             "lookup-cache":{  

                "default":true,

                "type":"boolean",

                "description":"Enables the use of a memory-mapped file.",

                "title":"Lookup Cache"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaServerMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaSettingsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "pull-replication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "busy-for-referral":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-anon":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-name-bindings":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "external-monitor":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "wait-for-multiwrite":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log-flush":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "isolate-multi-write-group":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-transaction-log":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "allow-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-user-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dn-substring-match":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "force-encrypt-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "always-chain-down":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dereference-alias-on-bind":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dsp-link-count":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-threads":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "transparent-routing":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "hold-ldap-connections":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "memberof-group-containers":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "use-roles":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-storage":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "stop-dsa-on-disk-error":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "allow-native-prefix-reauthentication":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trap-on-update-verbose":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "min-auth":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "trust-sasl-proxy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "modify-on-add":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "tcp-keep-alive":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "limit-search-exceptions-browse":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "concurrent-bind-user":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-connect-alert":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-serial":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxgrid-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "persistent-search":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "write-precedence":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "prune-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "role-subtree":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "disable-client-binds":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "critical-entries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-casting":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "dxconsole-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "alias-integrity":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entrydn":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "ignore-single-value-check":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "add-entryuuid":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "op-attrs":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "rename-check-oc":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "return-oc-parents":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cache-search-bias":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "mimic-netscape-for-siteminder":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaMultiPasswordPoliciesMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "password-max-suspension":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-numeric":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-grace-logins":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },
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             "password-enforce-quality-on-reset":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-username-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-alpha-num":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-uppercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "target-password-policy":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-retries":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-max-substring-repetition":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-age-warning-period":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-lowercase":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-history":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-min-length-repeated-substring":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-last-use":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "password-non-alpha":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"
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             },

             "password-age":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimits":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "default":60,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a

 multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Retry Time (Secs)"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "default":3600,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.",

                "title":"User Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "default":20000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer

 DSA.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Queue Size"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups.",

                "title":"Multiwrite Group Credit"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use

 this command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.",

                "title":"Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each

 attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.",
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                "title":"Max Cache Index Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.",

                "title":"Max Bind Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "default":10000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.",

                "title":"Max Operation Size (Entries)"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "default":255,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the

 number of users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.",

                "title":"Max Users"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "description":"Configures maximum allowable missing CPU Seconds before CPU Starvation alarm is

 logged.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":5,

                "title":"CPU Starvation Threshold (Secs)",

                "maximum":60,

                "minimum":-1,

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "default":1000000,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is

 exhausted.",

                "title":"Credits"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "default":10,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the number of multiwrite operations that will be sent before waiting for a

 reply.",

                "title":"Multi Write Outstanding Ops"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "default":600,

                "format":"int64",
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                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.",

                "title":"Max Operation Time (Secs)"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  

                "default":0,

                "format":"int64",

                "type":"integer",

                "description":"Sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA.

 The default value is 0, meaning unlimited.",

                "title":"Max PDU Size (Bytes)"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "description":"Specifies the maximum number of concurrent persistent searches.",

                "format":"int64",

                "default":10,

                "title":"Max Persistent Searches",

                "type":"integer"

             },

             "metadata":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaLimitsMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "TrustedCA":{  

          "type":"object",

          "properties":{  

             "status":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Status of the certificate"

             },

             "certificate":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"The number of the Trusted CA in the list. This is used to remove Trusted CAs."

             },

             "notBefore":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Valid after this date."

             },

             "notAfter":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Expiration date."

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Trusted CA certificate version."

             },

             "serialNum":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Serial Number of the Trusted CA."

             },

             "subject":{  

                "type":"string",
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                "description":"Subject of the certificate."

             },

             "issuer":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Issuer of the Trusted CA"

             }

          }

       },

       "dsaLimitsMetadata":{  

          "properties":{  

             "multi-write-retry-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "user-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-queue":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-group-credit":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-dsp-idle-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-cache-index-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-bind-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-size":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-users":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "cpu-starvation-threshold":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "credits":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "multi-write-outstanding-ops":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-op-time":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-persistent-searches":{  

                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             },

             "max-pdu-size":{  
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                "$ref":"#/definitions/dsaMetadata"

             }

          }

       },

       "OptionalAction":{  

          "type":"object",

          "description":"Provides information to programmatically consume an optional action.",

          "properties":{  

             "endpoint":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Endpoint URL associated with the action"

             },

             "description":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Description text"

             },

             "parameters":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"object"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Parameters supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "title":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Display text for the action"

             },

             "acceptTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Accept-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "summary":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Summary text"

             },

             "httpMethod":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"HTTP Method used to invoke this action"

             },

             "contentTypes":{  

                "items":{  

                   "type":"string"

                },

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Content-Types supported by the endpoint"

             },

             "action":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Unique action identifier"

             }
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          }

       },

       "DxserverInfo":{  

          "properties":{  

             "name":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"Name of the software"

             },

             "dxserverActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"Server wide optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "dsaActions":{  

                "minItems":0,

                "items":{  

                   "$ref":"#/definitions/OptionalAction"

                },

                "uniqueItems":true,

                "type":"array",

                "description":"DSA specific optional actions supported in this version of Dxserver"

             },

             "version":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version and build information"

             },

             "normalizedVersion":{  

                "type":"string",

                "description":"CA Directory version normalized to MAJOR.MINOR.SERVICEPACK format"

             },

             "dsaSchema":{  

                "type":"object",

                "description":"JSON Schema definition of DSA configuration"

             }

          }

       },

      "ErrorMessage":{

         "required":[

            "statusCode",

            "message"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "statusCode":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            }
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         }

      },

      "environment":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"Management UI Environment"

            },

            "config":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "pollingInterval"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "pollingInterval":{

                     "type":"integer",

                     "example":10

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "environmentName":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ManagementUI"

            }

         }

      },

      "DXAgent":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "port",

            "clientCertPem",

            "clientKeyPem",

            "caCertPem"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{
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               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "host":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"basketvm19"

            },

            "port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":9443

            },

            "clientCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "clientKeyPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "caCertPem":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "installationInfo":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "dsaJsonSchema":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "dsaActions":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dsaActions"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dsaActions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "action"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "httpMethod":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"POST"

                     },

                     "parameters":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{
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                           "type":"object",

                           "required":[

                              "name"

                           ],

                           "properties":{

                              "name":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"dsaname"

                              },

                              "description":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"Name of DSA to trigger online backup"

                              },

                              "type":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"string"

                              },

                              "required":{

                                 "type":"boolean",

                                 "example":true

                              },

                              "in":{

                                 "type":"string",

                                 "example":"path"

                              }

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "action":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"trigger_online_backup"

                     },

                     "endpoint":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"/dsas/{dsaname}/onlinebackups"

                     },

                     "title":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Online Backup"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Instructs the DSA to perform an online backup. ..."

                     },

                     "summary":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "example":"Creates an online backup"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },
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      "dsaStatus":{

         "required":[

            "action"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "action":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "start",

                  "stop",

                  "forcestart",

                  "forcestop",

                  "init"

               ],

               "description":"Used to perform an action on a DSA's status"

            }

         }

      },

      "uploadResponse":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "message":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "filename":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "ldif":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "fileType",

            "ldifname",

            "verifyChecksum"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "fileType":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"fromLdif"

            },

            "ldifname":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore_100k.ldif"

            },

            "verifyChecksum":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "example":true

            }

         }

      },

      "ldifResponse":{

         "type":"object",
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         "properties":{

            "filePaddingKB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1401

            },

            "entriesLoaded":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            },

            "datasizeMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":72

            },

            "averageEntriesMB":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":1388

            },

            "entriesRead":{

               "type":"integer",

               "example":100005

            }

         }

      },

      "DsaFile":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "type":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "online",

                  "offline"

               ],

               "example":"offline"

            },

            "compression":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"gzip"

            },

            "format":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"ldif"

            },

            "tempFileName":{

               "type":"string",

               "example":"userstore.offline.ldif.gzip"

            }

         }

      },

      "UnmanagedDSA":{

         "required":[

            "name",

            "config",

            "unmanagedDsaType",
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            "globalKnowledge"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"DSA name (create-only)"

            },

            "config":{

               "$ref":"#/definitions/unmanagedDsaConfig"

            },

            "unmanagedDsaType":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unmanaged DSA type."

            },

            "globalKnowledge":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "default":false

            }

         }

      },

      "unmanagedDsaConfig":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "prefix",

            "dsa-name",

            "interface"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "title":"Name"

            },

            "dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.",

               "title":"DSA Password",

               "trust-flags":{

                  "type":"array",

                  "uniqueItems":true,

                  "minItems":1,

                  "title":"Trust Flags",

                  "description":"Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA.",

                  "items":{

                     "enum":[

                        "allow-check-password",

                        "trust-conveyed-originator",

                        "allow-upgrading",

                        "allow-downgrading",

                        "no-server-credentials",

                        "trust-dsa-triggered-operations"

                     ]

                  }
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               }

            },

            "dsa-name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies the name of the DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "dsp-idle-time":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be

 idle before it is disconnected.",

               "default":600,

               "title":"DSP Idle Time",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this

 DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "bind-address":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the

 configured address to the outbound socket when connecting to another DSA.",

               "title":"Bind Address"

            },

            "remote-console-ssl":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"(CA only) Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.",

               "default":false,

               "title":"Remote Console SSL"

            },

            "load-share-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what load share group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Load Share Group"

            },

            "dsa-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"DSA Flags",

               "description":"Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "multi-write-async",

                     "multi-write",

                     "shadow",
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                     "read-only",

                     "relay",

                     "load-share",

                     "no-routing-ac",

                     "limit-search",

                     "limit-search-exact",

                     "no-list",

                     "no-service-while-recovering",

                     "multi-write-group-hub"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "remote-console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer

 on this port. When this is not specified, there is no remote console for the DSA.",

               "title":"Remote Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "disp-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is

 disabled.",

               "default":"DISP",

               "enum":[

                  "DISP"

               ],

               "title":"DISP PSAP"

            },

            "snmp-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the SNMP port.",

               "title":"SNMP Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "credits":{

               "default":1000000,

               "title":"Credits",

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of

 credits is exhausted.",

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.",

               "title":"LDAP DSA Password"

            },

            "ldap-dsa-name":{
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               "type":"string",

               "description":"(dxlink only) Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"LDAP DSA Name",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$)"

            },

            "multi-write-attrs":{

               "description":"Defines which attributes will be replicated.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Attributes",

               "minItems":0,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "type":"array"

            },

            "multi-write-ignore-attrs":{

               "type":"array",

               "minItems":0,

               "description":"Defines which attributes will not be replicated.",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "title":"Multiwrite Ignore Attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "auth-levels":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Authentication Levels",

               "description":"Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May

 include anonymous, clear-password, and ssl-auth.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "anonymous",

                     "clear-password",

                     "ssl-auth"

                  ]

               },

               "default":[

                  "anonymous",

                  "clear-password"

               ]

            },

            "native-prefix":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries.

 This is generally only used with LDAP servers.",

               "dn":true,

               "title":"Native Prefix",

               "pattern":"(.+=.+|^$"

            },
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            "osi-psap":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.",

               "title":"OSI PSAP"

            },

            "interface":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of network interfaces.",

               "title":"Interface(s)",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "family",

                     "address",

                     "port"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "family":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Family",

                        "description":"the protocal for the interface",

                        "enum":[

                           "ipv4",

                           "ipv6",

                           "tcp"

                        ]

                     },

                     "port":{

                        "type":"integer",

                        "title":"Port",

                        "description":"Port for the interface",

                        "minimum":1,

                        "maximum":65535,

                        "format":"int64"

                     },

                     "address":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "title":"Address",

                        "description":"the network address for the interface.",

                        "minItems":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "link-flags":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "title":"Link Flags",

               "description":"Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA.",

               "items":{

                  "enum":[

                     "unavailable",
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                     "dsp-ldapv2",

                     "dsp-ldapv3",

                     "ssl-encryption",

                     "ssl-encryption-remote",

                     "dsp-ldap-proxy",

                     "nexor",

                     "ms-ad",

                     "siemens",

                     "rebind"

                  ]

               }

            },

            "multi-write-group":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies what multiwrite group the DSA is in.",

               "title":"Multiwrite Group"

            },

            "console-port":{

               "type":"integer",

               "description":"(CA only) Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console

 to accept connections from the local computer. If this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local

 console.",

               "title":"Console Port",

               "minimum":0,

               "maximum":65535,

               "format":"int64"

            },

            "console-password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"(CA only) The password required for connections from a remote computer. This

 password is transmitted in clear text.",

               "title":"Console Password"

            }

         }

      },

      "ScimInstance":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "enabled":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "resourceTypes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[
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                     "$ref"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "authentication":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "dsas":{

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "dsa",

                     "dxagent"

                  ],

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "dsa":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "dxagent":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "url":{

                        "type":"string"

                     },

                     "tlsOptions":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "cert":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "key":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "ca":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "secureProtocol":{

                              "type":"string"

                           },

                           "rejectUnauthorized":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                        ]
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                     }

                  }

               },

               "type":"array",

               "description":"Specifies the list of DSAs on dxagent."

            },

            "relationships":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "resourceTypeA":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     },

                     "resourceTypeB":{

                        "type":"object",

                        "properties":{

                           "resourceType":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":1

                           },

                           "scimAttribute":{
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                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapRelationshipAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "ldapDisplayAttribute":{

                              "type":"string",

                              "minLength":0

                           },

                           "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           },

                           "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                              "type":"boolean"

                           }

                        },

                        "required":[

                           "resourceType"

                        ]

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "enabled",

            "resourceTypes",

            "dsas"

         ]

      },

      "ScimResourceType":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "endpoint":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "schema":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1
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            },

            "schemaExtensions":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               }

            },

            "readOnly":{

               "type":"boolean"

            },

            "objectClassMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "structural"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "structural":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "auxiliary":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "schemaSourceDsa":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "dsaName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "hostName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":1

                  },

                  "bindDn":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "minLength":0

                  }

               },

               "required":[

                  "hostName",

                  "dsaName"

               ]

            },
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            "defaultParentDN":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "namingAttribute":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributeMappings":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "scimAttribute",

                     "scimAttributeType"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "scimAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "scimAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "ldapAttribute":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeType":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "scimAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "ldapAttributeMultivalued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "minLength":0

                     },

                     "converterName":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":0

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "name",

            "endpoint",
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            "description",

            "schema",

            "readOnly",

            "objectClassMappings",

            "defaultParentDN",

            "namingAttribute",

            "attributeMappings"

         ]

      },

      "ScimSchema":{

         "$schema":"http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",

         "description":"",

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "description":{

               "type":"string",

               "minLength":1

            },

            "attributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "uniqueItems":true,

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "type",

                     "multiValued",

                     "description",

                     "required",

                     "mutability",

                     "returned"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "referenceTypes":{

                        "type":"array",

                        "items":{

                           "required":[
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                           ],

                           "properties":{

                           }

                        }

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "description":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "required":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "caseExact":{

                        "type":"boolean"

                     },

                     "mutability":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "returned":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     },

                     "uniqueness":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "minLength":1

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "required":[

            "id",

            "name",

            "description",

            "attributes"

         ]

      },

      "AlarmSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",
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                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "alarm"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "alarm":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring alarm message",

                     "required":[

                        "id",

                        "type",

                        "message"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "id":{

                           "type":"string"

                        },

                        "type":{

                           "type":"string",

                           "enum":[

                              "critical",

                              "caution",

                              "information"

                           ]

                        },

                        "message":{

                           "type":"string"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "StatsSchema":{

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "dxserver-monitor"

         ],
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         "properties":{

            "dxserver-monitor":{

               "type":"object",

               "required":[

                  "host-name",

                  "dsa-name",

                  "time",

                  "message-id",

                  "stats"

               ],

               "properties":{

                  "host-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "dsa-name":{

                     "type":"string"

                  },

                  "message-id":{

                     "type":"integer"

                  },

                  "time":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "pattern":"^[0-9]{8}\\.[0-9]{6}\\.([0-9]{3}|[0-9]{3}Z)$"

                  },

                  "stats":{

                     "type":"object",

                     "description":"Contains DSA monitoring stats message",

                     "required":[

                        "anonymous-binds",

                        "simple-binds",

                        "strong-binds",

                        "bind-security-errors",

                        "total-operations",

                        "compare-entry-operations",

                        "add-entry-operations",

                        "remove-entry-operations",

                        "modify-entry-operations",

                        "rename-entry-operations",

                        "list-operations",

                        "search-operations",

                        "one-level-searches",

                        "whole-subtree-searches",

                        "security-errors",

                        "operation-errors"

                     ],

                     "properties":{

                        "anonymous-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "simple-binds":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "strong-binds":{
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                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "bind-security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "total-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "compare-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "add-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "remove-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "modify-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "rename-entry-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "list-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "search-operations":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "one-level-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "whole-subtree-searches":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "security-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        },

                        "operation-errors":{

                           "type":"integer"

                        }

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "ObjectClass":{

         "title":"Object Class",

         "type":"object",

         "required":[

            "name",

            "kind"
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         ],

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Object class name"

            },

            "kind":{

               "type":"string",

               "enum":[

                  "abstract",

                  "auxiliary",

                  "structural"

               ],

               "description":"Object class type"

            },

            "mustContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of mandatory attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",

                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            },

            "mayContain":{

               "type":"array",

               "description":"List of optional attributes",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "required":[

                     "name",
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                     "syntax",

                     "multiValued",

                     "isNaming"

                  ],

                  "properties":{

                     "name":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute name"

                     },

                     "syntax":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Attribute syntax"

                     },

                     "multiValued":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Is this a multi-valued attribute"

                     },

                     "isNaming":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"Can this be used as naming attribute"

                     }

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{

   },

   "tags":[

   ]

}

 

 

 

 

 

SCIM Server REST API
The information available in this section can be used as a reference to SCIM Server REST API swagger documentation,
which is only for learning and viewing API resources. To access the interactive swagger API, access the REST API link
from the CA Directory Management UI application.

 CA Directory includes the following SCIM Server Rest API's:
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• Service Provider API
• Me API
• User API
• Group API

The User and Group endpoint URL's are user defined, though these are common endpoint URL's for these resources.

 

 

Service Provider API
none

{

 

 

 "swagger": "2.0",

 "paths": {

  "/ServiceProviderConfig": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "JSON formatted structure that defines the SCIM specification features available in this SCIM

 service provider",

    "tags": [

     "Service Provider"

    ],

    "description": "JSON formatted structure that defines the SCIM specification features available in this

 SCIM service provider",

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "Service Provider Config",

      "schema": {

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/Schemas": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Retrieves information about resource schemas supported in this SCIM service provider",

    "tags": [

     "Service Provider"

    ],

    "description": "Retrieves information about resource schemas supported in this SCIM service provider",

    "responses": {

     "200": {
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      "description": "SCIM Schema",

      "schema": {

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/Schemas/{id}": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Retrieves information about a single resource schemas",

    "tags": [

     "Service Provider"

    ],

    "description": "Retrieves information about a single resource schemas",

    "parameters": [{

     "name": "id",

     "in": "path",

     "description": "ID of Schema",

     "required": true,

     "type": "string"

    }],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "SCIM Schema",

      "schema": {

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/ResourceTypes": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Used to discover types of resource available in this SCIM service provider",

    "tags": [

     "Service Provider"

    ],

    "description": "Used to discover types of resource available in this SCIM service provider",

    "responses": {

     "200": {
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      "description": "SCIM ResourceType",

      "schema": {

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "/ResourceTypes/{id}": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Retrieves information about a single resource type",

    "tags": [

     "Service Provider"

    ],

    "description": "Retrieves information about a single resource type",

    "parameters": [{

     "name": "id",

     "in": "path",

     "description": "ID of ResourceType",

     "required": true,

     "type": "string"

    }],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "SCIM ResourceType",

      "schema": {

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  }

 },

 "definitions": {

  "Error": {

   "required": [

    "status"

   ],

   "properties": {

    "status": {

     "type": "integer",
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     "format": "int32"

    },

    "scimType": {

     "type": "string"

    },

    "detail": {

     "type": "string"

    }

   }

  },

  "searchByPost": {

   "properties": {

    "attributes": {

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "description": "List of attributes to be returned"

    },

    "excludedAttributes": {

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "description": "List of attributes to be excluded"

    },

    "filter": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Filter string used to request a subset of resources"

    },

    "sortBy": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Specifies attribute used to sort the returned resources"

    },

    "sortOrder": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Order in which the sortBy parameter is applied"

    },

    "startIndex": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

    },

    "count": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Integer specifying the number of results per page"

    }

   }

  },

  "user": {
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   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "object",

     "properties": {

      "middleName": {

       "type": "string",

       "description": "The middle name(s) of the User (e.g., 'Jane' given the full name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen,

 III')."

      },

      "givenName": {

       "type": "string",

       "description": "The given name of the User, or first name in most Western languages (e.g., 'Barbara'

 given the full name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III')."

      },

      "familyName": {

       "type": "string",

       "description": "The family name of the User, or last name in most Western languages (e.g., 'Jensen'

 given the full name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III')."

      }

     },

     "description": "The components of the user's real name. Providers MAY return just the full name as a

 single string in the formatted sub-attribute, or they MAY return just the individual component attributes

 using the other sub-attributes, or they MAY return both.  If both variants are returned, they SHOULD

 be describing the same name, with the formatted name indicating how the component attributes should be

 combined."

    },

    "userName": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Unique identifier for the User, typically used by the user to directly authenticate to

 the service provider. Each User MUST include a non-empty userName value.  This identifier MUST be unique

 across the service provider's entire set of Users. REQUIRED."

    },

    "addresses": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "formatted": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The full mailing address, formatted for display or use with a mailing label.  This

 attribute MAY contain newlines."

       },

       "streetAddress": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The full street address component, which may include house number, street name, P.O.

 box, and multi-line extended street address information.  This attribute MAY contain newlines."

       },

       "locality": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The city or locality component."

       },

       "region": {
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        "type": "string",

        "description": "The state or region component."

       },

       "postalCode": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The zip code or postal code component."

       },

       "country": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The country name component."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work' or 'home'.",

        "enum": [

         "work",

         "home",

         "other"

        ]

       }

      },

      "description": "A physical mailing address for this User. Canonical type values of 'work', 'home', and

 'other'.  This attribute is a complex type with the following sub-attributes."

     }

    },

    "emails": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "Email addresses for the user.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the service

 provider, e.g., 'bjensen@example.com' instead of 'bjensen@EXAMPLE.COM'. Canonical type values of 'work',

 'home', and 'other'."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work' or 'home'.",

        "enum": [

         "work",

         "home",

         "other"

        ]

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",
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        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute, e.g., the preferred mailing address or primary email address.  The primary attribute value 'true'

 MUST appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "Email addresses for the user.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the service

 provider, e.g., 'bjensen@example.com' instead of 'bjensen@EXAMPLE.COM'. Canonical type values of 'work',

 'home', and 'other'."

     }

    },

    "nickName": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "The casual way to address the user in real life, e.g., 'Bob' or 'Bobby' instead

 of 'Robert'.  This attribute SHOULD NOT be used to represent a User's username (e.g., 'bjensen' or

 'mpepperidge')."

    },

    "displayName": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "The name of the User, suitable for display to end-users.  The name SHOULD be the full

 name of the User being described, if known."

    },

    "x509Certificates": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "format": "binary",

        "description": "The value of an X.509 certificate."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function.",

        "enum": [

        ]

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "A list of certificates issued to the User."

     }

    },

    "photos": {

     "type": "array",
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     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "URL of a photo of the User."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, i.e., 'photo' or 'thumbnail'.",

        "enum": [

         "photo",

         "thumbnail"

        ]

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute, e.g., the preferred photo or thumbnail.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more

 than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "URLs of photos of the User."

     }

    },

    "ims": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "Instant messaging address for the User."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'aim', 'gtalk', 'xmpp'.",

        "enum": [

         "aim",

         "gtalk",

         "icq",

         "xmpp",

         "msn",

         "skype",

         "qq",
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         "yahoo"

        ]

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute, e.g., the preferred messenger or primary messenger.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST

 appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "Instant messaging addresses for the User."

     }

    },

    "phoneNumbers": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "Phone number of the User."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work', 'home', 'mobile'.",

        "enum": [

         "work",

         "home",

         "mobile",

         "fax",

         "pager",

         "other"

        ]

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute, e.g., the preferred phone number or primary phone number.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST

 appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "Phone numbers for the User.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the service provider

 according to the format specified in RFC 3966, e.g., 'tel:+1-201-555-0123'. Canonical type values of 'work',

 'home', 'mobile', 'fax', 'pager', and 'other'."

     }

    },

    "entitlements": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {
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      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The value of an entitlement."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function."

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "A list of entitlements for the User that represent a thing the User has."

     }

    },

    "roles": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The value of a role."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function.",

        "enum": [

        ]

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "A list of roles for the User that collectively represent who the User is, e.g.,

 'Student', 'Faculty'."

     }

    },
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    "locale": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Used to indicate the User's default location for purposes of localizing items such as

 currency, date time format, or numerical representations."

    },

    "timezone": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "The User's time zone in the 'Olson' time zone database format, e.g., 'America/

Los_Angeles'."

    },

    "active": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "description": "A Boolean value indicating the User's administrative status."

    },

    "profileUrl": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "A fully qualified URL pointing to a page representing the User's online profile."

    },

    "title": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "The user's title, such as \"Vice President.\""

    },

    "preferredLanguage": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Indicates the User's preferred written or spoken language.  Generally used for selecting

 a localized user interface; e.g., 'en_US' specifies the language English and country US."

    },

    "password": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "The User's cleartext password.  This attribute is intended to be used as a means to

 specify an initial password when creating a new User or to reset an existing User's password.",

     "writeOnly": true

    },

    "id": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "A unique identifier for a SCIM resource as defined by the service provider.  Each

 representation of the resource MUST include a non-empty \"id\" value.  This identifier MUST be unique across

 the SCIM service provider's entire set of resources.  It MUST be a stable, non-reassignable identifier

 that does not change when the same resource is returned in subsequent requests.  The value of  the \"id\"

 attribute is always issued by the service provider and  MUST NOT be specified by the client.",

     "readOnly": true

    },

    "meta": {

     "type": "object",

     "properties": {

      "created": {

       "type": "string",

       "format": "date-time",

       "description": "The \"DateTime\" that the resource was added to the service provider.",

       "readOnly": true

      },

      "lastModified": {

       "type": "string",
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       "format": "date-time",

       "description": "The most recent DateTime that the details of this resource were updated at the service

 provider.",

       "readOnly": true

      }

     },

     "description": "A complex attribute containing resource metadata."

    },

    "groups": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The identifier of the User's group."

       },

       "$ref": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The URI of the corresponding 'Group' resource to which the user belongs."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       }

      },

      "description": "A list of groups to which the user belongs, either through direct membership, through

 nested groups, or dynamically calculated."

     }

    }

   },

   "title": "user",

   "description": "retrieving user data",

   "required": [

    "userName"

   ]

  },

  "userQueryResult": {

   "properties": {

    "totalResults": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Specifies total number of results matching client query"

    },

    "itemsPerPage": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Specifies the number of query results returned in a query response page"

    },

    "startIndex": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Integer specifying the index of the first query result"
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    },

    "schemas": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse",

    "Resources": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "$ref": "#/definitions/user"

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "group": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "displayName": {

     "type": "string"

    },

    "id": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "A unique identifier for a SCIM resource as defined by the service provider.  Each

 representation of the resource MUST include a non-empty \"id\" value.  This identifier MUST be unique across

 the SCIM service provider's entire set of resources.  It MUST be a stable, non-reassignable identifier

 that does not change when the same resource is returned in subsequent requests.  The value of  the \"id\"

 attribute is always issued by the service provider and  MUST NOT be specified by the client.",

     "readOnly": true

    },

    "meta": {

     "type": "object",

     "properties": {

      "created": {

       "type": "string",

       "format": "date-time",

       "description": "The \"DateTime\" that the resource was added to the service provider.",

       "readOnly": true

      },

      "lastModified": {

       "type": "string",

       "format": "date-time",

       "description": "The most recent DateTime that the details of this resource were updated at the service

 provider.",

       "readOnly": true

      }

     },

     "description": "A complex attribute containing resource metadata."

    },

    "members": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "Identifier of the member of this Group."

       },
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       "$ref": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The URI corresponding to a SCIM resource that is a member of this Group."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the type of resource, e.g., 'User' or 'Group'.",

        "enum": [

         "User",

         "Group"

        ]

       }

      },

      "description": "A list of members of the Group."

     }

    }

   },

   "title": "group",

   "description": "group information"

  },

  "groupQueryResult": {

   "properties": {

    "totalResults": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Specifies total number of results matching client query"

    },

    "itemsPerPage": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Specifies the number of query results returned in a query response page"

    },

    "startIndex": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

    },

    "schemas": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse",

    "Resources": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "$ref": "#/definitions/group"

     }

    }

   }

  }

 },

 "responses": {

 },

 "parameters": {

 },
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 "tags": [

 ],

 "basePath": "/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1/environments/linux1/scim-instances/scimInstance1/v2",

 "schemes": [

  "https"

 ],

 "host": "example.ca.com:XX00"

}

Me API
none

{

 "info": {

  "title": "SCIM Server v2.0 REST API",

  "version": "2.0"

   },

 "security": [{

  "basicAuth": []

 }],

 "produces": ["application/json"],

 "swagger": "2.0",

 "paths": {

  "/Me": {

   "get": {

    "summary": "Retrieves the resource used to authenticate",

    "tags": ["Me"],

    "description": "Retrieves the resource used to authenticate",

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "Auth Resource",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/user"

      }

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "delete": {

    "summary": "Deletes the resource used to authenticate",

    "tags": ["Me"],

    "description": "Deletes the authenticated user permenantly. <br><br> <b>Note</b>: This method should be

 used with great caution and only when user is definite that they want to remove themselves from the system.",

    "responses": {

     "204": {
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      "description": "user resource is deleted",

      "schema": {}

     },

     "404": {

      "description": "resource does not exist",

      "schema": {}

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

      }

     }

    }

   },

   "put": {

    "summary": "Updates the resource used to authenticate",

    "tags": ["Me"],

    "description": "Updates the resource used to authenticate",

    "parameters": [{

     "name": "body",

     "in": "body",

     "description": "JSON-formatted %s resource to replace",

     "required": true,

     "schema": {

      "$ref": "#/definitions/user"

     }

    }],

    "responses": {

     "200": {

      "description": "Auth Resource",

      "schema": {}

     },

     "default": {

      "description": "Error",

      "schema": {

       "$ref": "#/definitions/Error"

      }

     }

    }

   }

  }

 },

 "definitions": {

  "Error": {

   "required": ["status"],

   "properties": {

    "status": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int32"

    },

    "scimType": {

     "type": "string"
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    },

    "detail": {

     "type": "string"

    }

   }

  },

  "searchByPost": {

   "properties": {

    "attributes": {

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "description": "List of attributes to be returned"

    },

    "excludedAttributes": {

     "type": "array",

     "minItems": 1,

     "items": {

      "type": "string"

     },

     "description": "List of attributes to be excluded"

    },

    "filter": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Filter string used to request a subset of resources"

    },

    "sortBy": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Specifies attribute used to sort the returned resources"

    },

    "sortOrder": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Order in which the sortBy parameter is applied"

    },

    "startIndex": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

    },

    "count": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Integer specifying the number of results per page"

    }

   }

  },

  "user": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "name": {

     "type": "object",
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     "properties": {

      "middleName": {

       "type": "string",

       "description": "The middle name(s) of the User (e.g., 'Jane' given the full name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen,

 III')."

      },

      "givenName": {

       "type": "string",

       "description": "The given name of the User, or first name in most Western languages (e.g., 'Barbara'

 given the full name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III')."

      },

      "familyName": {

       "type": "string",

       "description": "The family name of the User, or last name in most Western languages (e.g., 'Jensen'

 given the full name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III')."

      }

     },

     "description": "The components of the user's real name. Providers MAY return just the full name as a

 single string in the formatted sub-attribute, or they MAY return just the individual component attributes

 using the other sub-attributes, or they MAY return both.  If both variants are returned, they SHOULD

 be describing the same name, with the formatted name indicating how the component attributes should be

 combined."

    },

    "userName": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Unique identifier for the User, typically used by the user to directly authenticate to

 the service provider. Each User MUST include a non-empty userName value.  This identifier MUST be unique

 across the service provider's entire set of Users. REQUIRED."

    },

    "addresses": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "formatted": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The full mailing address, formatted for display or use with a mailing label.  This

 attribute MAY contain newlines."

       },

       "streetAddress": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The full street address component, which may include house number, street name, P.O.

 box, and multi-line extended street address information.  This attribute MAY contain newlines."

       },

       "locality": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The city or locality component."

       },

       "region": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The state or region component."

       },

       "postalCode": {
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        "type": "string",

        "description": "The zip code or postal code component."

       },

       "country": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The country name component."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work' or 'home'.",

        "enum": ["work", "home", "other"]

       }

      },

      "description": "A physical mailing address for this User. Canonical type values of 'work', 'home', and

 'other'.  This attribute is a complex type with the following sub-attributes."

     }

    },

    "emails": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "Email addresses for the user.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the service

 provider, e.g., 'bjensen@example.com' instead of 'bjensen@EXAMPLE.COM'. Canonical type values of 'work',

 'home', and 'other'."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work' or 'home'.",

        "enum": ["work", "home", "other"]

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute, e.g., the preferred mailing address or primary email address.  The primary attribute value 'true'

 MUST appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "Email addresses for the user.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the service

 provider, e.g., 'bjensen@example.com' instead of 'bjensen@EXAMPLE.COM'. Canonical type values of 'work',

 'home', and 'other'."

     }

    },

    "nickName": {

     "type": "string",
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     "description": "The casual way to address the user in real life, e.g., 'Bob' or 'Bobby' instead

 of 'Robert'.  This attribute SHOULD NOT be used to represent a User's username (e.g., 'bjensen' or

 'mpepperidge')."

    },

    "displayName": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "The name of the User, suitable for display to end-users.  The name SHOULD be the full

 name of the User being described, if known."

    },

    "x509Certificates": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "format": "binary",

        "description": "The value of an X.509 certificate."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function.",

        "enum": []

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "A list of certificates issued to the User."

     }

    },

    "photos": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "URL of a photo of the User."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, i.e., 'photo' or 'thumbnail'.",
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        "enum": ["photo", "thumbnail"]

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute, e.g., the preferred photo or thumbnail.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more

 than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "URLs of photos of the User."

     }

    },

    "ims": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "Instant messaging address for the User."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'aim', 'gtalk', 'xmpp'.",

        "enum": ["aim", "gtalk", "icq", "xmpp", "msn", "skype", "qq", "yahoo"]

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute, e.g., the preferred messenger or primary messenger.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST

 appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "Instant messaging addresses for the User."

     }

    },

    "phoneNumbers": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "Phone number of the User."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },
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       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work', 'home', 'mobile'.",

        "enum": ["work", "home", "mobile", "fax", "pager", "other"]

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute, e.g., the preferred phone number or primary phone number.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST

 appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "Phone numbers for the User.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the service provider

 according to the format specified in RFC 3966, e.g., 'tel:+1-201-555-0123'. Canonical type values of 'work',

 'home', 'mobile', 'fax', 'pager', and 'other'."

     }

    },

    "entitlements": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The value of an entitlement."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function."

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "A list of entitlements for the User that represent a thing the User has."

     }

    },

    "roles": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The value of a role."

       },

       "display": {
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        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function.",

        "enum": []

       },

       "primary": {

        "type": "boolean",

        "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for this

 attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

       }

      },

      "description": "A list of roles for the User that collectively represent who the User is, e.g.,

 'Student', 'Faculty'."

     }

    },

    "locale": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Used to indicate the User's default location for purposes of localizing items such as

 currency, date time format, or numerical representations."

    },

    "timezone": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "The User's time zone in the 'Olson' time zone database format, e.g., 'America/

Los_Angeles'."

    },

    "active": {

     "type": "boolean",

     "description": "A Boolean value indicating the User's administrative status."

    },

    "profileUrl": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "A fully qualified URL pointing to a page representing the User's online profile."

    },

    "title": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "The user's title, such as \"Vice President.\""

    },

    "preferredLanguage": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "Indicates the User's preferred written or spoken language.  Generally used for selecting

 a localized user interface; e.g., 'en_US' specifies the language English and country US."

    },

    "password": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "The User's cleartext password.  This attribute is intended to be used as a means to

 specify an initial password when creating a new User or to reset an existing User's password.",

     "writeOnly": true

    },

    "id": {

     "type": "string",
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     "description": "A unique identifier for a SCIM resource as defined by the service provider.  Each

 representation of the resource MUST include a non-empty \"id\" value.  This identifier MUST be unique across

 the SCIM service provider's entire set of resources.  It MUST be a stable, non-reassignable identifier

 that does not change when the same resource is returned in subsequent requests.  The value of  the \"id\"

 attribute is always issued by the service provider and  MUST NOT be specified by the client.",

     "readOnly": true

    },

    "meta": {

     "type": "object",

     "properties": {

      "created": {

       "type": "string",

       "format": "date-time",

       "description": "The \"DateTime\" that the resource was added to the service provider.",

       "readOnly": true

      },

      "lastModified": {

       "type": "string",

       "format": "date-time",

       "description": "The most recent DateTime that the details of this resource were updated at the service

 provider.",

       "readOnly": true

      }

     },

     "description": "A complex attribute containing resource metadata."

    },

    "groups": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The identifier of the User's group."

       },

       "$ref": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The URI of the corresponding 'Group' resource to which the user belongs."

       },

       "display": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY."

       }

      },

      "description": "A list of groups to which the user belongs, either through direct membership, through

 nested groups, or dynamically calculated."

     }

    }

   },

   "title": "user",

   "description": "retrieving user data",

   "required": ["userName"]

  },
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  "userQueryResult": {

   "properties": {

    "totalResults": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Specifies total number of results matching client query"

    },

    "itemsPerPage": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Specifies the number of query results returned in a query response page"

    },

    "startIndex": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

    },

    "schemas": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse",

    "Resources": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "$ref": "#/definitions/user"

     }

    }

   }

  },

  "group": {

   "type": "object",

   "properties": {

    "displayName": {

     "type": "string"

    },

    "id": {

     "type": "string",

     "description": "A unique identifier for a SCIM resource as defined by the service provider.  Each

 representation of the resource MUST include a non-empty \"id\" value.  This identifier MUST be unique across

 the SCIM service provider's entire set of resources.  It MUST be a stable, non-reassignable identifier

 that does not change when the same resource is returned in subsequent requests.  The value of  the \"id\"

 attribute is always issued by the service provider and  MUST NOT be specified by the client.",

     "readOnly": true

    },

    "meta": {

     "type": "object",

     "properties": {

      "created": {

       "type": "string",

       "format": "date-time",

       "description": "The \"DateTime\" that the resource was added to the service provider.",

       "readOnly": true

      },

      "lastModified": {

       "type": "string",

       "format": "date-time",
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       "description": "The most recent DateTime that the details of this resource were updated at the service

 provider.",

       "readOnly": true

      }

     },

     "description": "A complex attribute containing resource metadata."

    },

    "members": {

     "type": "array",

     "items": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

       "value": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "Identifier of the member of this Group."

       },

       "$ref": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "The URI corresponding to a SCIM resource that is a member of this Group."

       },

       "type": {

        "type": "string",

        "description": "A label indicating the type of resource, e.g., 'User' or 'Group'.",

        "enum": ["User", "Group"]

       }

      },

      "description": "A list of members of the Group."

     }

    }

   },

   "title": "group",

   "description": "group information"

  },

  "groupQueryResult": {

   "properties": {

    "totalResults": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Specifies total number of results matching client query"

    },

    "itemsPerPage": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Specifies the number of query results returned in a query response page"

    },

    "startIndex": {

     "type": "integer",

     "format": "int64",

     "description": "Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

    },

    "schemas": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse",

    "Resources": {

     "type": "array",
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     "items": {

      "$ref": "#/definitions/group"

     }

    }

   }

  }

 },

 "responses": {},

 "parameters": {},

 "tags": [],

 "basePath": "/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1/environments/linux1/scim-instances/scimInstance1/v2",

 "schemes": ["https"],

 "host": "machine1.com:3100"

}

 

 

 

User API
none

{

   "produces":[

      "application/json"

   ],

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths":{

      "/users":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets all user resources",

            "tags":[

               "user"

            ],

            "description":"Gets all user resources",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"attributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of attributes to be returned",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"excludedAttributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of attributes to be excluded",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {
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                  "name":"filter",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Filter string used to request a subset of resources",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"sortBy",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Specifies attribute used to sort the returned resources",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"sortOrder",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Order in which the sortBy parameter is applied",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string",

                  "enum":[

                     "ascending",

                     "descending"

                  ]

               },

               {

                  "name":"startIndex",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Integer specifying the index of the first query result",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"count",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Integer specifying the number of results per page",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of user resources",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/userQueryResult"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               }

            }
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         },

         "post":{

            "summary":"Creates a user resource",

            "tags":[

               "user"

            ],

            "description":"Creates a user resource",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted user resource to create",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/user"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"user resource created",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/user"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/users/{id}":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets a user resource",

            "tags":[

               "user"

            ],

            "description":"Gets a user resource",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"id",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"ID of user resource",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"attributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of attributes to be returned",
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                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"excludedAttributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of attributes to be excluded",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"user resource",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/user"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"%s resource does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "put":{

            "summary":"Replaces a user resource",

            "tags":[

               "user"

            ],

            "description":"Replaces a user resource",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"id",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"ID of user resource",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted user resource to replace",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/user"
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                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"user resource replaced",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/user"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"%s resource does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "delete":{

            "summary":"Deletes a user resource",

            "tags":[

               "user"

            ],

            "description":"Deletes a user resource",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"id",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"ID of user resource",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"user resource is deleted"

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"%s resource does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"
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                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/users/.search":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Query user resources",

            "tags":[

               "user"

            ],

            "description":"Query user resources",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted query parameters",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/searchByPost"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of user resources",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/userQueryResult"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

      "Error":{

         "required":[

            "status"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "status":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "scimType":{

               "type":"string"

            },
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            "detail":{

               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "searchByPost":{

         "properties":{

            "attributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "description":"List of attributes to be returned"

            },

            "excludedAttributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "description":"List of attributes to be excluded"

            },

            "filter":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Filter string used to request a subset of resources"

            },

            "sortBy":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies attribute used to sort the returned resources"

            },

            "sortOrder":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Order in which the sortBy parameter is applied"

            },

            "startIndex":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

            },

            "count":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Integer specifying the number of results per page"

            }

         }

      },

      "user":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{
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                  "middleName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "description":"The middle name(s) of the User (e.g., 'Jane' given the full name 'Ms.

 Barbara J Jensen, III')."

                  },

                  "givenName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "description":"The given name of the User, or first name in most Western languages (e.g.,

 'Barbara' given the full name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III')."

                  },

                  "familyName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "description":"The family name of the User, or last name in most Western languages (e.g.,

 'Jensen' given the full name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III')."

                  }

               },

               "description":"The components of the user's real name. Providers MAY return just the full

 name as a single string in the formatted sub-attribute, or they MAY return just the individual component

 attributes using the other sub-attributes, or they MAY return both.  If both variants are returned, they

 SHOULD be describing the same name, with the formatted name indicating how the component attributes should be

 combined."

            },

            "userName":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unique identifier for the User, typically used by the user to directly

 authenticate to the service provider. Each User MUST include a non-empty userName value.  This identifier

 MUST be unique across the service provider's entire set of Users. REQUIRED."

            },

            "addresses":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "formatted":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The full mailing address, formatted for display or use with a mailing

 label.  This attribute MAY contain newlines."

                     },

                     "streetAddress":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The full street address component, which may include house number,

 street name, P.O. box, and multi-line extended street address information.  This attribute MAY contain

 newlines."

                     },

                     "locality":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The city or locality component."

                     },

                     "region":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The state or region component."

                     },

                     "postalCode":{
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                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The zip code or postal code component."

                     },

                     "country":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The country name component."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work' or 'home'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "work",

                           "home",

                           "other"

                        ]

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"A physical mailing address for this User. Canonical type values of 'work',

 'home', and 'other'.  This attribute is a complex type with the following sub-attributes."

               }

            },

            "emails":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Email addresses for the user.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by

 the service provider, e.g., 'bjensen@example.com' instead of 'bjensen@EXAMPLE.COM'. Canonical type values of

 'work', 'home', and 'other'."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work' or 'home'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "work",

                           "home",

                           "other"

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute, e.g., the preferred mailing address or primary email address.  The primary attribute

 value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },
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                  "description":"Email addresses for the user.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the

 service provider, e.g., 'bjensen@example.com' instead of 'bjensen@EXAMPLE.COM'. Canonical type values of

 'work', 'home', and 'other'."

               }

            },

            "nickName":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"The casual way to address the user in real life, e.g., 'Bob' or 'Bobby'

 instead of 'Robert'.  This attribute SHOULD NOT be used to represent a User's username (e.g., 'bjensen' or

 'mpepperidge')."

            },

            "displayName":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"The name of the User, suitable for display to end-users.  The name SHOULD be the

 full name of the User being described, if known."

            },

            "x509Certificates":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "format":"binary",

                        "description":"The value of an X.509 certificate."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function.",

                        "enum":[

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"A list of certificates issued to the User."

               }

            },

            "photos":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{
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                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"URL of a photo of the User."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function, i.e., 'photo' or

 'thumbnail'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "photo",

                           "thumbnail"

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute, e.g., the preferred photo or thumbnail.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear

 no more than once."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"URLs of photos of the User."

               }

            },

            "ims":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Instant messaging address for the User."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'aim', 'gtalk',

 'xmpp'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "aim",

                           "gtalk",

                           "icq",

                           "xmpp",

                           "msn",

                           "skype",

                           "qq",
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                           "yahoo"

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute, e.g., the preferred messenger or primary messenger.  The primary attribute value 'true'

 MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"Instant messaging addresses for the User."

               }

            },

            "phoneNumbers":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Phone number of the User."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work', 'home',

 'mobile'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "work",

                           "home",

                           "mobile",

                           "fax",

                           "pager",

                           "other"

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute, e.g., the preferred phone number or primary phone number.  The primary attribute value

 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"Phone numbers for the User.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the service

 provider according to the format specified in RFC 3966, e.g., 'tel:+1-201-555-0123'. Canonical type values of

 'work', 'home', 'mobile', 'fax', 'pager', and 'other'."

               }

            },

            "entitlements":{
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               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The value of an entitlement."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function."

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"A list of entitlements for the User that represent a thing the User has."

               }

            },

            "roles":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The value of a role."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function.",

                        "enum":[

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },
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                  "description":"A list of roles for the User that collectively represent who the User is,

 e.g., 'Student', 'Faculty'."

               }

            },

            "locale":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Used to indicate the User's default location for purposes of localizing items

 such as currency, date time format, or numerical representations."

            },

            "timezone":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"The User's time zone in the 'Olson' time zone database format, e.g., 'America/

Los_Angeles'."

            },

            "active":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"A Boolean value indicating the User's administrative status."

            },

            "profileUrl":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"A fully qualified URL pointing to a page representing the User's online

 profile."

            },

            "title":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"The user's title, such as \"Vice President.\""

            },

            "preferredLanguage":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Indicates the User's preferred written or spoken language.  Generally used for

 selecting a localized user interface; e.g., 'en_US' specifies the language English and country US."

            },

            "password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"The User's cleartext password.  This attribute is intended to be used as a means

 to specify an initial password when creating a new User or to reset an existing User's password.",

               "writeOnly":true

            },

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"A unique identifier for a SCIM resource as defined by the service provider. 

 Each representation of the resource MUST include a non-empty \"id\" value.  This identifier MUST be unique

 across the SCIM service provider's entire set of resources.  It MUST be a stable, non-reassignable identifier

 that does not change when the same resource is returned in subsequent requests.  The value of  the \"id\"

 attribute is always issued by the service provider and  MUST NOT be specified by the client.",

               "readOnly":true

            },

            "meta":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "created":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "format":"date-time",
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                     "description":"The \"DateTime\" that the resource was added to the service provider.",

                     "readOnly":true

                  },

                  "lastModified":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "format":"date-time",

                     "description":"The most recent DateTime that the details of this resource were updated at

 the service provider.",

                     "readOnly":true

                  }

               },

               "description":"A complex attribute containing resource metadata."

            },

            "groups":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The identifier of the User's group."

                     },

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The URI of the corresponding 'Group' resource to which the user

 belongs."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"A list of groups to which the user belongs, either through direct membership,

 through nested groups, or dynamically calculated."

               }

            }

         },

         "title":"user",

         "description":"retrieving user data",

         "required":[

            "userName"

         ]

      },

      "userQueryResult":{

         "properties":{

            "totalResults":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Specifies total number of results matching client query"

            },

            "itemsPerPage":{

               "type":"integer",
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               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Specifies the number of query results returned in a query response page"

            },

            "startIndex":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

            },

            "schemas":"urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse",

            "Resources":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "$ref":"#/definitions/user"

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "group":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "displayName":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"A unique identifier for a SCIM resource as defined by the service provider. 

 Each representation of the resource MUST include a non-empty \"id\" value.  This identifier MUST be unique

 across the SCIM service provider's entire set of resources.  It MUST be a stable, non-reassignable identifier

 that does not change when the same resource is returned in subsequent requests.  The value of  the \"id\"

 attribute is always issued by the service provider and  MUST NOT be specified by the client.",

               "readOnly":true

            },

            "meta":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "created":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "format":"date-time",

                     "description":"The \"DateTime\" that the resource was added to the service provider.",

                     "readOnly":true

                  },

                  "lastModified":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "format":"date-time",

                     "description":"The most recent DateTime that the details of this resource were updated at

 the service provider.",

                     "readOnly":true

                  }

               },

               "description":"A complex attribute containing resource metadata."

            },

            "members":{

               "type":"array",
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               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Identifier of the member of this Group."

                     },

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The URI corresponding to a SCIM resource that is a member of this

 Group."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the type of resource, e.g., 'User' or 'Group'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "User",

                           "Group"

                        ]

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"A list of members of the Group."

               }

            }

         },

         "title":"group",

         "description":"group information"

      },

      "groupQueryResult":{

         "properties":{

            "totalResults":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Specifies total number of results matching client query"

            },

            "itemsPerPage":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Specifies the number of query results returned in a query response page"

            },

            "startIndex":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

            },

            "schemas":"urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse",

            "Resources":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "$ref":"#/definitions/group"

               }

            }

         }
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      }

   },

   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{

   },

   

   "tags":[

   ],

   "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1/environments/linux1/scim-instances/scimInstance1/v2",

   "schemes":[

      "https"

   ]

}

 

 

Group API
none

{

   

   "swagger":"2.0",

   "paths":{

      "/groups":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets all group resources",

            "tags":[

               "group"

            ],

            "description":"Gets all group resources",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"attributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of attributes to be returned",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"excludedAttributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of attributes to be excluded",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"filter",
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                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Filter string used to request a subset of resources",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"sortBy",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Specifies attribute used to sort the returned resources",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"sortOrder",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Order in which the sortBy parameter is applied",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string",

                  "enum":[

                     "ascending",

                     "descending"

                  ]

               },

               {

                  "name":"startIndex",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Integer specifying the index of the first query result",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"count",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Integer specifying the number of results per page",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of group resources",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/groupQueryResult"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               }

            }

         },
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         "post":{

            "summary":"Creates a group resource",

            "tags":[

               "group"

            ],

            "description":"Creates a group resource",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted group resource to create",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/group"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "201":{

                  "description":"group resource created",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/group"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/groups/{id}":{

         "get":{

            "summary":"Gets a group resource",

            "tags":[

               "group"

            ],

            "description":"Gets a group resource",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"id",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"ID of group resource",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"attributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of attributes to be returned",

                  "required":false,
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                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"excludedAttributes",

                  "in":"query",

                  "description":"Comma-separated list of attributes to be excluded",

                  "required":false,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"group resource",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/group"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"%s resource does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "put":{

            "summary":"Replaces a group resource",

            "tags":[

               "group"

            ],

            "description":"Replaces a group resource",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"id",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"ID of group resource",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               },

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted group resource to replace",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/group"

                  }
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               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"group resource replaced",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/group"

                  }

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"%s resource does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               }

            }

         },

         "delete":{

            "summary":"Deletes a group resource",

            "tags":[

               "group"

            ],

            "description":"Deletes a group resource",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"id",

                  "in":"path",

                  "description":"ID of group resource",

                  "required":true,

                  "type":"string"

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "204":{

                  "description":"group resource is deleted"

               },

               "404":{

                  "description":"%s resource does not exist",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }
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               }

            }

         }

      },

      "/groups/.search":{

         "post":{

            "summary":"Query group resources",

            "tags":[

               "group"

            ],

            "description":"Query group resources",

            "parameters":[

               {

                  "name":"body",

                  "in":"body",

                  "description":"JSON-formatted query parameters",

                  "required":true,

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/searchByPost"

                  }

               }

            ],

            "responses":{

               "200":{

                  "description":"An array of group resources",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/groupQueryResult"

                  }

               },

               "default":{

                  "description":"Error",

                  "schema":{

                     "$ref":"#/definitions/Error"

                  }

               }

            }

         }

      }

   },

   "definitions":{

      "Error":{

         "required":[

            "status"

         ],

         "properties":{

            "status":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int32"

            },

            "scimType":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "detail":{
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               "type":"string"

            }

         }

      },

      "searchByPost":{

         "properties":{

            "attributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "description":"List of attributes to be returned"

            },

            "excludedAttributes":{

               "type":"array",

               "minItems":1,

               "items":{

                  "type":"string"

               },

               "description":"List of attributes to be excluded"

            },

            "filter":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Filter string used to request a subset of resources"

            },

            "sortBy":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Specifies attribute used to sort the returned resources"

            },

            "sortOrder":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Order in which the sortBy parameter is applied"

            },

            "startIndex":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

            },

            "count":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Integer specifying the number of results per page"

            }

         }

      },

      "user":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "name":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "middleName":{
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                     "type":"string",

                     "description":"The middle name(s) of the User (e.g., 'Jane' given the full name 'Ms.

 Barbara J Jensen, III')."

                  },

                  "givenName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "description":"The given name of the User, or first name in most Western languages (e.g.,

 'Barbara' given the full name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III')."

                  },

                  "familyName":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "description":"The family name of the User, or last name in most Western languages (e.g.,

 'Jensen' given the full name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III')."

                  }

               },

               "description":"The components of the user's real name. Providers MAY return just the full

 name as a single string in the formatted sub-attribute, or they MAY return just the individual component

 attributes using the other sub-attributes, or they MAY return both.  If both variants are returned, they

 SHOULD be describing the same name, with the formatted name indicating how the component attributes should be

 combined."

            },

            "userName":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Unique identifier for the User, typically used by the user to directly

 authenticate to the service provider. Each User MUST include a non-empty userName value.  This identifier

 MUST be unique across the service provider's entire set of Users. REQUIRED."

            },

            "addresses":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "formatted":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The full mailing address, formatted for display or use with a mailing

 label.  This attribute MAY contain newlines."

                     },

                     "streetAddress":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The full street address component, which may include house number,

 street name, P.O. box, and multi-line extended street address information.  This attribute MAY contain

 newlines."

                     },

                     "locality":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The city or locality component."

                     },

                     "region":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The state or region component."

                     },

                     "postalCode":{

                        "type":"string",
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                        "description":"The zip code or postal code component."

                     },

                     "country":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The country name component."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work' or 'home'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "work",

                           "home",

                           "other"

                        ]

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"A physical mailing address for this User. Canonical type values of 'work',

 'home', and 'other'.  This attribute is a complex type with the following sub-attributes."

               }

            },

            "emails":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Email addresses for the user.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by

 the service provider, e.g., 'bjensen@example.com' instead of 'bjensen@EXAMPLE.COM'. Canonical type values of

 'work', 'home', and 'other'."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work' or 'home'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "work",

                           "home",

                           "other"

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute, e.g., the preferred mailing address or primary email address.  The primary attribute

 value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },
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                  "description":"Email addresses for the user.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the

 service provider, e.g., 'bjensen@example.com' instead of 'bjensen@EXAMPLE.COM'. Canonical type values of

 'work', 'home', and 'other'."

               }

            },

            "nickName":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"The casual way to address the user in real life, e.g., 'Bob' or 'Bobby'

 instead of 'Robert'.  This attribute SHOULD NOT be used to represent a User's username (e.g., 'bjensen' or

 'mpepperidge')."

            },

            "displayName":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"The name of the User, suitable for display to end-users.  The name SHOULD be the

 full name of the User being described, if known."

            },

            "x509Certificates":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "format":"binary",

                        "description":"The value of an X.509 certificate."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function.",

                        "enum":[

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"A list of certificates issued to the User."

               }

            },

            "photos":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{
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                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"URL of a photo of the User."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function, i.e., 'photo' or

 'thumbnail'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "photo",

                           "thumbnail"

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute, e.g., the preferred photo or thumbnail.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear

 no more than once."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"URLs of photos of the User."

               }

            },

            "ims":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Instant messaging address for the User."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'aim', 'gtalk',

 'xmpp'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "aim",

                           "gtalk",

                           "icq",

                           "xmpp",

                           "msn",

                           "skype",

                           "qq",
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                           "yahoo"

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute, e.g., the preferred messenger or primary messenger.  The primary attribute value 'true'

 MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"Instant messaging addresses for the User."

               }

            },

            "phoneNumbers":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Phone number of the User."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work', 'home',

 'mobile'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "work",

                           "home",

                           "mobile",

                           "fax",

                           "pager",

                           "other"

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute, e.g., the preferred phone number or primary phone number.  The primary attribute value

 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"Phone numbers for the User.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the service

 provider according to the format specified in RFC 3966, e.g., 'tel:+1-201-555-0123'. Canonical type values of

 'work', 'home', 'mobile', 'fax', 'pager', and 'other'."

               }

            },

            "entitlements":{
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               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The value of an entitlement."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function."

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"A list of entitlements for the User that represent a thing the User has."

               }

            },

            "roles":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The value of a role."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the attribute's function.",

                        "enum":[

                        ]

                     },

                     "primary":{

                        "type":"boolean",

                        "description":"A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once."

                     }

                  },
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                  "description":"A list of roles for the User that collectively represent who the User is,

 e.g., 'Student', 'Faculty'."

               }

            },

            "locale":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Used to indicate the User's default location for purposes of localizing items

 such as currency, date time format, or numerical representations."

            },

            "timezone":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"The User's time zone in the 'Olson' time zone database format, e.g., 'America/

Los_Angeles'."

            },

            "active":{

               "type":"boolean",

               "description":"A Boolean value indicating the User's administrative status."

            },

            "profileUrl":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"A fully qualified URL pointing to a page representing the User's online

 profile."

            },

            "title":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"The user's title, such as \"Vice President.\""

            },

            "preferredLanguage":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"Indicates the User's preferred written or spoken language.  Generally used for

 selecting a localized user interface; e.g., 'en_US' specifies the language English and country US."

            },

            "password":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"The User's cleartext password.  This attribute is intended to be used as a means

 to specify an initial password when creating a new User or to reset an existing User's password.",

               "writeOnly":true

            },

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"A unique identifier for a SCIM resource as defined by the service provider. 

 Each representation of the resource MUST include a non-empty \"id\" value.  This identifier MUST be unique

 across the SCIM service provider's entire set of resources.  It MUST be a stable, non-reassignable identifier

 that does not change when the same resource is returned in subsequent requests.  The value of  the \"id\"

 attribute is always issued by the service provider and  MUST NOT be specified by the client.",

               "readOnly":true

            },

            "meta":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "created":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "format":"date-time",
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                     "description":"The \"DateTime\" that the resource was added to the service provider.",

                     "readOnly":true

                  },

                  "lastModified":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "format":"date-time",

                     "description":"The most recent DateTime that the details of this resource were updated at

 the service provider.",

                     "readOnly":true

                  }

               },

               "description":"A complex attribute containing resource metadata."

            },

            "groups":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The identifier of the User's group."

                     },

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The URI of the corresponding 'Group' resource to which the user

 belongs."

                     },

                     "display":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-

ONLY."

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"A list of groups to which the user belongs, either through direct membership,

 through nested groups, or dynamically calculated."

               }

            }

         },

         "title":"user",

         "description":"retrieving user data",

         "required":[

            "userName"

         ]

      },

      "userQueryResult":{

         "properties":{

            "totalResults":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Specifies total number of results matching client query"

            },

            "itemsPerPage":{

               "type":"integer",
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               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Specifies the number of query results returned in a query response page"

            },

            "startIndex":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

            },

            "schemas":"urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse",

            "Resources":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "$ref":"#/definitions/user"

               }

            }

         }

      },

      "group":{

         "type":"object",

         "properties":{

            "displayName":{

               "type":"string"

            },

            "id":{

               "type":"string",

               "description":"A unique identifier for a SCIM resource as defined by the service provider. 

 Each representation of the resource MUST include a non-empty \"id\" value.  This identifier MUST be unique

 across the SCIM service provider's entire set of resources.  It MUST be a stable, non-reassignable identifier

 that does not change when the same resource is returned in subsequent requests.  The value of  the \"id\"

 attribute is always issued by the service provider and  MUST NOT be specified by the client.",

               "readOnly":true

            },

            "meta":{

               "type":"object",

               "properties":{

                  "created":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "format":"date-time",

                     "description":"The \"DateTime\" that the resource was added to the service provider.",

                     "readOnly":true

                  },

                  "lastModified":{

                     "type":"string",

                     "format":"date-time",

                     "description":"The most recent DateTime that the details of this resource were updated at

 the service provider.",

                     "readOnly":true

                  }

               },

               "description":"A complex attribute containing resource metadata."

            },

            "members":{

               "type":"array",
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               "items":{

                  "type":"object",

                  "properties":{

                     "value":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"Identifier of the member of this Group."

                     },

                     "$ref":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"The URI corresponding to a SCIM resource that is a member of this

 Group."

                     },

                     "type":{

                        "type":"string",

                        "description":"A label indicating the type of resource, e.g., 'User' or 'Group'.",

                        "enum":[

                           "User",

                           "Group"

                        ]

                     }

                  },

                  "description":"A list of members of the Group."

               }

            }

         },

         "title":"group",

         "description":"group information"

      },

      "groupQueryResult":{

         "properties":{

            "totalResults":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Specifies total number of results matching client query"

            },

            "itemsPerPage":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Specifies the number of query results returned in a query response page"

            },

            "startIndex":{

               "type":"integer",

               "format":"int64",

               "description":"Integer specifying the index of the first query result"

            },

            "schemas":"urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse",

            "Resources":{

               "type":"array",

               "items":{

                  "$ref":"#/definitions/group"

               }

            }

         }
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      }

   },

   "responses":{

   },

   "parameters":{

   },

   "tags":[

   ],

   "basePath":"/ca/api/dxmanagement/v0.1/environments/linux1/scim-instances/scimInstance1/v2",

   "schemes":[

      "https"

   ],

   "host":"example.ca.com:XX00"

}
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Performance and Tuning
In environments built on a CA Directory infrastructure, it is critical that CA Directory is running at its optimum performance.
This will ensure that applications running in such environments:

• Meet/exceed service level agreements
• Don’t experience delays that impact end users
• Handle peaks in volume
• Can grow and scale to meet future demands

The purpose of this section is to provide some guidelines and highlight features of CA Directory that can be used to assist
in reaching the goal of optimum performance.

This section will go through same basic capacity planning and make recommendations based on the size, scale and
request profile of the directory deployment.

Performance Monitoring
It is imperative that performance is monitored for mission critical DSA deployments.

Performance monitoring starts with host level monitoring to ensure CA Directory is running on a healthy machine.

Some key metrics at the machine level:

• CPU utilization
• Memory utilization
• Memory hard faults
• Disk space
• Disk performance (if the transaction log is enabled)

CA Directory performance can be greatly impacted by the above external factors. This will often manifest itself as a
bottleneck causing a consistent slowdown processing requests and internal request queues growing. There are 2 logs
files that provide a good indication of a machine level problem.

• time-log: If there is a sudden and sustained increase in request times. For example, requests that are normal sub
millisecond are now exceeding 1 second

• stats-log: If there is a sudden and sustained drop in requests processed per minute

As the popularity of virtualized hosts increases, the monitoring of performance remains just as critical as there are
additional events that can reduce the responsiveness of CA Directory. These generally centre around virtual host
resourcing and maintenance. The cpu-starvation-threshold command will assist with detecting such events where the
DSA is deprived of CPU time that may delay the processing of requests. An alarm will be logged if the DSA hasn’t had
enough of the CPU within a minute to function correctly.

set cpu-starvation-threshold = <num>; # 5 seconds by default

It is worthwhile monitoring the alarm log for such CPU starvation related messages.
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Capacity Planning
Striking the correct balance between application load/volume, request types, size/scale of data, availability, future growth
(headroom) and the DSAs that will be responsible servicing this data is critical in ensuring that performance needs are
met. This can be difficult quantify when starting fresh deployment to meet specific business objectives.

Some questions to assist in quantifying the size of deployment:

Request Capacity

• How many bind requests per second?
• How many compare requests per second?
• How many search requests per second?

– Lookup? (single entry)
– Complex? (filters, substring filters, etc)
– Bulk? (many entries)
– How many delete requests per second?
– How many modify requests per second?
– How many rename requests per second?
– How many connections?
– Are other features in use that may trigger addition requests, for example, password policy, roles?
– How many entries and expected rate of growth?
– How large are the entries?
– Where will data be located (geography)?

Data Capacity

Depending on the answers to these questions, will determine the size and scale of the DSA deployment.

The answers will also form the basis of load testing using tools like BlazeMeter, SLAMD, JMeter etc to prove that the
chosen deployment can handle more than the anticipated load.

Deployment size Small Medium Large
Binds/Searches/Compares 100/sec 1000/sec 10000/sec
Bulk Searches 100K 1million 10million
Delete/Modifies/Renames 100/sec 1000/sec 10000/sec
Connections 100 1000 10000
Entries * Size 1GB 10GB 100GB
Geography Single Host Multiple Hosts Multiple DCs

 

Note: The above is just a starting point. There are many factors that will impact the final DSA topology.

Small Deployment
The smallest and simplest deployment is a single data DSA running on a single host. A single DSA is the starting point
for a number of performance and tuning options. These options can be extended to multi-DSA scenarios discussed in the
Medium and Large deployment sections.
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Figure 47: small deployment image

 

Host Configuration

It is important to run CA Directory on an adequately provisioned host.

RAM For speed, CA Directory utilizes memory mapped I/O. It is
important that enough physical memory is allocated to the
machine to prevent performance degrading page faults.
 
As a rule of thumb RAM = (size of data + growth headroom) * 2.5
1GB: (1GB + 1GB) * 2.5GB = 5GB RAM
10GB: (10GB + 10GB) * 2.5GB = 45GB RAM
20GB: (20GB + 20GB) * 2.5GB = 90GB RAM
Etc

CPUs/cores/vCPUs CA Directory is multi-threaded and can utilize multiple CPUs/
cores to improve parallel requests (for routers) and parallel
search requests (for data DSAs). The number of threads can be
controlled with “set user-threads = <num>;”, however, care must
be taken not to set this too high as this can create lock contention
between threads. Generally, this can be set to the number of
CPUs/cores on the host. A good performance test implementation
will assist in tuning this number.
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Disk Updates applied to directory are synchronized to the DB file by the
operating system in the background. Therefore, the location of the
grid database file can be stored on a SAN disk or local disk. It is
not recommended to store this on a NFS/Mapped network drives
(NAS).
 
The grid database file is underpinned by a transaction log file. It is
important that flushing the transaction log is lightning fast. For this
reason, it is recommended to store this on a local high performant
disk (SSD) on a separate disk to the grid DB file.

 

Virtual Machine Configuration

A large number of CA Directory users are using/moving to virtualized infrastructure. The “Host Configuration” guidelines
should be followed when provisioning virtual machines to run CA Directory. CA Directory works virtual machines, however,
additional care must be taken to ensure optimum performance.

• Please do not take snapshots while the DSA is running as this can cause the DSA and therefore applications
slowdowns/timeouts

• Do not use features like vMotion as this can cause outage
• Please ensure that the memory “Reservation” is configured to the amount of physical RAM required to ensure that

memory isn’t taken away by other guest operating systems

Memory Size Tuning

The amount of memory required by CA Directory can be reduced by removing attributes from indexes that aren’t used in
search filters.

If the DSA is running for an extended period, performing a “get cache;” from DXconsole can provide a clue as to which
attributes aren’t being used in search filters and are therefore candidates for removal.

For example,

 

Welcome to the DSA Management Console

dsa> get cache;

get cache;

Cache enabled

cache-no-scan = FALSE

...

...

Counters: [ entries ( values search-hits) ]

 objectClass(0): 511(7 14100)

 description(1): 3(2 1240)

 o(2): 1(1 1230)

 createTimestamp(3): 503(503 4400)

 ou(4): 2(2 234)

 sn(5): 499(499 123)

 cn(6): 501(501 634)

 modifyTimestamp(7): 5(5 124)

 largeBlob(8): 511(511 0)

...
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largeBlob(8): 511(511 0) 8 is a unique identifier assigned each attribute
largeBlob(8): 511(511 0) 511 is the number of entries that contain that attribute
largeBlob(8): 511(500 0) 500 is the number of unique values in the index
largeBlob(8): 511(511 0) 0 is the number of times largeBlob was used in a search filter

 

The last number displayed is the one of interested with respect to memory tuning, “largeBlob” has a search hit count of
zero. This means it has never been used in a search filter and is a candidate for removal from the indexes.

The query-log is another useful source of what attributes are being used in filters.

set cache-index-all-except = largeBlob;

Logging Tuning

In high volume environments it is recommended to:

• Run tracing at "set trace = error;"
• Disable log files that are no required or used, for example, the summary-log will log a line for every request that is

added to the time taken for each request
• If using the time-log to monitor requests that take more than the expected time to be performed, set a search and

update threshold so that a line isn't logged on every request

A useful command in determining if the act of writing to the log files is causing a slowdown in directory performance is
setting the following threshold to 10 msecs, for example. This will log a warning if the operating system takes too long to
write to a log file.

set slow-log-write-threshold = 10;

Search Tuning

Lookup Searches: Filter (attribute=value)

To ensure optimum performance, please ensure that “attribute” is indexed. If value is unique, these search requests will
perform quickly.

Ends With Searches: Filter (attribute=*value)

While studying the query-log and it is noticed that searches on a particular attribute are all “ends with” style filters, then
these attributes are candidates for reverse indexing.

Text configuration: set cache-reverse = attribute;

Reverse indexing will allow these requests to use the indexes, rather than scanning all values.

Bulk Searches: Scope whole-subtree, Filter (objectClass=*)

Bulks searches are discouraged given the drain on CPU and memory resources that can impact other operations,
especially updates. For this reason, it is recommended to create a replica bulk DSA for this purpose that is replicated to
asynchronously. That way, performance of normal requests is not impacted while the bulk search is being processed. See
“Bulk DSA” section for further details.
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Cache Search Bias (rare)

Depending on how data is laid out in the directory information tree, the DSA may choose the incorrect approach when
building a list of candidate entries that match the supplied filter.

If there are 500,000 entries under a search base and 510,000 entries match the filter in the entire directory information
tree. It is faster for the DSA to build a result set of 510,000 entries and remove entries that aren't under search base,
rather than scanning each entry individual to see if it matches the filter. Using "set cache-search-bias = 2;" causes this
optimization check to see 1,000,000 entries under the base object. As a result, the DSA favors the entry removal method
rather than the inefficient scanning method.

Large Search Results

When performing searches that return large search results, this can be a drain on resources, hold updates up from being
processed. The DSA has a protection mechanism to control the size of search results:

Text configuration: set max-op-size = 1000;

UI: Edit -> Limits -> Max Op Size: 1000

Concurrent Search/Modify Tuning

CA Directory utilizes a readers/write lock to protect search requests from update processing.

• Multiple searches can occur concurrently
• Only a single update can be performed at a time
• Searches will wait for an update to complete before being processed and updates will wait for searches to complete

before being processed

This can cause update request delays when a search requests takes a considerable amount of time to perform.

Some searches scan the complete set of attribute values and are very CPU intensive. Such searches can hold up update
requests and therefore application response times can be impacted.

The query-log is a good indication of search requests delaying updates, for example,

• Time 1: Search start
• Time 3: Modify received
• Time 5: Modify received
• Time 7: Modify received
• Time 11: Search complete
• Time 11: Modify complete
• Time 11: Modify complete
• Time 11: Modify complete

As can be seen, the modify requests wait for the search to complete before being processed at time 11.

CA Directory provides a configuration item to try and assist with this situation.

set interrupt-searches = true;  ← requires set dxgrid-queue = true;

When this is set, the DSA will park the slow running search to give modify requests a chance to be processed, providing
better parallel operation.

Start-up Tuning

When CA Directory starts up, depending on the size of the grid file, number of entries and attributes contained, the DSA
can spend some time indexing the attributes in memory.
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Indexing is performed on separate threads, up to the configured number of user-threads.

For example,

If there are 20 attributes and user-threads = 8

• Index 8 attributes
• 4 finish start 4 more
• 2 finish start 2 more
• 6 finish start 6 more
• All finish – DSA started

Therefore, if the machine has 16 cores and user-threads = 16 the start-up time can be greatly reduced.

Update Performance Tuning

Transaction Log

CA Directory utilizes memory mapped I/O to handing the writing of updates to a data store. The synchronization is
performed on a background thread and occurs when:

• the transaction log is half full, or
• If dxgrid-write-behind is set and exceeded

When the transaction log is enabled, it is critical that it is located on a disk that is super-fast and not impacted by other
processes read/write requirements.

Update performance can be significantly improved by either:

• set disable-transaction-log = true; ← Disabling the transaction log
• set disable-transaction-log-flush = true; ← Stop the transaction log flushing synchronously

However, should the DSA process halt before it has synchronized its DB file, then data may be lost without the backup
of a transaction log. If choosing to run without the transaction log, we recommend running frequent online backups and
replication with another peer. However, high write performance will always come at the cost of the potential risk of lost
data/DR.

The transaction log size is the lesser of 5% of the grid file size or 100MB. Therefore, for large grid file sizes there may
be 50MB updates before the grid file is flushed. It is possible if the grid file and transaction log are on the same disk and
controller that when the transaction log is flushed at the same time as the grid DB file, the transaction flush can cause
minor update delays. This is because the grid db file may contain a lot of dirty pages due to a large amount of updated
between flushes. To reduce the number of dirty pages, the dxgrid-write-behind command can be used.

set dxgrid-write-behind = 1000;

This will force the grid file to flush less more often (every 1000 updates) and therefore reduce the chance of disk
contention when flushing the transaction log.

Weak Values

Another potential cause of slowdowns in update performance is unindexing weak values where there are a large number
entries with that value.

Going back to the “get cache;” example:

 

Counters: [ entries ( values search-hits) ]

 objectClass(0): 14100000(7 14100000)

 description(1): 3(2 1240000)
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 o(2): 1(1 1230000)

 createTimestamp(3): 503(503 4400000)

 ou(4): 2(2 234)

 sn(5): 499(499 123000)

 cn(6): 501(501 634000)

 modifyTimestamp(7): 5(5 124)

 weak(8): 14100000(1 0)

 

Looking at the attribute weak

• it resides in a lot of entries (14100000)
• the attribute value is very weak as there is only a single (1) unique value
• the attribute is never used in filters (0)

This attribute is a candidate for removal from the indexes which will speed up updates that will remove entries or this
value.

set cache-index-all-except = weak;

Improving Network Throughput

It is important for fast LDAP response times, that latency between applications and DSAs, and also DSAs that
communicate with other DSAs, be minimal.

If CA Directory receives many small requests that produce small responses, depending the operating system, response
times can be impacted by Nagle’s Algorithm Ack Delay. This delay can be up to 500ms which can have a significant
impact in high volume environments.

To ensure responses are sent without delay the following configured option can be used.

set tcp-nodelay = true;

Medium Deployment

Improving Performance Through Distribution

The medium deployment section expands on the small deployment by introducing distribution.
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Figure 48: Medium Deployment image

Distribution is the key to a highly scalable deployment. Distributing data among several DSAs has the following
performance benefits:

• Workload can be spread across multiple machines
• Allows for write concurrency: If 4 entries reside on 4 different DSAs then these can be updated in parallel
• If directory backbone needs to grow, it is just a case of adding more DSAs
• Reduces size of an individual DSA

– Faster start up times
– Faster backups
– Faster restores

Unfortunately, there isn’t a switch to automatically turn on distribution, as it is a directory topology design decision.
Applications that provision new entries will require the ability to determine which DSA the entry should reside in.
Applications also need the ability to locate an entry. CA Directory has a feature called horizontal partitioning that can be
used to hide distributed provisioning logic from applications, which is useful if applications are provided and maintained by
third parties.

Router Throughput Tuning

In a distributed environment, router DSAs are handle chaining of requests to subordinate data DSAs. As a router can have
many client (application) connections, requests are funnelled down a single connection between DSAs (called a DSP
link). In high volume environments, a user directory administrator can either add more routers to improve throughput, or
throughput can be increased between a router and data DSAs by using:

set dsp-link-count = 5;

This command will increase the outbound links from router DSAs to data DSAs from 1 to 5. To measure the increase
router throughput this setting has, the stats-log will show an increase in peak operations (Ops) in the last minute. Note: in
low volume or high modify environments this setting may not have an impact.
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Routing Performance

Routers can be monitored to ensure they are keeping up with the workload expected of them. Routers are lightweight and
just listen for requests and forward these on to subordinate DSAs and listening for responses from subordinate DSAs and
sending these back to clients.

In high-volume environments, a single router is bound by the amount of CPU on the machine it is running on. If a router is
pushed to the limit, then throughput of requests can be degraded.

The stats-log provides a measure of thread utilization in the last minute “Active”. If this figure is constantly high (around
100 * number of threads) then this indicates the router process is overloaded. Another measure is router process utilizing
a large amount of the CPU/s for extended periods.

The only way to improve an overloaded router, is by adding more routing DSAs to the topology and using a network load
balancer to share the load across the routers.

The stats-log provides an indicating of whether the data DSAs are performing as expected. When a request is receiving
by the router it increments an operation counter (a) and when this request is send to one or more (distributed searches)
DSAs the remote operation counter (b) is incremented. These are displayed using: “Queue a+b”. If the internal operation
queue is constantly high (above 1000 for example), or steadily growing, then this can indicate that the data DSAs it is
servicing are not keeping up with the load generated by applications/routers.

The problem with a constantly high queue, is that if a request is added to the queue that is already at 1000 requests, for
example, then all preceding requests must be processed before the request is finally processed. If each preceding request
takes 1ms, then each new request may be delayed by up to a second. This can go on until the router catches up. If a
Queue issue is detected, this will require further investigation to determine where the bottleneck is occurring in the data
layer.

Improving Performance Through Load Sharing

Expanding on a single host and distribution, performance can be improved by sharing load across multiple DSAs that a
servicing the same (replicated) data.
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Figure 49: Load Sharing example

Running replication has addition benefits of allowing for high availability, but the focus of this document is on performance.

When running 2 or more DSAs for a given prefix (namespace), a router can share the load between them. Each
replicating DSA should include the following to instruct the router to share the load.

dsa-flags = load-share

Load sharing only impacts requests that will not update the DB (searches, compares, binds with no password policy). The
reason for this is so that updates are performance in sequence. For example, if a client sends in an add request and a
modify request for the same entry without waiting for an add confirm. Then the modify request will always be performed
after the add. If the requests were split then the modify could overtake the add request and therefore fail (noSuchObject).

The load sharing algorithm does not evenly spready the work across all load-share DSAs, it will evenly spready the
number of outstanding operations.

For example,

• If we have DSA1, DSA2 and DSA3, with knowledge ordering or precedence = DSA1, DSA2, DSA3.
• A search request received by the router will be sent to DSA1.
• If the router receives another request it will be sent to DSA2.
• If the router receives a response for DSA1 the next request will be sent to DSA1.

Therefore, if DSA1 is running on a fast machine, DSA3 may not receive any searches. In summary, load sharing will only
kick in when the volume of requests is high for extended periods.

Replication Performance

Now that DSAs are replicating updates, replication performance is critical and should be monitored to ensure it is
functioning optimally.
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Symptoms of poor replication performance

• The time-log indicates slow update times on the DSA where the updates are mastered
• The stats-log “MWQ” field contains values > 100 (for example) for an extended period, or values that slowly grow even

though the multi-write queue status is OK (normal replication)
• Applications failing/timing out

In a default multi-write configuration, updates are performed synchronously.

• DSA1 receives and update from a client
• DSA1 applies update locally
• If successful, DSA1 will replicate the update to 1 or more peer DSAs (e.g. DSA2 & DSA3)
• Each peer will perform the update locally and respond to DSA1
• Once DSA1 receives a response from each peer DSA an update confirm is sent to the client

The total time taken to perform an update includes the time it takes to replicate the update. This increases the chances of
a replication performance issues.

Here are some common causes/remedies for replication slowdowns:

Cause Remedy
A peer DSA is running on an under provisioned machine. See “Host Configuration” for some ideas on ensuring the host

each replica DSA is running is properly provisioned.
A peer DSA is running under constant and heavy load. If a DSA is struggling to handle the load then look at distribution or

horizontally partitioning the data being served.
The latency between DSAs high as the update time will include
this round-trip time.

Latency will bring synchronous replication to a standstill. If latency
is a common issue then it is worth considering asynchronous
replication, for example, putting the latent DSA/s into their own
multi-write-group.

 

Another potential issue for latent connections is the “set multi-
write-outstanding-ops = <num>;” setting. This means the master
DSA will only ever have <num> replicated updates before sending
more. This can really slow down replication, for this reason a
better value for this is:

 

set multi-write-outstanding-ops = 1000;

The peer DSA is performing a very complex / CPU intensive
search request.

As touched on “Concurrent Search/Modify Tuning, ”CA Directory
will perform multiple searches in parallel but never while an update
is taking place. If a slow running search is holding up an update
on a replicating peer DSA, this can really impact update times and
synchronous replication across all peer DSAs.
 
See “Batch DSA” below for an option to protect synchronous
replication from long running search requests.
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A peer DSA socket has suddenly disappeared (unclean power off
of virtual machine, unexpected network issue) creating a network
black hole.

When a DSA is communicating with a peer DSA, the connection
is maintained until the operating system notifies the DSA of a
disconnect via a socket read event error.

 

There are times where the operation system maintains a
connection even though the other end of the connection is no
longer there. Depending on operating system it can take up to
10 minutes for the operating system to notify a DSA that the
replicating peer is no longer receiving updates.

 

As this is outside the control of the DSA, the best idea is to set the
following in the DSAs knowledge.

 

set dsp-idle-time = 30;

 

Or the following if dsp-idle-time is already used for another
purpose:

set multi-write-dsp-idle-time = 30;

 

If a DSA is replicating and a response is not received in 30
seconds it will abort the connection. This means that the update
requests in progress will no longer be held up waiting for a
response and will be retried later using the configured recovery
mechanism (MW or MW-DISP).

Batch DSA

If it is known that a particular application/client will be performing search requests that will be slow or returning a large
number of entries. To reduce the impact on synchronous replication, one method is to create a dedicated batch DSA to
handle these searches. The router DSAs should not have knowledge of this DSA.

When configured, updates and search will be sent to the normal DSAs. Updates will then be replicated to the “Batch DSA”
asynchronously. This means that if this replication is held up behind a long running search, it will not hold up the client
confirmation.
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Figure 50: example of Batch dsa

The asynchronous replication can be performed by setting:

dsa-flags = multi-write-async, shadow

Another method is using DISP shadowing for one-way replication.

Note: Due to asynchronous replication, the batch operation will not be performing searches against an exact snapshot of
data at that point in time.
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Large Deployment
Figure 51: large deployment image

Building on small and medium size deployments the next is a large scale, multi data center (DC) deployments with data
distributed and/or replicated between national or international DCs.

Router Configuration

When DSAs are configured across DCs, it is important that each DC has locally configured routers. The local routers
should give precedence to the local data DSAs, otherwise, a router talking to data DSAs from another DC could
incur large round trip delays. There are to configuration items that affect which DSAs a router will communicate with
precedence and write-precedence. The precedence lists should include local DSAs first. Note: precedence only needs to
be configured on router DSAs.

Multi-write Groups

Typically, link latency and link stability between data centers can be an issue. Therefore, it is recommended to include
replicating DSAs in a DCs to separate multi-write groups. This means that replication within a DC will be in real-time
(synchronous), however, replication between DCs will be asynchronous and not hold up client updates.

When monitoring the stats-log, it is noticed that the MWQ field is growing even though the replication queue for remote
hub DSAs in other DCs is not, this can indicate that the replication cannot keep up. If this continues un-monitored, the MW
queue for these DSAs can transition to failed and recovery will kick in.
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MWQ has two fields MWQ A/B

• A is the number of updates that have been replicated
• B is the total number of updates in MW queues

In the example below, A is 10 even though there are a large number of updates pending replication. For slow links, this
can indicate the multi-write-outstanding-ops is set too low. IT is more efficient to push more requests down slow links than
replicating 10 at a time.

[0] 20170803.142900.073 STATS : Assocs 7 NilCredit 0 Queue 2+2 MWQ 10/1500 Active 2/98 Ops 123 Entries 34  Mem

 27/16 Mallocs 1 Buffers 11/2 Selects 60/0 (98) CPU Seconds 59/60 CPU kTicks 1

Recommendation

Text configuration: set multi-write-outstanding-ops = 1000;

UI: Edit -> Limits -> Multi Write Outstanding Ops: 1000

In the example below, the DSA is not keeping up at all with replication. This can occur when updates are being processed
faster than asynchronous replication

[0] 20170803.142900.073 STATS : Assocs 7 NilCredit 0 Queue 2+2 MWQ 10010/10010 Active 2/98 Ops 123 Entries 34

  Mem 27/16 Mallocs 1 Buffers 11/2 Selects 60/0 (98) CPU Seconds 59/60 CPU kTicks 1

Recommendation

The following configuration items will switch replication to synchronous mode until the MWQ queue is back under 1000
updates. This will slow client response times to allow replication to catch up but will protect queues from failing.

Text configuration: set multi-write-group-credit = 1000;

UI: Edit -> Limits -> Multiwrite Group Credit 1000

Load-share Groups

For replicating within a multi-write group, it is recommended that when using load sharing that load-share groups are also
configured. This will mean that a router in the same load-share group as the data DSAs will not share load across slow
links between DCs.

Application Tuning

LDAP Application Optimization

It is reasonably straight forward to pick a LDAP SDK and build a LDAP client to bind to directory and perform some
requests. It is difficult, however, to write an application that performs well and can handle a reasonable load.

Some considerations when writing a LDAP application.

Connection Performance

It is more efficient to create a single connection and send requests down a single connection as there is some overhead in
creating the connection. This is especially true for TLS connections.

Application Performance

Requests should be performed asynchronously where possible, so that the application can perform other tasks while
waiting for a response.
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Request Performance

The DSA is also optimized to process a number of LDAP requests received in a single packet as well as saving on
multiple round trips between the client and the DSA.

For example,

Slow

Client → [LDAP PDU1] → DSA

Client ← Response1 ← DSA

Client → [LDAP PDU2] → DSA

Client ← Response2 ← DSA

Client → [LDAP PDU3] → DSA

Client ← Response3 ← DSA

Fast

Client → [LDAP PDU3][LDAP PDU2 ][LDAP PDU1 ] → DSA

Client ← [Response1] [Response2] [Response3] ← DSA

When CA Directory receives a number of requests in a single packet from the same client, they will be processed
sequentially.

Update Performance

If performing modify operations, it is more efficient to perform a single modify containing a number of attribute updates
than multiple modifies containing a single attribute update for the same entry.

For example,

Slow

Client → EntryA add attr1: value1 → DSA

Client ← Response ← DSA

Client → EntryA add attr2: value2 → DSA

Client ← Response ← DSA

Client → EntryA add attr3: value3 → DSA

Client ← Response ← DSA

Fast

Client → EntryA add attr1: value1, add attr2: value2, add attr3: value3 → DSA

Client ← Response ← DSA

Bulk Delete Tuning

Some directory use cases require the ability to remove expired objects, for example, when directory is used as a session
store.

It is recommended to perform the deletions asynchronously but in blocks to allow time for pending searches to be
processed. A block of candidates can be retrieved using the LDAP simple paged result control or setting the per request
size limit.
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For example

1. Search candidates with size-limit = 50
2. If no entries returned then end
3. Perform 20 deletes asynchronously
4. Receive 20 responses
5. Goto 1 to search for next page of candidates

Large Search Result Sets

When returning large result sets it is often a drain on application and DSA resources return >= 10000 entries. To reduce
the burden on resources it is recommended to use the simple paged results LDAP control. Return a large result set in
pages of 100 entries, for example, has a lot less impact that return a single search result of a million entries.

 

Performance Recommendations
There has been various configurations and configuration options discussed in this guide. Here is a summary of some
recommendations to get the most out of directory performance.

• Create a test environment that will replicate the anticipated size and loaded of your directory deployment
• Ensure hosts are adequately provisioned
• Ensure monitoring is inplace at the host level and DSA level to ensure a healthy system of DSAs
• Distribute data across multiple DSAs for scalabiity, improved parallel processing and to keep DB sizes managable
• Ensure attributes are indexed correctly and any attribute not used in searches aren't indexed
• Disable unnecessary logging/tracing

Configuration options

Command Management UI Comment
set max-op-size = 10000; Max Op Size Prevent applications from returning every

entry in the directory information tree
set dxgrid-write-behind = 1000; Use raw settings at this stage Data DSA to speed up transaction log

flushing
set interrupt-searches = true; Use raw settings at this stage Data DSA, requires DXgrid queue to be

enabled
set tcp-nodelay = true; Use raw settings at this stage Good for a lot of small requests/responses
set dsp-link-count = 5; DSP Link Count Router
set multi-write-outstanding-ops = 1000; Multi Write Outstanding Ops Improve replication speed in latent

environments
set multi-write-dsp-idle-time = 30; Multiwrite DSP Idle Time (secs) Network black hole protection
set time-log-search-threshold = 1000; Time Log Search Threshold (msecs) Speed up logging in high volume

environments
set time-log-update-threshold = 1000; Time Log Update Threshold (msecs) Speed up logging in high volume

environments
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Upgrading
This section will help you upgrade from an older version of CA Directory to the current version.

To upgrade an existing CA Directory environment, you can use the following types of upgrade:

• Rolling In-Place upgrade
• Parallel upgrade

Rolling In-Place upgrade

To ensure that CA Directory can be upgraded without any downtime, rolling upgrade is supported. Rolling upgrade is an
in-place upgrade of a group of replicating servers upgraded one at a time. In rolling upgrade, the communication between
DSAs such as chaining of requests, replication or recovery, involve a mixture of versions. Each host is upgraded at a time,
the already upgraded hosts continues to communicate with prior versions while the upgrade takes place. This type of
communication is known as mixed-mode support. CA Directory is built on X.500 which defines a standard for a distributed
directory service that governs the communication protocol. As this standard is maintained between the DSAs, therefore,
this provides the assurance that a DSA of any version can communicate with another DSA of any version.

NOTE
Although, a mixed version setup is supported, it is recommended to upgrade all DSAs to the same version to
ensure all DSAs include the latest fixes, security updates and features.

Parallel upgrade

One of the common parallel upgrade scenario is to move to a hardware which runs a new version of the operating
system or a different hardware. For example, virtual. CA Directory does not support in-place upgrades for Windows 32-
bit environment, therefore, it is mandatory to perform a parallel upgrade on a new machine to move from 32-bit to 64-bit
environment. 

When you perform a parallel upgrade, follow these steps:

• Leave the existing 32-bit environment unchanged.
• Install latest CA Directory 64-bit on a new environment 
• Migrate configuration and data from 32-bit environment to 64-bit environment or setup a replication between the old

and the new environment.
• Switch applications to new environment and verify that Directory applications and replications are working as expected

in the new environment.
• Decommission 32-bit environment.

NOTE
 On Linux platforms, we support upgrade of CA Directory from 32-bit to 64-bit packages.

The Upgrade section includes the following topics:

• Upgrading CA Directory 12.5 or 12.6 to 14.0 in Windows
• Upgrading CA Directory from version 12.5 or 12.6 to 14.0 in Linux
• Upgrading CA Directory from 12.0.18 to Management UI 14.0 in Linux
• Upgrading DXmanager to CA Directory Management UI

NOTE
The steps to upgrade CA Directory from any version earlier than 12.0.18 is same as explained in the topic-
Upgrading CA Directory from 12.0.18 to Management UI 14.0 in linux.
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Upgrading CA Directory 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0 in Windows
To upgrade CA Directory from 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0, perform the following steps:

NOTE
Before you start, make sure that each DSA in your system has only one database.

1. Log in as a user who is a member of the local administrator group.
2. Close all applications that are running on the Windows system.
3. Download the CA Directory Installer package from the Broadcom Support site.
4. Mount the CA Directory ISO image.
5. Navigate to the install location..\\windows_x86_64\dxserver\windows and run the DXSetup.exe as an

administrator.
6. When prompted, click Next to start the upgrade.
7. Accept the terms of the license agreement and click Next.
8. Click Next to install CA Directory.
9. Click Finish and exit the installation wizard.

The installation process completes and installs the higher version of the product on your computer.

Upgrading CA Directory Management UI 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0 in Windows

To upgrade CA Directory Management UI from 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0, perform the following steps:

1. Log in as a user who is a member of the local administrator group.
2. Close any applications that are running on the Windows system.
3. Download the CA Directory Installer package from the Broadcom Support site.
4. Mount the CA Directory Management ISO image.
5. Navigate to the install location..\\windows_x86_64\management-ui\windows and run the dxmgmtuisetup.exe

as an administrator.
6. When prompted, click Next to start the upgrade.
7. Accept the terms of the license agreement and click Next.
8. Click Next to install CA Directory Management UI.
9. Click Finish and exit the installation wizard.

The installation process completes and installs the higher version of the product on your computer.
NOTE
If you make any changes to the knowledge (.dxc) file of Management UI DSA, then ensure that the settings
in the file follow the order that is mentioned in set dsa command. Any changes to this order may keep the
Management UI services from starting.

Silent Upgrade CA Directory 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0 in Windows

To silently upgrade CA Directory from 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0, perform the following steps:

1. Log in as a user who is a member of the local administrator group.
2. Close any applications that are running on the Windows system.
3. Download the CA Directory Installer package from the Broadcom Support site.
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4. Mount the CA Directory ISO image.
5. Open a command line and navigate to the directory, \windows_x86_64\dxserver\windows.
6. Enter the following command:

dxsetup RESPONSE_FILE=fileSpec CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password

   Where,

• RESPONSE_FILE=fileSpec
Specifies the response file, including the path name. If the file specification includes spaces, then enclose it in
quotation marks.

• CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password
Sets the DXagent client certificate password. This password is used for communication between the CA Directory
Management UI and DXagent.

Silent Upgrade CA Directory Management UI 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0 in Windows

To silently upgrade CA Directory Management UI from 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0, perform the following steps:

1. Log in as a user who is a member of the local administrator group.
2. Close any applications that are running on the Windows system.
3. Download the CA Directory Installer package from the Broadcom Support site.
4. Mount the CA Directory ISO image.
5. Open a command line and navigate to the directory, ..\windows_x86_64\management-ui\windows.
6. Enter the following command:

dxmgmtuisetup RESPONSE_FILE=fileSpec CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password
 ADMINUSERPWD=password

Where,
– RESPONSE_FILE=fileSpec

Specifies the response file, including the path name. If the file specification includes spaces, then enclose it in
quotation marks.

– CADIR_DXAGENT_PASSWORD=password
Defines the DXagent client certificate password.

– ADMINUSERPWD=Password
Specifies the admin user password to log in to Management UI

NOTE
If you make any changes to the knowledge (.dxc) file of Management UI DSA, then ensure that the settings
in the file follow the order that is mentioned in set dsa command. Any changes to this order may keep the
Management UI services from starting.

  Upgrading CA Directory 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0 in Linux
The upgrade process replaces all files from previous releases with new versions. All files are backed up before being
overwritten. Any updates to the standard files are lost, so any changes required must be merged back to the new
installation.

To upgrade CA Directory (DXserver) from 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the Linux system as a root user.
2. Download the CA Directory Installer package from the Broadcom Support site.
3. Create a folder to which you can mount the CA Directory ISO.
4. Mount the CA Directory ISO image using the following command:

mount -o loop <path to ISO file> <mount location>
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5. Navigate to /linux_x86_64/dxserver/install and run the ./dxsetup.sh command.
The CA Directory installation begins.

6. Complete the following prompts:
a. Select an Install type from the options provided.
b. Select "q" to quit the installation or "i" to display information on specific product.
c. Read and accept the license agreement.
d. Answer the following DXServer questions:

a. Do you want to upgrade DXServer? (y/n) [y]
b. Do you want to restart DSAs after the upgrade? (y/n) [y]
c. Do you require DXserver to listen on ports <= 1024? (y/n) [n]
d. Do you want to upgrade DXAgent? (y/n) [y]

The DXServer and DXAgent are installed successfully. The installation log is written in the following location: -/
opt/CA/Directory/cadir_install_2017xxxxxxxxxx.log.

e. Do you want to view the Readme file for this release? (y/n) [y]
Installation procedure is complete.

Upgrading CA Directory Management UI from 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0 in Linux

To upgrade CA Directory Management UI from 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the Linux system as a root user.
2. Download the CA Directory Installer package from the Broadcom Support site.
3. Create a folder to which you can mount the CA Directory Management ISO.
4. Mount the CA Directory Management ISO image using the following command:

mount -o loop <path to ISO file> <mount location>

5. Navigate to /linux_x86_64/management-ui/install and run the ./dxmgmtuisetup.sh command.
The CA Directory Management UI installation begins.

6. Complete the following prompts:
a. Select the install type from the options provided. Recommended install type is Express install.

The installation script begins.
b. Select "q" to quit the installation or "i" to display information on specific product.
c. Read and accept the license agreement.
d. Answer the Management UI questions.

Do you want to upgrade Management UI? (y/n) [y]
e. Answer the DSA Monitoring questions.

Enter the port for the Monitoring Data DSA [11389]
f. Answer the SCIM Server questions.

Enter the port for the SCIM Server [3100]
g. Answer the DXServer questions.

a. Do you want to upgrade DXServer? (y/n) [y]
b. Do you want to restart DSAs after the upgrade? (y/n) [y]
c. Do you require DXserver to listen on ports <= 1024? (y/n) [n]
d. Do you want to upgrade it? (y/n) [y]

The installation has completed successfully. The installation log is written in the following location: -/opt/CA/
Directory/cadirmgmt_ui_install_2017xxxxxxxxxx.log.

e. Do you want to view the Readme file for this release? (y/n) [y]
Installation procedure is complete.
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NOTE
If you make any changes to the knowledge (.dxc) file of Management UI DSA, then ensure that the settings
in the file follow the order that is described in set dsa command. Any changes to this order may keep the
Management UI services from starting.

Silent Upgrade from CA Directory 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0 in Linux

To silently upgrade CA Directory from 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the Linux system as a root user.
2. Download the CA Directory Installer package from the Broadcom Support site.
3. Create a folder to which you can mount the CA Directory ISO.
4. Mount the CA Directory ISO image using the following command.

mount -o loop <path to ISO file> <mount location>

5. Open a command line and navigate to /linux_x86_64/dxserver/install.
6. Enter the following command:

./dxsetup.sh -silent -responsefile filename

• -silent
Upgrades the package with no user interaction, using the defaults in the response file. If the standard response file is
used, the installation process still prompts you to accept the EULA. If a previously generated response file is used, the
user has previously accepted the EULA and no user interaction is required.

• responsefile filename
Specifies the name of the response file that is used to upgrade the package. The upgrade uses the options that are
listed in the specified response file. If the response file contains required parameters, default values are used for those
parameters.

Silent Upgrade from CA Directory Management UI12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0 in Linux

To silently upgrade CA Directory Management UI from 12.5 or 12.6, to 14.0, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the Linux system as a root user.
2. Download the CA Directory Installer package from the Broadcom Support site.
3. Create a folder to which you can mount the CA Directory Management ISO.
4. Mount the CA Directory Management ISO image using the following command.

mount -o loop <path to ISO file> <mount location>

5. Open a command line and navigate to /linux_x86_64/management-ui/install.
6. Enter the following command:

./dxmgmtuisetup.sh -silent -responsefile response-file -dxagentpass -adminpass
 password

• -silent
Upgrades the package with no user interaction, using the defaults in the response file. If the standard response file is
used, the installation process still prompts you to accept the EULA. If a previously generated response file is used, the
user has previously accepted the EULA and no user interaction is required.

• responsefile filename
Specifies the name of the response file that is used to upgrade the package. The upgrade uses the options that are
listed in the specified response file. If the response file contains required parameters, default values are used for those
parameters.

• -dxagentpass
Specifies the dxagent client certificate password.

• -adminpass password
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Specifies the admin password for logging in to the Management UI.
NOTE
If you make any changes to the knowledge (.dxc) file of Management UI DSA, make sure that the settings
in the file follow the order that is described in set dsa command. Any changes to this order may keep the
Management UI services from starting.

Upgrading CA Directory 12.0.18 to Management UI 14.0 in Linux
To upgrade CA Directory 12.0.18 to Management UI 14.0 in Linux, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the Linux system as a root user.
2. Download the CA Directory Installer package from the Broadcom Support site.
3. Create a folder to which you can mount the CA Directory ISO.
4. Mount the CA Directory ISO image using the following command:

 mount -o loop <path to ISO file> <mount location>
 

5. Navigate to /linux_x86_64/management-ui/install and run the ./dxmgmtuisetup.sh command.
The CA Directory Management UI installation begins.

6. Complete the following prompts:

1. Select an Install type from the options provided. Recommended install type is Express install.
2. Select "q" to quit the installation or "i" to display information on specific product.
3. Read and accept the license agreement.
4. Answer the following Management UI questions:

a. Do you want to install the CA Directory Management UI software? (y/n/i/q) [y]
b. Do you want to change the directory? (y/n) [n]
c. Enter the port for the Management UI web server [3000]
d. Do you want to use your own certificates to secure Management UI web server communications? (y/n/q) [n]
e. Enter the port for the Management UI DSA [10389]
f. Enter admin user password:
g. Confirm admin user password:

5. Answer the following DSA Monitoring questions:
a. Enter the port for the Monitoring Data DSA [11389]

6. Answer the following SCIM server questions:
a. Enter the port for the SCIM Server [3100]

7. Answer the following DXSERVER questions:
a. Do you want to upgrade it? (y/n) [y]
b. Do you want to restart DSAs after the upgrade? (y/n) [y]
c. Do you require DXserver to listen on ports <= 1024? (y/n) [n]

8. Answer the following DXAGENT questions:
a. Do you wish to setup DXagent? (y/n) [y]

NOTE
  DXagent functionality replaces the functionality that is provided by dxadmin service in CA Directory
12.0.18 or earlier DXadmin files are detected on the machine.

b. Do you wish to remove DXadmin? (y/n) [y]
c. Enter the port for DXagent to listen [9443]
d. Enter the name for the client certificate. The name should be different from the machine name.
e. Enter DXagent client certificate password
f. Confirm the DXagent client certificate password.
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The installation has completed successfully. The installation log is written in the following location-/opt/CA/
Directory/cadirmgmt_ui_install_2017xxxxxxxxxx.log.

g. Do you want to view the Readme file for this release? (y/n) [y]
Installation procedure is complete.

NOTE
When you are upgrading to CA Directory version 14.0, the new Management UI must be installed to support the
dxservers, as dxmanager becomes obsolete. For any releases earlier than 12.5, dxserver installation cannot be
managed by the Management UI. You can either upgrade the dxservers or install DXagents on the machines
where dxserver is installed.  

About DXagent
(Supported on Linux and Windows only)

The DXagent service provides a RESTful API for managing CA Directory. This API allows you to perform a subset of
management tasks that you could perform using the dxtools command-line utilities. For a complete list of API methods
that are provided by DXagent service, refer to the Swagger UI.

This service runs as a Python WSGI (Web Server Gateway Interface) application that is hosted by CherryPy server.
Internally, DXagent service uses the dxtools command-line utilities such as dxserver  and dxdumpdb  to perform
various tasks. Run this service as the designated dsa user. Doing so ensures that all environment variables are set
correctly and that the service has the right level of permissions to manage DSAs.

Requirements for DXagent

Windows: The installation package has an embedded Python package.

Linux: On Linux platform, DXagent requires Python. Both 2.x and 3.x versions are supported. We recommend running
DXagent on at least 2.7.9 or 3.4. This version allows TLS 1.2 support. Python 2.6 is the oldest supported version. To use
this version, you must install the pyOpenSSL module. This version is limited to TLS 1.0 protocol.

Installing DXagent

DXagent is available in the Directory Server, Management UI and standalone DXagent installers. The standalone
DXagent installer can be used to install into previous versions of Directory Server up to and including 12.0.15. 

Follow these steps:

1. (For Linux only) Verify the version of Python available by using this command:
python --version python3 --version
Python 2.x and 3.x can coexist on the same system. 
Ensure that you are using at least Python version 2.6. If you are using a Python version that is less than 2.7.9 (in
version 2) or 3.4 (in version 3), DXagent falls back to TLS 1.0, which may be rejected by some browsers. You must
either install the pyOpenSSL module or upgrade the Python version. We recommend upgrading to a recent version of
Python.
You can use the following command to check if the python version meets the dxagent requirement.
python -c "from ssl import SSLContext" or python3 -c "from ssl import SSLContext"

If no errors reported, it means that the requirements are met. Otherwise, check if python can still be used falling back
to TLSv1 protocol, by using these commands:
python -c "from OpenSSL import SSL" or python3 -c "from OpenSSL import SSL"

If an error is reported, python version cannot be used with dxagent.
2. Run the CA Directory installer. The prompt shows if you want to install DXagent.
3. Accept the default port or specify your own.
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4. Provide a name for your client certificate and a password to protect it. DXagent uses two-way, SSL-certificate based
authentication. A set of self-signed certificates are generated by default. These certificates can be replaced with your
own certificates post installation.

5. Proceed with the installation. 

DXagent is installed as a service on Windows. On Linux, DXagent is started automatically on booting, if installed as root.
Post Installation, all the DXagent related files are installed in the directory, DXHOME/dxagent . To view the location of the
certificates and keys, see Manage Hosts.

Configuring and Logging DXagent

DXagent has a number of configuration options. The default values can be seen in this location:

DXHOME/dxagent/dxagent_default_config.py

Note: The dxagent_default_config.py  file is overwritten during upgrade.

To make persistent configuration changes, add the settings and values to dxagent_config.py  file. This file is
preserved on upgrade.

Logging

The default logging configuration is located in this location: DXHOME/dxagent/dxagent_logging.conf .

DXagent produces two log files:

• DXHOME/logs/dxagent.access.log -Contains all HTTP requests along with some additional
audit information on changes to DSA configuration.

• DXHOME/logs/dxagent.error.log -Contains general logging information from DXagent and
the CherryPy WSGI container.

Starting and Stopping a DXagent

Windows: DXagent is installed as a Windows Service named CA Directory DXagent. This service can be started and
stopped in the standard manner of a Windows Service.

Linux: DXagent can be started and stopped by switching (su) to the designated dsa user and running the start and stop
scripts.

Example:

su - dsa

dxagent start 

or

dxagent stop

or

dxagent status
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Checking the DXagent Status

You can check the status of the DXagent by using the following command in the command line:

 

dxagent status

 Example: DXagent script usage 

 

/opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxagent ?
Usage: dxagent start | stop | status | version

/opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxagent status
DXagent stopped

/opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxagent start
Starting DXagent ...
DXagent running, PID=4704

/opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxagent status
DXagent running, PID=4704

/opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxagent stop
Stopping DXagent, PID=4704 ...
DXagent stopped

/opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxagent status
DXagent stopped

/opt/CA/Directory/management-ui>dxagent version
CA Directory DXagent 14.0.00.14623

Accessing API Documentation

The DXagent RESTful API is documented using Swagger UI. To view the documentation, import the DXagent client
certificate into your browser.

Use this URL: https://DXAGENT_HOST:DXAGENT_PORT/ca/api/dxagent/v1.0/doc/dxagent-api.html

Note: If you are using a Python version that is less than 2.7.9 (in version 2) or 3.4 (in version 3) on Linux, DXagent falls
back to TLS 1.0, which may be rejected by some browsers. The API is still accessible from other HTTP clients, but if you
wish to view the Swagger UI, you might need to upgrade your Python version.

Configuring File Format for DXagent

DXagent uses the standard file based on the .dxi configuration format. However, it uses a single file structure for each
DSA with the exception of sourced Schema and Access Control files.
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When reading and modifying existing DSAs, any settings that were previously sourced from a configuration file (.dxc/.dxg)
are written to the main DSA.dxi file and the configuration file is no longer sourced. The first time a DSA.dxi file is modified
by DXagent, a backup file {dsa name}.dxi.bak  is created. If necessary, you can roll back to the original configuration
by simply copying this backup over the {dsa name}.dxi  file.

Note: To assist with migration from DXmanager, DXagent is able to read DSA configuration from a DXmanager managed
DSA. However, once the DSA is modified by DXagent, it will no longer have its latest state reflected in DXmanager or
have changes from DXmanager applied to it.

Migrate From DXmanager to CA Directory Management UI
The section explains the sequence in which the steps should be performed to migrate from DXmanager 12.0 to
Management UI 14.0.

Prepare the machines:

Machine Installer Component Version
A Dxserver 12.0
B DXmanager 12.0
C Management UI 14.0

Follow these steps

1. On machine A, upgrade dxserver 12.0 to 14.0 with dxagent. Choose the option to keep existing dxadmin.
2. On machine C, create an environment and add the host to the Management UI. (The host here is referred to Machine

A, where DXserver is installed).
3. Ensure that all the existing DSA's from 12.0 which are created in machine A, appears under the host and can be

controlled by the Management UI.

NOTE
If the Management UI is able to manage the dsa's from machine A, then you can stop using the
DXmanager. 

To test the workings of the DSA's from Management UI, do the following:

1. Login to the  Management UI and create a new DSA.
2. Setup replication between the new and the old DSA's and ensure they replicate to each other.

For DXmanager password issue, refer to this link: Password does not work after DXManager Upgrade.
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Integrating
This section discusses the following topics:

Integrate an Eracom HSM
This section discusses Windows only.

It has been tested on the following:

• ProtectServer Orange External (PSO-E)
• ProtectToolkit C Release 3.24 or higher

Examples in This Section
The examples here use the following settings:

• HSM hostname: orange.
• HSM IP address: 10.1.1.100
• Gateway: 10.1.1.1
• Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0
• DNS IP address: 10.1.2.102

The instructions are based on the sample directories provided with CA Directory. These sample directories include:

• The Democorp DSA
• The UNSPSC DSA

Configure the HSM

Log In to the HSM
The operating system of the Eracom HSM is based on Linux.

When you log in for the first time, the Eracom system prompts you for a new root password. Enter a password that is
suitable for your company's security policy.

Confirm the HSM Initial State
To determine that the HSM is functioning correctly, enter the following command at the HSM root prompt:

hsmstate 

If the HSM is functioning correctly, the system responds with the following message.

HSM device 0: HSM in NORMAL MODE. RESPONDING

Update the HSM Configuration Files
Before editing any files, back up the configuration files.
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Set the HSM Hostname

To change the hostname on the HSM

1. Open /etc/hostname.
This file contains only one line.

2. Change the line from the default of rasam to the HSM hostname. For example, change it to orange.
3. Save the file.

This change will take effect when you restart the HSM.

Set HSM IP Address

To set the HSM IP address

1. Open the /etc/network/dualnet configuration file.
2. Change the following items:

# First Ethernet address

IP0 = 10.1.1.100

# Second Ethernet address

IP1 = 192.168.2.212

# Netmask

NETMASK = 255.255.255.0

# Network

NET1 = 10.1.1.0/24

# Gateway

GATEWAY = 10.1.1.1

3. Save the file.

Enable Name Resolution

To enable the HSM to resolve DNS names within your environment

1. Open the /etc/resolv.conf file.
2. Add the IP address of your DNS server:

nameserver 10.1.2.102

search gc.eracom-tech.com

Update the Active IP Tables

Access controls on the ProtectServer Orange External is performed using IP tables.

In the following example, the desired access control configuration is to deny access to all but one IP address, that of your
directory host. In this example, the directory host's IP address will be 10.1.3.10.

iptables -F INPUT

iptables -A INPUT -s 10.1.3.10 -j ACCEPT

iptables -A INPUT -j DROP

/etc/init.d/iptables save active

Once the last command is entered, the HSM should respond with the following message.

Saving iptables ruleset: save "active" with counters

Please refer to the ProtectServer Orange External installation guide for further details on the commands used.
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Update the Inactive IP Tables

Before the IP tables are completely configured, it should have an inactive table defined. This is less critical as there is very
little running in the operating system by the time the inactive table is loaded. The following set of commands provides you
with a suitable inactive table.

iptables -F INPUT

iptables -F OUTPUT

iptables -F FORWARD

iptables -A INPUT -j DROP

iptables -A OUTPUT -j DROP

iptables -A FORWARD -j DROP

/etc/init.d/iptables save inactive

Once the last command is entered, the HSM should respond with the following message.

Savinging iptables ruleset: save "inactive" with counters

Restart Networking After Changes

After making and changes to the networking configuration, reboot the HSM or restart the networking with the following
command:

/etc/init.d/networking restart

Install the Eracom Win32 Software
For the best performance, and to ensure communications between the directory server and the Eracom HSM, it is best to
install both the Network Access Provider and Protect ToolkitC on the directory server itself.

Install The Network Access Provider
To install the Win32 Network Access Provider onto the directory host

1. Insert the CD ProtectToolkit C Orange into the CDROM drive of the directory host.
2. Install the following package:

{CDROM}:\Win32\Network_HSM_Access_Provider\ETnethsm.exe

3. At the Eracom Network HSM Access Provider Installation screen, click Next.
4. At the licence agreement screen, click Yes.
5. Choose your destination folder, and then click Next.
6. In the Remote Client Setup page, enter the IP address of the HSM ProtectServer Orange External HSM, and the

listener TCP port. By default it is 12396. Once you are complete, click Next.
7. Click Yes to update the path:
8. At the Setup Complete screen, click Finish.

Install The Protect Toolkit C Runtime
To install the Win32 Protect ToolKit C Runtime onto the directory host

1. Insert the CD titled: ProtectToolkit C Orange into the CDROM drive of the directory host.
2. Install the following package:

{CDROM}:\Win32\PTKC_Runtime\ETcprt.exe

At the ProtectToolkit C Runtime Installation screen, click Next.
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3. At the licence agreement screen, click Yes.
4. Choose your destination folder, and then click Next.
5. Click Yes to update the path:

6. At the Setup Complete screen, click Finish.

Confirm Software Installation
After the installation of the two packages, you should be able to confirm installation of the Eracom client utilities.

To confirm that the Eracom client utilities were installed

1. Open a command prompt
2. At the command prompt, enter in the following command:

hsmstate

The following output appears:
hsmstate

HSM device 0:   HSM in NORMAL MODE. RESPONDING

3. Enter the following command:
ctconf

The first time you run this command you will be asked to set the pin for two roles, Admin and Administrator.
Select pins for both roles.

4. Enter the ctconf command again.
The following output appears, demonstrating that the client utilities installed on the directory host are communicating
with the Eracom HSM:
ProtectToolkit C Configuration Utility $Revision: 1.129 $

Copyright (c) Eracom Technologies 2003

Current Adapter Configuration for Device 0:

Model             : 8000:PL450

Serial Number     : 4133

Adapter Clock     : 15/06/2006 02:40:26 (+10:00)

Battery Status    : GOOD

Security Mode     : Default (No flags set)

Transport Mode    : None

FM Support        : Enabled

FM Status         : No FM downloaded yet

Open Session Count: 0

Number of Slots   : 1

RTC Adjustment Access Control: Disabled

PLEASE NOTE that the firmware allows FMs to be downloaded; but the "Tamper before upgrade" security flag

 is not set. To protect existing keys against a possible threat of a rogue FM, this flag should be set

 (using 'ctconf -ft')
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Create Certificates
To use the HSM, you need to create certificates.

Create A New Slot for the Certificates
To create a new slot for the certificates

1. Open a command window on the directory host and enter the following command:
ctconf -c1

This command requests the administrator's PIN.
2. Enter the PIN.

In this example, set the PIN to 1000 on the test HSM.
Once the administrator's pin is entered, the new slot will be created.

Test the New Slot
To test the new slot

1. Query the status of the slot using the following command:
ctstat -sslot-number

This produces output similar to this:
ProtectToolkit C Status Utility $Revision: 1.32 $

Copyright (c) Eracom Technologies 2003

Slot ID 2

    Description      : CSA8000:53551

    Manufacturer     : ERACOM Pty. Ltd.

    Hardware Version : 71.00

    Firmware Version : 1.42

Token for Slot ID 2

    Label            :

    Manufacturer     : ERACOM Pty. Ltd.

    Model            : 8000:PL450

    Serial Number    : 4133:53551

    Hardware Version : 71.00

    Firmware Version : 1.42

2. Look for the following message:
ctcert: The token in slot # is not initialised.

If you see it, run the following command:
ctconf -nslot-number

3. Look for the following message:
ctcert: The user PINN for the token in slot # is not initialised.

If you see it, run the following command:
ctkmu p -sslot-number

Generate the Certificate Authority Key Pair
To create the PEM certificates for the sample DSAs, you need to create a certificate authority, or CA. Create the certificate
authority's key pair in the new slot.

To generate the certificate authority key pair

1. Enter the following command.
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ctcert c -k -lrootCA -sslot-number

2. Enter the user PIN for the slot.
3. Enter the following information about the certificate:

– Common Name
– Organization
– Organizational Unit
– Locality
– State
– Country
This creates a CA keypair called rootCA. The output looks like this:
ProtectToolkit C Certificate Utility $Revision: 1.52 $

Copyright (c) Eracom Technologies 2003

Enter user PIN for <Slot 2> DocoTest:

Please enter the Subject DN for the key pair and certificate.

Common Name: RootCA

Organization: CA

Organizational Unit: Labs

Locality: Mooroolbark

State: VIC

Country: AU

Generating new key pair, please wait...

Creating certificate for 'rootCA'

Issuer: 'CN=RootCA,O=CA,OU=Labs,L=Mooroolbark,ST=VIC,C=AU'

Subject: 'CN=RootCA,O=CA,OU=Labs,L=Mooroolbark,ST=VIC,C=AU'

ctcert: Certificate generated

Generate the DSA Certificates
You must now create the individual DSA personality certificates. Each of these certificates will be signed by the root CA
certificate authority.

Each of the DSA certificates will be stored in slot 2, along with the CA certificate.

For this example, use the table below when entering the responses:

DSA Name Certificate Distinguished Name Attributes
Democorp-Master-democorp cn=DXServer,o=Democorp,c=AU
UNSPSC-Master-unspsc cn=DXServer,o=UNSPSC,c=AU
Router-Master cn=DXServer,c=AU

To generate the DSA certificates

1. Enter the following command:
ctcert c -crootCA -k -ldsa-name -s2

2. Enter the user PIN for the slot.
3. Enter the following information about the certificate:

– Common Name
– Organization
– Country
Leave any other fields blank.

4. Repeat for each of the DSAs that are required.
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Test the New Certificate
You should now check that you created the certificates correctly.

To list the certs in slot number 2, enter the following command:

ctcert l -s2

Export the CA Certificate to a PEM File
Before you can configure the DXserver to work with the HSM, you must export the root CA and DSA certificates to PEM
files.

NOTE
Only the certificates will be exported, not the private keys. The private keys will remain in the HSM.

To export the CA certificate

1. Change to the ssld directory
2. Export the certificate, using the following command:

ctcert x -frootCA.pem -s2 -lrootCA

where:
– -lcertificate-lable

Specifies the label of the certificate stored in the HSM slot
– -ffilename

Specifies the file name of the exported certificate

Export the DSA Certificates to PEM Files
The command to export the DSA certificates is exactly the same as the command used in the previous topic, except the
DSA names replaces the rootCA values.

To export the DSA certificates

1. Change to the ssld\personalities directory.
2. Export the certificates, using the following commands:

ctcert x -fDemocorp-Master-democorp.pem -s2 -lDemocorp-Master-democorp

ctcert x -fUNSPSC-Master-unspsc.pem -s2 -lUNSPSC-Master-unspsc

ctcert x -fRouter-Master.pem -s2 -lRouter-Master

– -lcertificate-label
Specifies the label of the certificate stored in the HSM slot.

– -ffilename
Specifies the file name of the exported certificate.

Change the DSA Configuration to Use the New Certificates
You must now configure each individual DSA to use HSM certificates.

To change the DSA configuration to use the new certificates

1. Create an SSLD configuration file with the following content:
# HSM configuration

set ssl = {

 cert-dir = "config/ssld/personalities"

 ca-file = "config/ssld/rootCA.pem"
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 pin = "1000"

 lib = "C:\Program Files\Eracom\ProtectToolkit C Runtime\cryptoki.dll"

 slot = 2

};

2. Save this new file as config\ssld\HSM.dxc.
3. Modify the DXI file to use the new SSLD configuration file:

a. Find the following line:
source "../ssld/default.dxc";

b. Replace it with this line:
source "../ssld/HSM.dxc";

4. Restart all DSAs.

Test Whether SSL Is Working
This section presents the following ways to test whether the SSL functionality is working:

• Use an LDAP browser to connect to the DSA using SSL.
• Use LDAP tracing to trace incoming and outgoing operations.

Connect To The Directory Using SSL
You should now connect to the directory using SSL, to confirm the SSL functionality. You can use an LDAP browser such
as JXplorer.

To test the SSL functionality

1. Use an LDAP browser to connect to the router DSA, using the following details:
– DSA name: Router-Master
– Port: 19289
– Authentication level: SSL + anonymous.
– Base DN: blank
When the connection is established, a dialog appears, similar to the following:

This confirms your trust of the trusted root certificate that has been presented to the LDAP browser.
2. To trust the certificate and add it to the trusted certificate key store of the JXplorer browser, click Always.

This connection validates that CA Directory is communicating with HSM.
3. Confirm the certificate has been loaded into the keystore of the browser. To do this in JXplorer, click on the Security

menu, and select Trusted servers and CAs.
This opens a lists of the certificates registered in the keystore.
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Because the root CA is trusted by the browser, any DSA that presents a certificate signed by this root CA is
immediately trusted by your browser.

Trace Incoming and Outgoing Operations
To prove the SSL communications in another way, you can trace (with a trace setting of LDAP) the router DSA.

If SSL is working, the incoming and outgoing operations are preceded by the text (SSL).

Integrate a Websphere Portal Server
This section discusses Windows only.

It has been tested on Websphere Portal Server 5.1.0.1 and 6.0.

Install CA Directory to Integrate with Websphere Portal Server
To install CA Directory

1. Use the Installation Guide for instructions on installing CA Directory.
2. Download the latest version of CA Directory from http://ca.com/support.
3. Install the following packages:

– Directory
– Management UI

Create a CA Directory Backbone
You need to create a new DSA to store the user entries that Websphere Portal Server and Websphere Application Server
require.

Use Directory Management UI to create a new backbone that includes a single DSA, and make sure that the DSA is
 started.
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Populate CA Directory
Before you install and configure Websphere Portal & Application Servers, you must have a default set of user accounts
and groups populated in the directory.

This section describes how to create LDIF files containing the necessary users and groups, and how to load them into the
DSA.

The LDIF data in this section has been adapted from the sample LDIF files on the Websphere Portal Installation Setup CD
(PortalUsers.ldif and ContentUsers.ldif).

Create an LDIF file Containing Users
You must add the following user accounts to the directory:

• wpsadmin
• wpsbind

The absolute DN of these user accounts will be determined by the DIT structure of your directory. For this example, you
will populate them into the following subtree:

c=au,o=democorp,ou=Administrators,ou=Websphere

To create the LDIF file containing users

1. Create the parent entries specified above.
2. In a text editor, create a new document.
3. Copy and paste the following LDIF representation into a new document:

dn: c=au

oc: top

oc: country

c: au

dn: o=democorp,c=au

oc: top

oc: organization

o: democorp

dn: ou=groups,o=democorp, c=au

oc: organizationalUnit

oc: top

ou: groups

dn: ou=users,o=democorp,c=au

objectClass: organizationalUnit

objectClass: top

ou: users

dn: uid=wpsadmin,ou=users,o=democorp,c=au

oc: inetOrgPerson

oc: organizationalPerson

oc: person

oc: top

userPassword: wpsadmin

uid: wpsadmin

cn: wps admin
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sn: admin

dn: uid=wpsbind,ou=users,o=democorp,c=au

oc: inetOrgPerson

oc: organizationalPerson

oc: person

oc: top

userPassword: wpsbind

uid: wpsbind

cn: wps bind

sn: bind

4. Save the new file as wpsusers.ldif.

Create an LDIF file Containing Groups
You must add the following groups to the directory:

• wpsadmins
• wpsContentAdministrators
• wpsDocReviewer
• wcmadmins

To create the LDIF file containing groups

1. In a text editor, create a new document.
2. Copy and paste the following LDIF representation into a new document:

dn: cn=wpsContentAdministrators,ou=groups,o=democorp,c=au

objectClass: groupOfUniqueNames

objectClass: top

cn: wpsContentAdministrators

uniqueMember: uid=wpsadmin,ou=users,o=democorp,c=AU

dn: cn=wcmadmins,ou=groups,o=democorp,c=au

objectClass: groupOfUniqueNames

objectClass: top

cn: wcmadmins

uniqueMember: uid=wpsadmin,ou=users,o=democorp,c=AU

dn: cn=wpsDocReviewer,ou=groups,o=democorp,c=au

objectClass: groupOfUniqueNames

objectClass: top

cn: wpsDocReviewer

uniqueMember: uid=wpsadmin,ou=users,o=democorp,c=AU

dn: cn=wpsadmins,ou=groups,o=democorp,c=au

objectClass: groupOfUniqueNames

objectClass: top

cn: wpsadmins

uniqueMember: uid=wpsadmin,ou=users,o=democorp,c=AU

3. Save the new file as wpsgroups.ldif.
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Load the LDIF Files Into the DSA
The DXmodify tool can load data from an LDIF file into a DSA.

To load the LDIF files

1. Use the following command to load the LDIF file containing the users:
dxmodify  - a  - c  - h hostname  - p 19389  - f wpsusers.ldif

2. Use the following command to load the LDIF file containing the groups:
dxmodify  - a  - c  - h hostname  - p 19389  - f wpsgroups.ldif

3. When the load is completed, start JXplorer and connect to port 19389. User anonymous connection, as we have not
activated any directory access controls as yet.

4. Once connected, expand all the DIT subtrees, and you should see exactly the same entries, as displayed in the image
below.

You have now set up CA Directory act as the LDAP repository for Websphere Portal Server.

Set Up Websphere Portal Server
Now that you have set up the DSA containing the required data, you need to set up Websphere Portal Server.
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The Websphere Portal Server installation uses about 4 GB of disk space. Ensure that you have adequate disk space
before you install.

Install Websphere Portal Server
To install Websphere Portal Server

1. Log in as a user with administrator privileges.
2. Insert the Websphere Portal Server installation CD.

If the installer does not start automatically, navigate to the CD drive and open the install.bat file.
During the installation, the wizard will prompt you to supply information. The following table lists the information you
need for each package:

Information Recommendation
Select a language to be used for this wizard Select your language
Software License Agreement Read, and accept it if you agree.
Setup Type Select Full

Websphere Application Server installation path Confirm that this path is correct.
Note: This full installation will consume approx 4 gigabytes of
disk space. Ensure that you have adequate disk space before
continuing.

Node name Enter a name for this instance of WebSphere
WebSphere Application Server hostname Enter the name of the computer that you are installing on
Websphere Portal installation directory Confirm that this path is correct.

Note: This full installation will consume approx 4 gigabytes of
disk space. Ensure that you have adequate disk space before
continuing.

System Logon User ID If you want to start the Websphere components as a service,
define a user account that the service can log in as.

WebSphere Portal administrative user Create a user name and password that you will use later to log in
to the Websphere portal.
This user does not need to exist within Windows: this account is
internal to the portal only.

1. Later in the installation process, enter the installation CDs when prompted.
2. In the last installation screen, de-select the Launch First Steps check box, and then click Finish.

The installation has completed.
3. Restart the computer.

Configure Websphere Portal Server to Use CA Directory
Websphere Portal Server does not support CA Directory out-of-the-box. This means that you must configure Websphere
Portal Server to think that CA Directory is Domino, one of the supported directories.

Edit the wpconfig.properties file

1. In a text editor, open the {wp_root}\config\wpconfig.properties file.
This is the main Websphere Portal Server configuration file.

2. Edit the file to match the details shown below:
WasUserid=uid=wpsbind,ou=users,o=democorp,c=au

WasPassword=wpsbind
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PortalAdminId=uid=wpsadmin,ou=users,o=democorp,c=au

PortalAdminIdShort=wpsadmin

PortalAdminPwd=wpsadmin

PortalAdminGroupId=cn=wpsadmins,ou=groups,o=democorp,c=au

WpsContentAdministrators=cn=wpsContentAdministrators,ou=groups,o=democorp,c=au

WpsContentAdministratorsShort=wpsContentAdministrators

WpsDocReviewer=cn=wpsDocReviewer,ou=groups,o=democorp,c=au

WpsDocReviewerShort=wpsDocReviewer

WcmAdminGroupId=cn=oucmadmins,ou=groups,o=democorp,c=au

WcmAdminGroupIdShort=Wcmadmins

LTPAPassword=password

LTPATimeout=120

LDAPHostName=hostname

LDAPPort=19389

LDAPAdminUId=uid=wpsadmin,ou=users,o=democorp,c=au

LDAPAdminPwd=wpsadmin

LDAPServerType=DOMINO502

LDAPBindID=uid=wpsbind,ou=users,o=democorp,c=au

LDAPBindPassword=wpsbind

LDAPSuffix=o=democorp,c=au

LDAPUserPrefix=uid

LDAPUserSuffix=ou=users

LDAPGroupPrefix=cn

LDAPGroupSuffix=ou=groups

LDAPUserObjectClass=inetOrgPerson

LDAPGroupObjectClass=groupOfUniqueNames

LDAPGroupMember=uniqueMember

LDAPUserFilter=(&(uid=%v)(objectclass=inetOrgPerson))

LDAPGroupFilter=(&(cn=%v)(objectclass=groupOfUniqueNames))

3. Save and close the configuration file.

Check that Required Entries Are Present
You must run the validate-wmmur-ldap script, which validates the contents of the wpsconfig.properties file with CA
Directory. This confirms that all the required entries are stored within the directory.

To check that required entries are present

1. Run the following command from the {wp_root}\config folder:
WPSconfig.bat validate-wmmur-ldap  - DWasPassword=wpsbind 

-DPortalAdminPwd=wpsadmin  - DLTPAPassword=password 

 - DLDAPAdminPassword=wpsadmin 

 - DWmmSystemIDPassword=wpsadmin

2. If the script finishes with the following, then the script ran to completion:
BUILD SUCCESSFUL

Total time: nn seconds

If it failed, you should check the contents of the wpsconfig.properties file for a configuration error.

Switch the User Repository
You must run the enable-security-wmmur-ldap script, which switches Websphere’s user repository from the default
database to CA Directory.
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This script will only work if the validate-wmmur-ldap script has run without error.

To switch to the CA Directory repository

1. Run the following command from the {wp_root}\config folder.
WPSconfig.bat enable-security-wmmur-ldap  - DWasPassword=wpsbind 

-DPortalAdminPwd=wpsadmin  - DDbPassword=password 

 - DLTPAPassword=password 

 - DLDAPAdminPassword=wpsadmin 

 - DWmmSystemIDPassword=wpsadmin

2. If the script finishes with the following then the script ran to completion:
BUILD SUCCESSFUL

Total time: nn minutes nn seconds

Test the Integrated System
You have now finished integrating CA Directory with WebSphere Portal Server. The following sections describe how to
test your system.

Log In to the Portal
You have switched Websphere Portal Security over to using CA Directory, so you should start your tests by logging in.

Log in to the portal

1. Open a browser and type in the following URL:
http://{FQDN of WPS server}:10038/wps/portal

The WebSphere Portal page opens.
2. Click the Log in link.
3. Log in using the following details:

– User ID: wpsadmin
– Password: wpsadmin

4. Click the Log in button.
When the login process is complete, the portal view appears.

5. To log out, click the Log out button.

Create a New User In The Portal
The other way to test that the integration process is complete is to create a new user, and then log in as that user.

Create and log in as a new user

1. On the portal main page, click the Sign up button.
2. Type in the user's details, and then click OK to register the new user.

When the user has been registered by the portal, the Congratulations screen appears.
3. Click Log in to to log in as the new user.
4. Type in the user ID and password, and then click Log in again.

When the login has finished, the portal view appears.
This will be different to the wpsadmin login you just performed, because the new user is not a member of the
wpsadmins group within the directory.
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Integrate Entrust Security Manager
CA Directory is currently being certified with Entrust, using the Entrust Ready Test Plan - Directories.

Prerequisites:

Before you can integrate CA Directory and Entrust Security Manager, ensure that the following conditions are met:

• CA Directory is installed.
• The Informix patch (SM71P95992.zip) is available during the installation process.
• TCP/IP port 389 is not used by any other program.

This section describes how to install Entrust using the simple integration, which automatically uses port 389.

Configure CA Directory
To integrate Entrust Security manager, you need to configure CA Directory by creating and configuring a DSA to store
Entrust's internal policies and certificate-related data.

Create an Entrust DSA
Create a new DSA to store Entrust's internal policies and certificate-related data.

Use Directory Management UI to create a new backbone that includes a single DSA with the following details:

• DSA name: entrust
• TCP/IP connection port: 389
• DSA prefix: O=enTrust, C=AU

Configure the Entrust DSA
When you create a new DSA, the initialization file of the new DSA sources the default configuration files. In this case, the
new Entrust DSA is set to use the default configuration files.

When you upgrade CA Directory, these default configuration files are overwritten, even if you have customized them.

To prevent an upgrade from overwriting the configuration files used by the Entrust DSA, you should create your own set of
configuration files and set the Entrust DSA to use these.

To customize the Entrust DSA

1. Create copies of the following default configuration files:
– Copy limits\dxmanager.dxc to limits\entrust.dxc
– Copy logging\dxmanager.dxc to logging\entrust.dxc
– Copy schema\dxmanager.dxg to schema\entrust.dxg (turn off the read-only flag)
– Copy settings\dxmanager.dxc to settings\entrust.dxc
– Copy database\dxmanager.dxc to database\entrust.dxc

2. Edit the servers\entrust-Master-entrust.dxi file to source the new configuration files.
The DXI file should now look like this:
# Computer Associates DXserver

#

# Initialization file written by dxmanager

# logging and tracing

source "../logging/entrust.dxc";

# LEGACY licence

# source "../licence/dxmanager.dxc";
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# schema

clear schema;

source "../schema/entrust.dxg";

# knowledge

clear dsas;

source "../knowledge/entrust.dxc";

# operational settings

source "../settings/entrust.dxc";

# service limits

source "../limits/entrust.dxc";

# database

source "../database/entrustdb.dxc";

# database settings

source "../database/entrust.dxc";

# access controls

clear access;

source "../access/dxmanager.dxc";

# replication agreements (rarely used)

# source "../replication/";

# multiwrite DISP recovery

set multi-write-disp-recovery = false;

# cache configuration

# set max-cache-size = 100;

# set cache-index = commonName, surname;

# set cache-attrs = all-attributes;

# set lookup-cache = true;

3. Open the schema file schema/entrust.dxg in a text editor.
4. Add the following line to the file:

source "entrust.dxc";

5. Save and close the schema.
6. When the Entrust DSA is started, it will source the Entrust schema.
7. Confirm that the configuration files do not contain errors, using the following command:

dxsyntax

If no messages appear, the configuration contains no errors.
If there are any errors, fix them, and then run dxsyntax command again.

Add Entries to the Entrust DSA
You need to create three entries in the Entrust DSA. These entries will store the Entrust data.

To add entries to the Entrust DSA

1. Start the DSA using the following command:
dxserver start entrust

2. Create the following entries in the Entrust DSA.
dn: ou=Certificates,o=enTrust,c=AU

objectClass: organizationalUnit

objectClass: enTrustCA

objectClass: top

ou: Certificates

userPassword: {password}

dn: ou=Admin,o=enTrust,c=AU
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objectClass: organizationalUnit

objectClass: top

ou: Admin

dn: cn=DirAdmin,ou=Admin,o=enTrust,c=AU

objectClass: inetOrgPerson

objectClass: organizationalPerson

objectClass: person

objectClass: top

cn: DirAdmin

sn: DirAdmin

userPassword: {password}

The DSA's DIT should now show the following entries:

Install Entrust Security Manager
To install the Entrust Security Manager, you need to install the Informix Database, the Security Manager itself, and the
Security Manager Administration.

Install the Informix Database
Before you can install Entrust Security Manager, you must install the patch for Informix 9.4 for Windows.

Follow the steps below to apply this patch, and then install the database software.

1. Download the full installation for Informix 9.4 for Security Manager 7.1.
2. Choose the "Unpack the files used to perform the installation to the location specified below, and don't remove these

files after the setup is completed." option.
3. Run Informix_9_4_for_easm_win.exe.
4. Wait until the installation starts, and then cancel it.

The files have been unpacked, and you can now find and run the patch.
5. Find the file SM71P95992.zip. This is the Informix patch.
6. Unzip the patch to a temporary directory.
7. Copy the patched version of informix.msi from the temp directory over the original version.
8. Continue with the installation, as described in the Entrust installation documentation.

When the installation is finished, restart the computer as instructed.
9. Log in as the administrator.

A post-installation script starts. When the script window closes, the installation process is complete.

Installing Entrust Security Manager
You should use the Entrust installation documentation to help you install Entrust Security Manager.

This section describes the only steps that will be defined here directly relate to the CA Directory configuration.

1. Install Entrust Security Manager.
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After the installation process has been completed, the following screen will appear:

2. Select the Run Security Manager Configuration checkbox.
3. Click Finish.

The Security Manager configuration wizard begins

4. Select the Simple Configuration using LDAP Directory from the dropdown list, and click Next.
5. Follow the standard installation process until the Simple Configuration for LDAP Directory dialog appears:
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6. Add the Root CA certificate DN credentials, and click Test Bind Information to test these credentials.
7. Add the bind credentials of the administrative user, and click Test Bind Information to test these credentials.
8. Add the DSA connection information of the Entrust DSA that you created in Create an Entrust DSA.

The details should be entered as is displayed above. The only change may be in the DN structure, if you've created a
different DN suffix to the “o=entrust,c=au” suffix used above.

NOTE
You cannot use this dialog to change the TCP/IP port to connect to the DSA. This is set to port 389, which is
the reason that you must set the Entrust DSA to use port 389.

9. Click Next, and continue to configure the Security Manager as described in the Entrust installation documentation.

Install Entrust Security Manager Administration
You must install Entrust Security Manager Administration. This lets CA Directory interface with Entrust Security Manager.

Install Entrust Security Manager Administration using the Entrust installation documentation.
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Reference
The section provides detailed information on the following topics:

• Internal commands for DSA, DUA, and scripting
• DSA or DXserver commands
• DXconsole commands that the DXserver supports
• System messages for CA Directory
• File structure and formats that CA Directory supports
• Various limits in CA Directory you can change and the limits that cannot be changed
• Schema files and syntaxes that CA Directory supports
• CA Directory conformance with standards and protocols
• Port Numbers that CA Directory uses
• The directory user agent (DUA)

Internal Commands for DSA, DUA, and Scripting
Internal commands are executed by the Command Line Interpreter itself.

Syntax for Commands

The following command executes a script file:

source "script-file";

The source command is relative to the file that invokes it. For example, you can source the file schema.dxg using the
following command:

source "../schema/schema.dxg";

The schema.dxg script can then source a file in its own directory using the following command:

source "attr.dxc";

To include a comment, begin the comment line with the # symbol.

Script File Errors and Debugging
Usually the system does not echo commands in script files before they are executed. If there is an error in the script file, a
message similar to the following is displayed:

>>>> set allow-binds = 1;

 -----------------------^ (line 12 in 'test.dxc')

 Syntax Error: Expected 'true' or 'false'

To obtain a full log of every command executed in a script file, set the first lines of the script file to:

echo-on;

set trace-file = "script.log";

After running the script file, you can examine the log file to locate any failed command and the reason for the failure.

! Command
The ! command is the short form of the source command.
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For example, the following two lines are equivalent:

source "democorp.dxc";

! "democorp.dxc";

echo Command
The echo command displays each command in a script file before the command is executed.

The output of echoed commands goes to the DSA console (if connected) and the trace-log file (if open).

Messages can be displayed using the echo command, for example:

echo "Initializing ...";

echo-off Command
The echo-off command turns off echoing. After this command has been read, no output is sent to the log file.

If you do not want the password to be displayed when it is entered, use the echo-off command in the Telnet session.

echo-on Command
The echo-on command sends an echo of the command to the command before it is executed, and also send the
command results to the same output.

To obtain a full log of a script on a DSA, set the first lines of the script file to:

echo-on;

set trace-log = "script.log";

script.log is the name of the file to which the output is sent.

To obtain a full log of a script on a DUA, do the following:

1. Set the first lines of the script file to:
echo-on;

set log-type = "script.log";

2. Set the last lines of the script to the following:
flush trace-log;

quit;

source Command
The source command includes the contents of another file.

You can nest source commands, and source a file that contains further source commands.

The source command is relative to the file that invokes it.

source filename;

filename

Defines another configuration file.

Example

If a file contains the first command listed below, it sources the file schema.dxg. The schema.dxg script can then source a
file in its own directory using the second command:
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source "../schema/schema.dxg";

source "attr.dxc";

DSA Commands (DXserver Commands)
DSA commands control the way the DSAs work.

You can use these commands in these ways:

• Use the commands in configuration files.
The command takes effect when the DSA is restarted or reinitialized.

• Enter the commands through the DSA console
The command takes effect immediately. When the DSA is restarted or reinitialized, the command will no longer take
effect.

• Include the commands in script files.
The command takes effect when the script file is run. When the DSA is restarted or reinitialized, the command will no
longer take effect.

About the CA Directory Commands
The commands, flags, and settings control every aspect of CA Directory configuration and management.

Quotation Marks

You do not need to enclose simple (one-word) strings in quotation marks.

However, you must quote complex (many-word) strings. Within a quoted string, you can use a backslash (\) as an escape
mechanism for the following cases:

Reason for Using Quotes Example String
String already contains quotes my “favorite” car "my \"favorite\" car"
String already contains a backslash c:\myfile "c:\\myfile"
String contains UTF-8 characters Jürgen Weiß "J\xC3\xBCrgen Wei\xC3\9Fx"

Non-ASCII Characters

You can specify attribute values in character sets other than ASCII. LDAPv3 uses UTF-8 for internationalization.

To use a UTF-8 character in an attribute value, do the following:

• Precede the value with utf8
• Escape each two-character encoding with \x
• Enclose the string in double quotes

Example: Search for All Entries with Common Names Beginning with É

In UTF-8, the character É (e-acute) is C3A9.

To search for all entries with common names beginning with e, use the following DUA command:

search-req base-object=<> whole-subtree filter = { attr = commonName substrings [ initial e };

To search for all entries with common names beginning with É, use the following DUA command:

search-req base-object=<> whole-subtree filter = { attr = commonName substrings [ initial utf8 "\xC3\xA9" };

The Latin-1 character e-acute (E9) in UTF-8 (C3A9) has been encoded.
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Command History

DXserver stores commands when they are entered. You can view these commands by using the history command, and
can repeat them by using the number of the command in the history list.

Commands Categorized by Function
This section lists all of the DXserver commands, categorized by function.

Each of these commands is described fully in Commands Reference.

Commands for Access Controls
Use the following commands to enable and configure access controls:

•  set admin-user Command 
•  set group Command 
•  set protected-items Command 
•  set public-user Command 
•  set reg-user Command 
•  set super-user Command 

Commands for Using DSA Memory
Use the following commands to enable and configure DSA memory use:

•  set cache-index Command 
•  set cache-reverse Command 
•  set lookup-cache Command 

Commands for Logging
Use the following commands to enable and configure logging:

• close log
• get log
• set connect-log
• set disable-transaction-log
• set disable-transaction-log-flush
• set log
• set query-log-show-eis
• set query-log-advanced
• set time-log-search-threshold
• set time-log-update-threshold
• set update-log-show-all-values
• set update-log-show-values

Commands for Tracing
Use the following commands to enable and configure logging:
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•  get trace Command 
•  get trace-level Command 
•  set trace Command 
•  trace Command 
•  trace disable assoc Command 
•  trace enable assoc Command 

Commands for Managing User Accounts
 Contents 

  

Use the following commands to enable and configure password management:

•  set password-age Command 
•  set password-age-warning-period Command 
•  set password-allow-ignore-expired Command 
•  set password-allow-ignore-suspended Command 
•  set password-allow-locking Command 
•  set password-alpha Command 
•  set password-alpha-num Command 
•  set password-enforce-quality-on-reset Command 
•  set password-force-change Command 
•  set password-grace-logins Command 
•  set password-history Command 
•  set password-last-use Command 
•  set password-lowercase Command 
•  set password-max-length Command 
•  set password-max-repetition Command 
•  set password-max-substring-repetition Command 
•  set password-max-suspension Command 
•  set password-mimic-netscape-response-controls Command 
•  set password-min-age Command 
•  set password-min-length Command 
•  set password-min-length-repeated-substring Command 
•  set password-netscape-op-attrs Command 
•  set password-non-alpha Command 
•  set password-non-alpha-num Command 
•  set password-numeric Command 
•  set password-policy Command 
•  set password-proxy-user Command 
•  set password-retries Command 
•  set password-storage Command 
•  set password-substring-attrs Command 
•  set password-uppercase Command 
•  set password-username-substring Command 
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Commands for Multiwrite Replication
Use the following commands to enable and configure multiwrite replication:

•  clear multi-write-queue Command  
•  get dsp Command 
•  set dsa Command 
•  set isolate-multi-write-group  
•  set multi-write-disp-recovery Command 
•  set multi-write-dsp-idle-time Command (obsolete but still supported)
•  set multi-write-error-trap Command 
•  set multi-write-group-credit Command 
•  set multi-write-outstanding-ops Command 
•  set multi-write-queue Command 
•  set multi-write-retry-time Command 
•  set wait-for-multiwrite Command 

Commands for Schemas
Use the following commands to enable and configure schemas:

•  get schema command 
•  set attr-set command 
•  set attribute command 
•  set name-binding command 
•  set object-class command 
•  set oid-prefix command 
•  set syntax-alias command 
•  set unique-attrs command 

Commands for SNMP
Use the following commands to configure SNMP monitoring:

•  set dsa 
•  set log 
•  set snmp-contact 
•  set snmp-description 
•  set snmp-location 
•  set snmp-name 
•  set snmp-poll-community 
•  set snmp-trap-community 

Use the following commands to enable various SNMP traps:

•  set auth-trap 
•  set multi-write-error-trap 
•  set op-error-trap 
•  set password-suspended-trap 
•  set trap-on-update 
•  set trap-on-update-verbose 
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Commands for SSL
Use the following commands to enable and configure SSL:

•  get ciphers Command -- List All Supported Ciphers 
•  set ssl Command -- Configure SSL 
•  set ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check Command 

Commands For Application Compatibility When Migrating from Directories of Other Vendors
Use the following commands to enable application compatibility when migrating from directories of other vendors:

•  set dn-substring-match Command 
•  set enable-nonstandard-behaviour Command 
•  set ignore-name-bindings Command 
•  set ignore-null-value-attrs Command 
•  set mimic-netscape-for-siteminder Command 
•  set password-mimic-netscape-response-controls Command 
•  set password-netscape-legacy-mode Command 
•  set password-netscape-op-attrs Command 
•  set pull-replication Command 
•  set route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes Command 

Commands Reference
This section describes all the configuration and DXconsole commands that the DXserver supports.

abandon Command -- Cancel Operations
The abandon command cancels any outstanding operations on one or more bindings.

To use this command, you need to know the binding number, which you can find out using the get users command. You
might also need to know the operation number, which is the invoke-id seen in the trace logs.

This command has the following format:

abandon { all | operation operation-number } on association binding-number;

• operation-number
Specifies the operation that you want to cancel.

• assoc-number
Specifies the binding which contains the operation you want to cancel.

Example: Abandon Unfinished Operations

The following command abandons all unfinished operations on the binding 131072:

abandon all on association 131072;

The following command abandons only operation 2 on binding 131072:

abandon operation 2 on association 131072;
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Outcome of the abandon Command

When an operation is abandoned, the following messages are sent:

• The targeted service returns the following message:
Service error: operation abandoned

• The abandoned operation returns the following message:
abandon confirm

If the operation cannot be abandoned, the operation returns the following message, with the appropriate error message
explaining why the operation was not abandoned:

abandon-refused

abort Command -- Close Bindings
The abort command closes all or one binding. The DSA discards any outstanding operations when it aborts a binding.

This command has the following format:

abort all-users | user binding-number;

• all-users
Aborts all bindings.

• user binding-number
Aborts one binding. binding-number is a number that specifies the binding you want to abort. Use the get users
command to find this.

Example: Abort All Operations

The following command aborts all operations on the binding 131072:

abort user 131072;

clear access Command -- Remove All Static Access Controls
The clear access command removes all of the static access controls.

This command is often used before loading access controls, to ensure that conflicting controls are not loaded.

This command has the following format:

clear access;

clear allow-search Command -- Remove all Search Profiles
The clear allow-search command removes all search profile definitions from the DSA.

Before you define a search profile, you should delete any existing search profile that has the same name. To do so, you
need to delete all search profiles.

This command has the following format:

clear allow-search;

clear dsas Command -- Remove Knowledge of all Remote DSA Definitions
The clear dsas command removes knowledge of all remote DSA definitions.
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This command is often used before sourcing knowledge of remote DSAs, to prevent conflicting definitions of remote DSAs
being loaded.

NOTE
This command is only useful for DSAs that use the pre-r12 configuration.

For information about remote DSA connections, see Remote Connections.

This command has the following format:

clear dsas;

clear dynamic-group Command
This command has the following format:

clear dynamic-group;

clear multi-write-queue Command -- Remove Entries from Multi-Write Queue
The clear multi-write-queue command removes all entries from the multi-write queue of the DSA you have indicated.

This command has the following syntax:

clear multi-write-queue DSA_Name;

clear referential-integrity Command -- Remove Referential Integrity Rules
Use the clear referential-integrity command to remove all the referential integrity rules.

This command has the following format:

clear referential-integrity;

clear view Command -- Remove All View Definitions
The clear view command removes all view definitions from the DSA.

Before you define a view, you should delete any existing view that has the same name. To do so, you need to delete all
views.

This command has the following format:

clear view;

close log Command -- Stop Output Being Sent to a Log File
The close command stops output to the log file by closing it.

When a DSA shuts down, it automatically closes any open log file. To close a log file manually, use the close command.
You can only close one log at a time.

NOTE
The alarm log cannot be closed.

This command has the following format:

close log-type;
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• log-type

alert-log
cert-log
connect-log
diag-log
query-log
snmp-log
stats-log
summary-log
trace-log
update-log
warn-log

Example: Close The Trace Log

close trace-log

dump dxgrid-db Command -- Take a Consistent Snapshot Copy of a Datastore
The dump dxgrid-db command takes a consistent snapshot copy of the datastore of a running DSA (an online dump). The
file that is written represents the contents of the datastore when the dump started. Updates may proceed while the dump
is in progress but they will not appear in the dump file.

The datastore file is copied to a file with the extension .zdb.

NOTE
Each dump overwrites the previous backup file. Create a cron job on UNIX or a scheduled task on Windows to
copy the backed up file to a safe location before the next dump.

The DXdumpdb tool can export data from a datastore created by the dump command.

The command has the following format:

dump dxgrid-db [period start period];

• period start period
(Optional) Specifies that the online dump is performed at regular intervals.
– start

Defines the number of seconds from Sunday 00:00:00 a.m. GMT.

NOTE
The start time is defined using GMT and not your local time.

– period
Defines the number of seconds between online dumps.

NOTE
The start time is relative to the period and should be lower than it. If you specify a start time that is greater
than the period, the actual start is start - period. For example, if the period is 3600 seconds (one hour) and
start is 3610 seconds, the online dump starts 10 seconds from midnight GMT and continues every hour from
then on.

Ways to Perform Online Dump for DXgrid

An online dump of a DXgrid database can be performed in the following ways:

• Interactively
• Scheduled
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For Interactive dump, follow these steps:

1. Open a command shell and type "telnet localhost {dsaConsolePort}"
2. When connected, enter "dump dxgrid-db" command.

The following is displayed:

Welcome to the DSA Management Console

dsa> dump dxgrid-db;  

Starting dump  

Dump started  

dsa>

For Scheduled dump, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the dsa's settings configuration file.
2. Add the following command:

dump dxgrig-db period <start> <period>;

3. Save and close the file.
4. Stop and restart the dsa for changes to take effect.

Once the dump (interactive or scheduled) has completed, you will see a notification in the DSA's warning log about the
completion of the dump.

Examples of Scheduled Dump

Example: Perform an Online Dump Every Hour

The following command takes a snapshot copy of the datastore every hour:

dump dxgrid-db period 0 3600;

Example: Perform an Online Dump Every Night

The following command takes a snapshot copy of the datastore every night at 3 a.m. in a GMT+10:00 time zone:

dump dxgrid-db period 61200 86400;

In this example, the start time is the number of seconds from Sunday midnight GMT to the first 3 a.m. slot, corrected by
the time zone value, as follows:

(3 am - 10 time zone + 24 hours) * 60 minutes * 60 seconds = 61,200

The 24 hour period is calculated as follows:

24 hours * 60 minutes * 60 seconds = 86,400
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Online Dump Errors

The following table describes the errors encountered while performing an online dump and how to resolve these errors:

Warning Resolution
DXgrid dump request received while dumping A dump is currently running. Please wait for the dump to complete

before issuing the command, or just use the output from the dump
that is in process.

Cannot create output file Ensure that the configured set dxgrid-backup-location
is writeable by the user the DXserver process is running as. This
valus is generally "dsa" for Unix and LocalService on Windows. If
a backup location is not configured, the location configured in the
set dxgrid-db-location command is used.

Cannot write dump file - disk full? The .zdb dump file could not be created as there is not enough
disk space. Ensure that there is at least current .db file of space
left on the device (that is configured with set dxgrid-db-size) where
the backup will be written.

Cannot seek dump file Rare: A file system error occurred when accessing the attribute
section of the existing .db file. Retry the operation and if it
continues to fail, contact your system administrator.

dxserver Command -- Start, Stop, Install, or Initialize DSAs
The dxserver command starts, stops, installs, initializes, or reports on one or all DSAs.

This command has the following format:

dxserver options;

• forcestop dsaname
Stops the DSA dsaname even if it has multiwrite queues.

• init dsaname | all
Signals one or all DSAs dsaname to reread the configuration files (if running). For example:

dxserver init DemoCorp-Host5-democorp

• install dsaname
Adds dsaname to the list of servers to start at system startup. For example:

dxserver install DemoCorp-Host5-democorp

Note: On Windows, the dxserver start command implicitly does an installation.
• remove dsaname

Removes dsaname from the auto-startup list, for example:

dxserver remove DemoCorp-Host5-democorp

Stop the DSA before you remove it.
• start dsaname | all

Starts one or all DSAs. For example:
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dxserver start DemoCorp-Host5-democorp

• status dsaname
Reports the running status of a DSA. For example:

dxserver status DemoCorp-Host5-democorp

If you omit dsaname, the status of all DSAs is reported.
• stop dsaname | all

Stops one or all DSAs. For example:

dxserver stop DemoCorp-Host5-democorp

• version
Displays information about the version of CA Directory that is installed.

• onlinebackup dsaname
Triggers the DSA to perform an online dump. This command is an alternative to issuing the dump dxgrid-db
command in the DSA console. Onlinebackup can be triggered on an individual DSA only. For this command to be
executed successfully, the DSA must be running.
For example, to trigger onlinebackup for the DSA democorp:
$ dxserver onlinebackup democorp

• logroll dsaname
On using this command, the DSA causes all logs configured with maximum lines limit to roll over immediately.

dxserver logroll democorp

force-shutdown Command -- Force a DSA to Shut Down
The force-shutdown command stops a DSA that has a multiwrite queue. Use this command in the DSA console.

This command has the following format:

force-shutdown;

get access Command -- Display Access Control Settings
The get access command displays the current access control settings.

This command has the following format:

get access;

get agreement Command -- Display a DISP Agreement
The get agreement command displays the DISP configuration details for a particular agreement.

This command has the following format:

get agreement id.version | agreements;

• id
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Specifies the identification number of the agreement
• version

Specifies the version number of the agreement
• agreements

Displays all agreements

Example: Output from the get agreement Command

Agreement 1.0

   initiator = EAGLE supplier

   responder = BACKUP

   area = <countryName AU><organizationName Democorp>

   - last update at Thu Jul 9 09:53:47 2006

get agreements Command -- Display All DISP Agreements
The get agreements command displays all DISP agreements configured for the DSA.

This command has the following format:

get agreements;

get allow-search Command -- Display a list of All Search Profiles
The get allow-search command displays a list of the DSA's search profiles and the current default search profile.

This command has the following format:

get allow-search;

get cache Command -- Display the Cache Configuration
The get cache command returns statistical information about index usage, including the number of indexed values, the
number of distinct values, and the number of times the index is used to evaluate a search.

This information can help you determine which attributes to index.

This command has the following format:

get cache;

Examples of information returned by get cache

The following entry shows that there are 1001235 values, all distinct, and 5879 searches used this index:

uid: 1001235 (1001235 5879)

The following entry shows that are 1002390 values which are highly repetitive, so there is no need to index this value:

objectClass: 1002390 (16 546)

The following entry shows that there are no searches that access this attribute, so there is no need to index this attribute:

mail: 1001235 (1001235, 0)
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get ciphers Command -- List All Supported Ciphers
The get ciphers command lists all the ciphers that are supported on the running DSA. These are the ciphers that can be
used for SSL and TLS connections.

This command has the following format:

get ciphers;

get class-of-service Command -- Display the CoS Templates in Use
The get class-of-service command displays the class-of-service templates that are in use in a DSA. Each class-of-service
template in use is listed with the template label at the top.

Class-of-service templates are deprecated. Use views instead.

This command has the following format:

get class-of-service;

For example, the template for the standard class of service at Excellent ISP would appear like this:

************** standard **************

class-of-service =

target object class : excellentISPUser

target attribute : excellentISPPackage

target value : "Standard"

attribute list =

attribute : excellentISPmailQuotaMB

value/s : "20"

disposition : default

attribute : excellentISPwebSpaceMB

value/s : "20"

disposition : default

attribute : excellentISPaccessHours

value/s : "15"

disposition : override

attribute : excellentISPprice

value/s : "19.95"

disposition : default

attribute : excellentISPextraHoursPrice

value/s : "1.00"

disposition : default

get dsa Command -- Display Information About the DSA
Use the get dsa command to view information about a particular DSA.

This command has the following format:

get dsa dsaname;

get dsas Command -- Display All Known Remote DSAs
Use the get dsas command to view information about all known remote DSAs.
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This command has the following format:

get dsas;

get dsp Command -- Display the DSP Configuration Values
The get dsp command shows the current DSP configuration values of the DSA. This command provides information about
inter-DSA communication and the status of replication.

This command has the following format:

get dsp;

Example:

On running this command, the following information is returned:

prefix = <countryName "au">

local-dsa = dsa3

multi-chaining = TRUE

always-chain-down = FALSE

multi-write-disp-recovery = TRUE

wait-for-multiwrite = FALSE

multi-write-queue = 20000

multi-write-group-credit = 0

multi-write-outstanding-ops = 10

dsa1(AU)*: OK, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 0

dsa2(AU): **DISP-FAILED**, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 0

This information is explained in detail:

• prefix 
The configured prefix for the current DSA

• local-dsa
The server name for the current DSA

• multi-chaining
Specifies if the DSA will forward search requests to other DSAs

• always-chain-down
Specifies if the DSA will always forward requests to another DSA without trying to process the request first

• multi-write-disp-recovery
If enabled, indicates that the DSA will use DISP to recover missed data during an outage

• wait-for-multiwrite
If enabled, when the DSA is stopped and has queued updates that have not been replicated, the DSA enters a state
where it no longer accepts requests and will wait for peers to become available so the queued updates can be flushed.
Once the updates are flushed, the DSA stops. This setting provides data loss protection when multi-write-disp-recovery
is disabled.

• multi-write-queue
If not using multiwrite-disp-recovery, this parameter specifies the number of requests that will be queued against
an offline DSA. When exceeded, the queue state transitions to purged and the offline DSA must be manually
resynchronized.

• multi-write-group-credit
The number of asynchronous update requests sent to a DSA in another multiwrite group before switching to
synchronous replication mode. This information is used to prevent the multiwrite queue for that DSA from growing
endlessly if updates are received faster than asynchronous replication.

• multi-write-outstanding-ops
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The number of update requests sent to a DSA before sending more update requests. This setting prevents flooding a
DSA, which is important during multi-write recovery.

• State of replication peer DSAs
The following lines list the state of replication peer DSAs:

dsa1(AU)*: OK, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 0 

dsa2(AU): **DISP-FAILED**, total 0, waiting remote 0, confirmed local 0

Replication peer DSAs are the DSAs that the current DSA has knowledge of, that share the same prefix and have
dsa-flags = multi-write .The fields in each line indicate:
– name: The server name of the replicating peer DSA
– (group): The multi-write-group of the replication peer DSA
– *: Indicates that the replication peer DSA is a replication hub
– status: Status of replication. The values for status are:

• OK: Replication functioning correctly
• RECOVERING: DSA has started and recovering from other DSAs before servicing client requests
• **MW-FAILED**: DSA cannot be contacted, updates will be queued (no MW-DISP)
• **MW-FAILED-UPDATE-SENT**: Attempt made to contact a DSA that was previously non-contactable
• **DISP-FAILED**: DSA cannot be contacted, recovery will be performed using DISP (multi-write-disp-recovery =

true)
• WAIT-DISP: DISP recovery in progress, queue will transition to OK when complete
• QUEUE-PURGED-OUT-OF-ORDER: DSA cannot be contacted and queue full (no MW-DISP), this DSA must be

manually resynchronized with the current DSA
– total: The total number of updates in the queue
– waiting remote: The total number of updates in the queue that have been sent to the replication peer DSA
– confirmed local: The total number of updates that have been applied locally that are not holding up client

confirmations

get dynamic-group Command -- Display Any Dynamic Groups
This command has the following format:

get dynamic-group;

get help Command -- Display the DXserver Console Commands
The get help command displays useful DXserver console commands.

This command has the following format:

get help;

get history Command -- Show How Many Console Commands the history
Command Will Display
The get history command tells you how many previously entered console commands the system will store and display
when you enter the history command, that is, how many commands will be remembered.

This command has the following format:
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get history;

To change the number of previously entered commands the system will display, see set history command.

get log Command -- List All Log Files and Settings
This command has the following format:

get log;

To assist in debugging, the get log command displays a line count for each log file that is currently open.

Example:

In this case, the stats log max-lines is set to 500000, the trace log max-lines is set to 1000000, and the query log max-
lines is set to 1000000. On running the get log command, the output is:

dsa> get log;
get log;

 

alarm-log = logs\mwdisp1_alarm.log
summary-log =
stats-log = logs\mwdisp1_stats_20160120_121156.log (104567 out of 500000 lines)
trace-log = logs\mwdisp1_trace.log (9876 out of 1000000)
warn-log = logs\mwdisp1_warn_20160120.log
diag-log = logs\mwdisp1_diag_20160120.log
query-log = logs\mwdisp1_query_20160120_121156.log (104567 out of 1000000 lines)

get mib Command
This command has the following format:

get mib;

get online-dsa Command -- Display the Configuration of a DSA
The get online-dsa command shows the knowledge of a particular DSA, if it is online.

NOTE
This command is only useful for DSAs that use the pre-r12 configuration.

This command has the following format:

get online-dsa dsa-name;

get online-dsas Command -- Display Current Connections to a DSA
The get online-dsas command displays information about current outgoing connections to other DSAs.

This includes both remote and local DSAs. To see a list of remote DSAs, use the command get dsas.

This command has the following format:
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get online-dsas;

get opensslversion Command -- Display the OpenSSL Version
The get opensslversion command displays the OpenSSL version CA Directory uses.

This command has the following format:

get opensslversion;

get oper Command -- Display Operational Settings
The get oper command displays the operational settings.

This command has the following format:

get oper;

Example: Output from the get oper Command

max-op-time       = 120

max-op-size       = 50

access-controls   = TRUE

op-attrs          = TRUE

read-only         = FALSE

prune-oc-parents  = FALSE

return-oc-parents = FALSE

add-oc-parents    = FALSE

modify-on-add     = FALSE

ignore-name-bindings = FALSE

alias-integrity   = TRUE

relaxed-not-search = FALSE

timestamp-resolution-seconds = FALSE

password-storage  = sha-1

get referential-integrity Command -- Display Referential Integrity Rules
Use the get referential-integrity command to view all the referential integrity rules.

This command has the following format:

get referential-integrity;

get schema Command -- Display the Schema
This command has the following format:

get schema for identifier;

• identifier
A name or an object identifier of any schema definition (an attribute, object class, name binding, prefix, or attribute set).

Example: Retrieve the Definition of commonName

Use one of the following commands:

get schema for commonName;
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get schema for (2.5.4.3);

An example output of this command is:

Attribute (2.5.4.3)

   name = commonName

   ldap-names = cn

   syntax = caseIgnoreString

get stack Command -- Display Communication Settings, Such as Port Numbers
Use the get stack command to display the communication settings in a DSA. The command has the following format:

get stack;

Example Output from the get stack Command

dap-psap  = ""

dsp-psap  = ""

disp-psap = "DISP"

address  = 207.2.6.99 port 19389

snmp-port = 19389

console-port = 19390

snmp-description = CA eTrust DXserver

snmp-contact = supportconnect@ca.com

snmp-name = democorp

snmp-location = http://www.ca.com

get stats Command -- Display Operational Statistics
The get stats command returns a list of operation statistics.

This command has the following format:

get stats;

get trace Command -- Display the Trace Settings
The get trace command displays the current trace settings for this DSA.

This command has the following format:

get trace;

get trace-level Command -- Display the Trace Level
This command displays the current trace level.

It has the following format:

get trace-level;
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get user Command -- Display the DSA Configuration
The get user command displays a list of DSA configuration items.

This command has the following format:

get user;

get user-threads Command -- Display Thread Settings
The get user-threads command displays the number of user threads.

This command has the following syntax:

get user-threads;

get users Command -- Display the Current Bindings
The get users command displays a list of current incoming and outgoing bindings.

This command has the following format:

get users;

get view Command -- Display View Definitions
Use the get view command to display the view definitions in the DSA.

This command has the following format:

get view;

help Command -- Display Help on a Command
The help command lists the commands for the DSA administration modules, X.500 services, and management scripts.

This command has the following format:

help;

Example: Use the help Command

When you are not sure of the syntax, try a nonsense word for the missing part, or leave the command incomplete and let
the resulting error message tell you what is expected:

>>>> oper get fred;

-----------------^

Syntax Error: Expecting "config" or stats".

Example: Output of the help Command

When you enter the help command at the console, the response is similar to:

DXserver rXX.X (build X) Platform

Please consult the Administration Guide for the full set of supported commands.

Some useful DXconsole commands:

set trace =    alert, cert, connect, dsa, diag, error, query, ldap

               limit, warn, stack, stats, summary, time, update, x500

get (general)  dsas, dsp, history, log, mib, online-dsas, oper,
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               schema for <item>, stack, stats, trace, user, users,  user-threads

get (specific) access, allow-search, agreement <id>, agreements, cache,

               class-of-service, dynamic-group, referential-integrity, view

history Command -- Display Previously Entered Console Commands
The history command displays previously entered console commands. You can use this to simply view the previously
entered console commands, or you can re-use the commands.

This command has the following format:

history;

You can also shorten this command to:

h;

Each command is displayed with a unique consecutive number. To reuse a command, enter the number, followed by a
semi-colon, that corresponds to the command you want to use. For example:

10;

At any time you can reuse the last command you entered, by entering:

0;

For information on how to set the number of previous commands this history command will display, see set history.

Example: Get the history and reuse a previous command

The following example shows how to use the set history and history commands. In this example, the user sets the number
of items returned by the history command to 5, then gets the history, and then reuses the get cache command. The user
input is indicated by bold text.

dsa> set history = 5;

dsa> history;

dsa>     10 get dsp;

dsa>     11 get log;

dsa>     12 get cache;

dsa>     13 bind-req;

dsa>     14 search-req base-object = <c AU>;

dsa> 12;

logout Command -- Close the DSA Console
The logout command closes the DSA console telnet session. This is the usual way to terminate a DSA console session.

This command has the following format:

logout;

object class parent Command
When an entry is added to directory, the add request can contain one or more object classes that instructs the directory
the schema rules to be applied to the newly added entry.

These rules ensure that the entry:
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• is added at the correct position in the directory information tree (name binding)
• is named by the correct attribute (name binding)
• any mandatory attributes include values (must-contain)
• contains the correct attributes (may-contain)

The schema definition of an object class supports an inheritance relationship model.

For example, the inetOrgPerson object class is a subclass of organizationPerson, which is a subclass of person, which is
a subclass of top.

Figure 52: object class hierarchy

The super classes of an objectClass are referred to as *parent* objectClasses.

For example, inetOrgPerson has parents: organizationalPerson, person and top.

CA Directory supports the following commands that can control how object class parents are handled in directory.

• set add-oc-parents = true | false;
• set prune-oc-parents = true | false;
• set return-oc-parent = true | false;

reset class-of-service Command
This command has the following format:

reset class-of-service;
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reset stats Command
This command has the following format:

reset stats;

roll-logs Command - Roll Over Logs With Max-Log-Lines Configuration
The roll-logs command triggers the DSA to rollover all logs configured with max-log-lines immediately. This command
assists in creating a fresh set of logs when reproducing issues.

This command has the following format:

roll-logs;

set access-controls Command -- Set Access Controls
This command enables or disables access controls.

This command has the following format:

set access-controls = true | false;

set add-oc-parents Command
When set to true, this command causes DXserver to add superior object classes even if the client did not specify these in
the add request. 

It complements the prune-oc-parents and return-oc-parents flags and is added for Netscape compatibility.

This command has the following format:

set add-oc-parents = true | false;

If applications rely on parent object classes in search filters, but these are not included by application, you can use the
add-oc-parent option.

NOTE
 The add-oc-parent option should be used wisely as it incurs additional memory and processing overhead to
maintain the additional object classes.

 Example of add-oc-parents: 

Add entry (with no parent object classes)
dn: cn=johnDoe,ou=users,o=ca,c=au
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
sn: Doe
set add-oc-parents = false;
set add-oc-parents = true;

 

set add-oc-parents = false; set add-oc-parents = true;
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Stored on disk
dn: cn=johnDoe,ou=users,o=ca,c=au
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
sn: Doe

Stored on disk
 
dn: cn=johnDoe,ou=users,o=ca,c=au
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
objectClass: organizationalPerson
objectClass: person
objectClass: top
sn: Doe

See object class parents Command. 

 

set admin-user Command -- Configure Administrative User Access Level Rights
This command grants specified access rights at the administrative user access level, to specified users, over a specified
scope.

Access rights granted at this access level cannot be taken away by other access control rules.

Administrative user access controls rules are effective only when you enable access controls.

This command has the following format:

set admin-user [tag] = { 

   users 

   scope

   [attrs = attribute-list]

   [perms = permission-list]

   [auth-level = simple | ssl-auth]

   [validity = [start hhmm end hhmm] [on day]] 

};

• tag
(Optional) Defines a name for this rule.

• users
Defines the users that this rule applies to, where users is one of the following:
– user = DN

Defines the user that this rule applies to.
– role = DN

Defines the role that this rule applies to.
– group = group-name

Defines the access control group that this rule applies to. Use of access control groups is deprecated, so use of this
option is also deprecated.

– user-subtree = DN
Defines the top of the subtree of users that this rule applies to.

– own-entry
Specifies that the users defined in scope have access to their own entries only.

– own-subtree
Specifies that the users defined in scope have access to their own entries and any entries below their own entry.

• scope
Defines the area of the DIT that this rule gives access to, where scope is one of the following:
– entry = DN
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Specifies the entry that this rule grants or denies access to.
– subtree = DN

Specifies the subtree that this rule grants or denies access to.
• attrs = attribute-list

(Optional) Defines the attributes or attribute set to which this rule applies, where attribute-list is a comma-separated list
of attribute names.
If attrs is not specified, then the access rule applies to the whole entry. add and remove permissions require that attrs
is not specified.

• perms = permission-list
(Optional) Specifies the permissions that this rule grants to the users for the scope.
If perms is not specified, then all permissions are granted.
permission-list is a comma-separated list of one or more of the following:
– all

Specifies that users have all available permissions over the scope. This option implies all of the permissions listed
below.

– read
Specifies that users can read the information defined in the scope.

– add
Specifies that users can add to the information defined in the scope.

– remove
Specifies that users can delete entries defined in the scope.

– modify
Specifies that users can change information defined in the scope.

– rename
Specifies that users can rename the entries defined in the scope.

• auth-level = simple | ssl-auth
(Optional) Specifies the level of authentication required. If you use this option, use one of the following:
– simple

Specifies that this rule only applies to users that bind using simple authentication (username and password).
– ssl-auth

Specifies that this rule only applies to users that bind using SSL authentication.
• validity = [start hhmm end hhmm] [on day]

(Optional) Defines the period during which this rule is valid. Use any of the following:
– start hhmm end hhmm

Defines the start and end of the period during which this rule is valid.
– on day

Defines the day on which this rule is valid, where day is a string like 12345 or 67 (1 is Monday).

Example: Give Administrative Access to All Users in a Subtree

The following command gives all users in the Finance subtree access to the Corporate subtree:

set admin-user Finance-Users = {

   user-subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Corporate><ou Finance>

   subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Corporate>

};

Example: Give Administrative Privileges to a Role

The command in this example gives users in the role project-leader-group read and update privileges to the Technology
SIG entry if they bind to the DSA using SSL authentication:

set admin-user project-leaders = {

   role = <c AU><o Democorp><ou roles><cn "project-leader-group">
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   entry = <c AU><o Democorp><ou "R&D"><listName "Technology SIG">

   auth-level = ssl-auth

};

Example: Let Users Update a Single Attribute

The command in this example lets all users in the group pabx-mgmt-group update the attribute workPhone in the R&D
subtree:

set admin-user work-phone = {

   group = pabx-mgmt-group

   subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou "R&D">

   attrs = workPhone

};

Example: Let Users Update Some Attributes in Their Own Entry

The command in this example gives all users in the R&D subtree permission to update the values of the attributes
workPhone and description in their own entry only:

set admin-user my-own-work-details = {

   own-entry

   subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou "R&D">

   attrs = workPhone, description

};

set agreement Command -- Create a DISP Agreement
This command has the following format:

set agreement id.version =

{

 initiator = dsaname { supplier | consumer } 

 responder = dsaname { anonymous | clear-password | ssl-auth }

 [relay  = dsaname { anonymous | clear-password | ssl-auth }]

 area  = DN

 [filter = search-filter ]

 [attributes = attribute-list ]

 [strategy = onchange | frequency time type ]

};

• id.version
The agreement identification and version numbers (for example, 1.2).

• initiator
The DSA initiating the DISP update:
– dsaname

The name of the initiating DSA.
– supplier

Specifies that the initiating DSA is acting as a supplier.
– consumer

Specifies that the initiating DSA is acting as a consumer.
• responder

The DSA receiving the DISP update.
– dsaname
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The name of the responding DSA.
– anonymous

Specifies that the responding DSA can receive an anonymous connection.
– clear-password

Specifies that the responding DSA requires a user ID and password.
– ssl-auth

Specifies that the responding DSA requires a SSL authentication.
• relay

(Optional) Specifies an intermediate DSA used to relay the DISP update:
– dsaname

Names the relay DSA.
– anonymous

Specifies that the relay DSA can receive an anonymous connection.
– clear-password

Specifies that the relay DSA requires a user ID and password.
– ssl-auth

Specifies that the relay DSA requires a SSL authentication.
• area = DN

Specifies the distinguished name of the entry at the top of the subtree covered by this agreement.
• filter = search-filter

(Optional) Specifies an X500 search filter that restricts the entries to be included in the DISP update.
• attributes = attribute-list

(Optional) Specifies a comma-separated list of attributes to include or exclude from the DISP update.
• strategy

(Optional) Enables automatic DISP updates, or specifies when the updates will take place:
– onchange

Enables automatic DISP updates.
– frequency

Specifies the update frequency. Use one of the following values: hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly.
– time

Specifies the time at which the update will occur. Use one of these formats: dd:hh:mm or hh:mm.
– type

Specifies the type of update. Use one of the following values: incremental or full.

Example: Create a DISP Agreement

set agreement 0.0 =

{

   initiator = EAGLE supplier

   responder = BACKUP anonymous

   area      = <c AU><o Democorp>

   strategy  = daily 03:00 incremental

};

Example: Create a Selective Shadowing Agreement

set agreement 2.1 =

{

   initiator = EAGLE supplier

   responder = BACKUP anonymous

   area = <c AU><o Democorp>

   filter = { attr = objectClass value = organizationalPerson }

   attributes = { { exclude = title, description, telephoneNumber } }
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   strategy = on-change

};

set alias-integrity Command -- Set the DSA to Manage the Integrity of Aliases
The set alias-integrity command specifies whether the DSA manages the integrity of alias entries, for example, deleting
aliases that point to deleted entries.

This command has the following format:

set alias-integrity = true | false;

set allow-binds Command -- Enable or Disable New Bindings on a DSA
The set allow-binds command specifies whether the DSA is accepting new binding requests.

This command has the following format:

set allow-binds = true | false;

• true
New bindings are accepted. This is normal operational behavior.

• false
New bindings are rejected. Use this option as a prelude to performing a graceful shutdown.

set allow-native-prefix-reauthentication Command -- Allow Router DSAs to Use a
Prefix-mapped User Name to Authenticate
The set allow-native-prefix-reauthentication command allows a router DSA to use a prefix-mapped user name to
authenticate to this DSA.

This is useful in the following situtation: If DSA A and DSA B both have a native prefix and if the router has accessed DSA
A on behalf of a client application, and this same client application tries to access DSA B, and if in addition the router
cannot bind to DSA B because the username apparently doesn't address an entry in DSA B but the previously prefix-
mapped username from the access to DSA A is apparently in the non-prefix-mapped DSA B, the router will use this prefix-
mapped username to authenticate to DSA B.

This command has the following format:

set allow-native-prefix-reauthentication = <bool>;

set allow-search Command -- Create a Search Profile
The set allow-search command defines a search profile to the DSA. You use search profiles to restrict the searches that
users can perform. Use the set allow-search-default command to apply the search profile to all the users. A less restrictive
search profile is used in conjunction with role-based configuration and applied to a group of users.

This command has the following format:

set allow-search profileName = {

   (

    scope = allowedScope [,allowedScope ...] 

    [filter = allowedFilter [,allowedfilter ...]] 

   )

   [,(

    scope = allowedScope [,allowedScope...]
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    [filter = allowedFilter [,allowedfilter...]] 

   )]

   ...

};

• profileName
Defines the name that the DSA command interpreter uses to identify the search profile. If the name contains spaces or
non-alphanumeric characters, then it must be enclosed in quotes.The name is either used to set the default profile or
to store a group of users when used in conjunction with the role-based configuration.

• scope = allowedScope [,allowedScope ...]
Specifies the search scope associated with the search profile. A scope parameter can allow multiple scope
specifications, which will all share the same filter specification.
allowedScope is one of the following:
– read

Allows base-object searches.
– browse

Allows one level searches.
– subtree

Allows whole subtree searches.
– all

Allows searches of any scope.
• filter = allowedFilter [,allowedFilter ...]

(Optional) Specifies the filters that are allowed for searches with the preceding search scope. Each scope parameter
can have multiple associated filters.
allowedFilter is one of the following:
– and

Allows the AND operator in filters, for example, (&(oc=inetOrgPerson)(cn="john smith")).
– any

Allows filters with wildcards anywhere, for example, (cn=*john*smith*).
– approx

Allows pattern/phonetic matching, for example, (cn~=john smith).
– equality

Allows exact match filter items, for example, (cn=john smith).
– final

Allows filters with a leading wildcard, for example, (cn=*smith).
– greater-or-equal

Allows the >= operator in filters, for example, (retries>=3).
– initial

Allows filters with a trailing wildcard, for example, (cn=john*).
– less-or-equal

Allows the <= operator in filters, for example, (retries<=3).
– none

Allows searches that do not contain a filter.
– not

Allows the NOT operator in filters, for example, (!(cn="john smith")).
– or

Allows the OR operator in filters, for example, (|(cn="john doe")(cn="john smith")).
– present

Allows filters for presence, for example, (objectClass=*).

Example: Allow Any Search
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set allow-search superusers = {

   ( scope = all )

   };

This search profile allows any search.

Example: Allow Base-Object Searches Only

set allow-search Guest = {

   ( scope = read )

   };

This search profile allows base-object searches only. No filter is specified with the scope parameter, so the search can
contain any filter or none.

Example: Allow Base-Object Searches and Some Other Searches

set allow-search userDefault = {

   (scope = read),

   (scope = browse, subtree

    filter = and, or, equality)

   };

This search profile allows base-object searches with any filter and other searches if they have a filter for exact matches.

set allow-search-default Command -- Make One Search Profile the Default
The set allow-search-default command sets a default search profile for a DSA. The default search profile is applied only
when a user does not have a role that defines a search profile.

This command has the following format:

set allow-search-default = profileName;

• profileName
Specifies the profile to be used as the default search profile.

set attr-set Command -- Define an Attribute Set
The set attr-set command defines an attribute set.

An attribute set consists of an attribute set name and a list of previously defined attributes or attribute sets.

This command has the following format:

set attr-set <sSetAttrSet>;

set attribute Command -- Define an Attribute
The set attribute command defines an attribute. An attribute is a basic building block in the schema, and it consists of an
attribute name, alternate name, syntax, single-valued flag, and a description.

For more information, see Set Up Schemas.

NOTE

The dxserver supports a maximum of 16334 characters in an attribute value when performing LDAP search with
a filter based on an attribute value or part of attribute value.

This command has the following format:
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set attribute OID[:OID_Suffix] = {

    name         = attribute-name

    ldap-names     = cn

    equality     = 

    ordering     = 

    substr         = 

    syntax         = 

    [ single-valued | multi-valued ]

    [ no-user-modification ]

    [ description ] 

};

• OID
Specifies the object ID for the attribute. An OID has one of the following forms:
– A dotted numeric string surrounded by brackets (), for example:

(2.5.4.10)

– The name of an OID, as produced by the set OID-Prefix command
• OID_Suffix

(Optional) Further specifies the OID.
• name = attribute-name

Specifies the name of the attribute. This is its formal name, and is often descriptive.
• ldap-names

Specifies alternative names for the attribute. These are similar to nicknames: they can be used anywhere the name
can be used. Often these are shorter, and used in DNs. For example, c for country.

• equality
Indicates the type of matching to apply to the attribute.

• ordering
Indicates the ordering rules to apply to the attribute.

• substr
Indicates the substring-matching rule to apply to the attribute.

• syntax
Indicates the type of data that may be stored in the attribute.

• single-valued | multi-valued
Indicates whether the attribute has multiple values (for example, lines of an address), or is limited to a single value (for
example, salary).

• no-user-modification
Indicates whether the user can modify the value of the attribute

• description
A description of the attribute.

Example: set attribute Command

set attribute (2.5.4):10 = {

name = commonName

ldap-names = cn

syntax = caseIgnoreString ;
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set auth-trap Command -- Set the DSA to Raise an SNMP Trap When
Authentication Fails
The set auth-trap command is a mechanism that can be used to hook into the authentication processing on the DSA using
SNMP traps. When set to true, this command turns on raising an authentication trap whenever an authentication failure
occurs.

This command has the following format:

set auth-trap = true | false;

set busy-for-referral Command -- Send Busy in Place of LDAP Referrals
When busy-for-referral is true, the DSA does not send LDAP referrals to clients. Instead, it sends the error "busy". The
default is false.

This command has the following format:

set busy-for-referral = {true | false} ;

set cache-index Command -- Specify Attributes to Be Indexed
This command defines which attributes will be indexed.

The cache responds to a search filter that uses one of these attributes. You can define as many as you like, separated by
commas. Memory requirements are affected.

This command has the following format:

set cache-index = attribute-list | all-attributes;

set use-rdn-index setting

When the setting,  set use-rdn-index = [bool];  is enabled, it forces indexing of relative distinguished name (RDN)
attributes that make up the distinguished name (DN) of an entry, if they are not already indexed. RDN’s are used by CA
Directory to locate an entry for requests that specify the DN of an entry (add, modify, rename, delete, base-object scoped
searches). By default, all attributes are indexed, however, there may be circumstances where attributes that form DNs are
not indexed, for example, if cache-index is specifically set and new naming attributes are used when adding entries that
are not in this list.

A warning is displayed, if either a RDN attribute should be indexed or the RDN index should be enabled “"RDN attribute
'attr name' is not indexed". This is an indication of a potential performance gain.

set cache-index-all-except Command -- Specify Attributes Not to Index
This new command defines which attributes will not be indexed. This lets you reduce the amount of indexes that are
loaded into memory.

This command behaves like cache-index-all except that it also allows you to specify a number of attributes that will not
be indexed. It may be simpler to specify all except" than to give a complete list of attributes to index, as for cache-index,
especially as trying to specify all attributes to index may not cover new attributes that are added in the future.

It may be necessary to limit the number of attributes that are indexed as indexing an attribute requires additional memory.
If indexing all attributes would consume all the memory allocated to DXgrid, this command could help tune the memory
requirements.
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It is a good idea to index attributes, because searches require indexes to evaluate their filters. Also, indexes are required
to find specific entries that are targeted by updates. On the other hand, searches may still proceed even where few
attributes are indexed, but they may take much longer to process. There is therefore a trade-off between memory and
performance. Where memory is not a problem it would be best to index all attributes.

You can define as many attributes as you like, separated by commas.

This command has the following format:

set cache-index-all-except = attribute-list;

set cache-search-bias Command -- Improve search performance tuning
The DSA uses one of these methods to determine the entries to be included in the search results when processing a
filtered search request:

1. DN Post Processing (Index): The DSA builds a list of candidate entries by applying the filter to the indexes. The DSA
then checks if the candidate entry is in the scope of the search before applying it to the set of search results.

2. Filter Post Processing (Scan): In this method, the DSA builds a list of candidate entries under the search base
object. The DSA then applies the filter to each candidate entry to determine its inclusion in the set of search results.

The method that is used depends on the number of entries under the search base object as compared to the entries
that match the filter. Depending on data and search scope, in some cases, the DSA uses the incorrect method, which
degrades the performance. 

The command set cache-search-bias biases the choice toward the DN post processing over the filter post processing
method.

This command has the following format:

set cache-search-bias = <Number>;

<Number>
Specifies the multiplier to be applied to the count of candidate entries.

Limits: 1-1000

Example:
Assume that there are 500,000 entries under a base object and 510,000 entries match the filter. In such a case, using
the DN post processing is faster than sequentially scanning 500,000 entries. Setting the cache-search-bias value to two
causes the comparison to be 1,000,000 entries under the base object. As a result, the DSA favors the DN post processing
method.

WARNING
This command is applied to all searches, so you must ensure that this setting does not affect the performance of
other searches.

set cache-reverse Command -- Specify Which Cached Attributes to Reverse-
index
This command has the following format:

set cache-reverse = attribute-list | all-attributes;

Reverse Index of Cached Attribute

CA Directory does not use a reverse index in preference to a regular forward index. It is only used in substring lookups
where you use specify final as an allowed filter.
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set check-structural-oc -- Prevent Entries with Multiple Unrelated Structural
Object Classes from Being Created
By default, CA Directory lets you create an entry with multiple structural object classes that are not part of a single
inheritance chain. While this ability can be useful, it does not conform with Section 8.3.2 of X.501 and Section 2.4.2 of
RFC 451.

If you do not want entries with multiple unrelated structural object classes to be created, you can set a schema flag to
enforce this.

This command has the following format:

set check-structural-oc = true|false;

If set check-structural-oc is set to true, it will not be possible to add an entry which has more than one structural object
class hierarchy.

set class-of-service Command -- Create a Class-of-Service Template
Class of service templates are deprecated. Use Views instead.

This command has the following format:

set class-of-service <cosLabel> = { <operCos> };

set compress type Command -- compresses the attribute
This command is used to compress the attribute values before storing them into the database file. 
The command has the following format:

set compress type=attribute

In the command, 'type' is one of the following values: base64, hex, deflate, deflate1, deflate2. The deflate type is fastest,
deflate1 balances speed with compression, and deflate2 tries for maximum compression.

Use only base64 when all the values of the specified attributes are base64 encoded. Specify the hex type only when all
values of the specified attributes are hex encoded. If the values of an attribute are encoded using any type other than
base64 or hex, then use one of the deflate types.

set concurrent-bind-user Command -- Allow the DSA to Process Concurrent
Binds
The set concurrent-bind-user command allows a DSA to process concurrent binds. This is necessary when you use a CA
Directory DSA with SiteMinder.

In order that SiteMinder process authentications asynchronously, you must set the DSA to do both of the following:

• Pretend to be a Netscape server to Siteminder (see set mimic-netscape-for-siteminder Command)
• Process concurrent binds

Any DSA that is needed for authenticating concurrent binds needs the rebind link-flag set in its knowledge.

This command has the following format:

set concurrent-bind-user = DN;

•   DN 
The username that SiteMinder uses to bind to the directory.
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set connect-log Command -- Record Each Connection in the Connect Log
The set connect-log command opens the connection log.

When a connection log is open, a line for each connection made when the connection is released is added to the
connection log file.

Writing to the connect log is not affected by the trace setting. It is time- and date-stamped, and a new one is written daily.

If the log file already exists, the DSA adds the new output to the existing log file. If the log file does not exist, it is created.

This command has the following format:

set connect-log = "log-name";

• log-name
Specifies the name of the file. If the log file name contains the string $S then the system substitutes the name of
the DSA. For example, if the DSA name is democorp, the log-name /logs/warn-$S specifies the file name warn-
democorp_YYYYMMDD.log.

set cpu-starvation-threshold Command
CPU starvation refers to a problem where a process is continually denied necessary resources to process its work. The
stats log includes these new items:

• CPU Seconds: This value denotes the number of seconds within the last minute that the DSA scheduler iterated at
least once.

• CPU kTicks: The number of times the DSA scheduler iterated in the last minute. Each unit is 1000 ticks.

The cpu-starvation-threshold setting enables you to specify the CPU starvation threshold. If this threshold is exceeded, an
alarm is logged indicating that CPU starvation has been detected.

This command has the following format:

set cpu-starvation-threshold = <num>;

Default value for this setting is 5. To disable this setting, change the value to -1.

If the CPU starvation threshold is exceeded, an alarm is logged indicating that CPU starvation has been detected.

CPU starvation alarms might correlate with abnormally slow requests in your environment and are indicative of causes
such as a VMware vMotion event.

Example:

An alarm is logged in the following cases:

• If the DSA has the default threshold of 5 seconds and CPU Seconds falls below 55 seconds in the last minute
• If the stats log entry is overdue by more than 5 seconds. If an entry was logged at 20170118.150411 instead of

20170118.150400, the entry is overdue by 11 seconds and has exceeded the threshold.

set credits Command -- Limit the Number of Operations per User
The set credits command regulates the DSA. New requests are accepted until the number of credits is exhausted.

This command has the following format:

set credits = number-credits;
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• number-credits
Specifies the maximum number of concurrent operations the DSA processes for each user binding.

set dereference-alias-on-bind Command -- Follow Alias on Bind Request
The set dereference-alias-on-bind command allows the DXserver to follow aliases when processing binds. By default the
DXserver will not follow aliases when processing bind requests.

This command has the following format:

set dereference-alias-on-bind = true|false

set disable-client-binds Command -- Set the DSA to Refuse Client Binds
The set disable-client-binds command sets the DSA to refuse any binds from a DAP or LDAP client, with the message
unavailable. Use this command to force clients to go through the router DSA.

This command has the following format:

set disable-client-binds = true | false;

set disable-transaction-log -- Disable or Enable the Transaction Log
The set disable-transaction-log disables or enables the transaction log. Disabling the log provides faster performance on
writes, but also prevents recovery (unless recovery is provided by replication).

This command has the following format:

set disable-transaction-log = true | false;

The default is false.

set disable-transaction-log-flush -- Disable or Enable Transaction Log Flushing
The set disable-transaction-log-flush disables or enables transaction log flushing. Flushing the transaction log reduces
performance on writes (down to ~100 updates per second). Without flushing, transaction logging performs much better
(at ~10,000 updates per second). However, flushing allows you to restart the DSA after an abnormal termination or power
failure, avoiding disaster recovery procedures.

This command has the following format:

set disable-transaction-log-flush = true | false;

The default is false.

set dn-substring-match Command -- Enables Substring Filtered Searches
The set dn-substring-match command enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against attributes with
distinguishedName syntax. This action causes directory to index distinguishedName values using the LDAP string form.

By default, the DSA indexes distinguished names using the X.500 ASN.1 format that only supports presence and
exact match filters. The set dn-substring-match  command changes how the DSA indexes attributes with
the distinguishedName  syntax. This command enables support for substring (wildcard) filtered searches against
attributes of this syntax using the LDAP string form.

This command has the following format:

set dn-substring-match = true|false;
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Note: The search filter does not support virtual attributes, for example, the member attribute populated by dynamic
groups.

Example:

If you use the dn-substring-match  command for the following attribute:

member: cn=joeBloggs,ou=users,o=CA,c=AU

This attribute matches the following filter items:

(member=cn=joe*)

(member=*c=AU)

(member=*ou=users*)

(member=*o=CA,c=AU)

Note: The substring in the filter must contain one or more attribute=value pairs, otherwise, the filter parsing will fail with
invalidSyntax

set dsa Command -- Define the Knowledge Settings of a DSA
If you do not use Directory Management UI, use the set dsa command to define the knowledge of a DSA.

WARNING
You must declare the parameters in the order shown.

This command has the following format:

set dsa dsaname =

{

    prefix   = DN

    [ native-prefix = DN ]

    dsa-name  = DN

    [ dsa-password = password ]

    [ ldap-dsa-name = DN ]

    [ ldap-dsa-password = password ]

    address   = tcp hostname port port-number [ ,tcp hostname2 port port-number2 ]

    [ bind-address = hostname ]

    [ tsap   = tsel ]

    [ ssap   = ssel ]

    [ osi-psap  = psel ]

    [ disp-psap  = dispsap ]

    [ snmp-port  = port-number ]

    [ console-port = port-number ]

    [ remote-console-port = port-number ]

    [ remote-console-ssl = true | false ]

    [ console-password  = password | "{password-format}password-hash" ]

    [ auth-levels = anonymous | clear-password | ssl-auth ]

    [ dsp-idle-time = idle-time ]

    [ dsa-flags  = dsaflag-list ]

    [ trust-flags = trustflag-list ]
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    [ link-flags = linkflag-list ]

};

• dsaname
Specifies the name of the DSA.

• prefix
Specifies a partial DN, which specifies the namespace partition served by this DSA.

• native-prefix
Specifies a partial DN, which the DSA recognizes as applicable to its entries. This is generally only used with LDAP
servers.

• dsa-name
Specifies the name of the DSA as a DN; not to be confused with the name of the server

• dsa-password
Specifies the password other DSAs must supply to communicate with this DSA.

• ldap-dsa-name
Specifies the name of the LDAP DSA.

• ldap-dsa-password
Specifies the password of the LDAP DSA.

• address
Specifies one or more TCP/IP addresses for the DSA in one of the following forms:
– address = tcp "IP address" port number
– address = tcp "host name" port number
If there is a choice of addresses associated with the host name, the IPv6 address is selected. To specify the IPv4
address, replace the string tcp with ipv4. To specify the IPv6 address, replace the string tcp with ipv6.

NOTE
The SNMP trap address remains at IPv4.

Example: Specifying an IP address for IPv4 environments:
address = tcp "345.785.987.224" port 19389

Example: Specifying an IP address for IPv6 environments:
address = tcp "fe80::20d:56ff:fed4:8300%5" port 19389

Example: Specifying an IP address for hybrid IPv6/IPv4 environments:
address = tcp "fe80::20d:56ff:fed4:8300%5" port 19389, tcp "345.785.987.224" port 19389

Example: Specifying a host name:
address = tcp "eagle" port 19389

Example: Specifying a host name for IPv4 environments:
address = ipv4 "eagle" port 19389

• bind-address 
Specifies a TCP/IP bind address for the DSA in one of the following forms:
– bind-address = "IP address" 
– bind-address = "host name"
The bind address sets the source IP address, that is, binds the configured address to the outbound socket when
connecting to another DSA.
During DSP mutual authentication, the DSA receiving a DSP bind request checks the source IP address against its
local copy of knowledge for that DSA. If the resolved address does not match the source IP address, the bind request
is refused. Typically, the source IP address is identical to the listening address and do not need to be configured.
However, sometimes, the source address may differ from the listening address. For example, these addresses
can vary in complex network topologies, or when the DSA is running on a computer with multiple network interface
cards. In these cases, the bind-address must be set to allow DSAs to communicate. 

• tsap
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Specifies a Transport SAP port number. This is not often used.
• ssap

Specifies a Session SAP port number. This is not often used.
• osi-psap

Specifies a Presentation SAP port number. This is not often used.
• disp-psap

Specifies DISP Presentation SAP. If this is not set, DISP is disabled.
• snmp-port

Specifies the SNMP port.
• console-port

Specifies the console port address, which allows the DSA console to accept connections from the local computer. If
this is not specified, the DSA does not have a local console.

• remote-console-port
Allows the DSA console to accept a connection from a remote computer on this port. When this is not specified, there
is no remote console for the DSA.

• remote-console-ssl
Forces the DSA to encrypt console sessions when it runs remotely.

• console-password
The password required for connections from a remote computer. This password is transmitted in clear text.

• auth-levels
Specifies the levels of authentication that will be accepted by this DSA. May include anonymous, clear-password, and
ssl-auth.

• dsp-idle-time
Specifies the maximum time (in seconds) that a DSP connection can be idle before it is disconnected.

• dsa-flags
Specifies the flags that control the operation of the DSA. DSA flags are as follows:
– limit-list

Disables the list operation on the DSA.
– limit-search

Restricts complex searches or searches with no filter on the DSA.
– limit-search-exact

Limits a DSA to performing exact searches, that is searches with a single equality filter item with no wildcards.
– load-share

Marks a DSA as part of a load share group. The DSA should have other peer DSAs with the same prefix, which are
also marked as load-share. A router DSA shares operations over each DSA in the load share group.

– multi-write
Marks a DSA as part of a multiwrite group. The DSA should have other peer DSAs, with the same prefix, which are
also marked as multiwrite. Updates are automatically propagated to all peer DSAs marked as multiwrite.

– multi-write-async
Makes the DSA update asynchronously, even though it is in a multiwrite group.

– multi-write-group-hub
Specifies which DSAs in the group acts as the hub. This only works if you also have multi-write-group enabled. This
setting prevents unsuitable DSAs being selected as the hub in a failover situation.

– no-routing-ac
Permits forwarding of a request to another DSA regardless of access control constraints.

– no-service-while-recovering
While this DSA is in recovery mode, it only accepts updates from peers: this prevents clients from accessing out-of-
date data.

– read-only
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Disables update operations on the DSA.
– relay

Permits a router DSA to exist without consuming a level of the DIT.
– shadow

Permits a DSA to be updated by DISP or multiwrite, but prevents any other updates, for example, through DAP or
LDAP.

• trust-flags
Specifies flags relating to trust that control the operation of the DSA. Trust flags are as follows:
– allow-check-password

Permits a DSA, while processing a bind request from a user who is not local, to pass a name and password-
compare request to this DSA. The result of the compare request is then used to authenticate the user.

– trust-conveyed-originator
Signifies that a DSA treats the originator and authentication level passed in DSP chaining arguments as if that user
and authentication level were authenticated locally.

– trust-dsa-triggered-operations
Support additional operations that are triggered by the DSA to resolve a request, where the additional operations
are handled by (chained to) a different DSA rather than locally.

– allow-upgrading
Lets the DSA pass an anonymous user request across an authenticated DSP link.

– allow-downgrading
Lets the DSA pass an authenticated user request across an anonymous DSP link.

– no-server-credentials
Removes the requirement for mutual authentication and permits a link to be set up if the remote DSA does not send
credentials in the bind response.

• link-flags
Specifies flags that control connecting to the DSA. Link flags are as follows
– dsp-ldap

The DSA is treated as an LDAP server that supports LDAP 3.0. Other DSAs will send requests to the DSA as if it
was an LDAP server.
When dsp-ldap is configured, there will be no COMPARE operation on the userPassword attribute, following a bind.
If the same user connects more than once, that user will use the same link, and dxserver will check that the user
and the password are the same.

– dsp-ldap-proxy
Causes the last DSA in the chain to use the authorization of the originating user to perform operations on the LDAP
server.

– dsp-ldapv3
The DSA is treated as an LDAP server that supports LDAP 3.0.

– ms-ad
The DSA is treated as an Active Directory service. If you observe any problems with linking to Active Directory,
set this flag. The ms-ad flag translates search and compare requests chained to Active Directory that contain the
modifyTimeStamp attribute into a format accepted by Active Directory.

– nexor
Allows this DSA to bind anonymously to a Nexor DSA. To bind anonymously with a Nexor DSA, the message ID
must be stripped of all identifying credentials.

– rebind
Allows this DSA to support concurrent binds. If this flag is not set on a link that a DSA requires for authenticating
concurrent binds, these binds will fail. Used with the set concurrent-bind-user command.
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NOTE
Only use this flag for LDAP directories. If you do not use dsp-ldap, we recommend that you do not use
use rebind either.

– siemens
Allows this DSA to bind anonymously to a Siemens DSA. To bind anonymously with a Siemens DSA, the message
ID must be non-zero.

– ssl-encryption
All communication between DSAs with this link flag uses SSL encryption. Ensure that personality certificates have
been created for all DSAs using this flag and trusted.pem is correctly configured.

– ssl-encryption-remote
The link flag is similar to ssl-encryption, but SSL encryption is not used between DSAs running on the same host.

NOTE
This link flag is ignored if used with the ssl-encryption setting, so do not include both flags.

– unavailable
Marks a DSA as unavailable. A DSA will not forward requests to a DSA marked as unavailable.

set dsa prefix -- Define the Prefix of a DSA
The prefix parameter of the set DSA command defines the prefix for a DSA. You can include a definition of a horizontal
partition in the prefix.

The syntax of the prefix parameter is as follows:

prefix = x500DN [ horizontal_partition ]

• X500DN
Defines a partial DN in X.500 format.

• horizontal_partition
Defines a horizontal partitioning for a DSA and has the following syntax:
< horizontal_partition_attribute "[hashn(total )= DSAid ]">

The symbols in the above line (< " [ ( ) = ] " > ) are part of the command.
– horizontal_partition_attribute

Defines the RDN that specifies the entry, for example UserID.

NOTE
Horizontal partitioning now supports a wildcard asterisk (*).

– hashn
Specifies the hash algorithm that the router will use to partition the namespace. This can be one of the following:
hash1

hash2

Specifies that the routing uses a sum of the uppercase ASCII values as the hash
Specifies that the routing uses a CRC-16 hashing algorithm

– total
An integer that defines the total number of DSAs in the horizontal partition.

– DSAid
An integer from zero to total-1 that defines the DSA. For example if total is 3, DSAid is 0, 1, or 2.

set dsp-link-count Command
The set dsp-link-count command specifies the number of DSP links that will be created between the DSA and its
subordinates. This command is set on a DSA that chains requests and can greatly improve routing throughput of search
requests between the router or relay and each subordinate DSA they service.
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This command has the following format:

set dsp-link-count = <num>;

Default: 1 DSP link per authentication level

Note: In a search load testing environment,  a <num> set between 3 and 5 yielded the best performance gain.

set dxconsole-connect-alert Command -- Set Tracing for Console Connections
Corporate policy may require audit information for users that connect to the DSA console. This is because by using the
console a user can bypass any configuration version control systems that may be in place and change configuration
options.

If dxconsole-connect alert is enabled, when a user successfully connects to the DSA console, the system writes a
message containing the IP address and username (if ‘dxconsole-users’ is set) to the trace log.

This command has the following format:

set dxconsole-connect-alert = {true | false};

set dxconsole-users Command -- Specify Which Users Can Connect to the DSA
Console
The set dxconsole-users command allows users to connect to the DSA console by logging in with their DN and password.

This command has the following format:

set dxconsole-users = [users], [roles];

• users
Specifies the users who can connect to the console for this DSA, as a comma-separated list of DNs.

• roles
Specifies the roles which can connect to the console for this DSA, as a comma-separated list of DNs.

Example: Craig Link Can Connect to the Democorp Console

The following command allows Craig Link to connect to the Democorp console:

set dxconsole-users = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Corporate><ou Administration><cn "Craig Link">;

Now, Craig Link can connect to the console by logging in with the following details:

• cn=Craig Link,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=Democorp,c=AU
• Craig Link's password

Example: Craig Link and the Manager Role Can Connect to the Democorp Console

The following command allows Craig Link and all users with the Manager role to connect to the Democorp console:

set dxconsole-users = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Corporate><ou Administration><cn "Craig Link">,<c AU><o

 Democorp><ou Roles><cn ConsoleUsers>;

More information:

Specify Which Users Can Connect to the DSA Console
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set dxgrid-backup-location -- Define the Backup Location
This command defines the backup location of the datastore (.db) file. If you omit this command, the backup file is created
and stored in DXHOME.

This command has the following format:

set dxgrid-backup-location = pathfilename

• pathfilename
Defines the path and filename of the backup files. If the path is relative, it is relative to DXHOME.

Example: Defining a Relative Path for a Datastore

set dxgrid-backup-location = mybackup

This sets the location for dumping the datastore file to DXHOME/backup.

set dxgrid-db-location Command -- Define the Path to the Datastore
This command defines the location of the datastore. If you omit this command, the datastore is created and stored in
DXHOME.

This command has the following format:

set dxgrid-db-location = pathfilename

• pathfilename
Defines the path and filename of the datastore. If the path is relative, it is relative to DXHOME.

Example: Defining a relative path for a datastore

set dxgrid-db-location = data

set dxgrid-db-size Command -- Define the Size of the Datastore
This command defines the size of the datastore. Whereas DXgrid does not use this value internally, DXloaddb will look for
it in the DXgrid configuration, so it should be included wherever a datastore is configured.

This command has the following format:

set dxgrid-db-size = size

• size
Defines the size of the datastore in MB.

set dxgrid-queue Command -- Add a Queue in Front of Data Store
This command causes the DSA to process operations using a queue instead of processing them on the thread that
handles each request.

Using the DXgrid queue has a number of benefits:

• Improves performance of concurrent search and update requests.
• Allows abandoning of searches that are not performed yet (due to reasons such as client disconnect or timeout).
• Increases thread utilization, thus allowing better throughput.
• Allows the set interrupt-searches = true|false; command to be used to prevent long running searches blocking

updates. See the  set interrupt-searches  command for more details.
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This command has the following format:

set dxgrid-queue=true|false;

• false
Operation queue is disabled.

• true
(Default) All operations are processed through a back-end queue.

Note: This command applies only to data DSAs. 

set dxgrid-tx-location -- Define the Transactions File's Location
This command defines the location of the transaction file. If you omit this command, the transaction file is created and
stored in DXHOME.

This command has the following format:

set dxgrid-tx-location = pathfilename

• pathfilename
Defines the path and filename of the transaction file. If the path is relative, it is relative to DXHOME.

Example: Defining a relative path for a transaction file

set dxgrid-tx-location = transaction_file

This sets the location for the transaction file to DXHOME/transaction_file.

set dxgrid-write-behind Command -- Flush the Grid File
This command sets the grid file to flush every <n> operations. When the grid file flushes, the transaction file is left empty.

If you do not set this command, the grid file flushes when the transaction file becomes half full.

This command should be unnecessary, but it may help if the DSA stalls while Linux flushes a very large (40 GB) grid file. If
you use this command, start by setting the number of operations to 100.

This command has the following format:

set dxgrid-write-behind = number-operations;

set dynamic-group Command
This command has the following format:

set dynamic-group [tag] = {

   [subtree = DN]

   object-class = objectClass

   url-attr = attribute

   member-attr = attribute          # Syntax of attribute must be distinguishedName or nameAndOptionalUID

   exclude-member-attr = attribute  # Syntax of attribute must be distinguishedName or nameAndOptionalUID

};

The set dynamic-group command describes the location and contents of entries that are used to configure and store
dynamic groups.

• [subtree = DN]
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(Optional) Specifies the dynamic-group subtree where dynamic groups entries are located. When requests are
received, the baseObject of the request is inspected and the DSA determines if the request might require dynamic
group processing. This operation supports dynamic group membership search and compares requests without
requiring set use-dynamic-roles = true; command. This method is more efficient than having the DSA check if every
request may involve dynamic groups.
When performing searches against a dynamic group on the form (member=<DN>), the dynamic group definition
requires a subtree to be defined.

• object-class = objectClass
Specifies an objectClass that is stored against each dynamic group entry.

• url-attr = attribute
Specifies an attribute that contains the LDAP filter describing the criteria for dynamic group membership.

• member-attr = attribute
When a dynamic group is evaluated, a search containing the filter from the url-attr is performed. The
distinguishedNames of the entries that are returned by this search are then returned as values of the configured
member-attr attribute (typically members).

• exclude-member-attr = attribute
Enables a directory administrator to exclude group members when a dynamic group member attribute is being
populated with entries that satisfy the url-attr.

Example Configuration:

set dynamic-group groups = {

   subtree = <dc com><dc groups> 

   object-class = dxDynamicGroupOfNames 

   url-attr = dxMemberURL 

   member-attr = member 

   exclude-member-attr = dxExcludeMember

};

When a dynamic group is defined, the following types of searches are supported:

dxsearch -h host:port -b "dc=groups,dc=com" "(member=cn=john,dc=users,dc=com)" 

dxsearch -h host:port -b "dc=groups,dc=com" "(&(oc=groupOfNames)(member=cn=john,dc=users,dc=com))" 

set enable-nonstandard-behaviour--Change the default behaviour of the DSA
Sometimes, when you integrate CA Directory into an established environment, the default behavior can cause problems
with legacy applications.

This command has the following format:

set enable-nonstandard-behaviour = <bool>;

By setting this command as true, the default behavior of the DSA changes in the following areas:

• The 'userPassword' attribute can contain multiple values.

NOTE
When the password policy is set to true, it will not allow multiple password values and will raise an alarm in
the alarms log stating the same.

• An entry can contain multiple structural object classes.

Default: False
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set exclude-addresses Command
When you set this command, the DSA prevents connection attempts from the configured list of IP addresses.

This command has the following syntax:

set exclude-addresses = <comma-separated IP address list>;

Example:

set exclude-addresses = ipv4 "10.11.12.13", ipv4 "10.11.12.14";

When a connection is attempted from a client running on 10.11.12.13, the DSA closes the connection and displays this
warning: 
Call from 10.11.12.13 blocked by 'exclude' list 

set excluded-controls Command -- Prevent LDAP Controls from Being Used
The set excluded-controls command prevents LDAP controls from being used. This setting is useful if you find that
applications are causing problems with these controls.

set excluded-controls = [tree-delete], [virtual-list-view], [simple-paged-results];

When you use this command, the DSA no longer advertises support for the LDAP controls listed. In addition, if the DSA
receives an excluded control request, it ignores the control. However, if the control has criticality set to true, the request is
rejected.

Query logging (set query-log-advanced = ldap-controls|all;)
When the query log is enabled with the LDAP controls advanced option, excluded controls are still displayed. The control
name is prefixed with the ‘^’ character to indicate that it has been ignored.

Example: Exclude the tree-delete control

In this example, the directory administrator finds that an application has mistakenly used the tree-delete control to delete a
large amount of data. The administrator sets the following command to prevent the problem happening again:

set excluded-controls = tree-delete;

set extended-stats-tracing command -- Include Statistical Information in Stats
Log
The set extended-stats-tracing command includes extra low-level statistical information in the stats log.

• Mallocs: Number of times the DSA has request blocks of memory from the operating system.
• Buffers: Number of transport buffers (to receive or send requests or responses) in use. Also includes the number of

transports buffers that can be reused.
• Selects: Number of times the DSA checks for read or write events and the number of write events received.

This command has the following format:

set extended-stats-tracing = true | false;

• true
Includes additional low level statistics in the stats log.
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• false
(Default) Does not include additional statistics.

set force-encrypt-anon Command -- Force Users to Use SSL on Anonymous
Binds
The set force-encrypt-anon command forces SSL encryption on anonymous binds.

This command has the following format:

set force-encrypt-anon = true | false;

NOTE

When using link encryption between DSAs that reside on the same computer, you cannot use the link-flags =
ssl-encryption-remote setting with the force-encrypt-anon command. Instead, use link-flags = ssl-encryption.
Else, DSAs connecting to each other locally fail at the clear-password authentication level as the link is not
encrypted. Alternatively, you can force SSL encryption on the router DSAs only and can prevent clients
connecting directly to data DSAs. Use the set disable-client-binds = true; command to prevent clients connecting
directly to data DSAs. This setting allows the link-flags = ssl-encryption-remote setting to be used.

set force-encrypt-auth Command -- Force Users to Use SSL on Authenticated
Binds
The set force-encrypt-auth command forces SSL encryption on authenticated binds.

This command has the following format:

set force-encrypt-auth = true | false;

NOTE

When using link encryption between DSAs that reside on the same computer, you cannot use the link-flags =
ssl-encryption-remote setting with the force-encrypt-auth command. Instead, use link-flags = ssl-encryption.
Else, DSAs connecting to each other locally fail at the clear-password authentication level as the link is not
encrypted. Alternatively, you can force SSL encryption on the router DSAs only and can prevent clients from
connecting directly to data DSAs. Use the set disable-client-binds = true; command to prevent clients connecting
directly to data DSAs. This setting allows the link-flags = ssl-encryption-remote setting to be used.

set group Command -- Define an Access Control Group
Use the set group command to define an access control group.

This command is only useful for access control groups and using access control groups is deprecated. Use static or
dynamic groups instead.

This command has the following format:

set group = {

   name = "group-name"

   users = DN-list

};

• name = group-name
Specifies the name of this group.

• users = DN-list
Lists the members of the group. This is a comma-separated list of distinguished names.
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set history Command -- Set the Number of Console Commands the history
Command Will Display
The set history command determines the number of previously entered console commands the system will store and
display when you enter the history command.

This command has the following format:

set history = number-of-commands;

• number-of-commands
Sets the number of commands the system will store and display. You can check what this is set to at any time using
the get history command.
Default: By default this is set to 15.

set hold-ldap-connections Command
The set hold-ldap-connections command controls whether a DSA clears the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind
refusal.

When set to true, this command prevents a DSA from clearing the underlying TCP/IP connection after a bind refusal.

This command has the following format:

set hold-ldap-connections = true | false;

set ignore-name-bindings Command -- Allow the DSA to Operate Without Name
Bindings
When set to true, this command lets the DXserver operate without name bindings.

This functionality is useful when the schema is imported from a directory that does not support name bindings.

This command has the following format:

set ignore-name-bindings = true | false;

set ignore-null-value-attrs Command
When migrating from directories of other vendors to CA Directory, some LDAP applications do not function as
expected. Add and modify requests containing null attribute values are rejected with an invalidAttributeSyntax error. This
error occurs if the underlying syntax does not permit null values (in accordance with RFC-4517).

If the LDAP applications are legacy and cannot be modified, use the new command, set ignore-null-value-attrs. This
command causes the DSA to ignore the null valued attributes rather than rejecting the requests that contain them.

This command has the following format:

set ignore-null-value-attrs = true | false;

Default: false

set interrupt-searches Command -- Interrupt a Search to Allow an Update to
Proceed
When the set dxgrid-queue command is set to true, all operations are queued. If you want to allow updates to proceed
ahead of long searches, you can use the set interrupt-searches command.
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If you set this command to true, any interrupted searches will proceed normally after the update is complete.

If a search includes an entry that is updated during the search, the results will show either the new contents or the old
contents (but not a mix of the two).

This command has the following format:

set interrupt-searches = true|false;

• false
(Default) The set dxgrid-queue command works normally.

• true
Long searches yield to updates.

set isolate-multi-write-group Command -- Allow a Multiwrite Group to be Stopped
When wait-for-multiwrite is Enabled
When running multiwrite group replication, sometimes it is necessary to take down a region or data center for
maintenance activities. When the wait-for-multiwrite  setting is enabled, a DSA that has updated queued for
another DSA does not stop. This setting can present a problem, when not using MW-DISP hubs, as explained in the
following scenario.

Group A: Router A, DSA A1, DSA A2

Group B: Router B, DSA B1, DSA B2

When updates are being sent to Router A, Router A forwards updates to DSA A1. DSA A1 then replicates updates to
DSA A2 and DSA B1 (multiwrite group hub), which takes care of replication to DSA B2. If all DSAs in Group B need to be
stopped and they have wait-for-multiwrite enabled, the following scenarios might occur:

• DSA B1 is stopped. As a result, DSA A1 replicates to DSA B2 (new multi-write group hub). DSA B2 will therefore
queue requests for DSA B1 and can no longer be stopped when wait-for-multiwrite  is enabled.

• DSA B2 is stopped. This action causes updates to queue on DSA B1. Therefore, DSA B1 can no longer be stopped
when wait-for-multiwrite  is enabled.

To prevent this stalemate, the isolate-multi-write-group command can be used to isolate Group B, thus allowing
both DSA B1 and DSA B2 to be stopped.

This command has the following format:

set isolate-multi-write-group = true|false;

When set on either DXconsole or sourced from the configuration for DSA B1 and DSA B2, this setting isolates Group B by
the following actions:

• DSA B1 and DSA B2 disconnect from LDAP clients, routers and relays and reject any future connection attempts.
• DSA B1 and DSA B2 disconnect from all other multiwrite groups and reject any future connection attempts. In this

scenario, the other multiwrite groups are DSA A1 and DSA A2.
• Once the multiwrite queues have drained between DSA B1 and DSA B2, they can be stopped.
• Subsequent updates received by Router A are queued on DSA A1 waiting for a DSA from Group B to become

available.

To restart the DSAs in Group B, the isolate-multi-write-group command must be disabled and the DSA can be
started as normal.
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set keep-order-of-values Command -- Keep Order of Values for Attribute Types
The set keep-order-of-values command lets you specify attribute types whose values must be kept in the order in which
they were added.

NOTE
This command will not work for operational attributes, distinguished values or object class values.

This command has the following format:

set keep-order-of-values = attr-list;

• attr-list
A comma-separated list of the attribute types whose values must be kept in the order in which they were added.
Alternatively, specify "none" if you do not want to keep the order in which values are added for any attribute type.

set limit-search-exceptions Command -- Let Some Users Bypass Complex
Search Limits
The set limit-search-exceptions command lets some users bypass the limit on the number of complex searches or
searches with no filter.

This is deprecated. Use search profiles instead.

This command has the following format:

set limit-search-exceptions = DN-list;

• DN-list
Specifies the users and roles who can perform complex searches without limitations. This is a comma-separated list of
distinguished names of users and roles.

set limit-search-exceptions-browse Command -- Let Some Users Bypass Browse
Search Limits
The set limit-search-exceptions-browse command lets all users browse a DSA that has a limit set.

This is deprecated. Use search profiles instead.

This command has the following format:

set limit-search-exceptions-browse = true|false;

• true
Allows all users to browse the DSA when limit-search is in effect. General searching is still limited.

• false
Prevents users from browsing the DSA when limit-search is in effect.

set log Command
The set log command opens a log file. Output will now be sent to it.

NOTE
The alarm log is always open.

This command has the following format:

set log-type-list;
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• log-type-list
A comma-separated list of one or more log files to be opened:
– alert-log
– cert-log
– connect-log
– diag-log
– query-log
– snmp-log
– stats-log
– summary-log
– time-log
– trace-log
– update-log
– warn-log

NOTE
For more information on the types of log you can set up, see the Administration Guide.

set lookup-cache Command -- Enable Memory-Mapped File
This command enables the use of a memory-mapped file.

It must appear after the other cache settings. This is because the DSA loads the file as soon as it reads this command.

This command has the following format:

set lookup-cache = true | false;

• true
Enables the memory-mapped file.

• false
Unloads the file and disable the DSA

set max-bind-time Command
The set max-bind-time command specifies the maximum time a bind is held before being disconnected.

This command has the following format:

set max-bind-time = bind-time | none;

• bind-time
Specifies the maximum time, in seconds, that any particular binding can last (a value of 0 or none means unlimited)

set max-cache-index-size Command
The set max-cache-index-size command sets the maximum number of entries (or distinct attribute values for each
attribute type) that a data DSA can contain.

This command has the following format:

set max-cache-index-size = number-entries;

• number-entries
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Specifies the maximum number of entries that can be present in an index in a data DSA.
Default: 195000000 (195 million)

NOTE
 After changing the max-cache-index-size, restart the DSA for the new setting to take effect.

set max-filter-norm-size Command -- Limit memory for filter processing
This command defines the maximum amount of space that the DSA can consume while processing a search filter. In
some rare cases, a filter can use a large amount of memory during normalization. The DSA normalizes the filter into
disjunctive normal form, before applying it to indexes of the DSA.
This command has the following format:

set max-filter-norm-size = size

• sizeDefines the maximum size that a filter can grow during normalization in MB. 
Default: 100 MB.

set max-op-size Command
This command sets the maximum number of entries that a search or list can return.

This command has the following format:

set max-op-size = number-entries | none;

• number-entries
Specifies the maximum number of entries that any operation may return

• none
Allows operations to continue with no size limitation

set max-op-time Command
This command sets the maximum time that any particular operation can last.

If the user has requested a time limit, and the max-op-time has also been set, the shorter setting takes effect.

This command has the following format:

set max-op-time = time | none;

• time
Specifies the time in seconds for which any operation may last

• none
Allows operations to continue with no time limitation

set max-pdu-size Command
The set max-pdu-size command sets the largest size that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA. The
default value is 0, meaning unlimited.

If this value has been set, you can retrieve it with the get user command.

This command has the following format:

set max-pdu-size = pdu-size;

• pdu-size
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Specifies the largest size (in bytes) that a protocol data unit may be to be accepted by a DSA

set max-persistent-searches Command
The set max-persistent-searches command specifies the maximum number of active search requests that include
the persistent search LDAP control.

This command has the following format:

set max-persistent-searches = <num>;

Default: 10 searches

Note: Having a large number of active persistent searches impacts directory updates, as every update might trigger up to
<num> internal searches.

set max-users Command
The set max-users command specifies the maximum number of concurrent bindings, which is equivalent to the number of
users that can concurrently bind to a DSA.

This command has the following format:

set max-users = number-bindings| none;

•   number-bindings 
Specifies the maximum number of bindings.

•  none
Prevents any bindings to this DSA

NOTE

 If you set max-users to 0 (zero) this has the effect of setting the maximum number of connections to about
4096. To prevent new connections to a DSA, use the set allow-binds command.

set max-view-filter Command
The set max-view-filter command specifies the maximum size in KB that a view phase filter can expand to, when values
are substituted from previous phases.

This command has the following format:

set max-view-filter = num;

• num
Specifies the maximum size in KB that a view phase filter can expand to, when values are substituted from previous
phases. Valid values are between 32 KB and 1000 KB.
Default: 32 KB

NOTE
The default is appropriate for most applications.

set mimic-netscape-for-siteminder Command
The set mimic-netscape-for-siteminder command makes CA Directory imitate a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server.

This is necessary when you use a CA Directory DSA with SiteMinder, because SiteMinder uses a single thread for
authentication. If SiteMinder does not detect a Netscape, iPlanet, or SunOne server, this thread serializes authentication
binds to the directory, which slows performance.
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To let SiteMinder process authentications asynchronously, the DSA must do both of the following:

• Pretend to be a Netscape server to Siteminder
• Process concurrent binds (see set concurrent-bind-user Command)

This command has the following format:

set mimic-netscape-for-siteminder = true | false;

•  true
Sets the CA Directory DSA to imitate a Netscape directory for the purposes of SiteMinder authentication

•  false
Turns off this Netscape mimicry
If using the Management UI, you can disable this command by deselecting the command in the following location in
the Management UI: Edit -> Settings -> Mimic Netscape For SiteMinder. 

NOTE

: If you are using Siteminder, then disabling this feature may impact the application functionality and
performance.

 

set modify-on-add Command
When the set modify-on-add command is true, a modifyTime attribute is created when a new entry is created.

This command has the following format:

set modify-on-add = true | false;

set multi-write-disp-recovery Command - Enable Multiwrite-DISP Recovery
To turn on multiwrite with DISP recovery, add the following command to the DSA settings file:

set multi-write-disp-recovery = TRUE;

set multi-write-dsp-idle-time Command
The set multi-write-dsp-idle-time command sets the idle time on links between multiwrite peer DSAs. If you do not use this
command, the value in the set dsp-idle-time command is used instead.

This command is no longer required, because each DSA is now multi-threaded. However, it is still supported, for
backward-compatibility.

This command was useful for when the DSP idle time was set to a very low value. This could cause the link between a
multiwrite DSA and its recovering peer DSA to time out before the DSA was recovered.

This command has the following syntax:

set multi-write-dsp-idle-time = time;

• time
Specifies the idle time (in seconds) for links between multiwrite DSAs.

set multi-write-error-trap Command
The set multi-write-error-trap command determines whether an SNMP trap is sent when a replicated update is refused.
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The trap will contain diagnostic information on why the update failed.

The SNMP trap is only sent if traps are configured.

This command has the following format:

set multi-write-error-trap = true | false;

set multi-write-group-credit Command
The set multi-write-group-credit command limits the size of the multiwrite queue between DSAs in different groups. This
limit is useful if the queue becomes large enough that it exceeds the maximum queue size (this is 20,000 by default) or
the queue consumes enough memory to impact performance.

By default, this command is not set.

This command has the following format:

set multi-write-group-credit = number-operations;

• number-operations
Defines the maximum size of the multiwrite queues for DSAs in other groups.

set multi-write-outstanding-ops Command
The set multi-write-outstanding-ops command lets you change the number of multiwrite operations that will be be sent
before waiting for a reply. If you do not set this command, the DSA uses the default value of ten operations.

This command has the following format:

set multi-write-outstanding-ops = number-operations;

set multi-write-queue Command
The set multi-write-queue command changes the number of update operations that will be stored for each peer DSA. By
default, this value is 20,000.

This command has the following format:

set multi-write-queue = number-operations;

• number-operations
Defines the maximum size of the multiwrite queues for peer DSAs.

set multi-write-retry-time Command
The set multi-write-retry-time command defines the time period (in seconds) at which the DSA will attempt to bind to a
multiwrite peer which cannot be contacted. The default value is 60 seconds.

This command has the following format:

set multi-write-retry-time = retry-time;

set name-binding Command
Use the set name-binding command to define a name binding between two previously defined object classes. This defines
the hierarchy of the directory.
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A name binding consists of a name for the name binding, an object and its allowable parent, and an attribute that names
the object

This command has the following format:

set name-binding OID = {

 name = binding-name

 parent-OC allowable-parent child-OC

 named-by attribute-list [ optional ]

};

• OID
Specifies the object identifier of the attribute

• name
The name of the name binding. This is often descriptive. It can be constructed by concatenating the names of the
object classes being connected.

• allowable-parent
Specifies the parent and child object classes

• named-by
Lists the attributes that name an object of the child object class. Often only one attribute is listed.

• optional
(Optional) Lists attributes that may optionally be appended to the list specified in named-by.

Example: Define Name Binding

In this example, a new definition (arbitrarily named org-country) states that you can place an organization object under
a country object and that you must name it by the organizationName attribute. The definition org-top states that you can
also place an organization object under a top object (that is, the root of the namespace) named by the organizationName
attribute.

Multiple attributes can name an object, in which case you separate the attributes by commas. Additional naming attributes
are optional when the keyword optional precedes them.

set name-binding x500nbind:2 = {

   name = org-top

   organization allowable-parent top

   named-by organizationName

};

set name-binding x500nbind:3 = {

   name = org-country

   organization allowable-parent country

   named-by organizationName

};

Example: Define Advanced Name Binding

set name-binding x500nbind:22 = {

name = orgUnit-orgPerson

organization allowable-parent organizationalUnit

named-by commonName optional surname

};

set object-class Command
The set object-class command defines an object class.

An object class is a fundamental part of the schema, and essential to the directory.
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This command has the following format:

set object-class OID = {

   name  = DN

   ldap-names  = DN

   subclass-of DN

   kind  = structural | auxiliary | abstract

   must-contain attribute-list

   may-contain attribute-list

   description = "description"

• name
The name of the object class. This is its formal name, and is often descriptive.

• ldap-names
Alternative names for the object class. Think of these as nicknames-they can be used anywhere the name can be
used. Often these are shorter.

• subclass-of
Specifies the object class, or object classes, from which this object class inherits.

• kind
Specifies the kind of object class.

• must-contain attribute-list
Lists the attributes that must be supplied for every instance of this object class.

• may-contain attribute-list
Lists the attributes that may be supplied in an instance of this object class.

• description
A description of the object class.

Examples: set object-class Command

set object-class x500oc:5 = {

   name = organizationalUnit

   subclass-of top

   kind =  structural

   must-contain organizationalUnitName

   may-contain organizationalAttributeSet

   description =  "X.500 Organizational Unit Object Class"

set object-class caOclass:0 = {

   name = caOrgPerson

   subclass-of  organizationalPerson

   kind =  structural

   may-contain  caAttributeSet

   description = "CA Organizational Person Object Class" }; 

set oid-prefix Command
The set oid-prefix defines an object identifier (OID) prefix.

An OID prefix consists of a name used to represent the portion of the object identifier common to multiple schema
definition statements.

This command has the following format:

set oid-prefix sSetPrefix;
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set op-attrs Command
The set-op-attrs command controls the creation and modification of operational attributes. It has the following format:

set op-attrs = { true | false } ;

• true
The DSA automatically adds and updates operational attributes.
This is the default setting.

NOTE

 If the multi-write-disp-recovery flag is set, the op-attrs parameter must be true.
• false

Prevents the DSA from automatically creating operational attributes. However, some operational attributes will be
created by the DSA if either DISP or multiwrite DISP recovery is configured.

set op-error-trap Command
The set op-error-trap command sets up the mechanism to hook into the handling of errors using SNMP traps. When set to
true, this command turns on raising an operation error trap whenever and operation error occurs.

This command has the following format:

set op-error-trap = true | false;

set paging-threshold Command -- Set a Threshold for Handling Paging Requests
The paging threshold setting affects the way that the DSA handles requests in which the server-side sort control is used
with the simple paged results control or the virtual list view control.

By default, this threshold is 100 entries. If you need to change this value, use the following setting:

set paging-threshold = size 

• size
Sets the size of a page (in entries), beyond which the page is taken only after sorting the entire result set.

set password-age Command
The set password-age command sets the number of days a password is valid.

If the password is not changed within the time set, the user account will expire. If this happens, an administrator must
reset the password.

CA Directory uses the operational attribute dxPwdLastChange to maintain the password age.

This command has the following format:

set password-age = number-days | 0;

• number-days
Specifies the number of days a password is valid.

• 0
(Default) Makes the password valid for an unlimited time.
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set password-age-warning-period Command
The set password-age-warning-period command sets the number of days for which warnings about the password expiring
are added to bind and compare responses.

For example, if a password has a life of 31 days, and you set the warning period to 5 days, the warning messages will be
included in the last five days of the password's life.

NOTE
You can use this command only if the client is an LDAP client and it is aware of the Behera password policy
request control.

This command has the following format:

set password-age-warning-period = number-days | 0;

• number-days
Specifies the number of days during which a warning will appear.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-allow-ignore-expired Command
The set password-allow-ignore-expired command lets you bypass the expiration check of the password for some user
accounts.

This command only takes effect for entries that include the attribute dxPwdIgnoreExpired and its value is true. This is
useful for administrative accounts and accounts used by mission-critical applications.

This command has the following format:

set password-allow-ignore-expired = true | false;

• true
Enables expiration bypassing. Administrators can now set an account to never expire by adding the attribute
dxPwdIgnoreExpired and setting its value to true.

• false
(Default) Disables expiration bypassing. All accounts expire as usual.

set password-allow-ignore-suspended Command
The set password-allow-ignore-suspended command lets you set an account to never be suspended.

Use this to protect an account from password lockout attacks. This is useful for administrative accounts and accounts
used by mission-critical applications.

This command only takes effect for entries that include the attribute dxPwdIgnoreSuspended and its value is true.

This command has the following format:

set password-allow-ignore-suspended = true | false;

• true
Enables suspension bypassing. Administrators can now set an account to never be suspended by adding the attribute
dxPwdIgnoreSuspended and setting its value to true.

• false
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(Default) Disables suspension bypassing. All accounts can be suspended as usual.

set password-allow-locking Command
The set password-allow-locking command lets an administrator lock user accounts.

This command does not actually lock any accounts: this only takes effect for entries that include the attribute
dxPwdLocked.

This command has the following format:

set password-allow-locking = true | false;

• true
Enables password locking. Administrators can now lock accounts by including the attribute dxPwdLocked.

• false
(Default) Disables password locking. No accounts can be manually locked.

set password-alpha Command
The set password-alpha command sets the minimum number of alphabetic characters in the password.

The alphabetic characters are:

• a-z
• A-Z

This command has the following format:

set password-alpha = number-chars | 0 ;

• number-chars
Specifies the minimum number of alphabetic characters that a password must contain.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-alpha-num Command
The set password-alpha-num command sets the minimum number of alphanumeric characters in the password

The alphanumeric characters are:

• a-z
• A-Z
• 0-9

This command has the following format:

set password-alpha-num = number-chars | 0 ;

• number-chars
Specifies the minimum number of alphanumeric characters that a password must contain.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.
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set password-enforce-quality-on-reset Command
The set password-enforce-quality-on-reset command sets the DSA to enforce its password quality rules whenever any
user changes any password.

If you do not set this, the password quality rules are not applied when an administrator changes a user's password.

This command has the following format:

set password-enforce-quality-on-reset = true | false;

• true
Enforces the password quality checks on every password change.

• false
(Default) Enforces the password quality checks only when a user changes their own password.

set password-force-change Command
The set password-force-change command forces users to change their passwords after their passwords have been reset.

NOTE
You can use this command only if the client is an LDAP client and it is aware of the Behera password policy
request control.

When set password-force-change is set to true any bind by a new user or by a user with a reset password will be checked
to see if it includes the Behera password policy control. This control is required so that the DSA can return the password-
force-change control back to the client.

DAP binds do not support the Behera controls, which means that a user cannot bind to a DSA if set password-force-
change is set to true and the password has been reset or the user's entry has just been created.

CA Directory uses the operational attribute dxPwdMustChange to force password changes.

This command has the following format:

set password-force-change = true | false;

• true
Enables forced password changes. Users are prompted to change their password when they log in using a password
that an administrator has changed.

• false
(Default) Disables forced password changes. Users can continue to use a password that was changed by an
administrator.

set password-grace-logins Command
The set password-grace-logins command sets the maximum number of times that the user can log in with their password
after it has expired.

If the client is an LDAP client and the bind contains the Behera password-policy control, then if the password contained in
the bind has expired, the bind-confirm returns an LDAP control containing the number of grace logins remaining.

If the client is not aware of the Behera password policy request control, grace logins will work, but the client will not be
able to track how many grace logins are left.

CA Directory uses the operational attributes dxPwdGraceLogins and dxPwdGraceUseTime to maintain the grace login
history.
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This command has the following format:

set password-grace-logins = number-logins | 0 ;

• number-logins
Specifies the number of times a user can log in with an expired password.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-history Command
The set password-history command sets the maximum number of entries to retain in the history. This prevents the user
from re-using these passwords.

CA Directory uses the operational attribute dxPwdHistory to maintain the password history.

This command has the following format:

set password-history = number-passwords | 0;

• number-passwords
Specifies the maximum number of passwords to retain in the history.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-last-use Command
The set password-last-use command sets the number of days a password remains valid if it is not used. If the password is
not used for longer than the period you set, the user account is suspended.

CA Directory uses the operational attribute dxPwdLoginTime to record the last time the password was used.

This command has the following format:

set password-last-use = number-days | 0;

• number-days
Specifies the number of days during which a password is not used but still remains valid.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-lowercase Command
The set password-lowercase command sets the minimum number of lowercase characters in the password.

The lowercase characters are a-z.

This command has the following format:

set password-lowercase = number-chars | 0 ;

• number-chars
Specifies the minimum number of lowercase characters that a password must contain.

• 0
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(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-max-length Command
The set password-max-length command sets the maximum length of a new password.

This command has the following format:

set password-max-length = number-chars | 0;

• number-chars
Specifies the maximum number of characters a password may contain.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-max-repetition Command
The set password-max-repetition command sets the maximum number of repeated characters that a password may
contain.

This command has the following format:

set password-max-repetition = number-chars | 0 ;

• number-chars
Specifies the maximum number of repeated characters that a password may contain.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-max-substring-repetition Command
The set password-max-substring-repetition command sets the number of times that a substring can be repeated in new
passwords.

The length of the substrings that will be checked for is set with the set password-min-length-repeated-substring command.

This command has the following format: 

set password-max-substring-repetition = number-repetitions;

 

•   number-repetitions 
Specifies the number of times that substrings can be repeated in a password.

set password-max-suspension Command
The set password-max-suspension command sets the time after which a suspended password reactivates.

This setting only applies to accounts that were suspended because the user tried to log in too many times with the wrong
credentials, as set with the set password-retries command.

CA Directory uses the operational attribute dxPwdFailedTime to record the time since the account was suspended due to
failed login attempts.

This command has the following format:
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set password-max-suspension = number-seconds | 0 ;

• number-seconds
Specifies the time (in seconds) for which a suspended password remains suspended. After the time has passed, the
account in active.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-mimic-netscape-response-controls Command
The set password-mimic-netscape-response-controls command adds LDAP response controls about password expiry
to bind and compare responses. This command mimics the way that Netscape directories work with LDAP password
response controls.

For more information about the controls that are added to the responses, see the Sun Java System LDAP SDK for C
Programming Guide.

This command has the following format:

set password-mimic-netscape-response-controls = true | false;

•  true
Includes the following LDAP response controls in bind and compare responses:
–  The control with the OID 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.4 

(Or LDAP_CONTROL_PWEXPIRED, as defined in the ldap.h header file)
This control is added to bind and confirm responses after the password has expired.

–  The control with the OID 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.5 
(Or LDAP_CONTROL_PWEXPIRING, as defined in the ldap.h header file)
The value for this control is the number of seconds before the password expires. This value is supplied in the set
password-age-warning-period Command.

•  false
(Default) No extra controls are added to bind and compare responses.

set password-netscape-legacy-mode Command

When using the set password-mimic-netscape-response-controls command, the password bind responses include LDAP
controls. These LDAP controls indicate when a password expires or if it has expired and requires updating. 

This command has the following format:

set password-netscape-legacy-mode = true | false;

 Default: false

The format of the response controls has been updated to comply with https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-vchu-ldap-pwd-
policy-00. If applications are created using the previous (noncompliant) format, then they can be reinstated by using the
command “set password-netscape-legacy-mode = true;”.

set password-min-age Command
The set password-min-age command sets a lockout period for changing the password. This is the time since a password
was changed last before it can be changed again.

CA Directory uses the operational attribute dxPwdLastChange to maintain the lockout period.

This command has the following format:
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set password-min-age = number-days | 0 ;

• number-days
Specifies the time (in days) that must pass after the password is changed before it can be changed again.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-min-length Command
The set password-min-length command sets the minimum length of a new password.

This command has the following format:

set password-min-length = number-chars;

• number-chars
Specifies the minimum password length.
Default: 6.

set password-min-length-repeated-substring Command
The set password-min-length-repeated-substring command sets the minimum length of substrings that will be checked.

The number of repetitions is set with the set password-max-substring-repetition command.

If set password-max-substring-repetition is set to true, you must use the set password-min-length-repeated-
substring command to set the substring length.

This command has the following format: 

set password-min-length-repeated-substring = length;

 

•   length-substring 
Specifies the minimum length of substrings that will be checked.
If set password-max-substring-repetition is set to true and you do not use this command to set the substring length,
this value 

•  0
Disables this feature.

set password-netscape-op-attrs Command
The set password-netscape-op-attrs command is useful if your CA Directory DSA is replicated to a third-party LDAP
directory.

This command only affects the attributes that include the line ldap-names = attribute-name in their attribute definition in
dxserver.dxc.

This command has the following format:

set password-netscape-op-attrs = true | false;

• true
Replicates some CA Directory attributes to the other LDAP directory.

• false
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(Default)

set password-non-alpha Command
The set password-non-alpha command sets the minimum number of non-alphabetic characters a password may contain.

The non-alphabetic characters are:

• space
• ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) - _ = + \ | [ ] { } ' " ; : / ? , . < >
• 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

This command has the following format:

set password-non-alpha = number-chars | 0;

• number-chars
Specifies the minimum number of non-alphabetic characters that each password must contain.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-non-alpha-num Command
The set password-non-alpha-numeric command sets the minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters a password
may contain.

The non-alphanumeric characters are:

• space
• ` ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) - _ = + \ | [ ] { } ' " ; : / ? , . < >

This command has the following format:

set password-non-alpha-num = number-chars | 0;

• number-chars
Specifies the minimum number of non-alphanumeric characters that each password must contain.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-numeric Command
The set password-numeric command sets the minimum number of numeric characters a password must contain.

The numeric characters are 0-9.

This command has the following format:

set password-numeric = number-chars | 0;

• number-chars
Specifies the minimum number of numeric characters that each password must contain.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.
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set password-policy Command
The set password-policy command specifies whether password management is enabled.

This command has the following format:

set password-policy = true | false;

• true
Enables password policies. Any password rules you have set are active.

• false
(Default) Disables password policies. No password rules are active.

set password-proxy-user Command
The set password-proxy-user command specifies the distinguished name of the password proxy user. This proxy user is a
user account that performs password comparisons and updates on behalf of another user.

When an application binds as this password proxy user, the password policy will be applied to password compares and
modifications.

This can be useful if an application that uses the directory can only have one connection to the directory.

This command has the following format:

set password-proxy-user = DN;

• DN
Specifies the DN of the password proxy user.

set password-retries Command
The set password-retries command sets the number of consecutive failed login attempts before the user account is
suspended.

CA Directory uses the operational attribute dxPwdFailedAttempts to record the number of failed login attempts.

This command has the following format:

set password-retries = number-retries;

• number-retries
Specifies the number of times a user may attempt to log in with an incorrect password before their account is
suspended.
Default: 3

set password-storage Command
The set password-storage command lets you select a hashing method for passwords stored in the directory.

This command has the following format:

set password-storage = ssha-512 | sha-512 | ssha-1 | sha-1 | pbkdf2 | crypt | scrypt | bcrypt | md5 | smd5 |

 none;

•  ssha-512
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(Default) Hashes the password using the Salted SHA-512 algorithm.
•  sha-512

Hashes the password using the SHA-512 algorithm.
•  ssha-1

Hashes the password using the Salted SHA-1 algorithm. This algorithm produces a different hash even for the same
clear text password, which is more secure.

•  sha-1
Hashes the password using the SHA-1 algorithm.

•  pbkdf2
Hashes the password using the PBKDF2 (Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2) method.

•  crypt
Hashes the password using the UNIX crypt method.

•  scrypt
Hashes the password using the scrypt algorithm. 

•  bcrypt
Hashes the password using the bcrypt method.

•  md5
Hashes the password using the Message Digest algorithm.

•  smd5
Hashes the password using the Salted Message Digest algorithm.

•  none
Passwords are not hashed. This should only be used for testing.

Supporting Commands for the PBKDF2 Hashing Method

set pbkdf2-iterations Command

This command increases the computation time to derive a hash, thus, making dictionary-based and brute force attacks
more difficult.

This command has the following format:

set pbkdf2-iterations = <num>;

Where <num> is a value greater than 0. This value specifies the number of iterations when deriving a hash.

 Default: 64000

When you decide to use the PBKDF2 hashing method for improved security, keep in mind the computation cost. The
larger the number of iterations, the higher is the cost.

set salt-length Command

This command has the following format:

set salt-length = <num>;

Where <num> is a value from 8 through 65544 that is divisible by 8. This value (in bits) is the length of the salt (random
data) included with the password.

Using this method makes it difficult to pregenerate a table of hashes for a given password value.

 Default: 128
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set pbkdf2-digest-length Command

This command has the following format:

set pbkdf2-digest-length = <num>;

Where <num> is a value from 8 through 65544 that is divisible by 8. This value (in bits) is the length of the hash
generated.

 Default: 128

WARNING
 These default values must be reviewed annually to take into account computational speed of machines
increasing over time.

Supporting Commands for the bcrypt and scrypt Hashing Mechanisms

When using bcrypt, the following optional settings can be set:

set salt-length Command

This command has the following format:

set salt-length = <number>

This command sets the size in number of bits of the salt to be used. This value must be a multiple of 8 and not greater
than 65535.

 Default: 16

set pbkdf-iterations Command

This command has the following format:

set pbkdf-iterations = <number>

This command sets the number of iterations to performed.

 Default: 64000

When using scrypt, salt-length and pbkdf-iterations can also be set as mentioned earlier. However, use a lower pbkdf-
iterations value such as 32 as the scrypt hashing method is a more CPU intensive. In addition to these two settings, scrypt
also supports the variable digest length setting. 

set pbkdf-digest-length Command

This command has the following format:

set pbkdf-digest-length = <number>

This command sets the size in number of bits of the digest (hash) to be derived.

 Default: 16

set password-substring-attrs Command
The set password-substring-attrs command defines whether the password can contain the values of attributes in the
user's entry.

set password-substring-attrs = attribute-list;
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• attribute-list
Specifies the attributes that the password will be checked against. This is a comma-separated list of attributes.

set password-suspended-trap Command
The set password-suspended-trap command raises an SNMP trap when a password is suspended.

This command has the following format:

set password-suspended-trap = true | false;

• true
Raises an SNMP trap when a password is suspended.

• false
(Default) Disables the SNMP trap.

set password-uppercase Command
The set password-uppercase command sets the minimum number of uppercase characters in the password.

The uppercase characters are A-Z.

This command has the following format:

set password-uppercase = number-chars | 0 ;

• number-chars
Specifies the minimum number of uppercase characters that a password must contain.

• 0
(Default) Disables this feature.

set password-username-substring Command
The set password-username-substring command defines whether the password can contain the user's name.

When this is set to true, the password must not be a substring of the last RDN in the user's DN.

This command has the following format:

set password-username-substring = true | false;

• true
Checks all new passwords against the user's name, and rejects any password that is a substring of the user's name.

• false
(Default) Disables the username check.

set persistent-search Command
The set persistent-search command allows CA Directory to use the LDAP persistent search control. Persistent searches
are defined in the LDAP V3 extension.

This is useful if an application opens persistent searches so that it is notified as and when operations happen. For more
information about LDAP persistent searches, see Persistent Search.

This command has the following format:
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set persistent-search = true | false;

•  true Allows CA Directory to respond to searches that use the LDAP V3 persistent search control
•  false

Disables persistent searching

Configure Concurrent Persistent Searches

The set max-persistent-searches command can be used to configure the maximum number of concurrent persistent
searches.

This command has the following format:

set max-persistent-searches = number;

•  number
Maximum number of active persistent searches at a given time. When exceeded, subsequent persistent search
requests are rejected with an unwillingToPerform error.Default: 10  

 Note: Having a large number of active persistent searches may have a performance impact on directory updates.

set precedence Command
The set precedence command defines the order of the DSAs that the router DSA fails over to.

This command should appear once only in the configuration files that are sourced by any particular DSA.

This command has the following format:

set precedence = precedence-list;

where precedence-list is a comma-separated list of the DSAs, in their order of precedence

set protected-items Command -- Configure Protected Items Access Level
Controls
The set protected-items command lets you protect specific subtrees, entries, or particular attributes in a subtree or entry.
Use protected-items controls to protect some attributes in a part of the DIT.

This command denies (takes away) specified access rights that have been granted at the registered users and public
users access level

Access rights denied at this access level can be granted by rules at the administrative users and super users access
levels.

Access control rules are effective only if you enable access controls.

This command has the following format:

set protected-items [tag] = { 

   [users]

   [scope]

   [attrs = attribute-list]

   [perms = permission-list]

   [validity = [start hhmm end hhmm] [on day]] 

};

• tag
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(Optional) Defines a name for this rule.
• users

(Optional) Identifies the users that are to be denied access to the item. Use one of the following:
– own-entry

Specifies that this rule restricts users' access to their own entry.
– own-subtree

Specifies that this rule restricts users' access to the subtree beneath their own entry.
– user = DN

Specifies the user whose access this rule restricts.
– role = DN

Specifies the role whose access this rule restricts.
– group = group-name

Specifies the access control group whose access this rule restricts.
– user-subtree = DN

Specifies the subtree of users whose access this rule restricts.
• scope

(Optional) Defines the part of the DIT that this rule applies to.
Use one of the following:
– entry = DN

Specifies the entry that this rule protects.
If entry is specified and is not a leaf node then the user still has the right to use the entry in a path to a lower level
entry, so normally you only specify entry if it is a leaf node.

– subtree = DN
Specifies the subtree that this rule protects.

• attrs = attribute-list
(Optional) Defines the attributes or attribute set to which this rule applies, where attribute-list is a comma-separated list
of attribute names.
If attrs is not specified, then the access rule applies to the whole entry.

• perms = permission-list If perms is not specified then the command will deny all permissions.
Normally you will not specify perms.
– all Denies users all permissions over the scope.
– read

Denies users read permission over the scope. This has the same effect as specifying perms=all.
– add Denies users permission to add to the information defined in the scope.
– remove

Denies users permission to remove attributes defined in the scope.
– modify

Denies users permission to change information defined in the scope.
– rename

Denies users permission to rename the entries defined in the scope.  

• validity = [start hhmm end hhmm] [on day]
(Optional) Defines the period during which this rule is valid. Use any of the following:
– start hhmm end hhmm

Defines the start and end of the period during which this rule is valid.
– on day

Defines the day on which this rule is valid, where day is a string like 12345 or 67 (1 is Monday).

Example: Protect a Subtree

The command in this example makes a subtree invisible:
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set protected-items hide-finance-from-employees = {

   group = employees

   subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Finance>

};

Example: Protect an Entry

The command in this example could be used to hide some management information about a DSA definition stored within
the directory:

set protected-items hide-schema-from-employees = {

   role = employees

   entry = <c AU><o Democorp><ou Schema>

};

The specified entry is invisible to members of the employees role (unless a higher precedence access control rule grants
them some access).

Example: Protect Some Attributes

The command in this example protects the homePhone and userPassword attributes in any entries in the Democorp
subtree that have these attributes.

These attributes are visible to any super users and administrative users that have the Democorp subtree in their scope,
but the attributes are hidden from all other users:

set protected-items hide-passwords-and-home-phone = {

   subtree = <c AU><o Democorp>

   attrs = homePhone, userPassword

};

Example: Let Users View a Whole Entry and Modify Some Attributes

This example shows how to give users update access to most attributes within an entry but prevent the update of a small
number of attributes.

This problem is made more complex because the list of attributes that can be updated can grow, for example, as more
attributes are added to the entry.

• Providing reg-user access to the entry will give read-only access.
• Providing admin-user access will give update access.
• Setting protected-items on some attributes will prevent updates, but not by users with admin-user rights. It will also

prevent reads by users with public-user or reg-user rights.

A solution to this problem is to use the optional permissions in the access control rules. The following access rule will let
all users in the subtree modify all attributes in their own entry:

set reg-user = {

   own-entry

   subtree = <o test>

   perms = modify

};

To prevent update access to some of these attributes, use the following command:

set protected-items = {

   own-entry

   subtree = <o test>

   attrs = attr1, attr2, ...

   perms = modify
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};

This prevents the user modifying the attributes listed, but it does not prevent read access. This is because the only
permission denied is modify.

Example: Let Users Modify All Attributes in Their Own Entry Except "role"

In this example, the set reg-user rule gives users modification rights to all attributes in their own entry, and the protected-
items rule takes away modification rights for just the role attribute. The result is that users can modify all attributes in their
own entries except "role", which they can read:

set reg-user = {

   own-entry

   subtree = <o Democorp>

   perms = modify

};

set protected-items = {

   own-entry

   subtree = <o DemoCorp>

   attrs = role

   perms = modify

};

Without the perms = modify in the set protected-items rule, the user would be denied all access to the role attribute
(including read access).

set prune-oc-parents Command
If applications do not rely on parent object classes for search filters, then these object classes can be removed before
the entry is stored on disk. This action reduces memory and processing overhead of maintaining these additional object
classes.

This command has the following format:

set prune-oc-parents = true | false;

 Example of prune-oc-parents: 

Add entry (with parent object classes)
dn: cn=johnDoe,ou=users,o=ca,c=au
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
objectClass: organizationalPerson
objectClass: person
objectClass: top
sn: Doe

 

set prune-oc-parents = false; set prune-oc-parents = true;
Stored on disk
dn: cn=johnDoe,ou=users,o=ca,c=au
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
objectClass: organizationalPerson
objectClass: person
objectClass: top
sn: Doe

Stored on disk
dn: cn=johnDoe,ou=users,o=ca,c=au
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
sn: Doe

See object class parents Command. 
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set public-user Command -- Configure Anonymous User Access Level Rights
A public user is a user who is anonymous, so the set of "Public users" consists of all users who have not been
authenticated.

This command grants specified access rights at the public user access level, to all users, over a specified scope.

Any access that is granted by this command applies to public users, and by extension to all users. That is, a user who is
authenticated can do anything that a public user can do.

Access rights granted at this access level can be taken away by access control rules defined at the protected items
access level.

Access control rules are effective only if you enable access controls. If access controls are not enabled, then public users
have full permission over the whole directory.

This command has the following format:

set public-user [tag] = { 

   scope

   [attrs = attribute-list]

   [perms = permission-list]

   [validity = [start hhmm end hhmm] [on day]] 

};

• tag
(Optional) Defines a name for this rule.

• scope
Defines the area of the DIT that this rule gives access to, where scope is one of the following:
– entry = DN

Specifies the entry that this rule grants access to.
– subtree = DN

Specifies the subtree that this rule grants access to.
• attrs = attribute-list

(Optional) Defines the attributes or attribute set to which this rule applies, where attribute-list is a comma-separated list
of attribute names.
If attrs is not specified, then the access rule applies to the whole entry. add and remove permissions require that attrs
is not specified.

• perms = permission-list
(Optional) Specifies the permissions (access rights) that this rule grants to public users for the scope.
If perms is not specified, then read access permission is granted.
permission-list is a comma-separated list of one or more of the following:
– all

Specifies that public users have all available permissions over the scope. This option implies all of the permissions
listed below.

– read
Specifies that public users can read the information defined in the scope.

– add
Specifies that public users can add to the information defined in the scope. This also grants read permission.

– remove
Specifies that public users can delete entries defined in the scope. This also grants read permission.

– modify
Specifies that public users can change information defined in the scope. This also grants read permission.

– rename
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Specifies that public users can rename the entries defined in the scope. This also grants read permission.
• validity = [start hhmm end hhmm] [on day]

(Optional) Defines the period during which this rule is valid. Use any of the following:
– start hhmm end hhmm

Defines the start and end of the period during which this rule is valid.
– on day

Defines the day on which this rule is valid, where day is a string like 12345 or 67 (1 is Monday).

Example: Let Anonymous Users Read Attributes in a Subtree

In the following example, all users can view the name, telephone number, and X.400 mail addresses in the Phone List
subtree:

set public-user public-attr = {

   subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou "Phone List">

   attrs = telephoneNumber, commonName, surname, mhsORAddresses

};

Example: Give Public-User Privileges to Members of a Role

In the following example, all users in the role cell-research have read privileges on the directory R&D subtree:

set public-user cell-research = {

   role = <c AU><o Democorp><ou roles><cn "cell-research">

   subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou "R&D">

};

set query-log-show-eis Command -- Show or Hide eis Information in Query log
The set query-log-show-eis command shows or hides eis data in the query log.

NOTE
This command is deprecated. We recommend that you use the show-eis option in the set query-log-advanced
command.

If query-log-show-eis is set to true, then query logs include the attribute names contained in a search requests entry
information selection. The default behavior is to show only a count of attributes returned.

This command has the following format: 

set query-log-show-eis = true | false;

set query-log-advanced -- Set Advanced Logging Options
The set query-log-advanced command lets you configure the information that is included in the query log. To show the
current value for this command, use the get log command.

This command has the following format:

set query-log-advanced = none | all | options ;

The command has the following syntax:

• none
(Default) The query log contains only basic information about each request.

• all
Includes all of the options.

• options
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A comma-separated list of one or more of the following options:
– ssl
Includes the text (ssl) line if a request is sent over SSL. For example:
20110504.154626.801 0.6 SEARCH dn="c=au" scope=base-object (ssl)

– source
Indicates where a request originated, where the origin is one of the following:
• client: The source of the request is from a client over the DAP or LDAP protocol.
• mw: The update request received was replicated with multiwrite. This includes the name of the DSA from which

the request was sent.
• dsp: The request was received from a DSA servicing another namespace (either chained or multi-chained).

These are received over the DSP (inter-DSA) protocol.
• internal: The request was generated internally by the DSA to perform another triggered action. For example,

password policy may trigger an update of password policy attributes on a bind request.
For example:
20110504.154323.989 0.2147483645 MODIFY dn="cn=Craig LINK,o=users,c=au" source="dsp[router]"

– ldap-controls
Includes a description of LDAP controls known/supported by the DSA. The descriptions are logged on requests and
responses. If an LDAP control is not known the OID is displayed.
For example:
20110415.092635.362 7.4 SEARCH controls="simple-paged-results"

– ldap-error
Includes the LDAP error name and number in an error response.
For example:
20110504.155609.029 0.10 ADD dn="cn=Craig LINK,o=users,c=au" (ssl) source="client" controls="manage-dsa-

it"

20110504.155609.033 0.10 RESULT error update 5 entryAlreadyExists(68)

– update-timer
Includes the time in milliseconds taken for an update to successfully complete.
For example:
20110504.154323.989 0.2147483645 MODIFY dn="cn=Craig LINK,o=users,c=au" 

20110504.154323.991 0.2147483645 RESULT success 1 msecs

– show-eis
Includes the list of attributes requested on a search instead of the count of attributes being returned. This option
performs the same function as the set query-log-show-eis command.
For example:
20110504.161328.495 3.9 SEARCH dn="c=au" scope=subtree filter=(cn=C*) eis=cn

set rdn-order Command -- Specify Attribute Order
The set rdn-order command lets you specify the order in which the attributes appear in the RDN, if you have a multi-
valued RDN. You can list as many attributes as you want and separate them with a comma.

This command has the following syntax:

set rdn-order = attribute, attribute, attribute;

set referential-integrity Command
Use the set referential-integrity command to define a referential integrity rule. A referential integrity rule is useful if you
want to ensure that when you delete an entry, references to that entry are also deleted.
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This command has the following format:

set referential-integrity rulename = {

   subtree = subtreeDN

   reference-subtree = referenceDN

   direct-attr = memberAttribute | indirect-attr = entryAttribute reference-attr = referenceAttribute

   };

• rulename
Defines the name of the integrity rule.

• subtreeDN
Specifies the subtree that contains the entries whose removal triggers this rule. When an entry in this subtree is
deleted the DSA runs this integrity rule.

• referenceDN
Specifies the subtree to be searched when the DSA runs this integrity rule.

• memberAttribute
Specifies an attribute that may exist in one or more entries in the referenceDN subtree. The DSA finds all attributes
named memberAttribute that are in the referenceDN subtree and have DN syntax. For each of these attributes, the
DSA removes the value if it equals the DN of the entry that was deleted.

• entryAttribute
Specifies an attribute name in the deleted entry. When the DSA deletes an entry, it retrieves the value of that entry's
entryAttribute.

• referenceAttribute
Specifies the attribute name that the DSA uses to search for references. The DSA finds all attributes named
referenceAttribute that are in the referenceDN subtree. For each of these attributes, the DSA removes the value if it
equals the value of entryAttribute.

Example: Define Direct Referential Integrity

The following referential-integrity rule is defined:

set referential-integrity groupsRule ={

   subtree=<c AU><o Users>

   reference-subtree =<c AU><o Groups>

   direct-attr = member

   };

The DSA receives a request to delete an entry cn=Craig Link,o=Users,c=AU.

After it has deleted the entry, the DSA deletes the value cn=Craig Link,o=Users,c=AU from all attributes that satisfy all the
following conditions:

• Are in the subtree o=Groups,c=AU
• Are named member
• Have a DN syntax
• Have a value cn=Craig Link,o=Users,c=AU

Example: Define Indirect Referential Integrity

The following referential-integrity rule is defined:

set referential-integrity groupsRule ={

   subtree=<c AU><o Users>

   reference-subtree =<c AU><o Groups>

   indirect-attr = userID

   reference-attr=guid

   };
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The DSA receives a request to delete an entry cn=Craig Link,o=Users,c=AU.

After it has deleted the entry, the DSA deletes the value of the userID attribute in the deleted entry from all attributes that
satisfy all the following conditions:

• Are in the subtree o=Groups,c=AU
• Are named guid
• Have a value equal to the value of the userID attribute in the deleted entry

set reg-user Command -- Configure Registered User Access Level Rights
This command grants specified access rights at the registered user access level, to specified users, over a specified
scope.

Access rights granted at this access level can be taken away by access control rules defined at the protected items
access level.

Access control rules are effective only if you enable access controls.

This command has the following format:

set reg-user [tag] = { 

   users 

   scope 

   [attrs = attribute-list]

   [auth-level = simple | ssl-auth]

   [perms = permission-list]

   [validity = [start hhmm end hhmm] [on day]] 

};

• tag
(Optional) Defines a name for this rule.

• users
Defines the users that this rule applies to, where users is one of the following:
– user = DN

Defines the user that this rule applies to.
– role = DN

Defines the role that this rule applies to.
– group = group-name

Defines the access control group that this rule applies to. Use of access control groups is deprecated, so use of this
option is also deprecated.

– user-subtree = DN
Defines the top of the subtree of users that this rule applies to.

– own-entry
Specifies that the users defined in scope have access to their own entries only.

– own-subtree
Specifies that the users defined in scope have access to their own entries and any entries below their own entry.

• scope
Defines the area of the DIT that this rule gives access to, where scope is one of the following:
– entry = DN

Specifies the entry that this rule grants access to.
– subtree = DN

Specifies the subtree that this rule grants access to.
• attrs = attribute-list
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(Optional) Defines the attributes or attribute set to which this rule applies, where attribute-list is a comma-separated list
of attribute names.
If attrs is not specified, then the access rule applies to the whole entry. add and remove permissions require that attrs
is not specified.

• perms = permission-list
(Optional) Specifies the permissions (access rights) that this rule grants to the users for the scope.
If perms is not specified, then read access permission is granted.
permission-list is a comma-separated list of one or more of the following:
– all

Grants users all permissions over the scope.
– read

Grants users permission to read the information defined in the scope.
– add

Grants users permission to add to the information defined in the scope. This also grants read permission.
– remove

Grants users permission to delete entries defined in the scope. This also grants read permission.
– modify

Grants users permission to change information defined in the scope. This also grants read permission.
– rename

Grants users permission to rename the entries defined in the scope. This also grants read permission.
• auth-level = simple | ssl-auth

(Optional) Specifies the level of authentication required. If you use this option, use one of the following:
– simple

Specifies that this rule only applies to users who bind using simple authentication (username and password).
– ssl-auth

Specifies that this rule only applies to users who bind using SSL authentication.
• validity = [start hhmm end hhmm] [on day]

(Optional) Defines the period during which this rule is valid. Use any of the following:
– start hhmm end hhmm

Defines the start and end of the period during which this rule is valid.
– on day

Defines the day on which this rule is valid, where day is a string like 12345 or 67 (1 is Monday).

Example: Give Read Access to All Users in a Subtree

In the following example, all the users in the R&D subtree can read the Democorp subtree:

set reg-user "R&D-Users"= { 

 user-subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou "R&D">

 subtree = <c AU><o Democorp>

};

Example: Give Read Access to an Entry

In the following example, all users in the group staff have read privileges on the Democorp entry:

set group staff = {

   <c AU><o Democorp><ou "R&D">

};

 

set reg-user democorp-staff = {

   group = staff

   entry = <c AU><o Democorp>

};
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Example: Let All Users Read Some Attributes in Their Own Entry

The following example lets any user in the subtree AU/Democorp view only the selected attributes in their entry:

set reg-user = {

   own-entry

   subtree = <c AU><o Democorp>

   attrs = telephoneNumber, commonName, surname, title, mhsORAddresses, odEmail

};

Example: Let All Users Read and Modify Some Attributes

In this example, all Democorp users can browse all entries in the subtree Democorp; however, when they read or search
for an entry in the subtree, only those attributes that you declare are visible.

The users also have modify privileges on the listed attributes for all entries in the subtree:

set reg-user self-view = {

   user-subtree = <c AU><o Democorp>

   subtree = <c AU><o Democorp>

   attrs = telephoneNumber, commonName, surname, title, mhsORAddresses, dcEmail

   perms = modify

};

set relaxed-not-search Command
Contents

The set relaxed-not-search command lets you interpret NOT in the non-standard manner supported by some other
directories.

Normally, CA Directory handles NOT in LDAP searches according to this standard: ISO/IEC 9594-3 : 2001 (E) Section
7.8.2 Filter item, 4th paragraph. However, some other directories handle this differently. If you set this command to true,
CA Directory will handle NOT in searches in this non-standard way.

For example, if relaxed-not-search is set to true, and you search for "description not equal M*", the search returns the
entries that contain no description, and the entries that have a description and the description does not start with M.

If you run the same search while relaxed-not-search is not set or is set to false, the same search returns only those entries
that have a description and the description does not start with M.

To display the value of this setting, use the get oper command.

This command has the following format:

set relaxed-not-search = true | false;

• true
Interprets NOT in searches in the non-standard way of some other directories

• false
Interprets NOT in searches as specified in ISO/IEC 9594-3 : 2001

set rename-threshold Command -- Allow Renames for Horizontal Partitions

You can rename entries from one horizontal partition to another, provided the number of entries subordinate to the target
entry is less than the rename threshold established with

set rename-threshold = number-of-entries;

The default rename-threshold is 10.
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set rename-check-oc Command
This command ensures that the entries cannot be renamed to a new naming attribute which is not supported by the object
classes for that entry. When you enable this command, it ensures that the new RDN contains an attribute that actually
exists in the schema for that entry. This takes precedence over the "set ignore-name-bindings = true;" and applies to the
top-level entries.

This command has the following format: 

set rename-check-oc= <bool>;

Default is true.

Example of set rename-check-oc Command:

DSA Prefix: c=au
Entry
dn: ou=acme,c=au
objectClass: organizationalUnit

 

set rename-check-oc= false; set rename-check-oc= true;
A rename request of ou=acme,c=au to cn=acme,c=au (new
RDN) is allowed even though commonName is not supported by
organizationalUnit or its inherited objectClasses.
When either of the following is true:
• set ignore-name-bindings = true;
• The entry is under the DSA prefix c=au

A rename request of ou=acme,c=au to cn=acme,c=au (new RDN)
will be refused with the following constraintViolation error: "New
relative distinguished name attribute does not exist in objectClass
list of entry".
This refusal will occur regardless of name binding configuration or
entry location in the directory information tree.

 

 

set return-oc-parents Command
When a search request returns an entry, object class parents can be included with the entry even though these values are
not stored. If applications require object class parents for client side processing, but do not need to filter on them, you can
use the return-oc-parents command.

This command has the following format:

set return-oc-parents = <bool>;

Example of return-oc-parents:

Stored on disk
dn: cn=johnDoe,ou=users,o=ca,c=au
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
sn: Doe

 

set return-oc-parents = false; set return-oc-parents = true;
Search result
dn: cn=johnDoe,ou=users,o=ca,c=au
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
sn: Doe

Search result
dn: cn=johnDoe,ou=users,o=ca,c=au
objectClass: inetOrgPerson
objectClass: organizationalPerson
objectClass: person
objectClass: top
sn: Doe
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NOTE
Even though object class parents are returned, they cannot be used in filters unless they are explicitly stored
against the entry or are included by directory using the set add-oc-parent command.

See object class parents Command. 

set role-subtree Command
Contents

The set role-subtree command specifies the DN where the roles are defined.

Together with use-roles, it is used to set role-based access controls.

This command has the following format:

set role-subtree = DN;

• DN
Specifies the distinguished name at the top of the subtree that stores the roles.

set snmp-description Command -- Describe the DSA

The following command describes the DSA.

set snmp-description = "description";

This description appears

set snmp-contact Command -- Specify the Contact Name or Email Address

The following command identifies the person who is responsible for the DSA:

set snmp-contact = "contact";

You could use a job title or an administrative email address. This description appears

set snmp-name Command -- Specify the DSA Name

The following command identifies the DSA.

set snmp-name = "dsaname";

This description appears

set snmp-location Command -- Identify the location of the DSA

The following command defines the location of the DSA that is being monitored:

set snmp-location = "location";

This information appears
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set route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes -- Enable Returning Diagnostic
Information About Bind Refusal
For security reasons, the LDAP standard recommends that information in diagnostic messages that are returned to the
client must not disclose the presence or absence of data that is stored in directory. For this reason, diagnostic messages
are not returned when a simple authentication using a cleartext password (bind) is refused. Such messages might provide
an indication to a malicious user that the distinguished name supplied in a bind request exists in directory and might form
the basis of a dictionary-based attack.

Sometimes, this restriction must be relaxed. For example, when a user has their account suspended due to entering an
incorrect password beyond the specified number of times. In this situation, a diagnostic message that is returned to the
user helps in notifying the user as to why they cannot connect.

Some vendors do not enforce this restriction. Therefore, applications that are built expecting diagnostic information to be
returned on a bind refusal might require the route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes setting to be enabled.

This command has the following format:

set route-non-compliant-ldap-error-codes = true | false; 

• true
Allows CA Directory to return diagnostic information about a bind refusal

• false
Using this option does not return diagnostic information about a bind refusal

Default: false

set snmp-poll-community Command
The set snmp-poll-community command restricts the DSA to the SNMP requests that contain the configured community
string. If the community string is not set, then the DSA responds to the SNMP requests which contain all the communities.

This command has the following format:

set snmp-poll-community = community-name;

set snmp-trap-community Command
The set snmp-trap-community command enables the DSA to include the configured community string when sending
SNMP traps to the configured snmp-log addresses.

This command has the following format:

set snmp-trap-community = community-name;

set ssl Command -- Configure SSL
The set ssl command lets you configure the behavior of SSL.

The command only takes effect when the DSA starts. If you change SSL parameters using the DSA console, values are
not changed and the following warning is logged to the warn file:

WARN : Cannot change SSL params once set

NOTE
Before CA Directory r12 SP2, SSL functionality was provided by SSLD, a separate process. Now, each DSA
provides its own SSL functionality.
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This command has the following format:

set ssl = { 

    [cert-dir = certificate-directory | cert-file = certificate-file]

    ca-file = certification-authority 

    [cipher = cipher] 

    [protocol = ssl | tls | tlsv11 | tlsv12] 

    [fips = true | false] 

    [pin = pin] 

    [lib = library] 

    [slot = slot-number] 

};

• cert-dir
(One of either cert-dir or cert-file required) Identifies the directory that contains certificate and private-key files in PEM
format.

• cert-file
(One of either cert-dir or cert-file required) Identifies the personality certificate and private key file to be shared by all
DSAs.For example: 
cert-file = "config/ssld/personalities/generic.pem".

• ca-file
Identifies the file that contains trusted certification authority certificates in PEM format. By default this is DXHOME/
config/ssld/trusted.pem

• cipher
(Optional) Specifies the ciphers that will be used for SSL and TLS connections.

• protocol
(Optional) Instructs the DSA to use a specific SSL or TLS minimum protocol. If you do not set this to SSL, the DSA
uses the default protocol, TLS. The supported keywords are ssl, tls, tlsv11 and tlsv12. This option defines the minimum
protocol that is supported. 

• fips
(Optional) Instructs the DSA to accept only FIPS-compliant ciphers. To accept all SSL ciphers, omit this parameter.

• pin
(Optional) Specifies the hardware security module (HSM) user PIN. If specified, the private key is used through the
HSM. For example:
pin=1234

• lib
(Optional) Specifies the file containing the pks#11 library supplied by the HSM vendor. For example:
lib="C:\Program Files\Eracom\ProtectToolkit C Runtime\cryptoki.dll"

• slot
(Optional) Specifies the slot location in the HSM where the corresponding private keys are stored. For example:
slot=2

set ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check Command
The set ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check command allows a bind to skip server authentication.

When set to true, this command turns off automatic checking for the existence of an entry named by the subject held in
the certificate.

This command has the following format:

set ssl-auth-bypass-entry-check = true | false;
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set super-user Command -- Configure Super User Access Level Rights
This command grants all access rights (permissions) at the super user access level, to specified users. The scope is a
user's own entry, or own subtree, or the whole directory.

Access rights granted at this access level cannot be taken away by other access control rules.

Access control rules are effective only if you enable access controls.

This command has the following format:

set super-user [tag] = { 

   users 

   [auth-level = simple | ssl-auth]

   [validity = [start hhmm end hhmm] [on day]] 

};

• tag
(Optional) Defines a name for this rule.

• users
Defines the users that this rule applies to, where users is one of the following:
– user = DN

Defines the user that this rule applies to.
– role = DN

Defines the role that this rule applies to.
– group = group-name

Defines the access control group that this rule applies to. Use of access control groups is deprecated, so use of this
option is also deprecated.

– user-subtree = DN
Defines the top of the subtree of users that this rule applies to.

– own-entry
Specifies that the users defined in scope have super user access to their own entries only.

– own-subtree
Specifies that the users defined in scope have super user access to their own entries and any entries below their
own entry.

• auth-level = simple | ssl-auth
(Optional) Specifies the level of authentication required. If you use this option, use one of the following:
– simple

Specifies that this rule only applies to users that bind using simple authentication (username and password).
– ssl-auth

Specifies that this rule only applies to users that bind using SSL authentication.
• validity = [start hhmm end hhmm] [on day]

(Optional) Defines the period during which this rule is valid. Use any of the following:
– start hhmm end hhmm

Defines the start and end of the period during which this rule is valid.
– on day

Defines the day on which this rule is valid, where day is a string like 12345 or 67 (1 is Monday).

Example: Give Super User Privileges to One User

The following command defines a single user with super user privileges:

set super-user dsa-manager = {

   user = <c AU><o Democorp><commonName "DSA manager">

};
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Example: Give Users Super User Rights to Their Own Entry Only

The following command gives all users in the domain of this DSA super user privileges on their own entry from 0800 hours
to 1800 hours on Monday (day 1) to Friday (day 5):

set super-user self = {

    own-entry

    validity = ( start 0800 end 1800 on 12345 )

};

When you include this command in an access.dxc file that multiple DSAs source, all users in the domains of those DSAs
will have super user privileges on their own entries.

The own-entry and own-subtree options are the only types of super user rule that do not grant the user access to all parts
of the DSA.

Example: Give Super User Privileges to Multiple Users Using Roles

Create group entry in directory
dn: cn=admins,ou=groups,o=Democorp,c=AU
objectClass: groupOfNames
member: cn=DSA manager,o=Democorp,c=AU

Enable roles
set role-subtree = <c AU><o Democorp><ou groups>;
set use-roles = true;

The following command configures role-based access control to enable super user privileges:

set super-user dsa-manager = { role = <c AU><o Democorp><ou groups><cn admins>};

set syntax-alias Command
Syntax aliasing is useful if you add a new schema object definition that uses an attribute syntax that is not supported by
CA Directory.

This command has the following format:

set syntax-alias oid = { name = alias-name alias-for = syntax };

• alias-for = syntax
Specifies one of the supported syntaxes.

Example: Use the set syntax-alias Command

set syntax-alias (1.3.6.1.4.1.1466.115.121.1.18) = {

  name = dlSubmitPermissions

  alias-for = caseIgnoreString

};

set target-password-policy Command -- Create Multiple Password Policies
You can set up multiple password policies for a DSA. By default, every DSA has a single password policy named Default

To create another password policy, use the following command:

set target-password-policy = policy-name, precedence;

• policy-name
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Specifies the name of the new policy.
• precedence

This value is currently ignored.

The new password policy inherits the attributes of the default password policy. However, further password policy
commands modify the new password policy and not the default password policy.

An exception to this rule is that the following commands apply to all password policies.

set password-force-change = true;

set password-allow-locking = true;

set password-allow-ignore-expired = true;

set password-allow-ignore-suspended = true;

set tcp-buff-size -- Set TCP Buffer Sizes
To set the TCP buffer sizes, use the following command:

set tcp-buff-size = <txSize>, <rxSize>;

• txSize
Defines TCP buffer size of the send buffer where size is in bytes.
Default: 0

• rxSize
Defines TCP buffer size of the receive buffer where size is in bytes.
Default: 0

These values affect the send and receive buffer sizes as they are passed to the socket() system call.Setting both the
values to 0 allows the operating system to scale the buffers up to the operating system imposed maximum.

NOTE

 We recommend using the default settings.

set time-log-search-threshold Command -- Limit The Display of Compare and
Search Operations in the Time Log
The set time-log-search-threshold command limits the display of compare and search operations in the time log output.
Use this command to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.

To display the value of this setting, use the get user command.

This command has the following format:

set time-log-search-threshold = time | none ;

• time
(In milliseconds) Only those compare and search operations with a duration greater than or equal to this value are
displayed.

• none
No compare or search operations will be listed in the time log.

set time-log-update-threshold Command -- Limit the Display of Update
Operations in the Time Log
The set time-log-update-threshold command limits the display of add, modify, moddn, and remove operations in the time
log output. Use this command to set the shortest duration that you want to see displayed.
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To display the value of this setting, use the get user command.

This command has the following format:

set time-log-update-threshold = time | none ;

• time
(In milliseconds) Only those add, modify, moddn, and remove operations with a duration greater than or equal to this
value are displayed.

• none
No add, modify, moddn, and remove operations will be listed in the time log.

set trace Command -- Define Trace Levels
The set trace command enables or disables tracing.

Trace options in the set trace command are not cumulative and override options set in previous set trace commands.

This command has the following format:

set trace = none | trace-level-list;

• none
Turns off all tracing

• trace-level-list
A comma-separated list of one or more of the following trace options:
– alert

Displays authentication errors.
– cert

Displays certificate operations.
– connect

Displays connections.
– diag

Traces local DSA operations that were refused.
– dsa

Similar to the x500 trace, but also includes tracing of the module flow inside the DSA. Use this trace level when you
are trying to identify a problem with the directory.

– error
Displays error messages of very high severity.
These events that may impact on the ability of the DSA to perform a requested operation. These events are usually
more serious than those reported under warn.
This is the default trace level. It has the lowest impact on performance, and we recommend that you use this level
during normal operation.

– ldap
Traces detailed LDAP operations. The output can become quite large when searches return a large number of
entries.

– limit
Traces any violation of size or time limits.

– query
Displays a one-line summary containing the server request and result.

– stack
Displays detailed protocol tracing. The output can become large.

– stats
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Displays statistical information for each minute the DSA is not idle.
– summary

Displays a one-line summary containing the service request and result.
– time

Displays the time taken for successful operations.
To send this output to a separate file, use the set time-log command.

– update
Displays update operations-add, delete, modify, and rename.

– warn
Displays error messages of moderately high severity.
Warning messages usually represent a user error, rather than a problem with the DSA. This used to be the default
trace level, but the default is now error.

– x500
Displays the full details of the service request, confirmation, or error. This traces DAP, DSP, and LDAP operations.
The output can become large when searches return a large number of entries.

Example: Set Multiple Trace Levels

You can set more than one trace level. This means that the trace includes all of the information usually captured by each
trace level.

The following command sets the DSA to capture any high-level error messages, plus any violations of time or size limits:

set trace = time, error;

Example: Set Non-Cumulative Tracing Levels

This example shows a set of tracing commands. Because the set trace command is not cumulative, only the last
command affects the final tracing level. In the following example, the final trace option is summary:

set trace = time, error;

set trace = summary;

The time and error options are turned off by the second command.

set transparent-routing Command
The set transparent-routing command enables a router DSA to route LDAP queries without knowing the related schema.

This command has the following format:

set transparent-routing = <bool>;

set trap-on-update Command
The set trap-on-update command is a mechanism that can be used to hook into the processing of updates on the DSA
using SNMP traps. When set to true, this command will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename
event occurs for an entry. This means you can, for example, use the set trap-on-update command to log actions or trigger
other events on a third-party system.

This command has the following format:

set trap-on-update = true | false;

set trap-on-update-verbose Command
The set trap-on-update-verbose command extends the set trap-on-update-verbose command.
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When set to true, this verbose command will raise an SNMP trap whenever an add, delete, modify, or rename event
occurs and will also record information about what attribute was changed for an entry, and whether the request for that
change originated on another DSA (assuming you have multi-write configured).

This command has the following format:

set trap-on-update-verbose = true | false;

set trust-sasl-proxy Command
The set trust-sasl-proxy command specifies the distinguished name of the trusted proxy.

This command has the following format:

set trust-sasl-proxy = DN-list;

• DN-list
Specifies the distinguished names of one or more trusted proxies in a comma-separated list.

set unique-attrs Command -- Enable Checks for Uniqueness of Attribute Values
The set unique-attrs command enables uniqueness checking for new attribute values. These checks only apply to
attribute values in the same DSA.

You can specify the subtree that each attribute must be unique within.

This command has the following format:

set unique-attrs = attribute [subtree = DN] [,attribute [subtree = DN]]  [...] ;

•   attribute 
Specifies an attribute that should have unique values.

•  subtree = DN 
(Optional) Specifies the subtree that the attribute should be unique in.
If you don't specify this, the attribute will be unique in the subtree specified by the set unique-attr-subtree command. If
you have not defined the set unique-attr-subtree command, the attribute will be unique within the local prefix.

 Example: Make Two Attributes Unique Within a Specified Subtree 

The following commands specify that the values of the uid and cn attributes must be unique within the Corporate subtree
in Democorp:

set unique-attrs = uid, cn;

set unique-attrs-subtree = <c au><o democorp><ou support>;

 Example: Make Two Attributes Unique in Different Subtrees 

In this example, the values of the uid and phoneNumber attributes must be unique within the Corporate subtree. However,
the values of the cn attribute must be unique within the Staff subtree:

set unique-attrs = uid, phoneNumber, cn subtree = <o democorp><ou Staff>;

set unique-attrs-subtree = <o democorp><ou corporate>;
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set unique-attrs-subtree Command -- Enable Checks for Uniqueness Within a
Subtree
If you have already set up a DSA to check whether attribute values are unique within the DSA, you can also set up
checking within a subtree. All attribute values in all DSAs that serve that part of the namespace are now checked for
uniqueness.

This command has the following format:

set unique-attrs-subtree = DN;

• DN
Specifies the distinguished name of the base for unique value checking.

set update-log-show-all-values Command -- Include Binary Attributes in the
Update Log
The set update-log-show-all-values command lets all values in an add or modify request to be written to the update log.

This command has the same effect as the set update-log-show-values command, PLUS the following:

• The password and certificate values are written to the update log. The set update-log-show-values command leaves
out these binary values.

• All values written to the update log are base-64 encoded.

This command is designed for internal use. Although you can use it, the set update-log-show-values command is more
useful for most customers.

If you want to include binary attributes in the update log, use the following command:

set update-log-show-all-values = true;

set update-log-show-values Command
The set update-log-show-values command lets you include attribute values in the update log.

The log will not include values for the following:

• Operational attributes
• DSA-specific attributes (such as password policy)
• The userPassword attribute
• Binary values

NOTE
The size of a line written to this log is restricted to 4096 bytes, so large values may be truncated.

This command has the following format:

set update-log-show-values = true | false;

• true
Includes attribute values in the update log.

• false
(Default) Does not include the attribute values.
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set use-dynamic-roles Command
The set use-dynamic-roles command enables or disables dynamic roles.

To use dynamic roles, you need to set up dynamic groups, and then use the set use-dynamic-roles and set role-subtree
commands.

This command has the following format:

set use-dynamic-roles = true | false;

set use-roles Command
The set use-roles command enables or disables static roles.

To use static roles, you need to set up static groups, and then use the set use-roles and set role-subtree commands.

This command has the following format:

set use-roles = true | false;

set user-idle-time Command
The set user-idle-time command specifies the maximum time a user is idle before being disconnected.

When a user is idle for too long, that user is disconnected. This reduces the number of users connected and lets new
users connect to the DSA.

This command has the following format:

set user-idle-time = time;

• time
Specifies the maximum idle time in seconds.

set user-threads Command -- Define the Number of Threads for Requests
The set user-threads command defines the number of threads available on a DSA to user requests. If a request arrives
and no thread is available the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA fulfills this request.

On a multi-CPU host, eight is a suitable initial setting. For a single CPU host, do not set user-threads, or set it to 1. The
default is 8.

This command has the following syntax:

set user-threads = n;

• n
Defines the number of user threads.

set view Command -- Define a View
To define a view to the DSA, you use the set view command.

The syntax of the command is as follows:

set view viewName = {

   description="description"

   entry = ViewDN 
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   [options = [collapse-result | collapse-result-under-entry]

    [, remap-originator] [, view-entry-access-controls] ]

   (phase=1 

    subtree = phaseDN

    [scope = {subtree | base | one-level}]

    [filter = phaseFilter | from-client]

    [eis = [prefix.]attributeName[.suffix] [,[prefix.]attributeName[.suffix]] ...]

    [allow-attr = allowAttribute pllow-target = allowTarget]

    [prune-attr = pruneAttribute prune-target = pruneTarget]

    [options = [ignore-from-result] [result-required] [prune-from-result]] 

    )

   [if (condition) |

    else if (condition) |

    else

    ]

   [,(phase=2 

    subtree = phase_DN

    [scope = {subtree | base | one-level}]

    [filter = phaseFilter]

    [eis = [prefix.]attributeName[.suffix] [,[prefix.]attributeName[.suffix]] ...]

    [allow-attr = allowAttributeList allow-target = allowTarget]

    [prune-attr = pruneAttributeList prune-target = pruneTargetList]

    [merge-dn-attr]

    [options = [ignore-from-result] [,result-required] [,prune-from-result] [,collapse-target]] 

    )]

   }

• viewName
Defines the name that the DSA command interpreter uses to identify the view. If the name contains spaces or non-
alphanumeric characters, then the name must be enclosed in quotes.

• description = "description"
Describes the view. The description is any text string enclosed in quotes.

• entry = ViewDN
Defines the base object of the view in LDAP format. This DN is the target of searches that invoke this view.

• collapse-result
(Optional) Specifies that the view merges all the results into one entry, which is the base-object of the search request
invoking the view.

• collapse-result-under-entry
(Optional) Specifies that the view merges all the results into one entry, which is the entry DN returned by the phase
one search. If the phase one search returns multiple entries, then the view is applied to each entry independently and
multiple collapsed entries are returned.

• remap-originator
(Optional) Specifies that the originator, and hence access controls, are applied to the bind DN. The bind DN is a virtual
entry when binding to a view using a DN returned by a previous search with the ‘collapse-result-under-entry’. The
remap-originator option re-maps the originator to the underlying phase 1 entry allowing existing ACIs to be used.

• view-entry-access-controls
(Optional) Specifies that temporary access to some sections of the view that are not visible to the user invoking the
view are allowed. Use this in conjunction with ‘trust-dsa-triggered-operations’. This works by ignoring access controls
while the view searches are invoked and post-applying the access controls before the result is returned.

• if (condition)
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Specifies conditional views that must be met before the phase is performed. The conditional “if” and “else if” accept a
view parameter a = (equals) or != (not equals) and a regular expression. The value substituted for the view parameter
is compared to the regular expression.
Each phase/s can be conditional triggered based on information from previous phases. A condition consists of a
views attribute an = or != and a regular expression. for example, "$2:userPassword=." will trigger the following brace
enclosed phase/s if the phase 2 search result contains the userPassword attribute.
– if (condition) { [phase list] }
– else if (condition) { [phase list] }
– else { [phase list] }

• phase = phaseNum
Specifies the phase number.

A phase is a directory search within a view. A phase can use the results of previous phases in the same invocation of the
view.

Each phase must be given a number, starting at one and incrementing by one for each subsequent phase.

Each phase includes the following parameters:

• subtree = phaseDN
Defines the subtree of the search performed for this phase, in LDAP format. The subtree RDN elements can reference
previous search phases. This can be omitted for attribute-level pruning/allowing.
For example:
– "$1:dn" - Searches with a subtree set to the DN of each search result returned in phase 1
– "$1:dn[3]" - Searches with a subtree set to the 3 top RDNs of the DN of each search result returned in phase 1
– "uid=$1:uids,o=Democorp,c=AU" - Replaces the last RDN of the subtree with the value/s of 'uids' returned by the

phase 1 search. If multiple values were returned then multiple searches are performed.
• eis = [prefix.]attributeName[.suffix] [,[prefix.]attributeName[.suffix]] ...

(Optional) Defines the attributes that are returned. Attribute names are separated by commas.
If eis is specified, then the phase returns only the specified attributes, plus any attributes referenced as parameters in
later phases.
If eis is not specified, then all information items are returned.
If the search request that invoked the view specified an attribute name to be returned, then the attributes specified by
eis are ignored.
Note: The eis does not need to include the linking attribute (the attribute required by a subsequent phase).
– attributeName

Specifies an attribute to be returned. This follows the syntax for views parameters. <link>
– as attributeName

Maps the result to this attribute. This is useful if the underlying data has naming conflicts.
Note: The syntax for both the attribute being returned and the mapped attribute must be identical.

– prefix
Adds text to the start of the result. For more information, see Add a Prefix or Suffix to a Value in Administrating.

– suffix
Adds text to the end of the result. For more information, see Add a Prefix or Suffix to a Value in the Administrating.

• scope = {subtree | base | one-level}
(Optional) Defines the scope of the search for the specified phase. The scope is one of the following:
– subtree

Searches the entire subtree.
– base

Searches the base object only.
– one-level

Searches one level only.
• filter = phaseFilter
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(Optional for base and one-level searches) Defines the LDAP filter that the phase uses for its search. Any item in the
filter can include views parameters.
If the scope of the search that invokes the view is base-object, then filter is ignored.
This LDAP search filter contains substitution items OR 'from-client'. When from-client the filter will directly reference the
filter passed in be the client.
– Phase 1 - The substitution item must be $attrName. Where attrName is passed in on the subtree search on the

view entry.
– Phase >1 - The substitution item must be a view attribute of the form $phase:attrName. $phase must reference the

result from an earlier phase and attrName is the name of that attribute.
• filter = from-client

(Optional) During normal operation, the filter is derived from values passed from a search request or a previous search
result. When ‘from-client’ is used, the filter is a copy of the filter passed in by the search request invoking the view.
For example, if a view is invoked using the search: dxsearch -h host:port -b “cn=view,ou=views,o=CA,c=AU”
“(oc=inetOrgPerson)(sn=LINK)(cn=*)”, the filter used for the search phase is: filter = “(oc=inetOrgPerson)(sn=LINK)
(cn=*)”
Note: filter = from-client is typically used in Phase 1 in preference to using substitution items.

• allow-attr = allowAttributeList
(Optional) Specifies the attributes that will be included in a phase result. This list of attributes follows the syntax for
views parameters.
Specifies the attribute name whose value is appended to the list of attribute values in allow-target

• allow-target = allowTarget
(Optional) Specifies the views parameter to take the value in allow-attr. If allow-target does not exist it is created when
the first allow-attr is returned.
allowTarget follows the syntax for views parameters.
allow-target is used only with the allow-attr option.

• prune-attr = pruneAttributeList
(Optional) Specifies the attributes that will be removed from a phase result.
pruneAttributeList follows the syntax for views parameters.
prune-attr is used only with the prune-target option.

• prune-target = pruneTargetList
(Optional) Specifies the views parameter whose value is compared to the value of the attribute in prune-attr. If the two
values match, then the attribute entry is removed from the result. Otherwise, the attribute entry is included in the result.
pruneTargetList follows the syntax for views parameters.
prune-target is used only with the prune-attr option.

• merge-dn-attr
(Optional) Specifies the attribute of DN syntax that each DN of the current phase result will be returned under. For
example, it is often useful to return the groups a user is a member of with the user’s entry. If this is set to memberOf,
the phase subtree is where the groups are stored and the filter = “member = $1:dn”.

• options = [ignore-from-result] [result-required] [prune-from-result] [collapse-target]
(Optional) Specifies a comma-separated list of processing that the phase should perform before it returns the results to
the view. Possible options are as follows:
– ignore-from-result

Specifies that the phase should return only those attributes whose values are referenced as parameters in later
phases. If this is set, the phase search results are temporary. The results from this phase will not be returned to the
client.

– prune-from-result
Specifies that the phase should return only the DN and not return any attributes at all.

– result-required
Specifies that the DSA should check if an attribute is referenced as a parameter in later phases does exist. If not,
then the DSA aborts the search and raises an alarm.

– collapse-target
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(requires view option collapse-result-under-view-entry)
Instead of collapsing the view results under the entry specified by phase 1, this option allows for the view to be
collapsed under a later phase. An error will occur if the later phase search returns multiple entries.

Views Parameters
You use a views parameter inside the set view command to specify a placeholder for a string. The DSA will determine the
value of the views parameter when the view is invoked or after the DSA has run an earlier phase within the view.

The syntax of a views parameter is as follows:

[$][phaseNumberList:]attributeName[substringIdentifier]

• $
(Optional) Specifies that the DSA should treat this as a views parameter.
If the $ is missing, then the string is treated as a literal attribute name and no substitution occurs. In that case,
substringIdentifier must be blank.

• phaseNumberList:
(Optional) Defines the phase number that produces the value of attributeName. If phaseNumber: is omitted, then the
DSA provides the value of attributeName from the filter given in the LDAP search command that invoked the view.
phaseNumber must be a smaller number than the number of the phase in which the parameter is used. That is, a
phase can refer only to earlier phases of the view.
You can specify a list of phase numbers when using conditional views.

• attributeName
Specifies the attribute whose value is used to replace the parameter.

• substringIdentifier
(Optional) Specifies a section within an attribute value string.
There are two possible formats for the substring identifier.
The first form for substringIdentifier is useful if you want to extract a substring based on delimiter characters, and is as
follows:
– [delimiterString:substringNumber]

The square brackets and the colon are part of the syntax, and are required if this option is used.
– delimiterString

Defines the delimiter inside the attribute value string. It is a literal string so, for example, it can include white
space, quotation marks, and non-alpha-numeric characters. The delimiter string partitions the attribute value into
substrings.

– substringNumber
Specifies which substring to extract from the attribute value string. The substrings of the attribute value are
numbered from left to right starting at one.

The second form for substringIdentifier is useful if you want to extract the leading DNs from a string of DNs, or if you
want to extract the leading characters of the string. This form is as follows:
– [numberOfDNsOrCharacters]

The square brackets are part of the syntax and are required if this option is used.
– numberOfDNsOrCharacters

Specifies how many RDNs or characters to extract from the attribute value string, starting at the leftmost character.
If this parameter is used as part of the subtree specification of a phase ("subtree=..."), then it returns the number of
RDNs; otherwise it specifies the number of characters.

Example: View Parameter $cn

When the view is invoked, the DSA replaces the example string with the value of the cn attribute provided in the filter of
the search command that was used to invoke the view.

In this example, the search is invoked with the following command:
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ldapsearch... (cn="Smith, John")

The $cn is replaced with the following value:

Smith, John

Example: View Parameter $cn[,:1]

When the view is invoked, the DSA replaces the example string with the characters preceding the first comma in the value
of the cn attribute.

In this example, the search is invoked with the following command:

ldapsearch... (cn="Smith,John")

The $cn[,:1] is replaced with the following value:

Smith

Example: $cn[7]

When the view is invoked, the DSA replaces the example string with the first seven characters in the value of the cn
attribute.

In this example, the search is invoked with the following command:

ldapsearch... (cn="Smith,John")

The $cn[7] is replaced with the following value:

Smith,J

Example: $3:cn

Immediately after running phase three of the view, the DSA replaces the example string with the value of the cn attribute
returned by phase three. The example string is only valid in phases four and later.

Example: $2,3:cn

Using $2,3:cn in the following example uses $2:cn or $3:cn depending on which phase was invoked.

if ( condition )

{ (phase = 2) }

else

{ (phase = 3) }

Example: subtree= $1:dn

...

(phase=2

subtree = $1:dn

...

This is a fragment of a set view command. Immediately after running phase one, the DSA replaces the string $1:dn with
the value of the DN of each search result returned in phase one. If phase one returns multiple DNs, then phase two is run
multiple times -- once for each DN result returned from phase one.

Example: subtree= $1:dn[3]

...

(phase=2

subtree = $1:dn[3]

...
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This is a fragment of a set view command. Immediately after running phase one, the DSA replaces the string $1:dn[3] with
the value of the first three RDNs of the DNs of each search result returned in phase one. If phase one returns multiple
DNs, then phase two is run multiple times -- once for each DN result returned from phase one.

Example: subtree="uid=$1:uids,o=Democorp,c=AU"

...

(phase=2

subtree="uid=$1:uids,o=Democorp,c=AU"

...

This is a fragment of a set view command. Immediately after running phase one, the DSA replaces the string $1:uid with
the value of 'uids returned by the phase one search. If phase one returns multiple DNs, then phase two is run multiple
times: once for each DN result returned from phase one.

For example, if phase returns 12345 for the value of uid, then this fragment is exactly equivalent to the following:

...

(phase=2

subtree="uid=12345,o=Democorp,c=AU"

...

set wait-for-multiwrite Command
The set wait-for-multiwrite command affects how the DSA responds to the command dxserver stop.

If wait-for-multiwrite is set to true and you then use the dxserver stop command, the DSA stops processing, but it does not
exit if it still has multiwrite queues. When the multiwrite queues are flushed, the DSA stops.

If wait-for-multiwrite is set to true and you want to force the DSA to stop, use the dxserver forcestop command. This
command deletes the multiwrite queue.

This command has the following format:

set wait-for-multiwrite = true | false;

set windows-high-resolution-time Command -- Change the time resolution for
Windows
The set windows-high-resolution-time command affects the time resolution for the Windows operating system.

This will provide better granularity in timestamps (logs/entries). This will also reduce the chance of MW-DISP conflict
resolution where the same entry is updated at the same time.

This command has the following format:

set windows-high-resolution-time = [ true | false ];

• true
Changes the Windows time resolution from 15.6 milliseconds to 1 millisecond.
The greater resolution provides greater granularity in timestamps for log messages. This change also reduces the
chance of MW-DISP update conflicts in which two updates occur at the same time.

• false
Leaves the Windows time resolution unchanged.
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set write-precedence Command
The set write-precedence command specifies which DSAs are chosen to perform updates. You can use it to direct the
write requests from a failover computer to a preferred master. This command is effective only when configured at the
router DSA level.

If the set write-precedence command is not present, updates follow the normal precedence. The normal precedence is
defined by the order of the DSAs in the configuration file, or the set precedence command.

This command should appear once only in the configuration files that are sourced by any particular DSA.

This command has the following format:

set write-precedence = precedence-list;

where precedence-list is a comma-separated list of the DSAs, in their order of precedence

shutdown Command
This command has the following format:

shutdown;

trace Command
The trace command displays details of service requests, confirmations, or errors. You need to specify the level of tracing
you want to use.

trace full | none | trace-event-list ;

• full
Traces everything. Full tracing degrades performance, so you should use it only during testing.

• none
Turns off all tracing

trace-event-list

A comma-separated list of one or more of the following trace options:

• alert
Displays authentication errors.

• cert
Displays certificate operations.

• connect
Displays connections.

• diag
Traces local DXserver operations that were refused.

• dsa
Similar to the x500 trace, but also includes tracing of the module flow inside the DSA.

• error

Displays error messages of high severity. Compare with trace warn.

These events that may impact on the ability of DXserver to perform a requested operation. This is the default trace level.

We recommend that the error trace option is included in the set trace command during normal operation.

ldap
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Traces detailed LDAP operations. The output can become quite large when searches return a large number of entries.

• limit
Traces any violation of size or time limits.

• query
Displays a one-line summary containing the server request and result.

• stack
Displays detailed protocol tracing. The output can become quite large.

• stats
Displays statistical information for each minute the DSA is not idle.

• summary
Displays a one-line summary containing the service request and result.

• time
Displays the time taken for successful operations.

To send this output to a separate file, use the set time-log command.

update

Displays update operations-add, delete, modify, and rename.

• warn

Displays error messages of moderate severity. Compare with trace error.

Warn messages usually represent a user error, rather than a problem with DXserver.

• x500
Displays the full details of the service request, confirmation, or error. This traces DAP, DSP, and LDAP operations. The
output can become quite large when searches return a large number of entries.

trace disable assoc Command
The trace disable assoc command cancels the tracing of the requests/responses occurring on a specified binding.

This command has the following format:

trace disable assoc = binding-number;

trace enable assoc Command
The trace enable assoc command traces the requests/responses occurring on a specified binding. You will see no
difference if used with x500 tracing.

Before you use the trace enable assoc command, use the get users command to find out the binding number.

This command has the following format:

trace enable assoc = binding-number;

• binding-number
Specifies the binding that you want to trace

Example: trace enable assoc

This example shows how to disable all tracing, find out a binding number, and then trace all requests and responses
occurring on that binding:
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dsa> trace none;

trace none;

dsa> get users;

get users;

Association 2: connected for 34 seconds, idle for 25 seconds

Association 2: bound using LDAP (peer 155.35.131.63) as ANONYMOUS

Total Associations: 1

dsa> trace enable assoc = 2;

trace enable assoc = 2;

dsa> 

<- #2 LDAP SEARCH-REQ

        invoke-id = 11   credit = 4

    Base object:

        <countryName "AU">

        <organizationName "Data">

        <organizationalUnitName "People">

        <commonName "Passadmin">

    Don't Search Aliases

-> #2 LDAP SEARCH-CONFIRM

        invoke-id = 11   credit = 1

    Entry:  (leaf)

        <countryName "AU">

        <organizationName "Data">

        <organizationalUnitName "People">

        <commonName "Passadmin">

    Contents:  

        (objectClass inetOrgPerson, organizationalPerson, person, top)

        (userPassword "{SHA}hvfkN/qlp/zhXR3cuerq6jd2Z7g=")

        (commonName "Passadmin")

        (surname "Smithaa")

        (initials "aa")

unbind Command
The unbind command closes outgoing bindings to other DSAs. This command has the following format:

unbind all | dsa dsa-number ;

• all
Unbinds all outgoing bindings from this DSA.

• dsa dsa-number
Unbinds all outgoing bindings from this DSA to the specified DSA.
You can find the dsa-number by using the get dsas command.

update agreement Command
This command has the following format:

update agreement id.version;
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• id.version
The agreement identification and version numbers (for example, 1.2).

set pull-replication Command
Pull replication helps in bi-directional synchronization between CA Directory and ODSEE. This command enables
periodical retrieval of change log entries from an ODSEE directory server.

The command has the following syntax:

set pull-replication = { source = dxlinksun1 location = interval = 30 window-size = 3 retries = 1 };

Where

• Source 
Specifies the name of DXlink that points to the ODSEE Directory Server

• Location 
Specifies the suffix of the ODSEE change log 

• Interval
Specifies the pause in between pulls

• Window-size
Specifies the number of change log entries to retrieve in one pull

• Retries
Specifies the number of retries if failure occurs

For more information, see Migrating from ODSEE to CA Directory.

System Messages for CA Directory
This section lists the messages that you might see when installing and using CA Directory.

For assistance, contact CA Support at http://ca.com/support.

DXserver Alarm Messages
This section lists the messages that can appear in an alarm log file, arranged in the following sections:

•  Error Messages -- Critical
•  Warning Messages -- Caution
•  Information Messages -- Interesting, but not necessarily a problem

 

Error Messages
The Error level is the highest level. These messages tell you that something serious has happened.

This topic discusses in detail, the following error messages:

DSA_E1000 DSA has invalid authenticationLevel

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:
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Contact CA Support.

DSA_E1010 Bad tag itemOrUserFirst

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_E1060 Illegal specificationFilter

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_E1070 ProtectedItems allAttributeValues not allowed

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_E1080 ProtectedItems attributeValue not allowed

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_E1090 ProtectedItems selfValue not allowed

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_E1100 ProtectedItems No protected items

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.
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DSA_E1170 Unable to open pid file '$1'

Symptom:

On startup, the DSA could not create a PID file under DXHOME/pid.

Solution:

Ensure that the DSA user has write access to this directory.

DSA_E1180 Unable to write to pid file '$1'

Symptom:

On startup, the DSA could not write to the PID file under DXHOME/pid.

Solution:

Ensure that the DSA user has write access to this file.

DSA_E1200 DSA needs attention 'dsaname'

Symptom:

A DSA is trying to contact another DSA to received replicated or chained (routed) requests. The originating DSA produces
this alarm after ten failed attempts to contact the target DSA.

Solution:

Make the following checks:

1. Check that the target DSA is running.
2. Check the network connection between the computers that host the two DSAs.

If the target computer has received a new IP address after it was restarted, restart the target DSA.

DSA_E1250 DSA stopping but multiwrite queues exist

Symptom:

The DSA was forced to shut down while holding multiwrite queues of updates for peers.

Solution:

Manually resynchronize the multiwrite peer DSAs. For more information about how to resynchronize a multiwrite DSA, see
the Administration Guide chapter on Replication.

DSA_E1260 DSA stopping but operations in progress. If running multiwrite, then data may be out of sync

Symptom:

The DSA was forced to shut down while operations were in progress.

Solution:

You might need to manually resynchronize the multiwrite peer DSAs.

DSA_E1280 Error in initialization files

Symptom:

On startup, the DSA has detected a problem in its configuration files.

Solution:
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The DSA trace log indicates the issue that should be resolved before the DSA can be started.

DSA_E1290 No stack and no console

Symptom:

The communications software has not been initialized at startup.

Solution:

Ensure that the host and the DSA are properly configured.

DSA_E1310 Cannot open local console

Symptom:

On startup, the DSA console failed to initialize.

Solution:

Ensure that the port that is configured for the DSA console is not currently in use.

DSA_E1370 Fatal signal received

Symptom:

A memory fault has occurred and the DSA process has abnormally terminated.

Solution:

Contact CA support. If core dumping is enabled, the core file that is produced, helps in investigating the fault.

DSA_E1380 Cache is full - index limit reached ($1)

Symptom:

The DSA index cannot hold any more values.

Solution:

Use the set max-cache-index-size command to increase the cache index size to a value larger than the required number
of attributes, then restart the DSA.

DSA_E1420 Online dump failed

Symptom:

The online backup of data from the DSA has been unsuccessful. The failyre is caused by problems with file creation or
with disk space.

Solution:

Use the diagnostic information in the warn-log to work out what went wrong.

DSA_E1490 DSA cache disabled

Symptom:

The DSA cache is no longer running. The most common reasons are:

• Machine resource limits have been reached
• The maximum cache size was exceeded.
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Solution:

See the trace log to see why the cache was disabled.

DSA_E1495 A data file was specified but the cache did not start. Please ensure 'lookup-cache' is enabled

Symptom:

When a DSA started, it detected that a DXgrid location has been defined but the cache has not been enabled.

Solution:

Ensure that the following command is set when a DXgrid database has been defined:

set lookup-cache = true;

DSA_E1510 Please ensure that 'memberof-user-containers' and 'memberof-group-containers' are both set when
using memberOf auto-population

Symptom:

When a DSA started, it detected that it is set to use the memberOf feature, but either a group or user container is not
defined.

Solution:

DSA_E1515 memberOf rollback failed for group update '$1'. memberOf data integrity is compromised

Symptom:

When a bulk update on a group that triggers multiple memberOf attribute updates in user entries fails, the updates up to
the point of failure are rolled back. This alarm is produced in the unlikely event that the updates fail to rollback.

Solution:

If you see this alarm, check the data integrity to ensure that each user entry of memberOf attribute correctly depicts group
membership.

If this value is incorrect, users may have increased/reduced privileges in the application that uses the memberOf feature.

DSA_E1960 Detected XML schema version '$1' but only support version '$2'

Symptom:

The DSA has detected an XML configuration file that is too new. The XML schema defines the information that is held by
DXmanager.

Solution:

Ensure that DXmanager has the same version of the XML schema as the DSAs that it manages.

DSA_E1990 Cannot register SNMP address

Symptom:

The DSA is trying to register a port as the SNMP port to listen on, but the port is already being used.

Solution:

Ensure that the configured SNMP port is not used.
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DSA_E2220 Cannot register address

Symptom:

On startup, the DSA cannot listen on the interface configured.

Solution:

Ensure that the interface address or hostname, and the port are valid and not currently in use.

DSA_E2230 Too many registrations

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_E2340 Out of memory

Reason:

The DSA has run out of memory.

Action:

Reduce the number of results that are returned by single searches. This can be done by breaking them into several
separate, smaller searches, each returning part of the result. Also, consider increasing the amount of virtual memory.

DSA_E2735 `Multiwrite-DISP Unable to synchronize with peer '$1'

Symptom:

An attempt to synchronize two peer DSAs using multiwrite-DISP failed.

Solution:

Check the logs for diagnostic information. If this problem continues, contact CA support.

DSA_E2750 Multiwrite DSA failed to respond (May need to increase queue size)

Symptom:

In a multiwrite-DISP directory, replication to a third-party LDAP server using DXlink failed. After this failure, the multiwrite
queue for the LDAP server was purged, so that all pending updates were removed and no further updates will be
replicated.

For this reason, we do not recommend using multiwrite-DISP when replicating to a third-party LDAP server.

Solution:

To fix this problem, manually synchronize the third-party LDAP server and then restart the DSA that is holding the queue.

Consider disabling multiwrite-DISP to the third-party LDAP server.

DSA_E2760 Multiwrite Operation disabled for DSA $1

Symptom:

The multiwrite queue for the DSA has been purged.

Solution:
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You need to manually resynchronize the DSA.

DSA_E2780 Multiwrite request not queued - $1 PDU parse failed

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_E2825 Multiwrite-DISP Received MW-DISP from a DSA that is not configured as a multi-write peer. Please
check your configuration

Symptom:

The current DSA has been contacted by another DSA to synchronize through Multiwrite-DISP recovery, however this DSA
does not have multiwrite enabled.

Solution:

Ensure that all DSAs that share a prefix have the following configuration:

• Enable multiwrite-DISP:
set multi-write-disp-recovery = true;

• Enable multiwrite:
dsa-flags = multi-write

DSA_E2860 Too many NSAPs

Symptom:

A DSA can only listen on a maximum of ten interfaces.

Solution:

None.

DSA_E2910 Cannot configure self

Symptom:

The DSA cannot use its prefix.

Solution:

Ensure that the prefix for the DSA is correct and is supported by the schema.

DSA_E2920 Cannot have no-server-credentials with multi-write-disp-recovery

Symptom:

Multi-write-disp-recovery does not work if the DSA has no-server-credentials.

Solution:

Change the DSA configuration, so that it does not have no-server-credentials.

DSA_E2940 Attempt to set multi-write-disp-recovery on a router or relay DSA

Symptom:
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Multi-write-disp-recovery has no meaning for a router or relay DSA.

Solution:

Do not try to set multi-write-disp-recovery on a router or relay DSA.

DSA_E2980 Self not defined in knowledge files or XML configuration

Symptom:

A DSA server file (.dxi) does not source a knowledge definition that describes the DSA being started.

In a text file based configuration, the.dxi file name does not match the knowledge file that is given by 'set dsa name' and
any source knowledge filegroup.

In a DXmanager based configuration, a server file might have been updated without using DXmanager. Doing this is not
recommended.

Solution:

If you are using DXmanager, then ensure that you use DXmanager to modify the server files.

If you are using knowledge files, ensure the DSA name of the.dxi file matches the label that is used in the set dsa
command.

DSA_E3000 Invalid partition definition, expected '$1'

Symptom:

The definition of the horizontal partition is not valid. The definition is missing one or square brackets or angles brackets
(chevrons).

Solution:

A horizontal partition definition in a DSA prefix must be of the following form:

• attr "[hashn (total)=id]"
• attr

Defines the naming attribute that is being partitioned.
• hashn

Specifies the hash, and is one of the following:
– hash1
– hash2

• total
Defines the number of partitions.

• id
Specifies one partition, and is a number from zero to number of partitions - 1.

DSA_E3010 Invalid partition criteria specified

Symptom:

The definition of the horizontal partition specifies an invalid hash.

Solution:

Ensure that the hash definition is valid.

DSA_E3020 Partition count must be positive

Symptom:
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The definition of the horizontal partition specifies a non-positive partition count.

Solution:

Ensure that the partition count is positive.

DSA_E3030 Partition criteria must be the same for each partition DSA $1

Symptom:

Not all DSAs in a horizontal partition set have the same hash definition.

Solution:

Ensure all DSAs in a horizontal partition set have the same hash definition.

DSA_E3040 Partition count must be positive $1

Symptom:

The definition of the horizontal partition specifies a non-positive partition count.

Solution:

Ensure that the partition count is positive.

DSA_E3050 Partition count must be the same for each partition DSA $1

Symptom:

In a horizontally partitioned directory, one of the partition DSAs that service the same prefix is configured with an incorrect
number.

In this example, DSA 2 has an incorrect partition count:

• DSA 1: "[hash1(3)=0]"
• DSA 2: "[hash1(4)=1]"
• DSA 3: "[hash1(3)=2]"

Solution:

Check the count for each of the DSAs that make up the horizontal partition.

For example, every DSA that services the prefix "[hash1(3)=0]" must have a count of 3.

DSA_E3060 Partition ID must be less than $1

Symptom:

In a horizontally partitioned directory, the directory is divided into more than 30 partition DSAs.

Solution:

Reduce the number of partition DSAs that service the same prefix. You cannot divide a directory into more than 30
partition DSAs.

DSA_E3070 found $1 partition DSAs expected $2

Symptom:

In a horizontally partitioned directory, the number of partitions does not match number of partition DSAs.
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For example, this configuration below requires three DSAs to make up the horizontal partition but only two DSAs have
been configured:

• DSA 1: "[hash1(3)=0]"
• DSA 2: "[hash1(3)=1]"

Solution:

Check the prefix that is specified in the set dsa prefix command for each partition DSA. Ensure that a DSA exists for the
number of horizontal partitions that are configured in the count.

For example, "[hash1(4)=0]">, requires four DSAs which are labeled 0, 1, 2, 3.

DSA_E3080 require 0, 1, .. partition count - 1 partition DSAs

Symptom:

This alarm appears when one of the following rules of horizontal partitions is broken:

• The partition identifier is unique.
• The first partition number is 0 and the other partition numbers increase by 1.
• The last partition number is N-1, where N is the total number of partitions.

This example configuration breaks all of these rules:

• DSA 1: "[hash1(4)=1]"
• DSA 2: "[hash1(4)=1]"
• DSA 3: "[hash1(4)=3]"
• DSA 4: "[hash1(4)=4]"

Solution:

Check the prefix that is specified in the set dsa prefix command for each partition DSA. Ensure that a DSA exists for the
number of horizontal partitions that are configured in the count.

For example, "[hash1(4)=0]">, requires four DSAs which are labeled 0, 1, 2, 3.

DSA_E3130 Multiwrite Hub removal detected all queued updates will be lost

Symptom:

The DSA acting as the hub for a multiwrite group has been removed from the group. No other DSA in the group is capable
of taking over as the multiwrite group hub.

This can occur only when a single DSA services a multiwrite group.

Solution:

Ensure that the DSA no longer requires replicated updates.

DSA_E3170 Multiwrite multi-write-group $1 cannot consist entirely of LDAP DSAs

Symptom:

This error occurs when a multiwrite group contains only third-party LDAP servers.

Each multiwrite group must contain at least one DSA, which is the hub of the group. This hub is responsible for replicating
updates to all other LDAP servers and queuing updates if these should go offline.

Solution:

For each multiwrite group that includes a third-party LDAP server, include at least one DSA.
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An alternative approach is to put each LDAP server in its own unique group.

DSA_E3310 DISP Failed to apply update from peer '$1'

Symptom:

A problem was detecting while applying a DISP update from a peer DSA.

Solution:

Use the diagnostic information in the warn-log to work out what went wrong.

If this remains a problem manual synchronization may be required. Contact CA support if this issue cannot be resolved.

DSA_E3330 DISP Failed to update peer '$1'

Symptom:

A DISP operation was refused by the peer DSA.

Solution:

Use the diagnostic information in the warn-log to work out why the request was rejected.

If this remains a problem manual synchronization may be required. Contact CA support if this issue cannot be resolved.

Warning Messages
The Warning level is less serious than the Error level. Warning messages tell you that something important has happened,
but it might not be a problem.

This topic discusses in detail the following warning messages:

DSA_W1390 '$1' erroneously appears in '$2.dp'

Symptom:

The DXgrid DISP file (.dp) file for the current DSA is invalid. It contains the current DSA as a target.

This file appears to have been copied from another DSA. This may signify an incorrect disaster recovery procedure.

Solution:

Check the data consistency and the disaster recovery procedure.

DSA_W1400 Cannot remove entries created by failed HP rename $1

Symptom:

When a rename occurs between horizontal partition DSAs, this is performed via an ADD (target DSA) and a REMOVE
(current DSA).

This error is produced when the ADD was rejected, which causes the entire rename to fail.

Solution:

Check the logs for the target DSA to see why the ADD operation of the renamed entry was rejected.

DSA_W1410 Cannot remove source images of HP-renamed entries $1

Symptom:
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When a rename occurs between horizontal partition DSAs, this is performed via an ADD (target DSA) and a REMOVE
(current DSA).

This error is produced when the ADD operation was successful but the REMOVE was rejected, which causes the entire
rename to fail.

Solution:

Check the logs for the target DSA to see why the REMOVE operation of the renamed entry was rejected.

DSA_W1430 DSA cache index almost exhausted ($1)

Symptom:

The DSA index is growing and has almost the maximum number of values it can hold.

Solution:

Consider increasing max-cache-index-size to a value larger than the required number of attributes. You need to restart the
DSA after changing max-cache-index-size for the new setting to take effect.

DSA_W1450 Cache is $1% full

Symptom:

This indicates how full the cache is, as a percentage of the value of max-cache-size.

Solution:

If the cache is nearing 100%, then consider increasing max-cache-size. You need to restart the DSA after changing max-
cache-size for the new setting to take effect.

DSA_W1830 LDAP Abandon Invalid invoke ID in UOW

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_W1890 DSA $1 has 'no-server-credentials' set

Symptom:

A DSA that is not LDAP has the setting no-server-credentials on.

Solution:

Use DXmanager to disable no-server-credentials on the DSA.

DSA_W1900 DXconsole connection alert now off. Successful DXconsole connections will no longer produce any
alerts.

Symptom:

Normally, you turn the DSA console connection alerts on for auditing requirements. This message alerts the user that
somebody has turned these off, which may be a breach of security.

Solution:

Use the command set dxconsole-connect-alert to turn DSA console alerts off or on.
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DSA_W1910 check-roles-with-dsa-credentials is a deprecated command. Use the setting trust-dsa-triggered-
operations instead

Symptom:

Deprecated command was used.

Solution:

Use the trust flag trust-dsa-triggered-operations.

DSA_W1920 check-unique-attrs-with-dsa-credentials is a deprecated command. Use the setting 'trust-dsa-
triggered-operations' instead.

Symptom:

Deprecated command was used.

Solution:

Use the trust flag trust-dsa-triggered-operations.

DSA_W1940 Setting trace level to 'asn'

Symptom:

Trace level has been set to asn. Normally this trace level is only used for debugging purposes.

Solution:

Be aware that using the trace level 'asn' can cause password information to be written to the DSA log files.

DSA_W1970 Configuration Text-based configured value redefining item '$1'

Symptom:

Configuration has multiple occurrences of the same configuration item.

Solution:

To avoid ambiguity, remove duplicates.

DSA_W2000 Cannot initialise SNMP trap - no memory

Reason:

The DSA has run out of memory

Action:

Reduce the number of results returned by single searches by breaking them into a number of separate, smaller searches,
each returning part of the result. Also, consider increasing the amount of virtual memory.

DSA_W2020 Cannot create hash table - no memory

Reason:

The DSA has run out of memory

Action:

Reduce the number of results returned by single searches by breaking them into a number of separate, smaller searches,
each returning part of the result. Also, consider increasing the amount of virtual memory.
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DSA_W2040 Cannot send SNMP response to $1

Symptom:

The DSA cannot contact the SNMP client requesting information.

Solution:

Ensure the network is properly configured and that the SNMP client is available.

DSA_W2330 Accept failed $1

Symptom:

The DSA failed to accept a new call. The message includes the reason for the failure.

Solution:

Act according to the reason given in the message.

DSA_W2440 Rejected console request from $1

Symptom:

The DSA console rejected a connection request because it already has a connection.

Solution:

The DSA console supports only one connection at a time.

DSA_W2460 Invalid credentials for user $1 from $2

Symptom:

Authentication failed for the supplied user DN and password.

Solution:

Ensure the user is a configured DSA console user and the password is correct.

If these messages appear frequently, this may indicate an attack from a malicious user trying to gain DSA console access.

DSA_W2480 Invalid console password entered from $1

Symptom:

The password supplied does not match the configured DSA console password.

Solution:

Ensure password is correct. If these appear frequently may indicate an attack from a malicious user trying to gain DSA
console access.

DSA_W2530 DISP bind failure DISP agreement authentication level is not supported by DISP responder

Symptom:

The DISP agreement uses an authentication level that does exist on the link between the sender and responder.

Solution:

Ensure that the DISP initiator and responder are using the same authentication level.
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DSA_W2540 Failed to update peer $1

Symptom:

The DISP initiator failed to send a DISP update to the responder.

Solution:

Ensure that the DISP is properly configured and that the DISP initiator can contact the DISP responder.

DSA_W2550 Duplicate shadow DSE

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_W2560 Attribute not found

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_W2650 Cannot get multiwrite DISP last update time

Symptom:

The DSA failed to retrieve the last time it updated a peer DSA. It will periodically retry to get the last update time.

Solution:

If this continues, contact CA support.

DSA_W2660 Invalid dynamic role definition $1

Symptom:

The configured dynamic role contains an invalid LDAP URL.

Solution:

The LDAP URL specifies the location of role members. The URL must have the following form, as specified in RFC 2255:

ldap:///<filter>

DSA_W2670 Cannot update DISP times file $1

Symptom:

When multiwrite-DISP is enabled, the DISP file .dp is updated when synchronization with a DISP peer has been
successful or during successful replication.

This message is produced when the update of this file fails. This can happen for these reasons:

• The .dp file could not be created or opened for writing.
• The working file .dp$ could not be renamed to .dp.
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Solution:

Ensure that the DSA user has write permissions for the .dp files and for the parent directory of these files.

Ensure that the file system is not full.

DSA_W2680 Multiwrite queue ($1) greater than $2% full

Symptom:

The multi-write queue for the DSA specified in the message is filling up.

Solution:

Ensure that the multi-write peer DSA is running and is reachable.

DSA_W2710 Multiwrite-DISP Failed attempt to update peer $1

Symptom:

The DSA failed to update a peer DSA using multiwrite DISP. This usually occurs when a DSA is not properly configured,
for example, there may be authentication or address problems.

Solution:

The trace log provides the reason for the failure.

DSA_W2715 Multiwrite-DISP Failed to apply update from peer '$1'

Symptom:

The DSA received an update from a MW-DISP peer. The DSA could not apply the update because it has run out of
memory.

Solution:

Ensure that the system has enough memory to allow multiwrite-DISP recovery to complete.

DSA_W2720 Multiwrite $1DSA '$2' cannot be contacted

Symptom:

The DSA tried to replicate an update, or to flush a multiwrite queue, to a multiwrite peer DSA, but it cannot contact the
peer.

Solution:

Ensure that the peer DSA is running and reachable.

DSA_W2730 "Multiwrite-DISP Attempt to receive update from '$1' failed - cannot connect

Symptom:

The DSA tried to replicate to a peer using multiwrite DISP, but it cannot contact the peer DSA.

Solution:

Ensure that the peer DSA displayed is running and reachable.

DSA_W2740 Multiwrite-DISP Attempting to update peer $1

Symptom:
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The DSA is in the process of updating a peer.

Solution:

None.

DSA_W2770 Multiwrite Operation suspended for DSA $1

Symptom:

The multiwrite queue to the peer DSA in the message has been purged but multiwrite is enabled. The source DSA will use
multiwrite DISP (instead of multiwrite) to update the peer DSA.

Solution:

Ensure that the peer DSA is running and reachable, so that multiwrite DISP can resynchronize data and multi-write
replication can continue normally.

DSA_W2800 Non-empty update for LDAP peer $1

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_W2820 Multiwrite-DISP Invalid update strategy

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_W2870 allow-search label '$1' not found

Symptom:

The role-based allow search label for the current user does not exist in the DSA's configuration.

Solution:

Ensure that the allow-search labels used for the role-based dxAllowSearch attribute exist in the allow-search list.

DSA_W2890 PwdPolicy Account resetting requires a password policy request control

Symptom:

There is no password policy control (an LDAP control)

Solution:

Create a password policy control. See LDAP Controls, in Connect to LDAP clients in the Administration Guide.

DSA_W2900 Multiple duplicate attribute values found

Symptom:

An attempt was made to add a duplicate attribute value but unique-attrs is set.
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Solution:

None required.

DSA_W2930 Views phase $1 search for view $2 is marked result-required but did not return a result

Symptom:

A phase search marked as result-required did not return any entries.

Solution:

Ensure that data used for linking phases exists.

DSA_W3100 Multiwrite multi-write-group rename ignored, please restart DSAs to incorporate this change

Symptom:

The configuration has been updated to change the name of a multiwrite group.

Solution:

Follow these steps after you change the name of a multiwrite group:

1. Wait until the change has been pushed to all DSAs that are affected by the name change.
2. Restart all affected DSAs.

Information Messages
The Information level is the lowest level. Information messages tell you that something interesting has happened, but it is
probably not a problem.

This topic discusses in detail the following information messages:

DSA_I1020 UserClasses ignoring UniqueIdentifier

Symptom:

When the DSA applies ACLs on names using the NameAndOptionalUID syntax, it ignores the UID part of the name.

Solution:

None.

DSA_I1030 acf_copyUserClasses duplicate group

Symptom:

This message should not occur.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

DSA_I1150 DXgrid file usage $1

Symptom:

This alarm is added to the alarm log at startup. It reports on data store size ($1), used bytes ($2, $3), and reclaimable
bytes ($4).

Solution:
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Extend the data store when usage exceeds a certain threshold.

DSA_I1220 DSA started $1

Symptom:

The DSA has started successfully.

Solution:

None.

DSA_I1230 DSA reloading configuration

Symptom:

The DSA is reloading its configuration.

Solution:

None.

DSA_I1240 DSA shutting down

Symptom:

The DSA is shutting down.

Solution:

None.

DSA_I1340 DSA has been forced to shutdown

Symptom:

(Windows) The DSA was shut down with the forcestop option. All updates were successfully replicated.

Solution:

None.

DSA_I1350 DSA shutting down as queues have flushed

Symptom:

The DSA has flushed its multiwrite queues and is now safely shutting down.

Solution:

None.

DSA_I1360 DSA received command to stop

Symptom:

The DSA has received a command to stop.

Solution:

None.
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DSA_I1880 Loading XML model version $1 $2

Symptom:

This shows the version of XML that the DSA is using.

Solution:

None.

DSA_I2010 SNMP Requested community not supported $1

Symptom:

The DSA is using a snmp-poll-community string, and the SNMP client is polling using an incorrect community.

Solution:

Ensure that the SNMP client uses the community string configured for the DSA. Use the commands set snmp-poll-
community and set snmp-trap-community.

DSA_I2200 Mutex $1 from $2 held too long

Symptom:

A mutual exclusion lock (mutex) should only be held briefly by any one process. If a mutex is held too long, then DXserver
performance can suffer.

Solution:

Contact CA support if you notice performance degradation.

DSA_I2210 Thread $1 ran continuously in the last minute

Symptom:

This message occurs when the DSA is under an extreme load, which can occur in the following conditions:

• Soak conditions where the incoming buffer is continually filled.
• In a data DSA to which requests coming into a router come through a single DSP link.

Solution:

If this occurs frequently and response times are impacted, try these options:

• Ensure your system has enough CPUs and memory to handle extreme load.
• Consider load-sharing the incoming requests.

DSA_I2450 Accepted console request from $1

Symptom:

This is an audit trail of a user's connection to the DSA console.

Solution:

None.

DSA_I2490 Accepted console request for user $1 from $2

Symptom:

This is an audit trail of a user's connection to the DSA console.
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Solution:

None.

DSA_I2690 Multiwrite-DISP Peer '$1' updated

Symptom:

The peer DSA is now synchronized.

Solution:

None.

DSA_I2695 Multiwrite-DISP Update from '$1' applied

Symptom:

The current DSA is now synchronized with its peer

Solution:

No action required.

DSA_I2830 Clearing multiwrite queue $1

Symptom:

This is a notification that a user has issued the command clear multi-write-queue.

Solution:

If you issue the clear multi-write-queue command and want to synchronize multiwrite DSAs, you need to do the
synchronization manually.

DSA_I2850 Aborting all non-peer connections

Symptom:

A multiwrite DSA has received a notification to shut down. If the DSA receives an update request during its shutdown
process, the DSA cannot replicate those updates.

To ensure that no updates are received during the shutdown process, the DSA discards non-peer connections, including
connections to applications and routers.

This situation is fairly rare, and occurs because the network connections are repeatedly breaking and reforming.

Solution:

If this message keeps occurring, investigate the network connections.

DSA_I3110 Multiwrite Removing multi-write queue '$1'

Symptom:

A configuration change has occurred that has caused a multiwrite peer to be removed. The current DSA will no longer
replicate to that peer DSA.

Solution:

No action required.
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DSA_I3120 Multiwrite Hub removal detected

Symptom:

The DSA that was a hub of the current multiwrite group has been re-configured in one of these ways:

• The DSA is no longer a multiwrite peer.
• The DSA has been removed from the configuration altogether.

The updates have been moved to another DSA in the multiwrite group that is capable of taking over as the hub.

Solution:

No action required.

DSA_I3300 DISP Update from peer '$1' applied

Symptom:

The current DSA is now synchronized with its peer.

Solution:

No action required.

DSA_I3320 DISP Peer '$1' updated

Symptom:

The current DSA is now synchronized with its peer.

Solution:

No action required.

Installation Error Messages on Windows
This section lists the messages that can appear when you install CA Directory on Windows.

Error 1606

Symptom:

This error occurs when the CA Directory install, upgrade or uninstall fails due to the CA Directory registry keys or
installation becoming corrupt.

Solution:

The registry will need to be cleaned to allow install, upgrade, or uninstall to function correctly. Please contact CA Directory
support for assistance.

Error 1605 Could not retrieve Version String

Symptom:

This error appears when the registry has rogue entries under the Windows Installer areas. These are usually from an
aborted or failed uninstallation.

Solution:

The registry must be cleaned to allow install, upgrade, or uninstall to function correctly. Please contact CA Directory
support for assistance.
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Error 1639 Invalid Command Line Argument

Symptom:

This error can occur when you install CA Directory using commands.

Solution:

If you receive this error, check the following:

• All arguments must be in the form PROPERTY=VALUE
For example, ETRDIR_SILENT_INSTALL=1

• All characters A-Z from the PROPERTY must be uppercase.

All paths specified in the VALUE must have quotes if they contain spaces. For example, FOLDER="c:\Program Files\CA"

File Structure and File Formats
This section discusses file structure and formats that CA Directory uses.

File Structure

After installation, the CA Directory files use the following directories:

DXHOME

   |__ bin

   |__ config 

   |      |__ access

   |      |__ autostart (UNIX only)

   |      |__ knowledge

   |      |__ limits

   |      |__ logging

   |      |__ replication

   |      |__ schema

   |      |__ servers

   |      |__ settings

   |      |__ ssld

   |__ data

   |__ install  (UNIX only)

   |__ logs

   |__ pid       

   |__ samples

   |__ uninstall  (UNIX only)

   

• bin
Holds all binary executables and batch files for CA Directory.

• config
Holds the current configuration files, and some Readme files for your reference. DSAs always start with the
configuration information that is stored in this directory. We recommend that you give read-only permissions to files in
these directories to prevent accidental overwriting.
Each subdirectory contains the configuration files that deal with a component of the configuration.
– access

Holds configuration files that specify access control rules.
– autostart
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(UNIX only) Tracks the DSAs that must start simultaneously as the operating system.
– knowledge

Holds the knowledge files for DSAs if Directory Management UI is not used.
– limits

Holds configuration files that specify administrative limits, such as size limits and time limits.
– logging

Holds configuration files that specify trace levels and log file names.
– replication

Holds configuration files that specify replication agreements.
– schema

Holds configuration files that specify schema definitions.
– servers

Holds initialization files that specify startup information. An initialization file must exist for each DXserver on the host
computer.

– settings
Holds configuration files that specify operational settings and controls.

– ssld
Holds .pem certificates for trusted CA and server entities.

• data
Holds the data store file (.db) for each DSA.

• install
(UNIX, for CA Directory use only) Contains installation files and environment information.

• logs
Holds all log output for CA Directory. You can specify another directory.

• pid
(CA Directory use only) Contains information about currently running processes. The pid directory is empty
immediately after an installation, but when the services are run, files are created in that directory.

• samples
Contains demonstration utilities and test script files. Each sample has its own subdirectory and an associated Readme
file.

• uninstall
(UNIX only) Contains uninstallation scripts.

File Formats

CA Directory uses the following file formats:

• LDIF
• LDIF Template Files (LDT)
• CSV

LDIF
LDIF is a format suitable for describing directory information or changes to be made to directory information.

LDIF files are text files that store directory information in LDIF. You can use LDIF files to transfer directory information
between LDAP directory servers or to describe a set of changes to be applied to a directory.

LDIF files are useful for these tasks:
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• Load new entries into a directory
• Restore entries into a directory after recovery
• Dump (export) data from a directory
• Apply bulk edits to directory data

LDIF is defined in the Internet standard RFC 2849. For more information about LDIF, see the draft RFC available at the
IETF home page.

Format of Information in an LDIF File
Contents

An LDIF file consists of a series of records, separated by blank lines.

Each record describes a directory entry or a set of changes to a directory entry. These two types of records cannot be
mixed in an LDIF file.

• Information only
If you want to do any of the following tasks, use an information-only LDIF file:
– Load new entries into a directory
– Restore entries into a directory after recovery

• Directives for changes
If you want to edit existing data, use an LDIF file that contains directives.

LDIF File Containing Description of an Entry

Load new entries into a directory

• Restore entries into a directory after recovery
• Dump (export) data from a directory

The first line of an entry is the distinguished name (dn). The rest of the entry is made up of attribute value pairs, separated
by a colon (:) and a space.

Each record is separated with a blank line.

The basic form of an LDIF entry is:

dn: distinguished-name

attribute-type : attribute-value

attribute-type : attribute-value...

Example: A Simple LDIF File with Two Entries

This example shows two LDIF records. An LDIF file that contains these records could be used to load these two entries
into a directory:

version: 1

dn: cn=Barbara Jensen, ou=Product Development, dc=airius, dc=com

objectclass: top
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objectclass: person

cn: Barbara Jensen

sn: Jensen

 

dn: cn=Barbara Jensen, ou=Product Development, dc=airius, dc=com

objectclass: top

objectclass: person

cn: Barbara Jensen

sn: Jensen

LDIF File Containing Changes to Data

An LDIF file can contain instructions for changes to existing entries in a directory. LDIF lets you specify these changes:

• Add or delete an entire entry
• Add, delete, or modify an attribute
• Add an object class to an entry
• Rename an entry by modifying its RDN
• Move an entry to another location in the DIT

changetype: add 

changetype: delete 

changetype: modify 

 

version: 1 

dn: distinguished-name 

changetype: modrdn 

newrdn: name 

[deleteoldrdn: 0|1] 

[newsuperior]
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You cannot rename an entry if that entry has children.

Example: One LDIF Change Directive

This example shows a single entry, for which the title will be replaced:

version: 1

dn: cn=Murray HORSFALL, ou=Repair,ou=Operations,o=Democorp,c=AU

changetype: modify

replace: title

title: Chief Information Officer

Example: An LDIF file Containing Many Change Directives

This example shows a single entry with a series of changes:

version: 1

dn: cn=Murray HORSFALL, ou=Repair,ou=Operations,o=Democorp,c=AU

changetype: modify

replace: title

title: Chief Information Officer

-

add: telephone

telephone: 797 8888

-

delete: description

-

replace: postalAddress

postalAddress: 173 Toorak Rd $ South Yarra

postalCode: 3066
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dn: cn=Murray HORSFALL, ou=Repair,ou=Operations,o=Democorp,c=AU

changetype: add

title: Chief Information Officer

telephone: 797 8888

postalAddress: 173 Toorak Rd $ South Yarra

postalCode: 3066

Example: An LDIF File Format for Moving an User Entry From one OU to another:
This example shows moving an user entry from one OU to another:

move the entry cn=Glenda STEIN,ou=Support,ou=Customer,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU → cn=Glenda
 STEIN,ou=Customer,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU
keep the name (cn) the same

 

dn: cn=Glenda STEIN,ou=Support,ou=Customer,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU
changetype: modrdn
newrdn: cn=Glenda STEIN
deleteoldrdn: 1
newsuperior: ou=Customer,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU

 

 

 

Encryption, Special Characters, and Binary Data in LDIF
Contents

Modern LDIF files all have a version number at the top of the file, which is almost always version: 1. Some older LDIF files
do not have this, but they follow the same general rules.

Non-ASCII Characters in LDIF Files

An LDIF file uses Unicode strings to store non-ASCII characters, such as Kanji.

Unicode strings are encoded in base-64 form, which is not human-readable. The base-64 data is converted back into the
original data when the LDIF file is read into a program, such as the DXloaddb tool.

Example: An Organizational Unit Entry in Japanese:

dn:: b3U95Za25qWt6YOoLG89QWlyaXVz

objectclass: top

objectclass: organizationalUnit
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ou:: 5Za25qWt6YOo

Binary Data

An LDIF file stores the binary data that is stored in the entry. For example, an entry might include a JPEG photo or a
certificate.

LDIF Template Files (LDT)
Contents

The information contained in a data file is a list of values. To give meanings to these values, you must specify what the
values in each field represent. To do this, define an LDIF template (LDT) file.

The LDT files describe the objects contained in the directory. The LDT file follows the LDIF file format, which is used to
add directory information to the data values. An LDIF file consists of a series of records separated by blank lines. A record
consists of a sequence of lines describing a directory entry. Special substitution tokens are used to place fields from the
CSV file into the LDT.

Each line in the LDT file defines a rule that links a field in a CSV data file to a directory attribute or name with an object
description. These rules let the tools translate CSV file information into LDIF file formats.

The Format of LDT files

Each record in an LDT file specifies the format of entries at that level. Each record contains a DN and one or more
attribute-value template lines.

use the $ character to denote a column in the source csv file. For example $2 gets replaced with the contents of the
entry in second column in the csv file. If the escape character (\) precedes the $ character the the $ symbol is interpreted
literally. Use \\ to represent the \ character.

Using substitution tokens in the DN line lets you specify leaf nodes and their parents. You can therefore infer hierarchy
from the original CSV data. You must explicitly code parent objects in the template file, and they must appear in
increasing-depth order in the file before any definition of leaf objects.

To specify a literal number following immediately after a substitution token, use the three-digit form of the token as in the
following example:

...

Description: $00199 \$ $2 \$ $3

...

When this LDT file is interpreted, the csv2ldif program looks at the first three digits after the $ for the column number. In
this example, it interprets $00199 to mean find the $001 column of the CSV to substitute, that is column one, and append
the characters "99" to it. If you use $199 it substitutes the value from the 199th column of the CSV.

Example LDIF Template File
# Acme template file - LDIF format

# telephonenumber is a multivalued attribute

dn:ou=$4, o="Acme", c=US

oc:organizationalUnit

dn:cn=$1 $2, ou=$4, o="Acme", c=US

oc:organizationalPerson

surname:$2
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title:$3

telephonenumber:+61 3 $5

telephonenumber:+61 3 $6

CSV
Contents

A source data file is a comma-separated list of values. Each source data (CSV) file can contain many lines, and each line
in the file should contain information about a single object or entry.

While the default separator is a comma, the DXtools support the use of alternative and user-defined separators.

You should enclose embedded commas within quotes. For example, if Tom Smith's address is contained as a single field,
you can include embedded commas in the single address field:

Tom,Smith,"36 High Street,Boystown,NY"

To accommodate embedded quotation marks, as when applied to a property name in an address field, always use two
sequential quotation marks to represent a single quotation mark in text. For example, if Tom Smith used his property name
"The Grange" in his address:

Tom,Smith,"""The Grange"",High Street,Boystown,NY"

Example CSV Data File
Fred,Jones,Manager,Administration,987 6254

Tom,Smith,Sales Person,Sales,987 6251

Bill,Smith,Foreman,Manufacturing,987 6257

Ken,Anderson,Account Manager,Sales,987 6255

Wendy,Murphy,Clerk,Administration,987 6233

Ann,Thompson,Receptionist,Administration,987 6222

Ian,Hall,Boilermaker,Manufacturing,987 6510

Linda,Bates,Accountant,Administration,987 6511

Sam,Campbell,Welder,Manufacturing,987,6510

Limits That You Can Change
This section discusses the following limits that you can change:

Limit the Number of Index Entries
Use the set max-cache-index-size Command to limit the number of entries in the cache index.

 Default: 195000000 (195 million)

Service Limits
You can set limits on the searches that a DSA can perform.
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NOTE
If the DSA tests a user request against any search profile, then it will ignore the limit list and limit search
configuration items for that request. For more information, see Using Search Profiles.

Description of the Limit How to Set the Limit Default If Limit Is Not Changed
Prevent a DSA from accepting list requests
Prevents a superior DSA from sending list
requests to this DSA.

Specify the Limit list configuration item in
DXmanager

List requests are not prevented

Prevent a DSA from accepting lengthy
search requests.
Prevents another (superior) DSA from
sending lengthy search requests to this
DSA

Specify the Limit search configuration item
in DXmanager

Search requests are not limited

Limit the DSA to only exact searches Specify the Limit search exact configuration
item in DXmanager

The DSA is not limited to only exact
searches

Prevent all DSAs that service a namespace
from accepting update requests
Prevents a router DSA from sending update
requests to these DSAs

Set the Read Only configuration item in
DXmanager

The DSAs accept update requests

Operations Limits

 What Is Limited  How to Set the Limit  Default If Limit Is Not Changed 
Number of entries that a search or list can
return

The service limit set by the client, or if this
is not given, the role-based administrative
limit dxSizeLimit, or if this is not set, the set
max-op-size Command 

10000

Time that a non-update operation can
continue to run

The service limit set by the client, or if this
is not given, the role-based administrative
limit dxTimeLimit, or if this is not set, the set
max-op-time Command 

600

Number of concurrent operations per user  set credits Command 5

Bindings Limits

What Is Limited How to Set the Limit Default If Limit Is Not Changed
Number of concurrent bindings set max-users Command 255
Time that a DSA keeps a binding before
closing it.

set max-bind-time Command No limit

Time that a binding can remain idle before
being eligible to be closed.

set user-idle-time Command 3600

Time that a DSP binding between DSAs
remains idle before the DSA closes it.

The DSP Idle Time setting in Directory
Management UI

600
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Multiwrite Replication Limits

 What Is Limited  How to Set the Limit  Default If Limit Is Not Changed 
Time between attempts to reconnect to a
multiwrite peer DSA if a connection is lost

 set multi-write-retry-time Command 60

Maximum number of updates that can be
held in a multi-write queue
If this limit is exceeded, the DSA disables
the queue, and the destination DSA will
need to be manually resynchronized.

 set multi-write-queue Command 20000

User Account Limits
A user account is an entry that contains a userPassword attribute. 

You can only use the commands listed here if you have enabled password policies, with the set password-policy
Command.

 What Is Limited  How to Set the Limit  Default If Limit Is Not Changed 
Time an account can be used before the
password expires

 set password-age Command No limit

Maximum number of grace logins with an
expired password

 set password-grace-logins Command No limit

Maximum time an account can remain
unused before it becomes suspended

 set password-last-use Command No limit

Maximum number of failed logins with
an incorrect password before an account
becomes suspended

 set password-retries Command No limit

Maximum time an account will remain
suspended before allowing logins

 set password-max-suspension Command No limit

Minimum time before a new password can
be modified

 set password-min-age Command No limit

Maximum number of passwords to retain
for reuse checking

 set password-history Command No limit

Minimum length of a new password  set password-min-length Command 6
Minimum number of certain characters
allowed in a new password

 set password-alpha Command
set password-alpha-num Command
set password-lowercase Command
set password-non-alpha Command
set password-non-alpha-num Command
set password-numeric Command
set password-uppercase Command 

No limit

The maximum length of a new password  set password-max-length Command No limit
The maximum number of times a single
character can be repeated

 set password-max-repetition Command No limit

The maximum number of times a string can
be repeated

 set password-max-substring-repetition
Command 

No limit
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The minimum length of the string used by
password-max-substring-repetition

 set password-min-length-repeated-
substring Command 

2

Logging Limits

 What Is Limited  How to Set the Limit  Default If Limit Is Not Changed 
Minimum duration of the compare and
search operations that you want to see in
the time log

 set time-log-search-threshold Command No limit

Minimum duration of the add, modify,
moddn, and remove operations that you
want to see in the time log

 set time-log-update-threshold Command No limit

Other Limits

 What Is Limited  How to Set the Limit  Default If Limit Is Not Changed 
Size of a protocol data unit acceptable by
DSAs

 set max-pdu-size Command 0 (unlimited)

Limits That You Cannot Change
This section discusses the various limits that you cannot change.

What is Limited Description Value
Number of entries in a DSA CA Directory can cope with enormous

numbers of entries.
More than one hundred million

Number of DSAs in a backbone CA Directory can cope with enormous
numbers of DSAs.

Hundreds

Number of replica DSAs CA Directory can cope with enormous
numbers of DSAs.

Hundreds

Number of attribute values per attribute in
an entry

This is the maximum number of attribute
values in a particular attribute in a single
entry.
This is not the overall number of values that
exist in the directory for that attribute type.
Note: Performance will degrade
significantly (especially for updates) if some
entries have large numbers of attribute
values.

4,294,967,295

Size of RDNs There is no restriction on the length of
RDNs.

No limit

Depth of DIT stored in a single DSA The maximum depth of a DIT stored in a
single DSA is determined by the number of
entries in the DSA.

19-56

Characters in the name of a DSA,
computer, or user

See the Readme  
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Data Limits

What is Limited Description Value
Number of searchable characters in an
attribute value

There is no restriction on the number of
searchable characters in DSAs.

Number of characters in commands UNIX shells and the Windows command
line may limit the number of characters in a
single command.
This can a problem if you want to set
the installation destinations for many CA
Directory components.
To avoid using a very long command,
use the ETRDIRBASEPATH argument to
set the location for the entire installation,
instead of setting the location of each
component separately.

Maximum attribute value size This is sometimes called the Maximum
Binary Large Object (BLOB) size.

59 MB

Size of attribute values in an LDAP request The largest LDAP request that a DSA can
accept is limited.

30 MB

Size of integer attribute values The largest integer syntax value is limited. 4 B
Number of attribute values per attribute in
an entry

This is the maximum number of values in a
particular attribute in a single entry.
Note: Performance will degrade
significantly (especially for updates) if some
entries have large numbers of attribute
values.

More than one hundred million

Namespace Limits

What is Limited Description Value
Size of RDNs There is no restriction on the length of

RDNs.
No limit

Depth of namespace tree in a single DSA The maximum depth of a Namespace in a
single DSA is determined by the number of
entries in the DSA.

19-56

DSA Limits

What is Limited Description Value
Number of entries in a DSA CA Directory can cope with enormous

numbers of entries.
More than one hundred million

Number of DSAs in a backbone CA Directory can cope with enormous
numbers of DSAs.

Hundreds

Number of replicated DSAs in a backbone CA Directory can cope with enormous
numbers of replicated DSAs.

Hundreds
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Other Unchangeable Limits

What is Limited Description Value
Characters in the name of a file, computer,
or user

See the Readme  

 

 

Supported Schemas and Syntaxes
This section discusses the schema files and syntaxes that CA Directory supports.

Schema Files Provided with CA Directory

CA Directory provides a full directory schema definition starter kit, including:

• OSI (X.500, X.400, X.435 [EDI] )
• Internet (LDAP, Inet, Cosine, Quipu, Thorn)
• Industry (JNDI, DADF, Mosaic, UNSPSC)
• Organizations (DMS, Umich, Entrust, RSA, Netscape)

Some of the schemas are referenced in config/schema/dxmanager.dxg. If you source this file in a DSA's initialization file,
the schemas listed will be available to the DSA.

The following table lists the schema files that are supplied in the config/schema folder.

File Name Group Description
components.dxc CA Component fields within a certificate
cosine.dxc Internet RFC 1274 - The COSINE and Internet

X.500 schema
dms.dxc Organization Defense Messaging Standard
dxserver.dxc OSI X.500 operational attributes and password

management attributes
e3x.dxc Internet Experimental classes for French

Gastronomique Review
edi.dxc OSI EDI Standard from ISOCOR
entrust.dxc Industry Entrust schema
inetop.dxc Internet Internet Organizational Person - RFC 2798
iplanet.dxc Industry iPlanet Directory schema
isocor.dxc Industry ISOCOR schema
iTechpoz.dxc CA Embedded Entitlements Manager schema
jndi.dxc Industry JAVA Naming and Directory Interface
ldapv3.dxc Internet LDAP v3 schema framework
lightship.dxc Industry Lucent Lightship
mhs.dxc OSI X.400 Message Handling System - RFC

1327/RFC 2156
mosaic.dxc Industry Netscape Mosaic Schema
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nadf.dxc Industry North American Directory Forum
nisschema.dxc Internet NIS schema - RFC 2307
nsroaming.dxc Industry Netscape Navigator's Roaming Option
odmedia.dxc CA Support for multimedia
pp.dxc OSI X.400 standard
quipu.dxc Internet QUIPU schema
rfc2307bis.dxc Internet LDAP as a Network Information Service
rsa-keon.dxc Industry RSA Keon schema
rsa-pkcs9.dxc Industry RSA PKCS9 schema
sunone.dxc Industry Sun's Directory Server
thorn.dxc Internet Thorn schema
umich.dxc Organization University of Michigan schema
unspsc.dxc Industry United Nations Standards Products and

Services
worldtalk.dxc Industry Worldtalk X.500 schema
x500.dxc OSI X.500 Standard schema

Supported Attribute Syntaxes

See the configuration files (.dxc) in the schema directory for the latest supported syntaxes.

All attribute syntaxes defined in X.520 are supported.

CA Directory also supports some attribute syntaxes defined in ACP 133. These are marked with * in the list below.

The supported attribute syntaxes are:

audio
binary
bitString*
boolean
caseExactIA5String
caseExactString
caseIgnoreAlphaString*
caseIgnoreIA5String
caseIgnoreList
caseIgnoreString
certificate
certificateList
distinguishedName
enumerated*
facsimileNumber
fax
generalizedTime
guide
integer

jpeg
mhsDLSubmitPermission*
mhsORAddress*
mhsORName*
nameAndOptionalUID
numericString
objectIdentifier
octetString
postalAddress
preferredDelivery
presentationAddress
printableString
printableStringList*
rIParameters*
telephoneNumber
teletexTerminalId
telexNumber
uTCTime
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Supported Standards and Protocols
This section discusses about the standards and protocols that CA Directory supports.

Conformance with Standards
This section contains information about CA Directory conformance with standards.

• X500 Standards
CA Directory supports all the mandatory requirements of these standards.

• LDAP Standards
CA Directory supports all of the significant LDAP Requests for Comments.

• Management Standards
CA Directory supports SNMP and Telnet.

• Security Standards
CA Directory supports SSL/TLS.

• Web Services Standards
CA Directory supports DSML and SOAP.

The detailed conformance of the CA Directory DSA with DAP, DSP, DISP, and LDAP protocols are documented in the
Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS) and Internationalisation Profiles (ISPs) response document.

 

X.500 Standards
X.500 is a series of networking standards covering directory services.

This section contains the following topics:

• Standards
• PICS

Standards

CA Directory supports all the mandatory requirements of the following standards:

Recommendation Title
X.500, ISO/IEC 9594-1 (1993) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The

Directory: Overview of Concepts, Models, and Services
X.501, ISO/IEC 9594-2 (1993) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The

Directory: Models
X.511, ISO/IEC 9594-3 (1993) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The

Directory: Abstract Service Definition
X.518, ISO/IEC 9594-4 (1993) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The

Directory: Procedures for Distributed Operation
X.519, ISO/IEC 9594-5 (1993) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The

Directory: Protocol Specifications
X.520, ISO/IEC 9594-6 (1993) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The

Directory: Selected Attribute Types
X.521, ISO/IEC 9594-7 (1993) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The

Directory: Selected Object Classes
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X.509, ISO/IEC 9594-8 (1993) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The
Directory: Authentication Framework

X.525, ISO/IEC 9594-9 (1993) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The
Directory: Replication

X.501 Corrigendum 1 (03/2000) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The
Directory: Models
Technical Corrigendum 1

X.501 Corrigendum 2 (02/2001) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The
Directory: Models
Technical Corrigendum 2

PICS

The Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS) documents consist of the main document plus four
attachments detailing how CA Directory DSAs conform with DAP, DSP, DISP, and LDAP.

Proforma Title Comments
Recommendation X.586-6/ ISO/IEC 15126 CA Protocol Implementation Conformance

Statements (PICS) and International
Standardization Profiles (ISPs) for CA
Directory.

PICS Main
This is the PICS and Internationalization
Profiles (ISPs) response document for CA
Directory.
All responses are regarding CA Directory
DSAs. The DUA sections were left empty
intentionally.

Recommendation X.583, ISO/IEC 13248-1
(1997 E)

CA Response to: Information Technology --
Open Systems Interconnection -- Directory
Access Protocol: Protocol Implementation
Conformance Statement (PICS) Proforma
Recommendation X.583 - ISO/IEC 13248-1
for the CA Directory - Directory System
Agent

PICS Attachment 1
This is the Directory Access Protocol
(DAP) PICS response attachment for the
Directory System Agent (DSA) as per
recommendation X.583 - ISO/IEC 13248-1
for CA Directory

Recommendation X.584, ISO/IEC 13248-2
(1997 E)

CA Response to: Information Technology --
Open Systems Interconnection -- Directory
System Protocol: Protocol Implementation
Conformance Statement (PICS) Proforma
Recommendation X.584 - ISO/IEC 13248-2
for the CA Directory - Directory System
Agent

PICS Attachment 2
This is the Directory System Protocol
(DSP) PICS response attachment for the
Directory System Agent (DSA) as per
recommendation X.584 - ISO/IEC 13248-2
for CA Directory.

Recommendation X.586, ISO/IEC 13248-4
(1997 E)

CA Response to: Information Technology --
Open Systems Interconnection -- Directory
Information Shadowing Protocol: Protocol
Implementation Conformance Statement
(PICS) Proforma Recommendation X.586
- ISO/IEC 13248-4 for the CA Directory -
Directory System Agent

PICS Attachment 3
This is the Directory Information Shadowing
Protocol (DISP) PICS response attachment
for the Directory System Agent (DSA) as
per recommendation X.586 - ISO/IEC
13248-4 for CA Directory.

CEN/ISSS Directory Workshop Draft 5 CA Response to: CEN/ISSS Directory
Workshop -- Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol V3: Level of Support of an LDAP
Server Draft 5 - 25.5.1998 for the CA
Directory - Directory System Agent.

PICS Attachment 4
This is the Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) PICS response attachment
for the Directory System Agent (DSA) as
per CEN/ISSS Directory Workshop Draft 5
document for CA Directory.
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LDAP Standards
CA Directory supports all of the significant LDAP Request for Comments (RFCs). Support for other LDAP standards will
be included as they gain industry acceptance.

This section contains the following topics:

•  RFCs 
•  Internet Draft Standards 
•  PICS 
•  Conformance Tests 
•  Open Group Certifications 
•  Identrus Certifications 
•  Industry Extensions 

LDAP RFCs

CA Directory supports all the significant LDAP Requests for Comment (RFCs). These are listed in the following table:

 RFC  Title  Obsoletes RFCs  Status 
1777 Lightweight Directory Access

Protocol (March 1995)
1487 Draft standard

1778 The String Representation of
Standard Attribute Syntaxes
(March 1995)

1488 Updated by RFC2559 Draft
standard

2696 LDAP Control Extension
for Simple Paged Results
Manipulation

 Informational

2891 LDAP Control Extension for
Server Side Sorting

 Proposed standard
Server-side sorting is only
supported for attributes
configured for caching.

3062 LDAP Password Modify
Extended Operation

 Informational

4510 Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP): Technical
Specification Road Map (June
2006)

2251, 2252, 2253, 2254, 2255,
2256, 2829, 2830, 3377, 3771

Proposed standard

4530 Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) entryUUID
Operational Attribute

 Informational

 

Internet Drafts

To read these drafts, see the IETF home page.

 Draft  Title  Comments 
Behera Password Policy for LDAP Directories

(October 2004)
Support LDAP Controls only
Status: Expired April 2005
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Dally ACP 133 Common Content and LDAP (22
September 2000)

CA Directory supports only a subset of the
syntaxes
Status: Expired March 2001

Persistent Search LDAP Persistent Search (November 2000) -
includes Entry Change Notification

Status: Expired May 2001

Tree Delete LDAP Tree Delete Control (August 2000) Status: Expired February 2001
VLV LDAP Virtual List View Control (November

2002)
Status: Expired June 2003

Weltman LDAP Proxied Authorization Control (June
2005)

Status: Expired December 2005

PICS

The LDAP PICS is listed with the X.500 PICS.

Conformance Tests

The LDAP protocol is tested with the following conformance tests:

 Test Suite  Description 
BLITS CA Directory has been tested against the Basic LDAP Version 3

Interoperability Test Suite.
For more information, see http://www.opengroup.org.

PROTOS CA Directory has been tested against the PROTOS protocol
security test suite for LDAP, which was made prominent by CERT.
See the CERT Advisory page.

VSLDAP CA Directory has been tested against the VSLDAP test suite.
VSLDAP is The Open Group’s test suite for servers of the
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) Version 3.
See http://www.opengroup.org for more information.

Identrus Certifications

CA Directory is fully certified by Identrus for authentication of digital identities.

See http://www.identrust.com/company/press_releases/archives/release_030709.html.

Open Group Certifications

The purpose of the Open Group LDAP Certified standard is to certify that CA Directory servers interoperate with LDAP V3
clients. The standard has two main conformance requirements:

•  BASE profile
This is a compulsory requirement.

•  STANDARD profile
This is an optional requirement, but the conformance statement must state whether the product implements the
features of the STANDARD profile.

On 12th January 2006, CA Directory become Open Group Certified after conforming to both the BASE and STANDARD
profiles.
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Industry Extensions

CA Directory supports the following industry extensions made popular by other LDAP products:

 Test Suite  Source 
Class of Service http://docs.sun.com/source/816-5583-10/06_cos.htm
Dynamic Groups http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/eserver/iseries/ldap/dynamicgroup.

htm

Management Standards
CA Directory supports the following industry standards for management.

This section includes the following topics:

• ISO Standards
• ISO Corrigendum
• IETF RFCs

ISO Standards

The CA Directory supports the following industry standards for management:

Standard Title
Recommendation X.711 Data communication networks: Open Systems interconnection

(OSI); Management Common Management Information Protocol
Specification for CCITT applications (1991)

Recommendation X.720 ISO/IEC IS 10165-1 Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection -
Structure of Management Information - Part 1: Management
Information Model

ISO/IEC CD 9594-10 Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection - The
Directory: Use of Systems Management for Administration of the
Directory

ISO Corrigendum

Recommendation Title
X.711 Corrigendum 1 (03/1999) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection -

Common management information protocol: Specification
Technical Corrigendum 1

X.711 Corrigendum 2 (02/2000) Information technology - Open Systems Interconnection -
Common management information protocol: Specification
Technical Corrigendum 2: Revision to include ASN.1: 1997 ITU-T

Management RFCs

RFC Title Comments
854 Telnet Protocol Specification (May 1983) Obsoletes: NIC 18639 and STD0008

Status: Standard
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1155 Structure and Identification of Management
Information for TCP/IP-based Internets
(May 1990)

Obsoletes RFC1065 Also STD0016
Status: Standard

1157 Simple network management
protocol(SNMP). (May 1990)

Obsoletes RFC1098 Also STD0015
Status: Standard

1212 Concise MIB Definitions (March 1991) Obsoletes STD0016
Status: Standard

1213 Management Information Base for Network
Management of TCP/IP-based internets:
MIB-II (March 1991)

Obsoletes RFC1158) Updated by
RFC2011, RFC2012, RFC2013, and
STD0017
Status: Standard

1567 X.500 Directory Monitoring MIB (January
1994)

Obsoleted by RFC2605
Status: Proposed standard

Security Standards
CA Directory supports the security standards as shown in the following table:

Standard Title Comment
SSL V3.0 The SSL Protocol Version 3.0 (Nov 1996) Status: IETF Internet Draft
PKCS #11 PKCS #11 v2.11: Cryptographic Token

Interface Standard (November 2001)
This is an "RSA Security Inc. Public-Key
Cryptography Standards (PKCS)"

PKCS #12 PKCS 12 v1.0: Personal Information
Exchange Syntax Standard (June 1999)

This is an "RSA Security Inc. Public-Key
Cryptography Standards (PKCS)"

RFC 2246 The TLS Protocol Version 1.0 Status: Proposed standard
RFC 4346 The TLS Protocol Version 1.1 Status: Proposed standard
RFC 5246 The TLS Protocol Version 1.2 Status: Proposed standard
PKCS #11A PKCS #11 v2.11 Amendment 1 (August

2002)
This is an "RSA Security Inc. Public-Key
Cryptography Standards (PKCS)"

PKCS #12TC PKCS #12 v1.0 Technical Corrigendum
(February 2000)

This is an "RSA Security Inc. Public-Key
Cryptography Standards (PKCS)"

FIPS 140-2 Security Requirements for Cryptographic
Modules

CA Directory 12.6 and later utilize
OpenSSL FOM (FIPS object module) as
the cryptographic module for FIPS support.
CA Directory for AIX uses OpenSSL FOM
2.0.13, while the other platforms use
OpenSSL FOM 2.0.10.

FIPS 186-2 Digital Signature Standard (DSS) 2000
January 27 

CA Directory 12.6 and later utilize
OpenSSL FOM (FIPS object module) as
the cryptographic module for FIPS support.
CA Directory for AIX uses OpenSSL FOM
2.0.13, while the other platforms use
OpenSSL FOM 2.0.10.
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Web Services Standards
CA Directory supports the following Web Services standards:

Standard Title Comment
DSML 2.0 Directory Services Markup Language v2.0

(December 2001)
This document is an approved OASIS
Standard April 30, 2002.
CA Directory includes support for the
DSML 2.0 connection protocol. DSML
is a configurable option and it runs on a
separate port from those of LDAP and
X.500.
See the DSML TC page.

SOAP 1.1 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 1.1
(W3C Note 08 May 2000)

CA Directory DSML implements the widely
used Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) standard for communication to
minimize integration effort.
See the SOAP Note.

Errata Title
DSML 2.0 Directory Services Markup Language v2.0 Errata

Hashing Formats
For explanations of the cryptographic terms used in the following sections, refer to TLS Request For Comments (RFC)
2246:

•  Hashing formats for DXserver passwords 
•  Hashing formats for the DSA console password 
•  Encryption formats for SSL 

Hashing Formats for DXserver Passwords
CA Directory can store user passwords in the following formats:

•  SHA
(Default) Hashes the password using the SHA-1 algorithm.

•  SSHA
Hashes the password using the Salted SHA-1 algorithm. This algorithm produces a different hash even for the same
clear text password, which is more secure.

•  SHA512
Hashes the password using the SHA-512 algorithm.

•  SSHA512
Hashes the password using the Salted SHA-512 algorithm. This algorithm produces a different hash even for the same
clear text password, which is more secure.

•  MD5
Hashes the password using the Message Digest algorithm.

•  SMD5
Hashes the password using the Salted Message Digest algorithm.

•  CRYPT
Hashes the password using the UNIX crypt method.

•  scrypt
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Hashes the password using the scrypt algorithm. 
•  bcrypt

Hashes the password using the bcrypt method.
•  CADIR

Hashes the password using a reversible obfuscation algorithm. Use this option to hash a password before including
it in a knowledge file in the dsa-password or ldap-dsa-password configuration items. This protects the password from
users who have access to the computer running the DSA.

For more information, see Password Storage.

Hashing Formats for the DSA Console Password
The DSA console password can be hashed using the following formats:

• SHA
(Default) Hashes the password using the SHA-1 algorithm.

• SSHA
Hashes the password using the Salted SHA-1 algorithm. This algorithm produces a different hash even for the same
clear text password, which is more secure.

• SHA512
Hashes the password using the SHA-512 algorithm.

• SSHA512
Hashes the password using the Salted SHA-512 algorithm. This algorithm produces a different hash even for the same
clear text password, which is more secure.

• MD5
Hashes the password using the Message Digest algorithm.

• SMD5
Hashes the password using the Salted Message Digest algorithm.

• CRYPT
Hashes the password using the UNIX crypt method.

Encryption Formats for SSL
To protect communications links, CA Directory can use SSL encryption. The supported encryption techniques are listed in
this section.

Supported Cipher Suites

To list supported cipher suites, use the following console command:

dsa> get ciphers;

This command lists the cipher suites supported by CA Directory. Each row in the list describes one supported cipher.

For example, the following row in the output describes the DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA256 cipher suite:

DHE-RSA-AES256-

SHA256 

TLSv1.2 Kx=DH(2048) Au=RSA Enc=AES(256) Mac=SHA256

(Cipher Suite) (Protocol) (Key exchange) (Authentication) (Symmetric
encryption)

(Hash)
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Supported Key Exchange Algorithms

The following table lists the key exchange algorithms supported by CA Directory:

Exchange Description of Algorithm Key Size Limit
DHE_DSS Ephemeral DH with DSS signatures DH = 2048 bits
DHE_RSA Ephemeral DH with RSA signatures DH = 2048 bits
DH_DSS DH with DSS-based certificates DH = 2048 bits
DH_RSA DH with RSA-based certificates DH = 2048 bits
RSA RSA key exchange RSA = 2048 bits
PSK Pre-Shared Key PSK = 1024 bits
ECDH Ephemeral Elliptic Curve DH EC = 512 bits (equivalent to RSA = 15360

bits)

US Government Standards
This section describes the extent to which CA Directory conforms to standards and programs required by the US
government.

Accessibility (Section 508)
Section 508 requires that US Federal agencies' electronic and information technology is accessible to people with
disabilities. This includes two main areas:

• Keyboard Access
To be able to operate all CA Directory functionality without using a mouse

• Assistive Devices
To be able to operate all CA Directory functionality with assistive technology such as a screen reader

CA Directory conforms to Section 508 requirements as follows:

Component Level of Conformance Approval Date
DXserver
All command-line driven DXtools

Supports 1194.21 (Software Applications
and Operating Systems)
Supports 1194.31 (Functional Performance
Criteria)
Does not support 1194.41 (Information,
documentation, and support)

19 Oct 2005

Common Criteria Certification
The Common Criteria is a standard for evaluating information technology products and systems, such as operating
systems, computer networks, distributed systems, and applications.

Its purpose is to allow users to specify their security requirements, to allow developers to specify the security attributes of
their products, and to allow evaluators to determine if products actually meet their claims.

Version 2.1 of the Common Criteria is equivalent to the ISO International Standard 15408 [I15408].

CA Directory r8.1 has been certified by Cygnacom Solutions. We evaluated at Assurance Level EAL3.
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FIPS Compliance
FIPS 140-2 (Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules) is a security accreditation program for cryptographic
modules in software. FIPS is used by government departments and industries that deal with "sensitive, but not classified"
information. Validation is coordinated by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

• Text-based configuration: If you set up your directory to use text-based configuration files, it is compliant with FIPS.
CA Directory utilizes an embedded cryptographic module that has been validated as meeting the Federal Information
Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2 Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules.

• Directory Management UI: If you set up your directory to use Management UI, it is not compliant with FIPS.
The cryptographic libraries that are used by Management UI are not FIPS 140-2 compliant. These libraries are also
used to encrypt the XML configuration that is used by Management UI.

See the NIST website at http://csrc.nist.gov/cryptval/140-1/140val-all.htm#608 for details of the RSA BSAFE® Crypto-C
ME cryptographic services.

Link Protocols
CA Directory uses industry standard protocols for client-to-server and server-to-server communications. Any of the
following protocols may be operated over an encrypted link.

For more information about securing communications with SSL, see Set Up Encryption.

This section contains the following topics:

Server - Server Links

The following table lists the link protocols used by CA Directory when linking to between directory servers:

Protocol Full Name Use of Protocol Standards
DSP Directory System Protocol Server-to-server chaining X.519
DISP Directory Information

Shadowing Protocol
Server-to-server replication X.519

LDAP Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol

Server-to-server replication RFC 4510

Client - Server Links

The following table lists the link protocols used by CA Directory when linking to clients:

Protocol Full Name Use of Protocol Standards
LDAP Lightweight Directory Access

Protocol
Client access RFC 4510

DAP Directory Access Protocol Client access X.519
Telnet Telnet Management console RFC 854

Web Services Protocols

CA Directory uses the OASIS standard DSML through a DSML-Tomcat intermediary.
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IPv6 Support

IPv6 is the next generation of the Internet Protocol, designed not only to extend the address space (to cope with growth in
Internet usage) but also to take advantage of concepts like multicast and quality of service.

All components of CA Directory fully support IPv6.

Protocol Diagrams

This section shows the components of CA Directory and the protocols that they use.

Diagram of Directory Protocols

Figure 53: Directory Protocols

Diagram of Web Services 
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Figure 54: Web Services Protocols

Port Numbers Used by CA Directory
This section lists the port numbers that are used in a default CA Directory installation. If one of these port numbers is
also used by another application on the same computer, you might need to change the port number that is used by CA
Directory.

Port Number Range

When you are running CA Directory on Windows, you usually use a port number between 1700 and 64 K (65536).

When you are running CA Directory on a UNIX platform, your system administrator allocates available port numbers. On
most systems, the port numbers also go up to 64 K (65536).

NSAP, PSAP, and TSAP Port Numbers

You can use Directory Management UI to configure NSAP, PSAP, and TSAP ports. However, we recommend that you do
not use these options.
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These options are available to ensure interoperability with third-party X.500 directories. They are not required for
LDAP. The reason is the X.500 standard was built on top of the OSI model, whereas LDAP was layered directly over TCP/
IP. TCP/IP effectively maps to the Network and Transport layers, and the concept of ports negates need for NSAPs and
PSAPs.

Ports Used by CA Directory Components

The following table lists the port number that is used by the CA Directory component in a default installation.

Each DSA you create takes up at least one extra port number.

You can use the get stack command to see the port numbers that are used on a DSA.

Component Protocol Port Number Description of Port Accepts SSl
Requests

Configuration

DXtrap Sample Tool TCP 162 DXtrap receives
SNMP traps on this
port.
For more
information, see
the Readme in
DXHOME/samples/
trap.

  

 

 

 

The Directory User Agent (DUA)
The directory user agent (DUA) is an executable that accesses DSAs as a client. The DUA is supplied in the samples
folder and can run on any host that has directory services that are installed. It communicates user requests to a DSA,
which can be on any host in the network, and then passes the DSA responses back to the user.

Usually you use an LDAP client to access the directory. However the DUA is useful when you want a command-line
interface, for example, to run batch operations such as tests on the directory.

The DUA commands fully implement every aspect of every X.500 service and form the basis for testing CA Directory. You
can consult the test scripts that are released with CA Directory for various examples of any given service.

DUA commands that are issued at the console are asynchronous. That is, you can enter a command without waiting for
the previous one to be complete. If you use DUA commands in a script, then use the wait command to force the script to
wait until the command is complete.

The DUA prompt is dua>.

See the X.500 standards documentation for full details of Directory User Agent services.

Example Script for a DUA
Usually you put the DUA commands in a script file so you can run them in batch mode.

The following set of command initializes the DUA and connects it to the DSA specified by the NSAP parameter in the bind
request.

Example: Script for a DUA

# DUA Script Sample
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set summary-log = "DUAcli.log";   # keep a summary log

echo-on                           # output commands to log

# Include schema definitions.

source "../schema/schema.dxg";     # schema rules

# Log on

bind-req

 user = <countryName            "AU">

  <organizationName       "Democorp">

  <organizationalUnitName "Services">

  <organizationalUnitName "Networks">

  <commonName             "Brendan RANDALL"

 password   = "secret"

 remote-addr = {

  nsap = ip "192.9.200.1" port 19389

  } ;

wait;

if-reply bind-refuse then goto finish;

# List root entries, to show we're online 

list-req 

 entry = < > ;

wait;

if-reply list-refuse then goto finish;

#

#...Put other DUA commands

#

#close the binding

unbind req;

wait;

#......

% finish

flush summary-log;

quit;

DUA Commands
This section lists out the Directory User Agent commands. The DUA commands fully implement every aspect of every
X.500 service and form the basis for testing CA Directory. 

abandon-req Command -- Stop a Request
This command stops a read type request. The stopped command returns any partial results that it had produced at the
time it was stopped.

You can abandon the following requests:

• compare-req
• list-req
• read-req
• search-req

You cannot abandon an update request.

The format of this command is as follows:
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abandon-req [invoke-id-to-abandon = invoke-id];

• invoke-id
Specifies the ID number of the service to be abandoned.

An abandon confirmed message is returned if the request is stopped. If the request completes, or it cannot be abandoned,
then an abandon refuse message is returned.

Example: Abandon Search 1234

abandon-req invoke-id-to-abandon = 1234;

add-entry-req Command -- Add an Entry
 Contents 

The add-entry-req command adds an entry. The new entry must obey the name-binding rules, and the entry attributes
must obey the entry's object-class rules.

The format of the command is as follows:

add-entry-req

    entry = DN

    contents = {

        (objectClass objectClass-name)

        (attribute attribute-value [,attribute-value...] )

        [...]

        }

    [common-args]

    ;

•   DN 
Defines the entry to be added, expressed in x.500 format.

•  objectClass objectClass-name 
Defines the object class of the new entry.

•   attribute attribute-value [,attribute value...]
Defines an attribute and its value (or values). Multiple values are separated by commas. A new line within an attribute
value is denoted by a period (.). 

•   common-args 
Defines the common arguments. For more information, see common-args.

 Example: Add a Single Entry 

add-entry-req

    entry = <countryName "AU"> <organizationName "Democorp"> <organizationalUnitName "Sales">

    contents = {

        ( objectClass organizationalUnit )

        ( postalAddress "100 222 - 268 Maroondah Highway"."Mooroolbark"."Victoria" )

        ( postalCode "3138" )

        ( telephoneNumber "(03) 9727-8900" , "(03) 9727-8901" )

        ( facsimileTelephoneNumber "(03) 9727-3491" )

    };

 Example: Add an Entry with a Multivalue Naming Attribute 

In this example, a multivalued attribute commonName has the value "John Smith", which is the distinguished name and
names the entry. The commonName attribute is in the contents of the add request so that you can add the value J SMITH.
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add-entry-req

    entry = <countryName "AU">  <organizationName "Democorp"> <commonName "John Smith">

    contents = {

        ( objectClass organizationalPerson )

        ( surname "Smith" )

        ( commonName "J SMITH" )

    };

See the test scripts for more examples.

Add an Alias

To add an alias with the add-entry-req command, you supply the object class alias and the attribute aliasedObjectName.

Aliases have no name binding rules, so you can add an alias entry anywhere in a DIT.

If when you add an alias, the DSA has alias integrity enabled, the DSA must be able to navigate to the entry that the alias
points to.

 Example: Add an Alias Entry 

add-entry-req

    entry = <countryname "AU">

        <organizationName "Democorp">

        <commonName "Brendan Randall">

    contents = {

        (objectClass alias)

        (aliasedObjectName 

            <countryname "AU">

            <organizationName "Democorp">

            <organizationalUnitName "Services">

            <organizationalUnitName "Networks">

            <commonName "Brendan Randall"> )

        }

    ;

bind-req Command -- Create a Binding
You create a binding between the DUA and a DSA by using the bind-req command.

When you enter the bind-req command using the DSA console, the system treats the command as if it had come from a
remote DUA.

A binding remains active until one of the following happens:

• It is released by the user using the unbind service.
• It is aborted, probably because the connection failed or the DSA was shut down.
• It is terminated by the DSA (probably because a time limit expired).
• It is terminated by the system administrator (using the abort users command).

The bind-req command has the following format:

bind-req {

 [ssl-auth [pem-file]] 

 | [[ssl-encryption ] user=user password=password]

 }

 [ remote-addr= {
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  rfc1278-p-addr 

  | [psap=psap-addr] [ssap=ssap-addr][tsap=sap-addr][nsap= tcp tcp-addr tcp-port port]

  }

 ]

• ssl-auth
Specifies that the bind request should use SSL authorization.

• pem-file
Defines the SSL personality file. Maximum length is 20 characters. The DUA adds the filename extension .pem.

• ssl-encryption
Specifies that the username and password are to be encrypted.

Example: Binding Request:

bind-req

user = <countryName "AU">

 <organizationName "Democorp">

 <organizationalUnitName "Services">

 <organizationalUnitName "Networks">

 <commonName "Brendan RANDALL">

password = "secret"

Close a Binding
Close the binding between the DUA and the DSA by using one of the following methods:

• For outgoing bindings, you can use the unbind_req command, as follows:
unbind-req;

The DUA discards any unfinished operations and closes the binding.
• You can use the abort command, as follows:

abort-req;

The DUA drops all communication immediately.
• Close the TCP link to the DSA.

common-args -- Common Arguments Applicable to All DUA Requests
The common-args parameter is common to all DUA requests. All common arguments are optional.

The format of the parameter is as follows:

common-args = { 

 [chaining-prohibited] 

 [dont-deref-aliases]

 [local-scope]

 [size-limit = numberOfEntries] 

 [time-limit = numberOfSeconds]

 }

• chaining-prohibited
Has the same effect as local-scope.

• dont-deref-aliases
Specifies that the DUA should treat an alias as the target for the command.
The default for the commands that read entries is to treat an alias as a pointer, and return information about the entry
that the alias points to. This applies to the following commands:
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– compare-req
– list-req
– read-req
– search-req
By contrast, the commands that write to the directory always act on the DN specified in the command, and do not treat
an alias as a pointer. Hence this option is implied. The update commands are the following:
– add-entry-req
– mod-dn-req
– mod-entry-req
– rem-entry-req

• local-scope
Prevents the DSA that receives a request from passing the request to another DSA. Do not use this in a configuration
with router DSAs, because a router DSA always needs to pass requests to another DSA. However, this parameter can
be useful for testing purposes.

• size-limit= numberofEntries
Defines the maximum size allowed for the returned result. If the request is not complete within this limit, it returns the
partial results. If the max-op-size setting in the DSA configuration is smaller than size-limit, then max-op-size takes
precedence.
This argument is only relevant for the inquire services: compare-req, read-req, search-req and list-req. It is ignored for
the other, update, commands.

• time-limit= NumberOfSeconds
Defines the maximum time the request is allowed. If the request is not complete within this time, it returns the
partial results. If the max-op-time setting in the DSA configuration is smaller than time-limit, then max-op-time takes
precedence.

compare-req Command -- Compare Entries
The compare-req command compares the contents of an entry with some static data.

This command has the following format: 

compare-req entry=DN 

    assertion = attribute-name "attribute-value"

    [common-args]

    ;

•  entry=DN 
Defines the distinguished name of the entry. DN is expressed in X.500 format.

•  assertion = attribute-name "attribute-value"
Specifies the name and value of the attribute to be compared.

•   common-args 
Defines the common arguments. For more information, see common-args.

If the DSA cannot find the entry or attribute, it returns the following result:

compare-refuse

If DSA finds the entry and attribute, it returns one of the following results:

compare-confirm was-matched

compare-confirm not-matched

 Example: Compare a Telephone Number 

Use the following command to compare a telephone number:
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compare-req

    entry = <c "AU"><organizationName "Democorp">

        <organizationalUnitName "Corporate">

    assertion = telephoneNumber "03 9727 9942";

See the test scripts for more examples.

list-req Command -- List Entries
The list-req command displays the RDNs of the objects immediately under the list object.

When the DSA has knowledge of other DSAs, the list makes these references visible. 

This command has the following format:

list-req 

    entry = DN

    [common-args]

    ;

•  entry=DN 
Defines the distinguished name of the entry. DN is expressed in X.500 format.

•   common-args 
Defines the common arguments. For more information, see common-args.

 Example: List Entries below the Organizational Unit Corporate under the Organization Democorp: 

list-req entry = <countryName "AU">

    <organizationName "Democorp">

    <organizationalUnitName "Corporate">;

 Example: List Entries below root: 

list-req entry = <>;

mod-dn-req Command -- Rename an Entry
The mod-dn-req command renames an entry. Renaming a non-leaf entry changes the distinguished name of all entries
under it.

You can use mod-dn-req to change the case of a value, for example, from Democorp to DEMOCORP.

You can also optionally delete the old RDN.

The command has the following syntax:

mod-dn-req

    entry = DN 

    new-rdn = DN

    [ delete-old | dont-delete-old ]

    [new-superior = DN ] 

    [common-args]

    ;

•  delete-old
Specifies that the command should delete the old DN of the entry. If you do not specify delete-old, the RDN remains in
the entry as one or more non-distinguished attribute values.

•  new-superior = DN 
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Specifies that the command should move the entry (and any subordinates) to a different place in the DIT.
•   common-args 

Defines the common arguments. For more information, see common-args.

 Example: Change the Name of an Organizational Unit 

To change the name of the organizational unit R&D (under organization Democorp) to Research & Development: 

mod-rdn-req

    entry = <countryName "AU">

        <organizationName "Democorp">

        <organizationalUnitName "R&D" >

    new-rdn = <organizationalUnitName "Research & Development">

    delete-old;

 Example: Move the Entry and Any Subentries 

The following command moves the R&D entry and all of its subordinates from AU,Democorp to AU, Democorp, Corporate.

mod-rdn-req 

    entry = <countryName "AU"> 

        <organizationName "Democorp"> 

        <organizationalUnitName "R&D" >

    new-rdn = <organizationalUnitName "Research & Development"> 

    delete-old 

    new-superior = <countryName "AU">

        <organizationName "Democorp">

        <organizationalUnitName Corporate>;

mod-entry-req Command -- Modify an Entry
 Contents 

The mod-entry-req command adds and removes attributes and values. If you use this command on an alias, it changes
the alias, not the entry that the alias points to.

NOTE
 You cannot use mod-entry-req to create an alias -- use add-entry-req instead.

The command has the following format:

mod-entry-req

    entry =    DN

    Modifications    

    [common-args]

 

•   Modifications 
Defines the changes to be made to the entry. The format of the modifications options is as follows:
add-attr {attribute attribute-value [,attribute-value...]}

| add-values {attribute attribute-value [,attribute-value...]}

| rem-values {attribute attribute-value [,attribute-value...]}

| rem-attr attribute 

[, ...]

The braces ({}) in the add-attr, add-values, and rem-values options are part of the command.
If two or more modifications are specified, they are separated by commas.
–  add-attr
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Specifies that an attribute is to be added. If the attribute already exists, add-attr is treated as if it were add-values.
–  add-values

Specifies that one or more values are to be added to an existing attribute. You cannot add a second value to a
single-valued attribute.

–  rem-values
Specifies that one or more values are to be removed from the attribute. Removing the last value removes the
attribute. 

–  rem-attr
Specifies that an attribute is to be removed from the entry. You cannot remove mandatory attributes.

•   common-args 
Defines the common arguments. For more information, see common-args.

 Example: Modify Service to Add Attributes 

Add a fax number to organizational unit Corporate under organization Democorp:

mod-entry-req

    entry =    <countryName "AU">

        <organizationName "Democorp">

        <organizationalUnitName "Corporate" >

    add-attr {facsimileTelephoneNumber "03-9727-9722" }

    ;

 Example: Modify Service to Add and Remove Attributes 

Add another phone number value for John Smith, and remove one of his common names -- the non-distinguished value, J
SMITH:

mod-entry-req

    entry =    <countryName "AU">

            <organizationName "Democorp">

            <commonName "John Smith">

    rem-values { commonName "J SMITH" },

    add-values { telephoneNumber "03 9727 9111" };

See the test scripts for more examples.

Make an Alias Point To a Different Entry

You can use the mod-entry-req command to make an alias point to a different entry.

NOTE
 You cannot change a non-alias entry into an alias. 

If the DSA has alias integrity enabled when you add an alias, the DSA must be able to navigate to the object that the alias
points to.

To modify an alias, use the mod-entry-req command to remove the value of the attribute aliasedObjectName, and add a
new value.

 Example: Change an Alias of a Person to be an Alias of a Role 

mod-entry-req

    entry = <countryName "AU">

        <organizationName "Democorp">

        <commonName "Brendan Randall">

    rem-values {

        (aliasedObjectName
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        <countryName "AU">

        <organizationName "Democorp">

        <organizationalUnitName "Services">

        <organizationalUnitName "Networks">

        <commonName "Brendan Randall"> )},

    add-values {

        (aliasedObjectName

        <countryName "AU">

        <organizationName "Democorp">

        <organizationalUnitName "Services">

        <organizationalUnitName "Networks">

        <commonName "System Manager">    }

    ;

Instead of removing and adding values, you can remove and add the attributes. This is probably the more common way to
making such a change.

rem-entry-req Command -- Delete an Entry
Use the rem-entry-req command to remove a leaf entry from the directory.

If the leaf entry is an alias, the alias is removed.

If the DSA has alias integrity enabled, when you delete an entry all aliases of the entry are also deleted.

You can delete a subtree by deleting leaves recursively, or by using another tool, such as the DXmodify tool.

The command has the following format:

rem-entry-req 

 entry = DN 

 [common-args] 

 ;

• entry=DN
Defines the distinguished name of the entry. DN is expressed in X.500 format.

• common-args = {common-args}
See the description of common -args in read-req Command.

Example: Remove Service for Organizational Unit

To remove the organizational unit Sales from the organization Democorp:

rem-entry-req

 entry = <countryName "AU">

  <organizationName "Democorp">

  <organizationalUnitName "Sales">;

Example: Delete an Alias That Points to an Entry

rem-entry-req

 entry = <countryName "AU">

  <organizationName "Democorp">

  <commonName "Brendan Randall">;
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read-req Command -- Read an Entry
Use the read-req command to get information about an entry.

The command has the following format: 

read-req entry = DN 

    [no-info-return | attrs-only | attr-and-val]

    [all-attrs | attrs = attribute[,attribute...] ]

    [ all-extra-attrs | extra-attrs = attribute[,attribute...] ]

    [common-args]

    ;

•  entry=DN 
Defines the distinguished name of the entry. DN is expressed in X.500 format.

•  attrs=attribute [,attribute]
Defines the non-operational attributes to display. The service returns an error if it does not find these attributes in the
entry.
By default, all non-operational attributes are displayed.

•   common-args 
Defines the common arguments. For more information, see common-args.

•  extra-attrs=attribute [,attribute]
Defines the operational attributes to display. By default no operational attributes are displayed.

 Example: Get Information About the Democorp Entry 

The following command returns all the attribute values for the Democorp entry:

read-req entry = <countryName "AU"><organizationName "Democorp"> ;

 Example: Read Selected Attributes and Values 

The following command returns the selected attribute values for the Corporate entry:

read-req

    entry = <c "AU"><o "Democorp"><ou "Corporate">

    attrs = facsimileTelephoneNumber, telephoneNumber;

 Example: Read an Alias Object, not the Entry that the Alias Points To 

read-req

    entry = <countryName "AU">

        <organizationName "Democorp">

        <commonName "Brendan Randall">

        common-args = {dont-deref-aliases } ;

search-req Command -- Find Entries
 Contents 

The search-req command finds entries within a namespace partition.

The search service can return many objects. If the search exceeds a size limit or a time limit, or if the DUA receives an
abandon request, the search returns partial results, that is, the entries that it collected before being stopped.

The search is successful if it can find its base object.

The search detects if an alias directly or indirectly points to itself, and returns an error.

The command has the following format:
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search-req

    base-object = DN

    [one-level-only | base-object-only | whole-subtree]

    [filter = { search-req-filter }]

    [no-info-return]

    [dont-search-aliases | search-aliases]

    [attr-only | attr-and-val]

    [all-attrs | attrs = attribute [,attribute...]] 

    [common-args]

    ;

•  base-object = DN 
Defines the distinguished name of the entry at which the search starts. DN is expressed in X.500 format.

•  one-level-only | base-object-only | whole-subtree
(Optional) Specifies the scope of the search.
The default is base-object-only.

•  {search-req-filter }
Specifies a filter for the search. The braces are part of the command. For more information about its syntax,
see search-req-filter.

•  no-info-return
(Optional) Returns only the names of the entries that satisfy the filter.

•  dont-search-aliases
(Optional) Specifies that search-req should not follow the aliasedObjectname of an alias. If this is not specified, search-
req treats aliases as pointers to entries.

•  attrs = attribute [,attribute...]
(Optional) Returns only the specified attributes.

•   common-args 
Defines the common arguments. For more information, see common-args.

 Example: Search Service for One Entry 

The following example is equivalent to a read-req. It retrieves all attributes and values of one entry:

search-req

    base-object =    <countryName "AU">

    <organizationName "Democorp">;

 Example: Search Service for Single Level 

The following example is equivalentg to a list-req. It retrieves the names of all objects from one level under Democorp:

search-req

    base-object =    <countryName "AU">

    <organizationName "Democorp">

    one-level-only

    no-info-return;

 Example: Search Service for Subtree 

The following example searches all entries under Democorp, including Democorp. It retrieves all information about every
entry that contains an attribute surname with the value Smith:

search-req

    base-object =    <countryName "AU">

        <organizationName "Democorp">

    whole-subtree
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    filter = { attr = surname value = "Smith" };

 Example: Search Service for Local Directory Tree 

Search the local directory tree, retrieving all objects that contain a surname attribute with a value of Smith and a
title attribute with a value of Manager and a telephoneNumber attribute. Retrieve only the commonName, surname,
and telephoneNumber attributes of the objects matching the search filter.

search-req

    base-object = <>

    whole-subtree

    filter = { and {attr = surname value = "Smith",

        attr = title substrings [ any "Manager"],

        attr = telephoneNumber present}

        }

    attrs = commonName, surname, telephoneNumber

    common-args = { local-scope };

search-req-filter

The search-req-filter option defines the filter for the search-req command. The search-req command uses the filter to
determine whether to display the entries it finds, or to exclude these entries from its results.

 Syntax 

A search-req filter consists of one filter item, or a number of filter items linked together by one of the logical
operators: and, not, or.

Hence you can use any of the following formats:

search-filter-item

and {search-filter-item ,search-filter-item ...}

or {search-filter-item ,search-filter-item ...}

not {search-filter-item} 

The braces ({}) in these expressions are part of the syntax and define the scope of the operator.

Wherever you have one search filter item you can replace it with one of the above expressions, and you can can nest
these expressions indefinitely.

•   search-filter-item 
Defines an item within a search filter. It has one of the following formats:
attr=DN present 

attr=DN value {= | <= | >= | ~=} attributeValue 

attr=DN substrings {initial | final | any} attributeValueSubString

The braces ({}) and pipe symbols (|) in these expressions are not part of the command -- they are there merely to
show the alternative forms of the expression: the braces enclose a set of alternatives, and the pipes separate the
alternatives.
The operators and other parameters in these expressions are as follows:
–  =

Equals
–  <=

Less than or equals
–  >=

Greater than or equals
–  ~=
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Approximately equals
–   attributeValue 

Defines a possible attribute value.
–   attributeValueSubstring 

Defines a possible substring of an attribute value.

LDAP-Only Examples

These commands are supported by the LDUA, which is the LDAP version of the DUA. Because the LDUA uses the LDAP
protocol, it has access to LDAP controls, which permit operations to be modified. For example, the search command can
include server-side sorting and paged results.

 Example: Search and Sort Results 

Search all objects under Democorp, retrieving all objects with common name beginning with H, and sort the objects in
reverse order by description:

search-req 

    base-object=<o Democorp> 

    whole-subtree

    filter = { attr = commonName substrings [ initial h ] }

    attrs = commonName,description

    controls = { server-side-sort description reverse critical };

 Example: Search and Page Results 

Search all objects under Democorp, retrieving all objects that contain an attribute common name beginning with H, and
page the results:

search-req base-object=<o Democorp> whole-subtree

    filter = { attr = commonName substrings [ initial h ] }

    attrs = commonName,description

    controls = { simple-paged-results size = 20 critical };

 Example: Search and Sort and Page Results 

These LDUA controls can be used together. The following example searches all objects under Democorp, retrieves all
objects that contain an attribute common name beginning with H, and sorts and pages the results:

search-req base-object=<o Democorp> whole-subtree

    filter = { attr = commonName substrings [ initial h ] }

    attrs = commonName,description

    controls = { server-side-sort commonName

    simple-paged-results size = 20 next-page };

modify-passwd-req Command--Modify the LDAP Password
This command only works for the LDUA (LDAP User Agent). This command sends an LDAP Password Modify extended
operation to the DSA. 

This command has the following format:

  modify-passwd-req

     [userIdentity = string]
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     [newPasswd = string]

     [oldPasswd = string]

      ;

• userIdentity
Specifies the full DN string of the user whose password is to be modified. If this argument is not specified, then the
password of the bind (session) identity is modified.

• newPasswd
Specifies the new password to be set for the user. If this argument is not specified, then a random password is
generated.

• oldPasswd
Specifies the old password to be replaced. If this argument is not specified, all current passwords of the user are
replaced with the new password. If this argument is specified, it must match one of the current passwords of the user,
otherwise the operation fails.

Glossary

alarms

 Alarms are reports of critical events that should be monitored.

alerts

 Alerts are any events that the user should be made aware of. 

alias entries

An alias entry is a directory entry that contains the name of another entry. When you search or browse a directory, you
can decide whether to resolve aliases (show the details of the target entry) or to show the details of the alias entry itself.

association

 association is a synonym for binding.

attributes

An attribute is a property of an entry that can have a value. An entry is defined by the values of its attributes. For example,
an entry in a staff directory could include an attribute named phoneNumber, with the value 555-1234-567.

authentication levels

Each DSA has one or more authentication levels. The authentication levels assigned to a DSA define what credentials a
user must present to bind to and query that DSA.

auto-registered attributes

An auto-registered attribute is an attribute that is used in a directory without being defined in the directory's schema. To
use auto-registered attributes in a particular object class, that class must include the keyword auto-register-attributes in
its may-contain list.
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auxiliary object class

An auxiliary object class defines additional characteristics of an entry. For example, it can provide additional, optional,
attributes for an entry.

base-object searches

A base-object search specifies a search that returns one node, the base object, as specified by the DN. It is one of the
three types of LDAP search. The others are single-level and subtree.

binding

When a DSA, an LDAP client, or a DUA successfully binds to a DSA, the resulting relationship is called
a binding. Because each binding corresponds to a user, the term user can be used to mean a binding.

class-of-service templates

A class-of-service template stores information that can then be included in many entries. Class-of-service templates can
reduce the size of a directory, help keep data consistent, and reduce the time required for bulk updates.

credentials

A user's credentials are information that identifies them, which are used for authorization. Credentials can be a user name
and password, or a certificate.

data DSA

A data DSA holds data, and queries are routed to it by router DSAs.

datastore

Each data DSA holds its directory data in memory. The datastore is a file that is mapped to the memory image and
provides persistent storage of the data.

deploying

 Deploying is the process of transferring the XML configuration file from Directory Managerto the DSA's host, and then
reinitializing the DSAs.

dereferencing

An alias entry is dereferenced if, during a search, the entry the alias points to is used as the base object rather than the
alias itself.

DIB (directory information base)

The directory information base (DIB) is the collection of information held by the directory as a whole (typically in many
DSAs).

directory management server

The directory management server is the computer on which you have installed the Directory Management package, which
includes Directory Manager.
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Directory Manager

Directory Manager is a web application that lets you monitor, configure, and control DSAs.

DISP

 DISP (Directory Information Shadowing Protocol) is defined in the 1993 X.525 standard. DISP lets you replicate
information in OSI-conformant directories, which permits copying of directory information from one DSA to another using a
standardized procedure and protocol.

distribution

In a distributed directory, many DSAs cooperate to form a single namespace. Parts of the namespace are served by
different DSAs. An application connected to any DSA can search the entire namespace.

DIT (directory information tree)

The directory information tree (DIT) is data represented in a hierarchical tree structure, where each node in the tree is
defined by a DN. CA Directory uses the term namespace to refer to the directory DIT.

DN (distinguished name)

A distinguished name (DN) uniquely identifies a directory entry and its location in the directory namespace.
The DN includes the name of the entry, plus the names of all superior entries, for example, cn=Craig
LINK,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU.

DSA (directory system agent)

A DSA is a process that manages some or all of a directory's namespace.

DSA console

The DSA console lets you connect to a DSA to give DXserver commands, receive trace information, and act as a user
agent.

DSML (Directory Services Markup Language)

DSML is an XML protocol that permits directory structural information to be represented in XML. The DSML protocol
is an almost direct mapping of LDAP. The purpose of the language is to allow XML-based applications to use directory
information.

DSML Server

The DSML Server lets client applications use DSML, rather than LDAP, to communicate with CA Directory.

DSP (Directory System Protocol)

The directory system protocol (DSP) is a protocol used between DSAs for X.500 distributed operations. This is the
protocol used for chaining. LDAP does not have a DSP equivalent. A CA Directory DSA can use both DSP and LDAP.

DUA (directory user agent)

The directory user agent (DUA) is an executable that accesses DSAs as a client. The DUA is supplied in the samples
folder and can run on any host that has directory services installed. It communicates user requests to a DSA, which can
be be on any host in the network, and then passes the DSA responses back to the user.
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DXtools

The DXtools are a set of command-line utilities that come with CA Directory. These tools help you manage directory
administration, work with LDIF data, load and unload data to and from a directory, and to extract and convert schemas for
use with CA Directory.

dynamic groups

A dynamic group is an entry in the directory with its membership defined by an LDAP filter. All entries that satisfy this filter
are members of the dynamic group.

EIS (entry information selection)

In a search filter, the entry information selection (EIS) is the attributes that are to be returned in the search results.

entries

The entry is the basic unit of information storage in a directory. All information in a directory is stored in the form of entries,
which are also sometimes named objects. For example, in a directory listing all staff members at a company, each staff
member would have an entry.

extensible objects

An extensible object is an object class that may include any attribute defined in the DSA schema.

failback

 Failback is the restoration to normal service of a CA Directory DSA after failing over and recovering.

failover

 Failover is the ability of a router DSA to continue to service queries even when a data DSA becomes unavailable. If
the router detects that a DSA has failed, it resends outstanding requests to another DSA that serves the same partition,
making the failure invisible to clients.

health

A directory's health is a measure of whether the directory is running smoothly. This includes whether all DSAs are running,
and whether any are logging warning, error, or alarm messages.

horizontal partitioning

If you have a large flat namespace, you can improve the scalability and performance by partitioning the namespace, so
that different DSAs each serve different parts of the same level of namespace. In CA Directory, horizontal partitioning is a
method of doing this.

hosts

A host is a single computer with CA Directory installed on it. A single host may serve one or more namespace partitions.

hub

A hub is the DSA that is responsible for receiving multiwrite update requests from other regions.
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idle time

The idle time for a connection is the time elapsed since the DSA last performed an operation on that connection.

JNDI (Java Naming and Directory Interface)

The Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) is a Java API that provides applications based on Java with naming and
directory services.

latency

 Latency is the delay caused by the round-trip time taken between sending a network packet and receiving a response.
For replication, latency describes the time during which the shadow servers are out-of-date with respect to a master.

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)

 LDAP is a protocol for accessing directories. LDAP is a simplified version of the X.500 directory access protocol (DAP).

LDIF (LDAP Data Interchange Format)

LDIF is a format suitable for describing directory information or changes to be made to directory information.

LDIF files

 LDIF files are text files that store directory information in LDIF. You can use LDIF files to transfer directory information
between LDAP directory servers or to describe a set of changes to be applied to a directory.

LDT file

An LDT file is a text file that contains rules for transforming data into LDIF format. The csv2ldif tool uses an LDT file to
transform CSV data into LDIF.

leaf entries

A leaf entry is a directory entry that has no subordinate entries.

load

A directory's load is a measure of the amount and type of operations being sent to that directory.

load sharing

 Load sharing lets a router DSA distribute incoming requests evenly among all DSAs in the same site that serve the same
namespace partition. This improves performance.

logs

The logs contain output from a DSA, including its trace, diagnostics, warnings, and alarms.

MIB (management information base)

A management information base (MIB) is a database of objects that can be managed using SNMP.

multiwrite group

A multiwrite group is a synonym for a region.
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multiwrite peers

 Multiwrite peer DSAs are the DSAs in a multiwrite replication system. Multiwrite peers service the same prefix, share
knowledge of each other, and their knowledge includes the DSA flag multi-write.

multiwrite replication

 Multiwrite replication is a mechanism for replicating updates to a number of DSAs to ensure that they are synchronized.
When a DSA receives an update, it updates its own data and then sends the update to its peers. If a peer DSA cannot be
reached, the updates are queued and replayed when the DSA becomes available.

multiwrite-DISP replication

 Multiwrite-DISP replication is a replication scheme that uses multiwrite replication for real-time updates and DISP for
recovery.

namespace

A namespace is the tree of all data in the directory, synonymous with directory information tree. It is defined by the DN of
the top node in the tree.

namespace partition

A namespace partition is a sub-section of the directory information tree.

naming attributes

The naming attribute is the attribute used to form the RDN, which uniquely identifies each entry in the directory..

OID (object identifier)

An object identifier (OID) is a numeric value that unambiguously identifies an object class, attribute, or syntax in a
directory service. An OID is represented as a dotted decimal string (for example, 1.2.3.4). Companies and individuals can
obtain a root OID from an issuing authority and use it to allocate additional OIDs.

OID prefix

An OID prefix consists of a name used to represent the portion of the object identifier common to multiple schema
definition statements.

operational attributes

An operational attribute represents information used to control the operation of the directory (such as access control
information), or used by the directory to represent some aspects of its operation.

operations

A directory operation reads data from the directory or writes data to it. Operations include add, compare, delete, modify
entry, modify RN, read, search.

performance

Directory performance measures the load and throughput of the directory. 
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personality certificates

DSA personality certificates are the same as user certificates, except that they are for DSAs. These personality
certificates permit the links between DSAs to be secured using SSL encryption or authentication.

phase

A phase is a directory search within a view. A phase can use the results of previous phases in the same invocation of the
view.

public user

A public user is a user who has not been authenticated. The following terms are identical: public user, unauthenticated
user, anonymous user, user who has not logged in.

RDN (relative distinguished name)

The relative distinguished name (RDN) of an entry is the lowest-level part of the entry's DN.
The RDN is formed by the entry's naming attribute. For example, if an entry's DN is cn=Craig
LINK,ou=Administration,ou=Corporate,o=DEMOCORP,c=AU, the entry's RDN is cn=Craig LINK.

recovery

 Recovery is the process of a DSA returning to service after an outage.

recovery mode

A DSA in recovery mode is one that has been offline, so its data may now inconsistent with its replication peer DSAs. In
recovery mode, a DSA only accepts binds and updates from its replication peers. This prevents clients and parent or non-
peer DSAs from querying or updating the recovering DSA.

recovery notification list

A recovery notification list is a list of peer DSAs that have more up-to-date data. When the data in a recovering DSA has
been synchronized with one of these peers, the name of the peer is removed from the list. When the list is empty, the DSA
is recovered and returns to service.

referential integrity

A directory entry has referential integrity if all DNs in the entry are valid, that is, point to other, existing, entries.

region

A region is a collection of sites. Multiwrite replication between DSAs in the same region is synchronous.

response files

A response file is a text file that supplies information used during the installation process. The user normally supplies this
information during the installation process.

router DSA

A router DSA has no local data and no datastore. It can only route traffic to other DSAs.
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SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language)

 Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is an XML-based protocol for making statements about security. For
example, you could use SAML to make the following statement: "John Citizen has been authorized to read data from the
HR web site for thirty minutes starting at 9:15 a.m."

schema

A schema is a formal definition of the contents and structure of the directory data. It governs where each entry can be
placed within the directory structure, how entries are to be named, and what attributes each entry can contain.

script files

Script files store frequently used, or complex commands (such as a series of searches). You can execute these files from
a DSA console, or by using the source command, from other script files.

selective shadowing

 Selective shadowing is the ability to replicate only some information to a shadow DSA.

SPML (Services Provisioning Markup Language)

 Services Provisioning Markup Language (SPML) is an XML-based protocol that handles provisioning and user
management. It allows for adding, modifying, deleting, and searching users, and provisioning users with resources.

static groups

A static group is an entry in the directory with a member attribute, which stores a list of the DNs of the entries that are
members of this group.

TCP port

The TCP port is the port on which DSA listens for, and accepts connections from, clients and other DSAs.

text-based configuration files

You can configure CA Directory using commands in text files. The text files contain commands that define how the DSA
works. These commands are identical to the commands that can be entered from a DSA console.

third-party LDAP server

A third-party LDAP server is a directory that only uses the LDAP standard. 

third-party X.500 DSA

A third-party X.500 DSA is a directory served by another directory product. 

topology

The topology defines the network in terms of connection between hosts and DSAs. 

traces

A DSA's trace is its record of almost all operations going into and out of that DSA. You can view a DSA's trace in the log
files, and also by using the DSA console.
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transparent routing

 Transparent routing allows a router DSA to process LDAP requests and responses without requiring the controlling
schema. This is useful if the router DSA is being used to link LDAP clients to an LDAP server, or the clients and server
have schema that are not known by the router DSA. Transparent routing works with LDAP clients only.

view

A view is a read-only virtual directory that provides a layer between the user agent and the real directories. It lets
you combine multiple LDAP searches into one search. You can use views to improve performance and to reduce the
complexity of applications.

X.500

 X.500 is a set of computer networking standards that define directory services. The protocols defined by the X.500
standards include DAP, DSP, and DISP. A directory that follows the X.500 standard has distributed operations, distributed
management, distributed security, and replication.
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End User License Agreement (EULA)
CA, Inc. ("CA")

End User License Agreement (the "Agreement") for the CA software product that is being installed as well as the
associated documentation and any SDK, as defined below, included within the product ("the Product").

Carefully read the following terms and conditions regarding your use of the Product before installing and using the
Product. Throughout this Agreement, you will be referred to as "You" or "Licensee."

By selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then clicking on the "Next" button,
you are

(I) Representing that you are not a minor, and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement; 
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative of your employer, as applicable, to be bound
by this Agreement.

By selecting the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then clicking on the
"Cancel" button, the installation process will cease.

1. CA (or where the Product is being supplied outside of North America the CA subsidiary identified after Section 15 below
for the country in which the Product is being supplied, and in such instance CA shall mean the CA subsidiary identified)
provides Licensee with one copy of the Product, for use by a single user, or the quantity designated as the authorized use
limitation ("Authorized Use Limitation") on any Order Form (defined below) referencing the terms of this Agreement or CD
sleeve included within the Product box. CA licenses the Product to Licensee on a non-exclusive basis, pursuant to the
terms of this Agreement as well as the terms of (a) any CA Order Form or Registration Form which has been signed by
Licensee and CA; or (b) a License Program Certificate which is provided by CA to Licensee, as applicable (each hereafter
referred to as the "Order Form").

2. If the Product is an alpha or beta version of the program, hereinafter referred to as the "beta program" or "beta version"
and not generally available to date, CA does not guarantee that the generally available release will be identical to the
beta program or that the generally available release will not require reinstallation. Licensee agrees that if it registers
for support or if otherwise required by CA, Licensee shall provide CA with specific information concerning Licensee’s
experiences with the operation of the Product. Licensee agrees and acknowledges that the beta version of the Product
(a) is to be used only for testing purposes and not to perform any production activities unless CA shall have otherwise
approved in writing and (b) has not been tested or debugged and is experimental and that the documentation may be
in draft form and will, in many cases, be incomplete. Licensee agrees that CA makes no representations regarding the
completeness, accuracy or Licensee’s use or operation of the beta version of the Product. BETA PRODUCTS ARE
PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF TITLE
OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. If Licensee is also a Tester of the beta version of the Product (as "Tester" is defined by the
Beta Testing Agreement that was agreed to by Licensee during the registration process before obtaining the beta version
of the Product), Licensee agrees that the terms of this Agreement are in addition to, and do not supersede, the terms of
the Beta Testing Agreement.

3. If the Product is being licensed on a trial or evaluation basis, Licensee agrees to use the Product solely for evaluation
purposes, in accordance with the usage restrictions set forth in Section 1, for a thirty-day evaluation period unless a
different period is otherwise noted (the "Trial Period"). At the end of the Trial Period, Licensee’s right to use the Product
automatically expires and Licensee agrees to de-install the Product and return to CA all copies or partial copies of the
Product or certify to CA in writing that all copies or partial copies of the Product have been deleted from Licensee’s
computer libraries and/or storage devices and destroyed. If Licensee desires to continue its use of the Product beyond
the Trial Period, Licensee may contact CA to acquire a license to the Product for the applicable fee. LICENSEE’S
USE OF THE PRODUCT DURING THE TRIAL PERIOD IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY,
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AND CA DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AS WELL AS ANY EXPRESS WARRANTIES
PROVIDED ELSEWHERE IN THIS AGREEMENT.

4. If the Product includes a Software Development Kit ("SDK"), the terms and conditions of this paragraph apply solely
for the use of the SDK. The SDK may include software, APIs and associated documentation. The SDK is provided solely
for Licensee's internal use to develop software that enables the integration of third party software or hardware with the
Product, or to develop software that functions with the Product, such as an agent. Licensee’s use of the SDK is restricted
solely to enhance Licensee’s internal use of the Product. No distribution rights of any kind are granted to Licensee
regarding the Product. In addition to the limitations on use set forth in Section 8, below, Licensee may not reproduce,
disclose, market, or distribute the SDK or the documentation or any applications containing any executable versions of
the SDK to third parties, on the internet, or use such executables in excess of the applicable Authorized Use Limitation. If
there is a conflict between the terms of this section and the terms of any other section in this Agreement, the terms of this
section will prevail solely with respect to the use of the SDK.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, AND NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING CONTAINED
HEREIN TO THE CONTRARY, THE SDK IS PROVIDED AND LICENSED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND.

5. Payment of the fees specified on the Order Form or as agreed between Licensee and an authorized reseller of CA,
shall entitle Licensee to use the Product for the term specified on the Order Form (the "Term"), which use may include
the right to receive maintenance services therefore for the period set forth on the Order Form. All fees payable hereunder
shall be payable in advance. Licensee will install each new release of the Product delivered to Licensee. After the Term,
continued usage and/or maintenance of the Product as provided herein shall be subject to the payment by Licensee of
the fees described on the Order Form. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Product was licensed under this Agreement
without an Order Form, Licensee shall be entitled to use the Product for an indefinite period, but the license does not
include the right to receive maintenance services. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with respect to any Product that relies
on continuous content updates, such as signature files and security updates, Licensee shall be entitled to such content
updates for a period of one (1) year from the effective date of the license.

6. If maintenance is provided by CA, it shall be renewed annually as specified in the Order form with CA. All fees are
net of applicable taxes. Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied by any government or
governmental agency including, without limitation, federal, state and local, sales, use, value added and personal property
taxes, (other than franchise and income taxes for which CA is responsible) upon a presentation of invoices by CA. Any
claimed exemption from such tariffs, duties or taxes must be supported by proper documentary evidence delivered to CA.
Any invoice which is unpaid by Licensee when due shall be subject to an interest charge equal to the lower of 1.5% per
month or the highest applicable legal rate.

7. Licensee may use the Product as provided herein solely to process its own data and the data of its majority-owned
subsidiaries and use is restricted to the location, computer equipment, and Authorized Use Limitation specified on the
Order Form or CD sleeve, as applicable. If Licensee desires to use the Product beyond such restrictions, it shall notify CA,
and Licensee will be invoiced for and shall pay the applicable fees for such expanded use.

8. The Product, including any source or object code that may be provided to Licensee hereunder, as well as
documentation, appearance, structure and organization, is the proprietary property of CA and/or its licensors, if any,
and may be protected by copyright, patent, trademark, trade secret and/or other laws. Title to the Product, or any copy,
modification, translation, partial copy, compilation, derivative work or merged portion of any applicable SDK, shall at all
times remain with CA and/or its licensors. Usage rights respecting the Product may not be exchanged for any other CA
product. The Product is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not be separated for use. Licensee and
its employees will keep the Product and the terms of this license strictly confidential and use its best efforts to prevent
and protect the Product from unauthorized disclosure or use. Licensee may not (i) disclose, de-compile, disassemble
nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product except to the extent the foregoing restriction is expressly prohibited under
applicable law; (ii) create any derivative works based on the Product; (iii) use the Product to provide facilities management
or in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license from CA for such
purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the Product; or
(iv) permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA. Licensee shall not release
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the results of any benchmark testing of the Product to any third party without the prior written consent of CA. Licensee
will not transfer, assign, rent, lease, use, copy or modify the product, in whole or in part, or permit others to do any of
the foregoing with regard to the Product without CA’s prior written consent, except to the extent the foregoing restriction
is expressly prohibited under applicable law. Licensee will not remove any proprietary markings of CA or its licensors.
Licensee may copy the Product as reasonably required for back-up and disaster recovery purposes, provided that
production use of the Product is restricted to the Authorized Use Limitation specified on the Order Form or CD sleeve, and
provided that use of the Product for disaster recovery testing shall be limited to one week in any three month period. The
Product may be used only within the boundaries of the country where the Product was purchased (except as otherwise
provided on the Order Form) unless CA consents otherwise in writing. If this license terminates for any reason, Licensee
shall certify to CA in writing that all copies and partial copies of the Product have been deleted from all computers and
storage devices and are returned to CA or destroyed and are no longer in use. Licensee shall comply with all relevant
import and export regulations, including those adopted by the Office of Export Administration of the US Department of
Commerce. The Product and any accompanying documentation have been developed entirely at private expense. They
are delivered and licensed as "commercial item" "computer software" as defined in FAR 2.101. In the event Licensee is
a U.S. Federal Government agency, the licensing terms of CA's then current GSA FSS contract shall govern use of the
Computer Program(s), in lieu of the terms contained in the license delivered with the Program(s). For such purposes,
the term "Product" and "Computer Program" shall have the same meaning hereunder. The Computer Program(s) was
developed at private expense, is commercial, and is published and copyrighted. Third parties purchasing on behalf of a
Federal Government agency shall only transfer the Computer Program(s) to the Government with "Restricted Rights" as
that term is defined in FAR 52.227-19(c)(2) or DFAR 252.227-7015, and in accordance with CA's then current GSA FSS
contract. All Software is provided FOB shipping point or electronic delivery. Acceptance is waived and deemed to have
occurred at the earliest of point of physical shipment or delivery of keys/access codes for electronic delivery. CA is the
manufacturer of the Product.
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, without regard
to its choice of law provisions.

9. CA warrants that it can enter into this Agreement and that it will indemnify, hold Licensee harmless, and defend or,
at its option, settle any claim that CA is not so authorized or that Licensee’s use of the Product as authorized hereby
infringes any patent, copyright or other intellectual property right of any third party. CA also warrants that the Product will
operate in accordance with its published specifications, provided that CA’s only responsibility will be to use reasonable
efforts, consistent with industry standards, to cure any defect. The foregoing warranty respecting the operation of the
Product will be in effect only during any period for which Licensee shall have paid the applicable license fee and annual
maintenance fee, or, with respect to Products licensed without an Order Form, during a period of ninety (90) days from
Licensee’s acquisition of license for the Product. If, within a reasonable time after receiving Licensee’s written notice
of breach of either of the above warranties, CA is unable to cause the Product to operate (a) without infringing a third
party’s intellectual property rights, or (b) in accordance with CA’s written specifications, then either party may terminate
this Agreement on written notice to the other party and CA or the authorized reseller will refund the relevant license fees
paid for such non-compliant Product only when Licensee returns the Product to CA or its authorized reseller from whom
it obtained the Product, with the purchase receipt within the warranty period noted above. The warranties set forth in
this Section do not apply to beta versions of the Product, Product licensed on a trial or evaluation basis or to Software
Development Kits.

10. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, TO THE FULL EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW:

(I) NO OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE MADE BY CA; 
(II) IN NO EVENT WILL CA BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER PARTY FOR ANY CLAIM FOR LOSS,
INCLUDING TIME, MONEY, GOODWILL, AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHICH MAY ARISE FROM THE USE,
OPERATION OR MODIFICATION OF THE PRODUCT, EVEN IF CA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN THE EVENT THAT THE ABOVE LIABILITY LIMITATION IS FOUND TO BE INVALID
UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, THEN CA’S LIABILITY FOR SUCH CLAIM SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT
OF THE LICENSE FEE ACTUALLY PAID FOR THE PRODUCT BY LICENSEE. NO THIRD PARTY, INCLUDING
AGENTS, DISTRIBUTORS, OR AUTHORIZED CA RESELLERS IS AUTHORIZED TO MODIFY ANY OF THE ABOVE
WARRANTIES OR MAKE ANY ADDITIONAL WARRANTIES ON BEHALF OF CA. CA DOES NOT WARRANT
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THAT THE PRODUCT WILL MEET LICENSEE’S REQUIREMENTS OR THAT USE OF THE PRODUCT WILL BE
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE.

11. Licensee may assign this Agreement only if Licensee complies with CA’s then prevailing policies respecting
assignment of licenses, which includes a requirement that the scope of use of the Product not be expanded beyond the
business of Licensee and the business of Licensee’s majority-owned subsidiaries. CA may assign this Agreement to any
third party that succeeds to CA’s interests in the Product and assumes the obligations of CA hereunder; and CA may
assign its right to payment hereunder or grant a security interest in this Agreement or such payment right to any third
party.

12. If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or to terminate this Agreement immediately and, in addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to become due
hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.

13. If Licensee fails to pay the applicable maintenance fee, then Licensee may reinstate maintenance thereafter by paying
to CA a fee equal to 150% of CA’s then prevailing maintenance fee for each year for which the maintenance fee has not
been paid.

14. If a court holds that any provision of this Agreement to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions
shall remain in full force and effect. No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall be a waiver of any other breach,
and no waiver shall be effective unless made in writing and signed by an authorized representative of the waiving party.
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA, Inc., One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY 11749, Attention:
Worldwide Law Department.

15. In the event Licensee acquires a license for the Product outside of the United States, the following Sections will apply
to the use of the Product:

Notwithstanding the terms of the last sentence of Section 8, the laws of the country in which Licensee acquires a license
for the Product shall govern this Agreement, except as otherwise provided below.

In Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Bosnia/Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Georgia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kirghizia, Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), Moldova, Romania, Russia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, and Ukraine, the laws
of Austria govern this Agreement.

Argentina
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Argentina S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Argentina. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales de la Cuidad de Buenos Aires.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Argentina S.A, Avenida Alicia
Moreau de Justo, 400, 2 piso, 1107, Buenos Aires - At.: Finance Department.

Australia 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Pty. Ltd.

The following is added to each of the end of Sections 2, 3 and 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Trade Practices Act 1974
and other state and territory legislation which may not be excluded but may be limited. To the full extent permitted by law
CA excludes all terms not expressly set out in the express terms of this Agreement, and limits any terms imposed by the
Trade Practices Act 1974 and other state and territory legislation to the full extent permitted by the applicable legislation.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of the State or Territory in which the transaction is performed govern this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
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Where CA is in breach of a condition or warranty implied by the Trade Practices Act 1974 or other state and territory
legislation, CA's liability is limited, in the case of goods, to the repair or replacement of the goods, or payment for the
repair or replacement of the goods, and in the case of services, the supplying of the services again or payment for the
re-supply of the services, as CA may elect. Where that condition or warranty relates to a right to sell, quiet possession or
clear title, in respect of goods or if the goods supplied by CA are of a kind ordinarily acquired for personal, domestic or
household use or consumption, then none of the limitations in this Section apply.

Austria 
The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of Austria govern this Agreement. The following is added to Section 8: In addition, CA is entitled to bring action
against Licensee in a court located in Licensee’s place of incorporation, establishment or permanent residence.

The following is added to Section 10:
Any liability for the slight negligence of CA is excluded.

The following is added to the Agreement:
In the event the Licensee qualifies as a consumer according to Austrian Consumer Protection Act
("Konsumentenschutzgesetz" -"KSchG") Sections 2, 3, 9 and 10 of this Agreement are not applicable to the extent they
reduce CA’s liability and the consumer’s warranty.

Belgium 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates S.A./N.V.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The courts of CA’s registered office shall have exclusive jurisdiction regarding any dispute that may arise between the
parties dealing with the formation, execution, interpretation, or termination of this Agreement, including but not limited to
measures of conservation, emergency proceedings, warranty proceedings, petition or in case of more than one defendant.

The last sentence of Section 14 are deleted and replaced with:
Any question concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates S.A./N.V., Da Vincilaan 11, Box F2,
Building Figueras, B-1935 Zaventem, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Brazil 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Programas de Programas de Computador Ltda.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Brazil. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by a court of the São Paulo City Hall.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Programas de Programas de Computador Ltda,
Avenida das Nações Unidas, 12901 - 6 andar - Torre Norte - São Paulo - SP, 04578-000, At.: Worldwide Law Department.

Canada 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Canada Company.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws in the Province of Ontario shall govern this Agreement.

Chile 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Chile S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Chile. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Santiago.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Chile S.A, Avenida Providencia
1760, piso 15 - Edificio Palladio, oficina 1501 - 6640709 Providencia - Santiago - At.: Finance Department.
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China 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (China) Co., Ltd.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are inclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the People’s Republic of China,
without regard to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a competent court located in
Beijing.

Colombia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Colombia S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Colombia. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Bogotá.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Colombia S.A, Avenida 82,
numero 12-18, Oficina 305 - Santa FÉ de Bogotá, D.C., Colombia - At.: Finance Department.

Czech Republic 
The first sentence of Section 1 is deleted and replaced with:
CA grants the Licensee a non-exclusive license to use the Product, for use by a single user, or the quantity designated as
the authorized use limitation ("Authorized Use Limitation") on any Order Form (defined below) referencing the terms of this
Agreement or CD sleeve included within the Product box.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Czech Republic, without regard
to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction within the
Czech Republic.

Section 10 is deleted and replaced with:
Except as set forth above, to the full extent permitted by applicable law, no other warranties, whether express or implied,
including, without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

Denmark 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Scandinavia A/S.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and the clicking on the "Next" button, you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement; 
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with: 
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Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:

(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for such purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of
the Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement, including
without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10. (A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA; and

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA.

France 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The Commercial Court of Paris shall have exclusive jurisdiction regarding any dispute that may arise between the
parties dealing with the formation, execution, interpretation, or termination of this Agreement, including but not limited to
measures of conservation, emergency proceedings, warranty proceedings, petition or in case of more than one defendant.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any question concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA S.A. Immeuble Ex-Libris, 25 quai du PrÉsident Paul
Doumer, 92408 COURBEVOIE Cedex, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Germany 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Computer Associates GmbH.

Section 6 of the Agreement is deleted.

The twelfth sentence of Section 8 is deleted. The sixteenth sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with: 
Licensee shall comply with all relevant import and export regulations, including those adopted by the Office of Export
Administration of the US Department of Commerce, any competent EU government and German export regulations.
Licensee understands and acknowledges that US, EU and German restrictions vary regularly and, depending on Product,
Licensee must refer to then current US, EU or German regulations.

The following is added to Section 9:
CA shall not be liable for any infringement based upon use of other than an unaltered release of the Product unless
altered with CA's prior written consent.
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Section 10 is deleted and replaced with:
In case of (i) willful misconduct, no limitation of liability applies;(ii) personal injury or damage to property, CA’s liability to
Licensee is limited to the maximum amount that CA will recover under its insurance policies; (iii) gross negligence that
results in other damage than personal injury or damage to property, CA’s liability to Licensee shall be limited to an amount
equal to the license fee for the Product; (iv) negligence that results in damages other than personal injury or damage
to property, CA’s liability to Licensee shall be limited to an amount equal to fifty percent (50%) of the license fee for the
Product. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the aggregated liability according to (iii) and (iv) above shall never exceed an
amount equal to the purchase price of the Product. Except in case of willful misconduct or gross negligence, neither party
shall be liable to the other for indirect, incidental, special or consequential damage, including but not limited to harm to
services supplied by Licensee, or loss of business, loss of profit, or loss of data, arising out of or in connection with the
implementation or the use of the Product. No actions, regardless of form, arising out of this Agreement may be brought
by either party more than three (3) years after the cause of action has arisen, or, in the cause of non-payment, more
than three (3) years from the date of the relevant invoice. Neither party shall be liable for delay in performing or failure to
perform any of its obligations under this Agreement if the delay or failure results from events or circumstances outside its
reasonable control. Such delay or failure shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement and time for performance shall be
extended by time equivalent to the length of the delay caused by force majeure.

Greece 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Hellas Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Athens Courts.

Hong Kong
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Hong Kong) Limited.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Hong Kong. The courts of Hong
Kong will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added at the end of Section 10: The aforementioned liability limitation and the aforementioned maximum
liability amount will not affect or prejudice the statutory rights of the licensee under the sale of goods ordinance, the supply
of services (implied terms) ordinance or the control of exemption sections ordinance, nor will they limit or exclude any
liability for death or personal injury solely caused by CA's negligence.

India
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (India) Technologies Private Limited.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement and the terms hereof shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of India and the courts
of Mumbai shall have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Indonesia

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement and the terms hereof shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of Indonesia. The
courts of Indonesia, located in Jakarta, will have the sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out
of this Agreement.

Section 9 is amended by adding the following:
Licensee represents that Licensee (i) has full corporate power and authority; and (ii) is legally capable to execute, deliver
and perform this Agreement. CA and Licensee agree to waive any provisions, procedures and operation of any applicable
law to the extent that a court order is required for termination of this Agreement.

Israel 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Computer Associates Israel Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Tel Aviv Courts.
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Italy 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates S.p.A.

According to article 1341 and 1342 of the Italian Civil Code, the Licensee expressly accepts the terms and conditions
included in Sections 6 (specifically the interest rate set forth in the last sentence), 8 and 9.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Milan Courts.

Japan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Japan, Ltd.

The third sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied by any government or governmental agency other
than the taxes for which CA is responsible upon a presentation of invoices by CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the country of Japan, without regard
to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Tokyo District Court located in Tokyo
Japan.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Japan, Ltd., 2-1-1, Nishishinjyuku, Shinjyuku-ku,
Tokyo, 163-0439, Japan, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Korea
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Korea Inc., Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with: 
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Republic of Korea, without regard to
its choice of law provisions.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with: 
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Korea Inc., Ltd, City Air Tower (18th Fl.), 159-9,
Samsung-Dong, Kangnam-Ku, Seoul 135-973 Korea, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Lybia, Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Oman, Yemen and
Pakistan

The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Arabia FZ-LLC

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be interpreted according to, and governed by, the Laws of Dubai and the Federal Laws of the United
Arab Emirates.
Any disputes shall be finally settled by arbitration in accordance with the Rules of Commercial Conciliation and Arbitration
of the Dubai Chamber of Commerce & Industry, which Rules are deemed to incorporate reference to this Clause. The
place of arbitration shall be Dubai. The arbitration proceedings and award shall be conducted and written in the English
language. Judgment upon the award rendered may be executed by any court having jurisdiction, or application may be
made to such court for a judicial recognition of the award or any order of enforcement thereof, as the case may be. The
award of the arbitration shall be the sole and exclusive remedy between the parties regarding any and all claims and
counterclaims presented to the arbitrators.

Malaysia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates (M) Sdn. Bhd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Malaysia. The courts of Malaysia will
have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
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Although CA specifies that there are no other warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Consumer
Protection Act 1999 and the warranties are only limited to the extent permitted by the applicable legislation.

Mexico 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de MÉxico S.A. de C.V.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of MÉxico. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by the Tribunales de la Cuidad de MÉxico.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de MÉxico S.A. de C.V, Avenida
Jaime Balmes, 8 - Piso 4 - Oficina 403 - Col. Los Morales - Polanco , 11510 - Mexico - DF - At.: Finance Department.

Netherlands
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates B.V.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are 
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement; 
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select on "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license for
such purpose from CA, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the
Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure that such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement,
including without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
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No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, or 
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

New Zealand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Pacific (NZ) Ltd.

Notwithstanding the final sentence of Section 6, the applicable interest charge on invoices unpaid by Licensee is 1.5% per
month.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of New Zealand. The courts of New
Zealand will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Consumer Guarantees
Act 1993 or other legislation which cannot be excluded or limited. The Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 will not apply
in respect of any goods or services which CA supplies, if Licensee acquires the goods and services for the purposes
of a business as defined in that Act. Where the Product is not acquired for the purposes of a business as defined in the
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993, the limitations in this Section are subject to the limitations in that Act.

The following is added to Section 12:
CA’s rights under this Section shall also apply if any resolution is passed or proceedings are commenced for the
liquidation or winding up of Licensee.

Norway 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Norway AS.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
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Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for such purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of
the Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure that such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement,
including without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events.
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA.
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

Peru
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Peru S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Peru. Any dispute hereunder shall be
determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de La Cuidad de Lima.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Peru S.A, Avenida Paseo de La
Republica, 3211, Piso 11, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru - At.: Finance Department.

Philippines
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Philippine Computer Associates International Inc.

The first seven sentences of Section 8 are deleted and replaced with:
Title to the Product and all modifications thereto shall remain with CA. The Product is a trade secret and the proprietary
property of CA or its licensors. Usage rights respecting the Product may not be exchanged for any other CA product.
Licensee and its employees will keep the Product and the terms of this Agreement strictly confidential. To the maximum
extent permitted by applicable law, Licensee will not disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer
the Product.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Philippines. The courts of Makati
City will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Section 12 is deleted and replaced with:
If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or to terminate this Agreement immediately upon notice and, in addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to
become due hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.
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Poland 
If payments are to be made in PLN, the last sentence of Section 6 is replaced as follows:
Any invoice which is unpaid by Licensee when due shall be subject to an interest charge equal to the lower of 1.5% per
month or the statutory delay interest rate then applicable in Poland.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of Poland govern this Agreement.

Section 12 is deleted and replaced with:
If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or, to the extent permitted by the applicable law, to terminate this Agreement immediately and, in addition to all other rights
of CA, all amounts due or to become due hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.

Portugal 
The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Lisbon Courts.

Singapore 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Pte. Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Singapore. The courts of Singapore
will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to the end if Section 9:
To the full extent permitted by applicable law, CA disclaims all implied conditions or warranties of satisfactory quality or
fitness for purpose.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The limitation of liability set forth in this Section above will not apply to any breach of CA’s obligations implied by Section
12 of the Sales of Goods Act (Cap 393). In addition, if you are a consumer, the limitation of liability will not apply to any
breach of CA’s obligations implied by Sections 13, 14 or 15 of the Sale of Goods Act (Cap 393).

Sweden 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Sweden AB.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
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Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for that purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the
Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as condition of this Agreement to ensure that such staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement, including without
limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from: 
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA;
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

Switzerland 
The following is added at the end of Section 1:
The place of performance of any duties of CA under this Agreement is Islandia, New York.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction within the state of New York, U. S. A.

Taiwan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Taiwan) Ltd.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are inclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Taiwan, without regard to its choice
of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by Taipei District Court.

Thailand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Pte. Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Thailand. The courts of Thailand will
have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Turkey 
The following is added at the end of Section 8:
Licensee undertakes to keep all information of trade secret nature strictly private and confidential, and to use all
necessary measures and its best efforts in order to assure and maintain the confidentiality thereof and to prevent and
protect it, or any part thereof, from disclosure to any third person. Furthermore, Licensee hereby expressly undertakes:
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(I) Not to use a CA trade secret directly or indirectly in any respect or for whatever reason on its own behalf or on behalf of
any third party or allow it to be used for any other purpose except as expressly permitted by CA;
(II) Not to disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product and to avoid such a disclosure in
whatever form; 
(III) Not to copy or permit the others to copy without CA’s prior written consent.

Licensee acknowledges that in the event of a breach of any one of the obligations imposed upon it under this Section, CA
might suffer significant damage, notwithstanding the return of all copies of the Product, arising out of the fact that it has
breached the aforesaid obligations. Consequently, Licensee undertakes to indemnify CA in full against any such damage.

Licensee acknowledges that CA has the right to prevent any threat to confidentiality or restrain ongoing infringement or
breach of confidentiality by Licensee through legal proceedings and in case an order is obtained against Licensee for
breach, Licensee shall reimburse CA’s juridical costs and expenses including the attorney fees.

The following is added at the end of Section 9:
In the event that CA is rendered unable, wholly or in part, to perform or implement any of its warranties herein set forth, by
force majeure which includes governmental controls or orders of the government of Turkey, acts of God, wars, commotion
or riot, epidemics, strikes, lockouts and any other events or forces beyond its reasonable control, it shall be relieved from
such warranties and shall not be held liable for the non-fulfillment and/or suspended implementation thereof, as long as
and to the extent that the effect of such events or forces remains unabated.

The following is added at the end of the second sentence of Section 10:
EXCEPT THAT MAY ARISE FROM CA’S WILFUL FAULT OR NEGLIGENCE.

United Kingdom 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Plc.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button , you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement, and then click on the "Cancel"
button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer systems and return,
by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the authorized reseller
from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of purchase. You
will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance fees paid. If
requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized reseller
shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law; 
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
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(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for that purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the
Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure that such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement,
including without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
All disputes relating to this Agreement will be governed by the laws of England and Wales and will be submitted to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA;
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

Venezuela
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Venezuela, CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Venezuela. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Caracas.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Venezuela, CA, Avenida
Principal de La Castellana - Centro Letonia, Torre ING Bank, Piso 10, Oficina 105 - 1060 - Caracas - Venezuela - At.:
Finance Department.

16. If the Product contains third party software, and the licensor requires the incorporation of specific license terms and
conditions for such software into this Agreement, those specific terms and conditions, which are hereby incorporated by
this reference, are located below this Agreement.
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Telemetry Data
You can configure Directory to collect and send telemetry data — product usage and system configuration data —
to Broadcom. Use the information on this page to learn how to send usage data to Broadcom.

NOTE
By default, this product does not collect and send usage data.

What Data We Collect

Your product must collect the number of users (licenses) of Directory and submit it to Broadcom. Broadcom does not
collect Personally Identifiable Information (PII) covered under GDPR. See our Privacy Policy.

How to Collect and Report Usage Data Manually

The following procedure describes how to collect and report the product usage data manually to Broadcom.

1. Navigate to the following location:DXHOME\bin (the default path to DXHOME is C:\Program Files\CA
\Directory\dxserver).

2. Perform either of the following steps:
a. dxEntryCount: Run the following command to retrieve the number of entries in a single DSA.

dxsearch -h <computer-name> -p <port number> -b <Base DN> <Filter Query> dxEntryCount

For example:
dxsearch -h computer-name -p 19380 -s subtree -b "o=DEMOCORP,c=AU" sn="C*" dxEntryCount

b. dxTotalEntryCount: Run the following command to retrieve the number of entries that are distributed across
several DSAs.
dxsearch -h <computer-name> -p <port number> -s <subtree> -b <Base DN> <Filter Query> dxTotalEntryCount

For example:
dxsearch -h computer-name -p 193890 -s subtree -b "o=DEMOCORP,c=AU" objectclass="*" dxTotalEntryCount

3. Save the usage data as a file.
4. Share the file with your Account Team or Customer Success Team. The cadence is defined in your contract, which

is every quarter by default.
5. Enter product usage on the Broadcom Support Portal at My Product Usage.

See the Portfolio License Agreement (PLA) Usage Collection Guide for information on using the portal to report usage
data.
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Third-Party License Agreements
Use the following link to view license agreements for third-party software used in CA Directory 14.0 release:

Third-party License Agreements for 14.0
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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